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Kymenos?
Kymenos said nothing, just sat looking into the night. Sometimes he shifted, but
mainly for the purpose of scratching an itch. He gazed into the darkness and thought
about nothing, to keep from thinking about the cairn he had left behind on the crest of a
hill near Nafair.
Kymenos? Sykeen stepped closer to him and lowered his head, whuffling warm
breath through his hair. I am still here, concerned and worried about you, and willing to
travel beside you wherever you go. But I wish that you would you talk to me. Even your
thoughts are mostly shut to me.
Kymenos stirred at last, and let himself lean back against the horse. Sykeen
snorted in relief and stood firmly, as if he would let himself be a wall for as long as
Kymenos needed him to be.
"I suppose it was unexpected," said Kymenos after a moment. "I feel no grief at
parting with Talazh, since that was something I had thought up long before. But I
assumed Norianna would be beside me."
He paused, thinking for a moment that Sykeen might be jealous of the notice he
was giving the talking sword, but the horse only returned warmth and understanding.
Reassured, Kymenos went on.
"She was a friend. Of course, if she hadn't changed her mind about my feasibility
as Heir, or if she had insisted that I take the throne even when she knew I didn't want to,
she wouldn't have been nearly so good a friend. But she did change her mind." He stared
into the distance again, absently noting the flicker of a fire in the direction he was
looking. Someone camping, he thought, or a town burning. He didn't care more about one
than about the other. "And I miss her."
Sykeen made a little snort of surprise. It is well to admit that you miss her,
Kymenos. Did you think I would snap at you for saying so?
"I wondered." Kymenos stood. "But we've spent most of the day here. Can you
see well enough in the dark to get us down a few more hundred feet before we sleep?"
I've spent the time sleeping. You haven't. Sykeen's tail twitched. I think that we
should rest here.
Kymenos shrugged. At the moment, he was far too occupied with other things to
worry about carrying the argument. He curled up on as comfortable a bed as blankets and
Sykeen's side could make, and fell asleep almost at once.
******
Kymenos opened his eyes to shifting mist, and then the mist pulled back and
revealed stone walls hung with torture implements. He turned at a growl behind him, and
saw black dogs prowling towards him, as large as ponies. However, they had silver eyes,
and by that, he knew them to be the hounds of Death, not the ghioutlin whose baying
would usually summon their victims to a torture chamber. He stood and watched them
come, not really caring what they did. This was a dream, and no doubt they meant it to be

prophetic and doom-laden.
The nearest hound stopped and looked up at him. Kymenos looked silently back,
expecting to die- but since he would die only in the dream, then what did it matter?
The hound flashed its teeth.
Kymenos yawned.
The dog barked, a bay terrible in its own right, and stepped back from him. The
circle of hounds fanned out around him and began to bay, as a matter of fact, as if they
wanted him to tremble and shake in fear.
Kymenos sighed, and stared at an instrument like a poker with a hook on the
nearest wall, wondering what it was used for. That hook could be nasty in any number of
places, and did one heat the iron or not?
The baying claimed his attention again when it changed into a human voice, and
that voice spoke his name sharply, following it with the question, "Are you not afraid?"
Kymenos turned in surprise to look at the speaker. It was a slender, pale-skinned
figure with a cloak of black fur draped over his shoulders, and he was looking at
Kymenos as if he couldn't understand lack of fear.
Kymenos shrugged. "I know it is only a dream. I don't think that you can do
anything to me here."
"Dreams can be terrible in their own way," said the man. "Nightmares."
"But they are not something that can pursue me into the real world," Kymenos
pointed out patiently, wondering why a great power of the world- since he suspected this
was Death- needed to hear that.
"You will be here someday."
Kymenos chuckled in spite of himself, the first real laughter he had given since
Norianna died. And it didn't make him fall apart into ashes, or feel as if he were spitting
on her memory. Reluctantly, Kymenos admitted that he should probably start acting as if
his life continued on after Norianna's death. Yes, she had sacrificed herself for him, and it
was sad, but she wouldn't want to see him mooning around, not even able to respond to
Death properly.
"I don't think so, unless I am confronted by ghioutlin I cannot defeat," he said.
"After all, the baying of your hounds does not bring me here."
"It might," said Death. "It could. The royal family was mine, and they betrayed
me. I have claimed no one of the royal line since Queen Bel. But perhaps you could be
the next."
Kymenos shrugged. "Some of my enemies in the past have tried to torture me,
and found how little I liked it. You might speak to Nightstone and learn what happens
when you put me in a torture chamber."
Death smiled. "I might, at that," he agreed. "Now, to business. I trust that you
understand my threat?"
"Well enough."
Death shrugged. "If you do not understand it, then I cannot put it in clearer
terms," he said. "Perhaps, though, you will consent to do me the pleasure of pretending
that you are honored. I will not have to bring you to this torture chamber if you do one
thing for me."
"Only one thing?" Kymenos asked. He didn't think the great power noticed the
mocking edge of his voice, given how seriously he nodded.

"Yes, just one thing."
"And what would that be? Bringing Serian back to your worship?"
Death blinked. "Perhaps you are more perceptive than I gave you credit for, or
than members of the royal line have been in some time. Yes, that is exactly what I want
you to do. Serian was my city at one time, and I want it back."
"I think the Crownkillers might have something to say about that," said
Kymenos. "And the many other people who live there and worship Dark."
Death snarled softly, and around him, his hounds echoed him. Strangely, that
made them less frightening and not more to Kymenos. The hounds were only puppets
after all, though certainly formidable ones, with their teeth and size. "The Dark has
enough other Kingdoms and people not to miss Dalzna. I was worshipped here once, and
I will have it back."
"And why not use your own armies and worshippers to establish it for you?"
"Because you are royal," said Death. "And your Darkworkers have not been
intelligent enough to pull the palace down."
"So?"
"There is magic in those walls that might help you." Death tried to look wise,
though Kymenos thought it wasn't far from an expression that a mortal would call
constipated. "I have probably already said too much. But I thought that you should know
this."
Kymenos laughed. "And what would happen if I did help to establish your
worship? What would I get out of it?"
Death looked him in the eye. "The royal family never truly ruled Dalzna, but they
worked in partnership with me. You could have that partnership back, and enough money
and comfort to satisfy you for the rest of your life."
Kymenos paused thoughtfully. Then he said, "Of all the offers that the great
powers and the gods have made me since this began, I think I like that one the best."
Death smiled at him.
"But there is one problem," said Kymenos.
"What is that?" snapped Death, and around him, his dogs snapped and growled,
too.
"I don't believe you," said Kymenos. "I don't for one moment think that you're
going to keep your promise. They never do, the gods and the great powers. They get the
mortals to do their work, the Destined King sits on his throne, and two years later he dies
in some stupid war. I want proof, first, that you will actually make your promise to me
and keep it."
"I must give you proof?" Death asked incredulously.
"That's what I said, yes." Kymenos looked at him curiously. "Are you hard of
hearing in this form?"
"You cannot force me to act against my will," said Death. "I hold the power
here."
"It is just a dream," said Kymenos, and woke himself up.
He lay there for a moment, breathing and watching the stars. Not enough time
had passed to make moving on feasible, but he wished he could. He would get no more
sleep tonight. Luckily, he knew from a touch on his mind that Sykeen was too deeply
asleep himself to wake up and worry about him.

Kymenos shook his head. He had hoped that this kind of nonsense would not
begin when he discovered that his blood was indeed royal. But it was beginning, and he
would have to deal with it. There was no one to travel with him and keep him from
stupidity in the way that he had kept Talazh.
I resent that.
Sykeen was awake, after all. Kymenos twisted to look up at him, knowing the
horse would already realize what had happened. Sometimes that telepathic bond came in
useful. "You can try, but you couldn't actually oppose my magic or tie me down.
Norianna could."
Sykeen snorted, but said nothing, just leaning his nose on Kymenos's shoulder.
Kymenos supposed that he might miss her, too, but he didn't ask. At the moment, he was
hardly equal to dealing with anybody's pain but his own. He lay there until morning
came, and looked up at the stars.
Just as the sun mounted over the peaks, Kymenos heard a loud jingle outside the
cave. He sat up at once, one hand on the empty sheath at his belt. He grimaced a moment
later and shook his head, calling on his magic instead. It would take him some time to get
used to being without Norianna.
He stood and walked out, aware that a contingent of Crownkillers could be
waiting for him with swords, but not able to see any better way of dealing with it, since
he doubted they would announce their names.
He found nothing outside the caves but a large bag. Kymenos prodded it hard
with his foot, and then grimaced. That had hurt. He thought he knew what the bag
contained, but it seemed too incredible, and he glanced suspiciously around.
No one met his gaze. Kymenos shrugged and untied the bag, then used a knife to
nudge it open, not wanting to risk his eyes by leaning over it. There could be a gout of
acid in there, for all he knew.
Nothing splurted out. Of course, that could just mean the acid was waiting, but
Kymenos had another idea now. This could be the proof that he had asked Death for.
And he was not wrong, if the glittering coins that flowed out when he upended
the bag were any sign. Kymenos shook his head at the coins, and then turned and called
into the cave, "It's all right, Sykeen."
I knew that, said Sykeen, trotting out the cave entrance and trying to look as if he
really did know what he was talking about. I knew that, of course, he added, when
Kymenos looked doubtfully at him.
Kymenos shrugged. Both he and the horse knew Sykeen was lying, but Kymenos
didn't see any reason to press the point. "We have enough money to get to Serian, and in
comfort," he said.
Comfort for you. Not for me. You'll probably make me pull the carriage we hire,
said Sykeen, sulking.
Kymenos glanced at him curiously. "You've never seen the way to get down into
Serian? No, forgive me, you wouldn't have. We flew over it on our way to the Lake of the
Northern Winds."
Sykeen bobbed his head. So there's another way to get down into the valley? Or
even most of the way to Serian itself?
"Of course. The Gust mages of the Star Circle have to earn their keep somehow,
since work like handling the smoke from wildfires doesn't happen all that often. They use

their magic to transport horses down the peaks into Serian, and even most of the way
there if you can pay them well enough." Kymenos began gathering up the coins. "I think
that this will pay them more than well enough."
Sykeen seemed to want to say something, but he was obviously dreaming of not
walking, and a pleased snort interrupted him every time he started to finish his thought.
Kymenos laughed. "To think," he teased the stallion, "that I didn't need to threaten you
with gelding after all to get you to shut up. I could have mentioned the lifts down into
Serian, and you would have quieted."
You weren't interested in doing anything to benefit me then, Sykeen pointed out,
but he didn't sound angry. He kept snorting as Kymenos gathered up the coins and slung
them back into their bag, then went about tying the bag to the saddle. He wasn't going to
complain about the weight of the money, then, for which Kymenos was privately grateful.
How much farther is it to the first of these stations where the kind Gust mages lift horses
into the air?
"Not much further," Kymenos reassured him. "Probably a few miles, at this
point."
You know the mountains that well? Sykeen asked curiously as he accepted the
load of the coins. He barely waited until he was bridled and Kymenos in the saddle
before beginning to trot. I thought you didn't, or we would have managed a more direct
route to Nafair.
"Not the mountains," said Kymenos. "I can feel where great concentrations of
elemental magic are being used, sometimes, if the magic is constant and unvarying. I
couldn't feel a brief battle between a Scarlet and an Azure mage, but I can feel the Gust
magic being used this way. It never varies, and most of the Gust mages never do anything
else."
A useful life, Sykeen said contentedly.
"A boring one, I would have said."
Sykeen proceeded to bicker with him over whether or not the Gust mages were
well-employed, and that kept them going down into the next valley. Kymenos was
actually smiling by the time the next waystation came into sight, with horses lifting
impressively from it into the air.
I will not forget you, Norianna. But I can only look back to your cairn for so long
before I become as melodramatic and sobby as Talazh.
I trust that you would want me to spend Death's money without the intention of
ever paying it back instead of mooning over you, anyway.

Chapter 1
Chasing the Thieves
"Yes, I stole the crown first, but then they stole it from me, you see. I think I have a
right to be a little annoyed."
-Afferia.
"What are we going to do, my lady?"
Nightstone smiled as sweetly as she could, considering that she had heard the
question so many times now she sometimes woke up repeating it in her sleep. "We are
going to find Cadona, and bring her back, and bleed her over the part of the country that
remains fey," she said, turning to look out at the shifting mass of colors. It didn't fill the
sky with its shine now, but it was still larger than she would have liked. Looking at it
gave her a sense of purpose, and perhaps would keep Ilarsa from seeing how very much
the question annoyed her.
"How?"
"We will find her," said Nightstone. "I promise you that we will find her." She
paused. "Or do you not trust me to find her for some reason?"
"Oh, no," said Ilarsa quickly. "But I know that you have responsibilities here in
Orlath, and…"
Nightstone turned back, interested. For once, this sounded as if it were going in a
different direction than just the whining about what they were going to do, and decisions
that they hadn't wanted anyone else to make in the past two days but her. "Yes?"
"Some of the shapeshifters want to return to Ilantra and offer our services to our
new lord as quickly as possible," said Ilarsa, her eyes on the ground. Now and then her
shoulders trembled as if she would be flapping her wings, were she in swan form.
"I cannot complete my duties to my people unless I am able to bring back the
whole Kingdom of Orlath," Nightstone said, her interest waning again. She would have
thought they would see this. "As for Ilantra-"
"My lady."
Nightstone looked up, her pulse quickening again. Coming towards her with two
of the mizanai who had helped her shed Mitherill's blood, and they looked determined
about something. It was probably an argument they wanted to have with her, Nightstone
concluded, and smiled happily.
"We insist," said the lead mizan, Rosorien, planting himself in front of her, "that
you grant us permission to go back to Ilantra and our Lord. We have followed you the ten
days that Shadow promised you could have and more. We want to go back home now and
fulfill our old duties."
"Permission granted," said Nightstone happily.
Rosorien began, "We protest-" Then he stopped, blinking at her, and said weakly,
"What?"
"Permission granted," Nightstone repeated, waving her hand. "You feel that you
are needed in Ilantra. You probably are, or at the least, they'll have new things to tell you
about living under Rior. Farewell."
Rosorien stared a moment longer, then said, "Is this a trick? A joke?"
"It is neither," said Nightstone as politely as she could, in the face of that
ridiculous supposition. Why must they assume that this was a joke whenever she gave

them what they wanted? "You are free to go home. You are right when you said you have
been away too long, and must miss it."
Rosorien took a step backwards. "You would tell Rior that we were negligent in
our duty, if we left now," he said suspiciously.
"I would not," said Nightstone, beginning to grow exasperated. "You wanted this,
remember? I'm letting you have it."
Rosorien shook his head. "A trick."
"No," said Nightstone, fighting valiantly to hold onto her temper. "It's not. I
promise you, it's not."
"But you would come back to Ilantra eventually," said the other mizan, "and then
what would you tell Rior?"
"That he has servants who didn't want to come back to him, because they would
much rather stand in Orlath and bicker with me."
Silence and blinking. Nightstone controlled the urge to throw up her arms and
turn away. Shadow knew what they would think if she did that.
And then she remembered the difference between Shadow and the other great
powers she had known- or at least the old Shadow, and she had reason to hope the new
one would not be much different.
"You have my permission to go to him and tell him what a horrible person I am,"
she said, injecting as much injured innocence into her voice as possible. "You should tell
him that I tried to trick you, that I wouldn't let you go home, and that I rudely joked
around when you were making a serious request. Tell him that."
Rosorien, evidently reassured, nodded. "We will," he said, and after one last
glance, transformed. The others rose after him, and Nightstone watched the flight wheel
away towards the west. She snorted.
"You won one friend with that performance," said a soft voice behind her.
Nightstone glanced back at Ilarsa, and found the fey woman glaring at her and
smothering a grin at the same time, which was a strange experience. "What do you
mean?" she asked. "You've been as indecisive and asked me as many nonsensical
questions as they did."
Ilarsa sighed. "I know. But now I realize, from your performance, that they were
nonsensical. Shall we go hunt for Cadona?"
Nightstone stood looking out over the shifting colors to the east for a moment.
She would have liked to just spring into the air and shift into a pegasus, then go off.
Cadona's captors couldn't be that far away. They could catch up with them easily, and
even more easily if they left as early as possible.
But that wasn't what a Queen did. And, thanks to Ilarsa and no one asking anyone
else what to do for the past few days, the peasants who had come out to see the rescued
Plains thought of her as a Queen.
"Wait," she sighed. "There is one thing I must do first."
******
You did that quite well.
Shut up.
I thought the bit where you told them that you would come back and not to
despair was particularly well-done.
Nightstone used a wing to send a buffet of wind in Ilarsa's direction. The swan

only circled towards her tail, with her merry laughter echoing, like her words, in
Nightstone's head.
Nightstone snorted- a sound that was much more impressive when she was a
pegasus than it was when she was a human, she had to admit- and turned her attention to
the hills below. She and Ilarsa were flying low over the slopes of the Rashar Mountains,
looking for the most likely captors of Cadona, a party of soldiers or Rivendonian traders.
They might be trying to disguise themselves, but Nightstone thought they would still
stand out.
There.
Nightstone followed Ilarsa's gaze, and saw the bustle of a large camp in a
sheltered hollow that the travelers had obviously chosen for its protection from the sky.
They wouldn't have seen it at all if a mule hadn't chosen that moment to be difficult and
bray, before one of the handlers could get him quiet and back under shelter.
Fly past, and then circle back.
I thought you wanted to simply capture Cadona and take her back to bleed her?
Yes, but no need to be obvious about it. They know that we're hunting from the
sky. They may have archers. Nightstone winced at the memory of her last arrow wound.
As if she could feel that thought, Ilarsa didn't argue, either. She dived behind
Nightstone, and Nightstone landed and transformed behind a boulder, since a woman
could get closer to them than a pegasus would.
"Stay here," she whispered to Ilarsa, who had changed back as well.
"Are you mad?" Ilarsa whispered. "I'm going with you, of course."
"But someone could notice you-" Nightstone stopped abruptly, and sighed. "Of
course, they would notice you less, since you look almost like them, than they would
notice me."
Ilarsa sniffed. "I hadn't thought of it like that. I merely thought that you were mad
to go alone, and I am going with you."
Nightstone shook her head. Ilarsa was fey, and different at first sight from the
Rivendonians even if she did have skin as dark. Nightstone had gotten too used to her
after being around her for days. "All right, then we'll both go, and we can have this stupid
argument later if we must."
"Very well."
"Very well," Nightstone echoed back, and they both began to creep towards the
campsite.
It was a sheltered hollow that could once have been filled with water, and now
was filled with trees and boulders. Nightstone heard another mule bray, and snorted to
herself. Not much good choosing something hidden from the sky if they don't also silence
their mules so that they don't unintentionally betray them.
She and Ilarsa had almost reached the lip of the hollow when the first guard
stepped out from beneath the boughs, his longbow at the ready. Nightstone winced at the
size of the arrow. He was a big man, and that arrow could easily have gone right through
her.
"Now what?" Ilarsa whispered, her voice barely a hiss in the darkness, but the
man cocked his head as if hearing them.
Nightstone shook her head, then stood and walked forward, into plain sight, her
hands held up. Ilarsa tried to cry a warning that would only have revealed her, and wound

up standing wearily and following.
The arrow turned towards them at once. "Who are you?" the guard asked
suspiciously.
"We have come to see about the Princess Cadona, of course," said Nightstone,
putting all the verve and energy into her voice that she could. "I am surprised she didn't
tell you we were coming."
The man glared at her. "You are much more likely to be her captors, then anyone
come to wish her good."
Nightstone snorted. "She is the only living Heir to the throne of Orlath, and we
have partially restored that Kingdom from the fey country. Of course we would come
seeking her."
The man wavered for a moment, but then his glare turned firm again. "I'll have to
check with someone."
Nightstone only shrugged, as if to say that of was no interest to her, and sat
down. Ilarsa sat beside her, looking at her now and then.
"Are you sure this is going to work?" she whispered, as the man called a name
that sounded like "Arsaris" back into the camp.
"No," Nightstone said. "But I don't think Cadona wants to be with these people.
If she doesn't, she'll play along. If she does, then we'll just kill as many people as we can
and take her anyway."
Ilarsa grinned. "I like that plan."
Nightstone didn't have a chance to respond, given that the archer was scowling at
them again, and a man she assumed was Arsaris had stepped out of the hollow and was
walking towards them.
Nightstone narrowed her eyes almost at once. The man was an Azure mage. The
pulse and pound of water beat around him like drums, like the tide, like a heartbeat. She
didn't like him already, and the wry smile that he gave them made her dislike stand up
and grow teeth.
"I know who you are," he said pleasantly. "We saw two creatures flying overhead
a little while ago, and we know well enough that the Princess was taken by Shadow's
shapeshifters. Why don't we stop playing this game? You can tell me what you want, and
then I'll tell you to go away, and we're happy."
"We want the Princess back," said Nightstone.
Arsaris shook his head. "Of course you do. But she is the Heir to the throne of
Rivendon, and with us she comes."
"She's the Heir of the throne of Orlath, too," said Nightstone. "Doesn't that count
for something?"
Arsaris eyed her with what he probably thought was indifference, but Nightstone
hadn't missed the flash of interest in his eyes. He had practiced arrogance, this man, but
not the Court games. "Orlath is nothing more than a shifting mass of colors now," he said.
"And the fey will fight to the death to defend their country. Better to give it up for broken
and dead, like Arvenna."
"We have reclaimed most of it, with the blood of Princess Mitherill of IlantraArvenna," said Nightstone.
Arsaris blinked. "That Princess is dead, then?"
Nightstone nodded.

Arsaris had a low conversation in Rivendonian with the archer. Then the bigger
man nodded and ran back into the hollow. Arsaris looked at them when Ilarsa shifted, and
said, "I do not have a bow, but I do have powerful Azure magic. Listen to me when I tell
you what will happen."
Nightstone listened patiently. She had heard this kind of speech before.
Sometimes it seemed that all Azure mages needed to go through with them when facing
Scarlet mages, just to reassure themselves that they weren't yielding too easily.
"I don't think that you really want the Princess for the reasons you say you do,"
said Arsaris. "But if she is the true Heir to the throne of Orlath, then that is something
worth considering, and something worth Queen Estora's time. We are bringing her out to
you now."
"The Princess?" Ilarsa asked, and Nightstone could almost feel her twitching as
she got ready to fight.
Arsaris had just time to shake his head before a tall, slender woman stepped forth
from under the branches and turned towards them.
Her eyes widened almost at once, and she said, "That is the Princess Nightstone
of Orlath, and she wants to kill my niece. I have heard all about it from Cadona's mouth.
Kill them both!"
Arsaris was frozen a moment too long. Nightstone let her fire go, and took great
delight in roasting him for a moment before she turned to Estora. The woman was already
holding her hands up, though, and something bright and uncomfortable as sunlight was
welling forth from them.
Then Ilarsa cried out and dropped on her from the sky. She had changed and gone
up without Nightstone's noticing, and she hit the Queen of Rivendon with the full bulk of
her body before anything could happen but that uncomfortable flash. Estora went down
beneath Ilarsa.
An arrow came out of the hollow and pierced Ilarsa's wing.
Ilarsa shrieked.
Nightstone threw a bolt of fire to keep Estora occupied, and then turned around
as someone else shouted, "Don't, or I'll do it!"
Nightstone saw the archer, who seemed to be talking to the small figure huddled
in front of him rather than to her, and the arrow aimed at Cadona, and then somewhere
deep in her the fire went mad.

Chapter 2
People Yelling At Each Other
"If you do not believe that anyone can solve anything with yelling, then you have
never been in a meeting of Light and Dark."
-Attributed to Terista of the Dark.
"Destiny?" Elary spoke softly, wondering what would happen if the shapeshifters
heard her saying the word loudly, even though she was doing it at Rior's insistence. Just a
short time ago, anyone speaking it favorably would have been an enemy, someone to be
attacked and driven from the castle as soon as possible.
Now was not then, Elary thought, as she watched the bright glow form in front of
her.
What do you want? Destiny said in her head. Elary had the feeling that the voice
was meant to be overwhelming, but since its defeat, the great power had sounded only
wounded and full of injured innocence to her. Elary warned herself against letting that
sort of impression prevail. If Destiny decided to betray them for any reason, then it would
use that seeming wound to its advantage, and it might be just pretending.
"I wanted to speak with you about- the same thing we spoke about the other day,"
said Elary. She tended to think there were spies even among those devoted to Shadow, or
at least people who didn't wish Rior entirely well. After all, there had to be some upset
about the death of their old lord, and that a mortal had replaced him. And there might be
some who had always spied for Light, or for the old alliance of Dark and Rennon and the
Faerie elves.
I have thought on it, said Destiny.
"And?" Elary asked.
I have decided that I will want to see this woman, Destiny said haughtily. After
all, she may not be the kind who would make a good Queen of Ilantra.
Elary snorted before she could stop herself. "And you thought Mitherill would
make a good Queen?"
Mock her not! Destiny snarled in her head with sudden violence. She had the
right blood, and given the chance, she could have been as good a Queen as anyone else.
She simply never got that chance. And now she is dead, so I know the prophecy is broken
and she can never sit the throne.
Elary blinked. "She is dead?"
Yes.
"I am sorry," Elary ventured.
It is not important, Destiny said brusquely, ignoring the fact that it and not Elary
had spoken of the death in the first place. Making sure that this Silar can rule Ilantra is.
Call her up here.
"I am here."
Elary spun around, startled. There Silar was, her head up and her wings twitching
slightly as she watched Destiny. Elary wondered if she had been there for a while, or only
now arrived. Destiny was perfectly capable of not reacting to her, just so that she would
startle Elary. But Silar probably had more courtesy than that, and Elary could see nothing
but loathing in her eyes. She wouldn't have stood there and just listened to a conversation
she couldn't be part of.

Good, said Destiny. Now, walk forward so that I can get a look at you.
Elary thought she saw a defiant spark in the woman's eyes at that. She shook her
head frantically, and Silar seemed to understand. She walked forward, her wings spread
in a deliberately showy gesture, turning around as if to offer Destiny a look at her back.
Destiny was looking, Elary thought, but she found it hard to take her own eyes from Silar,
so anxious was she.
Was Silar looking a little paler than usual? Of course, the kinessi and alnessi were
both so pale that it was hard to tell. Silar's face did look pale and drawn, and Elary
thought that was from lack of sleep. She had a twitching, fluttering motion in her wings
Elary wanted to look at.
But, altogether, she looked as though she were equal to Destiny, or a thronemore than equal to them.
You may do, said Destiny at last. But will you be a ruler, or a fey ruler?
"What do you mean?" Silar asked, supposedly polite, but with a bit of a bite in
her last words.
I know that some of your kin have decided that they should rule Faean and
control the humans"They are not my people." Silar definitely bit the words off now. "My people are
the ones who live in Faean and have decided that we mean to stay here and accept what
comes, whether it be good for us or not."
I see.
Elary tensed, then relaxed. She longed to say something, make Destiny see the
difference between kinessi and alnessi so that it wouldn't say something offensive again,
and make Silar see how important this was. But she was the ambassador to Destiny, and
no more than that. She had to keep silent, and hope that they would work most of it out
on their own.
"I will rule Ilantra, if I must," said Silar. "I love the sights I have had of this
country. But I don't know most of it yet."
I see.
Elary watched as the golden swirl moved and pulsed for a moment. Then it said,
I will want to see you again tomorrow, and rose, tearing away to the south.
Elary sighed, and looked at Silar. "That was risky," she said, unable to keep the
scolding tone out of her voice.
Silar stared at her. "It was? Why?"
"Because you might have taunted Destiny into hurting you." Elary came up and
held her arm, trying to make her see how important this was. "And then what would we
do, without you?"
Silar snorted softly in amusement. "Elary, you are being melodramatic. You
would have gotten along with me hurt or not, and I don't think that Destiny would have
killed its one chance to get a little of what it wants."
"So you think that you don't have any choice but to become the monarch of
Ilantra?"
Silar smiled. Elary couldn't identify the emotion in her eyes, though it was closest
to the look she had seen when someone was contemplating a hacked-off limb. "I don't
think I do. We need to use me to fool Destiny, and what would happen if it found out
about the bluff too soon?"

"But it may only stay a bluff," said Elary, and feeling foolish and desperate even
as she said it.
"Of course, Elary," said Silar kindly.
Elary took a deep breath, and moved onto the next topic, the one she knew she
had to speak about, but which Silar wouldn't like. "And I do think that you need to take
proper care of yourself, if you are to become our Queen or even just the Queen that
Destiny thinks you are."
Silar narrowed her eyes. "I don't know what you mean," she said, in an almost
maniacally calm voice. "I am very healthy, and even more so since I got my wings back.
You know that."
"But…"
"Yes?"
Elary hesitated, then burst out, "I see you training constantly, with sword and
now with those sticks-"
Silar shrugged. "I need new weapons."
"But you don't eat nearly enough."
Silar stared at her. "You watch?"
Elary shrugged, trying not to feel defensive. "It's the kind of thing a healer
notices. I don't know why you have so much strength for your training. It seems as
though you should be falling over from exhaustion, but you aren't, and I don't really
understand that."
Silar smiled at her, though there was a hint of tension around the smile. "I've
never needed as much food as some of the humans and fey do. Kinessi don't, unless we've
been doing a lot of flying."
"But you have been, lately," Elary persisted. "I know about the training sessions
you've been doing with Neretsa outside the north tower."
Silar's eyes narrowed. "You have been keeping a careful watch on me," she said
softly. "I suppose that I should find myself grateful for the kindness, but it is rather hard
when you also seem to be worrying about me."
"Can you blame me?"
Silar tossed her head, her wings twitching. "That depends. Do you worry as a
friend, a healer, or someone who wants to make sure that the Queen pulling the bluff is
healthy?"
"All of them."
Silar smiled, but it wasn't a smile that Elary had seen from her before. It was
edged like a blade, and she actually touched the hilt of her blade as she said, "I will
accept that you worry about me, and that you want me to succeed in this bluff even as
Rior does, so that you will have someone who might possibly save Ilantra and all of us. I
will not accept that I owe you anything more than telling you when I am sick or injured. I
am not. You need not worry as a healer. I will be honest with you. You need not worry as
a friend."
"You look pale."
Silar silently held out one arm, and tapped it with her other hand. "Yes. I have
pale skin."
Elary sighed. "That's not what I meant, Silar. You seem weaker than you used to
be, as if you were faltering, somehow."

"Faltering."
"Growing weaker."
Silar shook her head, her face expressionless now, and then abruptly turned and
leaped from the battlement.
"Silar!" Elary shrieked in spite of herself, and ran forward until she saw Silar
hovering in the air just below the merlon. Silar studied her with bright eyes that made
Elary flinch and turn her head away. She felt very childish in that moment.
"You see," said Silar, drifting up to her level. "I am as strong as I ever was, and I
can fly. You need not worry about me, Elary, whether I fall from the battlements or spring
from a tower. I can catch myself, and as you are my friend, you will permit me to remain
free of such concern unless I am truly sick or injured."
Elary turned her head further away. She wanted to say that that wasn't why she
had been worrying about Silar. But Silar had never concealed an injury or sickness. How
could Elary explain what really worried her?
The thought of anything happening to Silar, after what they had gone through
together, was enough to set Elary on the edge of panic. And Silar had accepted the plan
that Elary proposed- to act as a pawn for Destiny, to act as a temptation to lure the great
power into allying with them. Elary wasn't sure how not to worry about it.
"Elary?"
Elary turned around, and let herself be swept up in the embrace of Silar's arms
and wings. Silar held her for a moment, and then she said, "Is this because you came up
with an idea that I accepted?"
"Yes," said Elary. "There are so many ways I could lose you, whether in battle or
to Destiny. And I don't want to."
Silar snorted and pulled back. Elary thought she was angry, but instead, she saw
laughter in Silar's eyes. She stared at her, wondering that the other woman could think
this was a joking matter.
"I should have known," said Silar quietly. "Elary, death can happen at any time,
even to you. You could have died healing me. You could trip over a step and fall
headlong. You can't worry about it all the time. And I can promise you, I will not seek
death, nor fling myself from towers that I can't fly from."
Elary bowed her head and hugged Silar again. "Then I can take comfort," she
said. "Thank you."
"You're welcome," said Silar.
As they stood there, Elary heard her stomach rumble. She smiled and looked up
at Silar. "It does sound as though you didn't eat enough this morning, you know."
"That was you," said Silar kindly.
"Oh."
Elary didn't know what to do for a moment, but Silar was already laughing, so in
the end she followed her lead.
******
They were in the kitchens, Silar munching on fresh meat and Elary on a few dried
strips of jerky, when the troop came in. Elary looked up in astonishment as they marched
in, a mixed group of humans and fey, with two mizanai in the front.
"Where is Shadow?" one of them demanded. "We have to speak to him."

Elary winced and looked at Silar, wondering if she would take up the task of
explaining, or if Elary should. Elary coughed when Silar just stared at her, and then
looked at the mizan. "Shadow is dead," she said softly. "I am sorry if you did not know,
and I know that the news may come as a shock, but-"
"The new Shadow, too?" one of the fey women interrupted in a stricken voice.
"Rior is dead?"
Elary paused, and then said, "So you do know that Shadow is dead."
"We demand to see he who calls himself Shadow now," said the mizan firmly.
"Tell us where he is. We can't find him."
"He calls himself Rior," said Elary. "And I believe that he was in his old room,
the one overlooking the River Isiluin, when I last saw him. You could seek him there and
see if you find him."
The mizan nodded to her, and then turned and started to walk out of the kitchens.
Elary turned back to her meal, wondering what that had been all about.
"Wait."
Silar's voice already sounded more commanding, Elary thought, though of course
she knew that was a silly supposition. But Silar's stance as she stepped out of the nook
where she and Elary had been eating and towards the new arrivals betrayed no intent of
compromising. "Why are you here now? Where did you come from?"
"We were with Nightstone," said the lead mizan. "My name is Rosorien. We have
something important to tell Shadow- Rior- about her. We left her to come back here, and
we must let him know at once."
"She sent you away?" Silar asked.
"No," said one of the fey women. "We left her. We had been ten days with her,
and we'd helped her shed the blood of one Princess over the Plains. I think that was
enough, don't you?"
Elary caught Silar's arm as she lunged at the group. Holding back the kiness with
difficulty, she said to the shapeshifters, "I think it might be best if you left now and
sought out our Lord."
They went, though they gave odd looks back at Silar as they departed. Silar
calmed almost at once, but continued to stare at the door, breathing hard and with her
wings twitching now and then.
"Idiots," she muttered.
Elary shook her head. "I don't understand. Why is it so bad that they left
Nightstone? If she wanted to take command in Orlath, then I don't think-"
"And if Orlath isn't completely healed, then Elle may not be able to come to us
and help," said Silar, as if Elary had been agreeing with her instead of disputing her. "And
Nightstone might have been able to do it if they had just stayed and helped her with the
other one, whoever it was."
"It must have been Cadona," said Elary. "Destiny told me that Mitherill was dead,
and I suppose it would know."
Silar paused. "Really? Really." She thought about that for a moment, her eyes
wide, then scowled. "They should still have stayed with her."
Elary sighed and went back to her meal, while Silar did some relatively peaceful
muttering under her breath.
It only lasted a few minutes, though, until Rior's shout rocked the castle.

Chapter 3
Days of Light and Boredom
"Do not talk to me of training. I have spent a long and weary life training in
serving Light and Dark, Life and Death, Chance and Shadow. I would not shift my
allegiance from Shadow again, if only because I know that I would have to begin my
training again."
-Mulyanna the Many-Faceted.
"And so you see," Blierrina said, triumphantly concluding yet another lecture,
"the purpose of the Light is to show the way. Not to humiliate the Dark, not to kill it, not
to make it feel ashamed of itself- though sometimes contrition is used as a good weapon
by the Temple of Elle. But we pride ourselves on showing the way, and being such a good
example that everyone will want to be like us."
Ternora nodded, and then closed her eyes and moaned soundlessly when
Blierrina turned around in the cart to check the way ahead.
If I had known this would be waiting for me, I would never have taken up the
damned sword.
She had been subjected to lecture after lecture on the Light, and what it did, and
what its place in the world was, and why it had chosen to work with Destiny and Elle for
most of its history. She had been taught the Seven Paths of coming to the Light, and made
to repeat them until her head spun. Blierrina had added that her way would almost
certainly be the Seventh Path, where Light would have to coax her like an unwilling
child, which had not improved Ternora's temper.
Add to that that Aranthran could not walk at her side or in full sight- of course
not, since he was the one who had actually killed Prince Warcourage, even if it was
Ternora's plan that had brought Aranthran to that pass- and so had to hack his way
through the jungle. Ternora heard his complaining every morning when he came to her, if
he couldn't get there earlier. Sometimes she fell asleep to it. Aranthran wanted to stay
with her for the moment, for his own reasons, but he didn't like having to chop through
miles of lianas to do it.
And Pyeros.
He got on her nerves most of all.
Ternora glanced up to see that he was watching her again, his eyes cool and his
gaze judging. Sometimes he looked away when she returned his stare, but more and more
often, he didn't. He let her see him looking at her, and he went on staring while Ternora
lowered her head at last, uncomfortable.
He was training her, too, Blierrina explained. That was another thing that
Lightworkers did to welcome someone into their embrace along the Seventh Path. They
would watch her, and look for signs that she was turning back to the Dark. Then they
would educate her.
Ternora was considering running back into the arms of the Dark. Surely not even
the interminable Starwalker training that she had endured for just a little while before
Shara took her out on an actual killing mission was worse than this.
Then Ternora remembered Irande the alness, and conceded that, yes, some things
might actually be worse.
She hoped Blierrina and Irande never met. They would destroy the universe

between them, since they were both absolutely certain that they were right. Ternora could
have broken rocks on their certainty.
She was certain it would break her.
"Now," said Blierrina, turning back, "I think that I have told you about Elle and
her relation to the Light, but I have not told you about Light's relations with Shadow and
Dark."
Ternora snorted. "You don't need to. I know what they are. You hate both of them,
and you look forward to the day that the Darkworkers and the shapeshifters are screaming
and dying in the darkness between the worlds."
Blierrina laughed. "Is that what you learned among the elves? I did not know
they had fallen so far from the truth."
Ternora sighed. "They thought their way was the truth. Why should I think that
your way is any better?"
"Because you are traveling with us," said Blierrina, "and you need our help to get
on the throne."
Ternora nodded reluctantly. Sometimes the Lightworkers made good practical
sense in the middle of all their high-flown ideals. She settled against the wagon back and
prepared to listen.
"Now," said Blierrina softly, "it may seem as though Darkworkers and Shadow's
servants would fade screaming into the darkness. But why should they? Their powers
care for them while they are alive, and that is good enough. We think that Darkworkers
and Shadow's servants just end, or are rescued by their powers and taken somewhere
else."
"But while they're alive?" Ternora asked. "You can't tell me that you just regard
them with that same gentle gaze while they're alive. Lightworkers have fought enough
wars with them to say otherwise."
Blierrina smiled. "That is the Light as it is in the northern Kingdoms."
"I thought the northern Kingdoms were the domain of the Dark?" It wasn't a very
big revolt on Ternora's part, and she knew it, but she got back at Blierrina, and sometimes
Pyeros, by being as annoying as possible.
"The Kingdoms north of Doralissa," said Blierrina, not at all ruffled. Ternora
ground her teeth. "They understand the Light differently. They are not as close to the
Light as we are."
"Something someone says everywhere, no doubt," said Ternora, rolling her eyes.
"There is a difference between them and us," Blierrina continued.
"What?"
"They are wrong about their degree of closeness to the Light, and we are correct."
Ternora snorted again.
Blierrina regarded her with narrowed eyes. "If you keep on with that behavior, I
am likely to think that you are not paying attention to the lesson, and that means that I
would have to start it again."
Ternora shook her head and looked as if she were paying attention, at least the
best she could. Blierrina eyed her carefully for a moment, then folded her arms around
her knees and continued.
"You should know that the others do not understand the Light because, in their
Kingdoms, it is mingled with other things," said Blierrina. "They have considered their

own good, those monarchs, and mingled their concerns with the Light, until to them, the
Light appears to have those concerns. Our monarchs have resolved to be guided by the
Light instead, and so they have the Light's concerns."
Ternora sighed. "And so I suppose that I have to be guided by the Light's
concerns."
"Yes. Or you are not a true Queen of Doralissa."
Ternora looked at the woman's eyes, and saw only that same certainty staring
back at her. If Pyeros or Blierrina had any self-doubt to encourage, then she had not seen
it. She was not sure where she would find any, either.
She sagged back against the wagon, and Blierrina smiled as if it were a signal
and went on.
"The Light's concerns are these…"
Ternora stared into the jungle, and wondered why she had gotten herself into this.
Of course, she had a plan, but some things just weren't worth it.
******
"May I join you?"
Ternora looked up in surprise. Most of the rebels kept away from her, though
they had become convinced through the magic of the sword she carried that she would be
their Queen. They remembered Warcourage, and they knew that one wasn't supposed to
touch a Queen. It did keep them from discovering that the killer of their Prince was still
in their midst, so Ternora wasn't disposed to mind it.
But now here was a man, human, without a trace of elven blood in him that she
could see, smiling shyly at her.
Hoping that Aranthran was off killing something for his dinner and wouldn't
come back and act jealous- though as yet he didn't have much to be jealous aboutTernora shrugged. "Of course. You are-?"
The man hesitated. "You would not want the name of a servant, would you, Your
Majesty?" he asked.
"I will need to know them all someday," said Ternora, smiling and repeating one
of the lessons that Blierrina had taught her. The man blinked for a moment, and then
laughed.
"You don't really mean that," he said, sitting down on the other side of the fire.
Ternora supposed that he didn't dare to actually sit next to the woman who would be his
Queen someday. "I could see it in your eyes and from the way that you curled your lip."
"You have good eyes," Ternora complimented him.
"Thank you." The man looked down at his hands. "And my name is Menarath."
"That's an odd name," said Ternora. "I don't remember hearing it in Doralissa
before." Come to think of it, the man's accent was odd, too, as though he had spent some
time in Orlath or another of the northern Kingdoms. Ternora didn't know enough to
differentiate one Kingdom from another, just enough to separate all of them from the
Doralissan accent.
"I am from the north," Menarath said. "I came down to join the rebels, and to
help put a monarch on the throne."
"You came just for me?"
"Well, for Warcourage originally, of course," said Menarath, dipping the bread he
held into his bowl of broth. "We were all here for him, first."

There was a sadness in his tone that Ternora did not expect, and she actually
winced before she said, "Did you serve his family, the way that Pyeros and Blierrina did?
I must confess, that is the only way I can understand such deep devotion. I do not believe
that he, himself, merited it."
Menarath looked quickly up at her. "And yet, I had heard that you were his
Destined guardian before he- died."
Ternora wondered for a moment where he had heard that, and then dismissed her
suspicions. He could have heard that almost anywhere. "I was. But I never warmed to
him. He was too firmly on the side of the Light."
"And you are not?"
Ternora laughed. "Until recently I served Shara. No, I am not."
Menarath ate in silence for a moment, and Ternora turned back to her meal as
well, wondering what he wanted. She kept having the sensation that he was about to ask
her something large, something shatteringly important, and yet he seemed to draw back
every time he almost asked the question.
Then he said, his voice low and painful and his face turned away from her, "I
suppose you don't think much of us, then, who have a love for people like the Prince, and
would do anything for that love."
Ternora glanced at him. "It depends what the love is based on," she answered.
"Pyeros and Blierrina loved the Prince because he was of the royal line. I can't really
accept that. At least they saw his faults and knew he would have to be trained to
overcome them."
"And me?"
"I don't know why you loved him."
Menarath sighed. "Sometimes I think I didn't, that he was only important to me
because he was important to those I shared my life with." He picked for a moment at the
food in his bowl, then set the bowl aside and looked at her. "I suppose I must ask you
directly, since I can't see getting an answer otherwise."
Ternora stared at him. This was an unexpectedly bold way for someone to
address a new QueenSomeone who was Doralissan, she reminded herself. He is not. She tried to
compose herself and wait as patiently as she could.
Menarath drew a breath, then looked up at her and said, "Do you regret anything
that you did, that had to do with the Prince?"
Ternora shook her head. "No. Destiny brought me into this against my will, and
then Warcourage said that I could have a Court position. I would have been willing to
accept that. But his childishness got us into trouble with gods and elves, and then he
would have given the position to someone else who declared herself his true adviser and
friend. I could not stand that. I reacted against him, and since that time I have sought to
kill him." For a moment, her hand brushed the hilt of the sword at her side, which felt
oddly heavy at the moment. "And now I have killed him, and taken his place."
Menarath nodded his head, but he kept his face bowed. "And you are sure that
this is right, that you have done only what anyone would have done?"
Ternora blinked at his bowed head, wondering what kind of odd notions they had
in the north. Perhaps I should ask Blierrina. She should know. Dark knows she has heard
of everything else in the world, Ternora thought grumpily.

"I don't think that anyone else would have done it, no," said Ternora. "Most
people would have been happy to follow Warcourage and do anything for him, just
because he was royal."
"Not you."
"Not me."
"And you think that is the result of strength and will?" Menarath raised his head
and looked into her eyes.
Ternora blinked. His eyes were dark and oddly compelling, as though he were
silently commanding her to look at him. She shrugged and deliberately turned a little
away from him. "Not really. I was angry most of the time I was hunting him, and Shara's
efforts to help that really hindered me made me only the more angry. So I don't think that
it was the result of strength and will so much as anger."
Menarath stared at the empty bowl in his hands. Then he said, "Thank you, Your
Majesty. I understand much more now." He stood and hurried back towards the camp, his
legs clomping along mechanically, his head bowed.
Ternora shrugged and lay back on the ground. I can't please everyone, after all.
And she certainly couldn't please Aranthran, who arrived a moment after that and
began to complain. He hardly talked of half-elven things anymore, and Ternora was
considering sending him away.
It was nice to curl up with him on the leaves, though, and even nicer to do what
she did with him afterwards.

Chapter 4
Any True Silvereyes
"Any true silvereyes would help anyone in his pack that he could- his mate, his
leader, his subordinates. But I must admit that sometimes the bond between mates takes
precedence, and upsets this neat order. In this, as they are not in many things, silvereyes
are very human."
-Amellia of Rivendon, who lived among the silvereyes packs.
"There they are."
Olumer didn't know who he was muttering to, since there was no one around to
hear him. He had dug and dug in the snow, and found no trace or sign of Helian. He had
turned at last and begun tracking the filifernai who had brought down the avalanche on
her head, mainly to assure himself that he could catch up with them.
He found no trouble. When they were together, they raised a stink that was hard
to believe, and Olumer could sense the unnaturalness of them.
He crouched on a bluff above them now, and watched them moving in a circle.
They were arranging what looked like bodies in lines. Olumer thought they were
probably prisoners, whom the filifernai would kill and then eat in some savage ritual of
power.
He didn't care.
His attention was for the dark fey themselves, and especially one tall one whose
twisted and clumped silver hair blew in just such a particular way as to make him to think
that he had seen it before. This was the one who had stood and smiled at him and Helian
just before they took the disastrous crevasse passage. He was almost sure.
And if not, it really didn't matter, since he was going to kill them all anyway.
"Can you see them, love?" he murmured, and knew then that he was speaking to
Helian. "I hope that you can. They shall join you soon enough, and I hope that you bury
them in the snow of the inner lands and then feast on them while they freeze to death and
scream at you to stop. That would be the most fitting thing."
Olumer had never known anything like the emotion that gripped him now. It was
smooth almost, calm, like a cover of snow over a treacherous hole in the ground. But it
held him prisoner, and it held him firm in his determination to kill the filifernai utterly
and completely.
One of the filifernai turned and called something. Another called back, and the
first uttered a harsh croaking sound that might have been meant as a laugh.
Olumer decided that one would be his first target. Not much point in waiting,
really, since he knew the outcome of the battle. He would die. There was no way that one
silvereyes- or even a pack- could have faced as many dark fey as moved about on the
snow now and lived.
He didn't care, though, since his mate and the children she would have carried
were dead. He stood, smiling slightly, and began to walk down the slope in full sight of
everyone, greeting Helian in his mind all the while. He would see her soon enough, in the
endless night and the endless cold of the inner lands.
Some of the filifernai turned to look at him, and one or two of them laughed. The
sound came up to Olumer, harsh and cackling, and he wondered what made them think he
was funny.

Not that he was very concerned. It was just an idle curiosity, probably the last
idle or petty emotion of his life.
He bent almost flat to the ground and began to run.
They neared quickly, but they went on laughing, even when they could see that
he was coming for them. One of them began to lazily swing the chain in its hand, rotating
it around and around its wrist. Olumer knew the others would join in soon, and they
would create the dance that no fey or human could resist in their magic.
Olumer didn't really care about that, though. It was amazing how many things he
didn't care about, once he had decided to die avenging his mate. He supposed his purpose
was sorrowful, but it was also clear and cold, straight and sharp.
He reached the dark fey and tore into them, his claws ripping wide gashes in their
deep blue skin. The filifernai screeched and hissed, or made no sound at all; the sounds
they mostly made were so rare that many thought they had no voices. They turned
towards him, though, whatever they did, chains snapping.
Olumer stopped, and reached for the shining light that always infused the air, in a
silvereyes's view of the world. It grew brighter around him, cleaving to him as if it
wanted to wrap him in a net of its own, and then obediently flowed through his fingers
and towards the filifernai.
Olumer spun it larger and larger, a net that could take in almost all of the camp,
excepting the prisoners. Then he drew it close, thinking all the while how odd it was that
a chain hadn't curled around his throat and torn it out yet. The filifernai were quiet,
watching him as if they were trying to figure out what he was doing.
Then one lashed out.
The light caught its chain in mid-motion, and pulled it further in and down
towards itself. The dark fey looked extremely surprised as it began to spin, growing
thinner and thinner until it was only a flashing dark dot.
All around it, the other filifernai were spinning in the same way, growing thinner
and thinner, shorter and shorter. Olumer watched them with no feeling at all, except that
same smooth determination that kept him from feeling any glee in their deaths, but kept
him from backing down, either.
The dots drew together, the now visible silver meshes of the net growing brighter
and brighter. The meshes pulled in closer, and then closer, and then they slammed
together. Olumer thought he heard a distant wailing, and then the dark dots vanished and
were gone completely as the net drew in on itself.
He closed his eyes and took a deep, shaky breath. All was done, and he thought
he felt a bit better than he had. He shook his head and turned towards the prisoners,
wondering vaguely if any of them would want the help of the silvereyes who had just so
violently destroyed their captors.
Most of them were cowering from him, and wouldn't meet his eyes when he
looked. But one lifted her head, and held his gaze as she struggled against the chains that
were wound around her wrists.
Helian.
Olumer felt the determination, though it had sustained him so long, leave. He
sagged to his knees and stared at her, mind slowly spinning, unsure what to do, what to
feel.
Helian said softly, "Olumer?"

"Yes?" he whispered back, while the rest of the prisoners went on staring, clearly
not understanding what had happened.
"Get over here and unbind me!"
That voice, finally, convinced Olumer that she was real and not something that
his mind was making up in his desperation. He crawled towards her, his elbows grinding
against the stone through the snow, and then unwound the chains. They were only
clumsily bound, but Helian's arms had been pinned in just such a way that she couldn't
untie herself.
The brush of his fingers against her skin finished the conviction. By the time she
was free, Olumer was fully willing to accept that he had his mate back.
He looked happily up into her face.
Helian slapped him.
Olumer went sprawling back, one hand flying up to his cheek. She had slapped
with her claws out, and if she had aimed for his eyes, she could have done serious
damage. As it was, she had scored long furrows in his skin, and Olumer could feel the
blood running from them.
He looked up at her, then scrambled back in the snow as Helian loomed over
him. Every instinct he had told him not to attack her, since she was female and her scent
well enough changed now to indicate that she was pregnant, so he simply lowered his
eyes and lay there while she snarled at him.
"Finely done that would have been! You might easily have died, and then who
would warn our pack?"
"But, Helian-"
Helian bent close to him and snarled in his face. Olumer again frantically darted
his eyes to the side, though when she was that close, it really didn't make that much
difference; her presence was too overwhelming to ignore.
"Yes?"
"I was worried about you," said Olumer softly. "I thought you were dead, and
with you our children. I couldn't find you in the drift, so I followed the filifernai to take
revenge on them."
"I know that," said Helian, but her voice was softer than before, and the hand that
came down and stroked his face didn't seem poised to slap. "You truly thought that I was
dead? That you would never see me again?"
Olumer nodded. He couldn't look up into her eyes, and he wondered if she would
think that was wrong or not.
"How- committed."
Olumer looked up then, not knowing whether she was joking or not. Silvereyes
mates were supposed to be committed to each other, over and above anyone else. Was she
telling him that he was wrong for taking that route?
She only smiled at him and nodded to the bound humans. "Free them, Olumer,
and then we should be on our way. The pack will be expecting us, and I hate to disappoint
them." She turned and walked towards the edge of the camp to sit and wait for him,
whistling.
Olumer stood slowly and began to do as she asked, but his mind was working on
something that Helian had said. And the more he thought about it, the surer he was.
And he would broach it to Helian, and she would almost certainly disagree with

him. But, perversely, Olumer thought it would only make him more sure that he was
right.
******
"What did you think of, when you were seeking me?"
Olumer closed his eyes. He was somewhat stunned that Helian wanted to talk
about this, when she was the one whom the filifernai had bound in chains and carried
away through the snow with no sure hope that she would ever escape, but he didn't want
to refuse her, either. Cold knew how hard it was to refuse her.
"Almost nothing," he said. "Snow on stone."
Helian rolled over to look up at him, frowning slightly as if she thought that he
was making fun of her. "I don't know what that means."
Olumer gazed into her eyes, wondering how to tell her, and settled on, "My
determination. It covered the rest of my mind like snow on stone. I could think and feel
nothing else."
"Your determination to avenge me," said Helian, her eyes growing like metal
once again.
"Yes." Olumer didn't look away from her this time, though his instincts were
trying to compel him to. He thought that she deserved to know the truth, and that it might
help her deal with what else he was going to say.
"That was stupid," said Helian. "Why would you have come after me to avenge
me? Why would you not go straight to the pack?" She hesitated, then added, "You did
save my life, but you couldn't have known that I was still alive. It was a stupid thing to do
in many ways."
"In many ways," Olumer agreed. "But I think you're right now, and I should have
gone to the pack at once."
"You think that?" Helian looked amused, and gratified.
"Yes," said Olumer. "Because I think we should bring back the plan of going to
the other packs about the filiferna invasion."
Helian stared at him for a moment. Then she got up and stalked a short distance
away, shaking her head and muttering to herself.
Olumer let her mutter. She would refuse him or she would not, and he was ready
to counter either extreme.
Helian turned to him at last and said, "You still serve Queen Estora in your heart,
then. You are still human."
Olumer blinked at her. Then he sighed, and said, "No, Helian, I am not. But the
filifernai cannot have crossed the mountains alone, and they will be running in packs and
armies, and among the silvereyes they hurt could be the fey of our pack. Will you really
not tell anyone about that, simply because you are worried that it might mean you're
human? Or that I am?"
"Warning packs is one thing," said Helian tightly. "We'll go back to our home
territory and then send out messages."
"Why not do it along the way?" Olumer argued. "It would be quicker. And that
would mean that lives might be saved that would not be saved if we waited."
"I said no," repeated Helian, quietly. "And you will obey my word, unless you
mean to challenge me as pack leader or abandon me as your mate."
"You know that I could never do that." Olumer remained sitting in the snow

where he was, staring into her eyes. He was sure that that only angered her more, since he
was neither cowering nor hostile, but he refused to turn away from her gaze merely to
make her more comfortable.
"But you must mean to," Helian persisted, "since you go on questioning my word
and this is the action that Estora asked you to do, to rouse the packs into one armed
fighting force."
Olumer shook his head. "She thought to set us in place to resist her enemies. I
won't tell them to do it for her. I only mean to spread the warning of the filifernai
invading, and the packs can decide for themselves what they must do."
"Truly?"
"Truly."
Helian stood there a moment longer, still staring at him. Olumer lay still,
planning to roll over and tuck a shoulder at her if she attacked him. He was not going to
bite or claw her; one just didn't do that to either one's mate or one's pack leader.
Helian said at last, "We will travel towards our pack. If you behave acceptably on
the way there, then I will think about letting you warn other packs on the way."
Olumer thought of the filifernai, down from the higher mountains and into
territory like this already, and the packs who lived in these territories and the children
they might have with them.
"Olumer?"
And he thought of the uselessness of open rebellion against Helian.
But even though he wasn't human anymore, he remembered the lessons of
humans well, and so no reason he couldn't use them.
He lifted his head and fixed his eyes tamely on Helian's face. "I agree, Helian. I
will behave acceptably."
Helian came to him and nuzzled his cheek, then drew back. "Now I am hungry.
Find me some food."
Olumer stood and bounded off without a word, thinking as he went that it would
do him good to use his claws on something.
And plan.

Chapter 5
The Waystation
"Into the air they lift the horses, and they actually manage to get them safely
down the paths- most of the time."
-Helnoos of Panolth, describing the Gust waystations of Dalzna.
"Here we are."
Sykeen snorted softly in enthusiasm. He didn't say anything for a long moment as
they picked their way towards the waystation, though, and then he said thoughtfully, It
does not look like a very big place. Are you sure they will have enough mages to lift a
horse of my size?
Kymenos laughed. "I'm sure. I don't know if they have enough mages to lift a
horse with an ego the size of yours, though."
I am notAt that moment, a horse soared above the waystation's roof, snorting and kicking
its hooves and squealing. Sykeen stopped and stood quite still as it floated down the paths
and towards the bottom of the mountain, turning his head to watch its progress. Kymenos
didn't blame him for that, not for the slow and thoughtful silence that followed before
they started trotting again.
That was foolish of her, to kick like that, said Sykeen. When my turn comes, I will
not be so frightened.
Kymenos smirked at nothing at all. He had never seen a horse go down the
mountains calmly.
Most of them don't have the wits to realize the walk they're saving.
That, Kymenos admitted, was probably the truth.
He looked up as the waystation drew nearer. A small building of wood and stone,
it huddled instead of soared; the winds were too fierce at this height for anything else,
and the Gust mages had to spend their time transporting horses instead of turning winds
away from a tower. Kymenos also thought they had some moral scruples about directing
winds away from their homes, something about it affecting the wind in other places.
Something like that. It had been a long time since he had paid attention to the Star
Circle's tenets.
He nodded to the Gust mage who had come to the door and stood watching him.
She was clad in white, showing that she chosen to serve the wind even if she was a
Master of other elements. She smiled back at his nod, and said, "You have come to use
the station?"
"Yes. I need to go to Serian."
At that, she frowned, cocking her head to the side as if that would help her see
him more clearly, or give her the answer to the question she asked. "What business do
you have in Serian?"
"Business with the Star Circle," said Kymenos. "It's very important."
Her eyes measured him, and then she looked over her shoulder. Kymenos
watched her curiously as she crept towards him, starting now and then at the sound of a
voice on the other side of the waystation or a rock falling. When she had reached him, she
gazed at him solemnly.
"Things are very bad in Serian," she said. "No one will admit it, but everyone

knows they are."
Kymenos leaned towards her, though not too far. If someone came around the
corner of the building, then he didn't want to look as if he were having a private
conversation with this woman he barely knew. "Bad for whom?" he asked, keeping his
voice just above a whisper.
"Everyone. The Crownkillers have taken the Star Circle hostage and made them
serve them, it is said."
Kymenos nodded.
"And they are threatening-" The woman closed her eyes for a moment. "They are
threatening to strip us of our magic if we try to give service at the waystation to everyone,
even though that is what we are supposed to do."
"I understand," said Kymenos.
"I want someone to stop it," said the woman, gazing intensely at him. "But I can't
do it myself. I can't leave my duties here."
"Consider it done," said Kymenos.
For the first time, a spark of doubt appeared in her eyes, which looked as weary
as if she had spent days gazing on ashes. "Confident, aren't you?"
"It is what I am going there to do." Kymenos was taking a very great risk, but she
had taken a greater by approaching a stranger she hardly knew. He thought the least he
could do was let her know that her message would not go unheard.
For a moment, the woman closed her eyes. Then she nodded and stepped away
from him as someone else came around the corner of the waystation, asking in an
emotionless voice, "Passage for you and your horse?"
She was a good actress, Kymenos thought. Probably the reason she had managed
to stay alive for so long, when she disapproved of what was happening among the
Crownkillers and the Circle. He nodded, and kept his voice as smooth and expressionless.
"Yes. To Serian."
"Will you want a carriage?" asked the new arrival, stepping to the woman's side.
Kymenos marked the way she tensed up when he neared, and his eyes narrowed. Perhaps
they did suspect that she didn't wholeheartedly support them after all.
"For myself, yes," Kymenos said.
"And payment?"
"I can pay you in two ways," said Kymenos. He had made up his mind. The man
was now standing closer to the woman, as if he were going to grab her if she tried to bolt.
Kymenos knew the signs, none better. He had healed enough people in situations like
these to tell. "I have coin, and I have some valuable healing plants. Either should
recompense you, and I am prepared to offer both."
"For what?" the man asked, suspicious at once.
Kymenos swallowed a groan. Just intelligent enough to suspect something, not
intelligent enough to look out for his own interests first. I hate people like that. "For swift
and safe travel to Serian," he said, and let a trace of the grief that had not entirely let him
creep into his voice. "I lost two companions in my travels. The mountains are not safe. I
will do whatever it takes to get to the city without losing my own life."
And mine! Sykeen added, but he was sensible enough not to stamp or act
irritated. Kymenos wondered if he, too, could see the war between greed and suspicion in
the man's eyes.

Greed won. The man jerked his head. "Come into the waystation and show us
how to use these healing plants." He stalked ahead.
Kymenos hopped off Sykeen and began at once to undo the bag of plants, his
mind clear and cold.
Kymenos?
He glanced up at Sykeen, who had twisted his neck back to watch him, and
whose eyes seemed almost as dark with concern as his own probably were with fury.
I didn't know your plants could do that.
Kymenos shrugged, picked up the bag, and touched the pouch at his belt, which
he had filled full of coin from the large bag. There was no way that he was showing them
the stash of his treasure.
Sykeen watched him, but made no move that an ordinary horse would not make,
as he walked away. Kymenos was glad of it. He wanted no interference, and he was
afraid the stallion would have tried to interfere- from the best motives, of course, but the
best motives had no place here.
The woman came up beside him and warned him with her eyes. Kymenos nodded
a little to her.
They entered the waystation, and Kymenos found it as low and dark as he had
expected. There were no windows, so that no random winds could blow in and disturb the
mages' concentration. The Gust mages on duty sat on chairs at the other end of the room,
their heads bowed.
"Show me," demanded the man, turning around.
Kymenos obligingly spilled out several of the plants on the table, and while the
man looked at him, reached out cautiously with Azure magic. The man might know the
Azure, white robe or not…
No, he found after a moment. The man had never mastered any element but the
Gust thoroughly. Kymenos smiled in scorn. It would be easy enough to convince him he
needed the plants.
And the proper way to take them, of course.
Kymenos fought the urge to chuckle, and only smiled hopefully when the man
looked up at him. "What do you think, my lord?" he asked, judging the application of the
title judicious. "Are they acceptable?"
The man nodded slowly. "I've never seen anything quite like them," he admitted.
"What are they good for?"
"Oh, many things," said Kymenos. "Binding wounds, so that the wounds will
heal faster. Curing certain varieties of stomach and heart diseases. Sometimes even
restoring the magic of those who are about to lose it…"
As he chattered on, he reached out and gently touched the blood that flowed
around the man's heart. This had to be timed carefully, and he did it, somewhat
congealing the blood that passed through the two main valves.
The man went pale and sagged against the table. Kymenos stopped talking and
stared at him, as did the woman. It was difficult for Kymenos to keep from laughing
aloud in glee, but then, he was supposed to have been completely surprised by all of this.
Kymenos released his hold on the blood just as the man would have started to
panic, and only then said, in some confusion, "Is something wrong, my lord?"
"It felt like the beginnings of a heart attack." The terror in the man's voice was

real, and Kymenos smiled slightly. Yes, those who didn't know their blood well often
feared it and its mysteries the most.
"Then the plants will surely help you, my lord," he said firmly. "Mix two leavesonly two, mind- with water, and place them in a cup. Steam them until they make a tea
the color of fresh pond scum, then drink it."
"That will relieve the symptoms?" The man looked up hopefully.
"Yes, my lord. It's worked on every patient I tried."
The man sighed. "Leave enough plants with me to give me repeated treatments,
and that is all the price you need to pay."
"My lord? Are you sure?" Kymenos radiated the shining concern he had long
since perfected. "Healing people is the way I make my living, but it is also my life. If I
can keep you alive, that is wonderful. But are you sure that you want me to use my plants
to pay for both myself and my horse?"
The man nodded firmly, and swept up all the plants on the table. "Yes. Go forth
and get in the carriage. Talisa will direct it," he added, gesturing to the woman. "I should
go and put these in water."
Kymenos swiftly congealed some of his blood again, and watched as the man
groaned loudly. "Yes, you should," he agreed.
The bastard staggered away, and Talisa looked up at him with a pale face. "Youyou did something," she murmured. "How?"
Kymenos bent close to her ear, so that the Gust mages on the other side of the
room wouldn't hear them. Of course, they probably weren't going to wake up from their
trances, but Kymenos didn't see the point in taking risks. "Two leaves in a cup of tea like
that are deadly."
That distracted Talisa's attention entirely from how he had done it, as he had
hoped. He didn't want to answer her question. Someone with just plants would not be
remembered. An Azure mage with plants like this might be, and if Crownkillers came
asking inconvenient questions, then he didn't want them to find him so easily.
"Oh," said Talisa faintly. Then: "Thank you."
Kymenos nodded, and grinned fiercely at her. She managed a smile a moment
later, muscles moving slowly, as if she had forgotten how to do it.
Kymenos eyed her closely as she moved away, and noticed the way she limped.
He smiled grimly. It hadn't been his imagination. The man had hurt her in some way, and
it was only fair that he pay for what had happened.
Especially as I imagine that he has something to do with why she doesn't dare to
speak of what is happening in Serian.
******
This is more like it.
Kymenos grinned. He was sitting in a carriage, delicately made of white wood so
that it would be easier for the Gust mages to lift, and looking out on the mountains as
they passed below. The carriage continued steadily down, more or less in a straight line,
and now he could see the first lines of the hills below.
Next to him, Sykeen floated calmly through the air, and amazingly enough was
doing it without kicking and squealing.
I told you I wouldn't.
"Do forgive me," Kymenos murmured, closed his eyes and leaning back against

the carriage seat. "I have had too many experiences with horses that I was sure wouldn't."
Don't talk about your other horses.
Kymenos considered opening his eyes and continuing the argument, but decided
not to. He rested until he thought he was ready, then opened his eyes and leaned out the
window.
Beneath him, just coming into sight, were the walls of Serian.
He was coming home at last.

Chapter 6
Lording It
"Rulership is not always the right, responsibility, or privilege of the few. In other
situations, those not born to be lords or ladies can still rise to a position of prominence,
and learn to express themselves as confidently as if they were born to be rulers.
Sometimes extreme anger can do it…"
-From A Discussion of Rulers.
"My lord?" Elary pushed open the door of Rior's old room without waiting for an
answer. She had the feeling that she would be needed in the room as soon as possible,
either to prepare poultices for injuries or to heal the wounds inflicted by words.
Surprisingly, though, given the way that Rior had yelled, the scene inside the
room was calm. Rior looked up at her, and smiled, and gestured her in as though he had
wanted her there all along. Elary edged cautiously inside, Silar behind her, and then
stopped as she saw part of the reason that Rior was so calm. Fingers of shadow gripped
Rosorien and the others who had come with him, holding them upside down above the
Isiluin River. Every time one of them cursed or made a threat, the fingers loosened ever
so slightly, and let them slip towards the water.
"Greetings, Elary," said Rior. "Was there something you needed?"
"Ah- I heard you yell, my lord," said Elary cautiously. She usually hadn't
bothered addressing Rior by title since his change, but this called for a delicate touch,
assuming the title wouldn't irritate him more. Elary found herself uncertain, and cursed
herself for it. She hated not feeling just the right way, not knowing what to do.
"Yes," said Rior. "Not for you, though." He smiled over her shoulder at Silar.
"Always so eager to lend her help to someone else! I wonder that she takes as good care
of herself as she does."
"I believe that the influence of the ilzánai has something to do with it," said Silar
calmly. Elary didn't quite dare look back and see what the expression on her face was,
just in case doing so made Rior drop his prisoners into the river.
"What were you yelling for, my lord?" she asked, making sure to keep her voice
calm and tolerant.
"I was angry," said Rior.
Elary waited. And waited. But Rior didn't seem disposed to give her any answer
beyond the maniacal grin. Elary tried again. "Was it something I could help you with, my
lord?"
Rior shook his head. "No. I was quite angry over something that someone told
me." One finger of shadow gave a shake, and Elary followed it to see Rosorien hanging
upside down, face turning quite a bright copper from the rush of blood to his brain. "But
such anger passes."
"Because you are going to kill the perpetrators, my lord?" Elary asked. Better to
have it said.
Rior sighed. "No," he murmured. "As much as I would love to kill them,
sometimes-" the fingers of shadow shook hard enough to make a few of them scream "-I
know that would not be true to my duties and my responsibilities as lord. Would it?" he
added wistfully, as if hoping she would try to convince him otherwise.
"I am certain it would not," said Elary, her throat dry. There was the possibility

they would all get out of this after all.
"I need someone by my side," said Rior moodily, as the fingers of shadow
retracted into the room and set Rosorien and his fellows on their feet. "Someone to bully
me, herd me, tell me when I'm being too harsh, as I did with Shadow. He wanted to kill
the people who had rebelled against him. I had to point out it was two thousand years
ago, and they had thought he would lose the battle with Dark and Light." Rior smiled
slightly, his eyes full of pain. "Who knew he would lose that battle just a few years later?"
"Not that short a time," said Elary. "He knew what it was to live for a century in
the world again." She hesitated. "And have someone like you as his friend."
Rior gave her another faint smile. "Thank you for that," he said. "I know it must
have been hard to say." He sighed, and then turned and looked at Rosorien and the others.
"And you have learned your lesson?"
Rosorien stared at him with gray eyes that made Elary uneasy. She had tended
mizanai before, and when their eyes looked like that, they were at their most dangerous.
But Rosorien bowed to Rior as though he had every intention of honoring him, and said,
"Yes. We will not abandon Nightstone again."
"Oh, you are not to go back to her," said Rior.
Rosorien looked up, and from the clearing of color in his eyes, Elary decided he
had mostly been dangerous because he feared where Rior was to send him. "We are not
going back?"
"Of course not," said Rior. "She is almost assuredly no longer here, and I need
you for a different task."
"Which is?" Rosorien was smiling now.
"Guiding my mate and the wolves back from the northern forests," said Rior. "Or
simply flying to welcome the alpha of alphas, if he alone is coming."
Rosorien lost his smile. "My lord, have you no duty for us in battle?" he asked,
almost wailing. "We came back because we wanted to be of service to the heir of
Shadow."
Rior stared at him a moment, until Rosorien stopped talking and lowered his
head. Then he said, "I may yet use you in battle. But there is no battle yet, and you can
most be of use to me in helping to herd and comfort those whose diplomatic alliances will
save us."
"Yes, my lord," Rosorien said, and the others echoed it, something sulky and
snarly in their voices. Elary looked at Rior, and then sighed, certain he would let it go. He
had always been too trusting, she felt.
"Rosorien."
Elary shivered. There was something commanding in Rior's voice, and it made
her glad that she wasn't the object of it when Rosorien turned back, frowning slightly.
"Yes, my lord?"
"You will not betray me," said Rior. "You will not decide that perhaps you could
serve me better over here, and therefore persuade yourself that because I really should
have sent you there, you'll just go there. You will escort in the alpha of alphas and Lady
Garden-" a tremble on his face showed that he found the title as odd as did Elary "-and
you will do it without fuss, gently, willingly, cheerfully. If you do that, then I may be
concerned that you can handle yourself in battle."

"My lord, the drills with Neretsa-"
"Can only teach you the physical part of battle, and obeying a commander in
simple drills," said Rior. "If you do not trust my orders, or the orders of my predecessor,
then you cannot truly serve, and I will send you away rather than have you continue to
pollute my army."
Rosorien's face worked. Then he bowed stiffly and stepped from the room, the
others trotting after him in various degrees of indignation. Rior watched them, then
bowed his head and ran his hand through his hair. Elary thought he looked surprised
when his fingers actually touched flesh.
"Do you know they will stay faithful?" Elary asked quietly.
Rior laughed, and shook his head. "No, I don't," he said. "They could abandon
me in the middle of the battle after all. But I need them, and if I give them a second
chance to prove themselves, then there is the chance that they will prove themselves."
"If they betray you?"
"I shall destroy them."
Elary blinked and shivered, then dared a smile. "I thought you said you needed
someone to tell you when you were being too harsh. What if I said that I thought you
were being too harsh?"
Rior shook his head again. "I will forgive wrongs a thousand years gone. I will
not forgive them when they are only a few days old, and likely to become fresher." He
gazed at her. "Besides, I was forgetting the one who has always run at my side and been
loyal to me when I spoke of not having a herder. Of course Garden would make a fine
herder, and when she returns, I will tell her so."
Elary would like to see that scene, but Silar touched her arm lightly, and Elary
was reminded how long they'd already stood and talked. She bowed deeply to Rior, who
nodded absently back, and followed Silar down the corridor.
The other woman didn't speak until they were well away from the room, and then
said, "I think he will be a fine lord."
Elary blinked at her, then said, "Or a fine great power?"
"Either, really," said Silar. "Shadow showed him how much a great power can
accomplish by being a little more human. I think that Rior will take that into account, and
become as much as Shadow ever was, or more."
Elary nodded, keeping her doubts to herself. She still thought there was a sadness
and longing in Rior's eyes that could easily become weakness, but she wasn't the best
judge of such things. She saw everyone as in need of healing.
*******
Elary opened her eyes, and knew at once that she stood in the middle of a dream.
If nothing else, the surroundings around her trailed off into mist, which had always been
an infallible sign of a dream to her.
Elary looked around, and saw a wide hall, paved with stone and empty. The
moonlight poured through the windows, so bright that Elary thought it must be near the
full moon. She blinked, and waited.
Someone drifted through the open door of the hall and walked towards her, and
Elary was startled to see that it, too, was misty, trailing away into golden light beneath the
legs. She knew the voice, though.

You have seen what could happen, if Destiny was turned aside just a little. But I
have been thrown aside. You shall see what happens when Chaos and not order controls
the world.
The door of the hall opened. Elary turned her head, and saw a large group of
humans and fey walking in. They looked like mourners, and most of them wore a scrap of
red, the color of blood and thus of mourning or war in Ilantra, somewhere on them. They
carried a bier.
They brought the bier to the front of the hall, and knelt or stood in front of it.
Many were weeping. Elary could hear their voices, rising and falling in prayers and songs
and laments, but they were warped as if with distance, and she couldn't actually make out
the words.
Come.
Destiny drifted towards the front of the hall, and Elary found herself compelled
to follow. She passed among the mourners as if they weren't there, which they might not
be in a dream, and Elary at last stood beside the bed and looked downwards into the face
of the figure that lay upon it.
It was Silar.
Elary gasped, but the gasp was lost in the roar of Destiny's voice in her head. Yes,
she could have been great, she could have been Queen, but that was with only two
strands of the web torn. Now three royals are dead, and the prophecy is broken beyond
all mercy. Freedom of the world means the end of prophecy, and that means that Silar
need not live to take the throne.
"What must I do to prevent this?" Elary whispered, so softly she thought that
Destiny probably couldn't hear her in everyone's sobbing moans. But Destiny did hear
her.
You must prevent any more great changes from happening. The rise of no more
great powers, the deaths of no more royals, must follow this, or the world will be
changed beyond recognition.
Elary gripped the side of the bier and closed her eyes. All around her, the chants
rose and fell.
"And what of Rior?" she managed to ask. "Where is he in all this? Did he die too,
or does he mourn her?"
Does it matter?
"Of course it matters," Elary snapped. "If he is dead, then another Shadow must
rise to take his place."
She wanted to know if Rior living was part of the reason that Silar had died, of
course, but she didn't quite know how to voice that aloud.
You need not worry about that, said Destiny. You should just worry about your
friend dying because there is now no power interfering to keep her alive. She was
important, and now she is not, and she could die.
Elary opened her eyes and gazed down at Silar's still face. It would hurt her, to
see it like that. She could admit it. Silar could die, and Elary would mourn, more so than
even the dreamed people who wept at the side of her bier now.
But Elary didn't think that she could prevent new great powers from rising, if any
more were going to rise, or royals hundreds of miles away from dying. She would only
make herself miserable.

And what Silar had said still lingered in her mind. They could lose each other to a
stray stone falling from a tower as easily as to something that one of the gods or great
powers did. Elary couldn't live her life in fear of death, because no matter what she did
she couldn't prevent it.
She looked up at Destiny. "I don't believe you," she said calmly.
What? Destiny swirled in agitation, golden light dancing as though it were
boiling water. But what I say is only the truth. The snapped web means that Silar could
die, and you would be the one responsible for that.
"Not responsible for it," said Elary. "I think that if someone killed her, that person
would be responsible, or whoever wove the web in the first place and made it so fragile
would." She brushed a hand across Silar's face. "At least I know that she lived well when
she was alive, and had someone for a friend who respected her wishes. Although not all
the time," she added, thinking of healing Silar against her will.
You can't just give up.
"I think I can," said Elary serenely. "I think I would be far better giving up than
worrying constantly about Silar's death." She let her hand rest on Silar's temple for just a
moment, and then stepped away.
Destiny wailed, and the dream fled.
*****
Elary sat up in her room, blinking. Silar lay in the bed next to her, muttering
something and rolling over with a snap of her wings when Elary moved.
It really was just a dream, Elary reassured herself, lying back down. Just like
Silar taking the throne in the first place.
Do I need to worry about it? Maybe.
But not right now.
She rolled over, hugged Silar's arm close to her, and faded into a much more
comforting dream of flying with Silar over the Dalorth Mountains, and laughing as she
tried to explain to the kiness about disease magic. Silar only understood half her
explanations, which was part of the fun, of course.

Chapter 7
Serian
"Considering how many owners and conquerors the great cities have had, I am
somewhat surprised that anyone thinks of them as belonging to anyone at all."
-Attributed to Queen Bel of Dalzna.
Why are we waiting? And why did you make me get down? Sykeen scraped a
hoof sulkily on the ground. He had been unable to see the sense of getting out from the
Gust mages' magic and walking.
"The Gust mages would have carried us right into the center of Serian," said
Kymenos calmly. It wasn't that the stallion's complaining didn't bother him; it did, but
right now he was too fixated on the first sight of his home city in years to bother
contradicting Sykeen. "I'm not ready for that yet. I have to think about some sort of cover
story."
He rode Sykeen slowly along in the mass of horses, carts, walkers, and people on
yet odder mounts that made up the morning traffic of Serian. People complained and
yawned, or kept a profound silence, or kicked up a lot of dust from their mules and
horses. The ground near Serian was too trampled to make good farmland, and remained
dust until the first heavy rain, when it would transform into mud.
Such are the comforts of home.
The walls rose ahead, bright and gleaming brown. Serian's watch had always
taken particular pride in making sure those walls gleamed, and they were not above
bullying the local children into helping. Kymenos had spent several uncomfortable
afternoons helping to scrub the walls until he learned enough about the power and
prestige of the Star Circle to frighten the watch into leaving him alone.
At the moment, he almost thought that he should never have learned that. Better
to remain a fameless boy polishing Serian's walls than become what he had become.
Would you really give up everything for that? Sykeen asked softly.
Kymenos thought about that for a moment, then shook his head and straightened
his shoulders. "No," he said quietly, having no fear of talking; no one around him was
paying the least attention to him or Sykeen, all caught up in their own concerns. "I
suppose I wouldn't."
Because it taught you valuable things about yourself, Sykeen pursued hopefully.
Kymenos snickered. No, because I try to regret nothing, he said. And if I hadn't
gone south to places like Orlath, I would never have slept with some of the women I've
slept with.
Sykeen stepped to the side and made a nickering sound, causing some of the
travelers to glance over. I think about mares, too, but only when they're in heat. You think
about them all the time.
It is my nature, said Kymenos, his eyes on the gates and the guards. He would
have to make up some story, but he thought he knew the one he wanted to tell them.
They moved on, slowly, and the guard at last waved the woman on her mule in
front of Kymenos through, and then turned to look at him. Kymenos smiled. The man
wore the patch of a Crownkiller on his shoulder, the three broken crowns, and he looked
extremely bored. It amused Kymenos to think that the Heir of Dalzna- or an Heir of
Dalzna- was right in front of him at the moment, and the man had no idea.

You are not going to tell him! Sykeen snorted as if he couldn't imagine anything
more horrible, and danced in place. The guard looked at him curiously.
Of course not. Shut up. Kymenos inclined his head graciously to the guard. "It
has been a long time since I was in Serian," he said. "What information do you need from
me, before I enter?"
The Crownkiller yawned, and recited in a quick, mumbling tone that Kymenos
had to strain to catch, "Name, business, how long you plan to stay in Serian, where you're
staying."
"Ah. Easy enough," said Kymenos. "My name is Dalesst. I am a healer come to
try my luck at selling my plants in Serian, and I will be here permanently if I can manage
it. I am going to stay in an inn near the palace for now."
"The palace?" The Crownkiller seemed to wake up a little at the mention of a
word he must hate.
Kymenos nodded earnestly. "I've always wanted to see the statues of the Queens
and their dogs."
The Crownkiller shrugged, losing interest. "There's a cheap inn not far from the
palace," he said, writing Kymenos's fake name down in a ledger. "Through the gates with
you, and know that selling false cures in Serian is illegal."
Kymenos bobbed his head, and rode Sykeen through, sneering in his mind all the
while. The Crownkillers were growing fat and lazy without a challenger.
I hope that I can change that.
He came out from under the arch, and saw the streets widen in front of him, some
of them stone and some of them dirt packed so hard that it was difficult to tell it from
stone. The city seemed quieter than such an influx of travelers should allow for, but it was
a great city, and they were well-dispersed within it. Kymenos sat still on Sykeen for a
moment, savoring the silence and the sight of the fountain leaping not far away. It had
been leaping when he last walked through this gate, and turned south to make his fortune.
"Watch where you're going!"
Kymenos shook his head and nudged Sykeen into motion once again, to the
stallion's relief. He was wary of doing anything that might make them stand out.
You've been chased through the mountains for too long, Kymenos told him. Here,
no one will notice one more healer come to try his luck. I would only be in danger if I
was successful. No one knows who I am, here, and no one will hold any of that against
you.
Sykeen snorted. I'll believe that when I'm in a warm stable, and not before.
Kymenos said nothing more. He thought it was an unusually warm day for
Dalzna in spring, actually, with the sun beating down on them almost painfully, but
Sykeen was too much a southern horse to feel the difference.
He rode past a few side streets that he didn't want, and then turned into the one he
did. It widened into a broad avenue, leading past the palace.
Kymenos gazed at the building, crowded with magnificent designs and fretwork,
carefully. He thought he would feel differently about it, now that he knew his own blood
had once lived there.
He didn't. It was still just a symbol of what Dalzna had been laboring under, and
had broken free from with the help of the Dark. Outside stood the statues of the Queens,
the black dogs of Death crouched at their heels, and they were still the same lovely young

women that no one defaced.
Kymenos hesitated, then slid off Sykeen's back.
Kymenos? Where are you going?
To honor Norianna's memory, said Kymenos, and walked up to the statue that he
knew was Queen Bel. She gazed into the distance, remote and sad and young as Norianna
said she had not been at her death, one hand resting on the head of Death's black hound in
a companionable pose.
Kymenos laid his hand on her face and closed his eyes. The Crop magic
responded to him unusually quickly, since no one had touched this statue since its
original creation and the stone was bored. When Kymenos took his hand away again,
Bel's face was deeply lined, and she looked more like the old woman he had often seen
being tortured in his dreams.
"For you, Norianna," he whispered, and then walked back and mounted Sykeen,
riding quickly away. Someone would notice the defacement sooner or later, but whether
they would choose to do anything about it was a different matter. Kymenos didn't really
think they would.
That was rather childish, said Sykeen, when they had ridden in silence for some
minutes.
Kymenos shrugged, and answered aloud since no one was around to hear them.
"I wanted to do it."
It was still childish.
Kymenos laughed. "You're just angry that you didn't think of it first."
Sykeen shifted and snorted and stamped a hoof, but said nothing that changed
Kymenos's mind.
******
"That will be more than enough silver, my lord."
Kymenos smiled. Though he had said that he was only a healer, the coin mattered
more to the innkeeper than anything he said, and it would be enough to buy discretion as
well as a comfortable room. "Now, remember," he said, "I am not to be your Lord Dalesst
to anyone. I am only a healer."
"I know, I know, my lord," said the woman, bobbing her head, and took the silver
into the kitchen to wonder over.
Kymenos chuckled, and reached out with his mind to Sykeen. The stallion had
the warm stable and oats he had wanted, though, so Kymenos felt free to climb the stairs
to his room.
It was a beautiful room, he had to admit, though it was small. The shutters were
painted, and they were thrown open now, since the day wasn't rainy or too dusty, and the
room was a good distance above the street. The bed stood in the corner furthest from the
window, and a small table beside it. Kymenos sat in the chair that stood next to the
window and looked out over the street.
If he just looked down, he would see only people passing back and forth, among
them an unusually larger number of Crownkillers. If he looked to the east, the most
natural direction for gazing, he would see only roofs, and eventually the walls of Serian
and the more formidable gray walls of the Dalorths.
But if he looked both south and east, leaning out the window to do so, he would
see the tower of the Star Circle, where he had been trained and where the Star Circle was

supposedly being held prisoner now.
He gazed at it in silence, and now and then watched the street. He saw no one at
all in the robes of a Master of the Star Circle. Of course, that didn't mean match. Perhaps
none of them were in the mood for walking down the street near the inn, named the
Queen's Rack, right now.
But Kymenos thought it rather more than that. He sat, and waited, and eventually
went down to dinner.
The innkeeper nodded and smiled at him, and Kymenos enjoyed the little
attentions that she made sure he got, like the extra wine and the finer spoons. Even the
serving girls seemed to flirt with him a little more, and one of them actually leaned
against him and invited him to her rooms. Kymenos turned her away with just enough
laughter to give her hopes of eventually succeeding, and then went back upstairs to watch
the streets again.
Still no sign of Masters of the Star Circle, but Kymenos could be patient. He kept
his gaze on the tower, and towards midnight, he saw one of the things he had been
looking for.
From the highest rampart of the tower flashed a white light. It winked three times
in succession, and then vanished. Kymenos smiled thinly.
The Masters of the Star Circle had not yielded willingly to the Crownkiller
invasion, or there would have been no need to use that light. They would have gone along
willingly, tamely, cheerfully, and lent their powers to the Crownkillers without
complaining. But they flashed that light, from the personal chamber of the Lady- or Lord,
it might be now- and asked for help from anyone who knew what the light meant.
Kymenos pondered for a moment. Then he shrugged. Making allies of the Star
Circle, particularly before they knew who he was, would be as helpful as anything else
would. He took down the lamp that hung on a hook in the corner of the room, and then
called on Light magic to fill it with a brief, intense white light.
Leaning out the window in a moment when no one was looking up, he covered
and uncovered the lamp with his hand three times in quick succession. Then he leaned
back into the room, hung up the lamp, and lay down on his bed in perfect innocence.
Someone knocked sharply on the door a few moments later, as Kymenos had
thought they would. He looked up and painted an expression of shock on his face as the
Crownkillers stormed into the room.
"My lords!" he bleated, sitting up as they tossed their way through his pack. "I
must protest! What-"
"Silence."
Kymenos fell silent as one of the women whirled towards him. She was very tall,
and carried a long spear. There wasn't much that was more persuasive to silence than a
spear leveled against his throat.
"We know that someone sent a signal from this room," said the woman, in a
dangerously calm voice. "Now you have only to prove that it wasn't you, and you're free
to go."
Kymenos blinked at her. "A signal, my lady?" He flinched as someone behind her
held up a lamp, but he kept his eyes steadfastly fixed to her face. "What kind of signal?"
"A flash of a lamp," she said.
"My lady."

The woman turned around with an air of triumph and a sneer at Kymenos. "Yes?"
she asked eagerly. "Did you find something?"
One of her soldiers held up the lamp. "Not lit, my lady," he reported. "And not
recently snuffed, either."
The woman stared back at Kymenos, her rage and disappointment palpable.
Kymenos lay there and tried as hard as he could to look like an innocent wronged, instead
of someone smirking for all he was worth.
The woman tossed her head and came close to him, hissing under her breath,
"Don't think we won't keep an eye on you."
Kymenos bowed his head, mostly to keep his grin hidden, though he was sure she
took it for becoming deference.
She glared at him one more time, and then turned and strode from the room with
the other Crownkillers on her heels. Kymenos waited until he was sure they were gone,
and then crept across the room and listened at the door. He heard heavy breathing come
back, and he waited until the guard got bored and wandered away, or perhaps was
summoned away by his commander.
Then he went to the window and gazed towards the Star Circle's tower.
There came a single flash of white, narrowed to a beam so thin that Kymenos
would have been stunned if anyone else saw it. He smiled. His signal had been received,
and acknowledged.
It only remained to tell them his name.
Kymenos had to admit he was quite looking forward to that part.
He clasped his hands and called another brief flare of Light inside them. Carefully
moving his fingers in front of it, pausing now and then to recall the letters he had learned
so long ago, he spelled out his name.
Then he lay back on the bed and had a cheerful night's sleep, imagining the
consternation they would be experiencing in the Star Circle tower.

Chapter 8
Fighting Her Way Up
"If I have to fight to stand, then I will do so. If I have to fight to kneel, then I will
do so. If I have to fight to stay alive… well, I think you should know the answer to that, or
whether I will do it, as well as I do by now."
-Attributed to Queen Kinneros of Doralissa.
Nightstone opened her eyes slowly. The fire was still burning around her, she
thought, shimmering in her veins and snapping in her hair. She felt as if she would burn
the person who touched her, and she murmured a sleepy protest as whoever it was rolled
her over.
"I'll just have to take the chance," said someone firmly, and Nightstone came
fully awake as she recognized the voice.
"Cadona?" she croaked. Her throat felt dry, as if she had been screaming, or as if
she had swallowed fire. She recognized the sensation. When she called on the Scarlet like
that, she inevitably felt it. The flames might have taken any path out of her body,
including her throat. Since Nightstone always fell overwhelmed by her own power, she
couldn't be sure. Just once, she thought a little resentfully, she would have liked to stay
awake and see her enemies die.
"Yes, Nightstone," said Cadona, and then someone poured cool water down her
throat, and Nightstone forgot her questions about why the Princess of Rivendon she had
tried to kill was holding and comforting her; she was too busy swallowing greedily at the
water instead.
When the flood stopped, Nightstone's throat wasn't completely soothed, but it
was much easier to talk than it had been. "Why are you here? And where's Ilarsa? And
what happened?"
Cadona touched her hair for a moment. Then she said, "I think Ilarsa went away
for a little while, until you calmed down and your flames stopped burning quite as
fiercely. I could stay, because I'm a Scarlet mage myself and whatever else Destiny gave
or didn't give me, it really did mark me with strong fire magic. I could survive anything
that you could throw at me."
Nightstone wanted to challenge that boast, but given that Change had shifted the
Cycle so that no mage could reach out as powerfully as before, it might be true by now.
And she didn't really want to hurt the one person who seemed disposed to help her at the
moment. "Thank you," she muttered.
"What did you say?" Cadona asked, frowning as she bent towards Nightstone.
"Do you want some more water?"
"I said thank you," said Nightstone, irritation growing as she had to repeat the
words.
Cadona grinned at her smugly. "That was what I thought you said. I just wanted
to make sure it was right, and that I wasn't making things up in my intense desire to see
you humbled."
"You have an intense desire to see me humbled?" Nightstone blinked at Cadona.
It didn't seem to fit with the calm way that the Princess sat there and smiled at her.
"Oh, of course," said Cadona. "You think that it's fun, being tied and dragged
about the Plains, and hearing you brag to everyone about taking my blood from me,

finally killing me?"
"That wouldn't necessarily lead to a desire to see me humbled," Nightstone
pointed out. "It might lead to a desire to see me dead."
Cadona shrugged, and her gaze drifted away from Nightstone into the foothills.
"If you die, who will take care of me? The shapeshifters were reluctant to do so, and
Estora is- well, Estora."
"She would hurt you?" Nightstone asked, struggling to sit up.
Cadona gave her an odd glance. "Not anymore," she said softly.
Something about the way she said it made Nightstone hold out her arm,
demanding wordlessly to be pulled up. Cadona took her arm and did it in equal silence,
and for the first time, Nightstone could look around her.
She swallowed bile. It looked nearly as bad as anything that she had done in
Amorier or Orlath, though she knew it couldn't have been; she simply couldn't call on the
Scarlet with the same ferocity that she had been used to doing. But it was quite bad
enough, and she stared in silence, even though by now Cadona was hovering as if she
would have quite liked to say something.
The ground was barren, torn and burned apart. Nightstone couldn't see a tree
standing, unless one counted the bodies of dead soldiers picked up and smashed into the
earth by the force of her fire.
Bones, and ashes, and the remains of melted swords. Nightstone closed her eyes
and put her head on her knees.
"Aunt?" Cadona asked warily.
Nightstone thought about asking the girl not to call her that, and then wondered
what the point would be. She was, probably, all that Cadona had in the world, or at least
all that Cadona had at the moment. She sighed and looked up, forcing her face into
something like a smile. "Yes, Cadona?"
"You're not sorry, are you?"
Nightstone shook her head. "Not sorry for coming after and rescuing you. But I
am sorry that I did it this way."
"How would you have done it?"
"If I was in control of myself? Threatened Estora calmly and coolly, and
demanded that she hand you over. Just killing one of her soldiers would have done some
good. I didn't have to do this." She gestured at the dead soldiers and blasted stumps. She
felt almost sorrier about the trees than the humans, since the humans had been threatening
Cadona, but the trees hadn't done anything.
"But this way worked."
"Yes," said Nightstone, "it did." She decided that she was too much involved in
her own agony to try explaining the difference to Cadona right now. Cadona, who had
never seen a true battle, probably wouldn't understand the difference even if Nightstone
managed to find exactly the right words, anyway. Nightstone stood with an effort,
holding her niece's hand all the way. "You say that Ilarsa went somewhere?"
"I am here."
Nightstone looked up, and saw Ilarsa walking towards her, now and then
twitching her shoulders as if it required effort to keep her from growing wings and taking
flight. Nightstone smiled at her, and Ilarsa flinched and turned her head away, one hand
rising in front of her.

Nightstone managed to speak as calmly as she could. "If you don't want to stay
with me, but leave and go back to Shadow, of course I would understand. I could hardly
expect you to stay with me, after that."
Ilarsa turned and stared at her, shaking her hair back from her face. "You think I
am afraid of you?"
Nightstone narrowed her eyes. "What else would you be? You hesitate and skitter
around me, and you look as if you wished you were flying free across the grass this
moment. What would cause that, but fear?"
Ilarsa lifted her head proudly. "I served a great power who had strength mightier
than yours, and for the most part, he wasn't afraid to admit to it. I would be foolish to be
afraid of a lesser strength than that."
"Then why this hesitating?" Nightstone asked.
"I would have liked to know about that strength, of course," said Ilarsa huffily.
"What did you think? I would take pride in serving someone who could call on fire, or
any element, so destructively, and I would have known what to expect from you." She
peered at Nightstone, who stared back at her in astonishment. "I would have felt the same
way if for some reason, I didn't know that you can change into a pegasus and suddenly
found it out. I like to know the strengths of my allies and my friends as soon as possible,
so that I don't make a mistake with them, and don't get into situations where I must win
my life by luck instead of planning."
"You would have been fine with this-"
"If I had known that you possessed the power to smash up trees and toss bodies
such a long way," Ilarsa said agreeably. "Yes, I would have been. I think that you are
starting to get it now."
Nightstone laughed and shook her head. "Then I can welcome you back, Ilarsa."
Already, she could feel her spirits reviving. The thought of blame in someone else's eyes
was hard, but there was only admiration, and some exasperation, in Ilarsa's gaze- both of
which were fully justified. "You have seen the full extent of my power."
"How do you know?"
"I was angry," said Nightstone. "I would have used the full extent of my power to
get Cadona back. And you have seen what it can do. I can't do anything greater than this,
though I might do something to match it."
"There were legends of you in Amorier-"
Nightstone shrugged. "That was before the change."
"Which one?"
Nightstone smiled a little, and then turned and glanced at Cadona. "I'm afraid we
shall have to knock you out again, since I don't have any assurance that you won't run
away."
Cadona glared at her. "I won't try to run away as long as you reassure me that you
won't try to use my blood to revive Orlath. I was never in that Kingdom, and I don't want
to rule it. Why should I have to serve it?"
Nightstone shrugged. "Destiny didn't ask you where you wanted to be born,
though perhaps it should have. You will just have to make the best of being royal. You
would have served Rivendon, and now you will serve Orlath. So I have to knock you out,
then?"
Cadona took a deep breath and closed her eyes. Then she said, "If I'm really only

going to live a few more days, then please leave me awake so that I can look around at
the sunlight and enjoy the mountains."
"You want that?"
"Yes," said Cadona, more fiercely than Nightstone would have given her credit
for. "I do want that."
Nightstone shrugged again. If the child really did like sunshine and looking
around on mountains, then it was probably a good thing. Nightstone didn't put much faith
in that- she thought Cadona just wanted another opportunity to run away- but it was
something to leave her awake for, and perhaps even trust in if it seemed that she really
did enjoy the sunlight.
And Nightstone thought it might actually be pleasant to talk to Cadona.
"Besides," Cadona continued, in tones of great bitterness, "where would I go?
You will have me on your back, in the air, and I can't fly unless I can somehow transform
into fire."
"Not easy," Nightstone put in.
"I know." Cadona sounded sulky. "I tried it when I saw Ilarsa coming towards
me, and nothing happened."
Nightstone hid a smile, and then nodded at Ilarsa. "I will carry her first, but I
can't fly far before we'll need to stop for something to eat. Will you do the honors of
binding her to my back, if we can find the rope?"
******
"Aunt?"
Nightstone didn't pay any attention to the word at first, and then realized that it
was probably addressed to her, since Ilarsa didn't have any nieces or nephews that she
knew of. Really, Nightstone thought as she turned around with a smile painted on her
face, neither do I. But I suppose that I should try to be charming to someone who will die
in a few days.
"Yes, niece?" she asked.
If Cadona noticed any sarcasm in her tone, she didn't seem inclined to take issue
with it. Instead, she sat in the grass, her hands linked loosely in her lap and her feet tied
together. She had begged to be allowed to remain free, but Ilarsa had wanted her bound
completely. The way she was tied now was the best compromise that Nightstone had been
able to come up with.
"Do you ever think about dying?" Cadona asked.
Nightstone shrugged. "It depends. Of course, when I am in battle and very close
to death, then I think about it quite a bit. But that doesn't mean that I think about it all the
time. Why?"
"I'm thinking about it." Cadona darted a glance at her. "I'm thinking about what
will happen when you kill me."
"That would depend a lot on the way we kill you," said Nightstone. "If we slit
your throat, then the blood will gush out, but not in the way it would if we just tore you
open. And if-"
"Stop!"
Nightstone blinked, and then realized Cadona was shaking, her hands covering
her ears. "Oh," she said. "Sorry."
Cadona shook her head, licking her lips, and then looked up accusingly at

Nightstone. "How can you do that?"
"Do what?" Nightstone inquired politely.
"Speak about the death of your blood relatives so casually."
Nightstone shrugged. "I've been doing it for a long time. My blood relatives in
my own generation gave me up easily, and so I did the same thing to them, and then to
their children and descendants."
"But I'm not your brother, or sister, or whoever did this to you." Cadona glared at
her intently. "I'm someone born much later, and a child! I did nothing to you."
"Of course you didn't," said Nightstone. "I was just explaining the origin of it to
you. It doesn't mean that you have the same faults they did."
"Then why do you dismiss me like this?"
"Bringing back Orlath is something I swore to do for Shadow, and keeping
promises like that is more important to me than possibly sparing you because you might
just be different."
"You must see that I'm different." Cadona lifted her tied wrists. "I could burn
through these and run."
"And then I would catch you," said Nightstone. "Since you know that I'm a
Scarlet mage, I don't really take that for proof. Sorry," she added, as she saw Cadona's
face screw up in concentration.
Cadona shook her head. "I am royal. I do want to help Orlath. I want to be related
to you, even. But this isn't the way to do it."
"Why not?"
"You could have my willing cooperation," said Cadona. "And instead, you have
to bring me along tied up."
Nightstone laughed. "I would tie you up even if I didn't need your blood. That
only makes it a little more urgent. I don't trust you at all, since you're one of the royals
who was Destiny-touched. I would bind you just to prevent you from doing something to
me in my sleep."
Cadona lifted her head proudly. "I wouldn't do something like that! It would be
evil, and of the Dark, and I am sworn to Light."
"Until a good opportunity presents itself," Nightstone muttered, and lay down on
the ground.
"What?"
"Nothing. Never mind. Go to sleep."
And if she did dream uneasily about the moment that was coming, when she
would have to pour Cadona's blood out on the grass, then that was no one's business but
her own.

Chapter 9
Persuasion
"If you can come up with a good way to persuade a fey woman to do anything,
please tell me. It's a puzzle that's perplexed me most of my life."
-From The Works of Hyelin the Bard.
"There's a pack near here."
Olumer looked up, tensing a little. This was the first chance he'd had to put his
plan into effect, and he could feel his nervousness starting. He would have to speak up to
Helian. He would have to challenge her almost as though he were challenging her for
leadership, while at the same time making it clear that he didn't want to lead.
He would have to do a delicate balancing act that was much more human than
silvereyes, if he was honest with himself.
But he had had enough with being honest, for now. He would try to be diplomatic
instead.
"Do you think we should follow them?" he asked Helian, who glanced at him
quickly, and then narrowed her eyes.
"And why should we do that?" she asked.
Olumer bowed his head and shrugged a little. "I just thought that you might want
to speak with the pack leader."
Helian tossed her head. "When I want to speak with him, then I shall seek him,"
she sad. "And you won't interfere, Olumer, with all your warnings and your prophecies of
doom."
Olumer dipped his head. "Then I won't interfere," he said. "But I do think that
you should reconsider meeting with the pack leader. Won't crossing his territory like this,
without warning, irritate him?"
"Maybe. So what?"
Olumer looked at Helian's belly without speaking. The safety of his children, and
his mate, had to concern him, and he was well within his rights to look out even for
threats that might not be there.
Helian's eyes grew soft, and she reached out and stroked down the side of his
face, near the gouges that she had opened not long before. Olumer let her touch him, and
then glanced at the tracks and at her again.
"You are really going to make me do this?" Helian asked, with a chuckle. "Well,
of course you are. I didn't think that you would give up on the idea once it got stuck in
your head."
Olumer watched her anxiously, wondering what idea she was referring to, but it
seemed that Helian was content to believe that he just wanted to make sure his mate and
children were safe. She followed the pack's footprints, chuckling and shaking her head all
the while, and sometimes glancing fondly at Olumer when she thought he couldn't see.
Of course, that was annoying. But Olumer was willing to put up with it for the
sake of possibly warning the pack, or persuading Helian to see that just because it was the
same plan that Estora had come up with, that didn't mean it was human.
Part of it was probably jealousy, too, Olumer had to acknowledge. Helian tried to
keep a close watch not only on his thoughts, but on him as a whole. Whenever he
bounded too far ahead of her in scouting, she would call him back, and whenever he

seemed to be gazing on the mountains for their beauty and not just to make sure that
danger wasn't hiding in the crevices, then she would do something that showed her own
beauty off and drew his eyes back.
Olumer didn't really mind. It was permissible that she would act like this,
pregnant and with a changed scent, and even more permissible since her mate had acted
like a human or half-fey for so long.
******
"Welcome."
Olumer relaxed when he saw the expression on the pack leader's face, and knew
that he meant his words. He leaned forward and lightly touched Helian's neck with his
nose, sniffing in her changed scent, and then stepped back from her, inclining his head as
if to put himself on the verge of a bow.
"I give you joy of your pregnancy, Helian, and the prospect of children to cheer
your pack."
"Thank you, Frenner." Helian gave Olumer a glance, as if to say that of course
the pack leader wouldn't be annoyed, he was an old friend. Olumer only gazed at her
calmly. She hadn't mentioned that she knew Frenner, and she hadn't mentioned how
absolutely peaceful the pack leader was.
Indeed, Olumer had never seen a pack leader, or even a male silvereyes, as at
ease as Frenner was. He welcomed Olumer with soft words that wouldn't have been out
of place in the court, except that he left off titles, and he lounged among his pack
members without watching out to either side for someone sneaking up on him or
challenging him for pack leadership. If he caught someone else's eye, he didn't stare in
the way that meant he thought it was a challenge. He just seemed a little surprised, and
then smiled and glanced away. There was a strength to him that said anyone could
challenge him who liked; it just wouldn't work.
Olumer found himself liking him, and hoping that he got a chance to warn him
about the filifernai. Someone like this, and a pack like this, didn't deserve to die at the
hands of the dark fey.
It was a large pack, not only Frenner's mate and children, or even just them and a
few cousins, but also some silvereyes who didn't smell like blood kin to any of the rest.
The adults all played with the children as cheerfully as if they were a family, though, and
many of them seemed as relaxed about their status as Frenner. Olumer saw a pair of
young women tussling, and it didn't turn into a vicious argument, though it could have.
They fell back from each other and collapsed into the snow, laughing very hard, though
Olumer couldn't really see what was so funny.
"Olumer."
Olumer turned around with a faint smile. He wasn't likely to see what was so
funny, either, with Helian making sure that his attention stayed right where it belonged:
on her.
Helian stretched, satisfied, and then glanced at Frenner. "My mate is a fine one, is
he not?"
"Of course," said Frenner amiably.
"All the more remarkable when you know that he lived among humans, and
thought himself half-fey, until recently."

Frenner looked up at once, his eyes narrowed. "Lived among humans and thought
himself half-fey?" he repeated softly.
Olumer blinked at him, alarmed by the change that had come into his eyes. It was
all the more frightening since Frenner was flowing to his feet, and Olumer could see now
that he was very strong and swift, if the way his muscles rippled was any indication. "I
am entirely a silvereyes now," he said. "Helian's mate, the father of her children, and not
interested in human politics."
"Really?" Frenner asked, bending over him. "That was not what I heard. The
word spread of a silvereyes who had come from the court in the south, and was trying to
enforce a human Queen's will on his kin."
"I have given that up." Olumer arched his throat, baring it to Frenner's teeth and
claws, if he really wanted to use them. Olumer didn't think he would, because of Helian
sitting right there, but his anger could overwhelm his good sense. It certainly would if
Olumer sat up and faced him. "If I ever believed in it in the first place. I tried to warn the
Queen that silvereyes would not fight for her, but she would not listen. So she sent me
here, and I wound up killing a pack leader who would have believed her and tried to join
with her, and then becoming Helian's mate."
"You didn't just kill Kestian by yourself!" Helian protested. "You had help." She
glared at Frenner. "And I was the one who helped him. Will you kill me for killing
someone who was so clearly mad?"
Frenner blinked, and sank back into the snow. His temper was already passing,
but Olumer stayed where he was, not wanting to rouse it again. "No, of course not. But he
could be a danger to us."
"How?" Helian asked calmly.
Frenner didn't seem to know how to answer, now he was confronted. He
spluttered for a moment, and then said, "I think that he could easily go back to his Queen.
He betrayed her once; why not betray us and become part of her train again, if she offers
enough rewards?"
"He is mine," said Helian, and her hand rested casually on Olumer's arm, yet with
a grip that told him she spoke no less than the truth, at least in her eyes. "Bound to me by
the strongest of bonds, that of a silvereyes to his mate, and a father to his children, and
one silvereyes to another."
"If you are sure…"
"I am sure." Helian lifted her chin. "I love him, and he is mine, and I will not let
you kill him out of rage over misguided suspicions."
Reluctantly, Frenner nodded, but his eyes were on Olumer, and he snapped his
teeth at him. Olumer lay back down in the snow and bared his throat again.
"You have learned submission well, if nothing else," said Frenner, and then
strode away, as if he thought it would try his patience to be kept looking at Olumer any
longer.
Helian turned to Olumer at once, shaking her head. "How do you manage to get
in trouble wherever we go?" she murmured, running a hand through his hair. "It wasn't
even something you did this time, and yet there are silvereyes everywhere ready to take
exception to you."
Olumer hesitated, but he had to say it. "Helian, there will always be some who
think that living among humans is a taint, and unlike you, they won't give me time to

prove that I wasn't corrupted by it. Do you think that could include anyone in your own
pack?"
Helian snarled. "They would not dare believe such nonsense, or speak it to my
face."
"But behind your back could be a different matter," said Olumer. "Would I tear
your pack apart by going back with you? I would not be the instrument of that. I think
you should be happy-"
"And that includes having my mate with me," said Helian. "I know already that I
will choose you over them, if it comes to a choice." She lay down in the snow and closed
her eyes.
Olumer sighed, then smiled. Helian might be making the wrong decision, but she
would never see it that way. It was one of the things he most hated about her, and one of
the things he most loved.
Since he couldn't do anything else right now- Frenner wouldn't want to speak to
him, and many of the other silvereyes were giving him suspicious looks- he lay down in
the snow beside Helian, tucked an arm around her, and closed his eyes.
******
Someone shook him.
Olumer was on his feet at once, lashing out with unsheathed claws as someone
tried to touch Helian. The intruder sprang backward, and Olumer sprang onto him,
snarling all the way.
Frenner finally managed to make himself heard over the snarling in Olumer's
head and coming from Olumer's mouth, and Olumer sat back, blinking and startled, then
jumping off the pack leader at once when he realized what was wrong. Frenner fought his
way back to his feet, then tried to come a step closer to Helian. Olumer bared his teeth.
Frenner stopped moving.
"I just wanted to talk to her," said Frenner, but his voice was slow and
considering instead of defensive. His eyes were on Olumer, and they didn't seem disposed
to wander at all. "I didn't know that you would spring to her defense."
"Now you know," said Olumer. "Tell me what you want, and I will give her the
message."
"I would prefer to speak to her myself." Frenner took a step forward. "As pack
leader to pack leader."
Olumer lifted his lips from his teeth, and didn't move.
"You are intent on protecting her, aren't you?" Frenner asked in a voice full of
wonder.
"Of course. She is my mate. You would defend your mate against someone who
might wish her harm."
"Yes." Frenner studied him again. "But I have not spent most of my life with
humans."
"It wasn't 'most of my life.'" Olumer shrugged. "Just over a century. A good
portion of it, yes."
Frenner nodded. "And you have recovered well enough to care about your mate
in the way a silvereyes male usually would, and defend her while she carries the children
you have sired."
"Of course."

Frenner eyed him calmly. "Then it seems that I may owe you an apology after all.
I imagined this was a pretense, something that you were using until you could convert us
all to your Queen's will. But you care most for Helian as a mate, and not for a human
Queen at all."
"Yes."
Frenner nodded, and stepped away. "I do want to give the message to Helian
personally, but it can wait. I will see you then, and her. I am sure that you shall be beside
each other." He trotted off across the snow while Olumer was still trying to figure out if
those last words were a joke.
"Well done."
Olumer jolted, and glanced around into Helian's eyes. She lay smiling at him,
running her hand up and down his arm. Olumer frowned at her, wondering why she
hadn't said anything. "You knew that he was here?"
"Of course. I could hardly have slept through an argument that mentioned my
name." Helian pulled herself up on one elbow, not taking her eyes from his face. Olumer
glanced to the side, but her gaze wasn't an assertion of leadership, as proved by the way
that she gripped his chin and tugged his face up again a moment later. "You have proven
yourself, Olumer. You can go and talk to him about the threat from the filifernai all you
want."
Olumer narrowed his eyes. "What?"
"I wanted to see if you really would put me first, and the children, or if you
would hesitate and sacrifice everything on the altar of a cause, in a very human manner."
Helian winked at him. "You passed. Go tell him. I'm going to hunt. Sometimes I want to
do that, pregnancy or not." She bounded away across the snow.
Olumer blinked at her back. He had a very tricky mate, he had to admit.
And one to be very proud of.
He stood up and went in search of Frenner.

Chapter 10
First Among Equals
"A Queen or King might be first among equals in other places, but in Doralissa,
he or she rules alone."
-Glareros's Translations from the Orlathian.
"Here we are."
Ternora looked up, blinking, at Pyeros's announcement. She had become so
deeply immersed in pretending to pay attention to Blierrina's lectures that in a way she
had fallen into a trance of listening, and had to jerk herself out of it to look at whatever it
was that Pyeros wanted them to look at.
The man was leaning against a tree and gazing on something that reared above
the path. It took Ternora's eyes a moment to make it out, so well-disguised was it; it
seemed like part of the jungle. At last she realized it was a stone wall, probably of a
fortress, and rooted in the earth. It was covered with dangling vines. She drew in a silent
breath of astonishment.
"Have you been here before?" Blierrina asked, obviously mistaking her indrawn
breath for something else.
Ternora shook her head. "But I have been in this place. I was just thinking how
often I must have walked past the fortress without noticing it."
Blierrina chuckled. "Well, we had the help of elves in building it. I suppose that
we should not be surprised it would fool the eyes of half-elves."
Ternora decided that she would remember that remark, and pay Blierrina back for
it if she could find a time when the woman wasn't essential to her plans. She sat back in
the cart as it rolled nearer to the wall, and then Pyeros called up a quick challenge that
Ternora tried to memorize and could not. It was a mixture of birdsong and words, she
knew that much, but it wasn't any bird or any language that she had ever heard before.
A head appeared over the wall. "What do you want?" someone called down in
pure Doralissan, though most ungracious pure Doralissan. Ternora just barely managed to
cover her lips at the thought of someone saying that to Pyeros. She was prepared to like
the rebels in the fortress already.
"We have brought the new Queen of Doralissa with us," said Pyeros. "It is
imperative that we come inside and speak to your commander at once."
"Yes, my lord."
Ternora scowled in disappointment at the respectful tone in the voice, and the
way that someone hurried down to open a gate hidden among the vines as soon as
possible. Perhaps they were only brave when they didn't know who was before them.
How was she to respect people like that?
"Sit up straight."
Ternora glanced at Blierrina in resentment, mingled with surprise. "What?"
"Sit up straight," Blierrina repeated. "The Queen of Doralissa should have good
posture when entering the home of people who have fought for her for years. I would
have told Warcourage the same thing."
"No doubt his posture was always perfect," Ternora muttered as she straightened
her back.
"It was closer to perfect than yours," said Blierrina, who was, of course, sitting

up so straight that a tree would have been proud of her.
Ternora grunted sourly, and then ignored the woman as the cart rolled into the
fortress. She was too busy looking around, and trying to estimate if anyone here would be
useful to her plans as Pyeros and Blierrina. They were going to be part of the crux, of
course, but she couldn't tell them that. They would just insist they were only following
the precepts of Doralissa, and be most tiresome about it.
Someone she could talk to, someone like Aranthran who could pass unnoticed
among the Doralissans because he was one of them…
Her gaze settled on the woman walking towards them. The woman looked much
like Pyeros, as far as the surface went. Her face was calm, arrogant, smooth, and she
moved with a swinging stride that said she controlled everything that happened around
her. But sneers lingered in the eyes and the corners of the mouth, and Ternora found
herself nodding and smiling happily.
She will do.
The woman caught her gaze, and, sure enough, sneered. She seemed disconcerted
when Ternora smiled back, but tossed her long dark hair behind her and caught Pyeros's
gaze. "My lord," she said, without much emotion. "You have returned."
"So I have, Dolyada," said Pyeros. He seemed to be balancing on the balls of his
feet, his eyes on the woman and his hand on his sword. Ternora blinked, and glanced
from one to the other. Perhaps this could be entertaining in its own right, whether or not
she managed to persuade Dolyada to her side. She had never seen Pyeros look as if he
were afraid of anyone before, or in any doubt that he should have everybody's approval.
"And you bring the Queen of Doralissa with you." Dolyada turned to Ternora,
and Ternora felt more approval than ever. She was not stupid, though the hostility in her
green eyes showed that she might let anger make her that way. "And what claims does
she have to the throne? What of royal blood, or wonderful care for her country?"
"She is the one who claimed the throne," said Pyeros, tranquilly. He seemed to be
getting over whatever uneasiness he might have felt in her presence, since he was now on
his own feet again, and his arms were at his sides. "So she is the one that we are training."
"We?"
"I am involved in it, of course," said Blierrina, who had kept her head bowed
attending to something, and now looked up.
Dolyada met the other woman's gaze, and curled her lip. Ternora looked back and
forth between her and Blierrina, and felt another small understanding grow in her.
Something had happened between them before, Perhaps Dolyada had been in love with
Pyeros and lost him to Blierrina. Whatever it meant, they were not perfectly easy with
each other. Blierrina had a very faint flush in her cheeks, for the first time that Ternora
had ever seen.
"I hope that you will enjoy your stay here," said Dolyada, and looked at Ternora
again. "And, of course, I will be happy to do my part in instructing the Queen."
"Good," said Pyeros. "I want you to talk to her of the manners for welcoming
visitors from other countries."
"What?" Dolyada asked.
"What?" Ternora echoed at the same time, and sighed when Dolyada glanced at
her hostilely. However much the woman didn't want to teach her, she seemed offended at
having her teaching refused. "Why would I need to learn that? You would handle all that,

as the Captain of my guards."
Pyeros shook his head. "In other Courts, lesser functionaries might welcome your
royal or high-ranking visitors. But the monarchs of Doralissa take pleasure in doing that
duty themselves, so that it becomes not a duty, but something of grace and simplicity and
wonder."
Ternora bowed her head, since after all it would give her some time alone with
Dolyada, but she couldn't help feeling that the monarchs of Doralissa took entirely too
much on themselves.
"Now," Pyeros said, "I am only a commander of my own people here, and not in
charge of everything. So I will leave you to Dolyada's attentions, while I take care of my
own." He bowed to Dolyada, and then turned and hurried away, leaving the woman
staring resentfully after him.
Dolyada looked at Ternora after a moment. Ternora tried to keep her head up and
as neutral an expression on her face as possible, since she didn't know if she could lure
Dolyada with friendliness yet. It might only make her more suspicious.
"Come on," said Dolyada abruptly, and turned to lead the way towards the far
side of the fortress's enormous main room. "If you are to be consigned to my teaching, it
should start as soon as possible. We can be out of each other's company after a few hours
of lessons."
Ternora sighed, and walked behind her. It seemed as if neither friendliness or
neutrality would encourage Dolyada. Ternora would have to approach her openly and see
what happened.
Given the role that Dolyada would play in her plans, though, that might suit them
well enough.
******
"You will have to speak in the native language of the ambassadors you are
welcoming, of course. That is only courtesy."
Ternora laughed.
Dolyada turned and glared at her. "Do you doubt me? I served in the high Court
of Doralissa, under King Steadythrone, for several years. I know the manners and
customs. Lord Pyeros would not have asked me to teach you, had it been otherwise." She
was already turning back to the plates she had set out on the table of the small, bright
room, and couldn't see Ternora's smile.
Ternora was glad of that, and she did her best to keep her smile out of her voice
as she replied. "I only know two languages, I'm afraid: Talathiel and Doralissan. I could
speak in those, and sing to them, but I could not speak in Orlathian or Ilantran or any
other languages of the east or north."
Dolyada whipped around to look at her again, scandalized.
Ternora shrugged and lay back in the chair she had been given. "That is the truth.
You would not like me to lie and then completely mangle or make up whatever I was
supposed to say in another tongue, I trust?"
"But you cannot be Queen if you don't have the right education," said Dolyada.
"To say nothing of the disadvantage you've already incurred, by not having the right
Destiny or the right blood." Her gaze was almost murderous now.
Ternora shrugged again. "Warcourage had the right blood and maybe the right
Destiny, but Pyeros and Blierrina were still training him. They wanted him to be a good

monarch, not just a competent one."
"And you?"
Ternora smiled thinly. "I have accepted the throne for my own reasons. I don't
need to tell you of them, nor whether I think I will be a good monarch or a competent
one. But I can tell you this. I won't need anything of what Pyeros assigned you to teach
me."
Dolyada took a step closer, her eyes narrowing. "Why would you say something
like this? Is this a joke? Is Pyeros trying to trick me, in the way that he so often does?"
Ternora tried to imagine Pyeros as a practical joker, and had to stop before it
broke her imagination. "No," she said. "He was honest. But I was not when I said I would
learn from you."
"Why?" Dolyada's face was flushing. "If Pyeros did not put you up to this, then
Blierrina did. The spreader of tales! I will-"
"Neither," Ternora interrupted quietly. "No one but my own conscience, I assure
you. I wanted to take the throne because of my own reasons, and because of my own
plans. And I think that you can be useful to those plans, in the same way that Pyeros and
Blierrina are going to be, whether they like it or not."
That was good, she saw, as Dolyada's eyes widened and then narrowed. She
seemed intent on listening to whatever Ternora had to say, though whether she would
agree with it was a different matter.
"What role will they play?" she asked, coming a step nearer to the chair where
Ternora sat.
Ternora sat upright and tried to make herself as much like a Queen on her throne
as possible. "They will be my scapegoats and unwitting accomplices," she answered.
"There are many people who will blame them for what I do when I have the throne."
"Which is?"
Ternora smiled. "Not telling yet."
"You should at least tell me what role you imagined for me," said Dolyada.
"Since you have been so good as to confess that you dared to put me in your plan in the
first place." She spoke sarcastically, but that couldn't disguise the bright interest in her
eyes, or the mounting flush in her cheeks. Ternora wondered if she thought of herself as
ill-used, or underused, stuck here in a fortress that almost no one would ever see and few
enemies would ever attack.
"Yes, I should," said Ternora. "But I need assurances that you wouldn't go
running to Pyeros and Blierrina the moment I told you."
Dolyada's shoulders stiffened. "I am loyal to Doralissa," she said, "but also to my
own interest. I know what it is, to be a spreader of tales like Blierrina. It is a post I do not
desire, and will never have."
Ternora spent a moment peering at her, then nodded. "You could be my
distraction, then," she said.
"Distraction?"
"Sometimes there are people who try a little too hard to figure out what's going
on, not trusting their Queen to reason it out for them," said Ternora. "Pyeros might
become like that."
"And?" Dolyada asked softly. "Since you admit that you are having second
thoughts about assuming the throne-"

"None about that. Only about having the same people around me when I assume
the throne."
Dolyada's eyes narrowed further, and Ternora smiled. She had struck the right
road, though she wasn't sure where it led yet. Dolyada was interested.
"Pyeros is a noble man," said Dolyada. "Of course he must be. He has remained
loyal to the throne through twelve long years of service, and that was when no one knew
if someday a Prince would return or not. You would want him by your side. Anyone sane
would want him by her side."
"I am sane," said Ternora, though she had the honesty to add inside her mind, I
think. "But sometimes one can be sane, and still prefer someone of a different
temperament. Someone not so very-"
"Noble?"
"Meddlesome, I would say."
Dolyada nodded. Her face was bright and flushed, as if she were edging out over
an abyss, but Ternora didn't think she would back away now. She was going to follow this
road, since her own temptation was too strong. "And you think that someone else could
fit better?"
Ternora bowed her chin, looked up at Dolyada through lowered eyelashes, and
said, "Well, yes. It would depend on the post, of course."
"Of course."
Ternora took a risk. Dolyada was playing her hand too close to her chest for
Ternora to be sure she was right or not. "Such as Captain of the royal guards. That is an
important post."
Dolyada's tongue darted out, tasting her lips.
I was right, Ternora thought, and managed to dim the exultant smile in a proper
look of respect as she waited for Dolyada to say something.
"And sometimes," said Dolyada, "when someone of a- meddlesome- temper is in
that post, things don't get done in the right way."
"Exactly."
"You might wish them done in just the opposite way."
Ternora shrugged. "Perhaps not always opposite, but sometimes with less of a
sneer, less of a high consciousness of something that was twelve years in the past and
ended by the death of the last member of the royal line."
Dolyada's eyes narrowed, and for a moment her mouth worked, as if she were
struggling to prevent the words from coming out which wanted to come out. In the end,
she lost the battle. "And you would not- that is, you might- you might look the other way
if someone who was once slighted and cheated out of the post by a bearer of tales took
revenge?"
"If she did not interfere in my own plans," said Ternora, "and if she was a loyal
Captain of the guards, then I might. Yes, I might."
Dolyada smiled.

Chapter 11
Brightness Returning
"All cannot be dark and gloom forever; the gods will not allow it, and nor will the
Light. In the end, we shall see brightness returning."
-Advice of Lady Calza.
"Up!"
The crashing knock on the door was no less than Kymenos had expected. He
opened his eyes and sat up, calmly running his fingers through his hair for a moment
before he strode to the door and called, "Who is it?"
There came no answer but another thunderous knock. Kymenos shook his head.
They probably thought they had something on him.
"Just a moment," he called, and pulled on an old robe. It would look like the
robes of the Masters of the Star Circle, of course, but it would not give him away terribly.
He finished tying it just as the door burst open and the Crownkillers flooded in, heading
straight for him.
Kymenos rolled his eyes and stood still as the Crownkillers crowded around him,
making threatening motions towards their spears and swords that he was sure were
supposed to impress him. Of course, the line between actually impressing him and only
nearing it was thick, and so he had to stand and wait through a lot of posturing before the
woman he'd spoken to last night actually walked up to him.
"You were lying," she said.
"My lady?" The title cost Kymenos nothing, and though he was really longing to
laugh at her and spit at her feet, he kept his face as attentive and polite as he could.
"You were lying, last night, when you said that you were not exchanging signals
with the Star Circle," she said. "You were."
"My lady, may I ask who accused me?" Kymenos wanted to know so that he
could eliminate the spy properly, and if it was someone who knew him, then the necessity
was even greater.
"You have no need to know that."
Kymenos tossed his head back and straightened his shoulders, forcing a
Crownkiller who was trying to grip one of them to loosen his hold. "I most certainly do
have the right. Unless the Crownkillers are going to become as despotic as the royals ever
were, and tighten their stranglehold on the city so that a man or woman cannot ever know
where the blind accusations come from."
The woman in front of him hesitated. Usually any comparison with Queen Bel's
line would have made the Crownkillers strike out, Kymenos knew, but it was a wellknown truth that the royals hadn't allowed anyone to know where the accusations came
from that condemned innocents to death in the last few months of Queen Bel's reign.
At last, the woman said, "Very well. His name is Alfaros, and he lives in the street
below you."
Kymenos might not have known the name. He should not have known the name.
But, by very great good luck, he did.
"A healer?" he asked.
The woman eyed him coolly. "Yes. I suppose that you are going to tell me the
royals persecuted innocent healers now, and for that we should let you go?" she added

sarcastically.
"Not so, my lady," said Kymenos, managing to subdue the smile he wanted to
give. "But I think you will find out much if you summon this Alfaros to you, and if you
look through my pack."
"What's in your pack?" the woman asked, snapping her gaze to it. She nodded,
and another Crownkiller upended it, pouring Kymenos's plants all over his bed.
"Those plants mark my profession," said Kymenos. "I am a healer, and I have
come to try my luck in Serian. It is true that I gave my name to the guards, because I had
little fear of something like this happening."
The woman leaned forward and peered at him closely. "Go on."
"Fourteen years ago," said Kymenos happily, "the healer who calls himself
Alfaros helped me breed these plants. They would have made us both rich, but he became
greedy and wanted the credit all to himself. It's true that I was a student of the Star Circle
at the time, and he thought that would keep me from opposing him when he tried to claim
he had bred the plants on his own. But I did oppose him, and he managed to persuade the
Lady of the Star Circle that I was interfering in matters where I had no right, where no
good member of the Star Circle would." Kymenos did not have to feign the sneering
contempt in his voice. "He had me thrown from the city. It was not the first time he had
done something like that."
"And what was the name you gave to the guards?"
"Dalesst. Of course, they might have thought it was Kymenos."
The woman started. "There is a fugitive we have been seeking like that, all
through the mountains," she said.
"Yes, I know." Kymenos sighed. "You would not believe how many times they
have stopped me, your people, and insisted on knowing my name and business, because
they think that I look like him."
"And why do you look so much like him?" demanded another Crownkiller. "I
have heard a description, and it fits you, from your eyes to your arrogant manner."
Kymenos made a note to find out who had given that description. "Because he
and I are brothers, of course," he answered. "Both healers, both Star Circle students, and
Kymenos was the one that Alfaros first threw from the city, for making a healers'
discovery he wanted to take the credit for. I followed, but I was not so quiet as Kymenos.
I objected."
"And your name again?"
"Dalesst."
The woman jerked her head at another Crownkiller. "Go to the guards and find
out if a healer by the name of Dalesst passed the gates yesterday."
The other woman turned and ran from the room without a word. The commander
ordered two others to fetch the healer Alfaros, and for a moment they stood and waited in
silence. Kymenos breathed slowly, his mind rushing and dancing with new ideas. He was
quite dazzled by the force of his own cleverness, and was admiring it another time when
he heard someone yelping on the stairs.
"I tell you- was him- I-"
Then they came into the room, and Kymenos smiled when he saw the healer.
Alfaros had not aged well. His hair was on the point of falling out, and while he had
always been thin, now he looked as if he would crumple if someone swatted him with a

spiderweb. He saw Kymenos, and howled.
"You! You convinced these fine people that I was wrong, that they should
manhandle me!"
Kymenos sighed. This would be risky, but that was part of the fun of it all, and
since he had lost Norianna he felt encouraged to play it a little reckless. "I only told them
the truth, Alfaros."
Alfaros stopped struggling and stared at him. "The truth?"
Kymenos nodded.
"All of it?"
"The plants and everything," said Kymenos, though of course that would mean
something very different to Alfaros than it meant to the Crownkillers. He had tried to take
the plants from Kymenos, but he hadn't succeeded, and the Lady of the Star Circle had
laughed at him until he left.
Alfaros bowed his head, looking stunned.
"I see," said the woman who commanded the Crownkillers, "that we appear to
have stumbled into an old grudge. Happily, it may be resolved without resorting to
violence. Master Alfaros, you retract what you said about this man seeking out and
spying for the Star Circle?"
"I must, mustn't I?" Alfaros murmured. "If he told the truth, and you accepted it,
there is nothing else to do."
Kymenos let out his breath. He was past. A few probing questions would have
revealed the neat tangle of lies he was spinning to entrap everybody, but no one had
asked, and therefore he felt able to keep going as long as no one did ask.
"I see," said the commander, looking disgusted. "Let him go, but with a beating.
And find me a better class of spy, next time," she added in high dudgeon, as the
Crownkillers dragged Alfaros away. She looked at Kymenos and bowed. "You have my
apologies for this, my Lord Dalesst."
"Think nothing of it," said Kymenos. "I am only sorry that a personal grudge had
to muck up the smooth running of the city."
"It is more than that," said the woman. "It nearly made us put an innocent man in
prison, and you are right, that would be a royal thing to have done." She sighed. "My
name is Lonaya. Will you take breakfast with me, as a means of repaying what nearly
happened?"
"It is not necessary-"
"Please. It would make me feel better."
Kymenos bowed his head, deciding it wouldn't be decent to let her see his
exultation. Of course, it wouldn't be safe either, but he was feeling so happy at the
moment that safety was a lesser concern. Surely nothing could hurt him now.
The other Crownkiller came back with a report of Dalesst passing through the
gates, and Lonaya insisted again that Kymenos let her buy him breakfast. Kymenos
protested once more, made a few token waves away, and then gave in and accompanied
her to an even better inn than the Queen's Rack. He didn't miss the innkeeper's gape as he
went out the door in the company of relaxed and laughing Crownkillers.
Yes, this can do me only good.
And only I would be clever enough to find a way to move safely among my worst
enemies.

I am more intelligent than anyone else in Serian.
******
"I am somewhat surprised by the way you eat, my Lord Dalesst. You seem to
have some southern manners."
Kymenos looked up and smiled at Lonaya. "Oh, of course. I have spent a very
long time in the southern Kingdoms."
Lonaya's smile lit her face, and Kymenos thought complacently that she was very
pretty, when she was smiling like that and not hulking over him. "Is that where you went
when they pushed you from Serian?"
"Yes," said Kymenos. "I could have stayed in Dalzna, of course, but I did not
want to. The south was more inviting to me, and I had some silly idea about making my
fortune." He snorted. "Of course that did not last." He took another sip of the wine, which
was very good. But then, everything in the Sun Rising was good, from the wine to the
way the sunlight coming through the open windows sparkled on the floors.
"And you gave that up?" Lonaya leaned forward. The sunlight caught in her
brown hair, giving it sparks of red that Kymenos eyed in appreciation.
"Yes," said Kymenos. "So I made what fortune I could as a healer, and at last I
was free of entanglements there and came home."
Lonaya toasted him with her own glass. "I think you will find home different, but
no less agreeable," she said, and tossed the wine down her throat. Kymenos echoed her,
since the drink burned even more pleasantly when thrown back like that, and entertained
himself with images of what her face would look like if she found out she was actually
eating and drinking with a descendant of the royal line.
"Lonaya!"
Lonaya looked up with a sigh as two Crownkillers burst through the door of the
inn. "They are always looking for me, whenever something like this happens," she
complained. "Sometimes I think I have more importance than I know what to do with."
Kymenos hid a delighted smile. Lonaya was trying to impress him, court him. It
wasn't something that women often did. Cheyena had lounged around, Nightstone had
been utterly unreceptive, and most of the other women he had bedded had to be coaxed
and prodded and convinced. This was new.
"Do as you wish," he said, and lifted the glass of wine. "I don't think you'll find
me far from the Queen's Rack. I don't often drink in the morning, and I'll have to spend a
short time recovering."
Lonaya's eyes shone with undeniable satisfaction. "Then I shall see you there, my
Lord Dalesst."
She left, leaving Kymenos to contemplate seeing her again, and the danger he
was in if he did. That name had reminded him that this was all a game, a game that could
be shattered in a heartbeat if Lonaya talked to the right person or asked the right
questions about "Lord Dalesst."
He finished the wine, and left enough silver on the table to pay for it. Lonaya
hadn't left anything, which was probably a test to see if he was capable of doing it, or if
he would complain. Kymenos decided that he would say nothing about it, and let her
draw her own conclusions.
"This is the way to live life," he told a young woman who sat next to the steps
and shivered. She stared at him incredulously. Kymenos winked, flipped her a silver

piece, and then turned and made his way up the street, whistling.
It was another ridiculously warm and bright spring day, with the native Dalznans
walking around easily in short-sleeved tunics and the people from other Kingdoms
huddling in their long cloaks. Kymenos reached out towards Sykeen, but felt nothing
save comfort. The horse was well-established in his warm stable with his oats, then, and
no longer complaining about gallivanting around the mountains.
The pain of his grief for Norianna remained, of course, but it was beginning to
lessen and mingle with his other emotions and memories, lending him something without
taking too much away.
Lonaya was interested enough in him to try to make herself appear to advantage,
though whether it would lead anywhere was still be to seen.
No one had figured out he was royal or Kymenos yet, and he moved unseen in
the midst of his enemies, guarded only by his own cleverness.
And, in the tower of the Star Circle, Kymenos was certain, the Masters were
trying to figure out whether to trust him or not, and what it meant that Kymenos had
returned to Serian.
Brightness has returned to my life, and more than returned.

Chapter 12
The First Attack
"I do not consider a war as necessarily a bad place to be. Of course, it depends
on how well-armed my enemies are, and how well-armed I am myself."
-Attributed to the Dark-Eyed Warder of the North.
Olumer woke, his heart beating so hard that it made him gasp. Helian stirred next
to him, murmured, and then rolled over. Olumer lifted his head and sniffed, one hand
resting on his mate's arm.
He knew the truth in a moment. He had smelled that scent so often lately that he
couldn't mistake it anymore. Filifernai, a great number of them, were coming towards the
place where Frenner's pack lay asleep.
He opened his mouth and let out the keening, wailing cry that a silvereyes pack
leader used to summon his allies when battle, and not just a hunt, was in sight. Of course,
he wasn't strictly entitled to use it, since he wasn't a pack leader anymore, but Olumer
didn't really care as the night exploded all around him with swearing and muttering. The
sound had done its job, and they would be ready to wake and meet the dark fey.
"Olumer?"
Olumer turned and looked down into Helian's eyes. She was frowning very
slightly, as if trying to remember what they were doing, and one hand rested on her belly,
above her children.
"Filifernai," he said, and didn't have to explain any more. Helian snarled and
sprang to her feet, pacing eagerly in a circle.
"I want them dead, for what they did to me," she said. "They would have bound
me in place with song, and eaten me while I was still alive." She turned and ran towards
the source of the foul scent, and Olumer followed her, grateful that he apparently wasn't
going to get into trouble for warning the pack about the dark fey. Perhaps she felt it
would be useless to object when they were among the pack themselves.
Frenner stood up in front of them as they rushed along, and Olumer saw his eyes
blaze in the darkness, bright as lamps. "What is this?" the pack leader demanded. "Is this
a trick?"
"No trick," said Olumer. "An army of filifernai are coming, and you can resist
them or flee." Helian tensed briefly at his side, as if considering that she should have the
right to speak to Frenner, and then relaxed. Olumer was glad of that. He had done well
enough, and Helian might have said something that would have been more proud, but less
to the point.
"You are sure?" Frenner asked, and then lifted his head and wrinkled his nose in
disgust as the scent came to him.
"No, we just say things like this for fun," Helian snapped, with an impudence that
Olumer wouldn't have dared display, and then turned and led him forward again. Olumer
stretched his legs until he was running at her side, and they came up over the crest of the
small ridge that sheltered Frenner's pack from the wind.
There the filifernai were.
The wind was beginning to pick up, tossing powdery snow around, and the
filifernai's bodies were dark spots against the white. Even without that, though, Olumer

thought they would still have appeared to disadvantage. They were simply wrong, in
everything from the way they moved to the way they spun their chains around their
wrists. He felt a snarl rising in his throat, and didn't hesitate to give voice to it.
"Spirits will do no good," said Helian softly at his side. "It must be shining nets.
Do you agree?"
Olumer turned his head and met her eyes fiercely. Helian blinked, then chuckled.
"I suppose you do agree," she said. "And I have no need to ask if you are ready."
Olumer shook his head. The filifernai were not threatening his mate alone this
time, but he didn't care. The same calm, fanatical determination was taking possession of
his mind, and he wanted to lunge down the hill and slay them all. The light around him
sparkled sharply, taking on menacing edges as Olumer began to pull it together into the
meshes of a net.
Then one of the filifernai unexpectedly spoke, voice harsh and croaking. "Who
speaks for you?"
Olumer paused for a moment, and glanced at Helian. Helian's eyes were
narrowed, but she only shrugged instead of replying. Olumer wondered if she didn't want
to expose herself to more notice from the filifernai than she had already received, or if
she didn't think she should take Frenner's place and speak for his pack.
But Frenner wasn't moving forward, either, and the dark fey repeated its question.
"Who speaks for you?"
Olumer shrugged in his turn, and stepped forward. "I do."
Someone growled behind him, but Olumer didn't have the time to turn and see
who it was. The filiferna was lifting its head, and its eyes were fixed on him, bright as
lamps themselves.
"I know you," said the dark fey. "Our enemy, born among his own kind, taken
away by humans. A tragedy."
Olumer held himself still, and simply gazed on the filiferna. There was nothing
he could say to that. If Frenner's whole pack didn't know his history, they would now. But
it was over and done with, and Olumer was doing this so that he could protect his mate
and pack the better.
"You would be much better off," the filiferna continued, "coming down among us
and coming back to the north with us. There is someone who wishes to speak with you."
Olumer blinked at that, but he didn't intend to let it disturb him. "If someone
wishes to speak with me," he said, "let him come to me himself."
"It would be a long journey for him," said the filiferna. "Better that you should
make it."
Olumer shook his head. "Did you come only to bring the message to me?"
"No," said the dark fey. "There is this." It turned and gestured, and Olumer
noticed how many shapes were moving across the snow. There were many, many more
than Frenner's pack could ever hope to defeat, he knew, as large as they were. "Surrender,
and you will not be hurt."
"I don't believe that," said Olumer.
The filiferna laughed softly, or made that harsh, jangling sound that might have
been a laugh. "Of course you don't. But it is the truth. The Dark has no reason to want to
kill all of you. It will take and hold what it can, and it wants to hold the high passes with
silvereyes in them. It is eager to learn what your kind could teach its own servants, or

eager to have you as its servants."
"No," said Olumer.
"You will not surrender?"
"I will not," said Olumer. "Others may do as they will."
The filiferna chuckled again. "A pity. And you seemed like such an intelligent
silvereyes, too." It turned and looked at the dark fey behind it. "You have heard him.
Attack him, and bring him down."
"The message?" another dark fey asked.
"It can wait. The one who wishes to speak to him might speak to him as easily
dead as alive."
Olumer narrowed his eyes, wondering about that, but the first attack came then,
and it was one he had not expected.
The air buzzed, and shook, and then a small storm of black things came hurtling
towards Olumer. He dropped to the ground, and they flew past him, but almost
immediately turned back, as eager to hunt him out as a cloud of thorns under the
command of a gray dragon.
The rezeyn, he realized, the living arrows. They would seek out flesh to stick in if
they could, and corrupt it. Olumer had seen many people, both human and fey, with
missing limbs after such an attack. The rezeyn were creations of the Dark, wronged and
warped from what they had been, in much the same way that the filifernai were.
He stood as they came back towards him and called on the light in the air again.
A shining net was there in a moment, and coiling around the living arrows as they hurried
towards him once again.
One almost got through the meshes in the net, though, and stopped just short of
Olumer's shoulder. He grimaced, and snapped the net tight as the rezeyn tried to worm its
way through.
"Olumer!"
The voice of his mate, crying out for him and in fright, was all that Olumer
needed to rouse himself from the trance into which he'd fallen. He turned and leaped
towards it, grunting as another arrow zipped past him. He would have to worry about
that, but not right now.
Helian was swatting the hovering rezeyn out of the air, using her claws in a way
that Olumer thought he should have figured out. She was bent over her belly, protecting
it, and of course it was there the living arrows were trying to go. Olumer bounded to her
side, swatted an arrow down himself, and then called around him another shining net.
This one was stronger than any he had woven recently, except the one that bound
Lyli's memories away from her, and he snapped it straight out ahead of him, so angry that
he didn't think. The net coiled around the rezeyn, and Olumer prepared another one
behind it, ready to catch any who escaped the first.
The light of the shining net sparkled, and glittered, and then abruptly spread out
on the air with sharp snapping noises.
Olumer watched, blinking, as the light spread from arrow to arrow, all of them
vanishing or breaking apart with the same succession of sharp snapping noises. In
seconds, there wasn't a rezeyn left that he could see, and the filifernai even seemed to

pause in their noise for a moment, as if to acknowledge that something extraordinary had
happened.
"Olumer?"
Olumer shook his trance away again and turned back to the battle. They still
needed him. But Helian did watch him intently for a moment before she turned and
sprang down the hill.
The children of Frenner's pack were running, the adults standing behind them and
facing the dark fey. Frenner was growling out orders with no sign that he knew his people
were going to die. A few had called forth spirits in the bodies of cougars or rats, but they
were turned back by the chains and music of the dark fey, and most of them were now
using shining nets.
Olumer wove another net, and then found Helian's hand on his arm. He turned to
eye her, unable to believe that she would actually stop him from interfering with the
slaughter of Frenner's pack.
"Not like that," she said softly. "Fling another in the same way that you flung that
last one. Hard, and full of hatred."
"Then they were attacking you," Olumer protested. "I don't know if I can do that
again without seeing you in danger."
Helian raised her eyebrows. "Fine." And she sprang down the slope, straight
towards the middle of the pack.
Olumer found himself uttering that keening cry again, and weaving the shining
net that he used then with edges so sharp it cut at his own hands. It traveled before him,
and wound around the filifernai, tearing them apart even before it contracted and sent
them into nothingness. Olumer blinked at his own handiwork, then turned his head as
someone came towards him.
From the voice that spoke next, Olumer thought it was the same filiferna who had
called on him to surrender. "Who are you?" it demanded. "And what have you done to
our kin?"
Olumer said nothing, but wove another net sharp-edged with hatred and waited.
The dark fey halted just out of reach, staring at him with faceted eyes that sparkled gold
and silver and white in the darkness.
"We have done nothing more than war on you," it said. "The same thing we have
done for centuries beyond the world's count. We eat you, and you try to kill us. That is the
way it is. Why are you suddenly striking out at us with such rich hatred? Is this
something you learned among the humans?"
Olumer let out a slow breath. Of course. Why did I not see it before? Silvereyes
do not usually feel hatred this intense, and where else could it have come from?
"Yes," he said calmly. "I never learned to resign myself to the usual tricks of the
fey when I was there. I never thought that I should give up just because someone wanted
me to give up. And now you are here, and I am here, and I swear to you that I will kill
you if you take another step."
"The laws of the fey-"
"Were unknown to me for too long," said Olumer. "They are like gravity to you,
but not to me." He lifted his hand threateningly.
"My people-"
"Should be called off before I destroy the rest of them." Olumer could feel the

surging confidence rising in him, not something he would have felt even just a few
moments before. "You know that I can."
The filiferna looked at him closely, and then snapped its teeth together. "I think
you will yet be sorrier for the loss of your peace of mind than you are now."
"Probably," said Olumer, not looking at Helian or Frenner. They would be glaring
at him, he was almost certain, and they would probably be among the ones to make him
sorry. But he was defending Helian, and he was going to convince the filifernai to back
off. He was almost certain of that as well. "But I don't care."
The dark fey stared at him a moment longer, then said, "The Dark wanted to
speak with you, to find out why you had managed to resist the compulsions of Destiny
and stop being Princess Cadona's guardian. To know that is no more than you deserve, for
this."
It turned and sprang away down the hill, and then the rest of the dark fey started
moving backwards as well. Olumer stood and watched them go. It prolonged his triumph,
and it put off the moment when he would have to face Helian.
It didn't put it off as long as he had hoped it might, though. She grabbed his
shoulder and spun him around.
"You are still human?" she demanded.
Olumer looked at her, dismissing the shining net that sparkled on his fingers.
"Not entirely," he answered. "But I learned lessons among the humans that I have not
discarded. I learned how to persuade and speak softly, as well as directly. I learned to
leave behind respect for laws when they compelled something I thought was unjust. And
I haven't gone back to being perfectly fey yet."
"I don't understand," said Frenner, coming up behind him, "what that has to do
with your being able to weave a shining net that destroys so many filifernai."
Olumer shrugged. "You could do the same thing, but you don't have the hatred
that would drive you to do it. Silvereyes are always ready to die in battle against the dark
fey. You prove that. You sent your children away and stood against them even though you
knew you could not win."
"Should we have run with our children?" Frenner asked.
Olumer shook his head. "You should have faced them with your magic and taken
them down."
Frenner shot his claws. "You make it sound as if I do not care about my pack."
"You do," said Olumer. "But, at the same time, you are resigned to them dying.
You know it might happen, and that becomes knowing it must happen. I am not resigned
to Helian dying, and I have seen too many times when she almost did. I want her to live. I
don't accept it as natural that she should die, or that I should, in a war with the filifernai."
Frenner just shook his head and turned away. Olumer turned to Helian, not
knowing what would happen there, but prepared to risk it.
She studied him for a moment, eyes aglow. Then she said, "Come with me," and
trotted away.
Olumer followed her, apprehension trying to fill him. But joy was there instead,
no matter how stupid it was.
If this is being part human and part fey in mind, then I want to keep on being this
way.

Chapter 13
Ladies of the Court
"I have never heard of a Court that was not a true Court, wherever it was. A
monarch doesn't need a castle. That only adds trappings that many people appreciate. A
true monarch can hold Court in the middle of a battle or at the bottom of the sea."
-Hyelin the Bard.
"Your Majesty, may I speak to you for a moment?"
Ternora glanced up, blinking. "Blierrina. This is a pleasant surprise." She couldn't
remember the last time the woman had asked her for time like that, rather than just
claiming it. She treated Ternora more like a servant or a student than a Queen, even when
calling her by the proper title.
"I would not have interrupted your dinner," said Blierrina, sitting down on the
other side of the table where Ternora's food was spread, "but this is urgent."
Ternora used the edge of the tablecloth to wipe her face clean, not missing
Blierrina's wince. "Is it?" She was probably supposed to use the napkins scattered among
the plates, though to her it seemed a waste.
"Yes," said Blierrina. "I know that you think well of Dolyada, and I worry that
you are beginning to trust her too much."
Ternora's eyes widened in spite of herself. She hadn't really given much credit to
Dolyada saying that Blierrina was a bearer of tales, thinking it was just jealousy and
hatred of Pyeros extended to Pyeros's wife. But it seemed that Dolyada was right, and
Ternora would have to be careful about what she said herself.
"I could trust her if I like, surely," said Ternora. "I know that Lord Pyeros trusts
her, or he would not have given even part of the care of his command to her.'
Blierrina hesitated a moment, then nodded. "That is very true," she said. "But
there are things you ought to be aware of, concerning her."
"Which are?"
"That she is a very persuasive and very clever woman, but not everything she
says is the truth," said Blierrina firmly.
Ternora smiled. "I would be very surprised if anyone ever told me much of the
truth. I know that you think I'm your student, for example, and you need to instruct me
more in the traditions of being Queen before I open my mouth in front of more than three
people. But you never actually said that, though from the expression on your face, I know
you've thought it."
Blierrina flushed, and then looked steadily at her. "Has Dolyada reached you
already? Do you believe her lies?"
Ternora shrugged. "She told me a story. Who is to say if it is a lie? But she has
told me much about the Court and the way the Court works."
"Has she?"
Blierrina's eyes were narrowed now, but Ternora didn't much care. Pyeros was
the most essential to her plans, when she finally got near taking the throne. Blierrina
would help if she was still there, but it wasn't absolutely essential that she be.
"Yes," said Ternora. "She told me, for instance, that a Doralissan monarch rules
absolutely."
"That is certainly true," said Blierrina neutrally.

"Of course, she respects the customs and traditions of her people," Ternora went
on, "but she doesn't allow them to control her every motion. When she doesn't want to do
something, and especially if that thing is minor, then she lets the people around her know
that."
"That is true."
"And so," said Ternora, leaning forward, "I begin to think that I have been
entirely too diplomatic. I want to say this one time, and I want you to listen to me,
Blierrina."
"I am listening." The woman's face was immobile.
"I have had enough of your 'teaching.' You may still tell me about the traditions
of the Court and the Light, but you will not instruct me as if I were a misbehaving
servant. You will not tell me that I am nothing compared to Warcourage, and you will not
give me glances that show you are thinking it."
Blierrina bowed her head.
"Dolyada has told me nothing but the truth, as far as I could see from reading
among the books the rebels have gathered," said Ternora, sitting back in her seat. "Now
go away."
"Yes, Your Majesty."
Blierrina stood and moved off. Ternora watched her back for a moment, then
smiled and glanced into the shadows of the dining room. "You can come out now and tell
me what you thought of that, Dolyada."
The woman strode out of the shadows and sat down at the opposite end of the
table. "How did you know I was there? I thought I was too quiet for anyone to notice
me."
"You can't always fool the eyes of a half-elf," said Ternora, and left it at that.
"And your opinion on that performance?"
"Brilliant, Your Majesty. I know that nothing less would have convinced her to go
away, and if she hadn't, then you would have been forced to deal even more harshly with
her." Dolyada's eyes shone. "And, of course, I have been waiting for Blierrina to receive a
brush-off like that from a true monarch of Doralissa for a very long time."
Ternora smiled and deliberately slouched in her chair. Dolyada's eyes seemed to
note the change of posture, but she said nothing about it.
Yes, she will do. She will do very well.
"Now that I have done one part of it," Ternora said, "I want you to do the other
part. Here is the plan…"
******
"My lady Blierrina."
Ternora looked up in feigned concern. She wasn't really meant to see this, she
hoped her manner said; it was just something that happened when she was nearby.
Dolyada stalked towards Blierrina, and stood in front of her, smirking, until Blierrina
looked up. She didn't seem as upset as Ternora had hoped, but then, she was starting to
think that Blierrina and Pyeros had been drained of all emotion by some kind of feelingeating fey a long time ago.
"What do you want, Dolyada?" Blierrina's voice held no emotion, either.
"I hear that you have been treating our Queen less than respectfully," said
Dolyada, and touched the hilt of her sword. "I should like to show you what I think of

that."
Blierrina sat where she was, looking at her. Around her, the rebels of both
Pyeros's command and Dolyada's were watching with wary interest, looking as if they
didn't know whether to interfere or not.
"The kind of Queen that Ternora is," said Blierrina, eyes going to Ternora, "I
should have been ashamed to treat her any other way."
Ternora winced, then got angry with herself for feeling stung by the statement.
She had nothing to feel stung about, damn it! Blierrina was the one who had said it, and
she didn't care two silver pieces for Blierrina's opinion.
"Dolyada."
Pyeros was hurrying towards them, and it cheered Ternora up a little to see the
look on his face. So the man could feel something after all, at least when he thought his
precious wife was in danger.
"Lord Pyeros," said Dolyada, turning and nodding at him. "I don't think that you
need concern yourself with this. After all, we are only having a minor disagreement about
a point of Court protocol."
That phrase must have had some meaning for the two, or possibly the three, of
them that Ternora didn't know about, because Pyeros flushed. "Your quarrel is with me,"
he said, making no attempt to keep his voice low. Perhaps he wanted his own people to
hear and know that they weren't to interfere, Ternora thought idly. "You should leave my
wife alone, and focus your energy on where it truly belongs."
Ternora grew worried then. She needed both Dolyada and Pyeros for her plans,
and while she had never seen Dolyada fight, she thought there was a good chance the
woman could either kill Pyeros or get killed herself, in her outrage.
Dolyada looked as if she were going to accept, but then she turned her head and
met Ternora's eyes across the courtyard. Ternora was relieved to see how she shook her
head and visibly calmed herself down, doubtless reminding herself of the Court position
that Ternora had promised her.
"I will not fight with you, Pyeros," she answered instead. "I have no doubt that
you have spoken of the Queen as you thought fit, the way that you treat every monarch.
But Blierrina has been insulting, and not told Her Majesty Ternora everything that she
should about ruling Doralissa. I think that I should fight her. That is the best way to settle
this."
Pyeros looked at his wife, but because of the way he was standing, Ternora could
not see the expression on his face. Blierrina rose to her feet at once, though, and drew her
sword.
Dolyada looked delighted, but said, "I can't engage with you at the moment. It
will take some time to prepare a dueling circle, and all the rest of the accommodations to
be made-"
She stopped as Blierrina threw her sword at her. It clattered on the stones at
Dolyada's feet, and she blinked down at it and then looked back up at Blierrina, as if she
couldn't quite understand the gesture.
"It is true that I have said things of Her Majesty which are less than perfectly
complimentary," Blierrina said. "But I had thought that Her Majesty could forgive me
those, and not have to set her lapdog on me to bite me."
"I did not-" Dolyada began hotly.

Blierrina turned and looked across the courtyard at Ternora, who found her face
becoming unexpectedly warm. She bowed her head and tried to hide the blush in the
book on Court etiquette she had been reading, but it was too late.
"I know exactly what Her Majesty Ternora said and did not say, did and not did,"
said Blierrina. "I have been too much in her company these past few days not to know
her. And I know what my response to such things is. I am walking away. I will go into the
jungle and wait until the struggle is done, since I cannot bring myself to fight either for
the new Queen or against her."
"Blierrina-" Pyeros began.
"Blierrina-" Ternora said, though she didn't know if it was loud enough for the
woman to actually hear her.
"Good!" said Dolyada harshly, her words overriding anything either one of them
might have said. "Then I shall hope that my Queen will have such loyal servants by her
as she can always command, as any monarch of Doralissa may command, and not feel
the loss of someone so intent on being disloyal."
The merest suggestion of treason would have made Blierrina so furious before
that Ternora flinched, certain she would say something. But Blierrina only bowed to
Dolyada, and then turned to Ternora, her face perfectly composed. She might have been
alone with Ternora instead of in front of hundreds of silently gaping Doralissans.
"I am sorry that I could not countenance what you were doing," she said. "I
should like to think that I approve of the actions of any true Queen of Doralissa. But
that's the way it is, sometimes. The things we would most like to do are the very ones that
we cannot do."
She turned away and walked across the courtyard towards the gate that had let
them in last night without losing a moment. Ternora watched her back, and sighed. She
could still get along without her, but it would be harder than it had been.
Pyeros pursued his wife, and they spoke together for a few moments. Ternora
knew what would happen even before she saw Blierrina's shaking head, though. Pyeros
would not try to hold her to something against her will. He bowed, in the end, and walked
back across the courtyard, coming to stand directly in front of Ternora.
Ternora fought to keep from wilting under his gaze. He seemed intently
disappointed in her, and that cut even more deeply than Blierrina's remarks.
"What are you playing at, Ternora?" he asked quietly. "I know that you are not a
true Queen of Doralissa. You have not the breeding for that. But I would never have
expected this of you."
Ternora reached for, and found, her own fury, her own resentment at the way that
Pyeros and Blierrina had treated her. She looked up into his eyes and mustered it.
"Breeding. Everything comes back to blood. You must have known that Warcourage
would have made a horrible King, and yet you trained him. Why is this different?"
"I meant nothing at all about blood," said Pyeros. "Only breeding, which is
something that someone who was raised in the jungle can have, when the highest Lord
does not. But Dolyada has horrible breeding, and so do you, if you force my wife to
something like this."
"Will you leave, as well?" Ternora asked, already busy spinning plans to counter
that eventuality.
Pyeros shook his head. "I still believe that some part of you can be salvaged. But

I might easily be driven away, too." He bowed to her, eyes never leaving her face, and
then turned and strode away.
Ternora turned her back on the courtyard. She needed to talk to someone, and
preferably not Dolyada. Someone not involved in this whole mess would be best.
"Your Majesty?"
Ternora looked up. Menarath was in front of her, his eyes alert and filled with
something that might have been compassion.
"I begin to have some sympathy for you," he said. "Perhaps you would like to
explain to me what you are about?"
Ternora smiled and nodded, not caring if she looked ridiculous or not. "Please.
Let us find a small room, and I will explain."

Chapter 14
Lady of Darkness and Stars
"Of course, the battle of Dark and Light isn't limited to just one god or a pair of
gods. What would be the fun if it were?"
-Attributed to Koroth, Lord of Murder.
"Elary!"
Elary came awake at once. She knew what had made that cry. The bell ringing
above her bed only proved that she hadn't imagined it, that they really did need healers in
the infirmary. She tumbled out of bed, her fingers working clumsily at the ties of her
robe.
"Elary?" Silar asked sleepily behind her.
Elary would have replied, but the clanging of the bell grew more and more
insistent as the Gust mages redoubled their efforts to carry the sound. After the attacks
that had happened when Shadow was still Lord, Rior was making sure that no healer slept
through his people's need. "I'm sorry," she said quietly, and brushed Silar's hair back from
her forehead. "But I'm needed in the infirmary, and I think that you're needed on the
battlements, if people are flooding into the infirmary."
Silar lifted her head and listened. Her eyes widened almost at once, and she stood
and flung herself out the window. Elary's heart caught for a moment, until she saw the
kiness woman lift into the air and fly with strong wingbeats towards the far side of the
castle and the likely source of the attack.
Elary took a deep breath, then finished tying her robe up and ran down the halls
and stairs towards the place she was needed most.
It was already filling up when she arrived, and Lorien looked up and nodded
shortly at her. "Blindness," he said. "And some star-sickness."
Elary let out her breath in a hiss. Star-sickness she had treated before, but not in a
long time. "Shara is here, then," she said, rather than asking, as she cleaned her hands in
the basin that Lorien offered her.
The ilzán nodded, his eyes flickering towards three patients in nearby beds. "Yes.
And they're going to die of it soon."
"Not if I can help it," said Elary, and the determination in her voice seemed to
rouse him out of whatever despair had momentarily overtaken him. Lorien smiled at her,
and turned away so that she could go to the beds.
Elary murmured greetings and answers to questions as she examined the man and
women in the beds, and quickly eliminated other causes for their staring eyes and high
fevers. It was star-sickness, and that was more dangerous than wildfire fever, and more
contagious if allowed to smolder for a long time. Luckily, the cure was quick, and it
would kill either the healer or the fever. Elary at least wouldn't be left in suspense for
long if it had worked.
For the small comfort that might have, she thought, placing her hand on the
forehead of the nearest woman.
She found the source of unnatural heat at once, not a conduit to the Scarlet this
time as it was with wildfire fever, but a bit of starfire planted and burning in the patient.
She would infect others if she wasn't treated, but only for a short time. Then she would
simply burn and explode, taking down the infirmary and the healers and anyone around

her. Elary had heard that a few patients with star-sickness could actually destroy a
Kingdom. She didn't know that for certain, though, and wanted to stop it before it got to
that point.
"Hold still," she murmured reassuringly to the woman in front of her, and then
reached out towards the starfire.
It didn't want to come to her, at first, and Elary had to remain calm and reach for
it again. The trick was to remain absolutely cool when handling starfire, so that it couldn't
find anything in you to burn. Elary shut down the curiosity in her mind, as well. Shara
was Goddess of Mysteries, and if she could find some hold in someone's mind, some
longing to know the secrets of the universe, then her starfire would begin to burn and
wouldn't stop until it had taken hold in the star-sickness.
This time, she caught it. Elary stepped back, the broken piece of star smoldering
in her hand, in her mind, and then dying, extinguished, under the sheer mass of dark cold
calmness she poured on it.
Elary opened her eyes and smiled tiredly down at the woman. The woman
blinked back at her, and then fell asleep.
Elary turned, triumphant, but her smile faded when she saw the other patients
pouring on, carried on the arms and wings of their comrades, or limping and staggering
on their own.
More, and she would have to be calm to heal all of them.
She took a deep breath, and went to work.
*******
"I will not argue with you, Rior. I know that you have your reasons for opposing
me. But the simple fact is that my truce was with Shadow, and not with you, and I have
no reason to hold to something so binding when you are an unknown entity."
"I have Shadow's power-"
"But not his beliefs, and those were important to me." Shara's voice was smug. "I
am right to refuse to make a treaty with you, and since your mate insisted on biting me,
you might say that she brought this on herself. And you, of course."
Elary winced. The argument between Rior and Shara had been going on over
their head for hours, and it was just another thing that made it more difficult to
concentrate and heal the patients brought in of star-sickness, or anything else.
Elary sipped at the water that someone had brought her- she could no longer tell
the ilzánai she knew from the ones she didn't know, so many were there in the relatively
small room- and looked around impatiently. Five more minutes, and then she could start
working again. Rationally, Elary knew she would probably kill herself if she tried to heal
everyone she could lay her hands on right away, but that didn't help much when she had
the driving healer's need to do it anyway.
What does it matter if I die, if someone else can live?
She swallowed those words, since speaking them aloud with target her for glares,
and sipped her water again. It had been chilled somehow, probably by an Azure mage.
If I can just think of things like that for the next few minutes, then perhaps I will
be ready to go back
"Raise the darkness, at least, Shara," Rior was pleading. "You know that the
plants will wither and die if you keep it dark forever, the same way they wilted in the heat
of Rennon's sun."

"I don't have to," said Shara. "The others won't oppose me now. Elle is too timid,
and the others will be delighted to watch me destroy you."
"All this just because my mate bit you?"
"Yes."
Elary shook her head. Of course, it was probably blasphemy to say that much
about the minds of gods, but she thought that Shara felt enough frustration and anger as
would, in her own mind, justify her lashing out. It was unfortunate that she had to choose
to inflict her anger on them, of course, when it could just as easily have been Elle, or
Dark, or Death, or any of her other enemies.
"You will be glad to know that you have fewer enemies now, then," said Rior's
voice. "The Faerie elves have become what they once were."
"What?"
"You had not felt them?" Rior asked. "It took me a moment to realize what they
were when I first felt them, but now I am certain. They have come back to Faean, and
they have come in the forms they used to wear, those of world-walkers who are less
concerned about mortals than mortals are about them. They won't trouble your
worshippers now." He laughed a little. "Of course, that means that you can focus more
attention on me."
"You're lying."
"I am not," said Rior. "How could a great power lie to a goddess who has the
essential power to find out what is true and what is false, the same power that he does?
Reach out for the Faerie elves, and learn if they have not disappeared from your
awareness."
Shara's voice was wary, full of astonishment. "If I reach out, then you would
strike at me."
"No, I would not."
There came a sudden easing of tension. Elary lifted her head and blinked, certain
that an oppression that had settled on her shoulders until that moment was gone. Perhaps
Shara had been doing something to make them feel more in the darkness than they were.
Elary wondered if the goddess was reaching out towards the west now, or the
north, or wherever the Faerie elves were, and if it would last long enough for Rior's
servants to do more than catch their breaths.
There came an enormous crash that threw Elary to the floor and the water from
her hand. The patients wailed and screamed, and the ilzánai all heartily cursed whoever
had done that.
Elary waited for the tension to come back, but it didn't seem about to do so.
Instead, she heard Shara's voice a moment later, so pained that Elary actually winced in
sympathy for her. "You said that you wouldn't strike at me when my back was turned!
You lied!"
"Yes." Rior's voice sounded weary. "I've learned to do that, given some good
lessons by the gods and great powers."
Shara snarled something, but whatever Rior had done to her seemed to have been
too much for her to resume the battle. The tension continued to lighten, and Elary heard a
few of the screaming patients quiet. Then she saw a gleam of dawn through one window,
and blinked, realizing they should have had it long since.
"I hate these gods and great powers assuming that they can use time to their own

advantage," Lorien was muttering. "There should be dawn, and noon, and dusk, and
night, and dawn again. Not this arrangement of time for whatever most benefits them at
the moment."
Elary smiled at him, shook back her hair, let out a breath, and once again went
back to work.
******
"Elary?"
Elary looked up, then let out a glad cry and ran over to loop her arms around
Silar's shoulders. "You're all right!"
Silar winced and gently moved her back a little as one of her wings worked
awkwardly. "Mostly," she agreed. "Shara's alnessi got in one good strike when I wasn't
looking, but I knocked them out of the sky."
"Shara has alnessi fighting for her?" Elary asked, leading Silar over to sit down
in a chair. Silar looked at her in a long-suffering way, but Elary just picked up bandages,
so Silar sighed and stuck her wing out.
"Yes, for now," said Silar. "They're probably just fighting for someone who has
the same goals as them. I can't imagine that they'll stay with her for long." But there was
a doubt in her voice that made Elary glance at her face, and see a lingering shadow there.
"Silar?"
"Not now, Elary."
Elary dipped her head, accepting that, and went back to binding the wing in
place. Silar fluttered it now and then, as if objecting, but then tucked it back in against her
body with no obvious complaints.
"Do you know what Rior did to Shara?" Elary asked, since she figured Silar
might have been close enough to see something.
"What? Oh, that." Silar's grim face slowly acquired a grim smile. "Yes. That was
quite something, wasn't it?"
"Well, perhaps, but I only know it was a strike against Shara; I don't know what it
was," said Elary.
Silar waited a moment, until Elary had finished bandaging her wound completely,
and then stood, glancing back over her shoulder in resignation. "He struck at her
worshippers. The great powers are vulnerable in one way, the gods in another. Kill
Shara's worshippers, and she loses power. If he killed all of them, she would be almost
helpless, and would quickly fade."
"I thought she had many worshippers."
"Oh, she does. But she can't stand to lose any of them. It always gets her more
furious than anything else." Silar shook her head. "I didn't know that a goddess could
look almost constipated with fury."
"Won't it make her only more likely to come back and spread star-sickness?"
Elary looked at the patients on the beds.
Silar laughed shortly. "Perhaps, but by this point, I think she would do it anyway.
She's determined to take Rior down. This will make her a little more fanatical, perhaps,
but not much."
"My Lady Elary."
Elary turned quickly. Someone she didn't recognize at first stood in the doorway
of the infirmary, gazing at her. She recognized him at last as the human form of Change,

and advanced at once.
"Yes, my lord?"
"Rior once more has need of you," he said, with a quick glance at Silar. "I trust
that you aren't too busy to attend him?"
Elary frowned. "Of course not. His summons is important."
"He isn't summoning you," said Change. "He doesn't know I'm here. But I
thought he would need you."
"From the effects of striking at Shara?" Elary asked, already imagining that it
might have taken a portion of Rior's power that he could ill spare. She gave Silar an
apologetic look, and the kiness woman only snorted and waved her away. Elary sighed
and followed Change.
"No," said Change. "From the effects of self-doubt. You seemed to do a good job
of talking with Luden. I thought you could talk with Rior, and convince him that he
doesn't need to feel sorry for striking at Shara, or lying about the fact that he was going to
do it."
"He still has human ethics, doesn't he?" Elary asked.
Change glanced at her wryly. "Very much so."
Elary frowned, her mind turning onto another path, thanks to something Change
had said. "Where is Luden? I haven't seen him around for some time, and I would think
he would want to be close to Rior. They were friends, if I remember things aright."
Change nodded. "They were. But I haven't seen Luden since the night that
Shadow died. Perhaps he is mourning in his own way."
Elary shrugged her acknowledgment of that, and let Change lead the way, certain
they would find Rior in his room. But they found him on the battlements instead, staring
gloomily into the air.
"My lord?" Change asked gently.
Rior ignored him, continuing to stare straight ahead.
"I have brought Elary," said Change, stepping out of the way.
Elary moved forward, uncertain. She wasn't good at consoling human patients
sometimes, never mind great powers. She could prepare someone to face death. How did
she prepare someone to face a natural consequence of his strength, a natural consequence
of being what he was?
Rior turned to look at her, his face gloomy. "You might as well get it done," he
said.
"Get what done?" Elary asked.
"The lecture about what an idiot I am to be feeling this way," said Rior. "They all
tell me that, tell me it was the only thing to have done, and so on. That doesn't change
what it feels like, though."
"No," Elary agreed cautiously. "I know." She paused, and looked out into the
west, the same direction that Rior was looking, trying to find some source of inspiration
that would make it easier.
She saw a bright flash, and squinted. Then she made out the running shapes, and
nearly sagged in relief. There were many, many wolves there, and swans swooping along
above. She knew what they had to be.
"I'm not going to scold you, my lord," she said. "I don't need to."
"Why not?" Rior asked, looking both sullen and intrigued.

Elary pointed. "If I'm not mistaken, your mate is coming with the wolves from
the northern woods. She can do it much better than I can."

Chapter 15
Her Own Blood
"If you can't trust your own blood to die when you want them to, then that means
that you can't trust anyone at all."
-The Bitch Queen of the Green Isles.
"What are they doing?"
"I don't know, my lady." Ilarsa's voice low, and just as confused. "I haven't been
in Orlath long enough to understand the peasant customs."
"I have been," said Nightstone, "and this still doesn't look like any peasant
custom I've ever seen."
She stared again, dubiously, at the scene below her. Several peasant women were
stringing bunting between poles. Others were piling a table full of food that Nightstone
knew must be precious, since they would have had to survive on little else than stored
food while the fey powers took the country. And someone else had made a crude but
recognizable statue of a woman out of wood and was setting it up in front of the bunting,
with a crown on its head.
The peasant setting up the statue stepped back to admire it, and Nightstone
caught sight of the inscription on the base. She groaned.
"What?" Cadona asked, who seemed impatient with anyone else indicating she
was ill-treated.
Nightstone gestured to the inscription. Welcome home, Queen Nightstone, it read.
Cadona stared at it, then spluttered, "I'm the one who's bleeding to save their
country, and they think they should just put up a statue to you instead? Who decided that?
Who thought that because-"
Nightstone shut her ears to the whole whining as best she could, and gestured to
Ilarsa. The fey woman willingly stepped back with her, wincing as Cadona hit a few
particularly high notes.
"I think that I shouldn't go down there," said Nightstone. "I know that you meant
well by introducing me as the Queen of Orlath, but I can't be."
"Why not?"
Nightstone waved her hands. "Because- because I'm not Orlathian anymore," she
said. "Orlathian monarchs are noble and pure and wonderful, and charge around waving
swords. I don't."
Ilarsa waited a moment, listening politely, as if to say that she would make sure
Nightstone was quite done. Then she said, "But maybe that's what Orlath needs at the
moment. Someone who doesn't charge around waving a sword, but does fly around as a
pegasus-"
"That's not funny-"
"And knows how to get things done."
That gave Nightstone pause. "You think they would care more about a practical
monarch than a pure one?"
Ilarsa gestured down the slope to the statue. "What does that tell you?"
"Nothing at all," said Nightstone. "They think I saved Orlath, actually
resurrecting their country from the fey one. They love me now. But what happens when
they find out that I wasn't the one who saved it, that I won't be doing anything like this

saving in the future, and that I won't rule?"
"They don't have to find out," said Ilarsa. "Were you really going to march down
there and tell them?"
"It's not worth lying about."
Ilarsa rolled her eyes. "Anything is worth not having angry Orlathians after you.
Believe me." She shuddered a little. "I've found that to be true often enough. So what if
the Princesses' blood is saving the Kingdom? Why shouldn't you be allowed to save the
Kingdom, too, and claim a little share in it? Especially since both Cadona and Mitherill
won't be around in just a little longer."
Nightstone hesitated, and glanced down the slope. Cadona was still muttering to
herself, and reminded Nightstone of nothing so much as herself the night that she was
tied to a rack in the dungeons of the Temple of Elle. She hadn't been able to do anything
to keep her spirits up, except act angry and hope it would mean something to the
priestesses spying on her, so she had done much the same thing.
"I can't kill her," she said, and heard the words come out of her mouth with
wonder.
"Sure you can," said Ilarsa. "You've persevered this far. Why would you change
your mind?" Her eyes narrowed. "Has Destiny tried to get to you somehow? I never
really trusted it, but-"
Nightstone shook her head. "No. I can't kill her because I think that she might
grow up into something better."
"Like a louse?"
Nightstone bit her lip to keep from laughing. "She reminds me of me," she said.
"In spirit, not in blood. There have been a few other members of the Orlathian royal line
who did. And I can't kill her for the sake of bringing the country back. It might come
back another way. Cadona won't."
Ilarsa sighed. "You'll think better of it, when everyone is showering you with love
and affection. Come down the slope and see." And she started walking toward the
peasants, in full sight of everyone.
"Ilarsa!" Nightstone hissed after her.
Ilarsa flung her a challenging look, and continued walking. Nightstone hurried
downslope, collected Cadona, and followed after her, though not before untying Cadona's
feet and giving her a furious glance.
"You try to run, and…" she said, mimicking the lunge of a dagger into someone's
heart.
Cadona nodded, eyes wide, and scampered after her.
Nightstone managed to make her eyes and smile as wide and accepting as she
could, given that Ilarsa had undoubtedly been telling the peasants all about her. They
turned to her, their eyes actually shining with tears, and put their arms out to embrace her.
Nightstone winced and glared at Ilarsa, who only grinned like a mad thing and stood
aside.
Nightstone opened her mouth to make some speech- they liked gratuitous and
self-important speeches, if she remembered their tastes aright- and at once one of the
women came forward and knelt before her, weeping. Nightstone winced again and
reached out to her.
"I never thought I would see the day," said the woman, wiping at her eyes. "The

day that a true Queen comes back to the throne of Orlath. I have seen many pictures of
Queen Aneron, and you could be her image, save for your coloring. You have such
wisdom in your eyes, my lady! Such truth and tragedy and triumph!"
Nightstone managed to keep from sending a glare at Ilarsa that would have told
everyone in sight just how unhappy with this she was, and said, "As it is, I have been in
this country before."
The peasant woman looked up at her complacently. "Of course you have.
Someone who looks so like our revered Founder is of the royal blood, and that is proved
by your faithful friend's words here." She gestured at Ilarsa, who looked gratified and
vindicated to be called Nightstone's faithful friend.
Nightstone glared at her this time, and made the same motion of a dagger
plunging home. Ilarsa clutched herself as if really wounded, and Nightstone turned away
in disgust.
"I ruled this country for twelve years," she told the woman. "You might
remember me as the tyrant that all of you hated."
The woman just looked up at her with wide eyes. Then she said, "But you must
have gone through a redemption."
The murmur around her was intense, and instant. Nightstone hissed and ran a
hand through her hand. She had forgotten how much the Lightworkers, and particularly
the Lightworkers of Orlath, liked to think about "redemptions" from the Dark. Someone
would change her mind, weep over her crimes, and give up the Dark, and they would
believe her, easy as that. The Dark had sometimes used it to its advantage in the past, but
Nightstone could only remember thinking it an incredibly annoying habit.
She wondered what, exactly, it would take to make them forget about having her
as monarch, and found it unexpectedly when Cadona stirred at her side, as if wondering
when Nightstone would introduce her. Nightstone smiled, and said, "As you may know, I
have the favor of the unicorns."
Heads around her nodded, and Nightstone could guess that they were just
weaving it into their legend, thinking that anyone who had the favor of the unicorns must
have the favor of the Light as well. They had forgotten that unicorns would take chastity
before anything else, but Nightstone was about to remind them.
"That means that I will not marry or mate," said Nightstone, "and that I must
have an heir."
They looked at her with wide eyes, and waited.
"Until such time as I find someone else, my heir is my niece Cadona," said
Nightstone, and pulled her forward.
Cadona stumbled. Ilarsa gaped. A few of the peasants in the back stood up to see
more closely.
"Of course she was my enemy," Nightstone said cheerfully, "but she's gone
through a redemption, too."
"I never had to!" Cadona said indignantly. "I was part of the Light in spirit from
the beginning."
Nightstone smiled at the peasants. "You see how devoted to her cause she is?"
Cadona looked at her, opened her mouth, and then shut it again, seeming to
decide to bask in the glances that the peasants were turning towards her. Indeed,
Nightstone thought, watching her, she did it remarkably well. She seemed to stand

straighter, though before she hadn't really been slouching, and to glow slightly. The silver
eyes and the dark skin, both exotic in Orlath, didn't hurt. She smiled and tossed her silver
hair back over her shoulders, gaze fixed on the peasants. "I am indeed devoted to the
Light," she said softly, "and I love it beyond even my aunt, who has been so tender to
me."
The peasant woman in front of Nightstone laughed happily. "Yes, I see that you
will make a good Queen, my lady, and that you already have a fit Heir. That will be a
source of joy. There are many Kingdoms that wait decades for a fit Heir, you know."
"That is so," said Nightstone neutrally, since it didn't sound as though they were
interested in deep debates on the subject. "I thought you should know that I will only rule
until Cadona is old enough to do so."
Cadona gaped at her. Ilarsa gaped at her. Almost all the peasants in sight gaped at
her.
Then someone said, "But you were the Queen who brought back the country
from the invading fey. You are the Queen we have gathered to honor. Are you saying that
you would throw the crown back as soon as you have accepted it?"
Nightstone smiled thinly. "I have not yet been crowned or sat on the throne." That
had been true even during the last twelve years when she had essentially ruled the
country. "But I do mean to give it up as soon as I can."
"Why?" someone else demanded. "We have looked up the Ceremony of Welcome
to the Wandering Queen. We did work. And you are telling us it was for nothing?"
"I didn't ask for-" Nightstone began, and stopped. "Ceremony of Welcome to the
Wandering Queen?"
"Of course," said the woman in front of her. "There are ceremonies for
everything, if you look hard enough in the Temple records of the priestesses of Elle. This
ceremony was made to welcome a queen returning to her throne after a long period of
exile or uncertainty."
Nightstone sighed, but wondered what else might be in those Temple records, and
how she could find out. Perhaps something would tell her how to refuse a throne without
angering a large amount of people. "I am not yet a queen," she said. "But I do thank you
for your care and consideration."
They beamed at her.
"But you must understand," said Nightstone, deciding to rely on her own
eloquence and forget about the Temple records for right now. "I would not make a fit
ruler for Orlath. I have lived too long with the unicorns and the Dark. I remember
embarrassing facts about the first royals of Orlath. Surely you would rather that I and my
embarrassing memory were far away."
"Many of us have memories we would not like to face," said the woman kneeling
in front of her firmly. "The last few days will never be favorites in my mind, or the ones
before that, when the country was becoming fey once again. But that doesn't keep us
from facing up to them."
Nightstone bit her lip until the blood ran, and then said to Ilarsa, "Can I speak
with you a moment?"
"I want nothing better," said Ilarsa, who also looked as if she wanted to talk, and
then led Nightstone away. Nightstone waited until they were walking towards the colors
of the fey country that remained, and safely away from the peasants to be sure that no one

would hear, and then whirled on Ilarsa.
The fey woman was already whirling on her, though, and for a moment, their
words mingled and were confused.
"How could you give up Cadona's blood-"
"How could you tell them I would be Queen-"
"Why don't you want to be Queen?"
"Why don't you want Cadona to live?"
They fell silent, eyeing each other grimly. Nightstone shook her head. "This
doesn't work. We're just shouting uselessly."
"Agreed," said Ilarsa quietly.
"I don't want to be Queen," said Nightstone, "because I know that my allegiances
are already too confused. I am sworn to Shadow, and I was sworn to Dark before that, but
never to Light. Elle is here, and I must deal with her. I never took up rulership in twelve
years, and to do it now…" She shook her head. "There is too much happening that claims
some share of my attention."
"And I think that you should be," said Ilarsa, "because Cadona would make a
royal mess of it."
"She is the best choice."
"She's a child," said Ilarsa, "and not a very competent ruler."
Nightstone looked back. Cadona was still shining in the midst of the peasants. A
glow seemed to surround her, in fact. "She looks competent now."
"A mask," said Ilarsa fiercely. "She would betray her origins as someone LightDestined and born for that purpose soon enough. Destiny approved her for a throne. That
should be enough, by itself, to earn her your disapproval."
Nightstone nodded reluctantly, but said, "I must still have an heir. If you want me
to abandon Cadona as a choice, then you must come with me to the castle of Orlath and
help me hunt down a certain cheetah."
Ilarsa watched her with her head on one side.
"What?" Nightstone asked.
Ilarsa shook her head. "If someone had asked me a hundred years ago, when I
thought I knew everything, if I would ever hear a sentence like that in my life, I would
have said no. It only goes to show that young fey are almost as stupid as young humans, I
suppose." Her eyes went to Cadona. "Most young humans, I mean," she amended.

Chapter 16
A Meeting of Mates
"I have never found that I work better when my wife is around. With more
arguments and faster, perhaps, but not necessarily better."
-Attributed to Silekan Cauzer.
"Rior."
"Garden," said Rior.
Elary watched them. Neither seemed inclined to move forward, if the way they
were suspiciously staring at each other was any indication.
At last, Garden bowed her head. "I have fetched the alpha of alphas from the
north," she said. "And a large pack of wolves. They have indeed agreed to help us, as I
thought they might."
Rior bowed his head. "That is good."
There was more silence.
Elary sighed, stepped forward, and clasped Garden's hand. The woman eyed her
for a moment, that golden lupine gaze that made Elary more nervous than any
comparable human one, and said, as though she were used to having her wrist taken by
women she barely knew, "What are you doing?"
"Rior is worried that you'll be upset," said Elary, "because he doesn't know that
he did the right thing by striking at Shara when her back was turned. And you seem
worried that he'll be upset over something you did, maybe biting Shara in the first place.
Hovering around each other, and waiting for each other's disapproval, only makes you
think that the other already knows about it and is irritated. So you might as well approach
each other and get it over with." She led Garden forward- the woman seemed too
astonished to resist- and laid her palm in Rior's. "There."
Garden blinked at Rior for a moment. Then she sighed. "Is it true that you've
been feeling bad about attacking Shara in the only manner that would work with a
sneaking coward such as she is?"
"And is it true that you're feeling guilty for doing something that only came
naturally to you, and which Shara should have known better than to take offense at?" Rior
asked.
Garden leaned forward, nuzzled his neck gently, and said, "I suppose I should
have known better than to take the first opportunity to run away." Her hold on his hand
tightened for a moment, and Elary saw Rior wince. "Just as you should have known that
of course it was acceptable to strike at Shara. She did the same thing, blindsiding you
with her refusal to continue the alliance."
"I suppose she did," said Rior, sounding as though he were feeling much more
cheerful about it. "Come with me, in wolf form, and we'll meet the alpha of alphas and
the wolves, and guide them in."
Garden laid her head on his shoulder, and then said, "There is someone Elary
should meet, so she should come with us, too."
Rior nodded, glanced at her as if expecting her to follow, and then shimmered as
he transformed. Elary blinked. Garden transformed beside him, and Elary quickly looked
away. Rior's melting between forms was still just a use of shadows, but Garden's induced
queasy shivers in her stomach.

The two wolves trotted off towards the mass of milling lupine bodies in the
courtyard. Elary watched them go, then glanced at the human form of Change, who still
stood beside her.
"Do you think I should accompany them?"
He stared at her incredulously, as if to ask why he would think anything else.
Elary sighed, and started marching.
******
Elary rubbed at her head. Amazing as it was to meet the immense dark wolf who
was the alpha of alphas, amusing as it was to watch wolves frisk around Garden and Rior
and then melt away from them at the sound of Garden's snarl, it couldn't soothe the
headache that had sprung up almost the instant she joined the pack. Elary frowned,
wondering if she had an allergy to wolf fur she had never noticed before. Considering
that it was everywhere in the castle, the allergy had picked a strange time to awaken.
"Greetings, cousin."
The headache increased at the sound of the voice, and then died away abruptly.
Elary turned to face the speaker, and wound up just staring, since she hadn't seen anyone
like him before.
He had the same tall and slender grace of an ilzán, but where an ilzán's skin
would have been coppery and his hair white, this man was dark of both hair and skin. His
eyes were bright, calm, full of secrets that Elary would have instinctively understood in
someone who had shared her blood and did not understand in him. His cheeks had a flush
that Elary didn't think was the result of either fever or perfect health, since she could feel
neither in him.
He held out his hand, and after a moment of hesitation, Elary took it.
"You're an ilzán, aren't you?" the man went on. "It is so pleasant to meet one of
your kind at last."
Elary narrowed her eyes. "You're fey."
"Yes," the man acknowledged cheerfully.
"You've lived centuries, and never met one of us before?"
The man chuckled, a sound that grated on Elary's nerves but at least didn't raise
her headache again. "We have been in exile with our goddess, Shamiela. She only just
returned to Faean, and so we came with her." He leaned forward and looked directly into
her eyes, the way that an ilzán only would have if trying to comfort a patient. "Ilantien we
call ourselves. The healers of wounds."
"No fey-" Elary began, and stopped.
The man nodded. "Yes. The sacrifices that you would have to make to heal
injuries, we would have to make to heal diseases. We dwelt in Ilantra once." His eyes
sparked. "The country may even have taken its name from us, and not you." Then he
soothed that away, changing the sharp tone into a sweet smile. "My name is Kirien, and I
believe I healed a friend of yours, a servant of Shadow named Nightstone."
Elary wondered what bit of all that to respond to first. She settled on the last.
"You saw Princess Nightstone? She was alive?"
"When I healed her about ten days ago, yes," said Kirien. "And she may have
survived the wild night-flight she took because of me. I healed a wound in her back that
was giving her some trouble. Of course, then the elves went after her." He shrugged. "But
the elves didn't come back with word of Nightstone dead or the Princesses Mitherill and

Cadona, so she might have defeated them."
Elary nodded slowly. She was almost sure that Rior saying Nightstone was alive
would have been later than ten days ago, but still, the thought of someone she had
recently tended to flying above the mountains with elves after her…
She shook the thought away, since she could do nothing about it, and went on
with her questions. "How did you come to ally with the wolves? Did the ilantien appear
again in the woods?"
Kirien shook his head. "I was actually a part of Princess Mitherill's army at first,
but when Princess Nightstone stole her, there appeared to be no point in staying. My kin
and I left and journeyed south, and when we realized that Shadow- or Rior, as his mate
calls him- rules in Ilantra now, we thought it would be more profitable to join with him."
"How many ilantien are in Ilantra?" Elary asked, mind racing as she tried to
imagine how to prepare her kin for the invasion.
"Only a few hundred," said Kirien. "When we have found a place that will accept
us, we will bring more through."
Elary let out her breath, and met his gaze. "I would not be hostile to you," she
said slowly.
"Yes?" Kirien's smile widened as if he knew what was coming next. His teeth
were remarkably dull for someone related to the ilzánai, Elary noted absently. He looked
as if he would barely be able to get through plants.
"But you feel- wrong," said Elary. "You feel like someone who delights in
torturing people for its own sake."
Kirien laughed. "The ilzánai must have often had that reaction to us," he said.
"But we are only different, and not evil. We can eat pain. You sing the disease away.
Different methods of treating our patients." He inclined his head, dark eyes on her as if
daring her to turn away. "Does it really matter, so long as they feel better?"
"You feed on them?" Elary asked. The thought revolted her. Even healing a
patient against her will, as Elary had done with Silar, was on the limits of ilzán conduct
with regards to other people. Feeding on them…. Elary shook her head, sickened.
"Not without their permission," said Kirien calmly. "And in the end, it eases the
pain. It is the only way to drain away agony that might kill them, sometimes." He leaned
close to her, and Elary fought not to lean away. "Are we not fighting death? Is that not
our real enemy?"
"I don't know," said Elary. "I know that I suffer sometimes, when I heal the
diseases, and that doesn't give me any satisfaction. What does is seeing the person I
fought to save smiling up at the sunlight again."
Kirien chuckled. "Then I count my folk luckier. Ilantien have that kind of
satisfaction, and also the pleasure of a full belly."
Elary tossed her hair back. "I stand high in the favor of the Lord Rior. You should
not antagonize me."
"Really?" Kirien looked over her shoulder. "Behind you is someone I stand high
in the favor of, and you would not do well not to antagonize her, at least, even if you're
going to do it to me."
Elary turned around, and again met Garden's bright gaze. The wolf stood, her tail
twitching and her eyes going back and forth between them. Then she let out a little
whuffling noise and trotted back towards Rior, her tail high.

"I healed her of an arrow wound that nearly killed her," said Kirien, "by
depriving her of the ability to run from the arrows of the alnessi if nothing else. It was a
wonder that she survived. Or it would have been, if I hadn't been there to heal her."
Elary gazed at him reluctantly. Garden didn't look the worse for wear, and
assuming that the touch of an ilantie somehow corrupted, Elary didn't think that it would
be able to overcome Garden. She would have sensed the truth of that evil and bitten
Kirien's hand off, then probably devoured the rest of him. Elary's lips twitched slightly at
the thought.
"I see that you are amused," said Kirien. "Good. Does that mean that my kin and
I are welcome at your tables and your bedsides?"
Elary sighed. "I don't know. No legends of you remain in Ilantra, at all. It will
take some time to prepare the ilzánai for you." She looked directly at him. "And I'm not
even full-blooded. I don't know what Lorien and the others will feel when they see you,
given the headache I had."
"Do you need help draining it?" Kirien asked, reaching towards her.
Elary scrambled backwards, and Kirien dropped his hand and gave her a
sorrowful glance. "I was only trying to help," he said.
Elary might even have believed if his lips hadn't twitched at the last second.
Elary growled in exasperation and turned away, then calmed when she saw Silar walking
towards them, ostentatiously keeping her wing folded to her back. Even if Silar didn't
have any advice on how to deal with Kirien, she made Elary feel better simply by being
there.
Kirien took one look at her and cried, "Alness!" Then he lunged forward, one
hand extended.
Elary tried to shout a warning, but Silar was already there. Easily enough, she
tripped Kirien, and then swung her sword from her side, where she had rearranged it
when Elary bound her wing, and held it at his throat.
"Are you going to try that again?" she asked, sounding only mildly interested.
Kirien gaped at her for a moment. Then he said, "I thought that you were an
alness. We encountered several on the way, in the service of the goddess Shara. I was in
the right to try and be protective." His voice was shrinking as several of the people in the
courtyard glanced their way, but he still looked stubborn about it.
Silar sighed and shook her head, glancing at Elary. "It appears that I must
persuade you of your mistake," she said. "I am a kiness, not an alness, and I will not kill
you if you don't try to harm me." She looked at Elary more closely. "Or upset my friend,"
she added, pulling her blade back from Kirien's throat for a moment. The sword came
down again in a new position, one that made the ilantie look even more vulnerable. "Do
you understand?"
"Yes," said Kirien, his eyes closed and his throat twitching in what looked like
dread.
"Good," said Silar, and tucked the blade away, holding out her arm to Elary. "It
looks as though we need to have another talk, Elary. Come with me."
Elary followed her without a clue as to what she would want to talk about, but
glad to be away from Kirien. She glanced back to see him sitting up, touching his neck
gingerly as if wondering were the blood was, and Garden watching her while standing
motionless.

"I'm afraid that I might have angered Garden," she muttered to Silar.
Silar laughed. "And you're a favorite with Rior. She'll get over it." She turned and
pressed Elary down onto one of the shallow steps leading into the courtyard. "Now, we
have some hope, with wound-healers coming in and new allies, including a new goddess.
How did you manage to find trouble in the middle of that?"
Elary blushed, though she wasn't really sure if it was the scolding or the
unabashed affection in Silar's voice that made her do so. "Kirien feels- wrong. And he
told me that his people feed on pain, instead of singing the disease away."
"Yes?"
Elary shook her head. "It sounds like an interference with the patient to me. It
sounds wrong. And he made my head ache before he spoke. I can't help thinking that's a
sign that we're alien to each other."
Silar glanced at him for a moment, then said, "Dye his hair white and I would
never know he wasn't ilzán."
"His skin looks different!" said Elary indignantly.
"Still." Silar wrapped a wing around her and tucked her close to her side, then
grimaced. Apparently she had instinctively tried to move her wounded wing, as well.
Elary tried to sit up, but Silar confined her close. "No. Just listen to me now. You know
the world has changed."
"Of course."
Silar shook her head. "You know, but you haven't accepted it yet. Shadow isn't
going to come back to life, and Destiny won't suddenly just resume its wars, and Mitherill
is dead."
"Yes, I know," said Elary, beginning to become annoyed.
"The ilantien are part of this change, too." Silar's eyes went back towards Kirien,
who was talking with a group of shapeshifters as if nothing had happened. "I think that
you should wait before condemning them out of hand. He could have felt different only
because the ilantien have apparently been gone from the world for centuries. And they
will be very useful, assuming they are not evil."
"Assuming they are?"
"Oh, then I'll cut off his head with great pleasure," said Silar fluidly. "But give
them a chance for the moment, all right?"
Elary sighed and leaned her head on Silar's shoulder. "You are very persuasive."
"Of course." Silar stroked her fingers through Elary's hair. "With words or with
blade, as necessary."

Chapter 17
Singing and Whining
"There is a difference between the kind of high, formal lamentation as done in old
ballads, and the kind of whining that one can find anywhere on the street. I think that's
the main reason that we can't write truly respectable old ballads anymore."
-Hyelin the Bard.
A beam of white fell on Kymenos's face, making him blink. He sat up, and found
his eyes fixed to the gleam that shone from the tower of the Star Circle.
They had decided to accept his help, it appeared. And it had only taken them a
day to debate it.
Grinning, Kymenos sat up in bed, let a single flash of Light between his fingers
bespeak that he'd seen the message, and waited.
The world seemed to pause for a moment. Then the motion of fingers showed up
against the Light, signing in the alphabet that Kymenos had used to show them his name.
Kymenos quickly reached for his parchment and quill, and scribbled the letters down,
grateful when the person paused and began again.
The message was simple enough when finished. Palace, statue of Queen Bel,
midnight.
Kymenos leaned out the window and looked at the stars, then snorted. If the
Queen's Rack hadn't been so close to the palace, he would never have made it, since it
was almost midnight already. The Masters of the Star Circle were still choosing the
dramatic over the practical, it seemed.
Ah, well. Kymenos shrugged, then crumpled the parchment and took it along
with him. The temptation was great to leave it there, just in case the Crownkillers broke
in again, but he wasn't quite sure how soon he could give up his guise of safety among
them. Better just to walk like this until he had to abandon the costume.
******
"Kymenos?"
The hiss came out of the shadows. Kymenos turned towards it, the flicker of
Light magic between his fingers providing enough illumination to see while being
shielded from the street by the statue of Queen Bel.
"There you are."
The woman who stepped out of the shadows was the last one Kymenos had
expected. Of course, she must still be alive, but he was certain she would sit in her
chambers, gazing remotely out over the city as she always did, while one of her
subordinates attended the meeting for her.
But there could be no mistaking those ancient blue eyes, though now they had a
look of desperation rather than serenity. The Lady of the Star Circle came directly to him
and held out her hand.
Kymenos pondered not taking it, then shrugged. He had come to be her ally. He
would find more hilarity in accepting the offer than refusing it, he thought, clasping her
wrist.
"This is not safe," the Lady said. "We should go somewhere that is."
Kymenos blinked at her. "If it isn't safe, then why in the world did you say we
should meet here?"

"It's appropriate," said the Lady. "With the Crownkillers in control of the city,
approving royalty has become a means of rebellion." She turned towards the far edge of
the palace.
"And has nothing at all to do with my heritage, I suppose," Kymenos muttered,
following her.
The Lady paused, and then turned towards him. "What did you say?"
Damn, damn, damn.
But the thought of concealing it quickly faded. Kymenos wouldn't lie when he
could neither get pleasure out of it nor achieve safety from it. And using deceit on the
Star Circle, who barely deserved what products of his cleverness he was going to grant
them anyway, was contemptible.
He straightened his shoulders and met her gaze, which had gone as cool and
judging as the day she exiled him. "I found out that I am a descendant of the Dalznan
royal line."
The Lady closed her eyes. Then she said, "It is more urgent than ever that you
come with me. Back to the tower," she added. "Use your Reflection magic to shield
yourself from the guards' sight." And in a burst of Azure and Light, she vanished,
becoming no more than a reflection of the stone and night around her.
Kymenos hissed in exasperation. He could do this, but it was harder for him than
for her, since he didn't have the training that would have readied him to do it at a
moment's notice. He was sure the Lady knew it, and was just intent on proving how
inferior he was to the Masters.
He cloaked himself in Azure, reached out to Light, and crossed them. That called
on the Fourteenth Wonder, of Reflection, and sent back only images of night, of stone, of
wind, to those who might glance at him. Thus cloaked, he walked behind the Lady, whose
shuffling footsteps he could just hear, to the Tower of the Star Circle and past the
Crownkillers who stood vigilantly outside it.
Kymenos realized as he passed them that he was feeling frustrated. He lashed out
and kicked the nearest guard in the groin. He groaned and doubled over, while the other
stared in confusion.
"Come on," said the Lady's voice in Kymenos's ear. "We don't have time for your
childish games."
"Or yours," Kymenos muttered, but guessed by the passage of motion near his
body that she had already left. He sighed and followed her into the courtyard, while
behind him the guards debated whether or not someone was stupid if he managed to fall
on his own spear-butt and get stabbed in the groin.
The Lady of the Star Circle made her way past the stables and directly for the
tower. Kymenos looked around curiously, wondering if he would feel nostalgic or
envious or even hurt now that he was seeing the place he had left fourteen years ago.
Nothing, he realized, except cold- the wind had picked up to a level that not even
a Dalznan would call anything but chill- and tired and annoyed. He shrugged and
followed the Lady's impatient, soft rapping towards the nearest door. I never claimed to
be a hero in a history-tale, and this just proves it.
The Lady let her magic drop when they were through the door. "I had a hard time
convincing the others to trust you," she said, as she strode up the hall ahead without
looking at him. "And this will make it harder, now that they know you have been playing

jokes."
Kymenos halted, dropping his own magic but ready to snatch it up again. His
voice could call the Crownkillers, since he intended to have this out with the Lady before
they actually met whatever other Masters were interested in this. "And you weren't
playing jokes, by waking me just before midnight and insisting that we meet at
midnight?"
The Lady turned and stared hard at him. "We knew that you were close to the
palace. We thought you could make it."
"And if I couldn't have? The Crownkillers have already been suspicious of our
signals, and I've had to lie to them swiftly enough to prevent them from suspecting
anything. What would have happened if they had seen me leaving and stopped me?"
The Lady of the Star Circle said nothing, but a faint noise came to Kymenos's
ears a moment later. He realized it was the Lady grinding her teeth. He smiled slightly.
"We do not have time," said the Lady, speaking slowly and firmly as though to a
child, "to discuss this right now. The others await."
Kymenos shook his head. "I want to know why you decided to accept my help,
and then continued to treat me like a child or a failed student."
"Compared to us," said the Lady, "it is what you are."
Kymenos tilted his head. "I could walk out the door right now," he said. "Even go
to the Crownkillers and tell them you are trying to rebel against both their rule and the
rightful rule of the Cycle."
The Lady turned her head away swiftly, but couldn't hide the flash of panic in her
eyes. Kymenos grinned.
"I thought so," he said. "You accepted my help because you had no choice. You
don't have anyone else on the outside you can signal to, and the Cycle doesn't care who
rules Dalzna. If you rose with your magic against the Crownkillers, then you would be
striking out one particular side. The Cycle would strip you of your powers at once. That's
the truth, isn't it?"
"We don't understand why you escaped," said the Lady unwillingly. "And, yes,
we would have turned to anyone else before you, if we had a choice."
If she had intended those last words to sting, the whip missed. Kymenos laughed.
"I escaped for the same reason all the other elemental mages, the ones you didn't train,
did. I never swore those silly oaths, or made my magic dependent on the caprice of a
great power." He narrowed his eyes and let the amusement vanish from his voice. "And at
the moment, I see no reason to help you."
"You contacted us."
"Under the impression that you might help me stop the Crownkillers in a
reasonable manner. If you aren't going to do that…" Kymenos shrugged and glided
towards the door.
"No! Please!"
Kymenos winced. Amusing as it was to see the Lady of the Star Circle sink down
on the floor in a puddle of her own robes, there was still something wrong about the
image.
He told that part of him to shut up- it was the part that had never stopped being a
student in the Star Circle- and gazed down at her coolly, watching as she somehow tried
to kneel and arrange her dignity around her at the same time.

"We need you," said the Lady, spitting out the words as if they burned. "That
much is true. There is no one else on the outside, no one free of the restrictions of the
Cycle, who can help us."
"Elemental mages could," Kymenos felt compelled to point out.
"More of them agree with the Crownkillers than with us, or don't know what's
going on." The Lady bowed her head. "If one of them did, he or she would have come
and offered us help by now. And no one has."
"Poor children," Kymenos remarked, and was somewhat relieved when the Lady
lifted her head and glared at him. At least this was a little more normal. "What are the
Crownkillers doing that you disagree with? I know that I don't want them in control of
Serian or hunting me, but if you were as neutral as the Cycle requires you to be, then you
wouldn't care what they did at all."
"They don't like us being free to serve any and all sides," said the Lady. "They
are holding us here and trying to persuade us to serve them."
Kymenos frowned. "That would also be a violation of the laws of the Cycle,
though, and would enable you to strike back against them." Amazing, in a way, that he
still remembered all this.
Then he thought of the annoying way the Masters would dwell on certain facts
until all the students could memorize them, and snorted. Not amazing at all.
"No," said the Lady. "Not if we agreed, and not if everyone else in Dalzna agreed
with them. That would just be the will of the rulers we live under, which the Cycle has
always encouraged us to follow and not violate. They can pressure us until we see no
other way and give in." She lifted her face grimly. "And there is something else,
something they could do even if we never yielded."
"Which is?"
"Stop allowing us to go on hunts for children with blended elements, or the
ability to control more than one element," said the Lady. "Our old blood would die off,
and the younger generation wouldn't be trained in our ways or obedient to the laws of the
Cycle, which means the Crownkillers could use them if they wished." She glared at him
for a moment. "Rather like you, Kymenos."
Kymenos grinned again. "Finally, something that I can agree with the
Crownkillers on," he said.
"You don't understand," said the Lady. "Without training, those children would
die, probably killing others around themselves as they did, or deny their elements. And
the same thing would happen-"
"Yes, yes, yes, I understand that," said Kymenos, waving it away. "So you need
my help. There are conditions."
The Lady ground her teeth again, but seemed to have learned the best course was
to keep silent and wait to see what he would say.
Kymenos looked thoughtfully at the ground. He had come to gain the help of the
Star Circle, and that was still his priority. Making them regret ever casting him off was a
secondary goal, though a pleasant one.
But…
He didn't want this to end as he was sure it would if he just let it go forward, with
him regretting that he had ever come back. The Lady was already trying to gain power
over him. Let her continue, and she would achieve it. Perhaps the Star Circle would just

look down on him, perhaps bind him to them somehow, but Kymenos wasn't going to risk
it.
He looked back up. "The conditions are these. You will not try to persuade me to
become one of you again. You will not speak of my royal blood to the Crownkillers. You
will not, above all, whine."
The Lady had been nodding, but she paused on the last one and stared at him.
"Whine?"
"Yes," said Kymenos. "You're not heroes in a ballad forced to a last stand. You're
a rather petty group of elemental mages, still enslaved by laws and beliefs that you could
have existed outside of- as I am living proof- and reduced to asking someone you scorned
for help. No complaining about it."
"The abuses we have suffered-"
"No doubt form the topic of most of your conversations. They can be abandoned
when I'm in the room." Kymenos narrowed his eyes. "I have had enough of whining,
given the two royal Heirs I escorted. And no questions about that, either," he added, as
the eyes of the Lady lit up.
A long silence. Then the Lady inclined her head. "I will tell the others of these
conditions. Meanwhile, we should go."
Kymenos nodded, and gestured her to stand up and walk ahead of him. The Lady
eyed him for a moment more.
"You have grown," she said.
Kymenos shrugged. "I'm no taller now than I was at nineteen."
"I didn't mean it that way."
Kymenos only gestured for her to precede him again, refusing to give her the
satisfaction of asking what she meant. It was probably only some wise-sounding
nonsense anyway.
The Lady began walking. Kymenos listened for her teeth grinding, and followed
the sound in contentment.

Chapter 18
In Search of Heirs
"The difference between a King or Queen and an ordinary person is that the
ordinary person worries about something for a while, and then does it. The King or
Queen must make of it an unpleasant duty, and a histrionic production, in order to get
anything out of it."
-The historian Kalderos, in Some Guidelines In Thinking About Royals.
You don't have any idea where we're going, do you?
Nightstone said nothing, hoping the dignified silence would be enough to baffle
Ilarsa. Ilarsa just flew in silence herself for a little while, and then started plaguing
Nightstone about it again.
You want us to look for a cheetah, but that could mean that we're hunting for
hours for something we don't have a hope of finding.
Nightstone knew that already. But Ilarsa was the one who didn't want Cadona to
rule, who didn't want Cadona to live, and who hadn't even wanted to leave her behind
with the peasants until Nightstone pointed out that the alternative was having her come
with them.
Ilarsa was the one that Nightstone was doing this for. She was coming
increasingly to think that she would rather bring Orlath back from the fey country and
then just leave it alone, whether under the rule of Cadona or someone else. It would be
best. Then she could indulge the peasants' taste for a returning Heir and her own
inclinations to go somewhere far away all in one go.
There's one, said Ilarsa sarcastically. Do you suppose she might be the one we're
looking for?
Nightstone glanced down, and then blinked. There was indeed a cheetah tearing
along the grass beneath them, and she had noticed, even if Ilarsa had been too busy
jeering to notice, that a silvery glow surrounded this cheetah. Nightstone tucked her
wings in close to her sides and dived.
Ilarsa made a protesting sound behind her, and then did the same thing.
Nightstone pulled up as she got closer to the great cat, disappointed. She could
see well enough that the cheetah was large and female, the right size and gender to be the
transformed Princess Tewilde, but there was no sign of desperation or fear in the bright
green eyes, as there assuredly should have been at the sight of a pegasus diving at her.
There was only animal hunger. Nightstone sighed, dodged a swipe from a paw, and rose
towards the air once again.
"Please help me."
Nightstone stared down again. The cheetah had opened her jaws and spoken the
plea in a perfectly sweet and smooth voice, filled with the sounds of chiming bells. The
silvery glow around her intensified until Nightstone could barely make out the shine of
the fey country behind her.
What did you say? Nightstone demanded.
"Please help me," the cheetah repeated, pacing forward a little and looking at her
with eyes that were intelligent now, whatever they had been before.
Nightstone shook her head, and landed, though she kept a wary eye on those
swift paws. The cheetah licked her jaws, but did not move to strike. This time, Nightstone

thought it had to do with the silvery magic that flickered around her, now and then
restraining her movements as if she had been going to strike out and it had stopped her.
She paced back and forth, growling softly, as Ilarsa landed not far behind Nightstone. But
though she looked at the swan with even more hunger than she had looked at Nightstoneprobably because she was smaller- she turned back to Nightstone and actually made a
bow, from the waist and with her forelegs extended before her.
That convinced Nightstone, more than anything else could have, that this cheetah
had once been human. She turned back into her own human shape, staggering a little. She
had been so irritated that she hadn't eaten anything at the peasants' celebration, and she
was starting to think now that she really should have. "Do you remember me?" she asked.
"I would have been one of the last sights you saw before the Faerie elf transformed you."
But the cheetah only made an inquiring sound, and then said in that same sweet
voice, "You must have mistaken me. I am infused with the spirit of Elle, and it is she who
asks for help, not anyone else."
Nightstone blinked for a moment, pulling her mind from a complacent track into
a less complacent one. Then she turned and glanced to the east, in the direction of the
castle. "The Goddess of Light is calling for help?"
"Not nearly the goddess of so many things now," said the cheetah, with sorrow
that made Nightstone want to weep infusing her voice. "She is using her last strength to
keep the country and the castle stable. As the fey are driven out of some places of Orlath,
they grow fiercer in their attack on the rest. She sent me to seek out and find anyone who
could be of help." The cheetah sat down and gave Nightstone a pleading look. "Won't you
please go and help her?"
Nightstone hesitated only for a moment. If she didn't help Elle, then they might
find that they had reclaimed only half a Kingdom, and it would have no castle. She knew
the importance of the castle as a symbol to the peasants. It had to be rescued if possible.
Besides, in some ways the castle had been a home to her. Mostly painful ways,
but not so painful that Nightstone wished to see it fall down.
"We will help you," she said. "Though I'm not entirely sure that we can do much
to help."
The cheetah made a sound very like a mew of relief, and then turned and began
racing across the plains. Nightstone changed back hastily. Being in pegasus form
apparently made the cheetah hungry, but it was the only way she would keep up at all.
Ilarsa, who had never changed to fey, rose behind her, and said, Do you think this
will help us find Tewilde?
If anyone can, Elle can, said Nightstone. And if we help her, then she should be
grateful enough to look around for Tewilde for us.
Even though the Orlathian royal line is precious to her, and she won't want to see
it hunted down.
Nightstone ignored her from that moment forward. Now Ilarsa was just trying to
make Nightstone as discontented as she was herself.
Besides, she needed every bit of her concentration for flying when the fey came
and met them.
******
She was floating in a sea bright with flowers, with stars, with gold and purple and
green so rich that she couldn't help gasping. She reached out with her hands, and

embraced the nearest colorsWait, what am I doing here? I thought I was in a pegasus body and flying in the
air?
Abruptly, the trance broke, and Nightstone found herself fluttering in the air
indeed. She shook her mane, sending the strands of hair flying from her eyes, and
neighed fiercely.
The mocking laughter of the sirran came back. Nightstone hissed in frustration.
She had met these creatures before, but only when they and she both fought for the Dark,
and she had never realized how deeply annoying they could be.
A flight of them circled the castle, blocking all approaches by throwing illusions.
The illusions were mostly pleasant, but of course, if they managed to convince
Nightstone to stop paying attention to her flying and just drop to the ground, they could
also be fatal.
The sirran themselves were small, swift, winged creatures, who might look like
sylphs or not; Nightstone never caught more than a glimpse of a mocking face before it
vanished back into the whirl. Their wings were the clearest things about them, and even
those beat and stroked the air rapidly. Whether something was the edge of a wing or just a
blurring in the air was something Nightstone couldn't say with any certainty.
Not that it really mattered to her. She studied the sirran so intently only because
she wanted past them, inside the ring of their flight so that she could get to the castle. The
sirran liked tricking and mocking people, but they had short attention spans. If she could
just get behind them, they would probably forget about her and go off to bother someone
else.
Ilarsa hovered just beyond them, calling out encouragement. The cheetah waited
below, head tilted upward and the silvery glow around her trembling in agitation like a
candle flame. Nightstone snorted at both of them. It was only luck that they had both
been ahead of her when the sirran appeared, and so the nasty little fey had left them
alone.
Once again, a vision started to overcome her senses. Nightstone could see herself
sitting on the throne of Orlath, smiling at everyone who knelt before her, content and
happy to be where she was. For once, Destiny had found its perfect match; it wanted her
on the throne, and Nightstone wanted to be there.
That illusion shattered the moment Nightstone neighed in laughter at it. She
hadn't wanted that. She still didn't. If she could find someone competent to rule after her,
she still didn't have to have it.
The sirran soared up a little, and then Nightstone caught a glimpse of something
moving away in the fey country. She narrowed her eyes. That bright flash of light on
golden skin, she knew. Light elves were riding towards the castle, and perhaps they
meant to join in the battle.
Not if I can help it.
Nightstone pulled in her wings and dived, and the sirran were left behind, having
prepared for an attack from above. Their chittering washed over her ears, and some threw
illusions that came dangerously close to snaring her, but Nightstone tore grimly through
them and joined Ilarsa in speeding towards the castle a moment later.
You could have done that earlier, Ilarsa scolded her. I hate to think of what the
Light elves will do.

Nightstone ignored her, and winced when she heard the singing the Light elves
were already doing. She had hated them as part of the Dark, and she hated them now, she
thought, shooting a glance towards the golden procession. Idiotic, prancing creatures,
wailing at the thought of violence until they actually employed it themselves. They were
the ones who staked dragons and made all the more violent moves in the wars of Light
and Dark; their complaining about it was the sort of hypocrisy that made Nightstone's
hair stand on end.
They came in over the battlements, and Nightstone felt a sharp blast of nostalgia
in her chest as she saw the stables where until recently the pegasus blazes had sheltered.
No time for it now, though, and she landed neatly in the center of the main courtyard,
bugling to let Elle know they had arrived.
She was already hurrying towards them, or at least Nightstone thought that was
likely her, with her expression of worry and face too beautiful to be human. She was clad
in the gray robes of one of her chaste priestesses, a color that Nightstone thought ugly on
most women, but just right on her. Yes, Nightstone reflected, this must be Elle.
"Thank Shadow you have come!" Elle gasped. "I am losing my strength, and I
can no longer turn back the fey tide."
Nightstone transformed back into herself, and saw the shock on Elle's face for a
moment before she shrugged and grasped at the hope of any help.
"Can you do anything? The sirran and now the Light elves are on their way to
attack the castle, and I can't hold the castle and the ground around it together, shelter the
minds of everyone in it, and beat them back at the same time."
Nightstone hesitated, running through the options in her mind. She did have
knowledge that could help, but it was knowledge that had belonged only to her for
centuries, since she was the last surviving member of the third royal generation. Her
brother and sister had not trusted the information to their descendants. She didn't want to
give it up.
"I have tried raising the wards on the castle," said Elle, "but they have not helped.
They keep out elemental mages and creatures allied to the Dark, and the fey are neither."
She looked up in dread as a cloud of sirran passed against the sun. "And I think I can feel
the might of other gods joining the battle, too, Rennon among them."
"My lady," said Nightstone, deciding to make the sacrifice, "there are wards that
can be raised to keep the fey out."
Elle looked at her in astonishment. "I helped Queen Aneron plan no such thing."
Nightstone smiled slightly. "Queen Aneron planned no such thing indeed, my
lady. But her son King Elerran, my father, did. He hid it deep in the castle, with the help
of Shara."
"I never knew-"
"Most people didn't." Nightstone decided to explain as quickly as she could,
since Elle wanted to know but they didn't have that much time. "I think that he resented
the presence of just one divine power in Orlath. He was always lamenting we were poor
compared to other countries. He hid wards against the fey in the bottom of the castle. You
can use them, but they will not hold for long against a concerted fey attack."
"But they will give me more time," Elle breathed. "Thank you, Nightstone.
Thank you." She turned and dashed off.
Ilarsa snorted.

Nightstone glanced back at her with a frown, wondering if the woman thought
she should have kept the information about the wards to herself. "What?"
"I wonder why she doesn't just call on Erlande for help," said Ilarsa, blinking at
Nightstone's tone. "After all, Shadow told us she had agreed to surrender part of the coast
to him, and that indicates that he's willing to bargain. The sea is so near the castle that it
would be easy for him to rise up and yell at the fey, or drown them, or do whatever else it
was that he wanted."
She blinked at the intense glare that Nightstone gave her. "What?" she added.
"It's so simple a plan that Elle must have thought of it already, and dismissed it for some
reason."
Nightstone shook her head and began to run, dodging around huddled and
frightened clumps of refugees. Then she remembered that she had no idea where Elle had
gone, and that her being a goddess should be an advantage at some point to her allies.
Nightstone closed her eyes and fell into the familiar forms of prayer she had used
as a child and not again until now. Elle, Lady of Light, heed my call. I have something of
great importance to ask you…
I am sorry, said Elle's harassed voice in her head. I do notErlande, my lady. Call on the Lord of Waters. Would he be willing to help you
against Rennon?
Silence. Then Elle said, I will always be in debt to mortals for the greatest good
of my life, and Nightstone heard what sounded like an immense voice calling out before
the goddess gently broke contact between them.
She let out her breath and turned to face Ilarsa. "You were right," she said. "And I
will let you claim credit for it-"
"I should hope so-"
"As long as you do one thing for me."
Ilarsa eyed her, probably suspecting from Nightstone's grin that she wasn't going
to like it. "What?" she asked.
"Stop rolling your eyes and snorting," said Nightstone crisply. "It's the last thing
this war needs." She turned away before Ilarsa could say anything, and looked up at the
brightening glow outside. The wards were springing up, and those might be enough to
hold off the fey until Elle could achieve some kind of bargain with Erlande.
Might. It doesn't mean it's going to work.
But, despite that, Nightstone found she was feeling quite happy. Either they would
wind up safe and she could have Elle's help in looking for Tewilde, or the fey would
destroy everything and relieve her entirely from the vexing question of the throne.

Chapter 19
A Sympathetic Ear
"I know that I have often longed for a sympathetic ear- or perhaps I should say
one that is attached to a body. I complain to my collection of severed ears, you know, but
it's not quite the same."
-The Dark's Lady known as the Collector.
"This will do, I think," said Menarath, looking cautiously around the room as
though he expected its rightful owner to leap out and demand it back.
"It probably will," said Ternora with a sigh, and shut the door. It was just a little
anteroom, where Court visitors like ambassadors would wait, but it had chairs and it had
a window through which the sunlight of the jungle could pour, and that was all she
wanted right now. She flopped into the nearest chair and stared up at Menarath. "Help
me," she murmured.
Menarath seemed to be hiding amusement as he took the other seat. "You have
always seemed so competent, my lady, especially since we arrived here. What is different
now than then?"
Ternora thought for a little while. Menarath seemed perfectly content to wait and
listen to the birdsong instead of her.
It could be dangerous to tell anyone of her plan, but Ternora found that she still
longed to do it. She definitely couldn't tell Pyeros, or Blierrina, or Dolyada, since they
were part of it and Ternora still had to manipulate them into line. But she could tell
someone who wasn't part of them in any way, couldn't she?
She'd almost made up her mind on that point when Menarath said, "Besides, it
may help me serve you better."
And he walked into an empty spot in her plan. Ternora relaxed at once. No, she
wouldn't tell him the truth, since he was taking the place that Blierrina had so
conveniently occupied, but she would tell him something close to it, which would
convince him and help her.
"I find that I do want to be a good Queen of Doralissa," she said, looking
helplessly up at him, "but I find it rather hard to do when there are people everywhere
who would oppose me if they could, and change me into something else."
Menarath's eyes narrowed, and he leaned very close to her. "What do you mean?"
he demanded. "Will they not even give you a chance to prove that you can be a good
monarch, before they start trying to bully you?"
Ternora shook her head mournfully. "In a way, I should know better than to
complain," she said. "After all, their solicitude is for me, and for the country." She
paused, just long enough to make Menarath lean forward again and clasp her hand,
looking earnestly into her eyes.
"But what, Ternora?" he asked.
Ternora was glad that it was working so well, but she did have to sit up haughtily
and stare into his eyes. "Are you one of them, too?" she asked. "Do you think that you
can call me by name instead of title, and mold me into whatever you want me to be, just
by using my gratitude for a little kindness?"
Menarath seemed, inexplicably, to relax, but he let her hand go and bowed to her.

"You are right, Your Majesty. That is the kind of nasty trick they would pull, when they
were trying to accustom you to listening to them. From this point out, I shall presume no
intimacy with you unless you are the one to grant it to me."
Ternora nodded regally, and fought to keep from smiling. Menarath obviously
wanted something himself, but she knew what it was. If she could convince him that she
was a good Queen and a good replacement for the Prince he had come to Doralissa to
serve, or convince him of it for long enough, then he was hers.
"Thank you," she said. "At least you really seem to understand. Of course, that
could be just a mask, too-"
"It is not," Menarath interrupted quietly. "I really am interested in your welfare,
Your Majesty."
Ternora looked into his eyes, and raised her brows a little at the spark in them.
Was he interested in her, then?
I must be careful not to get Aranthran jealous, if he has not already left, she
thought. She hadn't seen a sign of the other half-elf since entering the fortress, and
thought he might have finally gotten bored with her and gone back to Kesista.
"Very well, then," she said. "Everyone is trying to change me, and I don't want to
change. I want to come to love of the country, and love of the throne, and doing good for
the people, in my own time. At the moment, it's all rather overwhelming. I declared for
the throne knowing I could take it, but it seems so much work."
Menarath nodded. "And you need people around you to help you bear the
burdens, don't you?" he asked.
Ternora smiled at him. He had guessed his exact part in her plan, though of
course she couldn't tell him the office he would be occupying. "Yes, that's it."
"I can help you, my lady," said Menarath. "My knowledge of Doralissa, which
admittedly is not as great as Pyeros's, is at your service. And if you need help with
something that Pyeros and his lady can't help you with-" He lowered his voice a little, and
once more leaned forward. "Do let me know."
Ternora nodded and smiled. "There is something that you can do for me right
away, as a matter of fact."
"Is there?" Menarath looked extraordinarily pleased. Ternora wondered idly
which was stronger, his apparent intention of courting her or his gladness in winning her
to some notion of proper Queenship.
"Yes, there is. I know that the royal line of Doralissa has undergone some
convulsions recently, but I don't know that much about them. I would not have such
recent history embarrass me. Can you tell me about the history of the Doralissan
monarchs in the last hundred years?"
"Just the last hundred?"
Ternora shrugged. "Or before that. From the time of Queen Joydancer, let us say."
Menarath smiled. "Of course. Very well. Queen Joydancer lay with the Faerie elf
Reweren, and had two children, though only her daughter is important to us here. Queen
Laughterwater she became, and married someone who was half Light elf."
Ternora smiled, wondering if Warcourage had known just how little Light elf
blood he had.
"Is something funny, my lady?"
Ternora shook her head. "Do go on."

"Queen Laughterwater vanished into the wilderness, in the way that half-elves
tend to do, when she'd had a daughter," said Menarath. "Meaning no disrespect, my lady,
but the ways of your kindred are strange indeed."
Ternora shrugged. "The blood of mortals and immortals was never meant to mix.
It drives us strange as we get older." But not me. I will make sure of that. "Her daughter.
What did she do?"
"Queen Southgazer? Married a human, had two sons, and committed suicide. Her
son became King Steadythrone, married yet another human, and had his son, whom I
suspect you knew rather too well." Menarath frowned at her.
Ternora gazed serenely back at him. Yes, he might be suspecting her, but he could
go on suspecting all he liked.
"The ways of the half-elven kindred are strange, you said," she said. "Is it
absolutely sure that Queen Southgazer committed suicide?"
Menarath paused. "Do you know, I don't think they ever found a body? They put
that down to her falling from a window so high and into a place so rocky that they could
have searched for years and never found her. But she did not come back, and they
declared the Prince King in her place. More, the Prince seemed sure his mother was not
coming back, and he was so loyal and dutiful that he would never have accepted the
throne if he thought she was still the ruler."
Ternora nodded. "And there are probably legends and rumors in the jungles and
the donasae about the Queens surviving, of course."
"Of course."
"Could you tell me some of them?"
Menarath tilted his head. "I do not know them well, but some in the army do.
Would you have me bring them to you?"
"Yes."
"I can tell them to you."
Ternora turned her head swiftly. Aranthran lounged on the windowsill, smiling at
her. He looked at Menarath and laughed. "Should I come back later?" he teased Ternora.
"When you're done with him?"
Ternora blushed. She should have known that Aranthran, even if he was tired of
her, wouldn't let it pass without teasing her about the man he must assume was her new
lover. "Aranthran," she said, rising to her feet, "this is Menarath. He's someone who came
south to support Prince Warcourage-"
"I can see that," said Aranthran, who seemed to find his own words hilarious for
some reason, and began to laugh.
Ternora rolled her eyes. In some ways, she would be glad when one or the other
of them grew tired and ended this. Aranthran could be bothersome. "And he has been
telling me about the history of the Doralissan royal line."
"Ah, yes. Only one natural death in the last six generations." Aranthran snorted.
"They should never have mingled the blood of Faerie elves into their line. They didn't
know how to handle it."
"And you do?" Menarath challenged, sounding personally insulted. Ternora gave
him a curious glance, then remembered that he really had come south to support the
Doralissan royal line. She supposed that he had some reason to feel insulted.
"Of course," said Aranthran. "I know how my life flows. I don't think that you

do." He grinned at Menarath. "You came south for a stupid reason, and you're staying
here for a worse one."
"Aranthran…" said Ternora warningly.
"Oh, very well," said Aranthran, fixing his gaze on her face again. "I suppose that
you think I should stay out of your way until you have this mad plan to sit on the throne
ended?"
Ternora nodded.
Aranthran shrugged. "All right, but I claim half the reward." He jumped out the
window and back into the trees.
Menarath caught his breath, and asked in a low voice on the edge of a growl,
"What was all that about?"
Ternora waved a hand in the air. "Half-Faerie elves," she said. "They're worse
than the ones like me with Light elven blood. Don't worry about him. He's just making
stupid comments for his own amusement."
"What did he mean about me coming south for a stupid reason, and staying for a
worse one?"
Ternora shrugged. "I can't answer the last question, but for the first, he didn't like
Prince Warcourage, either."
"Surely someone must have," said Menarath plaintively. "He was only a boy. He
couldn't have done that much wrong."
Ternora chose to preserve a diplomatic silence on that, saying only, "If you can
find me someone who knows the tales of the donasae about wandering half-elven
Queens, then I will be grateful."
Menarath bowed to her. "And that gratitude will show itself in your trying to be a
good Queen?"
"Yes, exactly."
"Then I will find you someone as soon as I can," Menarath vowed, and let
himself out of the room with another bow.
Ternora closed her eyes and tried to compose herself. She only had a moment
before the door opened again, and Pyeros came into the room. He glanced around as if
making sure that she didn't have any traps waiting, then strode towards her and planted
himself in front of her.
"What you have done is disgusting," he said.
Ternora met his gaze and smiled a little. "What particular disgusting thing that I
did in the last few hours are you referring to?"
Pyeros shook with anger as he glared at her, and for a moment, Ternora thought
he might actually strike out at her. That would be interesting, to see someone normally so
unflappable lose his temper.
But Pyeros only closed his eyes, and then said, "You can't replace Prince
Warcourage just by having that sword."
"Yes, I know."
"You can't replace the enchantment of royal blood just by smiling and waving
that sword around, either."
"I know that very well."
Pyeros's eyes popped open, and the glare returned. "Then why are you doing
this? Doralissa is different from the other Kingdoms, which bear monarchs on the throne

who are not royal, or who swear to Dark, or who worship other gods than Elle. But you
cannot change Doralissa that way. The tradition is sunk too deep here."
"I know," said Ternora again.
"Then tell me what you're doing," Pyeros said, with a deep hiss in his voice that
made Ternora wish for a moment that Menarath or Aranthran were with her. But he didn't
even reach for his sword, and a moment later Ternora felt ashamed of her suspicions. Of
course Pyeros wouldn't just draw and cut her down. He was far too good for that, and that
was the precise reason he was so important to her plans.
"No," said Ternora. "I can't. You would protest, you would deny, and above all,
you would get in the way. You have only to trust that I know the traditions of Doralissa in
my own way- the general shape of them, if not the specific history in many instances- and
that I will come to a solution in the end that places a good monarch on the throne."
"A good monarch?" Pyeros began.
"One who serves the Light and worships Elle, and has royal blood running in her
veins if at all possible," said Ternora.
Pyeros paced back and forth for a moment. Ternora sensed that he wanted to
argue with her, but had no idea how to phrase his arguments. He did stop and glare at her
again.
"You promise me this?"
"I have promised myself, which is worth more than anything else," said Ternora,
lifting her head.
Pyeros sighed, bowed to her, and said, "Then I suppose I will go on serving you
as Queen in public, until I find some reason to think that you mean to betray Doralissa
altogether." He paused near the door and glanced back at her, golden eyes stern. "But you
could have me on your side the more firmly if you told me what was going on."
"I know that," said Ternora.
Pyeros waited a moment later, then sighed again and shut the door.
The leaves outside the window appeared to snicker.
"Oh, shut up, Aranthran," Ternora murmured, pushing her hand through her hair.
"This is harder than you think."

Chapter 20
Humans and Fey
"If you call a fey human, be prepared to defend yourself. Oddly enough, most
humans will only look at you if you call them fey, shrug, and go about their business."
-Advice found carved in a cave in Arvenna.
Helian led him quite a distance from the rest of Frenner's pack. That increased
Olumer's fears as to why she wanted to talk to him, but he sighed and kept said fears to
himself. He knew they would only make Helian lash out the sooner if he said them aloud.
Helian halted at the top of a crest that would be still in eyeshot of Frenner's pack.
Olumer wondered about that for a moment, then remembered that she had called him
away in the full sight of everyone. She would probably want this to be public, humiliation
or fight or whatever it was.
She turned and stared at him. Olumer stared back, and tried to brace himself
when he had no idea what would come next.
"You are still human, in part of your mind," Helian began softly, her eyes bright
and fastened directly to his.
"Yes," said Olumer.
"You think that this human hatred helps you to summon stronger shining nets."
"Yes, I do."
"And you don't believe that this human hatred would ever be turned on your
packmates, or on me?"
Olumer tilted his head. "Why should it? So long as you don't do anything to
annoy me, it shouldn't."
Helian growled. "You are trying to be funny. You must be serious, Olumer. I will
not tolerate anything else."
Olumer straightened his shoulders. "I didn't know that. Try saying something
now."
Helian eyed him, then growled again and said, "I am concerned that this kind of
hatred could turn on someone in the pack someday. You have seen what my relationship
with Temer is like. We push each other around. We stare at each other in a way that
cousins usually do not. I spoke of challenging him for pack leadership long before I did,
and he has accepted his position as subordinate since. These are all things humans would
not accept. Can you see why I am worried?"
Olumer blinked at her. Then he said, "None of those things bother me, Helian. I
grew up in a pack exactly like yours."
"But your mind is human."
Olumer tilted his head. "You're baffling me, Helian. Why, because one emotion
out of all the emotions I feel is human, should the rest of me be? You're not making
sense."
Helian shot her claws and scraped them restlessly through the snow. Olumer
noticed that she was already careful to avoid motions that would jostle her belly, and he
smiled a little, proud of her. Unfortunately, or perhaps fortunately, Helian glanced up and
caught the smile on his face.
She snarled and sprang at him.
Olumer went down beneath her, just for a moment. Then he rolled to the side,

and Helian hesitated about raking him across the face as she felt her stomach come down
near the snow. Olumer sprang clear before she could change her mind, and watched her
warily.
"I don't want to hurt you, Helian," he said. "And you know this would be an
unequal contest."
"Unequal!" Helian's eyes flared. "My belly does not hamper me yet."
"Your concern for it will," said Olumer. "And my concern for you will hamper
me. If you want to make this a challenge, then wait until our children are born, and I will
fight you to your heart's contentment."
"You are challenging me for pack leadership, then?" Helian flashed her fangs to
show what she thought of the idea.
"Of course not," said Olumer. "But you are challenging me as a silvereyes, a
committed mate, a father. I think that should be answered- but not while you carry the
children for which I have taken that position."
Helian hesitated, then backed slowly away from him. "You're not making much
sense, the way you talk."
"I am making perfect sense." Olumer stifled the urge to stalk closer to her and
press his victory. That could have turned into a truly vicious fight, Helian's aggressive
instincts overpowering her maternal, and he didn't want that. "Our children are the most
important thing right now."
"So is your lashing out and perhaps killing them as soon as they are born," said
Helian darkly.
Olumer blinked at her, then lifted his head and sniffed. A moment later, he cast
himself into the snow and began to laugh.
"What's so funny?" Helian sounded like a sulky child, and that just made Olumer
laugh harder. He did have to roll away to avoid the punishment of her claws, but he still
managed to grin up at her, ignoring the way she stiffened at the sight of his fangs.
"I just-" Olumer coughed, caught his breath, and continued. "I just think the way
that you smell right now is sufficient explanation."
"The way I smell?"
"Breeding," Olumer explained. "You already have that tinge of scent that I
remember when my mother carried my sisters. She started hating the world much sooner
than she should. You'll be all right once the twins are born. I'll still insist on a challenge,
but the way you feel right now is because of your instincts, not because you really hate
me and think that I will be a bad mate and father."
Helian sat and glared at him.
Olumer laughed some more, then moved towards her through the snow, keeping
his hand just slightly turned away, and held out one hand with his claws sheathed.
"Truce?"
More glaring, and then Helian sighed and wrapped her hand around his. "I can't
stay angry at you," she said.
Not yet, Olumer thought, wincing a little as he remembered the way his mother
had snapped and struck out at his father in the last months of her pregnancy. Helian
would grow worse. The thing to do was put up with it, and remember that in five months
he would have little enough to regret.
"I love you, Helian," he said, nuzzling her and hoping she remembered that,

come what would.
Helian nuzzled him back. "I love you, too," she said. "And I am glad you have
decided to stay." She paused. "In a way, I suppose I should be glad I have a mate who
will so fiercely defend his children and me, even if it's not in a usual way."
Olumer nodded.
"But the challenge still stands, of course," Helian continued, turning to walk back
down the slope. "I can't have just anyone think he can get away with insulting me and
challenging my leadership."
Olumer smiled at her back. Were you any way else, you would be neither
silvereyes nor the woman I love.
******
"Olumer."
Olumer started, nearly springing to his feet, and then relaxed and lay down again.
Frenner stood above him, but by the pack leader's relaxed stance, he meant no harm. He
came down and lay in the snow beside Olumer, in fact, and tilted his head back to watch
the dawn coming in.
Olumer stretched out full-length, chin on hands, and waited for Frenner to begin,
since he wasn't about to lose any sleep over a simple silence.
"I am afraid that I misjudged you," said Frenner abruptly.
Olumer fixed the pack leader with a lazy eye. "I think you did," he agreed. "But
why are you afraid of it? You made a decision that was the best respecting the safety of
your pack, and which others must honor you for."
Frenner gave him a sharp look. "Sometimes you still sound too much like a
human for my peace of mind."
Olumer snorted and closed his eyes. He himself had been thinking of the
courtliness of Frenner's conduct.
"I would not be on bad terms with someone who is the mate of a pack leader I
admire," said Frenner, after another few moments' silence. "And I know that you saved
my people, though my pride couldn't admit it at the time. May I have your hand in
friendship?"
Olumer turned his head to stare at him. Had he really saidBut the anxious shine in the silver eyes reassured him. Frenner wasn't just eager to
make up to someone he had wronged. He didn't want to be on the bad side of a powerful
silvereyes male who was Helian's mate and in good standing with her even after an
argument, and who had enough magic to kill him and his pack besides.
Olumer lay and waited for the disgust. It was what he would have felt when he
was still human, or half-fey.
But he felt only smugness. He grinned. A very silvereyes thing to think. I am
pleased that he fears me. It may mean that he will be politer in future, and lead no
incursions on our territory.
"You may have my hand," he said. "But only if you do admit that you were
wrong, and misjudged."
"Of course," said Frenner, taking his hand.
"And you won't hold me back when I leave with Helian, or try to warn her pack
against me."
Frenner blinked. "Of course not."

"And you won't lead incursions on her territory for at least the next twenty years,"
said Olumer, naming the period of time during which their children would grow up.
Frenner snarled in frustration.
Olumer called a shining net and let it sparkle on his fingers. It wasn't a big one,
since he wasn't angry, but Frenner saw the glimmer of it and understood the threat.
"Of course, of course," he said quickly. "I will not lead an incursion into the
territory of silvereyes I have so many reasons to love."
And fear, Olumer thought, but he was satisfied. "Good, then," he said, letting the
net vanish and holding out his hand to Frenner again. "Then I will hope to see you from
this moment forward in friendship, and never again in war."
Frenner clasped his wrist quickly, and then stood up and left. Olumer understood
his reluctance to stay close any longer. This wasn't the natural order of things. Frenner
should only have been compelled to pay that much respect, normally, if Olumer was a
pack leader himself, and he wasn't. The mate of a pack leader shouldn't have higher status
than the ruler of a different pack, and yet he did.
It was confusing, but Olumer found it comforting. At least, if he was going to be
confused about his own thoughts, then he could make everyone else as dizzy.
He turned his thoughtful gaze to the mountains, where the filifernai had come,
and would come. Would Frenner's pack run the next time? Would they make another
doomed stand and die? How many packs had died last night, when the filifernai were not
busy enough concentrating their energy for Olumer to take care of them all?
He decided that he didn't know, and he most likely never would. And he couldn't
worry about it. All he could do was protect the packs along the way. It was the silvereyes
thing to do.
Silvereyes priority and human hatred. Olumer liked the sound of that. He
chuckled to himself.
"Silvereyes."
Olumer turned his head, snarling. When filifernai were alone, they didn't stink
nearly as harshly as they should. But this one coming so close to him was unforgivable.
What if he had been protecting Helian, or the children?
"Who are you?" he asked the filiferna, who crouched in the snow and watched
him so calmly that Olumer was sure it had to be a pretense.
The faceted eyes only went on staring at him for a long moment, as if the filiferna
were pondering its answers. Olumer watched the silver hair, like clumped wire, twisting
in the breeze, and had to ignore a shiver of hatred, as well as the desire to just spring and
tear the dark fey apart with his claws. Alien, so alien, and he hated them. He wanted them
dead, deeply.
"The invitation was real," said the filiferna at last.
So far gone was Olumer in loathing that he had to fight hard to return to the real
world. "What?"
"The invitation was real," the filiferna repeated. "The Dark really did want to
speak to you, and it really did summon you."
"Not successfully."
The filiferna stirred. Olumer gazed in happiness. He so seldom saw anything like
a real motion of uneasiness from one of them that this was rather nice. "No," it allowed
after a moment, "not successfully. But surely you would go with me and speak with the

Dark."
"No."
"Then tell me," said the dark fey. "How did you resist becoming the guardian and
adviser of the new Queen Cadona, as you should have?"
Olumer shrugged. "I don't know. The shining net that bound me from thinking I
was a silvereyes wore off, I suppose."
"That is not an answer."
"No, it's not. This is." Olumer rose to his feet and bared his teeth, and though he
thought the filiferna was trying to act difficult, it cowered. "Go from me now, or I will
tear you apart as I did your kin."
"I saw what you did to them," said the dark fey, and then stared at him as if
expecting an answer.
"And I will do it again. Go!"
The filiferna turned and sprang away over the snow. Olumer turned his eyes from
the motion. It made him queasy.
Arms slid around his shoulders, and Olumer stiffened before he smelled the
changed scent and relaxed, turning so that he could nuzzle Helian's neck. She held him
close, and then said, "I'm glad that you didn't try to attack it. Who knows what it might
have done?"
Olumer ignored her words for the moment, just standing there and feeling a fine
tremor invade his limbs. Then he ducked his head and rubbed his head against hers.
"And I am glad that you are here to make such a thing unnecessary," he said
softly. "I love you, Helian, and I will never abandon you. The human hatred, and the fey
thoughts, and the plans of a mad nature, and the love, wherever it comes from, are yours
for the rest of our lives."
"I know," said Helian soothingly. "I won't forget again."
Except, Olumer knew, she would. Not on purpose, but just because the call of the
instincts that had changed her smell was too strong. But it did mean that he could stand in
the circle of her arms for now and relax, and not even think too much about the next time
that she would forget to honor their bond.
"Besides," Helian added, after a moment of that, "I think that your tendency to
make mad plans is rubbing off on me."
Olumer drew back and stared at her curiously.
Helian smiled, and the light leaped from her teeth as if afraid of her.
"I might just be amenable to raising the packs and doing away with the ability of
filifernai to cross the peaks, after all," she said.

Chapter 21
Ilzánai and Ilantien
"The two races of fey that share the borders of Ilantra are ever on guard against
one another. I for one cannot understand such things. I have visited them both, and it is
my belief that the ilzánai and the ilantien are far more alike than different."
-Reports of a Puzzled Observer In Ilantra, unsigned.
"You need not tell us how to do things."
"I can tell you that you don't need to keep the water that cold. It will only harm
your patients, and not heal them. I can tell you that the bandages could be cleaner. After
all, you want your patients to recover, I suppose, and not die of any poisoning of the
blood." A meditative silence followed that. "Of course, given that you are ilzánai, and
ignorant of the ways of wounds, I suppose I shouldn't be surprised at any strange things
that you choose to do with bandages."
"See here-"
Elary sighed, and opened the infirmary door.
Kirien glanced up at her, and smirked, relaxing. "I see that we have a mutual
friend," he said. "Surely Lady Elary will lend us the benefit of her experience, which has
been tested on gods and great powers and talking swords, to mediate this debate."
"Elary," said Lorien, turning and gliding swiftly towards her. "You must tell us,
indeed. Have we been using unclean bandages and water that is too cold all along?"
"I don't know," said Elary, glancing at the strip of linen in Lorien's hands and
flinching back instinctively. It was a dirty dark color, and it smelled so bad that she felt
faint. "I would hope that we wouldn't use something like that to bind a patient's wound, of
course, but there could be imperfections an ilantie would see and I would not. I am not
much of a trained healer in wounds."
Kirien laughed. "Do you see? Lorien was about to bind that to your alness's
wing."
The sound of a blade being drawn came from behind him. "I am kiness, and if
you call me the other name again to irritate me, then my sword shall go down your throat.
Imagine that, if you will: my sword going down your throat, out your belly, and
doubtless, in the end, out your-"
"Silar," said Elary, intervening to prevent Kirien and Silar from killing each other.
She came around the side of the bed, and the kiness woman nodded to her and put her
sword away as if nothing had happened. "Your wound. The bandage came undone?" she
added, eyeing the dripping injury.
Silar shrugged. "It's not that great a pain. I only came down to have it rebound."
"How did it come undone in the first place?" Elary demanded.
"I may have done a bit of flying," said Silar, still not deigning to look fazed.
"A bit?"
"A bit," said Silar.
Elary opened her mouth to go on, but got interrupted by Lorien, who stepped past
her with the bandage still in his hands. "This is the best linen we have for this kind of
wound," he said. "And of course we must save the best for wounds that are lifethreatening without the cloth."

Elary caught his hand. "You are not to put that about her wound."
"So you do have some sense," said Kirien. "I'm glad to see it."
"Kirien is going to heal it," Elary continued.
That took the ilantie by surprise. He looked at her for a moment, then glanced at
Silar. "I believe this lady should have some say in the manner that we go about this," he
said mildly.
"The lady will have all the say she wants, the moment she promises to stop
flinging herself off towers," said Elary, and turned around and glared at Silar when she
opened her mouth to protest. "Admit it. You were flying off the north tower in one of
Neretsa's drills, weren't you?"
Silar rolled her eyes. "I should never have let you see where I go to practice."
"But that was it, wasn't it?"
"Yes."
Elary shook her head. "Then you will let Kirien heal you right now, since I don't
want to waste my time worrying about you when I have other patients to take it out on."
She glanced at Kirien. "I think that sometimes you heal for the friends' peace of mind as
much as the patient's, don't you?"
Kirien's lips twitched. "Sometimes," he said. "I must admit that it is not, ah, as
frequent, but it does happen."
"I don't want him touching me," Silar objected. "I can feel the draining off of
pain, and it feels as wrong to me as it does to you. Besides, a real warrior should be
prepared to suffer pain. It was my own choice, as you pointed out, to jump off the tower,
and therefore it should be my choice to bear the pain that comes with it."
"You're starting to sound like Mitherill," said Elary.
Silar glared at her. "That is the most grievous insult you have ever done me."
"I can do you more," said Elary. "Choose to be healed, or I will follow you about
and worry aloud for you at flying practices."
"You're needed elsewhere, to heal patients, as you so eloquently told me
yourself." Silar turned away in a huff, wincing as the strained wing stretched itself and
fluttered like the healthy one.
"I can make time for one very stubborn kiness who will learn better if I have to
drag her through the learning process myself," said Elary. "What will it be?"
Silar muttered something.
"I can't hear you," said Elary, in as close an imitation as she could make of
Neretsa's crisp tones, and thought it was that as much as anything else that made Silar
jump and repeat herself more loudly.
"Healing."
"Good." Elary stepped back and glanced at Kirien. "You have your permission.
Go ahead and heal her."
"But Elary-" Lorien began.
Elary grasped his arm and drew him to the far side of the room, both to give the
conversation a little privacy and because she didn't know if she could actually stand to
see the ilantie working on Silar. "You know that their expertise is the healing of wounds,
Lorien," she said. "You know it won't somehow erase our dominion over disease if people
start going to them. Why protest it?"
Lorien sighed. "It feels as though we are letting healing pass into the hands of

monsters, who will use it for evil. I, too, feel something wrong about the way they feed
off pain."
Elary glanced at Kirien and Silar in spite of herself, and then away. Of course, it
meant nothing, the way that Kirien's hands slid over Silar's shoulders, but she still
thought it was disturbingly intimate. "Perhaps it is only our idea of predators," she said,
as neutrally as she could. "We are used to those who do their best for pain, like us, and
those who are involved with it on the other sword, such as warriors. I think- no, I know
that I am jealous the ilantien can do this. But I will not let it get in the way when Silar or
someone else needs healing."
"It's hard," said Lorien, almost whining.
Why is it my duty, always, to be peacemaker, to be the comfort and the confidant
of those so much greater than myself? Elary wondered, but she patted his arm and tried to
summon a strong smile. "Our greatest duty is to life, and death is the enemy we both
fight," she said. "Try to remember that."
"Indeed."
Elary glanced sharply at Kirien, and then away. She shouldn't have looked, she
thought. The ilantie's bright eyes and flushed cheeks gave her all sorts of disturbing
pictures.
"The lady is right," said Kirien. "And I see now why the Lord Rior puts such trust
in her. Such wisdom! Such forthrightness!"
"Such practicality," said Elary calmly. "I do trust you to heal patients of wounds,
if only for your own convenience, but turn against me or try to use this for political
advantage, or prove yourself evil, and I will fight you as ambitiously as every other
ilzán."
Kirien eyed her for a moment, then bowed. "That is all I ask," he said. "Only a
limited amount of trust, and only as much as you can give, until you see that my people
have truly come home in peace."
"Ilantra is not your home," said Lorien, bristling in a manner that Elary thought
was most unproductive. She sighed and moved to Silar's bedside while the rising
argument went on behind her.
"Ilzánai should not have all the forests and groves of Ilantra merely because they
didn't get exiled-"
"You should not be allowed to have more than we do, just because you are
relative newcomers-"
Elary shook her head and glanced at Silar. "I should have asked you from the
beginning," she said, "since you are the only one who can actually prove to me if Kirien
is evil or not. How did it feel?"
Silar let out a deep breath and was silent for a moment. Then she said, "I could
feel the pain leaving me, as if it were blood. It was- odd, very odd. I agree that the
ilantien could do a great deal of good, and they could save lives on the battlefield when
the gods or their servants fight using other things than diseases."
She paused.
"But?" Elary prompted.
"I don't know if I want to feed someone who follows me around, waiting for me
to feel pain," said Silar. "I suppose I shouldn't feel that way. Perhaps the damn selfsatisfied expression on his face is what makes me feel it."

Elary nodded and patted her shoulder. "I understand. I didn't want to force you to
go through the healing, and I won't again- as long as you do agree to listen to me. No
more jumping off towers until your wing is completely healed." She could see that Silar
still held it awkwardly, despite the fading of the wound.
Silar ducked her head, but though Elary couldn't actually see if she was hiding a
smile, her voice was meek enough. "No more jumping off towers," she agreed.
"And no more following Neretsa around and begging her to ignore your wound
and drill you, as I suspect you have been doing. Neretsa knows her soldiers. She wouldn't
drill you just because you asked once."
Silar sighed. "That is true, but we are running out of soldiers, Elary."
Elary felt a shiver pass through her, so deeply that someone might have breathed
on her bones. "What?"
Silar looked up at her with weary eyes. "Rior has a good contingent left, but
some of us fall in every attack, and Rennon or Shara or whoever's attacking us next can
bring in all the reinforcements they like, while we're stuck here. It's a rule of sieges,
Elary. We die, or they break it off willingly, perhaps because of our surrender. There is no
third choice."
"Then why did Shadow let himself become trapped here?"
"His people," said Silar softly. "He could have run and tried to defend a variety of
areas, but he didn't. He let Doralissa go, knowing he couldn't hold it, and he fixed his
attention on what he could defend."
"Unsuccessfully, as it turned out," said Elary, hating the shade of bitterness in her
voice, but too much of a healer to hide it. Better that Silar know it was there. In a way,
Elary still blamed Shadow for his fall. If he had known that he could be destroyed,
enough to make the backup plan involving Rior's apotheosis, surely he could have done
something else and actually protected himself?
Silar smiled faintly at her. "Quite successfully, I would say. Rior is a great power.
Shadows are alive in the world again, and the creatures whose existence are bound to
Shadow's did not die." She lowered her head into her hands, wincing as the strained wing
pulled at her again. "But it does mean that we are stuck defending it here, and that we
may not be able to break free."
"Garden brought the alpha of alphas and the wolves in," said Elary hopefully.
"Maybe that means there's hope."
"Hundreds of wolves died on the run," said Kirien, looking up from his argument
with Lorien. "But for us, they wouldn't have gotten through. Their wounds would have
killed them long before they approached the castle."
For a moment, Elary found she couldn't speak. Then she ducked her head and
murmured, "It seems that we owe quite a lot to you, after all."
"Yes," said Kirien, eyes unblinking for a moment, and then he turned back and
launched another insult at Lorien.
Elary sighed and glanced at Silar. "Say you're right and it's hopeless. Does that
mean we give up?"
Silar shook her head. "Shara believes she has won. She can afford to destroy a
former ally avenging a petty insult. Why would she suddenly step back and be gracious?"
"I don't know," Elary muttered. "Destiny?"
"I have heard and seen nothing of it since I refused to just crumble on the

battlements," said Silar.
Elary bit her lip. She had seen it in that dream about Silar, but it didn't mean
Destiny would actually come back. Perhaps she should seek it out and ask it its opinion,
one of the tasks that Rior had entrusted her with in the first place.
As they left the infirmary, she heard Kirien shout something and Lorien respond
in the same heated way. At least they didn't seem to be actually striking at each other.
How are we to face Shara, or any other foe, she wondered, with such divisions
among our own?
******
Elary shivered as she walked quickly along the battlements. It was an unusually
brisk night, as if the season wanted to remind them that it was not just spring but early
spring, even now. She paused and looked up into the sky, then called out Destiny's name
softly, not knowing if it would respond.
A swirl of gold appeared in front of her, and Destiny's weary voice said in her
mind, I will not be able to come to you much longer.
That, Elary had never thought of. "Why?" she demanded, and then flinched as
she saw the heads of a few sentries turn towards her. She would just speak in her mind
from now on, she thought, since Destiny could hear her anyway.
I depended on several things to sustain my control over events, said Destiny. The
prophecy, the royal Heirs- and their guardians.
Elary frowned. We were actually part of the web as more than Court advisers,
then?
Of course. I could have chosen simple nobles as Court advisers. I chose people I
thought could be convinced of the rightness of Destiny and the rule of monarchs. There
was a long hesitation. It reminded Elary oddly of the way some old patients would pause
and pant after a long speech, only resuming it when they had their breath back. One of
them never was. More fool me for choosing a Dalznan. The others were for a while, and
then the great irritant, Ternora, tore two strands loose in my web. So you and one other
have lost your faith. The other two are still holding, still searching for someone royal to
take the throne, but I fear it will not be enough.
"Is there anything I can do to help?" Elary asked softly, wanting to speak aloud so
her pity would show.
Nothing.
Elary sighed, and watched the golden swirl ascend into the sky, then spent a
moment staring to the west.
Something was flying there, she realized, and then the alarm sounded, and she
went below to prepare for yet another attack.

Chapter 22
Certain Groups of People
"Certain groups of people will always be noble, and others condescending, and
others the kind that you would not associate with if you wanted to consider yourself
clean. This is the truth, since alone there are many dazzling and bewildering varieties of
people, but within groups, those varieties collapse into just three or four."
-Attributed to the High Priestess of Elle in the time of Queen Aneron.
"Here we are."
Kymenos looked around the room with interest, before he even bothered taking
notice of the members. He knew the more prominent members of the Star Circle, and he
knew they would be glaring at him in disapproval and disgust that they had to ask his
help at all. But he had never been in the room before.
It had bright wood on the walls, and carvings done with extraordinary skill on
them. Kymenos wondered what the Star Circle paid its Crop mages in a year, and then
snorted at the thought of it. There was wonderful taste here. Kymenos sighed. If they had
let him see this room, then he might have been more willing to struggle with his own
disposition and stay here with them.
"Come."
Kymenos turned around, eyes narrowing at the peremptory tone. The Lady of the
Star Circle had taken a seat near the head of the table, which was made of a much darker
wood than the walls, and now glared at him as if confident that she could make him do
what she liked.
More fool she.
Kymenos yawned, and glanced around for an empty chair. He saw none.
Apparently, he was to stand before the Lady and her companions and be interrogated like
a misbehaving student.
No. Oh, no.
He sat down on the floor, smiling easily up at their twisted faces. "Say what you
must," he said, "and be assured that I will listen." He glanced sideways at the Lady. "So
long as it isn't whining."
The Lady shut her mouth with a snap and nodded. Kymenos wondered if she had
been on the brink of violating that rule. She looked around the table and announced, "We
should tell the history of our conflict with the Crownkillers to Kymenos. He will need to
know it."
"But without whining," Kymenos added helpfully.
"I cannot bear this!"
Kymenos turned his head. He didn't recognize the woman who was rising to her
feet, but he didn't need to. He knew her sort already. Her mouth was pinched tight, and
her eyes narrowed as though Kymenos actually smelled bad.
"He is not a Master of the Star Circle," she said. "He has no knowledge or
nobility to make us respect him. And yet we depend upon him for help, and we are to
obey the dictates that he makes?" She tossed her head, long brown hair feathering out
behind her. "It is ridiculous."
"So are you," said Kymenos, "if you call someone you don't like here for help
and then pretend that you have other choices."

He got the full brunt of her stare a moment later. Kymenos grinned at her. She
really was good at putting the poisonous hatred into her glare, but she would have to
learn that she couldn't just do that and expect him to yield.
"We have no other choices, Onezha," said the Lady of the Star Circle softly.
"Please sit down."
"I cannot bear it," Onezha repeated, and turned for the door.
"Going to report to the Crownkillers?" Kymenos asked.
She froze and glared back at him mistrustfully.
"You probably are," said Kymenos. "And do you know why it won't work?
Because then I will just tell them that I was here to catch a spy, and look who it was."
"They wouldn't believe you over me."
"Yes, they would. I have their commander thoroughly charmed, to the point of
wanting to share my bed."
Onezha shuddered as though someone were driving a stake through her heart, and
shuffled back to her seat, never taking her eyes from Kymenos. "You are disgusting," she
whispered. "You are so disgusting."
"Find new words," said Kymenos. "If you go on too long with the old ones, then I
might be tempted to think of that as whining."
Onezha closed her eyes, and said nothing for the rest of the meeting. That was
perfectly fine with Kymenos, who was much more interested in listening to the history of
the Star Circle and the Crownkillers without whining, anyway.
He looked at the Lady of the Star Circle, who began.
"The Crownkillers came here at first saying they were looking for the missing
Heir of Dalzna. We were willing to help them with that or not, as they hired us. But then
they said that they believed he must have magical help, since he had hidden from them
for so long. And they began to suspect that perhaps we were reaching out and helping
him, even as we tried to prove our loyalty by helping them. So they took over the tower
and the city, and wouldn't let us come out until we pledged ourselves to them."
"In such a way that it wouldn't cause the Cycle to strip you of your powers,"
Kymenos finished thoughtfully.
"Yes."
"But there was someone helping them willingly," said Kymenos. "Turor. What
about him?"
The Lady of the Star Circle closed her eyes for a moment. Then she said, "We
had to advance the spirit of cooperation, but we couldn't go far if we wanted to retain our
freedom. I sent Turor because I thought there was a good chance that he really wanted to
do it, and if he somehow had the power without the Star Circle training, he would still
have done it."
Kymenos nodded. "I guessed that to some extent, before he died."
"You killed him?" someone else exclaimed.
Kymenos glared at her. "Yes, with help. He was trying to kill me at the time. I
tend to take things like that seriously." He leaned forward to make his point. "Remember
that, just in case you were tempted to try it," he added.
"Very well," said the Lady of the Star Circle hastily. "We know that we shouldn't
irritate you, and you know the same thing about us. Can we return to the body of the story
and the important parts of it now?"

Reluctantly, Kymenos glanced back at the Lady and nodded.
The Lady of the Star Circle sighed in relief. "Good. Our only hope is of an
outside intercession, because of- well, because of the things you already know, such as
our delicacy in balancing beside the Cycle and because the Crownkillers would kill us
outright if they thought that we were going to fight them. We would cause much damage
before we fell or the Cycle stripped us of our powers, but that wouldn't matter, in the end.
They would kill us, and the Star Circle would be broken and scattered."
"What a tragedy," Kymenos murmured.
The Lady sat up straight and glared at him. "If you think so, why did you come
back to help us?"
Kymenos laughed. "I came back to find a way to stop the Crownkillers. They
annoy me, and I don't think they should be allowed to rule in Serian. That doesn't mean
that I love you, or that I think the Star Circle is the best choice to rule in Serian, either.
Do you understand that?"
The Lady clenched her fists, but nodded. "Yes. Now, you have the story in short.
The longer tale would not interest you, since it is full of what you have called whiningthe unjust confinement of the Star Circle in this tower, the refusal to allow new students
to come to us, the interference with those who have always been neutral. What are you
going to do about it?"
Kymenos thought for a moment, lying on his back and staring at the ceiling of
the room. He could feel the anxious gazes fixed on him, waiting for his response, and that
gave him immeasurable pleasure. As much as he would enjoy seeing them suffer, even
better was making them depend on him, and when he delivered them, they would be
conscious- excruciatingly conscious- of to whom they owed their rescue.
He flipped over and looked at the carpet, then rolled back over and smiled at the
Lady. "I think I have it."
She narrowed her eyes. "You had a plan before you entered the room that could
fit our situation so well?"
Kymenos laughed. "Not at all. I had a plan that I thought might fit, and others
that didn't." He stretched. "I will have to do most of the essential mage-work, since after
all, I am the only one of you who can use my magic without fear that the Cycle will just
snatch it away."
"I still don't understand," said someone else in a sullen voice. "Why did the Cycle
reward you for breaking free of our laws? It does not seem fair."
"Nothing is," said Kymenos happily. "Now, Lady, this is what I think you should
do. Open battle against the Crownkillers will not suffice. You will have to use subterfuge
and deceit."
"Deceit?" exclaimed someone else.
Kymenos laughed. "You use it on yourselves all the time, to convince students
that becoming a Master of the Star Circle is the best thing that could ever happen to them.
Why not use it on your enemies?"
The Lady spoke quickly, probably because she sensed the potential for a brawl
rising. "What is your plan?"
"What will distract the Crownkillers more than anything else?" Kymenos asked,
expecting to hear the answer at once.
He got puzzled looks, blank ones, and gazes full of hatred. He sighed. Thank the

cold that I am not depending on them for plans.
"Mention of a royal Heir, of course," he said. The Lady's eyes flashed, but she
had promised to say nothing, and she did not. "I can contrive convincing signs that one is
around, I assure you, and the Crownkillers will be so busy chasing after him that they
won't notice as you slowly regain your power."
"How do you propose that we do that?" the Lady asked.
"Work to make secret entrances in and out of the tower, of course," said
Kymenos. Why are the most powerful mages always the most stupid? Or perhaps it's
something in the Star Circle training itself that makes them act this way. That would
make most sense. "Work to get your agents outside the city, not wearing robes, so that
they can search for children who have the gifts you fear are destroying them right now.
Build secret rooms in the tower and keeping the children out of sight."
"But that means-"
"Yes?" Kymenos asked, since the Lady had just stopped.
"That means that we would be adapting to the Crownkillers," she said. "Living
with them. Acting as if their dominion in the city were a settled fact."
Kymenos snorted. "So long as just the rumor of a royal Heir can send them
running, they aren't settled. Live under their noses, yes, for as long as it takes to drive
them away."
"Can you do that?"
Kymenos restrained laughter with a mighty effort. The sight of her eyes shining
up at him with hope was just too funny. "I think I might be able to. Of course, I don't
know if it will work."
"You would risk our safety on something that may not work?" someone across
the table demanded, rising to his feet.
Kymenos grinned at him. "Of course I would, since I am not a Master of Time
and cannot see for sure if my plan will work. Even the safest one can go wrong." He
looked at the Lady. "Unless you want to look into the future and see if my plan actually
would work, of course, in which case-"
"You know that the gift of Time cannot be used like that," said the Lady, looking
uncomfortable.
"No, I don't," Kymenos pointed out cheerfully. "I never finished that part of my
training."
The Lady's eyes flashed for a moment, and then she pulled the serenity back into
them. Kymenos wondered if she knew what a visible struggle she was presenting, but at
the end she shrugged and said, "We will trust to you," which Kymenos had to be content
with.
"Now," said the Lady, "to get you out of here." She looked around the room for a
moment. "Onezha is best at using her Reflection magic to shield other people, and so I
will choose her to escort you back to the Queen's Rack."
"Why me?" Onezha protested at once. "I don't like him, I don't want to get to
know him, and you know that I disagreed with asking him for help at all."
"So you like being a prisoner in the Tower?" Kymenos asked, eager to understand
this novel point of view.
Onezha tossed her hair. "Of course not! But we could have worked something out
with the Crownkillers. There was certainly no need to go around asking people like you

for help." There was an undertone in her voice that struck Kymenos strangely, and which
he wasn't entirely sure that he would have wanted to translate, even if he could. He
shrugged it away.
"Just lead me outside the Tower, holding me safe within the Reflective magic,
and I will ask nothing more of you."
A gleam immediately came into Onezha's eyes. Kymenos sighed. Yes, she is
going to be childish. Oh, well, on her head be it.
"Of course," she said in a sickly sweet voice that made the Lady look at her
suspiciously. The Lady did not actually stop them from leaving together, though, since
she probably knew there was no sense in mucking up her own reputation for making
good decisions.
Kymenos followed Onezha down the hall and towards the door where the guards
waited. Onezha kept glancing back at him as she went, and then very openly and
ostentatiously raised her Reflective magic around herself.
Kymenos snorted and waited until Onezha extended the invisible shield around
him, then made his own preparations and once again followed her out the gate.
Onezha was snickering as they passed the guards, making them glance around.
Kymenos rolled his eyes. The Star Circle had gotten considerably cruder since he was last
among them.
Or perhaps I just see them for the childish hand-wringers they always were, now
that I am no longer looking at them with the eyes of the student or the child.
Sure enough, as he had thought she would, Onezha dropped her Reflective shield
when they neared the guards, and called out, "Someone is leaving! A traitor! You can
catch him if you hurry!"
The guards glanced around. Then the one Kymenos had kicked in the groin
earlier said, "Where?"
Onezha turned, and her eyes narrowed as she saw nothing there. Kymenos
smirked. He had prepared his own Reflection shield behind Onezha's, and so involved
had she been in her petty vengeance that she had never sensed it. Now she was staring
around frantically, trying to discover where he'd gone.
Kymenos rapped her none-too-gently on the back of the knees with a foot, and as
she went to the ground, moved a hand swiftly over her head. Falto's Pattern constricted
around her, taking away just enough of her Azure to hurt. As the guards grabbed their
weapons and looked around for a threat, Kymenos stooped over her close enough to be
heard.
"Tell anyone about me, and I will kill you."
Onezha panted, then gasped as the blood in her veins dried up further. Kymenos
clucked his tongue. "Must I kill you? I don't want to set relations with the Star Circle
back further, but I prefer to work on my own rather than die."
Onezha gasped out a strangled promise. Kymenos rolled his eyes and let her go,
then stepped away and walked towards the Queen's Rack, leaving her to explain her
sudden attack to the guards however she wanted.
His mind was already busy with far more important things than one child's
vengeance.
******
"Dalesst! But what is this?"

Kymenos rose to his feet gravely frowning at Lonaya. "My lady," he said, "there
are reports that a Royal Heir has been in the palace. I was walking there last night, and
noticed strange signs-"
He needed to say no more. Lonaya's face flared once with disbelief, and then
settled into the hungry stare that he had learned to expect of Crownkillers. "Take me
there," she said shortly.
Kymenos led her away, privately reflecting that it was a little hard that all
Crownkillers should be like this. There were some very pretty women among them.

Chapter 23
New Allegiances
"If you can hold back the sea once it rises,
If you can tell the fire which way it should burn,
Then you have left my teaching bereft of surprises,
And I can no longer tell you what you should learn."
-First speech of Staya, a character in an Orlathian play.
"Nightstone!"
Nightstone looked up from her contemplation of the ocean, which was not
making any progress above the cliffs as yet, when the voice sounded above her, and then
stared. Someone she almost knew was hovering there- she was sure that she knew the
voice- and yet the figure was all wrong. This was a Light elf, hanging in the air on the
wings of radiance, and he could not be who his voice sounded like. She reached grimly
for Scarlet.
"No need for that."
The figure landed in the courtyard beside her then, and Nightstone gaped as the
golden color bled from his skin, as his long and rich gold hair turned pale, as his laughing
eyes flashed from blue to some color deeper than stars.
"Pannerel," she said at last.
"Yes," the Faerie elf, or the one whom she had thought was a Faerie elf, agreed.
"I came to ask you not to raise the waters yet."
"I'm not the one doing it," Nightstone objected, and then felt compelled to add,
"this time. Elle is asking Erlande to do it."
"Well, I don't know her," said Pannerel, as if this made perfect sense. "You do.
Ask her."
"The Light elves will be here soon-"
"Yes," said Pannerel. "And I think that I can redeem them. Not let them do as
they like, but convince them to leave you alone. I have something much more important
than the conquest of a castle to show them."
"Are you absolutely certain that you can convince them?"
"No."
"Then no."
Pannerel stared at her for a moment, then put on a pouting face that would have
done credit to Princess Alliana. "But I'm sure that this battle doesn't have to happen, if I
can just have a little time to talk to them."
Nightstone waved a hand irritably. "What are you doing?"
"I'm not what I was," said Pannerel happily. "I have rediscovered the true nature
of elves, and come back to the world in the true guise of one."
I'm sure you have. "Still interfering in the ways of mortals, though?"
The glance he gave her then was odd, and Nightstone almost felt ashamed of
having asked the question. But she folded her arms and gazed at him intently, not about to
be put off.
"I came for the sake of the elves," said Pannerel. "And I want to make sure that
I'll have the time to speak with them that something like this deserves, instead of just
rushing off and doing it the way a mortal would. Now, are you going to ask Elle to hold

back the waters?"
"I don't trust you," said Nightstone flatly. "Especially not now, when you've
admitted that you're doing this for the sake of the Light elves who are attacking us, youwhatever you are. Go away."
Pannerel sighed, rose into the air, and flew away again, changing back into a
Light elf as he went. Nightstone shook her head. They couldn't even have a normal battle
in the Orlathian castle without some elf popping in to tell them how he felt about it, she
supposed. But that had been the case all the years she ruled here, so why should it be any
different now?
A gurgling sound came from below her, and she looked down to see the waters
rising. Nightstone closed her eyes in relief. Hopefully they need not flood the Plains, but
at least they would have the threat of the sea to drive the elves back.
"What is that?"
Nightstone opened her eyes again. Elle stood beside her, and was frowning
apparently at the wall.
"What is what, my lady?" she asked.
"The thing on the Plains," said Elle. "I know that it is an elf, or so I thought, but it
doesn't feel like an elf. And it's speaking to the others." Her human shoulders straightened
for a moment. "However they fight, I don't think they can resist my force and Erlande's
combined."
Nightstone nodded. "His name was Pannerel once, my lady, and he was a Faerie
elf. Now he seems to be something different. He claims he's found some kind of truth,
and he's trying to tell the others about it." She snorted. "I don't trust him. He was always
jumping in and out during the time I ruled here."
"That is something we shall have to discuss, you know," said Elle, with a
measuring glance at her.
"My lady?"
"What will happen after the battle. Whether you really will rule here, or whether
you will do something else."
Nightstone felt a shiver of dislike. Elle sounded remarkably like the priestesses
who had tied her down to the rack and made loud pronouncements. But she kept her
voice polite and unassuming as she said, "I was looking for the Princess Tewilde, who
had been turned into a cheetah at the hands of the Faerie elf Annalithiel. I was thinking
she would be the next Heir."
"A cowardess?"
Nightstone shrugged. "Then I shall look for Heirs elsewhere."
"What about the Princess Cadona?"
"Still alive, but Ilarsa is dead-set against her becoming Heir." Nightstone looked
around to make sure that Ilarsa wasn't anywhere nearby, then lowered her voice. "She
would be my choice, but Ilarsa has reminded me that Light and Destiny could try to
reclaim her."
"No, they couldn't," said Elle absently. "Destiny has given up hope of the Heirs.
And Light has its own problems."
"It does?"
"Oh, yes." Elle smiled grimly. "I have abandoned it, and I am no longer
synonymous with Light. And now there is Rennon to be dealt with, who has not asserted

his claims for a long time, and Life, and the goddesses I released who returned to the
world."
"Oh," said Nightstone.
Elle glanced at her. "Which is not to say that the fate of the Orlathian royal line
isn't important. And it's not to say that I want you on the throne."
Nightstone bristled a bit. "I am touched that you have so little confidence in me,
my lady," she said.
Elle blinked at her, then laughed. "Faith has nothing to do with it. Who would be
a good Queen has to do with it. But you might have to serve as a temporary ruler for a
little while, while we search for Heirs. I know that some members of the royal family ran
away, and I never did learn what became of them." She frowned for the first time. "The
bad thing about keeping all my attention on the royals who remained in the Light is that I
lost track of the ones who fell to the Dark. I think- What is he doing?"
Thinking he referred to Erlande, Nightstone turned and looked down into the
water once more, but found that it was only rising steadily. Then she turned and glanced
out into the Plains, and saw a wall of light rising around the castle. It matched the fey
wards in brilliance, and then grew past them. Nightstone put a hand over her eyes,
squinting, and able to make out nothing save an elven form floating in the center of the
light.
"Well, really," said Elle. "One would think that he would have the courtesy to tell
me before he did something like that."
"What is he doing?" Nightstone asked. "I assume this is Pannerel that we're
talking about."
"Oh, yes."
"And is he doing something elven?"
"He is doing something that should not be possible save for a god," said Elle. "He
is binding himself to the Light elves' souls, and turning them back that way. And talking
to them. I should know what it's about, but I don't." She went on frowning into the light,
and Nightstone wondered if she actually saw what she was describing.
Nightstone heard Pannerel's voice then, though she couldn't be sure he was
actually speaking Orlathian. In fact, it was far more likely that he was speaking
Onnalathiel, the tongue of the Faerie elves, or the language of the Light elves, but she
still heard the words as clearly as if they were her own.
More clearly than she wanted to, actually.
"There is no need to stay in the mortal world! There is no need to keep the elven
forms that you wear now! You could as easily walk among the stars and find out all the
secrets that the gods know."
"Yes, but we're happy here," came back another voice, in the incredibly sweet
tones of a Light elf. Nightstone grimaced. There was a time when her family had wanted
her to marry a Light elf. Even though she wasn't enamored of the Dark then, she still
hadn't liked the idea. They were far too innocent and concerned about everyone else. It
simply wasn't natural.
"You can be happy other places," Pannerel was arguing. "Come with me. The
ocean is rising to drown you. But if you listen to this song-"
And music began to play.
Nightstone had not believed that she could really desire something new. She was

at the point in her life where change annoyed her, and she would have been happy to
remain in the Dark's service, or failing that Shadow's, for the rest of her days. She didn't
want to go walking among the worlds, or learn terrible secrets, or start creating things.
She was happy the way she was.
The moment when she heard the song was the closest she came to changing her
mind. She could almost sense the depths opening up beneath her, depths that she would
not fall into because she would know how to walk over them. But they were full of
interesting secrets, secrets that she would spend the rest of her immortality gazing on and
marveling at. She could see the stars burning above her, and the paths of the worlds, and
the immense shifting and shrugging of the beast that held those worlds. She could stand
and gaze into the beast's eyes, if she wanted.
"Illizana."
Nightstone didn't speak any elven tongue, and yet that word filled her with
desire, sweet and heavy and unlike the lust of the body that she sometimes felt. She
licked her lips and struggled against it. Somewhere, she knew, was a mortal body, and she
wanted to return to it. She was satisfied with the life she had, imperfect and all. She didn't
want to begin to desire something new.
A hand gripped her arm, and helped to draw her back. Nightstone opened her
eyes and nodded gratefully to Elle, only to find that the goddess wasn't looking at her.
She stood with her head tilted back and her gaze fixed on the sky.
"It is good that you returned," said Elle, still without looking at her. "That music
sings from no place that mortals should follow."
And what about gods? Nightstone wondered, seeing the transfixed expression on
the goddess's face.
But service in the names of immortals had taught her patience if nothing else, and
to wait to have something she didn't understand explained to her. She waited until Elle
shook her head, and blinked, and looked back at Nightstone with those eyes too deep and
lovely to be human.
"He convinced them," she said quietly. "The Light elves are tearing free."
For a moment, Nightstone thought she could see them, brighter blazes in the
blaze of light. She imagined what it must be like to rip free of the self, changing entirely
into something new, and then shook her head. "Does that mean that your bargain with
Erlande was for nothing?" she asked.
"Not at all," said Elle. "There are other and lesser fey to defeat. And what he
asked was small." Her voice was puzzled.
"What was it?"
"That none of the Orlathian royal line intermarry with the Doralissan royal line
for the next two centuries," said Elle. "He still has never given up his grudge against
Queen Rizzeros and her kin. But it is strange, since as far as I know the Doralissan royal
line is dead. I was not so busy that I did not feel Prince Warcourage die." There was a
strange, savage satisfaction in her voice as she spoke.
"You disliked him?" Nightstone asked.
"He kept bothering me with prayers at the most inopportune moments," said Elle
irritably. "Yes, I disliked him, or at least wished he would find a new goddess to pray to."
She looked up. "It looks as though I shall need you, too, Your Highness, as well as
Erlande."

"Why?" Nightstone asked.
"Sirran coming over the walls."
They were around Nightstone in the next instant, zipping and flinging illusions
into her mind. Nightstone sighed and shook the first snares free, then called on Scarlet
and threw it. A few of the sirran screamed as she roasted them, but most of them were too
swift for her, and were already circling to begin the next attack.
"Pannerel has done us a great service, " Elle was saying somewhere. "But it was
not enough. We shall have to depend on Erlande after all, and hope that he does not
drown all of Orlath as he goes."
Nightstone didn't have any more time to pay attention to her, goddess or not. The
sirran were annoying, and she changed into a pegasus and jumped into the air, determined
to make them pay.
At least the elven-light was dying down, which made things somewhat easier.
Nightstone smiled grimly, and went to battle once more.

Chapter 24
Serious Plans and Not-So-Serious
"If you don't mean to have a serious plan, then I don't see why I should have to
have a serious one."
-Supposed last argument of the King and Queen of Amorier before the Dark
conquered the Kingdom.
"Do you really think this will work?"
Helian gave him a sharp look. Olumer glanced down. He knew she didn't like
him questioning her judgment. Still, it was hard to refrain, given that she was proposing
something that he knew she hadn't had any great liking for just a short time ago.
"Yes, I think it will work," said Helian shortly, and then turned and let out the
high, keening battle-call across the new pack's territory.
Olumer was left to shiver in the aftermath of it, and wonder if the answer would
be a true answer or an attack. He learned soon enough, as someone on a ledge above
them snarled, and then leaped to the ground and landed in a roll.
He came to his feet to show himself a tall male silvereyes, even taller than
Frenner, but without any of the same air of relaxed authority. In fact, he looked so much
like a threat that Olumer found himself bristling and moving forward to protect Helian,
even as she glanced impatiently at him.
"I am well," she said, and turned to face the male. "Alosander. It has been a long
time since we have seen each other."
Alosander's face softened for a moment with surprise, and he took a step forward.
"Helian?"
"The same." Helian inclined her head. "I lead the pack that was Temer's now."
Alosander nodded. "I always knew you would. He could not control you, and
who cannot control must yield to she who can." His glance went back to Olumer, and
took on the hard, unfriendly edge once more. "And who is this?"
"This is Olumer, my mate," said Helian, her hand settling protectively on
Olumer's arm. He shivered a little, but bore up under both the harshness and the
astonishment in Alosander's gaze.
"You are serious," the pack leader said at last.
"Oh, yes."
Alosander shook his head. "You would choose someone who is so completely
unknown? I thought you had your eye on Linander when you last visited my pack. He
would have been a most natural choice for you."
Once again, Olumer shivered, but he bristled a moment later. If the man was
implying that he wasn't fit to be Helian's mateHelian's hand tightened, the claws biting into his arm. She gave him a warning
glance, and than a friendly look and smile at Alosander that were incomprehensible to
Olumer. "You should have known that I would take a mate who could serve me well,
whether or not he was someone I knew."
"I thought Linander pleased you."
"And Olumer pleases me more." Helian shrugged. "It really doesn't matter. What
does is the warning we carry."
Alosander sighed. "That there is to be warfare between the packs soon? Yes, I

have heard that."
Helian's eyes narrowed. Olumer tensed. "Warfare?" Helian asked cautiously.
"Yes," said Alosander. "You haven't heard it?" His face moved into a sly smile
that Olumer didn't much like. It looked as if he savored the pleasure of imparting even
bad news more than he felt regret it was happening.
"No."
Alosander shrugged. "It's simple, really. There are some packs who are saying
that we should pay more attention to the humans in Rivendon, that we should make
treaties with whoever sits on the throne at the moment and gather to fight back the Dark
or the Light or whatever enemy is invading this year. And others want to be true
silvereyes and remain neutral."
"We came to talk to you about that," said Helian, before Olumer could persuade
her it would be a subject best left to some other time. He sighed. Sometimes Court
instincts were useful. A human would have waited to mention it. "What side do you stand
on?"
Alosander's eyes narrowed. "With the true silvereyes, of course. Each pack
remains in its own territory, and we turn our backs on anyone who associates with
humans to the extent of making up a treaty."
"The filifernai threaten us all," said Helian. "You should know that, before you
make some stupid and hasty decision as to where your pack will stand."
"What do you know about it?" Alosander snapped.
"Plenty. I have fought filifernai, heard them call to my mate, and nearly died at
their hands." Helian bared her fangs. "It really doesn't matter if they're coming through us
to get at the humans, or if they want to kill us because we're their ancient enemies. What
matters is that they're coming."
"But-"
"And they are probably spreading the rumors about associating with humans in
order to keep the packs from any sort of alliance with each other," Olumer added, unable
to keep silent any longer. "That is something the Dark would think of, or perhaps the
filifernai, in the privacy of their own twisted minds."
Alosander looked at him with absolute scorn, and said, "I think I would know if
they were spreading rumors like that."
Olumer shut his mouth, since he couldn't think of much else to add anyway.
"We need your help, Alosander," said Helian, either ignoring or really not seeing
the byplay between the pack leader and her mate. "I know that we could stop the filifernai
easily enough with a few well-placed rockslides and avalanches in the narrower passes.
The wider ones lead through territory that the packs will fight to defend in any case. I
thought of you for blocking the Nilla Pass, since I know it's not far from your territory. If
you would be so good as to-"
"Why should I do this?" Alosander interrupted her, his eyes flashing. "To show
that I am subordinate to you, and that you command even silvereyes outside your own
pack?"
Helian blinked, then said, "I have never been ambitious to have that whispered."
"It is whispered," said Alosander indignantly. "And quite often, too. I know that
you are ambitious to have control, Helian, but invoking the safety of our people is too
much for me to keep silent about."

"You are ignorant of the true danger," said Olumer, as politely as he could given
the man's manners, and speaking through gritted teeth. "You don't realize what the
filifernai could do to us if they once get through passes such as the Nilla."
Alosander sneered at him. "I think I have a better idea that someone who has
spent most of his last century pampered among the humans."
Olumer lunged, grabbing Helian's arm and dragging her back before she could
tackle Alosander. His mate panted, flickering him a glance laden with the hatred that
Olumer remembered his mother sometimes expressing towards his father, but subsided
when she saw the stern look on Olumer's own face.
Olumer glanced at the pack leader. "I am the one you insulted," he said. "Will
you consent to fight me?"
Alosander's eyes narrowed. "You are not a pack leader. Why would you want to
fight me?" He fell back a step and crouched in the snow as if ready to spring. "You will
never claim control of my pack. None of them would listen to you."
"Of course not," said Olumer. "I know better than to hope for such sense."
Alosander hissed, but Olumer ignored him. The insults were making the pack leader
listen as nothing else could. "But I do not want your pack. I want your cooperation. I
fight you, and if I win, then you will help block the Nilla Pass against the filifernai."
"It is without sense," Alosander protested. "They are not making any coordinated
strike against us. They only want the humans. Let them through, and they would give us
no trouble."
Olumer laughed. "Of course they wouldn't. In populated lands, with enough food
to sustain them, and enough leisure to strike at your backs, they would never trouble you
again."
Alosander stared at him blankly for a moment. Then he said, "You were being
sarcastic with that, weren't you?"
"Yes," said Olumer. "Let me guess. You won your position because of strength,
and not cleverness."
Alosander twitched, but managed to keep from just launching himself forward.
"And if I win?" he asked. "What do I get, if I meet this impudent challenge against all
pack laws?"
"You get to order me and Helian out of your territory," said Olumer, "and we
won't speak of your blocking the pass again."
"Olumer-"
"We won't, Helian. We don't need his pack. There are other silvereyes who
actually want to live, and aren't afraid of looking like humans if it enables them to. You
know that as well as I."
Helian hissed, but said nothing, and Olumer assumed she agreed with him. He
waited a moment more while Alosander studied him, apparently putting the pieces
together in his mind and arranging them in a way that benefited him.
"Agreed," he said, and sprang.
Olumer had been ready for that, and spun neatly to the side. Alosander hit him in
the legs alone, and crashed into the snow. Olumer shook his leg free and kicked the pack
leader in the side. Alosander screamed and twisted, then twisted once more and came
back in, his claws spread wide.
Olumer accepted one punishing blow, but dodged the next, since he thought it

would have been too heavy for him to shake off easily. Stooping, he grabbed Alosander
around the waist and hauled him forward.
The pack leader hissed and bit him on the arm.
Olumer grabbed the back of his head, holding him so close that Alosander
couldn't shake his head and make the wound even worse, then used his own fangs to bite
Alosander on the neck.
Alosander screamed. A huge wound flowered there, and blood poured down onto
the snow. Olumer sprang away from him and caught his eye as best he could, given how
blood-crazed Alosander now looked.
"Do you surrender?" Olumer asked.
Of course he didn't, and he was coming back again. Olumer sighed. He would
have to hope that this trick would work, and that Alosander was still sane enough to
realize when we was on the brink of dying.
Olumer jumped back and lashed out with one foot as Alosander scrambled at him.
He hit the man's ribs, and the pack leader shrieked, rolling in the snow. Olumer took a
deep breath and threw himself forward.
Alosander's snarls became more cheerful as he found how close Olumer was to
him, as Olumer had known they would. After all, his strength was the greater, and he
would be more easily able to crush Olumer and kill him than he would if Olumer insisted
on remaining far away. He tightened his arms and raked his claws down, making the
blood run.
Olumer accepted the pain, already intent on his target. His head fit not far from
Alosander's, given the difference in their heights, and his teeth were right against the
man's throat. He lunged forward and let them rest there, just pricking Alosander's jugular
with his fangs when it seemed that Alosander would rake him again.
Alosander paused, his breathing very loud.
"You understand me," said Olumer, barely muttering the words, since too great a
movement of his fangs would cut the man's throat open. "You know that I could kill you
as easily as breathing." He thought about the way the pack leader was clutching him right
now. "More easily," he added.
Alosander snarled. "Will you do it?"
"Not if you surrender."
Alosander sneered. "Then I win. I will not let my pack look human, or
nonsensical, on the word of someone who would challenge a pack leader to a fight when
he is not even a pack leader himself."
"You won't let your pack look human to save them from the filifernai?"
"No."
Now Olumer found he had a problem. He lay in silence, pondering what he
should do, and felt Alosander shift as though he were going to launch himself into
another attack.
Olumer solved that problem by rearing back, bearing Alosander with him, and
then coming down hard in the stone again. Alosander's head bounced off the ground, and
his eyes crossed, but he didn't pass out. Olumer was forced to batter him twice more
before his head sagged back and he let go of consciousness with a little sigh.
"That was something."
Olumer started and looked up guiltily. Helian only gave him a calm glance, and

shook her head.
"You need not be afraid that I will disapprove," she said. "He can't claim that he
won, since he certainly didn't defeat you."
"But will he want another fight?" Olumer asked wearily. The blood pouring from
his wounds had weakened him, and though the injuries weren't that painful, he didn't look
forward to fighting yet another battle.
Helian came forward and pulled him away from Alosander, delicately licking at
the wounds. Olumer closed his eyes and leaned against her, enjoying the feel of the way
she touched him, and even the way she packed snow into the gashes.
As she did that, though, she whispered to him, "I only let you get away with this
because I'm pregnant."
"You mean that you would sound less nasty if you weren't?" Olumer muttered. "I
already know that."
Helian tapped him on the shoulder, which seemed to be as far as she was willing
to punish him when she was just repairing his wounds, and said, "Watch it. A pack leader
should have gone against a pack leader, and if I weren't pregnant, I would have done it.
But I care more for my children than for my reputation."
Olumer opened his eyes, grinned at her, and said another thing that might not be
the best choice of words in the world. "Then that means that you aren't as completely
human as I feared you were."
Helian stared at him haughtily. "Are you trying to insult me?"
"You misunderstand me," said Olumer. "I'm glad that you have some human traits,
that you are practical enough to think it no evil if the packs ally and fight the dark fey, but
I wouldn't want you to become a human woman." He shuddered. "Most of the human
women I met would not make good mates."
"I thought the human term was wife."
"They would have made good wives," said Olumer. "But not good mates. They
wouldn't have understood when I wanted to protect the children even before they were
born. They wouldn't have wanted to bound through the snow with me and fight down a
pack leader who defied them."
"Why not?" Helian no longer sounded angry, only bewildered, as she chewed a bit
of ragged flesh away from one of the wounds. "Who wouldn't want to bound through the
snow? What greater enjoyment is there?"
Olumer shut his eyes and shrugged, since he didn't think that he would have much
chance of convincing her.
Sometimes, there are pleasures after all in standing halfway between human and
fey, he thought contentedly.

Chapter 25
Thinking of Her Audience
"A Queen should always consider what it would mean to her people, if she got
herself killed. Of course, it might be fine work, for her to ride out with her guards and
make a brave show in front of the enemy, but what if an arrow got through the guards
and struck her down? Would her people be prepared to go on without her?"
-Attributed to Princess Solemnlaughter of Doralissa.
"Watch what you say."
Ternora glared at Pyeros. "I know that I can't be insolent to them. You don't have
to tell me that."
Pyeros glared back at her. "You were not insolent to Blierrina. That is too
innocent a name for what you did. And yet I know full well that you would be insolent to
your people if you thought you had cause."
Ternora tossed her head, but said nothing. In truth, Pyeros had proven
distressingly good at reading her moods these past few days as they made their way
through the jungles. He had known just when Ternora was about to taunt someone who
didn't want to be taunted, and when Ternora had gotten on Kitten and ridden away into
the sky, he hadn't even tried to pursue her.
Of course, Ternora had to admit, that could just be because they don't have
anyone with them who can fly.
She would have been more distressed if this hadn't fit so well into her plans. She
wanted Pyeros to be concerned with the throne, with protecting it ,and fussing about her
most of the time. That way, he could easily step into the role that Ternora had so carefully
prepared for him.
"Your Majesty."
Ternora smiled as the first of the new rebels bowed to her. As Pyeros had
promised they would, they had begun meeting small groups of loyalists, former strike
forces against Shadow, as they passed north through the jungle. This man looked awed,
perhaps with her beauty, perhaps with her elven features, and that was enough to make
Ternora feel gracious.
"What is your name?"
"Siteran, Your Majesty."
Ternora nodded regally. "I shall remember the name, and if you benefit the
throne, you may receive your just reward."
Siteran bowed, looking appropriately overwhelmed. "Thank you, Your Majesty. I
shall keep that in mind."
Pyeros's hand closed on her arm, and he almost marched her away from there.
Ternora sighed and endured it. She was almost expecting the lecture when Pyeros placed
her next to a tree and spun on her.
"You do not know what you have done! Siteran is the most mercenary of the
commanders, and the rest of us would have gotten rid of him long since if he was not
such a good fighter." Pyeros shook his head. "You don't want someone like that close to
the throne."
Ternora bit her lips to hold her hilarity back. She couldn't think about the mostly
accidental irony of his statement without giggling. "No," she murmured, "you would

never want someone like that close to the throne."
Pyeros looked at her suspiciously, but went on. "He never thinks of anything but
himself. And now he won't think of anything but this reward that you seem to have
promised him."
"And you don't think that I should have promised to reward virtue?" Ternora
asked mildly.
Pyeros snorted. "It would not be virtue that you would reward, if Siteran
performed some service for the throne, but pure mercenary greed." He looked at her
pleadingly. "Surely even you can understand the difference."
"I can understand the difference," said Ternora. "I just think that pure mercenary
greed can be a virtue, in some circumstances."
Pyeros closed his eyes. "I am trying to keep from simply lecturing you, my
Queen, but it is hard," he said dully.
"Oh, I'm sure," said Ternora. "But you should remember that Doralissan Queens
have a reputation for wisdom and graciousness. I think you can depend on me to know
what I'm doing."
Pyeros clenched his jaw. Ternora could almost see him struggling with what to
say to her. In the end, he inclined his head. "It is true that that sword commands the
respect of all who see it," he said, "but you should remember that it cannot give you the
qualities of a Doralissan Queen."
Ternora looked at him in pity. "I know that."
"Then why did you speak of yourself as wise and gracious?" Pyeros demanded.
"You should know that you are-" He checked himself, and when he spoke again, his voice
was as clenched as his jaw. "Forgive me, Your Majesty. That was unwarranted of me.
Quite wrong."
Ternora patted his shoulder. "You can depend on my confidence in my own
judgment. I wouldn't do something like this if I didn't have a specific and concrete plan
behind it. I will do what I must do, and you need not worry about it."
"I must worry about the consequences."
Ternora smiled. "No, you needn't. I plan to keep you close, to have you take the
position of captain of the royal guards. And if you won't accept that, you will at least be
nearby to observe what happens when everything plays out."
"Everything?"
"Everything I have planned."
Pyeros sighed for a moment, then said, "I hope you will remember all the
Doralissans who depend on the Queen's sense of justice and fair play."
"I remember them each and every day," said Ternora. "I always depend on you to
remind me of such things as that."
Given that, Pyeros couldn't do much more than shrug and yield to her, and
Ternora turned away smiling triumphantly. She would convince the new rebels as easily
as she had convinced Pyeros- more easily, since most of them wouldn't have anything
like Pyeros's degree of insight and intelligence- and then she would move another step
forward in her grand deception.
This is actually working!
******
"Your Majesty," said Menarath with a bow, "I have found someone who knows

the tales of the donasae, and may be happy to tell you those tales."
"May?" Ternora asked, even as she looked up at the woman who stood stiffly at
Menarath's side. Her face was uncomfortable, and she flinched away when Ternora's eyes
fell upon her.
"Yes," said the woman. Though she looked timid, her voice at least had no want
of spirit, and Ternora rather thought she would like her. "I know that you want to hear the
stories, but the stories are part of the sacred heritage of the half-elven folk of Doralissa.
Why do you want to know them?"
Ternora held back her laughter and traced a finger around the one remaining earpoint she still had. "Why do you think?"
"You're half-elven in body," said the woman. "That doesn't mean that you're halfelven in spirit, or really care about the donasae."
Ternora smiled. "Come forward into the firelight, so I can see you."
The woman moved forward. She was probably only quarter-elven, since the
bright blue of her eyes was a little dull, and her face actually showed some signs of age.
But Ternora nodded, accepting the look of permanent wonder in the woman's eyes. She
had the gaze of a storyteller. She would do.
"I am looking for a good monarch of Doralissa," she said.
The woman stared at her. Menarath stared at her. Ternora winked at him and kept
her eyes patiently on the woman's face, wondering what she would say next.
"I thought you were to be the next monarch of Doralissa," the woman said at last.
"And all opinions, as to whether you were good or not, had to be hushed up. You were
going to sit the throne."
Ternora chuckled. "I consider myself a steward, until I can find someone who
would be better."
"Prince Warcourage would have been," said Menarath at once.
"No, he wasn't," said Ternora with utter conviction. "You should have heard
Pyeros and Blierrina speak of him, if you won't listen to me. An utter terror, and a
disgrace to the bloodline that bore him and the Destiny that chose him to be its servant."
Menarath bristled, and looked about to speak, but the woman spoke instead. "You
have good sense. And you don't want someone who is just royal, do you? That's not
enough. You want someone who is royal, and good, and wise, and the cut of everything
that a Doralissan monarch may be supposed to be."
Ternora nodded. "Very good. I consider finding someone in the royal line like
that a first priority, since, after all, this is Doralissa, and monarchs like that on the
Doralissan throne are more usual than they are in other Kingdoms. But if I can't find
someone of the royal line like that, then I will just search until I find a good King or
Queen, and put them on the throne."
"Why take the throne at all?" the woman asked. "Why not just search for
someone, and stand guardian to him, in the way that Destiny would have liked you to do
for the Prince?"
"Because that would be boring," said Ternora. "And I do have a very good reason
for taking the throne."
Menarath made a disbelieving noise in the back of his throat. He was still staring
at her. Ternora winked at him again. She could use him, but she was confident enough
now of the place of the others- Pyeros wouldn't betray her because of his essential

goodness, and Dolyada because of her greed- that she would turn against him in an
instant if he turned against her.
"I will tell you what I know," said the woman, sitting down on the other side of
the fire. "My name is Halientha. My mother was a half-elf, and she passed down what she
knew of the tales of her people. She was not too proud to mingle her blood with humans,"
she added, with a toss of her hair. "She told me that."
"Neither am I," said Ternora. "But I'm not interested in half-elven politics right
now, just half-elven stories."
That seemed to be enough to content Halientha. She smiled. "My lady, I have
seen a half-elven Queen wandering through the donasae myself, and there have been
reports of another."
Ternora's heart gave a great, satisfied bound. She had thought there would be two,
but she hadn't dared hope for confirmation from the first storyteller she came across. She
tried to keep her face mild and encouraging. "And? How did you see the first one, and
how long ago? Do you know who she was?"
"Queen Southgazer, I believe, my lady," said Halientha.
"Queen Southgazer died!" Menarath argued. "I know. I was- that is, I heard of her
suicide, and it was something that would have caused great wonder if she had ever been
believed alive again."
Halientha shook her head serenely. "My mother described her to me exactly. And
this was Queen Southgazer. She wore peasant's clothes then, that is true, and not the fine
gowns that my mother said she had been attired in. But she had the long pale gold hair.
My mother said that was the most beautiful feature of the Queen, and the one that she had
attended to every morning, brushed by seven maids with pearl-handled combs. That hair
that was not the color of a Faerie elf's, bleached of all life, nor yet the rich gold of your
own." She nodded to Ternora. "I should know what she told me. I hung on her stories
often enough."
"You saw it long enough to be certain it was her?" Ternora asked intently.
Halientha nodded. "Yes. She wandered among the elfwells, now and then gazing
into one and asking them a question. I would have approached her and asked her if I
could help, but she seemed intent on her task. I watched her for a long time, until she was
getting ready to go into the jungles again." Halientha paused, probably for effect, and it
worked; Ternora found herself leaning forward. Halientha smiled. "She tossed back her
head and said, 'Alas for my sons! Two of them will come to evil, and the third will not
find such happiness as he wished.'"
"That proves it, then," interrupted the hovering Menarath, who was starting to
look more and more upset. "She couldn't have been Queen Southgazer, whoever she was.
The Queen bore only two sons, and neither of them came to evil."
"Both of them are dead," said Halientha quietly, "and they should have been no
older than I am. How is that not evil?"
Menarath sighed. "They were killed in the Dark attacks on the royal families of
Ilantra-Arvenna and Doralissa, but that does not mean evil. It just means that was when
they died."
Halientha shrugged and looked at Ternora. "Does that answer one of your
questions, my lady?"
Ternora nodded, fighting to keep the broad smile from her face. "It does. What

about the other one? Queen Laughterwater?"
"This is only a tale," said Halientha.
"The other was only a tale, too," Menarath muttered rebelliously.
Ternora ignored him, and went on gazing at Halientha. The woman smiled after a
moment, and said, "If you are really eager to hear it, my lady…"
"I am."
Halientha shrugged again. "Then you shall. My mother told me that Queen
Laughterwater came among them in the time of the great drought, when all the crops in
the donasae failed and kept failing. Some said that it was a punishment from Elle for a
sin one of the villages had committed, some said that it was because Erlande had found a
way to poison our water, but whatever it was, it meant the crops failed and we were
starving.
"She came among us, and she sold her crown to feed us, and she cleansed the
water with a touch of her hands. She smiled often and said things we did not understand,
such as how she had paid a price to cleanse the water and she would never have her
stainless hands back again. But she had healed us, and we were grateful. We did not know
that she had fled her throne then. We knew only that she had come down and among us,
and healed us when she did not have to, and for that we loved her and esteem her
memory."
"A child's legend," said Menarath.
Ternora glared at him. "When I want your opinion, I will ask for it." She looked
at Halientha. "Do either of the tales say where the Queens went when they left the
donasae?"
Halientha frowned. "Only rumors, my lady. I saw Queen Southgazer walk into
the jungles. My mother said the same of Queen Laughterwater." She shook her head. "Of
course, many half-elves live in the jungle, seeking solace in the green depths from the
pain of their half-mortality. Who can say where they may have gone?"
Ternora grinned faintly. "Worthy of a storyteller. Thank you, my lady. I have no
more need of you."
Halientha stood, bowed, and moved away. Menarath hovered behind her for a
moment, but Ternora made a dismissive gesture, and he was compelled to follow
Halientha, though he still looked deeply unhappy about it.
"I don't trust him," said Aranthran, poking his head out of the trees.
"You don't trust anyone," said Ternora. "Including me."
"True," Aranthran allowed, and then sighed and lay down with his head in her
lap. "Big day tomorrow?"
"It could be," Ternora murmured, stroking his hair while her mind ran on legends
of half-elven Queens. "It truly could be."

Chapter 26
The Rising of the Tide
"If you want to really anger a god, then do something that is impudent, but not
impudent enough to be punished. Of course, if you want to anger a god at all, then there
is probably something amiss in your soul, and you deserve all the punishment you get."
-From one of the priestesses of Elle's examples of "wrong literature."
Nightstone danced to the side, watching in satisfaction as her flames roasted
several more of the sirran. Then she had to turn and drop sharply as someone else rose up
behind her.
My lady!
Nightstone snorted in exasperation, and snapped her tail so that it caught Ilarsa's
wing. Don't sneak up on me like that. I might have killed you before I knew who you
were.
Ilarsa wheeled around her for a moment, and Nightstone could almost feel her
pondering an apology. But she must have decided that it was too much effort, because the
next moment she said, Something strange is happening with the colors of the fey country
over to the east.
Nightstone turned and looked, and snorted when she saw the shine of the colors
dying down. That's a good thing, isn't it? The country is probably changing back into its
normal self with the influence of the Light elves gone.
I think it means the fey are readying another attack.
Nightstone whickered, the closest she could get to a sigh in the form of a
pegasus, and dived towards the ground. I think it is nothing, but if you are truly
concerned, then I will ask Elle.
She reached out towards the goddess's mind, and found it easier to touch this
time, perhaps because she was less worried about being defeated by the fey altogether.
My lady. Can you feel the way the Orlathian countryside is changing now? Do you know
what it means?
The silence that came back lasted too long, and Nightstone was just starting to
grow uneasy when Elle said, Nightstone. I need your help. Fly into the courtyard at once,
land, and change back to human.
What? Why?
No questions, please.
It wasn't the command in her tone that made Nightstone fly over the castle walls
and change back after all. It was the undertone of quiet desperation, which made it seem
as if she would lose all hope if Nightstone didn't do it immediately.
Nightstone staggered a little as she felt two legs under her again, and then gasped
as Elle reached directly into her body. What are you doing? she managed to ask as she
felt strength and life draining out from her and flowing in the direction of the goddess.
No answer. Nightstone would have demanded again, but the pull was becoming
painful. It seemed to be drawing on muscles she had never known she had. Nightstone
closed her eyes and settled down to bearing the intensity, since she didn't think that she
could fight it.
The pull grew and throbbed, rose and fell, and Nightstone realized that it
reminded her of the tide. She wondered if that was deliberate, and then gasped as another

heavy presence brushed against her mind, one so great that she went absolutely still. She
didn't want this to crush her thoughts.
Fear not, said another roaring voice. I will not. You have agreed to help us.
Indeed, you are the only one who could.
Nightstone kept silent, since the pull was eating most of her stamina, but
sincerely hoped that someone would explain what this was all about to her when the
magic, whatever it was, was finished.
The surging went on, and then abruptly Nightstone staggered as something
snapped free of her. It wasn't something painful, like losing a limb, but it was a burden
that she always seemed to have carried without knowing it. She stood and looked around,
blinking.
Over to the east and north, the colors of the fey country grew almost intolerably
brilliant. And then they subsided and became green and gold. Nightstone watched them,
and didn't think she was deceiving herself to see the colors of the Corlirin Plains
becoming more common, and then dominating. She let out her breath and closed her
eyes.
"Thank you."
Nightstone blinked. Elle stood in front of her again, looking more human,
because more tired, than Nightstone had seen her yet. The goddess smiled faintly when
Nightstone stared at her, asking all the questions that she could with one single gaze.
"Yes, you deserve some idea of what it was all about, after that," Elle murmured.
"And there is one place where we can all be comfortable and answer your questions most
usefully. Come with me." She turned and strode across the castle towards the back.
Nightstone followed, in a daze. Once or twice she heard Ilarsa's voice in her
head, anxiously questioning her, but it didn't last long. The fey woman must have been
able to see for herself the dying colors of the fey country and the sudden cessation of
attacks by the sirran. At least, Nightstone hoped so. She was too tired to care about the
anxious questions or dismiss them in any other way.
At last they reached the broken courtyard where Nightstone had leaned on the
wall and watched the sea surging and dancing beneath her. A figure was sitting on the
wall, and it rose as they approached. Nightstone blinked, then blinked again. Yes, she was
weary, but the sight of a figure made of water still could not fail to astonish her.
"My ladies," said the figure, bowing. "Both of you were brave indeed, to do what
you did."
"I am afraid that only I was," murmured Elle. "Nightstone didn't really know
what she was doing."
Nightstone glared at her. The figure, dripping all over though the drops never
really seemed to soak the stones, turned to face her. "Is that true?"
Nightstone shrugged. "You would be Erlande, I suppose. Yes, my lord, it's true.
But she did draw on my strength to do- whatever it was that she did. I would have hoped
she could be a little more gracious about it."
Erlande smiled, and then laughed aloud. Nightstone found that she liked to listen
to his laughter. It pulled in and out like the tide, coming back with deeper and more
musical notes each time.
Elle seemed less inclined to listen to his laughter calmly, instead folding her arms
and glaring.

Erlande only continued laughing for a while- probably to irritate Elle on purpose,
Nightstone conceded- and then straightened and grinned at the both of them. "You should
work together in the future," he said. "Who knows how much you could do with one of
you ignorant and the other willing to take desperate chances and throw her partner into
the middle of them?"
Nightstone sighed. "My lord, is there any way that you could tell me what you're
talking about?"
Erlande grinned more widely. "To put it in easy terms, Elle's power was linked to
Orlath. She was keeping it alive. She decided to release it and to draw on my power at the
same time, and your own royal blood. And it worked. The country became solid instead
of turning back into a fey Kingdom."
Nightstone shook her head. "I don't understand why that should have worked."
"The longer explanation will have to do," said Elle, sitting down on another part
of the wall. Nightstone blinked, recalling that that would have been a natural place for
one of her priestesses to sit in the past and think about Darkworkers who refused to
repent. Then she shook her head and banished the evil memories. Elle, staring out to sea,
seemed not to notice. "My power was linked to Orlath, and to the royal line, keeping both
alive. Your family has always found it easy to care for the Kingdom. It was literally in
your blood." She smiled for a moment, and then sighed. "I should have found a better
way to keep Orlath from dissolving into the madness of the fey country. But there never
seemed to be time, and this worked well, until I lost the power, taken from the other
goddesses, to command the earth any more. The fey started coming back. I was fighting
to the last reserves of my strength, so that what earth was in place could stay there."
"I think that's a good reason to fight," said Nightstone, still not understanding.
Elle turned and looked at her, and those eyes had gone large and fathomless
again, beyond understanding. "But I could not hold it any longer. It occurred to me to try
what I might do by letting go of the land and the bloodline, and tying what remained of
the Kingdom to another power."
"Erlande?" Nightstone asked in startlement, turning and looking at the Lord of
the Waters.
"Yes," said Erlande. "And it is strange. I can already feel Orlath pulling at me,
compelling me to some sort of care for it. The fey are an irritating presence in the
background. They are trying to revive their country, but it will not work." He shrugged, a
rippling motion of watery shoulders. "I can feel how to let Orlath go gradually, though. I
am a god of water, and I know my opposite. The Crop can be persuaded to come and fill
in the holes, so that Orlath becomes neither ocean nor fey and shifting land, but solid
earth. It will take some time, but certainly not longer than it took Elle to overcome her
disgust at the idea of letting the Kingdom go." He looked slyly at the goddess, who
continued staring out to sea and ignoring him.
"And that's it?" Nightstone demanded. "The fey are going to give up their attack
and go away, and the refugees who came into the castle can go back to living on the
land?"
Erlande glanced at her curiously. "Were you expecting something different,
perhaps? Was there a prophecy involved? That seems to be the case in most times when
humans expect something different."
"You don't understand," said Nightstone fiercely. "I got used to thinking I was

going to die. It just happened to me. And now to think that I am free, and not going to die
in the next moments as the fey come over the walls…" She sagged to her knees on the
stones and bowed her head into her hands, trembling.
"Elle." Erlande's voice was angry. "There is not telling her because she would
panic, and then there is cruelty. Take good care of her. I would, if I had a worshipper who
was so faithful to me."
"She's not my worshipper," said Elle, her voice sounding distant and sulky to
Nightstone's ears. That could just be the results of the blood pounding in them, though.
"Take care of her anyway. And remember the terms of our bargain. I will expect
you to begin promoting my worship to your former people no later than tomorrow."
"I understand."
Nightstone heard a distant splash, which was probably the Lord of Waters diving
back into the ocean. She didn't glance up, didn't glance down, didn't see anything but the
fingers of her hands and some glimpses of broken stone between them. She could think,
and listen, and comprehend what she heard, but the world was still wheeling around her.
There didn't seem to be an end to the circling.
"Come with me, Nightstone," said Elle gently, her hand soft on Nightstone's
shoulder. "I do intend to take care of you, no matter what Erlande thinks of me, and
though you are not my worshipper." She said the last with an emphasis that Nightstone
didn't understand.
But she didn't really care, so long as she had some time to rest and think about
how quickly things had changed. She rose, leaning on Elle's arm and shoulder, and let the
goddess escort her back to the castle.
They were going down a corridor. They were in a room somewhere. Elle was
saying something about a soft bed and lots of rest. Nightstone nodded in numb agreement
to all of it. Of course, whatever Elle said in that moment was probably right, since her
mind would be more alert than Nightstone's numb one.
There was the bed. Nightstone staggered forward and cast herself down. She
might have actually fallen asleep still peering in horror through her fingers; she wasn't
sure. But she did pass into the realms of darkness more quickly than she was accustomed
to doing, and for that she was entirely grateful.
******
"Let me sit with her."
"You might disturb her."
"You've already disturbed her!" the first voice said loudly, and Nightstone stirred.
"Look, she's waking up." The voice altered to a croon that was more irritating than the
shout. "How are you feeling, my lady?"
Nightstone opened her eyes, and then raised a hand to fend off the lamp that was
shining right in her face.
"Sorry, my lady," said the voice, and then the lamp moved away and Nightstone
could see Ilarsa's concerned face, bending over her. "How are you feeling? Did Elle drain
you completely? Did-"
"I'm all right, now," said Nightstone, sitting up and shaking her head when Ilarsa
curved one arm behind her back to support her. The fey woman looked a little miffed, but
Nightstone ignored that. It couldn't be helped. "I think that I just needed some time to get
used to the shock of not having to fight and survive a hopeless battle after all." She

looked at Elle, who stood behind Ilarsa and who was smiling absently, as though part of
her mind were roaming over the world and comforting her faithful instead. That might be
what was happening, for all Nightstone knew. She supposed Elle had had to ignore most
prayers while concentrating all her power into defending Orlath.
"Yes," said Elle. "It is not hopeless, and things have changed. How thoroughly
they have changed will be apparent later, but for now, just know that I will have to
promote Erlande's worship throughout Orlath." She sighed. "We did agree on that one,
and it still hurts."
"And the royal line?" Nightstone asked.
"Are under that obligation I told you about, not to marry anyone of the
Doralissan royal line," said Elle.
"And what if Nightstone wants to marry someone of the Doralissan royal line?"
Ilarsa asked hotly. "Why should your dictates, and all the little bargains you make to
insure your power, bind the servants of Shadow?"
Nightstone glanced sideways at Ilarsa. Yes, it was pleasant to have someone so
loyal to her, but Ilarsa was starting to get under her skin. "Ilarsa, I can't marry and have
children. I never could. The moment I bed someone, then I lose my virginity, and the
unicorns stop protecting me."
Ilarsa blinked. "Oh."
Nightstone turned back to Elle, hoping that had cowed her a little. "Now. You
will help me look for Tewilde?"
Elle shrugged. "If you wish. I still think that Princess Cadona would be the better
choice-"
"No," said Ilarsa.
Elle looked at her with narrowed eyes. "I am getting a little tired of your
opposition, Ilarsa," she said.
Ilarsa just looked at her stubbornly.
Nightstone sighed. "We will look on both of them, and choose the best," she said,
as diplomatically as she could. It seemed that, hopeless battle or no hopeless battle, she
would still have to come up with most of the ideas.
Perhaps I should take the throne after all, she thought sourly. Then I might at
least get the pleasure with the responsibility.

Chapter 27
Placing the Pack
"If a fey leader wants to have command of her subordinates, then she should be
better than they are- more fey. That is the only way that her rule will ever be free of the
little fits of rebellion that would plague her otherwise."
-Alder's Advice to Young Rulers.
"Why do we have to do this?"
"Because," said Olumer, murmuring almost right in the young woman's ear, "you
like being alive. Oh, and because your leader lost a wager," he added, just to be fair about
it.
The younger silvereyes shivered, and squeaked, and pushed another handful of
snow into the pass. The spirits she had summoned, black cougars in form, snarled eagerly
at Olumer, but went back to shoving snow themselves when he glared at them. It had
been his idea to call on the spirits to help block the Nilla Pass, and Helian had approved it
wholeheartedly. The only problem was in making the spirits do that instead of attacking
someone and trying to drink his blood, which was the task they were more usually
summoned for.
Olumer stepped back and looked around with undeniable satisfaction. The rest of
the pack was hard at work, shoving and pushing and arranging. Yes, it wasn't the best job
they could have done, and there was still resentment on their faces when they looked
towards him and Helian, but they were doing it. So long as they lived, they could resent
their saviors all they liked.
"We can't stay and supervise them forever," said Helian, coming up behind him
much as Olumer had come up behind the young woman. He was used to sniffing all
around him to search for danger, though, and only leaned back against him
companionably. Helian hissed as if disappointed about her failure to catch him off guard,
but continued amiably enough. "We should move on to other packs and other passes that
need to be blocked."
"Right now?"
"No, not right now-"
"Well, then." Olumer gestured to Alosander, who was shoving snow right along
with the rest of them. "Then we can stay here and make sure that he keeps his side of the
bargain."
"He will," said Helian. "I trust his word. He isn't what I'm worried about. I
actually think we'd be better to leave. Alosander doesn't like you. He might challenge and
kill you next time."
"He would fight me to the death?"
"You aren't a pack leader," said Helian quietly. "I am sorry, Olumer, but not
everyone thinks the same way you do. He will do what he promised, because he promised
it, but he doesn't like to lose to someone who should not have been able to defeat him. He
will try to kill you."
"Fairly?"
"Yes, fairly, but you are not fighting him." Helian's voice firmed. "I've decided
that we're leaving in the morning."
Olumer briefly considered challenging that, but she was his pack leader as well

as his mate, and Olumer thought he should save the contesting of her opinion for where it
really mattered. He nodded instead, and Helian sighed out, her warm breath blasting his
neck.
Olumer turned around to stare at her, but thought he understood well enough in a
minute to grin.
"What?" Helian demanded.
"You were afraid I wouldn't agree," said Olumer. "And you didn't want to
command me to follow you."
Helian growled in his ear. Olumer laughed.
"Someday," said Helian as she moved away from him, "all the speculation you do
is going to get you in trouble."
Olumer chuckled, and then smelled someone standing close to him. He might
have leaped and whirled, but considering the scent of this person, it was probably what
the other silvereyes wanted. He turned slowly, and smiled when he met Alosander's
heated gaze. "Yes? What's wrong?"
"I wanted to give you a message," said Alosander.
For a moment, Olumer was wary, wondering if this was some trick of the Dark's
again, but he didn't think the Dark would have allowed Alosander to try and kill him, if it
really wanted to talk. He straightened his spine and did his best to look haughty and
unafraid. "Yes?"
"Don't ever come into my territory again," said Alosander. "Not when your
children are born, not if your mate crosses it, not if you think you need to bid me a good
morning and tell me the sun is shining off the snow. Never again, or I will rip your throat
open and feast upon your flesh."
Olumer smiled slowly, and stepped forward until he and Alosander were face to
face. He could feel the work on filling the Pass slow, the silvereyes of Alosander's pack
glancing up in alertness. Their leader was in danger, and they all felt it. But none of them
were quite sure if they should move forward and interfere or not. They wouldn't have
hesitated if it were two pack leaders, of course. But Olumer wasn't a pack leader.
Olumer thought about it. He knew and acknowledged that he didn't have any
right to challenge Alosander this way, but he still did it, and it felt extremely good. He
shrugged merrily. He probably wouldn't be able to say just why he wanted to break
silvereyes law, other than to annoy bullies and idiots like Alosander. And that wasn't a
good reason.
It was the reason, nonetheless.
"I will cross your territory if I must," said Olumer, "in the company of my pack
or without it. I will not cower in fear of you claws and teeth."
"I will know if you enter my borders," said Alosander, "and approach you. Rip
you apart with my own fangs, if I must."
"If you must."
Alosander hissed. "Do you even understand what I am saying to you, the danger
you are in?"
Olumer laughed. "It would only be danger if you were going to violate custom
and seek me out just to kill me. Given what I know about you and your territory, avoiding
death should be easy enough."
Alosander moved backward and growled, but didn't come forward to challenge

him again, instead just turning his back as if he had better things to do. As far as filling
the Pass, he did, Olumer thought, his mind as merry as his shrug. He looked around, but
the other silvereyes turned swiftly to filling the Pass, as though they were unwilling to
meet his eyes.
"Olumer."
Olumer heard the tone in Helian's voice, and his mood died at once, even before
he smelled the scent that rode the wind. A disgusting scent, and a mass of it, a wall of it.
Filifernai were marching towards the Nilla Pass.
He threw up his head and once again uttered the keening battle-cry, which made
both pack leaders hiss at him, but brought heads up at once, and made the walls of the
pass twitch and vibrate.
Olumer narrowed his eyes in thought, then reached out and drew on the spirits in
the air. They came to him eagerly enough, thinking they would get to chase down and kill
something, but they balked when he tried to force them into bodies. Olumer went right on
forcing them, and at last they yielded to his will and passed into the forms he desired.
When he opened his eyes, he was surrounded by thunderbeasts, large black animals who
shifted and snapped at each other but made not a sound.
Olumer nodded to them.
The lead one, still struggling to charge across the snow and bite something
instead, lifted its head. It opened its mouth, and there came forth a sound that seemed to
vibrate in Olumer's bones.
And the mountains, of course, which was the point.
Olumer watched with a faint smile as the snow they had been laboring to move
from the walls of the Nilla Pass tore itself free and fell in great sheets into the pass,
quickly filling the walls about a quarter of the way up. Then he turned and nodded to the
next thunderbeast, who had relaxed and stopped fighting against his control. It sensed
that it was doing something to destroy someone's chances, and that would content it- for a
little while- in lieu of blood.
The second one cried out, and again the note seemed to vibrate in his bones and
in the rocks, and another hurry of snow settled into the crevasse. Olumer could almost see
the filifernai now, or so he thought, little flashes of wrongness near the mouth of the Pass,
and so he nodded to two thunderbeasts this time. Their cries filled the Pass almost
completely.
"What are you doing?" someone asked him, in the echoes of the thunderbeasts'
voices. Olumer really hadn't heard or smelled this person coming, but he answered
calmly, his eyes still on the mouth where the filifernai would have to pass. Now that the
ravine was almost overflowing with snow, they wouldn't be able to cross it, and he didn't
want to miss the expressions on their faces when they appeared.
"Using thunderbeasts to block Nilla Pass. I should have thought of it in the first
place. It would have saved us all a lot of weary work." He glanced over his shoulder and
saw that it was Alosander, standing there and watching him with a very strange
expression on his face. Olumer chuckled, and a few of the thunderbeasts who had started
to look on Alosander as prey because of his angry expression glanced away in
disappointment. "You can stare at me all you want, but that is the only thing I am doing.
Well, besides scolding myself for not thinking of it earlier."

"You don't want my pack, or my territory," said Alosander, as if trying to reassure
himself of that.
"Why would I want your pack, or your territory?" Olumer shook his head in
confusion. "It couldn't do me any good. I want to see the filifernai baffled and defeated,
since they have caused me unending trouble- here they come!"
The first filiferna came around the corner, marching at the same steady, tireless
pace that the dark fey always used, unless they were forced to alter it. This one was
forced to alter it when it saw all the snow in the pass. It stopped and stared in what would
have been, in a silvereyes, speechless silence.
Olumer chuckled.
The filiferna's eyes rose to him, and though an immense distance separated them,
Olumer imagined he could see them change color, as shock bled into anger. The dark fey
went on staring at him for a long moment. Then it turned and trotted away from the
mouth of the pass, back to the companions who were probably behind it.
"And why did you do that?" Alosander asked, his voice softened by something
that might have been respect but probably wasn't.
"It shows them that we won't simply lie down and die, or run away and die," said
Olumer calmly.
"But there might be hundreds of the filifernai," said Alosander, who still sounded
as if he were speaking almost absently. Olumer wondered if he was really realizing just
now that the dark fey invasion was not the trick of silvereyes pack leaders wanting him to
ally with the humans. "They will have enough power to dig through the snow if we leave
it like this."
"You're right," said Olumer, and nodded to his thunderbeasts.
They tilted back their long, slim heads. Olumer held them in check for a moment
as he glanced at the silvereyes near the brink of the pass. "Your people might be swept in
if the beasts just howl unchecked. Best to get them away from there before I bring down
the snow." He glanced at Alosander. "You're their pack leader," he added, when the man
just stood there and stared at him.
Alosander jumped, shook his head, and turned and hurried towards the brink of
the ravine, calling out as he went. The silvereyes moved quickly and gratefully out of the
way. Olumer smiled at their backs, then looked for Helian. She had already trotted
towards the far side of the pass with her usual caution, and now stood watching him with
bright eyes.
She had absolute faith in him, he knew.
That thought was not new, but for some reason, it gave him the strength to turn
and cry to the thunderbeasts, even as he began to run himself and loosen his control on
them.
The beasts screamed out loud before they realized they were free, and their
bodies began to dissolve. They would want to find some other silvereyes, Olumer knew,
someone who might actually set them free in the deadly bodies they wanted and let them
kill. There wasn't much deadly about a thunderbeast save its voice.
But it would work in this case.
The stone of the mountain shook. Olumer could hear the sound reflecting and
rebounding again and again in the narrow pass, and winced as it did the same thing in his
ears. He tripped, and felt a hand grab his arm.

He looked up to see Alosander hauling him along, just ahead of the hurtling wave
of snow. Olumer blinked for a moment and then jumped to his feet, running after the pack
leader. Alosander's packmates were yelling for him, looking very concerned, and Helian
was yelling for Olumer, though she didn't look so much concerned as furious. Olumer
redoubled his pace, and soon enough swept in beside her. She gave him a hard look, and
then bit at his shoulder.
Olumer thought he yelped, but he couldn't hear it in the wake of the almost
magnificent avalanche sweeping past them and into the Pass. He watched with awe as the
snow went on pouring, a cold waterfall, until at last its level rose just to the brink of the
pass where the silvereyes pack had been standing before. He closed his eyes and pictured
other parts of the fall pushing out into the pass towards the filifernai. They wouldn't be
able to push much through the snow before it stopped being light and fluffy and became
hard-packed. Perhaps some of them had been starting to try, and been swept away by this
fall.
He chuckled.
"I'm glad it's so funny," said Helian. "But don't you ever, ever do that again. You
could have died."
"Not from my claws."
Olumer looked up sharply. Alosander stood just in front of him, eyes sober and
manner shaken.
"You were right," he said. "There were filifernai." He held out his hand without
speaking, and Olumer clasped it.
Then he turned back to Helian and asked, "You were saying?"
Helian snarled, then said, "Sometimes, you would have to be right, of course. The
laws of chance." She turned away with stricken dignity.
Olumer smiled, and followed his mate away towards the next pack territory,
nodding farewell to Alosander as he went.

Chapter 28
Reversing Expectations
"If you would like to surprise someone, then the best way to do it is by reversing
expectations. You can lie to them where you would ordinarily tell truth, or spring a
surprise on them that you would reserve for later, or perhaps act like your unpolished self
without thinking of politeness. There are many, many ways to do this."
-Attributed to the Book of Advice for Young Jokesters.
"You're certain that he was seen around here?"
Kymenos smiled at Lonaya. "Oh, yes, my lady. I saw him myself, walking around the
statue of Queen Bel. In fact-" He paused, staring for a moment at the statue, and then
lifted a hand, almost calling on Light magic before he remembered that the Crownkillers
didn't know he had it. He managed to convert the gesture into tucking his hand over his
eyes and leaning close to the statue. "Something is wrong here," he said. "Something
changed. Can you bring a light?"
Lonaya, catching his mood, called loudly for a lamp. Kymenos leaned closer and closer,
as though trying to see, and blinked appropriately when the lamp flared to life behind
them.
Lonaya looked upon the changed face of the statue for only a moment. Then she nodded.
"That settles it," she said. "There was indeed a royal Heir here. Only someone with either
access to the portraits of the royals or with a magical memory could know what Queen
Bel really looked like when she died."
Kymenos blinked and let an expression of innocent shock cross his face. "She didn't look
just like her statue, then?"
Lonaya laughed softly. "Most spectacularly not. Of course, there is the impulse to flatter,
but the people who made these statues let it run too far away with them. They made her a
young woman where she was old, like this, and had a twisted face." Her hand touched the
changed features of the statue for a moment. "And we have our Heir, at last," she said
softly. "In some ways, it will be very strange to catch him after chasing him for so long."
"How long have you been in the Crownkillers?" Kymenos asked, as Lonaya's people
spread out around him to hunt through the palace.
"Most of my life," said Lonaya, leaning against the statue as though she had done it often
before. "I'm not as fanatical about it as some people, but of course I would like to be rid
of the threat to Dalzna permanently." She looked at him curiously. "Why did you think
that the person you saw here was the royal Heir, if you didn't know about the statue's face
changing?"

Kymenos smiled. "I came here to walk around and look on the walls and think of what is
gone. I met a cloaked figure gazing up at another statue- the one near the front door, not
this one-"
"Queen Aziarias." Lonaya nodded. "Go on."
Kymenos blinked in spite of himself. She hates royals, and yet she knows the history of
my bloodline better than I do. Huh. "I called out to him, and bid him good evening. But
he kept on staring, and then stared talking some flood of nonsense- I didn't catch most of
it- about how it was a shame that all the royals were dead, that they could have lived in
the palace and looked out on the thriving lives of Serian, and how that would have
pleased them."
"That does sound suspicious," Lonaya agreed. "Not enough to condemn him for certain,
but we'd want to talk to him. What made you think he was the royal Heir, though?"
Kymenos paused, then looked around suspiciously.
"You may step in close and whisper it to me, if it would make you feel better," said
Lonaya, and Kymenos, listening for it, didn't miss the very slight edge of contempt in her
voice. He smiled. If she felt that way about him, then it would do far better than any
slight change of opinion. Let her look at him any way she wanted, so long as she wasn't
looking in his direction when rumors of the royal Heirs began to spread.
"Thank you, my lady," said Kymenos, and moved in close. "He started talking about a
power in the palace, one he was going to find. And he mentioned something about Death.
I know that Death was closely associated with the Dalznan royal line, and who else but a
royal would find power instead of history in these ruins?"
Lonaya was silent for a moment. Then she patted his shoulder, and said in a brittle voice,
"You have done well. We will catch him. Catch and kill him and crush the life from him."
Kymenos shuddered a little, and stepped back from her. Then he took a deep breath,
since this would be difficult and delicate, and reached out to the Gust, to appeal to it to
carry his voice.
The wind darted and twisted around him, flattered by the attention but not willing to just
yield. Kymenos sighed. His strength in the air was weaker than with any other element
except the incarnations of fire. He would spend a lot of time persuading the Gust, and
some of it might be time that he could ill afford.
"Come on," he whispered.
"What?" Lonaya glanced at him alertly.

Kymenos started to answer, and then froze, staring over her shoulder. Lonaya spun at
once to look, clawing for her sword. While she was staring, Kymenos reached out and
touched the Gust in appeal again.
This time, the wind, snickering over the trick he had played and eager to be involved in
the next one, let him touch it and use its strength without further comment. Kymenos
called up his voice, deepened it, and then flung it from all the corners of the palace he
could reach at once.
"You will never take me alive!"
Lonaya made a wordless growling noise in front of him, and once more clawed for her
sword. Kymenos restrained his laughter and pressed up beside her, keeping his eyes wide
and his voice frightened.
"Is that him?"
"It must be," said Lonaya, her body trembling as if she would like to spring forward and
find the Heir herself. "But we can't catch him until we see him." She sighed. "I don't
know how he's hiding, but damn his magic."
Kymenos shivered, and pressed closer to her. Lonaya didn't seem at all upset about that,
instead looking down on him with a smile that had contempt in it, but not only that. "And
does the thought of violence upset you, my gentle healer?" she asked, all but crooning.
Kymenos grinned, lowering his face so that she couldn't see it. She would think it was
just more fear. "Yes," he whispered. "Loath as I am to admit it, yes."
Lonaya chuckled. "Then you need not be afraid that you would see violence here," she
said. "I will command my followers to treat him gently, so that he need not be harmed."
She paused what she thought was probably just the right length of time. "Of course, I
can't promise for what would happen if you were to come to the Crownkillers'
headquarters in a few days or so, when we have overcome our rejoicing at having him in
custody and begun to pay him back for the crimes that his ancestors inflicted on ours."
Remember that, Kymenos, he told himself, holding the words clear and cruel in his mind.
Remember that, if you find yourself tempted to fall in love with her. She would slay you as
easily as she would slay this imaginary Heir, if she finds out that you have royal blood.
She would kill you as the Lady Ravenseeker tried to kill Talazh, and for no better reason.
Their hatred of the royal blood is understandable; what they want to do to those who
bear it, Dalznans like themselves, is cruel beyond all reason.
"I won't come there," he whispered.
"Ever?" Lonaya touched his hand, quickly and lightly. "I hope that you will not make
such a hasty vow, without considering the consequences."

"Consequences?"
"You would not be able to see me as easily, for one thing," said Lonaya, grinning at him.
"I spend a great deal of my time in the headquarters of the Crownkillers, and I would
grow distressed if I did not see you there."
Kymenos smiled and glanced up at her. "I will keep that in mind, my lady."
"So formal, Dalesst!" Lonaya touched his cheek. "Do call me Lonaya."
Kymenos had just opened his mouth to give his opinion of that when two Crownkillers
came panting up. Lonaya dropped her hand and stepped away from him, scowling.
Kymenos managed to restrain a grin, but barely. She was panting after him as badly as
Cheyena had, the only difference being that Cheyena had taken care not to show it.
"Well?" she asked the Crownkillers. "Have you taken him?" A quiver of suppressed
excitement coming into her voice showed she wasn't as indifferent to that as she would
have liked to pretend.
"No, my lady," said one of the men, bowing from the waist. "We heard his voice, and we
know that someone changed Queen Bel's face, but we cannot find any other trace of him
in the ruins of the palace."
Lonaya sighed. "Then we must spread the alarm, rather than have the glory of first
capture to ourselves," she muttered.
Kymenos studied her appraisingly. She was practical. She honored the goals of the
Crownkillers without wanting her own way so exclusively that she would keep all the
credit to herself. She was the kind of woman that Kymenos had always felt compelled to
notice, even though not many of them had graced his bed.
She does want to kill you, Kymenos. Remember that.
Kymenos sighed in turn. "I am sorry to have roused you from your bed at night and for
nothing, my lady."
"It was not for nothing," said Lonaya firmly. "I would have looked forward to dinner
with you as we had breakfast." She smiled, and once again there was something almost
human in her face, behind the angry hatred of the Crownkiller. Then it vanished, and she
turned and stared out over the palace. "But we will find him. We must find him. There is
nothing more important."
Kymenos nodded, even as he narrowed his eyes. There is your distraction, Lady. May
you use it well.

Lonaya continued to mutter plans aloud as they walked back towards the Queen's Rack.
Kymenos made little encouraging noises when he could, but mostly he was occupied with
his own thoughts. If it hadn't been his imagination, he had thought he felt a pulse of
power under his feet when he entered the palace.
Old magic, Death said. Just waiting there for someone who is of the royal blood of
Dalzna and can control its power.
But I'm not tempted.
Not at all.
********
Somewhat to Kymenos's surprise, Lonaya lingered when she should have simply
followed the other Crownkillers away, staring at him intently. Kymenos raised his
eyebrows. "Yes?"
Lonaya sighed. "I have little of the courtly graces that I suspect you are used to," she
said. "You have the air of someone who is accustomed to much finer things than the
Queen's Rack. I saw it in you the other day."
Kymenos retrained the urge to howl with laughter and tell her he'd been sleeping wild in
the mountains for the last month, or at least what felt like the last month. There were
some things she didn't need to know. "Well, I have been around many people who think
highly of themselves," he said.
Lonaya smiled. "That's not the same thing, is it?"
"No." Kymenos met her gaze as candidly as he could. "I will tell you the truth, Lonaya. I
am not attached to anyone, not married, and not unused to bedding."
Lonaya waited, and then waited some more. Then she said, "And that is it?"
"Yes."
"That is not bad news," said Lonaya accusingly. "The way that you said it made me think
it would be bad news. Why did you say it that way?"
"Because," said Kymenos, with relief and satisfaction and continuing regret that she was
a Crownkiller growing in him, "many people think that someone who does want to marry
is better than someone who does not."
Lonaya snorted. "I prefer to bed men who understand that my commitment to the
Crownkillers comes first. That doesn't mean I can't be fascinated with a face for an hour,
of course." She glanced at Kymenos. "Or a day. Or several weeks. Your fascination might

even extend for several months, my Lord Dalesst."
"What about me makes me so attractive?" Kymenos asked in interest, both for the praise
and because he intended to find out and use it on other women.
"The air of mystery around you, I think," said Lonaya. "You have this cool, superior way
of watching anyone move about, even me. It intrigues me."
Kymenos chuckled. "I must admit that that comes from thinking myself superior to most
other people around me."
"I am entirely in agreement with you," Lonaya replied.
"That you are superior to most other people around you?"
"No, that you are," said Lonaya, and leaned forward, kissing him.
Kymenos blinked, but he wasn't about to throw away an opportunity that the few gods
whom he hadn't angered might have sent along. He kissed her back, moving his hands up
so that he was clasping her shoulders, and stepped into the Queen's Rack, drawing her
along.
Lonaya hesitated once, when they passed a window and saw Crownkillers making their
way along the streets. "Perhaps I should-"
"Perhaps you shouldn't," said Kymenos, and kissed her in a way that had worked with
Cheyena at last. It seemed to work with Lonaya too, and she moved forward willingly
enough, given that he had a bed in a ratty inn. Kymenos thought about that for a moment,
and about the fact that the woman he was holding in his arms would willingly kill him if
she discovered just what blood ran in his veins.
Then he decided that he was worrying far too much, and managed to distract both
himself and her sufficiently that they forgot all about it being a ratty inn.
******
Hot breath on his face awoke Kymenos. He smiled, opening his eyes. "You're ready
again, Lonaya, my-"
He stopped. Facing him was a black hound of Death, staring at him with those brilliant
silver eyes, and growling softly. The sound was like faraway thunder, and like thunder, it
sounded as if it were getting closer all the time.
Kymenos carefully edged backwards, then banged into the bulk of Lonaya behind him
and realized he couldn't go any further. He also realized, from the way she stirred, that
she was waking up.

Kymenos stared at the hound, and found nothing to say. It snarled at him, and then spoke
in the harsh, rounded tones of Death. "And you have not kept your part of the bargain."
Kymenos tensed himself to be between an angry great power and an angry Crownkiller
who knew he was royal, and went forward to the battle.

Chapter 29
Alarms Various and Diverse
"If you want to upset a healer, then say that you really want death. She'll try to
talk you out of it, all the while fighting the conviction that you're right and she should
allow you to do what you want. For best results, pick a healer without much selfconfidence."
-Queen Asheriana of Panolth.
"Let me help."
Elary blinked as she found the linen and the water taken forcibly from her hands
by Kirien, who looked at her once- a very sharp glare- and then turned away to begin
binding the wound. He was probably also feeding on it, Elary thought, but she had lost
track of what was happening and no longer knew for sure.
She blinked as she heard a howl in the distance. Wolves fighting, she supposed.
She wondered if Rior was among them, or Garden, and if any of the werewolves she had
seen lolling about the castle in the sunshine was hurt.
She wondered what she was still doing on her feet.
"Here."
Someone grabbed her and shoved her into a chair. Elary blinked again, seeing
Kirien in front of her, and not understanding. He had just been tending to a patient, hadn't
he?
"You were-" she muttered.
"You were looking through me," said Kirien. "Honestly. Stupid ilzánai, driving
themselves to the brink of exhaustion and then not being capable of helping when the
ilantien could really use the help." He turned away from her. "Sit down and stay there
until you've rested a bit and recovered from your holy war of helping people. I could use
your hands and eyes, but not until the one pair are steady and the other not clouded by
tears."
Elary leaned her head back against the chair and closed her eyes. Was it her fault
that Shara had returned, stronger than ever, and was striking at them with both disease
and weapons?
Was it her fault if she worried every time someone came through the door, for fear
that it might be Silar with a wound no one could heal?
Someone else came in, and Elary opened her eyes and sat up quickly, just in case
it was Silar. It wasn't, but the person made a beckoning motion to her, and when Elary
managed to blink away the clouds of sleep in her eyes, she realized it was Lorien.
Wearily, she rose and walked towards him, asking him what was wrong with a simple
blink of her eyes.
"You've been in the mountains before, right?" Lorien asked her, low-voiced, as he
led her out of the infirmary.
"Yes, of course," said Elary.
"And you know how to fight alnessi?"
"I have some idea."
Lorien grabbed her hand and pulled her along. "They're causing the biggest
casualties right now," he said, "causing wounds faster than the ilantien can heal them. I
know there is a way to apply disease to weapons, but I can't do it as well as some of my

kindred, and none of the other half-ilzánai have any idea. We need you."
Elary sighed out, then nodded. "I think I am ready. I helped a companion of mine
fight the alnessi before and live. I think I can manage this. How many fighters have
swords and can be trusted not to touch those swords immediately after we put fatal
diseases on them?"
Lorien blinked, then thought for a moment. "Most of them have the habit of
touching their blades in battle, but they have weapons where that's not necessary," he said
slowly. "It's just habit. I think we can trust them. You are thinking of binding sickness to
the steel?"
"That's what I did once before," said Elary. "And it worked wonders. Once I
reminded Silar not to touch her blade," she added. "She almost died before I stopped her.
Smallpox and plague are best." She straightened her shoulders, feeling the sense of being
useless, being laden with burdens she couldn't handle, melt from her. As long as she had
something to answer for, then she could work. "Make sure the ilzánai you trust with this
are dedicated to the cause of seeing the alnessi die. It won't work otherwise, and they
won't give the disease the necessary power to survive outside a body for a few moments."
Lorien nodded, his eyes shining again with confidence and the power that most
healers felt when facing death they could turn back. "Thank you, Elary. Many will owe
their lives to you before this day is over."
"May it not be in vain," said Elary, and smiled at him. Lorien nodded back, and
then turned and led her to the battlements.
*******
"Concentrate, Elary."
Elary guiltily lowered her eyes back to her own work, which was showing the
other healers how to bind smallpox to a stone. The healers would use that to defend
themselves when the alnessi swooped at them, which they were doing with increasing
frequency. The alnessi seemed to take delight in the way the healers fled from them, and
Elary wanted to wipe the smiles off their faces as much as anything else.
She forced herself to draw the pox smoothly forth, and wrap it around the stone,
concentrating on the pebble as if it were a sick patient. There was a cry of admiration
from the healers around her, which Elary had to admit made her feel better.
Better than the sight of Silar dancing in the sky with the alnessi did, anyway. They
were concentrating on her.
Of course, it was for an understandable reason. She was kiness, and alien to them,
and hostile to them. And she was a good fighter. Elary would not be surprised to learn
that many of the alnessi had promised themselves to take her down, once they realized
what she was and how many of them she had killed. And Silar was so far holding her
own, the most powerful argument of all for Elary paying attention to something else right
now, laughing as she killed.
It still worried Elary.
"Now a sword," said one of the warriors eagerly, and shoved his blade forward,
forcing Elary to pay attention to him instead.
Elary reminded herself that she could save more lives besides Silar's, and in that
respect, this was very important. She sighed and held up her hands over the sword, then
narrowed her eyes as she saw the way the warrior was gripping it.
"Not like that," she said importantly. "If you hold the blade when I put the

sickness on it, then the pox, or the plague, which I intend to demonstrate next, will catch
you as well."
The warrior turned ashen and pulled his hand away in a satisfactory manner. Elary
nodded, and bound the plague around the sword, explaining as she went. She had given
much the same lecture on the pox, and so she could let her mouth run on about it while
her mind once more anxiously sought the hovering Silar.
She had just barely finished binding the plague onto the sword and handing it
back with a strict injunction not to hold it except by the hilt when she felt a flash of pain
that traveled all through her. She spun around at once, knowing what had happened,
however ridiculous that was.
She saw Silar falling.
The kiness woman was still trying to fight off the alnessi who floated around her
and stabbed at her with their swords, but her movements were weak and aborted almost
as soon as she made them, and Elary made out why swiftly. Her wing was still sprained,
and the sprain had reasserted itself with a vengeance. She was struggling, but the struggle
only made it worse, and she still had her enemies around her to distract her and try to kill
her.
That was what made it worst of all, Elary thought. Silar was not so much fighting
for her life as she was fighting the alnessi. On the brink of death, she still tried to stab at
them, and laughed as she caught one high through the chest. Of course, she shouted when
he fell and the weight both yanked her sword from her hand and made her spiral down
faster and faster.
Elary cried out instinctively. "Rior!"
There came a dark flare of shadow across the battlefield, but Elary knew, with the
same instinct that had told her that Silar was hurt, that it would be too late. She clenched
her fists and forced herself to watch. She was not a coward when it came to death in the
sickroom. She would not be a coward now, though the price was watching the death of
someone she loved.
Or, as it turned out, watching a bright golden swirl fill the air as Destiny came
racing to the rescue and curled around Silar, bringing her gently down towards the earth
until Elary lost sight of her from the battlements. She let out a deep, shaky breath and
closed her eyes.
"Elary? Are you well?"
Elary opened her eyes and met Lorien's concerned gaze, managing to smile a
little. "Better than well," she said. "Silar is alive. That is almost all I need to make me
happy."
Lorien managed a smile of his own. "Good. Then you can continue teaching us
how to bind diseases to weapons? Or do you want to go to her at once?"
Elary hesitated. She wanted to go to her, of course, and part of her was irritated
with Lorien for not framing the question better so that she could lie more easily. But she
had a duty, and so did Silar. She worked behind the lines and not in quite as much danger,
but she had things to do, and Silar would not approve of her skipping those duties.
"I will stay," she said. "Silar lived. Others might not. And if I can increase their
chance of life- well, that is all a healer should ask for."
Lorien nodded, his eyes bright with approbation. Elary took more comfort in the
thought of what Silar would say when she went to see her, however.

******
"Why didn't you come and see me earlier?"
Elary stared at her. It took her a moment before she finally found her tongue, and
during that time, Silar shuffled with her sheets, opened and closed her wings irritably,
grimaced as she remembered that she couldn't really move one wing at all- it was bound
close to her side- and then glared at Elary again.
Elary managed to speak at last. "I thought- I thought you would be happy. I was
attending to my duty on the battlements, just as you were attending to your duty in
battle." Unexpected anger coiled in her belly and gave an edge to her tongue. "Why didn't
you think about how I would feel when I saw you out there in the middle of the alnessi,
in more danger than all the rest of them and still determined not to retreat?"
"That is different," said Silar. "I didn't know they would come after me. You
knew I fell. I felt you know," she added, as if that was supposed to imply something of
mighty significance.
Elary refused to admit that it probably did. "But I knew you were safe, since I
saw Destiny bring you down as well." She caught Silar's eyes and tried to communicate
what she had experienced in that moment. "I would have gone mad if you died, or I felt
as if I would. And I was screaming to Rior to save you, even though I knew as he raced
that he would be too late."
Silar turned away from Elary's gaze as if she needed some time to deal with what
lay there, and once again tried to open and close her wings, swearing softly when the
sprained one moved.
That kindled Elary's temper again. "And why didn't you retreat, once you realized
how focused the alnessi were on you?" she challenged. "You could have avoided injury,
or even used your cleverness and skill to lead them into an ambush. But you chose to
hover in the middle of them instead."
"I was fighting them!"
"Stupidly."
"But I have my duty, and you have yours," said Silar mockingly. "You didn't turn
back when you knew you would die while you were healing me. Why is this any
different?"
"Because that was saving your life," said Elary. "I wouldn't expect you to hesitate
if an alness came at me with a sword in his hand, either. But these alnessi weren't
personally threatening me, just you, and you could have retreated. No one would have
blamed you. Why did you hang there?"
"Because!"
"Because why?"
"Because they could have threatened you!" Silar yelled, turning around to face
Elary and twitching her wings so hard in agitation that she ripped one of the bindings
holding the sprained one.
"You're making no sense," said Elary. "And watch it with the wing, or you're
going to permanently cripple yourself."
"I'm trying to answer your question," said Silar through clenched teeth. "All I
could see when I looked at the alnessi was them gazing on you, laughing, and running
you through."
"Laughing?"

"They disdain all life that isn't themselves, you know that." Silar closed her eyes.
"I convinced myself that each one I killed was one who couldn't harm you. True, of
course, but I carried it too far. And then I was falling, and Destiny saved me, and said
something about my not making it regret it, which I suppose means that I will have to
take the throne after all."
"Did you know you carried it too far?"
"Yes," Silar whispered. "But I thought. And I kept thinking. What if the next one,
the one I didn't kill because I retreated, was the one who killed Elary? What if I heard she
had been killed by an alness, and it was the next one who would have died by my blade? I
couldn't get rid of it. And then I was falling, and then Destiny saved me, and then I kept
expecting you to walk through the infirmary door and yell at me in the next moment. And
you didn't. And I started to imagine that you had died, after all, that I could kill all the
alnessi in the world and it wouldn't bring you back."
Elary closed her eyes. She couldn't think of anything to say, and her throat was
full of unshed tears.
"You're still going to cripple the wing if you work it like that," she said when she
could speak, forcing her voice into the calm tones of a healer. "And if you don't stop
moving, then I will get Kirien to come over and feed on you again."
"You would not."
"I would."
She finally opened her eyes to see Silar gazing at her defiantly, the awkwardness
of the moment passed. "You couldn't," said Silar.
"You saw the way I tricked you last time," Elary said casually. "I assure you that I
am perfectly capable of doing it."
They had an argument that escalated to yelling and Lorien coming himself to
calm them down, which satisfied both of them. Then Elary did something she had never
done before and climbed into the sickbed with Silar, curling up in the embrace of the one
wing she could move.
"I don't know why I love a warrior, but I'm glad I do," she muttered.
"I know," said Silar. "And I know why I love a healer. It's so convenient."
Elary only had the strength to punch her in the arm before she drifted off to sleep.

Chapter 30
Greed Gets Out of Hand
"Of course there is a place for greed in the world. But when greed gets out of
hand, it can be as destructive and distressing as hatred or love."
-The Dark-Eyed Warder of the North.
"Ternora."
Ternora blinked her eyes open at once, but didn't move. She thought that could
have been the result of the blade at her throat, but she liked to think it was good sense as
much as anything else. The voice sounded half-crazed. Ternora wouldn't like to anger the
speaker further.
"My lady Dolyada," she said, as calmly as she could. "Was there something you
wanted to talk to me about?"
"Come with me."
Dolyada pulled her forward. Ternora glanced back for a moment, thinking
Aranthran would surely protest this harsh treatment of her, but saw no sign of him. She
sighed. He had probably gone hunting in the jungle, or whatever it was that he did when
he wasn't with her, just at the most inconvenient time.
"Come."
A sharp yank, and Ternora found herself stumbling, to go down face-first into the
leaf mold of the jungle floor. She stood at once, and braced herself to resist the pull
Dolyada was exerting on her arm. The woman turned to her, eyes wide and impatient in
the dying light of the fire.
"I told you to come with me-"
Her voice paused when Ternora glared at her. Ternora smiled when she saw she
had Dolyada's full attention, and said sweetly, "I suppose you'll be willing to tell me now
what was so important that you had to wake me at night? And drop the title that I merit,
and which you have always given me before?"
Dolyada stood still for a moment, eyes narrowed as if looking into strong light.
Then she abruptly dropped into a kneel. "Forgive me, Your Majesty," she said. "You're
right, of course. I had no reason to drag you about like that, when you have been so good
to me and done so much."
Ternora regarded her in silence. She didn't believe that such a sudden reversal
could be sincere, though of course Dolyada might be remembering that Ternora had the
power to end her career at any moment. Dolyada had been reminded of something, but it
was almost assuredly something else.
"I have heard a rumor," said Dolyada. "And no doubt it was just a rumor, and no
doubt you will be able to explain it to my satisfaction, Your Majesty."
"No doubt," said Ternora warily.
"I had heard that you were planning to make Pyeros the captain of the royal
guards." Dolyada gave a highly affected laugh. "I know that that can't be true, since you
promised the position to me. But you can see why I would feel that it was- not
threatening, but hurtful."
"Doubtless," said Ternora smoothly, while her mind sped. How could Dolyada
have learned of this? Ternora was sure that she had only mentioned it in private
conversation with Pyeros, and that no one had been standing beside them when she

spoke. Surely either her half-elven senses, or Pyeros's jungle-trained ones, would have
found such a person out.
"And so?" Dolyada demanded, forgetting herself again, enough to rise to her feet.
"Is it true? Do you really plan on rewarding Pyeros for nothing more or less than
insubordination to yourself?"
Ternora raked her with a supremely cool glance. "At the moment, I would be
rewarding nothing more or less than what shows up in my first choice for commander."
Dolyada's face flushed deeply again, and she bowed, murmuring, "Forgive me,
Your Majesty. It is only that- I am concerned, you see. You must see."
"Of course," said Ternora. "But you should not dash to conclusions and then
demand that I join you."
"Perhaps not," Dolyada acknowledged, bowing her head. "Then you can tell me
the truth, and I will heed no more the whisperings of the jealous and the malicious. Are
you planning on offering the captaincy of the royal guard to Pyeros?"
Ternora bent to her, and clasped her hands, and drew the woman to her feet.
"There is one thing you should know," she said.
"Yes?"
"I may have to make offers," said Ternora, "but I do not have to keep them. This
is all part of the plan so that I may sit on the throne in comfort and reward those loyal to
me." She smiled at Dolyada. "You need not fear that I mean to keep an insincere
promise."
The woman's eyes glowed at her. If she even considered that the words could
apply to herself, she obviously did not consider it for very long. "Really? You would
promise Pyeros the captaincy and not give it to him?"
Ternora smiled at her. "That's right."
"But why?"
"It keeps him in line," said Ternora cheerfully. "I can't be sure that he wouldn't
rebel and go off to lead people against me otherwise, and then that would be a problem,
since he is more widely-known and respected among the rebels than I am."
"I would support you, if that happens," said Dolyada. "And I have contacts
among the rebels that I could draw on."
Ternora smiled and patted her arm. "I knew I made a good choice in you," she
murmured. "But he has shown no open signs of rebellion as yet. It is because he is so
powerful that I chose to counter as soon as I could. But you need not fear that I will keep
him in a place you should occupy."
Dolyada saluted her, looking sheepish. "I will learn to judge before I accuse you
next time, Your Majesty," she said. "Of course you should have every opportunity of
telling me the truth."
"Yes," Ternora agreed.
Dolyada touched her hand one more time, then turned and walked away into the
night, confidence fully restored.
Ternora turned, and then paused, listening. The night was almost undisturbed, but
there was a swish of air behind her that was not quite in tune with the breeze. She turned
and gazed into the bushes, but could see nothing to distinguish them. She nodded. If
someone had been good enough to get close to her and Pyeros and spy on them without
either of them noticing it, she thought they could probably evade her gaze now, in the

thick jungle darkness.
"I don't know why you told Dolyada what you did," she said, "but, as you can
see, it turned out worse than useless. She is now armored against what you did, and more
thoroughly mine than ever."
The darkness rustled, but said nothing.
"You perhaps resent that I will take the throne," Ternora continued. "That is only
understandable, if you are someone who wants it for yourself. But you should know that I
am under no compulsion to yield it, and I will probably make a better monarch than
someone who sneaks around in the darkness spreading lies."
This time, there was an angry shudder of movement, but Ternora still could not
distinguish any human or fey outline. She frowned a little, wondering if this was perhaps
a shapeshifter who could turn into an animal. She took a step forward, eyes restless on the
branches as she scanned for birds.
"Why do you oppose me? Why are you trying to take me off the throne and
deprive me of my support?"
The darkness gained a voice then, one that Ternora did not know. It spoke
Doralissan, but without any trace of an accent at all, which probably argued for more
polishing than a noticeable trace would. "You have hurt and perhaps defeated a cause that
I love. That would be enough in itself. But since then I have found you to be annoying
and not amenable to guidance."
"And what is this cause?"
"The cause of the true Doralissan monarchy," said the voice. "You know that
Prince Warcourage should have taken the throne, and yet you conspired to kill him. You
know that royal Doralissan blood should sit in the places that royal Doralissan blood
built, and yet you are denying that for the sake of your own gain."
"It will be a great gain," said Ternora. "And you could share in it, were you not so
blind."
The darkness laughed. "Blind? That is the one thing I am not, though many have
thought me so. But no visible eyes to see does not mean that I am blind." More rustling,
as though a small body were shaking itself among the trees. Ternora moved a step
forward, eyes narrowed.
"I could kill you now," said the voice unexpectedly.
Ternora froze.
"But I will not," the speaker continued. "I want you to suffer. I want you to know
the pain that should have been yours when you killed Prince Warcourage and slew all
hope, though it wasn't. Perhaps then you would actually be worthy of making a good
Queen. But you will die in the end, so I don't suppose that you will get a chance to sit
your throne."
Mocking laughter trailed off into the night. Ternora stood, eyes and ears and even
nose working to determine a trace, but she found nothing.
"Ternora."
Ternora leaped and gasped, and found herself gazing into Aranthran's eyes. He
looked at her curiously, then turned in the direction of the voice and closed his eyes.
"There was great power here," he said. "And it moved off- that way." His finger
stabbed into the darkness. "I think we should follow it and find out what it is." He started
to move off.

Ternora caught his arm, and shook her head. "Are you sure that you could survive
a battle with this power?" she asked.
"Well, no." Aranthran regarded her with his head on one side. "But since when
has that been more important than fun?"
"Since I actually had a chance at winning a reward that will content us both."
Ternora slung an arm around his neck. "You know my goal. And if you retain interest
until the end, then you will share in it."
"Because you love me?" Aranthran's voice was low.
"Of course."
They both paused for a moment, gazing seriously into each other's eyes, and then
started laughing. Ternora had to let go of Aranthran, since she was bent over at the waist
from wheezing so hard. The half-Faerie elf flicked tears of mirth from his own eyes and
shook his head, grinning.
"Power or not," he said, "brink of death or not, there is never a dull moment with
you, Ternora."
******
"You never did tell me why you feel so strongly about this, what the Doralissan
royal line was to you that you should sacrifice for it."
Pyeros watched her from the corner of his eye for a moment. Then he said, "You
do not realize how unusual the question is, Your Majesty. In Doralissa, it is far more usual
to love the royal family than not love it."
Ternora laughed. "I know. But was it only your training that made you love the
royal line? Would you have done the same thing if you had been born in Orlath or IlantraArvenna? Or would you have loved their Kings and Queens instead?"
"Not with my parents."
Ternora smiled. Now we are getting somewhere. "What were they like, your
parents? Mine did not tell me anything of Doralissa's history, but they taught me some of
the history of the elves. Of course, I did not greatly care."
"I did," said Pyeros, with an air that reminded Ternora so much of a teacher she
was amused all over again. Pyeros gave her a sharp look, and went on. "I do not think
that anyone can rule Doralissa well who does not have some sense of Doralissa's history,
and what it gave the world. I had heard that you were making some attempt to learn the
history of the royal line, and the tales that went along with it. Was the report false?"
"Who gave it to you?" Ternora asked, wondering if it was her mysterious enemy
in the jungle.
"Menarath."
Ternora relaxed and smiled. "Yes, I did ask him for some history of the royal line
in the past hundred years or so, and he told me as much as he knew. It was- illuminating.
I never knew that two of the Queens had vanished."
"Is that what he told you?" Pyeros looked sterner than ever. "You should get a
better teacher. One died, one vanished."
"But they never found her body," said Ternora. "And she was a half-elf, prone to
madness and wandering when the human part of her life was done. And I heard a tale
from a woman of the donasae that placed both Queens in the villages at one time or
another, perhaps some years after they had vanished."
"Tales. Gossip."

"You do not approve of such ways of learning about the royal line?" Ternora
assumed an innocently shocked face.
"No," said Pyeros. "The royal line is- itself. They sacrifice themselves for the
good of the country, and in return, the least we can give them is a dignified silence about
their fates."
"What about Queen Laughterwater? The one who did wander away and handed
the throne on to her daughter?"
Pyeros shifted his shoulders, and said nothing for a long moment. Ternora
watched him, and waited. She had a more than common interest in his answer to this
question, not that he could know that.
"I know that such things happen," Pyeros said at last. "And many people heard
her last declaration that she was going to abdicate and pass the throne on to her daughter
long before it happened, so I cannot quarrel with history. I can only quarrel with the tales
that said she became a wanderer for selfish reasons. I think it was her half-elven blood."
"So do I," said Ternora. "But you think that people should not tell tales about her,
should not try to find the truth."
"Truth is too mingled with rumor and legend to be helpful," said Pyeros.
"Particularly when it's about the royal line."
Ternora nodded as encouragingly as she could, while her mind went back to the
reason she had asked for the tales in the first place, and the reason that she had wanted to
know what Pyeros felt about them.
Sometimes we make what compromises we must, to insure that someone we know
is the best choice for a task receives it. And sometimes we only do what we must for our
own good. I am fortunate in that my good and the good of the country coincide. I am sure
the same could not be said for every Doralissan monarch, no matter what the temptation
may be to say so.
She looked for a moment at Pyeros. And he would probably say that I don't
consider the good of the country at all.
I do. He'll just have to wait to find it out, that's all.
She was so cheerful that she almost missed the shrieks that signaled an
impending attack.

Chapter 31
Between Death and Crownkillers
"I think that I would prefer to face an immortal rather than a mortal opponent. At
least a great power will tell you a limited amount of annoying things, and then kill you if
you have angered it. A mortal will whine at you, probably about wronging her, for as
long as she feels like it, and then kill you in any number of painful ways. Mortals have
more imagination than the great powers."
-Attributed to Danaran Silvereyes.
"You have not kept your side of the bargain," Death was saying.
"What bargain?" Lonaya was saying behind him.
Kymenos kept his eyes fixed on Death's. Yes, he had to worry about both of
them, but right now he would worry about the black hound who could rip him in two
without trying. He was sure that Lonaya would have to work up a sweat, whatever the
end outcome was. "I have not had the time, nor the inclination," he said. "You knew it
was against my will when you proposed that bargain to me."
"But you took the money," said Death. "And you promised to promote my
worship in Serian."
"You did?" asked Lonaya. Her voice was no longer sleepy, but she still sounded
confused. Kymenos hoped it would stay that way.
"Yes," he said. "A mistake, and ill-judged at the time. I thought I could simply
take the money and escape with it. I was wrong."
"You promised," said Death. "And it is not as if you had no opportunity. You
were in the palace last night. You could have roused the power that lay beneath the
ground then, and that would have been enough to start the conversion of Serian back into
the kind of city I want."
"Power beneath the palace?" Lonaya asked.
Kymenos sighed. Well, it seems that it's going to happen, and I can at least see
her face when it does. He turned to look at her, and gently shoved himself backward so he
was at the far end of the bed. "Yes," he said. "There's something that you should know
about me-"
"He's the last royal Heir of Dalzna," said Death.
Lonaya's face was worth it, Kymenos had to admit. Her features worked oddly,
and she looked as if she didn't know whether to laugh or cry or scream or be sick. She
started out with, "I slept with-" entertainingly enough, and then faltered, bowing her head
and covering her face with her hands.
"Yes," said Kymenos. "And I slept with a woman who wants to kill me, whom I
knew wanted to kill me when I began the evening. I ask you to imagine my suffering, and
perhaps know that it was relieved by how very good you were."
Lonaya shrieked at him, and grabbed for her sword, which she had leaned beside
the bed. Kymenos flipped backward, towards the hound of Death, who moved out of the
way. Kymenos couldn't be sure, but he thought from the lolling tongue and bright eyes
that the dog was amused.
Kymenos caught himself on the floor, swearing quietly as he cracked his elbow a
nasty one, and then rolled out of the way again as Lonaya's sword came down towards
him. It stuck in a crack between the floorboards, and in the moment that Lonaya swore

and tugged on it, Kymenos regained control of the situation again, and to some extent his
own amusement.
He reached out, and Lonaya must have felt the pain in her body and recognized
the source of it, her blood congealing in her veins. She froze at once, and then turned her
head to look at him, her face betraying hatred and confusion.
"Yes," said Kymenos. "I could kill you just by exerting my power a little more."
"Then the Crownkillers would come seeking me, and you wouldn't be able to
give a proper explanation of my death, and you would be dead," said Lonaya, looking
pleased about that.
"So would you."
Lonaya scowled, as if she had not thought of that drawback.
"We can work out a bargain," said Kymenos, still watching her closely. "I don't
kill you if you don't kill me."
"I have to kill you," said Lonaya logically. "I'm a Crownkiller. I'm sorry, but
chasing the royal Heirs and capturing and torturing them is what I do. And now that I
know you're one, I have to kill you."
Kymenos rolled his eyes. "Would you have been so eager to kill me last night?"
"If I knew you were an Heir? Of course!"
"But I'm Dalznan," Kymenos argued, "and I have a horror of seeing a monarch
on the throne that at least matches and probably even exceeds yours, since I've been
working so hard to prevent it. I'm good at magic and a hard worker. And I'm very good in
bed." He smiled at Lonaya, and a blush rose in her cheeks, as she remembered that she
knew the truth of the last claim for certain. "Where, in all that, is a man whom you should
want to kill?"
"You could have children," said Lonaya. "Even if you somehow promised not to
take the throne, and I managed to believe you, there's nothing to prevent you from having
Heirs who would want it."
"I'm not having children," said Kymenos promptly. "Brats. I hated them when I
was one. And I've traveled enough with whining Heirs in the past few months to put them
off forever."
"You could sire them easily."
Kymenos laughed. "Hardly. Crop magic in combination with Azure is useful,
sometimes, even if it doesn't actually make an element. I've made sure that I can't ever
have children, while at the same time enjoying bedding entirely."
Lonaya blinked, looking uncertain for the first time. "You can't continue the royal
line at all?"
"Not at all," Kymenos confirmed.
"You have to," said the hound of Death, in a baffled voice. "There's no other
reason for me to help you. You aren't enough in yourself to earn my interest. I held out
hope of Heirs who would be worth my interest."
Kymenos sniffed at him. "You don't think that I would do something just to
oblige you, do you? Someone in whom I never took an interest anyway, and for money
that was useful but no more than that?"
The hound of Death just stared at him, as if unable to comprehend this turn of
events. Kymenos grinned, and winked, and then turned away as Lonaya said, "And that is
the kind of reasoning that should make me let you go?"

Kymenos nodded.
Lonaya actually wavered for a moment, which made Kymenos very proud of his
own powers of persuasion. Then she shook her head. "I have pursued the Heir of Dalzna
all my life," she said. "I could not give up now, and learn that it has all been only a test I
would fail when confronted with the actual Heir." She took a deep breath, and her face
reacquired its firmness. "You will not make me fail."
Kymenos sighed, and tightened his grip on the blood in her veins again. Lonaya
gasped, and sagged, and the sword spilled from her hand to clatter on the floor. Someone
pounded on the wall and shouted suggestions to shut up.
"Don't do that again," said Kymenos mildly. "You wouldn't want to be rude to our
neighbors, would you?"
"This is becoming too focused on humans," said Death. "If you will not serve me,
then you are of no use." The hound began to step forward.
"And if you kill me, then where will you find more royals of Dalzna?" Kymenos
asked. "There was another one, true, but he is beyond your reach. My parents are dead,
and I have no siblings."
"There must be others," said Death, but its voice wavered with uncertainty. "The
mere existence of two Heirs proves that this is a widespread bloodline. There will be
others, and at least some of them will be amenable to me and what I offer."
"And all of them will be Dalznan," said Kymenos, "looking for the best chance to
turn on you and prove you wrong."
"You used to worship me."
Kymenos shrugged. "We used to worship Light, too, and have monarchs. It
doesn't mean that we do now."
Death snarled at him, and stood in silence for a moment. Then he said, "This
cannot be allowed to happen. You cannot challenge me and win. I will work something
out." The hound turned and trotted towards the door.
"The money?" Kymenos called.
"Keep your money," said Death harshly. "It is nothing to me, and if I do decide to
make use of you, then you will need it." The hound clawed open the door and vanished
beyond it.
Kymenos grinned and turned to look at Lonaya. "That went better than I could
have guessed. Dare I hope that you will be so reasonable?"
Lonaya's eyelids had lowered, and she gazed at him as if trying to comprehend
him. But she shook her head, and the dreamy look on her face vanished. "No. Of course
not. Death has other concerns, but I have none. My primary goal is that the throne of
Dalzna should remain empty. Killing you will accomplish it."
"And the bloodline?"
"We will track them down, and kill them too."
"You can't get all of them," said Kymenos. "The original Prince married among
the peasants, and who knows how many children he had, and how many children they
had, and perhaps the citizens of other Kingdoms they married? Peasants often don't keep
birth-records, or don't keep records of children who were born without powerful magic to
distinguish them. You couldn't kill them all. You will be haunted, always, by the fear that
there is one drop of royal blood out there and running in living veins. The drop of blood
could be passed on. Dalzna could have a King or Queen when you are dead."

"You sound as if you are enjoying this," Lonaya accused him. "Do you want a
King or Queen on the throne?"
Kymenos snorted. "If I did, then I would have accepted Death's offer, which was
a very attractive offer, I assure you."
"Then why tell me this?"
"Because the Crownkillers have caused me a great deal of inconvenience and
personal hassle in the last few months," said Kymenos. "They would have killed and
tortured a friend of mine, and I had to prevent that from happening even as the friend
turned into a whiny royal Heir. Now they will torture and kill me, and they would try to
hunt down everyone I'm related to, impossible task though that would be. I have seen that
their rule is not beneficial." For a moment, his face tightened as he remembered the
young Gust mage he had freed from the abuse of someone the Crownkillers had approved
of to take command of the waystation. Then he shook the thought away, and fixed his
intense gaze on Lonaya once more. "I want you out of power so that you will stop
bothering me, not so that a King or Queen could take your place."
"But you will always be a danger."
"And you have become so," Kymenos countered irritably. "Torturing people.
Queen Bel did the same thing. Spying on those whose thoughts are, perhaps, different
from your own. Queen Bel did that, too. And you are committed to one goal that you
think is good, stamping out the royal line and everyone who supports it. Queen Bel was
committed to preserving her throne and fighting back those, like you, who would have
toppled her from it for the good of the country. I don't think the Crownkillers are
distinguishable any more from what they're fighting."
"But that's- that's not-"
"Yes, it is," said Kymenos blithely, ignoring the glare Lonaya gave him. "You
never seemed to notice something that was obvious to the other citizens of Dalzna from
the moment that Dark conquered the country."
"Which was?" Lonaya was breathing hard, her eyes narrowed and her hands
clenching as though she would tear free of his control and spring on him. Kymenos
grinned at her. The Azure liked him, and he wasn't asking it to do anything hard. He could
comfortably hold her blood like this for hours before his control would begin to slip.
"That you won," said Kymenos. "Dark took over from Light. Queen Bel and her
family were killed- tortured horribly, from the memories I saw. Her son grew up among
peasants and wasn't reared to take back the throne. You won. And since then, you have
behaved exactly as if you didn't, as if you couldn't see the amused glances everyone gave
the palace and how mockingly everyone talked about the royal family. Dalzna passed
from one grim, fanatical set of people to another."
"We have to prevent the royals from taking control again!" Lonaya shouted.
"And I think that we have to prevent the Crownkillers from ruling in Serian
again," said Kymenos mockingly. "Can you see how easily it works when you take the
rhetoric to the other side?"
Lonaya sighed. "Well, I don't expect you to understand. You're royal. Of course
you would think this way."
"I don't want the kezzick throne," said Kymenos. "And I'm a free-born Dalzna
like yourself, who doesn't want to see the royals return- in any way, shape, or form. That
means no Crownkillers like royals, either, who spit on the palace instead of honoring it,

but are otherwise just the same."
"Stop saying that." Lonaya lunged at him as she spoke the words.
Kymenos tightened his hold on her heart just in time, and she fell to the floor.
Kymenos rose to his feet and stretched, aware for the first time that he was naked. "Are
you going to keep quiet about this?"
Lonaya sighed. "You should have known better than to ask that question," she
said, her voice hoarse but coming steadily back under control. "I'm only going to say that
I'll tell the other Crownkillers the moment you release me."
Kymenos nodded. "The oath of the Crownkillers takes precedence at all times,
doesn't it?"
"Against royals? Of course."
"If I weren't royal," said Kymenos, "and I asked you to just stop being a
Crownkiller and come away with me, then would you do it?"
Lonaya stared at him with confused eyes. "Why would you want me to come
away with you?"
"Because I find the Crownkillers annoying."
Lonaya shook her head. "No. This is my life. I cannot give this up. The
Crownkillers must win."
"I have slept with many different kinds of women," said Kymenos, "and no
thieves disgust me, unless they try to steal from me, or whores either, unless they expect
me to whore for them. But I cannot stomach a fanatic. Farewell, Lonaya."
She had only time for one startled glance before Kymenos wove Falto's Pattern.
He watched calmly as the water fled from her body, leaving only a dried husk, and then
called strongly on the Crop. It resisted him for a while at first, until it realized that he was
helping the Star Circle. Then it whirled the body away into dust, into the corners of the
room, until there was no sign that Lonaya had ever existed.
Except her sword, of course. Kymenos hefted and studied it. It would be no
substitute for Norianna, but he could use it.
Kymenos?
Kymenos smiled a little. I don't think I need help, Sykeen. Rest. You've earned it.
The stallion snorted. I just want to say that I think you handled it admirably, and
you would make a dangerous King if you wanted to take the throne.
Kymenos let it pass. It was the horse's idea of a compliment. Thank you. Now
rest. Your legs probably still hurt from scrambling over mountains.
Sykeen snorted in acknowledgment, and Kymenos felt him close his eyes.
He stretched again, then went to dress and report the disappearance of Lonaya to
the Crownkillers, yet another crime to be laid to the toll of the mysterious royal Heir.
He did pause a few times, once to think that it was a shame Lonaya had been so
stubborn- the sex had been great- and another to note that he would really have to ask the
maid to dust his room.

Chapter 32
The Road North
"Have you ever walked into northern Doralissa and seen the last remnants of the
Corlirin Plains shining in the sun, turned from gold to green, from working land to land
on the edge of jungle? If not, then I pity you."
-Sledaron, Royal Geographer of Doralissa.
"And here we are."
Ternora smiled. Siteran, the man she had promised to reward if he served the
throne, was almost offensively obsequious, but he had saved her life in the small battle
with Shadow's loyalists, and was amusing enough when she wasn't distracted by
something else. "Here?"
Siteran immediately sprang into giving her the detailed history and geography of
the country around them. Ternora was glad enough to ride through it, looking around now
and then with an emotion that might have been affection. Since she was mostly thinking
of what lay at the end of the road, she wasn't sure.
The country was still green, but it was an open greenery, not the close and dark
shade of the jungle's branches, and less likely to be scattered with sudden odd spots of
color from flowers. This was rolling, rippling, gentle land, and Ternora found herself
relaxing almost against her will. Of course she couldn't really afford to let down her
guard or do anything so spectacularly silly as that, but it was a pleasure, still, to look on
such hues, and know they would still be there when her plan was done.
Or, at least, I think so, she amended to herself. She thought she knew the limits of
her plan, but it had spun farther than she intended it to before. Perhaps it could spin still
further out. It was best to be prepared for anything.
"Your Majesty."
Siteran's sharp voice brought Ternora's concentration back, and she wondered if it
had become too obvious that she wasn't paying attention to his words. But when she
looked up, she saw something else to be concerned about instead. Spread across the road
north, looking as if they waited for Ternora's company, was a very large group of humans,
with some Light elves mixed among them. They were largely motionless, and their only
movements looked hostile.
"Your Majesty," said Siteran, slipping free the sword that rode at his side. "You
should go behind the rest of us."
"No," said Ternora. "I think it quite likely they only want to talk to me." She
nudged her horse forward.
Pyeros appeared between her and the rebels, or whoever they were, in the next
moment, smooth as the drawing of a breath. "Do keep behind me, my lady. I will find out
what they want, and fall in defense of you if they want to hurt you."
Ternora turned her head to the side to study Pyeros. She had been in his company
for days on days, and still didn't understand him. She knew that he thought she wouldn't
make a good Queen, and yet he insisted on things like protecting her. "Are you sure you
want to do this?"
"Of course," said Pyeros, with one of those enigmatic golden glances, and slipped
along in front of her.
Ternora shrugged and adjusted the horse's pace to Pyeros's stern one. She

wouldn't really quarrel, if someone wanted to die for her.
They drew nearer the line, and then someone stepped out and stood waiting for
them, movements as crisp as Pyeros's. That made Ternora uneasy, since it seemed to
show them at least as committed to their cause as Ternora and Pyeros were to theirs. But
she kept her face serene, and continued to ride. Fleeing now would only give them
distinctly wrong ideas.
The rebels stood awaiting her, heads tilted back as if they were watching the sun
and the sky and not her. Ternora resisted the temptation to turn and look herself. She was
sure she would see nothing that was worth all their vast attention.
"My lady."
Ternora turned. Of course, some of the rebels themselves called her that, but she
knew that by calling her "my lady" instead of "Your Majesty," the messenger was making
a political statement as well.
"Yes?" she asked sweetly.
The elf facing her blinked, then managed to look stern again. Green eyes, and
golden skin, and golden hair all reminded her of Warcourage, but the elf had even more
of the arrogance mixed with the conviction that everyone liked him which had made
Warcourage so irritating. Keeping his eyes on her face, he thrust out his hand, showing
her a scroll. Ternora leaned over to accept it.
"No," said Pyeros.
Political gesture of importance or not, Ternora froze when he spoke. She had
never heard him sound so stern. Pyeros poked the scroll with his sword, and then reached
up and untied the blue ribbon that bound it.
"That scroll is for the eyes of the Queen of Doralissa alone!" the elf squawked.
Then, as if realizing what he'd said, he glared at Ternora and amended, "Or she who
pretends to be Queen of Doralissa."
"Until such time as she appoints someone else, I stand as the only possible
candidate for her Guardian," said Pyeros calmly. "That makes it my right as well as my
privilege to risk my life for hers."
Ternora had to look away for a moment. She turned back when Pyeros began
reading the scroll aloud.
"The United Doralissans, Elves and Humans Included, wish the pretender to the
throne of Doralissa to know that they shall not accept a substitute for the royal bloodline.
A month from now at the latest, Ternora the pretender must produce a fit monarch,
someone who can take up the responsibilities of ruling and is suited for it by the royal
blood in his or her veins. Or the United Doralissans, Elves and Humans Included, will
fall upon her like a tidal wave from Erlande's hands."
Ternora frowned. She understood the reason they were making the demands, of
course, but it offended her that they didn't trust her to know what was best for the
country, as well as herself. She looked out over the gathered group of elves and humans
and said the first thing that came into her head.
"Why are there no half-elves among you?"
There was a slight stir. Then the elf who had delivered the message said, "You are
only trying to distract us. We do not have to have half-elves among us to make legitimate
demands."
He was right, of course, but Ternora would never admit it. She touched her own

face. "You have probably noticed that I am half-elven," she said.
"Of course." The elf smirked as if to tell her that such faults were always noted,
and right away, by the keen eyes of elves.
"And this means that I am committed to putting half-elves into the same class as
humans and elves," said Ternora. "The monarchs of Doralissa have long understood those
who can be more easily understood, but they have not labored to understand half-elves."
"Why should they?" the elf asked, his face twisting in confusion. "Half-elves do
not achieve political importance."
Ternora laughed aloud. "There were two half-elven Queens in the last hundred
years, and you don't call that achieving political importance?"
"And you saw what happened to them," said the elf, waving a hand. "Half-elves
are too wild and strange to be trusted near a throne. That is yet another reason we have
united to stop you."
Ternora smiled widely and turned to glance at Pyeros. "You are hearing this, my
lord? You hear the words of wisdom from the lips of a being who is supposedly good, and
true, and stands near the heart of Light?"
"I hear them," said Pyeros flatly. His eyes were narrowed with disgust, and fixed
on the elf's face as if trying to change his opinion by sheer gazing. Ternora grinned to see
that it was having some effect; the elf shifted and glanced away, slowly, as if irritated that
he had to yield to someone of mostly human blood.
"And do you still think that elves know everything, and are fair to everyone in
Doralissa?" Ternora continued.
"No, Your Majesty."
"Good," said Ternora. "That's all I wanted to know." She turned to gaze back at
the Doralissans United, Elves and Humans Included. "You will probably not have to wait
a month for your fit Doralissan monarch. You will probably not even have to wait half a
month. Just let me proceed to the palace. Such productions of monarchs need to be done
in fit spaces, you know."
The elves and humans exchanged glances. The elf who had brought her the
message said, "Why should we trust your word?"
Ternora nodded to the scroll. "You were willing to trust it well enough to write
this message- what is your name?"
"Jinlian."
"Then, Jinlian, you can trust me to keep my word on this." Ternora sat as
haughtily as she could in the saddle, imitating what she suspected was the posture of a
true Queen- or was if Blierrina's scoldings could be accepted. "You can come with me if
you want. In fact, there should be some representative of your little group there, so that
you can see how well I keep my word."
Jinlian peered at her suspiciously. "And what will you ask in return?"
"That you swear obedience to the new monarch, of course," said Ternora. "And
that you do not block-" Her tongue nearly slipped, betraying the name, and she had to
cough hastily. "That you do not block half-elves from ascending in the new monarch's
service, if that should happen," she finished.
"Any true monarch of Doralissa will have too many things to think about," said
Jinlian, "to promote half-elves just on your say-so."
"It won't be just my say-so," said Ternora. "But I don't expect you to believe that.

Wait until the monarch ascends the throne and then see what he or she says about things
like half-elves in the Crown's service."
"If you know or suspect where a true monarch is, then why not just hand the
throne over now?" a human behind Jinlian asked.
"Because these things must be done the right way," said Ternora, striving to
imitate her mother's tone. "Or they don't mean anything, particularly in a Kingdom as
committed to tradition as Doralissa."
That seemed to satisfy some people, judging by the nodding heads. But Jinlian
looked at her suspiciously, and Pyeros turned around and caught her horse's bridle,
staring intently into her face.
"Are you sure you know what you're doing?" he asked.
Ternora gazed serenely back. "Quite sure."
Pyeros sighed, and let the horse's bridle go, then turned and led her forward.
Ternora sat back in the saddle and listened to the Doralissans United, Elves and Humans
Included, arguing about who should go with her as representative.
It's probably going to be Jinlian, she thought. To punish me for the non-existent
crimes I've committed by their standards.
******
"And how much do you know about the Light?"
Ternora muffled her sigh in her sleeve as best she could. It was indeed Jinlian,
and he seemed to fancy himself a teacher of some kind. At the moment, he was pacing
beside her horse, scowling as if it were the greatest crime in the universe that Ternora had
not been instructed in the Light at a younger age.
"I know that it serves as a guide to those still in the Dark," she said now,
parroting the lessons that Blierrina had told her and given Warcourage. She had listened
to the words often enough; she could spit them out even if she didn't agree with them. "I
know that we must be shining examples to those lost in the wrong, so that they may-"
"Wrong."
Ternora blinked, not realizing for a moment that Jinlian had contradicted her; she
thought he was going to elaborate with examples of what the Dark and Shadow had done
that was so wrong. Then she realized that his eyes were shining, and he was glaring at her
as if fiercely glad to have the opportunity to catch her in such a contradiction.
"You cannot live only that way," he said. "The Light cannot just passively shine
and wait for Darkworkers to come to it."
"Why not?" Pyeros, walking on the other side of Ternora's horse, asked softly.
"Because that's not the way the world was made." Jinlian tossed his long, fine
golden hair. Ternora could almost see some of the other rebels in the train staring at him
and sighing in envy. She barely refrained from rolling her eyes. Being born with it was
one thing, but the way the Light elves made a fuss over their hair and eye color was
ridiculous. "The Light was made to burn and scour away the Dark, not just shine and wait
in it."
"Perhaps," said Pyeros. "But then we destroy those who would learn about the
Light, instead of welcoming them into it."
Jinlian laughed, deeply and sweetly. Ternora didn't think it would ever quite
manage to work the enchantment it might have had on her once, though. It reminded her
too much of Warcourage's voice. "Those who would learn about the Light, and mean their

repentance, are rarer than humans who understand elves," he said. "We are best off
destroying them. They will find justice, or not, in Elle's embrace, and they will
understand."
Pyeros just made a small sound that the elf probably took to signal agreement.
Looking down at him, Ternora saw his mouth narrowed, his eyes burning into Jinlian,
who paid no attention.
She smiled slightly and turned the conversation in another direction. "And what
do you think of our chances of taking the throne without opposition? We were attacked
by shapeshifters last night who did not seem to realize that Shadow had withdrawn from
the country. Know you of other enemies?"
She did not expect Jinlian to stiffen and step away from the horse, watching her
with bright, strange eyes. "What are you implying?" he asked.
"Surely nothing more than that some agents of Shadow exist who will fight for
their lord," said Ternora, surprised. "He has declared a truce and left the country, but not
all of them believe that. Or accept it, I suppose. But they are small in number, and we
should defeat them easily."
"Then you have the answer to your own question," said Jinlian, his eyes glowing
savagely, "and should not have asked it. We have better things to do than answer useless
questions." He marched away.
Ternora stared after him, then glanced at Pyeros. "What was that about?"
Pyeros shrugged, not looking concerned. "I suppose one of their backup plans
might be armed resistance, if you don't give them the monarch they want. Jinlian
probably thought you were suspecting him."
Ternora snorted. "And would you join him?"
Pyeros tilted his head up, and walked with his eyes fixed on her. Aware that he
was judging her, Ternora held still.
Pyeros said at last, "I hope that I can judge hearts aright. I should be able to, after
twelve years of living in the jungle with the terror of someone always finding us, or
betraying us to Shadow."
"And?" Ternora prompted, licking her lips, which had gone unaccountably dry.
"I think I know hearts," said Pyeros. "And you do mean to put a monarch on the
Doralissan throne of the Doralissan bloodline. I don't know how you mean to do it, and I
suspect it may not work out. But I will trust your intentions over those of the Doralissans
United, Elves and Humans Included." His voice turned sharp on the last words. "With, as
you said, nothing about half-elves."
Ternora closed her eyes, and let the excuse of tiredness hide her relief for a while.

Chapter 33
Alliances Of Other Kinds
"You might be able to negotiate new alliances with the Darkworkers; you never
know. They are not faithful to their word in the way that Lightworkers are."
-Attributed to Kinneros Laughterpace.
"You realize that this is highly strange, what you ask of me."
"No stranger than asking you to look for the Princess Tewilde and turn her from a
cheetah back into a half-elf, certainly."
"Yes, but that has to do with the Orlathian royal bloodline, something I have
always concerned myself with." Elle shook her head, her long hair flying around her.
"Not with turning my back on the goddess who led me into alliance with Shadow in the
first place."
Nightstone walked in silence for a few moments. Elle wasn't human, of course,
but in a human form she showed many of the same signs and clues that an Orlathian
noble would. Nightstone could read them, and knew this wasn't the moment to press
forward.
Elle shivered a little as a strong gust of wind blew in from the Plains. Seeing that
she still needed more time, Nightstone turned her head and let her eyes feast on the sight
of her home country, completely restored.
It was like a dream, she thought, smiling on the rippling waves of gold that made
up the Corlirin Plains. Here and there she thought she saw the mounds of villages, and
even the bright glitter of streams. Of course things had changed, and people were dead,
and the fabric of Orlath would never again be what it had been. But enough had changed
back that Nightstone could be fairly confident of recognizing her home. It would not be
destroyed, not the way that Arvenna had been.
"Let me state this again," Elle said then.
Nightstone turned back and gave the goddess her full and courteous attention.
Elle was frowning at her in a way that made it necessary. "Yes?"
"You wish me to help you look for the Princess Tewilde, so that she can take the
throne."
"Yes, or else judge of the rightness of Princess Cadona doing so," said
Nightstone. "Of course Ilarsa doesn't want her to, but I will accept your judgment over
hers. You see further."
"Into Light."
Nightstone shrugged. "You are not blinded by Light, or you would not even be
considering me as a monarch. Yes, that is the first part of it. Judge among the Heirs for
who would be best to take the throne, or who could do so with a little bit of training. I
would rule as Regent in the meanwhile."
"Not as full Queen," Elle mused.
"No." Nightstone turned and gave Elle her best implacable look.
"I still don't understand why," said Elle, staring back, and winning since she had
lived longer and her eyes were full of deeper mysteries. "You could rule well. You proved
that. You could make a good Regent, even, though I know you don't want to." She
paused. "Your mind is a mystery to me, in the way that no mind of the Orlathian royal
line has ever been."

"I will not let my family win," said Nightstone.
"I don't understand."
Nightstone shook her head slightly, but not in denial. "You must be able to
remember, as no one else would, the night that your priestesses had me bound to the rack
for the last time. They had told me I would be executed on the morrow, and I had no
reason to disbelieve them. I had betrayed the Light and turned to the Dark, and my royal
blood would no longer protect me."
"Of course I remember," said Elle, her voice tight. Nightstone gave her a glance,
and smiled to see the goddess's lips also tighten. Of course she would remember, but it
couldn't be a pleasant memory.
"My brother came to me, and predicted joyously how I would die. The traitor's
death, of course. Impalement." Nightstone shut her eyes for a moment to avoid looking
down into the courtyard, searching for a stake that wasn't there. The Orlathian royal line
hadn't put anyone to the traitor's death in a century, ever since an unexpected outbreak of
sanity in one King. She had to remember that. "He said that I could turn back to the Light
and still be received as welcome, since I was of the royal blood. All I had to do was turn
to the Light and take my proper place."
"And you wouldn't."
"No. Of course not. I had chosen my side, and I wasn't going to forsake it for a
few words from the Light. I never forsook it until the Dark forsook me." Nightstone let
out a shudder and opened her eyes. "And now I am nearly there again, serving as Queen
or Regent of a country where the Light is still strong, and serving as a member of the
royal bloodline would be expected to serve. No."
"Why did you save Orlath, then?"
"I said I would," said Nightstone stubbornly. "I keep my word. But I will not
honor my brother's memory."
"Nightstone."
Nightstone found her hand taken, and her body turned to face Elle. She opened
her mouth to protest, and then fell silent at the sight of the goddess's face. She looked
stern, but also loving, in a way that Nightstone had been told statues of her did. No
sculptor could have captured this subtle mix of emotions in stone, though.
"King Kyern is long dead," said Elle. "You will not be gratifying him or me by
accepting the position of Regent- or Queen."
"But I can still remember him," said Nightstone. "And I know that you will like
to see me on the throne, or any member of the royal line that you think is fit. You think
me fit, for whatever strange godly reason. I won't do this."
"Just to avoid gratifying us?"
"Yes," said Nightstone firmly.
"It seems a strange emotion."
Nightstone went on gazing at her as she said, "I am a Darkworker in spirit," and
saw Elle flinch. The flinch had the look of an old, outworn reflex, but she still made it,
and Nightstone was satisfied. She changed the subject so that Elle would actually think
about something else. "You said that you would help me if we won the battle, and you
have other reasons to do so now. I helped you. I am looking for Heirs to continue the
Orlathian royal line. I am taking up the burdens that would have been yours if I were not
here. That means that I want you to go and help Rior, as it will be now. Turn against

Shara, and lend your strength to the battle against her."
"She was the one who first brought me into this alliance," said Elle. "It seems so
strange that I should change my allegiance because Rior has changed his."
"Shara changed hers," said Nightstone, "from what I understand." That had been
a series of garbled explanations, from Ilarsa and from flying Ilantran messengers, but she
thought she understood well enough what had happened. "Shara didn't like the fact that
Rior had replaced Shadow, and declared herself free from the bargain. Since then, she has
been attacking him."
"That doesn't seem a rational way to behave, either," said Elle, her eyes clouding
with distress.
Nightstone waited patiently. She had said this before. Now Nightstone just had to
get her to go in the direction she wanted her to go from here.
"And wrong," said Elle at last, with her head still bowed.
Nightstone just managed to keep her eyes from closing with relief. She nodded
firmly. "Yes, and while Shara managed to persuade you into doing the right thing once,
that doesn't mean that she will always do the right thing. You should continue doing it,
though, and follow us."
"Because Rior didn't attack her first?"
"Because Rior is fighting to preserve the peace of his people," said Nightstone,
"and their lives. Shara is fighting out of nothing but blind vengeance. I leave it to you to
decide which motive is the better."
"Defending the lives and peace of his people, of course," said Elle, yielding with
a sigh. "Very well. I will help you look for the Princess Tewilde, and I will take my
strength to the battle." She looked at Nightstone sternly. "If you stay here. Erlande will
want some representative of the Orlathian line in the country, so that he can trust us to
keep our words, and to make sure that you aren't sneaking off to Doralissa to marry
someone of their royal line."
Nightstone sighed herself. "You can tell him he needn't worry about that in my
case. I won't marry anyone."
"The unicorns, and your chastity."
"Yes."
"We shall have to see what we can do about that," Elle muttered, as if she were
talking to herself.
"What?"
"Oh, nothing, nothing."
Nightstone eyed her suspiciously, but the goddess only gave her an innocent
glance, and Nightstone wound up shaking her head and departing. She had convinced
Elle of the rightness of aiding both Shadow's cause and her own. That meant she could
have a reward she had been promising herself for some time.
*****
A delicate neigh drifted up from behind her, and Nightstone turned with a
welcoming smile to greet the unicorn stallion. He flicked his tail at her and then slid into
a bow. Nightstone climbed on his back at once.
This was a very great treat, but she had been expecting it, since she hadn't been to
see the unicorns in so long. The stallion frisked and bounded beneath her, and Nightstone
settled into the smooth flow of his muscles with a sigh. Riding unicorns and pegasi had

spoiled ordinary horses for her. Now all she could think of when she did ride a horse was
how jolting the pace was compared to the dance of a unicorn, or the floating of a pegasus
through the air.
A mare came to join them, and Nightstone's heart pounded to see a flash of light
behind her flank. She kept still, breathing lightly, and hoping to coax that flash into full
sight.
It came at last, still peering suspiciously at her. A unicorn foal, its silvery horn
only about as long as Nightstone's little finger, stood flicking its tail and widening its
nostrils to take in her scent. Then it squealed and ducked behind its mother again,
doubtless equating her scent with the scents of other humans.
Nightstone only smiled and held out her hand. The foal ducked its- no, her,
Nightstone could see now- head out again, and nickered sharply at her, as if telling her to
go away and bother someone else.
"No," said Nightstone happily, and waited.
The scent of a virgin, different enough from that of other humans if the unicorns
just sniffed hard enough, was doing its work. The filly eased out from behind her mother
and once again came close, then nibbled and lipped at Nightstone's fingers to see if they
were good to eat. Nightstone tilted her hand, scratching the filly behind the ears instead.
Once again the filly squealed and shot away, but she must have decided that she
liked the tickling sensation, since she returned again. Nightstone smiled and leaned fully
forward, chuckling and clucking in a fairly good imitation of the way that unicorn mares
called their foals. The filly's whole body shook with pleasure as she pressed close.
A golden flash exploded through them at that moment, and the filly shrieked in
pain, darting behind her mother again. The mare almost wrapped herself around her child,
lowering her horn as she went. The golden flash stopped and stood snarling at them.
Nightstone narrowed her eyes. It was a cheetah. They sometimes hunted
unicorns, but rarely kept going after them if they missed their first strike. Even their
speed wasn't always a match for the sharpness of the horns.
This one seemed determined, however, perhaps just from being hungry. Again it
stalked the unicorn filly, who made things worse by snorting in fear. The cheetah licked
its lips, eyes glowing.
Nightstone lashed out with Scarlet, burning its flank. She wouldn't have
interfered ordinarily, but the cheetah was trying to kill a young unicorn, and that took
precedence in her mind over letting nature take its course.
The animal turned and snarled at her. Then, as if considering that sufficient
warning, it turned right back to the little unicorn.
Another flick of fire, and this time the roar was a sound of pain. The cheetah
turned and sprang for the stallion that Nightstone rode.
Nightstone kicked out and away from the stallion as he began to run. He wouldn't
be able to outpace a cheetah, and that meant she would have to face the great cat alone
and give it something else to do.
The cheetah seemed perfectly happy to take this offered prey, though ordinarily it
wouldn't have hunted a human. This was no ordinary cheetah, however, and Nightstone
readied her strongest bolt of fire against it.
The cheetah sprang at her throat, another thing that was not usual, and Nightstone
whirled the fire directly into its face. It rolled on the ground at once, snarling and spitting,

and Nightstone finished it off with another whipcrack of flame.
The cat crumpled to the ground, uttering one soft cry before it stiffened in death.
Its green eyes stared past her, into wherever cheetahs went when they died. Nightstone
sighed, and then turned to find the unicorns; the mare and filly had run while she was
dealing with the cheetah.
Something made her turn back, however. It was probably just a ripple of magic in
the air where magic wasn't supposed to be. Nightstone tensed and looked around,
wondering if someone had sensed her out alone beyond the castle's walls and was about
to try her luck in an assassination attempt.
The magic came from just beside her, a sudden flash of silver and thunder, and
Nightstone spun.
It took her a moment to make sense of what she was seeing. The cheetah no
longer looked as it had. Another moment, and it looked even less like that. Nightstone
stood there and watched with numb shock as the cat's limbs molded themselves into
human ones, as the golden coat retracted and shrank, as the face turned human, and then
acquired the angles and pointed ears of an elf.
Where the cheetah had been, at last, lay Princess Tewilde, most definitely dead.
Nightstone sighed. "Shit," wasn't the most fitting memorial for a Princess, but it
was the only thing she could think of to say.

Chapter 34
Striking for Home
"If you can trace a straight path to your mate and your pack across all the miles,
and know the motions of the stars only because you once gazed on them on a clear night
while instructing your children, then I count you a true silvereyes."
-The pack leader Gamer, speaking to Daneran Silvereyes.
"Here we are."
Olumer drew the breath into his lungs, and tried to imagine it tasting differently
from the air he had been breathing all the way up the slopes. Then he shook his head.
"Sorry."
Helian, who had started trotting up the slope, glanced back at him curiously.
"Pardon?"
"You said I would know the air of our pack's home territory the moment I came
into it," Olumer told her calmly. "Sorry. I don't."
Helian scowled at him and kept trotting, jumping over a rock that projected out of
the snow. "You should have known that I didn't mean that literally," she said, sulkily, as
though it was Olumer's fault that she had insisted on it. "When you've lived here for a
while, then you'll know there's no better place to live, and that a pack can hunt well and
raise fine children here."
Olumer glanced curiously around as he walked up the slope. The snow stretched
levelly in either direction around him, undisturbed save by the jutting shapes of rocks and
fallen trees. It seemed barren country even for the mountains, not worth defending. He
wondered how Helian and her pack hunted enough to feed themselves. Perhaps they
would have to move territories when the children were born and there were impatient
young mouths requiring foodThen Helian came over the top of the hill, and Olumer followed behind her and
stopped in shock.
Below him sprawled a natural haven, a sheltered valley with long, thick grass and
more than its share of healthy trees. Olumer's eyes traced the curves of the dell's sides,
but he still couldn't quite figure out how well the stone must have protected the grass
from the wind. There was already an unfrozen stream running along the bottom and
coursing into a narrow passage that wound beneath the surface of the stone, when Olumer
would have sworn that no water in the mountains of Rivendon was anything but ice.
"You like it?" Helian asked him, and sniffed.
Olumer followed her example. The scent that hit him in the face was strong and
sweet and full of growing things.
"I like it," he answered her.
Helian smiled, and began trotting downhill, Olumer followed her, wanting to
spring and jump and play, but cautious of the silvereyes who might be watching. They
wouldn't attack him as long as he stood near Helian's side, but let him get too far from her
and they might at least cause him pain.
A shadow moved near the far side of the dell, and a silvereyes emerged into the
sunlight. Olumer didn't have to watch him long to know it was Temer, Helian's cousin
and the leader of the pack when he had first met them.
He came across the valley towards them stepping lightly, his head up and his eyes

bright and visible even at this distance. Beside Olumer, Helian snorted. "He thinks that
he'll still be my second-in-command," she muttered. "We will break him of that notion
quickly."
"Why would he think that?" Olumer asked in confusion. Temer had not only
known him when they met before, he had known that Helian didn't intend to let anyone
but her mate take the position of second in the pack.
"Because he's Temer, and still thinks with some part of himself that he'll be able
to take up leadership again someday," said Helian, stepping over the stream. "He won't
challenge me, but if I die or if he somehow managed to convince everyone he was better,
he thinks it would happen. So I want to break him of that as soon as possible. As soon as
he knows that, he'll be much happier."
Olumer had his doubts about that, but he put a pleasant smile on his face and
didn't hold Temer's gaze too long when they met him. The man looked at him, and his
face turned gray.
"Helian- is that-?" he asked, voice faltering so much it was barely a question.
Helian smiled madly at him. "Yes. It is. Temer, this is Olumer, my mate. And
Olumer, this is Temer." She paused, and looked from face to face. "Of course, you've
met."
Olumer appreciated, distantly, what she was doing. Taking herself out of the
conflict reduced it to just a contest between Olumer and Temer, not Helian's cousin and
Helian's mate.
Temer tensed, and bowed his head. "Of course I know Olumer," he said. "But
why is he returning with you? Did you meet him on the way and offer him sanctuary in
our valley?"
He really shouldn't try to play dumb, Olumer thought. He's too intelligent for it
to ring true, and too dumb to pull it off with acting. "No," he said, smiling blandly, as
though oblivious of the tension. "I'm Helian's mate, and of course I would accompany her
back to her home."
Temer stood motionless for a moment. Then he said, "Helian, could I talk to you?
Over here?" He motioned towards the shadows he had emerged from, the shade of trees
overhanging an earthen bank filled with holes. Olumer peered at it in approval. It would
do well when they dug out a den for the children.
"No," said Helian, smiling at Temer. "I think that whatever you have to say to me
can be said to Olumer too, and fully in the sunlight. After all, I only have private
discussions with my mate."
Temer bared his teeth, but turned to Olumer. "We have a delicate harmony in our
pack life," he said defiantly, as if Olumer had come in declaring they were all rude, and
fools besides. "I think it would upset it very much if some stranger who didn't know
about that harmony tried to tell us what to do."
"I agree," said Olumer.
Temer blinked, caught off-guard. "You do?" Then he smiled. "That means that
you don't stand second-in-command to Helian?"
"Of course he does," said Helian. "Look at him. Do you think he would be
content with a lesser position?"
"But you said-" Temer began, with just the very edge of a whine in his voice.
"I did not say," said Helian, with a flash of her teeth that was very familiar and

made Olumer feel a little better. At least he wasn't the only one who received that from
her. "I said that you would be second-in-command if I never had a mate. And that is what
happened. You led the pack while I was gone because I had no mate and no promise, at
the moment, that I would continue in the pack past the point where I died. Now I have
one, and one capable of defending himself against you."
"Are you sure of that?" Temer edged nearer, arching and flexing as if to show off
his muscles.
Olumer met his eyes. Helian was doing everything proper as a mate and a pack
leader, but she couldn't fight his challenges for him. He would have to show that he was
not afraid of Temer. "Yes."
That gave Helian's cousin pause. He stood there for a moment, then snarled and
twisted his head around haughtily. "I will not listen to you defend yourself, when you
should have known that the only battlefield we will prove ourselves on is the physical
one."
Olumer smirked. Temer knew that he wasn't competent to face Olumer's
calmness, or face him at all in any way but battle.
"Something else has changed, too," Helian added conversationally. "I think that
we should start digging out a den soon."
"Why?" Temer asked, and then abruptly came several steps forward and sniffed
at Helian's hand. Olumer tensed, but Helian didn't smell frightened, and he was her
cousin. Olumer just found it hard to remember that not everyone who lunged around near
Helian intended to harm his mate.
"You're pregnant," said Temer, stating the obvious. From the wonder in his eyes
as he stared at Helian, though, Olumer wasn't sure that he was capable of saying anything
else.
"Yes," said Helian, with a slight laugh as though she knew it was silly of her to be
so excited, and didn't care. "Isn't it wonderful?" Her hand smoothed over her belly for a
moment, in a gesture that was less protective than smug.
"How- how many?"
"Twins, this time," said Helian. "And I will need food and protection, and they
will need food and protection, and Olumer will be too busy being a proud father to be all
that he should be in that regard-"
Olumer started to reply, but restrained himself. She was likely right; he would
want to stay near the den and protect her as often as he would wish to hunt for her.
Besides, she was giving Temer something to do that would make him feel important, and
give him an excuse to be away from the den.
"-so I appoint you the official hunter and guardian of the borders, superseding
anyone else, until the children are three months old."
Temer nodded gravely, all the importance regrown on him again. "Should I tell
the others?"
"You may."
Temer strutted away, and Olumer managed to restrain his tongue until the other
male was out of sight. "I don't know how you stand him. If anyone had been that arrogant
in my birth pack, my father would have cuffed him and chased him around the den three
times."
Helian chuckled. "Temer has his uses, as does anyone. I know several pack

leaders who would not have taken a mate as strong as you, for fear that the mate would
topple them and win leadership of the pack."
Olumer shrugged. "If you were less strong, and if I were interested in pack
leadership for its own sake, I might have."
Helian leaned over and licked his shoulder. Olumer thought it was a prelude to a
nip, but apparently she only wanted the affectionate gesture for now. "I know. But we
know each other's strength, and we know the way that we will fight together, hunt
together, and look after the children together. Similarly, I know what Temer is good at. It
wasn't leadership, and it was only physical strength that won him the position for a little
while. But now he is in a place where I can use him for something, and I would be stupid
to pass the opportunity up just because I decided that I didn't like his arrogance."
Olumer considered that for a time. Then he said, "Agreed. Do I have your
permission to trounce him if he does something stupid?"
"Of course." Helian smiled at him. "You are second-in-command in this pack,
and you outrank him."
Olumer nodded. He didn't have quite Helian's level of trust in Temer. Someone
who could watch him and do something about the arrogant male getting out of hand
would be best.
*****
"Olumer."
Olumer opened his eyes, then sat up quickly. Bright silver eyes blinked once in
front of him, and then Temer shifted to show his body against the night. He was agitated,
muscles rippling in a way that Olumer usually only saw when a subordinate was on the
brink of challenge.
He snarled at once, tensing, but Temer shook his head. "No, it's not that. I
smelled a foul scent near the borders, and I think that something is there. Somethingfiliferna, perhaps. Dark fey."
Olumer's reservations melted like snow in the sun. Temer was a good
subordinate. It was only in overestimating his own talents that he got into trouble. "I will
come," he said, and stood up to follow the other male. Then he hesitated and glanced
back at Helian.
Temer gestured to other pairs of silver eyes glowing through the branches. "She
will be safe. The others would spend their blood, every drop of it, before they would let
her and the children be harmed."
Olumer let out a sharp breath. He still hated to leave Helian, but filifernai on the
borders of the valley were ultimately a greater threat to her than some unknown and
perhaps imaginary danger sneaking through the valley itself. He accompanied Temer
towards the border.
They crested the hill, and the stink hit Olumer. His heart beat once, and hard,
when he saw the filifernai gathered on the crest of the hill. Many, there were, perhaps
even as many as fifty. More than he could ever hope to fight.
He snarled.
The lead one said, "We have not come to hurt you, your mate, or your- children."
Its voice faltered on pronouncing the word. Dark fey didn't mate themselves, and
wouldn't have much experience with children.
Olumer gazed sternly at it. "Then why have you come here, and in such

numbers?" he demanded.
"The Dark is insistent on speaking with you," said the leader. "It has some
questions about the way you broke free of Destiny and your chain to the Princess
Cadona." The filiferna paused for a moment. "It feels that such techniques could be
useful in breaking free other prisoners, royals who might turn to it if they were not
imprisoned by their Destinies."
Olumer shook his head. "There was no trick. I merely left her because I wakened
to my silvereyes heritage."
"You did not know of it?"
"I thought I was half-fey, thanks to a shining net I had woven over my old
memories." Olumer took a moment to reflect on the bizarre nature of the conversation. Of
course, standing in the dark and the snow and talking with a filiferna who was not trying
to kill him about anything at all was unusual.
The fey made an odd scraping sound. Olumer tensed, thinking it was drawing its
chain along its wrist, and finally realized that was meant to be contemptuous laughter.
"How could you think that you were less than full silvereyes? Had you ever looked into a
mirror? Or a pool of still water?"
"I had memories made anew, and attached to the shining net," said Olumer
sharply. "Did you come to make fun of me, or did you come to fight me?" He shifted into
a better position.
"Neither," said the filiferna. "We came to talk to you. Could you make a shining
net like this again?"
"Yes," said Olumer warily.
"Could you make it for someone we will bring to you, and ease her into thinking
she had always been a part of the Dark?"
Olumer sighed. But it was a small price to make them go away and leave him and
his family alone, so he nodded.
"Excellent," said the dark fey, and then turned and withdrew into the night. The
other filifernai melted after it, and in moments Olumer was left to the wind and the cold.
He shivered, and sniffed suspiciously, but the filifernai might as well not have come for
all the traces they left behind.
"Are you being human again?" Temer demanded.
"Only in order to save our lives," Olumer said, snapping harder than he'd meant
to.
Temer stood in embarrassed silence for a moment, then said, "Oh. That's all right
then."
Olumer rolled his eyes, and turned back to his mate and children.

Chapter 35
A Kind of Wild Acceptance
"Of course I never became reconciled to losing my mother. It happens to pain me
still, sometimes, when I think about it too closely. But one does get used to thinking of it
less and less often."
-Prince Leroth of Orlath.
"How tender."
Elary forced her eyes open. Kirien stood above the bed, grinning at her and Silar.
Elary's face flushed as she realized how intimately they were wrapped around
each other. Silar's wing cupped her shoulder, and most of her back in this position. Elary
lay draped half over Silar's body, touching every part of her but the bound wing.
Somehow, even in sleep, she had retained enough of a healer's sense to avoid disturbing
the wound.
"I think that you should stay like that just a little longer," said Kirien. "I will
summon those of the ilantien who think that no ilzán, even a halfbreed, is capable of
tenderness. It will please them."
He disappeared before Elary could object. She thought about getting up and
moving away from Silar, but decided she didn't want to It was nothing to her if the
ilantien wanted to peer at them, providing that they did not actually wake up Silar with
their chattering or- whatever ilantien did when they were happy. Elary reminded herself
she really didn't know.
She snuggled closer and shut her eyes. From the way the castle sometimes shook,
she suspected the battle was still going on, but it could do without them for a little longer.
Silar was only one warrior, though one of the deadliest, and she had shown the other
healers how to fight the alnessi.
We cannot do everything, she thought drowsily. And, for the first time, I do not
believe that we should try.
She opened her eyes when muffled giggling filtered through the room, and saw
the ilantien gathered around the bed. She watched them as stoically as she could, trying
not to flinch when one of them reached out and touched her shoulder. She did catch the
hand when it tried to move on to Silar's wings, though.
"Don't wake her up," she explained, to the woman's inquiring gaze. "She needs
her sleep."
The ilantie nodded and pulled her hand back, then said something in her
chattering tongue that made the others laugh and gasp in appreciation. Elary scowled,
feeling left out.
Kirien, who was smirking at her, translated. "They say it would be an honor to
heal any pain that you're suffering."
"Oh," Elary said, flushing more now than she had when the ilantien first gathered
around the bed. "Tell them I don't have any pain right now, thank you."
"We know that," said the woman who had reached out to touch her. She was
kneeling on the floor, looking up at Elary and Silar as if to see if that would change the
angle. "We would have felt the calling to feed the moment we entered the room if you
did."
"Oh," said Elary again.

"And we can feel that you don't really like us." The ilantie balanced her hands on
the edge of the bed and her chin on her hands, eyes never varying from Elary's face. Elary
wondered if they blinked. She hadn't actually seen an ilantie blink, and she was coming to
realize it was bad to assume things about them. "Why don't you like us?"
"Because I find it disturbing, that you feed on pain and take enjoyment from it,"
said Elary.
"Ilantien do not do that," said the woman. "We can feed on the pain of wounds,
but we could not enjoy causing them." Her nose wrinkled, and for a moment a very
human look of abhorrence sat on her face. "Those two are not the same things at all."
"Oh," said Elary yet a third time. "But what if you are hungry, and there is no
pain nearby?"
The woman shrugged. "We make a small cut in our own skin and heal it, or ask
someone else to do it. It is not very nourishing, but it will feed us until we can find a
proper meal, which we don't require that often."
Elary couldn't think of anything to say that wouldn't make her sound stupid, so
she sat silent. Kirien smiled at her. "Perhaps you should wake your friend and take her for
a walk on the battlements?" he suggested. "I find it often helps when someone is
recovering from pain and nearly dying."
Elary nodded, and gently touched Silar's shoulder. The kiness woman's eyes
fluttered, and then came open. For a moment, they fixed on Elary alone, and there was a
look of deep sweetness there.
Then it faded as they swept on to the ilantien, and Silar sat up, yawning and
almost stretching her wings before she remembered. "Are you fit for a walk on the
battlements, Elary?" she asked.
Elary hid her amusement and nodded. Silar probably just wanted to get away
from the ilantien, but it did suit her well enough.
She rose and followed Silar from the room, though she paused when the
unknown ilantie woman gripped her hand. Silar halted near the door, glancing back, and
took a step towards her when she saw that someone actually had hold of Elary. Elary had
to shake her head and raise a hand to keep Silar just where she was.
The ilantie stared hard at Elary. "You know what we do," she said. "You know
that we are healers like yourself."
"Not exactly like," Elary couldn't help pointing out.
"But similar."
Elary nodded.
"Think well of us," said the woman. "We have returned to our home after years of
exile, and we would like to be welcomed by the people living there. But if we find no
welcome among those most like us, then where will we find it? The humans will distrust
us the more, and the other fey will follow the lead of the ilzánai. The war will not last
forever. Think kindly of us, and give us a place in your hearts and realms when the war is
over."
She loosed Elary's hand.
Shivering a little, Elary walked quickly over to Silar, and they left the infirmary.
It didn't help that Elary could feel their eyes on her back all the way, and she thought
Silar could feel much the same thing. There was no point in walking as fast as she did,
otherwise.

*****
"Do you think she meant what she said?"
Elary glanced up at Silar. They were pacing along the battlements, since no attack
was happening right at the moment; Shara's servants were withdrawn as if regrouping.
The early morning wind fluttered in Silar's hair, and ruffled the feathers at the very tip of
her wings. She had spread the unbound one as if she wanted to encourage that sensation.
Elary thought she looked lovely.
"The ilantie woman?"
Silar snorted at her. "She was the most recent woman who spoke to us. Who else
would I be talking about?"
Elary rolled her eyes, but didn't give her opinion about that. "Yes, I do. She does
want to be accepted, and the ilantien don't have much chance of it if even their own
cousins don't welcome them."
"Then you will open your heart and welcome them?" Silar shot her a glance as if
wondering what Elary would say to that.
Elary bowed her head. "I don't know. It makes a difference to know that they do
not torture people to feed on them, and that they do work to heal and care about what
happens to their patients."
"But?"
"I do not know that I could ever feel easy with them." Elary tilted her head back
to look into Silar's eyes. "And if I can't feel easy around them, then any welcome that I
offer is just a counterfeit, just a way of saying that I can make myself feel better without
sacrificing my fear."
"I think you place too much emphasis on sincerity of emotion," said Silar. "You
could welcome them and yet fear them. It's not so much your utter acceptance they want,
I think, as your encouragement to others."
Elary stared at her. "I don't understand," she said at last, realizing that Silar
wouldn't look at her. "Why do they want that?"
"Because," said Silar, "they are not blind. They saw Destiny rescue me,
doubtless, and they have seen the way that you move in high company and are trusted by
Rior. You yourself bragged of it to Kirien." Amusement touched her face for a moment,
and then vanished. "You will be powerful after the war. They want you to encourage
others so that people will feel compelled to listen, in a way they wouldn't if it was just the
ilantien urging them to accept it."
Elary scowled. "I don't see why I should become powerful."
Silar turned and clasped her hands. Elary looked up into her face, arguments
forming on her tongue that vanished when she saw the look there, one she hadn't seen
even when she and Silar were screaming at each other before they slept.
"If I must take the throne," said Silar, "then I am not going to be a pawn of
Destiny. I saw what happened to the people who were. I will rule in my own way, in my
own fashion. And one of the first things I will do is make sure that you have an honored
place. Court healer."
"I don't know that that exists," said Elary, taking refuge in nonsense to ease her
own shyness at the look in Silar's eyes. "The monarchs of Ilantra-Arvenna had ilzán
blood, and they could heal themselves. And of course they didn't want to show favor to
one disease-fey above the rest-"

"Then I'll create it," said Silar. "The very least you should have for the rest of
your life is shelter and comfort and good food." She paused for a beat. "And me, if you
will accept me."
"Of course," said Elary.
Silar smiled, and would have said something more, but an alness swooped over
them and landed on the wall. Elary froze, unsure what to say or do. Silar didn't even have
her sword, which had fallen with the alness she'd killed just before Destiny brought her to
earth.
Silar sighed, lashed out with a leg, and caved in the alness's rib cage. He coughed
and wheezed and bent over, and Elary stepped forward and shoved him from the
battlements. She didn't look to see if he fell or flew, just turned and looked at Silar.
"We should get under shelter," she said.
Silar ignored her. She was staring out over the battlefield, wings twitching, and
rustling her bindings.
"We should get under shelter," said Elary loudly.
Silar jumped, then sighed. "Oh, yes," she agreed, leading Elary back towards the
castle. "We should."
Elary rolled her eyes, and went.
*****
"Have you made a decision?"
Elary stood up at once and moved away from the bed where Silar lay. The kiness
woman had just fallen asleep, after muttering and whining about wanting to join the
battle above the walls, and Elary didn't want her disturbed. The ilantie woman followed
her obediently enough, and halted when they were near the door of the infirmary to look
up at her hopefully.
"Have you decided whether or not you will accept us, and try to make the other
ilzánai understand that we mean no harm?" she asked again.
Elary sighed and looked around, almost wishing she could shift the burden of the
decision to someone else. But the only ilzánai in sight were working studiously with their
backs to her, and she didn't see Lorien at all. The ilantien just watched her with large
eyes, no matter what they had been doing a moment before. It was so uncomfortable that
Elary finally turned back to the ilantie.
"I can't tell if you're evil or not," she said bluntly. "You heal, but you profit from
pain in a way that a healer should not. It is in your interest that people are hurt, so that
you can continue to live from them."
The ilantie's eyes flashed as if she would dispute the point, but instead she only
nodded calmly. Elary suspected she had probably held this argument with herself before
and prepared herself for that.
"But when the war is done," Elary went on, "it seems that a ridiculously small
group of people will guide Ilantra's destiny. I wish it wasn't that way, but it is true. And it
seems that I will be one of those people."
Again, the woman's eyes flashed, this time with something more like hope than
resentment. Elary supposed she had braced herself for the announcement either way, but
couldn't keep from thinking it might be a good one.
Elary sighed. "And you should not be kept from homes in Ilantra just because I

resent the way you heal. I have decided that I will recommend to Rior and anyone else
who asks me that you be allowed to stay."
The ilantie woman bowed her head. All around the infirmary, her fellows turned
back to work.
"You will not regret this," said the ilantie softly. "My name is Izederos, and I will
make sure you do not regret this."
"Thank you," said Elary, a little embarrassed. "You know that this doesn't mean
the acceptance of all the ilzánai?"
Izederos shrugged. "It is a beginning," she said, "and that is all that matters. And
you will have the political power to enforce your will on them if they begin whining to
you about us."
"I don't intend to force my will on anyone," said Elary sharply. "I only intend to
protect you and promote what is fair, not promote what you think is right without
consulting anyone else."
Izederos smiled slowly. "And that, too, is only what we expected," she said. "We
will be happy to accept your protection, my lady, limited though you think it will be. You
have the ear of the great power Rior. That will be a comfort to us, and a blessing in this
land. And you should meet our goddess Shamiela as soon as possible. She was the one
who suggested we ask you. I think you'll like her."
"Why not just rely on the power of your goddess to protect you?" Elary asked,
curiosity overcoming her. "Surely she could hold back the enemies who might actually
attack you." She couldn't believe the ilzánai capable of such a thing, no matter what their
hatred.
"We are feeders on physical pain," said Izederos. "And not emotional pain. We do
not want to dwell in confusion and torment and physical confinement when there is
another way." She smiled. "And one that a just and fair half-fey has so easily agreed to
provide for us."
Elary inclined her head slowly. "I understand."
And that did, it was true, move her closer to absolute acceptance of the ilantien
than anything else had.

Chapter 36
Laden With Corpses
"If you have ever fought a war that was not laden with corpses, let me know what
it was, that I can fashion it into a song of peace and beauty to inspire all the bards."
-The Dark-Eyed Warder of the North, to Hyelin the Bard.
"Nightstone! What happened?"
Nightstone flinched and put a hand on the unicorn stallion's neck, soothingly. He
was already unhappy about having to venture this close to the castle walls, and he arched
his neck and danced as though saying that he would appreciate being even further away.
But he went forward when Nightstone patted him, and only snorted a little when Ilarsa
flung herself over the walls and landed next to them, staring at them in concern.
"I killed the Princess Tewilde," said Nightstone, gesturing to the body slung over
the stallion's flank. That, even more than the close approach to the castle, was the real
reason for his concern. Unicorns did not like death. "I wanted to make sure that everyone
saw the body, and knew there was no hope of her coming back." She sighed. "All this
trouble to search her out, to try and make Elle help specifically so that we could find her,
and this happens."
Ilarsa stared at the body for a moment, then shook her head. "I don't understand.
You killed her so that Cadona could rule?"
"No," said Nightstone patiently. "I killed her because she attacked the unicorns in
cheetah form, and I didn't realize what was happening."
"Oh." Ilarsa stared for a moment more, and then turned sharply away, with one
hand over her mouth.
"What is it now?" Nightstone snapped, not caring if she sounded whiny. No one
was offering to help her; the gates weren't even open yet.
"Just that of course that would happen, when you went out on the Plains," Ilarsa
choked, wiping at her eyes. "Sometimes I think that Chance is the most powerful force in
the world after all, despite what I know of Change."
Nightstone shook her head and shouted at the gates. They opened a few minutes
later, and the people who had opened them stood out of her way, as if sensing her temper.
The unicorn stallion's hooves sounded like echoing bells off the sides of the courtyard.
Elle came out to her as she rode towards the stables, sweeping her gray robe as
irritably as though she had just been called from an important meeting. "Nightstone, what
is it? I was just about to begin the search for the Princess Tewilde that you asked me so
earnestly to make-"
She stopped when she saw the body slung over the unicorn's flank. She came at
once to it when she recovered from the shock, and gently probed and prodded at it.
Nightstone sighed. Elle could have told that this was a body formed by Orlathian royal
parents in just a moment. This was only a formality. In that way, the goddess was acting
like a mortal, and a rather silly one.
Elle stepped away at last, her dreaming eyes dulled with the shock. "I had not
imagined this," she whispered. "You are certain that there is no other Heir that we could
go seeking?"
"Not certain," said Nightstone. "But she was the one I knew of, and now she is
dead. We will have to bring Princess Cadona back. We have no choice."

"No," said Ilarsa.
Nightstone glared at her. "No one was asking your opinion."
"I could leave you and go back to my new lord," said Ilarsa, in what she probably
imagined was a threat, "like Rosorien and the others."
"Then do so," said Nightstone, turning to face Elle again. "It will matter little to
my service to Orlath."
Ilarsa spluttered, and then stalked away. Nightstone wondered if she was going to
change into a swan and fly back to Ilantra, then dismissed the thought with a shrug. She
would miss Ilarsa, of course, but the woman's objections to Cadona were getting to be
unreasonable, as was her belief that anyone would listen to her while she declaimed on
and on about them.
"You want me to go and fetch Princess Cadona?" Elle asked her softly.
For a moment, Nightstone felt the wonder of it, that a goddess was asking her
what should happen. Then she shrugged it off. She was the one who would need to make
decisions, and Elle was no longer as powerful as she had been, nor in control of Orlath.
"No, my lady. I will do that. I think that you should go on to Ilantra, and do what you can
to raise the siege there. They must be getting desperate."
Elle nodded. "I must admit that I will feel easier getting out of the Kingdom for a
while, now that it is no longer truly mine," she said. "And battle can cleanse that passion,
though of course I will try to talk to Shara first and see if I cannot turn her from the war
with a little gentle persuasion."
"Do so," said Nightstone, though she wasn't sure how well that would actually
work. "I'm sure that you have Rior's blessing."
"And do I have yours?" Elle asked, with a loose smile that became the more
serious as Nightstone stared at her in astonishment.
"Why do you want mine?" Nightstone asked bluntly. "I would not say that we are
enemies, any longer, but we are not allies, nor friends. What could the words of any
mortal but one of your worshippers mean to you?"
Elle shrugged, still smiling that strange smile. "Perhaps I have changed since I
was brought into this alliance," she said, "even more than you think I have. I had leisure
for thinking, when the battle against the fey country was little more than a straining of
strength. I had leisure to realize that some things my priestesses had done had been
wrong, and not the epitome of goodness that I liked to consider them. And I had to think
about that, and think about it, and think about it, but I came in the end to the conclusion
that there is good to be found everywhere- in Dark, in Light, in Shadow, and in some of
the other people who follow other gods. If I am to be the goddess of good- almost the
only sphere left to me, now- then I must learn to seek it out wherever it dwells. And I
think that you have some in your heart."
"I do not," said Nightstone.
"Yes, you do."
Nightstone sneered. In a way, she thought, she was living the dream of every
Darkworker, the chance to defend the Dark before a leader of its enemies, but she didn't
really enjoy it. "I promised to take care of Orlath because I thought it likely that it would
collapse, and I wanted the country of my birth and memories to stay intact. That's all."
"And yet you had no reason to care about that, either as a Darkworker or a
servant of Shadow," said Elle. "You did not even occupy the throne during your twelve

years as ruler of the country, though no one would have objected."
"I would have," said Nightstone. "That is meant for members of the Orlathian
royal line, and I am not one."
"By blood, you are."
"By allegiance, I am not."
"That allegiance is going to have to change, when Erlande brings his power to
bear," said Elle, and then stood smiling at her, as if she thought that argument- a weak
one at best, Nightstone thought furiously- should convince Nightstone.
She waited a moment to make sure that the goddess wouldn't say anything else,
then shrugged. "It really doesn't matter. I am going to make sure that Cadona can take the
throne, and if she can't, then I will look for other Heirs. I know that I am not the only
royal who ran off to the Dark. I met at least one other. I will look for their descendants,
and raise them to the throne."
Elle smiled once more. "If you will do that, then I have no quarrel," she said.
"And I do not believe that Erlande should have any quarrel, either."
"I will not."
Nightstone turned sharply, her heart beating hard. A watery figure had risen from
the trough near the stables, and sat on the edge of it, now and then dipping his hands
further in the water as if admiring the way the drops ran down. He smiled at her, or so she
thought, from the bending and flexing of the corners of his lips.
"I can sense that there is an Heir with Azure magic alive somewhere in the
world," he said. "Strange," he added, as if in an aside, to Elle, "how I can feel their
presence even from so far away, tugging and calling on me like the waves pulling and
tugging on the shore."
"I know," murmured Elle.
Erlande looked back at Nightstone. "I would prefer the Heir with Azure magic on
the throne, of course, for obvious reasons."
"Of course," Nightstone murmured.
"But I will accept you, or this Scarlet-gifted Princess, if you cannot find anyone
closer." Erlande sprang to his feet, for a moment drizzling water all over the
cobblestones. "I will tell you where to look, if you have trouble locating Cadona."
"Why would I?"
Erlande shrugged. "I am too new to feeling the Orlathian royal line to tell you. I
can only tell you that it feels as if there will be trouble." He turned and dived back into
the trough before Nightstone could ask him another question, spattering everyone with
water. Nightstone licked her lips, noticing that it tasted of salt even though the liquid in
the trough was almost certainly fresh.
"So," said Elle. "Things are changing. I go to help Rior, and to promote the
worship of Erlande when I am done with that. You go to find the Princess Cadona, and
perhaps other Heirs."
"I would be willing to help with that."
Nightstone glanced over her shoulder. Ilarsa leaned against the wall of the
stables, scowling at her.
"I thought you had given up on me, and were going back to Ilantra?" Nightstone
asked. "That was the impression you gave."
"I changed my mind."

"Because of Princess Cadona?"
Ilarsa gave her a haughty glance. "I considered and still consider her the worst
choice for the throne. I changed my mind because of you. You should think less of your
powers of persuasion."
It was nonsense, time-wasting nonsense, but Nightstone found herself squashing
a smile.
*****
There did turn out to be one thing that wasted even more time than dealing with
Ilarsa's nonsense, and that was reassuring the people in the castle that she would return
with Cadona, that they would have their Heir. They wailed over the death of the Princess
Tewilde once they understood what had happened, and asked Nightstone many probing
questions about whether or not she intended to return. By the time she began to soar over
the Plains in pegasus form, Nightstone was more than a little irritated.
Now I remember why I never took up rulership, she thought sourly, deliberately
dipping into the path of a contrary current so that she could flap hard and hopefully
banish some of her anger. I thought it was silly to deal with these people as if I were their
Queen, and I still do. When they thought of me as a tyrant, they did as I commanded
without trouble, or rebelled and were cut down. As a Queen, I would have to deal with
them on their own ground, and make compromises instead of commands. Nightstone
shuddered, a rippling motion that traveled throughout her body. No. I will not do that.
Cadona must rule. She can compromise.
Nightstone?
For a moment, Nightstone wasn't able to distinguish Ilarsa's voice from her own
thoughts. Then she shook her head, snorted at herself as much as anyone else, and
replied, Yes, Ilarsa, what is it?
Look below.
Nightstone looked down, and nickered, her hooves lashing out hard behind her.
Below them was a stream of dark beings moving along, and it startled her to see them.
Filifernai did not usually come into Orlath. She hovered above them, wary, but confident
that they probably wouldn't strike at her. Pegasi usually served the Dark, even as the
violated fey did.
One of them did look up at her. There was no mistaking that sharp gaze.
Nightstone hovered, and let all her usual comfort under the gaze come welling up. She
had been a companion of the filifernai and other fey like them for a long time. They did
not reproduce in the usual way, and so they were more comfortable for her to be around
than humans, who always seemed to be thinking about bedding in some context or
another.
The filiferna turned away and continued walking. Nightstone shook her head and
swept over them one more time before heading on. Surely they had a good reason to be
here, a reason that she would have known if she were part of the Dark now, but she
wished she knew what it was anyway.
The filifernai went on walking until they gained the foothills, and vanished into
the Rashar Mountains. Nightstone watched them go, then turned back towards Ilarsa,
who had kept behind her. That had probably been wise, Nightstone thought. Some black
swans might have flown in the Dark's armies, but not many of them, and the dark fey
would surely have been more curious had they seen a flyer who didn't fit into their

notions of what was right.
Do you think that they came to scout Orlath out for invasion? Ilarsa asked, her
wings beating hard to hold her in place as another crosscurrent swept around her.
Nightstone snorted, the closest she could come to either laughter or a shrug in
this form. Who knows? Dark might be willing to start another war on another front. We
will face them if they come.
You don't worry much about the future, do you?
No. What's the point?
Ilarsa probably had some answer to that, but she didn't give it, so Nightstone
turned forward once again. They were almost to the place where they had left Cadona
celebrating among the peasants, and Nightstone had to brace herself for the cries that
would probably greet her when she landed.
Cries did greet her when she landed, but they were wails of shock and fear and
horror, not joy. Nightstone transformed swiftly and stared around.
There were villagers on the ground, their throats torn out in a way that she
recognized at once as the work of filiferna chains. Other bodies were half-eaten, in a way
that also marked the presence of the dark fey. There were children staring at the sky with
empty gazes, faces with cheeks chewed off, women with their breasts gone. And the
peasants came running to her for comfort.
Nightstone gave it as best she could, speaking telepathically to Ilarsa the while.
Search for her.
The fey woman did not argue, but swept off. Nightstone went on speaking the
necessary words and burning the eaten bodies, which was not the way the peasants would
have disposed of them, but eased the immediate pain by getting the dead out of sight. All
the while, she trembled in shock.
Could this raid have been made just to destroy Cadona? Did the Dark have hopes
of retaining Rivendon, and have a candidate they would rather use for that throne
instead?
But Ilarsa came back and gave her a message that put things into another
perspective. There is no sign of her, my lady, and they did not have time for such a full
feast as would have gotten rid of her body altogether.
Nightstone understood then. Not another candidate for the throne. The Dark had
chosen its candidate.
The filifernai had come south to take Cadona, and bring her back into the
mountains.

Chapter 37
Riding the Changing Webs
"Change is the greatest of the great powers, but merely by existing in the world, it
permits things to happen in opposition to itself. Thus the ordering of Destiny, thus the
remaking of peoples and countries and royal lines in directions that Change might not
want. Its power contains the seed of opposition to it, a mighty paradox that strengthens
and weakens Change at the same time."
-From a scroll of the Circle of Shadows.
"Pretender to the throne. Wake. I have to talk to you."
Ternora snapped her eyes open. She had expected Jinlian, from that imperious
tone of voice, but instead she saw a shape moving above her, and recognized the voice
that had spoken from the bushes. She held still, eyes narrowed, trying to make out
something in the intense darkness. She thought she could see the edge of a blade, but
nothing of the one who held it.
"Yes," said the voice. "I could cut your throat with this edge if you moved. Hold
still."
Ternora did as it advised, though the intruder had already failed if he wanted her
to feel fear. She felt nothing but a mild annoyance that this was occurring at night and
robbing her of her sleep. She curled back into the warm bulk of Aranthran behind her,
wondered if she should wake him up, and then decided to leave him be. In a way, it was a
challenge to face this intruder on her own, or at least to face someone who really and
sincerely believed that she should not take the throne. Aranthran didn't care one way or
the other, since he knew that he would be rewarded if she did take it and not hurt if she
didn't. Ternora would rather speak to someone who did know the risks, and knew what
some people would do to keep her from getting there.
Like this one.
"Ready yet?" she asked, since the intruder seemed to be taking a long time to
contemplate, or whatever it was he was doing.
"I was thinking," said the voice coldly.
"Yes, I thought so," said Ternora. "But that doesn't mean that you need to go on
thinking all night. Cut my throat or don't, and let me go to one kind of sleep or the other."
"Are you so eager to die?" the voice asked threateningly.
"No, of course not," said Ternora. "I am eager to have an opponent who doesn't
just stand around contemplating the end of desire, or whatever it was that you were
doing. Act. Be like me. Everyone else around here just moans and whines, not
understanding the grand purpose I'm using them for."
"You call it grand?"
Ternora perked up. Maybe he could be a worthy opponent after all. "You know
what I'm using them for?"
"It does not matter," said the voice. "What matters is what you came from, what
you left in a shambles in your eagerness to assert yourself."
"I suppose that's a 'no,'" Ternora murmured, sighing and lying back on the
ground.
The voice continued without paying any heed to her. "You have tried to end the
Doralissan royal line. You have tried to make sure that no one who is fit takes the throne.

I think your intent is to ruin the country. You know you cannot rule it yourself, but you
will try to make sure that no one else can, either."
Ternora snorted. "I have better things to do than apply my resentment in such a
way. Resentment can be so much more powerful than that."
"Then why," the voice demanded, "is the web that you tore wavering?"
"You're not a good opponent at all if I can't understand you," Ternora complained.
"You tore two strands in a web of Destiny," said the voice, and then sank for a
moment. "In the country of Savior, where Prince Warcourage went to receive instruction
and training. Didn't you?"
Ternora whistled. "Are you still on about that, then? That happened a long time
ago, and I haven't thought about it since."
"But you tore two strands," the voice insisted.
"Well, yes."
"Since then, Destiny's power has decayed. It had five who were supposed to help
it, and three of them are gone into their own concerns. You are somehow still counted
faithful to the cause of the Doralissan royal line, but the other one, who is searching for
candidates for the Orlathian throne, is wavering."
"I have no idea what you're saying," said Ternora coolly.
"That Destiny's pattern is trying to reweave itself, but not in the pattern it
originally was," said the voice sharply. "It is trying to create a new web, one that would
have you and one other person as the anchors. But that other person might be the one
searching for candidates for the Orlathian royal line, or someone else altogether."
"How exciting."
"That's not supposed to happen. Destiny should resurrect the old pattern, or spiral
apart altogether."
Ternora shrugged. "I can hardly say what was supposed to happen and what was
not supposed to happen. You may have noticed that I don't care much for Destiny, or
other powers who try to control what happens to me and to the Kingdoms I'm part of."
"But that's just it," said the voice fretfully. "You don't care, and yet you're one of
the two anchors that's making the new pattern possible at all. Why is that? You need to
tell me."
Ternora laughed. "I don't know."
"You must." The blade drifted lower, just low enough that Ternora could make
out the edge a few inches from her throat. "There is no way that you could be causing
something this profound and not know something about it. Perhaps you don't feel that
you can betray all your secrets, but doing it will insure that I let you live."
Ternora thought for a moment. Then she said, "You are on the side of Destiny,
then, and you want it to succeed."
"Yes."
"Then you can't kill me anyway, or the pattern would probably snap apart
completely," said Ternora, folding her hands behind her head. One tap of her fingers
woke up Aranthran. Ternora had decided that she was bored and didn't want to play
anymore, and she wanted Aranthran awake just in case the intruder got tiresome about
leaving. "And because I don't have any secrets to give, I think it would work out nicely if
you merely departed and left me alone."
"You cannot give me orders." The voice was incredibly proud.

"No, but I can try to make you obey them."
Ternora rolled out of the way as Aranthran sprang over her and struck out for the
voice.
The half-Faerie elf had silver light on his fingers, Ternora saw, and he brought it
down in a magnificent sweep. But it seemed to strike steel, and then the intruder ran
fleetly and silently away into the night. Ternora listened hard, but heard no crashing of
footsteps. There was only a very faint ripple, as though the person was using whatever
magic made it or her or him invisible.
"Ouch."
Ternora stood up at once. Of course, she was only worried about Aranthran as he
mattered to her plans, but it could still set them back if it turned out that he was wounded.
She gently took his hand, and frowned when she felt the blood coursing down her wrist.
"That shouldn't have happened, should it?" she asked.
"No." The half-elf's voice was tight with pain. "Get me a bandage, will you? It
struck me hard."
"Are you going to lose a finger?" Ternora asked in interest, leading him back to
the dying fire. A few breaths on the embers kindled them again, and she drew out a spare
shirt of hers that would do well enough to make bandages.
"No." Aranthran's voice was gently self-mocking. "And I should have known that
I couldn't strike at steel and not expect to get cut. That sword was simply unusually sharp,
and the person who held it managed to keep from getting wounded at all. That annoys
me." His voice became a little deeper on the last words.
Ternora laughed. "Does that mean that you will now seek to challenge him?" She
bound the wound, which cut across Aranthran's palm and up to the back of his hand as
well, with the cleanest strip of the tunic.
"Of course," said Aranthran. "And I do think it's a man, not a woman. I got that
much sense of it- him. Though everything about this is strange. Who could have that
much magic, to keep from sight even when I was standing right in front of him? And why
would anyone who had that much magic waste so much of his attention on this rather
petty matter?"
Ternora sniffed. "I am not petty."
"I meant the royal line."
Ternora was not convinced that he did, but she was willing to let it go. "I don't
know the reason for that, either."
Aranthran hissed and stiffened slightly as she bound his hand, then shrugged.
"Doubtless we will never know anything more about it, and must become simply
resigned to those odd vagaries that mark the march of Destiny."
Ternora rolled her eyes, but said nothing. He would only mock her if she said that
she was determined to know more about it.
I have my plans for the royal line, and I will not allow anything to interfere and
mess them up.
*****
"…to oppose our supposed Queen."
Ternora froze. She had been opening her mouth to call out, but this part of the
whispered conversation made her reluctant to do so. She leaned on the trunk of a tree
instead, and looked through a gap in the leaves. They were passing through one of the last

outliers of the jungle before they got into the fields of Culunata, northern Doralissa,
proper. Doubtless the whisperer thought he could avoid being overheard here.
But the person he was trying to convince, as Ternora saw when she peered
through the leaves, was much less likely to think so. He answered with a strong voice as
Ternora watched.
"I don't agree with you, my lord," Pyeros said. "Yes, I know that we don't know
everything she's planning, and she could easily surprise us. But that is not enough reason
to turn against her."
"What if she does everything wrong?" Siteran argued. "She could."
"She could," Pyeros agreed, and his eyes flashed a brilliant gold. "But I don't
think she will. I don't really trust her, but I will wait and see how she turns out before
moving. She may not make a worse Queen than Warcourage would have a King."
Ternora smiled. I knew I could trust you, Pyeros- to be influenced by my
arguments in the end if nothing else.
Siteran snorted. "By then she might have ruined Doralissa, and rebellion against
her could be more ruinous still. I am not like you. I prefer to claim my country while I
still can."
"And I do not?" Pyeros's voice had dropped to a level that Ternora knew was
dangerous, though the other man didn't seem to notice.
"It's not that. It's that we see different things. I see a half-elf who would wreck
everything for her own selfish motivations."
Ternora grinned. In that, he sees me clearly. But I have decided that my selfish
motivations coincide with the good of the country this time. You would all have known if I
hadn't.
"And I see someone who is at least trying," said Pyeros, his voice cooling further.
"It may be that she doesn't do the best job she could, but she has advisers and people who
try to steer her onto their road. At least some of the blame should fall on us, if we cannot
guide her as we ought."
"She will not be guided, Pyeros. You know that."
"I know no such thing, Lord Siteran."
There was a tense silence, and then Siteran shook his head. "I'm sorry, but I can't
cal you a lord when you care more about this half-elf than Doralissa."
Ternora saw the flash of Pyeros's sword, but she was never quite sure how it got
to Siteran's throat. Both men went motionless after that burst of motion.
"You have spoken what you would," said Pyeros softly. "I don't think that you
need to say anything more. I am convinced that you are guilty of treason against the
woman who would be our Queen, Siteran."
"Treason? She is not of the royal line."
"But she is, at the moment, the only one contending for the throne," said Pyeros.
"And though I cannot approve of her manner of doing it, she is trying to learn about the
history of the royal line and search out Heirs to it. So, in that manner, it is treason to her."
Ternora smiled, and stepped into the open. Siteran flinched at the stir of leaves,
but Pyeros didn't move, just nodding a little.
"Your Majesty. You heard?"
"I heard," said Ternora. "And I know that I value you, Pyeros. If you planned to
turn against me, then you would turn in the way your wife did- in the open, and walking

away with a qualm."
Pyeros turned his head to look at her then, and Ternora felt a moment of sadness
when she saw the look in his eyes. He still didn't quite know how to take her praise, didn't
know if he should respond in the way of a courtier with his Queen or as someone
accepting a slightly suspect gift from a possible enemy.
"Thank you, my Queen," he said at last, voice neutral. "Is there any particular
thing you would like me to do with this traitor?"
"What do you think is the best course?"
Pyeros peered at her closely. Ternora kept still, letting him see what he wanted in
her face. This time, she was confident, he would see nothing but what was really there.
She wanted advice on putting Siteran to death or not, never having thought before what to
do about traitors.
"Give him a sword," said Pyeros, "and let him fight for his life in front of all who
travel with us."
Ternora smiled. It appealed to her sense of drama. "Very well. And should I fight
him?"
"Not you," said Pyeros.
"My Guardian?"
He inclined his head.
"Then you shall do it."
Pyeros bowed further, then turned to Siteran. "I will help you make sure that you
select a blade worthy of the challenge," he said.
Siteran looked nearly dead from shock, but he let Pyeros lead him away. Ternora
knew the feeling. Pyeros was the epitome of truth and honor, and somehow it worked. It
clashed hard against someone used to living in reality, like Siteran or Ternora.
He is worth all the trust that I placed in him. The final reward I have planned for
him will be most fitting.

Chapter 38
Who Steals My Reputation
"Who steals my reputation must be desperate."
-Klessa of the Nine Wonders.
"Thank you for telling us this." The Crownkiller's face was pale, but calm. "We
should know what crimes the royals will commit to be back in power. Of course, it is
terrible nonetheless, but at least we are not caught unprepared." He bowed his head. "And
at least Lonaya's terrible death can serve some purpose."
"That was what I thought, my lord," said Kymenos, ignoring the fact that that
was a blatant lie. The people around him would not see it was a blatant lie, and thus it
could still serve him. "I knew that you would want to hear about it, and that you would
see that this terrible royal Heir is brought to justice."
"There is nothing more that you can tell us?" one of the women who sat at the
table asked, leaning forward intently. "You saw nothing more than a shadow, just a
fleeting shadow?"
"Zelazha," the commander scolded gently. "He told us what he knows. He wants
to see this Heir caught as much as we do." He smiled at Kymenos. "Any true-born
Dalznan would want it."
Kymenos smiled back with blinding innocence, and wondered what they would
have done with Talazh if they ever caught him. Then he dismissed the thought, since,
after all, it would require that they listen to Talazh for a moment without doing what they
had already proclaimed they would do.
"That was all," he said. "A shadow. I saw it catch the Lady Lonaya as she walked
away from me, and then her body- collapsed in on itself. It was very strange. The use of
some Star Circle magic, I think-"
"Probably Falto's Pattern," said a voice from behind him, and someone stepped
around him to take a seat on the other side of the table. "Go on."
Kymenos narrowed his eyes as he saw that Onezha, the Star Circle woman who
had nearly betrayed him to the Crownkiller guards, was the one who had spoken. She
smiled blandly back at him and then lounged in the chair, as if at her ease, though her
eyes stayed fixed on his face.
"And then I saw the body fall," said Kymenos. She might disconcert him, but she
couldn't make him forget the story he had been telling again and again now, in his head
and to the commanders. "I rushed towards her, but it melted away, into Dust or something
like it. And then I heard a voice laughing from the shadows, and saw a shadow shaped
like a crown."
Onezha coughed. The cough hid something like a snigger. Kymenos glared at her.
She must not have thought that I was serious.
He reached out and caught her around the heart again, or in the blood around the
heart. Onezha doubled over with a gasp. Kymenos smiled smugly in turn, and then
looked up as the Crownkiller commander whistled lowly.
"A Star Circle-trained Royal Heir? How could this have happened? How could
any of their students turn to this- this perversion?"
Kymenos shook his head. "I am sorry for it, my lord, but sometimes the darkest
hearts hide in the middle of shining light. After all, the royal Heir who was in the

mountains was a Crownkiller, wasn't he?"
"How do you know about that?" the commander said at once.
Kymenos shrugged. "My brother Kymenos was the one escorting him. The Lady
Lonaya actually mistook me for him at one point."
The commander relaxed and nodded. Onezha opened her mouth to say
something. Kymenos squeezed hard on the blood around her heart. Her face flushed pale,
and she collapsed in her chair again.
The commander thought for a moment, then turned his palms up. "We can come
up with nothing else to question you about. You are free to go." He leaned forward and
kept his eyes seriously on Kymenos's face for a moment. "If you think of anything,
anything at all, that you believe we might want to know, then please do not hesitate to
come to us. We do not hurt those who might help us find the royal Heir."
Kymenos toyed for a moment with the idea of giving himself up and then
claiming that they couldn't hurt him. But it was only an idea. He was playful, not stupid.
"I understand, my lord."
The commander sat back in his seat. "Then you may go."
Kymenos turned his head to Onezha. "I am afraid that I am frightened, and would
like an escort. I saw what happened to the Lady Lonaya. That might mean the royal Heir
would come back for me, especially when he knows that I was the one who reported him.
Could I have a Star Circle escort?"
"Of course," said the commander, and nodded to Onezha. "My Lady Onezha,
escort the Lord Dalesst back to the Queen's Rack, if you please."
Onezha looked furious, but she stood and moved towards Kymenos, with a nod
that looked pleasant from the outside. "If you will come with me, Lord Dalesst."
Kymenos held the grip tight on her blood until they were out of the room, and
then Onezha whirled on him. "How could you do that?" she cried. "I am the liaison from
the Star Circle to the Crownkillers, and it's vital that they continue to think they're
persuading us to support them."
"How could you babble about it in the middle of the hall?" Kymenos retorted.
Onezha flushed. "You're right. I'm supposed to be escorting you back to the inn.
Let's discuss it there."
Kymenos shrugged and let her go in front of him, at least partially so he could
have the pleasure of looking at her back with narrowed eyes. Why would the Lady of the
Star Circle position someone who had a personal antagonism to him in this way, letting
her have the chance to betray him, and not warning Kymenos that he would encounter her
outside the Star Circle's boundaries?
Of course, he knew the answer within a few moments of contemplation. This was
the kind of game that the Star Circle was famed for playing, and the one which Kymenos
had hoped they would be intelligent enough not to play with him. The Lady of the Star
Circle was testing the boundaries of what she could get away with while still serving her
people and the Cycle. If she could annoy Kymenos and make him feel at risk without
actually violating their bargain, she would.
She probably gets little satisfaction of any other kind, Kymenos thought savagely,
remembering certain rumors about the Lady of the Star Circle and younger men.
It was a game, then, though probably one the Lady expected to win. She would
think that he couldn't object, since it would jeopardize his standing among the

Crownkillers.
Kymenos would show her just how wrong that was.
"Onezha," he said, making her twitch and look at him. "Do you think that the
Crownkillers will win?"
The woman shrugged. "I don't know, my lord. After all, they have to find the
royal Heir first." Her eyes flashed for a second, and Kymenos wondered if she would be
mad enough just to announce that the royal Heir was walking with her to anyone who
went past. She had to know that she would die the moment she did it, but he would die,
too, and more slowly.
"That's not what I meant," said Kymenos. "Do you think they will win Serian and
the hearts of her people over?"
Onezha glared at him. "I don't know."
"You're the liaison between the Star Circle and the Crownkillers, and you don't
know?" Kymenos asked in disapproval.
"No." Onezha lifted her head proudly. "There are far too many things that could
influence the decision."
"Of the Star Circle?"
"Of the Lady, of course, but there are others who might have a say in the
outcome, too."
"And are you going to tell me who they are?"
Onezha laughed. "Do I look stupid? You have no influence over me. You cannot
compel me to tell you anything. In fact, I am the one with the power here. I could shout
out any moment that you are in fact-"
I'll be damned in the snow. She really is that stupid. The Lady of the Star Circle
either is playing a deeper game than I thought, or she suffered a bout of stupidity herself
when she appointed Onezha liaison. Kymenos squeezed around Onezha's heart until she
collapsed on the ground, gasping. Then he knelt beside her, gently rubbing her arm. "My
lady? I am a healer. Is there something I can do to ease your pain?"
Onezha glared at him out of watering eyes.
Kymenos smiled and rubbed her arm soothingly. "Wait until we get to the
Queen's Rack. I can give you some of the plants I have there, and you should feel better."
It would require a great deal of control to avoid just brewing two leaves and giving them
to her as a "restorative."
"You caused this," she said in an undertone. "I hate you."
"That's what they all say." Kymenos rubbed her arm again, and then stood up.
"Come with me, my lady, and I will make sure that you are comfortable. And we can talk
over the business of the Star Circle, too."
Onezha snarled and followed him. Kymenos kept a tight grip on her blood this
time, and squeezed when it even looked as though she was going to talk to someone else
who was approaching. Onezha bowed her head and kept walking tamely until they
reached the inn.
******
"I don't believe for one moment that you ever healed someone in your life."
Kymenos closed his eyes. Just two leaves, and I would be rid of at least one
problem that plagues me.

Instead, he spoke smoothly as he brewed four leaves for a tea that would ease his
headache from dealing with Onezha. "I have healed many, and that is the reason that I am
as rich as I am." He turned around and sat down on the edge of the bed, sipping his tea
and watching Onezha, who sat on the chair.
"I thought you had made a bargain with Death, and that was the reason you had
the coin to pay for the inn," said Onezha.
Kymenos kept himself, with a great effort, from starting. "And you think that has
something to do with my skill as a healer?" he asked.
"I don't understand what you mean."
Kymenos smiled in grim satisfaction. If he was right, then she would be saying
this many times before this was all over. "I want to know why the Star Circle is trying to
baffle me," he said.
Onezha tried to look innocent. Kymenos acknowledged that he had to applaud
her for the good-faith effort. But it only looked as if she were experiencing severe
problems with her bladder.
"My lord?"
"You know as well as I do that you don't believe in the title, so don't use it where
there's no one to impress." Kymenos leaned forward. "You want me to help you. You
need me to help you. But you are putting obstacles in my way. You would have betrayed
me to the Crownkiller guards."
Onezha's eyes flared. "You broke the laws?"
Kymenos paused, wondering if she was going to explain that, and then decided
that she wasn't. "What laws?"
"The laws of the Cycle. It's not fair." Onezha looked at him sullenly. "You're a
criminal, and you're being rewarded for it. But we have to sit in the tower and do nothing
because of the Cycle."
"You think the Cycle irrelevant?"
"It seems so when you're holding my heart," said Onezha, glaring at her chest as
if her heart should hear her and jump out of Kymenos's hold.
Kymenos chuckled. "It cheers me up to hear you say that. I know that some Star
Circle members are jealous of me, but this is the first time that I ever heard one of them
say it openly."
"I'm not jealous."
"You just said that it wasn't fair that I could do some things, and you couldn't.
That sounds like jealousy to me."
Onezha rubbed her forehead, then said, "If that tea takes care of pains in the head,
could I have some?"
Kymenos nodded, and had to control, desperately, the urge to add just two leaves
to the tea. No one would ever find out, he tried to tell himself. Talisa would not tell, and
no one else would know.
But I have committed one murder already, and attributed it to the royal Heir. It
would look suspicious if someone else died near me now.
Not that she needs to know that, and not that I would not take the chance if she
tried to tell someone about my heritage.
Kymenos scooped the tea up in another cup and turned around, only to find
Onezha rising from her chair and coming at him. Scarlet blazed and danced on the tips of

her fingers.
Kymenos called to the Azure he had used to brew the tea in the cup, and made it
rise. The scalding water dashed across Onezha's face, and she shrieked, losing control of
the fire as she tried to get the burning water off her face.
Kymenos tightened his grip on her blood yet again, and Onezha screamed this
time. Someone pounded on the wall. Kymenos grinned and shouted, "Sorry about that!
Bedplay got a little rough."
"Well, for cold's sake keep it quieter!" someone yelled back.
Kymenos looked down at Onezha. "Not that I would take you as a lover," he
muttered. "A Scarlet mage, and one who wants to kill me. Neither of those is good alone,
and put them in combination…" He shook his head.
Onezha was barely breathing now. Kymenos let the blood flow smoothly again,
and the first thing she did was take several deep breaths. The second thing was pat the
skin above her heart, as if trying to reassure herself that the massive crushing pain would
not seize her again.
Then she sat up and glared at him. "What was the point of that?" she snapped.
"You would have angered the Star Circle, and brought them all down on your head, for
the sake of avoiding my touch?"
"For the sake of living," said Kymenos, wondering how anyone lived this long
being this stupid. He would have drowned any child he had who was this stupid at birth,
even if he had wanted children. He felt a moment of intense pity for Onezha's parents,
whoever they had been. "I know you would have killed me."
Onezha muttered something and glanced away from him.
Kymenos sighed and took his seat again, glaring at Onezha as he sipped from the
tea. He might have given that up, but now he had the feeling that he needed it more than
ever. "So. Tell me. What is the Star Circle doing? Do they really want me to interfere
with the Crownkillers, or not?"
Onezha stared at her hands. "You must realize that would be betraying the
confidences of the Lady of the Star Circle?"
"Have you not done so already?"
Onezha tossed her hair back. "No. Everything but that."
Kymenos was quite still for a time, and then he smiled. "Thank you. You've given
me what I wanted. You can go."
Onezha stood. "How do you know that I wouldn't just go back to the
Crownkillers and tell them about you?" she asked.
"Oh, I don't know that, of course," said Kymenos amiably. "But I would remind
you of something. You have heard of Drawing the Tide?"
"Legend," said Onezha, looking slightly sick. "Rumor."
"Tell that to the Crownkillers and Darkworkers I killed using it near Nafair," said
Kymenos. "Several hundred of them, I think it was. Think about it, and think about the
distance to the sea from here, and think about what it means that the sea likes me enough
to answer my call. It might answer my call just as easily in Serian. Of course, it might
not, but do you want to take the chance? Betray me, and you are not the only one who
will die. I can be the doom of the Star Circle, do I but wish it."
"Your threats are crude," said Onezha, walking to the door but taking the time to
glare back at him in hatred.

Kymenos laughed. "They are only as sophisticated as they need to be, given who
I am dealing with."
Still glaring, Onezha left.
Kymenos let out a soft sigh, and leaned against the wall, folding his hands behind
his head. He had leaned enough from Onezha, indeed. The Lady of the Star Circle was
trying to have everything, trying to play Kymenos and the Crownkillers for just long
enough that she could betray them both while still having them serve her.
Idiots. It appears that I will have to be firmer with them.

Chapter 39
Dealing With Destiny
"If you would love Destiny, then you must obey it. If you would make it obey you,
you must love it."
-One of the Mistaken Mage's paradoxes.
Elary.
Elary sighed and rubbed her eyes, wincing as the harsh wind scrubbed through
her hair and at her cheeks. "Yes, I'm here." She wished that Destiny would stop
summoning her to these secret midnight meetings. She would much rather have been
curled up in bed with Silar.
I'm so sorry to disturb you. The voice was chill with pride. I thought you would
want to know what I consider due to me for rescuing your friend.
That made Elary snap to attention. "What do you want?" she asked, peering
ahead into the darkness. She stood on the battlements, and perhaps because of the wind,
there was no attack tonight. Of course, the wind meant there were no torches, either, and
Elary could just barely see the glimmer of gold in front of her.
Destiny twined in what Elary thought was restlessness for a moment before it
answered. I want to know that you will put Silar on the throne, and that you won't back
away from it.
"Why do you want Silar there so much?" Elary asked. "You know that things
have changed enough to make my dream not as relevant, and you know that Silar is not
of royal blood." She paused. "Is she?" Given how many coincidences had seemed to
happen around Mitherill, Elary supposed it wasn't impossible that Silar really did come of
the Ilantran-Arvennese line.
Don't be silly. Of course not. But I have come- that is, it has come to my attention
that sometimes changing my pattern and accepting something else instead is
advantageous.
Elary began to smile. "You've been speaking with Change, haven't you?"
I refuse to answer that, said Destiny haughtily.
"But you would never have rewoven the patterns before," said Elary happily.
"And now you see that it might not be so bad."
Not answering.
Elary shrugged. "All right. And do you think that Silar would really be the best
choice?"
She has the reputation of a warrior. She has the reputation of one I favor, and
that Rior favors. She stands close to his counsels. She will have a love of Ilantra by the
time this is done. Yes, it could work.
"Could? And not will? I thought you dealt in certainties, things that could not be
changed."
As you have pointed out to me, that is no longer relevant. Destiny sounded
exasperated. It would be best if you stopped thinking about what you expect from me, and
deal with what I say.
Elary nodded, flushing a little. She had been the one to make a big deal out of
Destiny's listening to Change. "Accepted."
It will take work, Destiny resumed, after a suspicious pause in which Elary

thought it was watching her to make sure she really would keep her word. It will take a
lot of work. At the moment, there are many people in Ilantra who don't know who Silar is,
and the most important thing any King or Queen can have is the reputation. It will take
work.
"I understand that."
Do you understand that you will be an important part of spreading that
reputation?
"I will be willing to tell anyone who asks what I think of Silar, of course. But
why should they-"
Because you will be important, Destiny interrupted. Even if Silar didn't intend to
give you the position of Court healer, as I heard her talking about, you would be
important as her love and her main support. And you are not someone as threatening as
they will think Silar, at first glance. You are half disease-fey, the kind of fey they are used
to turning to for healing. You were born in Ilantra. They will accept that you know the
country. But Silar looks like an alness.
Elary blinked. She hadn't realized it, but that would be a factor in the way that
some people thought of Silar. Perhaps it shouldn't be, but it would. The way that Kirien
had reacted to Silar showed that clearly enough.
"Then you think we will have to fight directly against what people remember of
the alnessi?' she asked.
Destiny swirled. Yes. And the fact that Silar is a warrior, for which some people
will find it hard to forgive her. There is an assumption in Ilantra that someone who sits
down to her throne with the sword in her hand will find it hard to let that sword go. You
are a healer. They will think of you as more gentle and patient, more suited to the tasks of
diplomacy. They will trust you.
"I was no great diplomat when this began. The time I spoke to Arran was the first
time I'd ever handled the task."
But you did it, and that is what Rior and the others will depend upon. You will be
important to the throne, Elary, no matter what happens. Something like satisfaction crept
into the silent voice. You will be a guardian and adviser in your own way, though it will
not be for Mitherill.
"Do you regret that?"
More silence. Destiny swirled, and danced, and the golden sparkles raced up and
down. Elary wondered if she had offended it beyond measure again, and then reflected
that Destiny was still here, which must mean something. Surely, if she had offended it
beyond measure, it would simply have faded away, and left her standing on the
battlements and feeling like an idiot.
Not that I don't already feel like an idiot, in some ways.
The silence ended when Destiny said, Ask me again in a few years, and we will
see. For the moment, I can admit that Mitherill would have had many disadvantages as a
choice for the throne.
Elary opened her mouth to say something, and then remembered that Destiny was
proud and had only recently changed its mind. She shut her mouth and smiled instead,
and the golden sparkles danced once more.
"And so you think it will be mostly diplomacy and talking, to put Silar on the
throne?" she asked.

Yes, said Destiny. I might have chosen someone else, but sometimes one sets
patterns in motion and then stays with them. And this is something that I must do. At least
it is a change from the pattern before, which in its own way should satisfy Change.
"It should," Elary murmured. "Seeing that it adds to his power."
Destiny's voice dipped. I never acknowledged that he did not rule. He would
sweep everything away that I built, even as time would. I could maintain a royal line for
a thousand years, and then there would come one royal who didn't bear or sire a child, or
did so doubtfully, and it would collapse again.
"You don't hate him?"
I never did.
The golden sparkles swirled, and dashed away. Elary stood breathing the free,
cool air for a moment longer.
Then she turned and went below to find Silar. There were some things she
thought the kiness woman needed to know.
******
"How am I doing?"
Elary shook her head. Silar hadn't even turned around to face her; she was still
spinning and cutting with the blade that she must have found somewhere to replace her
fallen one. She stopped and critically examined the target she had been cutting to pieces
for a moment, then shrugged and began again. The motion must have tugged at her bound
wing, but she showed no sign of it.
"I think that you should rest," said Elary.
"Of course I should," said Silar. "But I have rested until I am tired of it, and I am
so bored that I would start cutting the linen into strips just for something to do. I thought
it best for me, and for the sake of the ilantien and the others, to come to the practice
room."
Elary blinked. "That sounded almost- reasonable."
"I'm that way sometimes." Silar turned towards her, dropping the point of the
sword to the floor and leaning on it. "A perversion of mine, I know." She shook her hair
out of her eyes and smiled. "Was there something in particular you wanted to talk to me
about?"
"Yes, actually," said Elary, rousing herself from the trance of the way the sweat
crept down Silar's neck. "Destiny came to me on the battlements. It wanted to talk about
you taking the throne."
"I have to do that, don't I?"
Elary studied Silar's eyes closely. They were cloudy with something like
resentment, but surprisingly clear given that Elary had expected even more resentment.
"Yes."
Silar nodded. "Then tell me what I need to do. I know that not everyone in Ilantra
favors warriors, or those fey who aren't ilzánai. Including the ilantien," she added. "It
seems that you've set yourself two hard tasks in diplomacy, if they are also going to be
your charges against the world."
"Who said anything about charges?"
Silar only grinned. "So. Are you going to require that I dress a certain way?
Speak a certain way?"
"That you love Ilantra."

Silar tilted her head. "I think I could fulfill that in time. I told you once that I
always wanted to see forests, and the little I was able to see of the Ilantran forests before
we moved south and got trapped here answered my expectations. And this is the place
you are from," she added, her voice softening. "Yes, I think that I could easily learn to
love it."
Elary smiled. "Good. But that means that you'll need education in things like its
history."
"I know that."
Elary cocked her head. "You seem to have thought this out very thoroughly
already. Is there anything that you need me for?"
Silar reached out and caught her hand, lifting it to her lips. "Only to have you at
my side, and to be reassured that you wouldn't leave me for some greater cause- helping
the ilantien, perhaps, or healing." Her voice tightened towards the end, and she turned
away, wings twitching.
Elary blinked at Silar's back. Several more diplomatic ways to phrase it passed
through her mind, which was only appropriate given what she was now, but she thought
the blunt ways would probably work better, so she simply said, "Would you mind telling
me what you're talking about?"
"I saw you with the ilantien," said Silar softly. "And I remember something of
what it was like when you were healing me. I've listened to the ilzánai talk, too. Only
someone with a true passion for healing could have done what you did."
"Or a true passion for the person under her hands," said Elary. "I could not have
done that with or for anyone else, Silar. You were the only one whose survival mattered
more to me than my own."
Silar half-turned back towards her, wings still twitching. "But some ilzánai have
done that in the past so that a war-leader could survive, or someone who was important to
many people."
Elary snorted. "That is because they are as they are, and they consider healing as
important in other ways than I do. They could only have healed you if they thought of the
ways you matter to others. For me, the way you matter to me is the only important thing.
And yes, it's selfish, but it worked out in the end."
Silar let out a quick, nervous breath. "Then it doesn't bother you that I kill other
people?"
Elary frowned. "Where did you hear that it did?"
"Lorien and the others were talking while I recovered from the sprained wing the
first time-"
"You were certainly busy listening," said Elary.
Silar shrugged, and then grimaced. "They were busy talking. They said that
warriors are different from healers, and a few of them brought forward stories of healers
who loved warriors and had to give them up. Someone who kills cannot stay with
someone who saves lives."
Elary glared.
"They said it, not me," said Silar. "And it's true, isn't it? You told me once that
you couldn't train with a weapon because you had seen what a sword could do to
someone's body, and you never wanted to do that to someone else."
Elary sighed. "Silar, don't you think that I would have abandoned you long since,

or never admitted my love, if that was a problem?"
"I don't know," Silar muttered.
Elary studied her a moment longer, and at last it came to her that she was seeing
Silar shy and awkward. Of course everyone must have their moments like that, but this
was the first time that Silar had ever let Elary see her moment. Elary smiled slightly, and
reached out to stroke Silar's shoulder, careful to avoid the bound wing.
"I have accepted you as you are," she said. "I was laughing when you talked
about wanting to slap Mitherill, though I tried desperately not to show it and to be a good
guardian. I think that you will be a good Queen, even as I shiver at the thought of all the
work I must do to prepare you. We will survive this, Silar. Truly, we will. And I would
have given up if I thought it was going to be too intimidating, or that I would suddenly
fall out of love with you."
Silar faced her at last. "Really?"
"Yes."
Silar stared at her for a moment more, then reached out with her free wing and
pulled her in close. Elary went with the tug, and leaned her head companionably on
Silar's shoulder. She felt the kiness woman kiss the top of her head, and smiled.
"Does that answer your questions?" she asked.
"Yes."
"And do you have any more qualms about becoming Queen of Ilantra?"
Silar snorted. "Compared to getting up the courage to ask you these things, and
all the way feeling irritated at myself for my embarrassment? Hardly."

Chapter 40
Protecting the Pack
"If you would live safe and free,
Then neither a hunter nor a guardian be.
Those are the only ways beyond a doubt
To not let the free blood out.
Of course, such also the coward's ways may be;
Better to live unsafe and free."
-Song among the silvereyes.
"There really were filifernai?"
"Yes," said Olumer for the fifth time, a little puzzled as to why Helian didn't
believe him. She could smell the foul scent that clung to him and Temer for herself, if she
was really confused. "But they only wanted me to bind a shining net around someone's
memories. They will bring the person to me, I suppose. Or they will be satisfied with that
answer, and go away."
"They could attack us-"
"They could have attacked us," Olumer pointed out. "There were several dozen
of them there last night, at least. They could have swept into the valley and killed us, and
then everyone else."
Helian shuddered. "You don't paint a comforting picture," she said, her hand
coming to rest on her belly.
"It's not meant to be comforting," said Olumer. "But I really do think that you're
worrying about nothing, Helian. They wanted to ask me something. They did it. They
went away. I don't think they should show up to trouble us again. They'll only come back
with this person they want me to bind."
"And will you do it?"
Olumer sighed. "Of course. Why not? They might get irritated and threaten to the
storm the valley otherwise, and the thought is enough to make me sick. Why should I not
help them?"
"It could be evil."
Olumer watched her for a moment with his head on one side. Then he smiled. His
mother had gone through something like this, too. It was of a piece with the tendency to
get murderous when someone insulted her.
"Helian, love?" he asked.
"What?"
"It doesn't matter if it's evil or not," Olumer said. "My first concern is protecting
you and our children, and the secondary concern is protecting the rest of the pack. So I
can cheerfully commit murder, or what I think humans would call murder, in order to
keep you safe. Don't worry about that. I've already decided that I'd rather be guilty than
alone."
Helian opened her mouth, then closed it and thought. Olumer waited, hoping she
was realizing what she had done by asking a silvereyes not to protect his mate.
Then she said, "But you have to think about the whole pack, and not just me and
the children."
"That's true," said Olumer. "But secondary."

Helian tilted her head to the side, as if he would make more sense if she looked at
his profile. "But that doesn't make sense. That's not the way the second-in-command
works. He's supposed to question the leader's decisions sometimes and make sure the
ones who aren't near the leader have a fair voice."
Olumer smiled. "You should have picked someone else who would take that duty
up if you wanted him. Should I go and tell Temer that the position is his?"
A flicker of panic grew in Helian's eyes. "You would abandon me?"
"Of course not," said Olumer gently, and bowed his head to kiss her. "But if you
don't think that I make a good second-in-command, then I will go and fetch him. He is
still the second-best choice." Olumer had seen the other members of the pack, and hadn't
been as impressed with them. Of course he would protect them, but they were true
subordinates, refusing to meet his eyes at all or even speak of anything where their
thoughts might differ from his. At least Temer had courage.
"No," said Helian. "But I think that you ought to spend more time with the others
and protect them, too."
"You will always come first."
"Just me?"
"The children, too."
Helian sighed and laid her head down in the grass. "Go and spend some time with
them, Olumer. I think you'll change your mind."
"I never said that I didn't like them, or that I wouldn't protect them," said Olumer.
"Just that they aren't as important to me as you are."
"Go and spend time with them."
She spoke as his pack leader, and not his mate, and so Olumer bowed his head
and went. He didn't think he would change his mind, though. Helian wasn't important to
him at the moment just because she was Helian. She was his mate, too, and the mother of
his children. Of course she would come first with him. It was as natural as sunrise, and in
accord with the deepest laws of silvereyes instinct.
Strange, Olumer reflected as he stepped around a large clump of grass where a
hissing warned him something dangerous lived, that when I act like a human she gets
angry with me, and when I act like a silvereyes she does the same thing.
Ah, well. She is pregnant, and entitled.
*****
"And what do you think of my coming in from the outside like this?" Olumer
asked. "Do you wish I had been raised in the valley?"
Elerian turned her eyes away from him. "I don't know," she said. "I think that
sometimes you can see things more clearly when you come from outside a place. But on
the other hand, those who live there know it best."
Olumer hissed. The woman looked back at him, but lowered her gaze the
moment that Olumer's met hers.
"Have I offended you somehow?" she asked. Olumer listened hard, but could find
nothing in there of mockery, sarcasm, or any other sign of spirit. He hissed again and
reached out, gripping her chin and dragging her face up. Elerian snarled, probably at the
handling, but closed her eyes rather than meet his gaze.
"This is silly," said Olumer, letting her go and staring around at the others, who
didn't meet his gaze, either.

The other two were both men, Renner and Urumer, and they had been playful
enough among themselves before they knew he was coming. Olumer had actually heard
Renner, who ranked just below Temer, shout in laughter and order Elerian to do
something. But they had shut up the moment he came among them, and lain on the
ground, their eyes on the grass.
"What is silly?" asked Renner now. Olumer stared hard at him, but didn't see the
slightest sign of resentment, or curiosity, or anything else that would have reassured him
the man had some courage left in him.
"Was Temer that hard on you?" he asked.
Renner lifted his head a little, but his eyes stayed fixed firmly on a tree that stood
nearby. "I don't know what you mean, begging your pardon."
"You're acting as though he spent all day scratching you the moment you put a
foot out of line," said Olumer. "Is that what happened? Did he punish you so much that
you now won't risk standing up for yourselves? Or was it for real slights? Were you
rebellious?"
"No!"
Olumer looked at Elerian in satisfaction. He had hoped to provoke a response
from one of them, and now Elerian was on her feet, though she still looked away from
him, and spoke as softly as she did furiously.
"No, and if he said anything like that, it was a lie. We were as tame under him as
under Helian, or you."
"But you are listless," said Olumer. "This is not respect, this is want of spirits.
Why are you like this?"
Elerian blinked, and then suddenly sat down in the grass. Olumer thought she had
"remembered her place" and was about to snarl, but she just shook her head and said,
"You really don't understand, do you?"
"If I understood, would I have asked?"
"No, of course not. Forgive me." Elerian rolled over, baring her belly.
"Stop that," said Olumer, and then managed to turn it into a gentle smile from a
snarl. "I'm sorry. I'm just frightening you further."
"Yes, you are," said Elerian. "And that is the heart of it. We are frightened of you.
We heard from our leader that you had destroyed many filifernai. It was the first thing she
spoke of, after your devotion to her. You are powerful. You could destroy us with shining
webs. We don't want that to happen, so we thought we should remain as submissive
around you as possible." She studied him for a moment, then bowed her head. "Save that
that doesn't seem to have worked, either."
Olumer sighed and reached out a tentative hand to brush her hair. She flinched
under his touch at first, and then looked up at him, perhaps trusting his hand as she did
not his words.
"I don't like it when you're so submissive that you might as well be dead," he
said, and was relieved to see that Renner and Urumer smiled along with her. "Feel free to
speak to me about the things I ask. I won't use the shining nets against you unless I
thought that you are threatening the valley and Helian for some reason."
"Truly?" Elerian asked.
"Truly."
She nodded, and stood straight again. Olumer smiled. She looked much better

like that, though he suspected from the gleam in her eyes that she was about to challenge
him.
"I don't like it that you come from outside the valley," she said. "All of us thought
that Helian and Temer would mate. They are not close enough for their blood to hurt the
children. Then we would have someone whom we knew as pack leader and someone we
knew as mate, whichever of them finally took control, and our valley could have
remained a secret."
"You fear that I will draw humans? I am done with them."
"No, that you will draw filifernai," Elerian responded. "Yes, we understand that
you are silvereyes again, but most of us haven't been what you have, haven't lived in a
world that isn't our own. And you have, and it makes people notice you. And what if
those people notice our valley, and start showing up to torment us, or Helian and her
children? You are part of the future of the valley, but we fear that you could endanger
other parts of our future."
"Even so."
It took Olumer a moment to recognize the voice. Urumer was the true
subordinate of the pack, yielding to everyone without a qualm, and Olumer didn't think
he had heard him speak ten words since he arrived. But now he was rising to his feet,
eyes actually staying steady on Olumer's face for a moment before darting away.
"Even so," he said again, "I do think that it's good you're here. I have never seen
Helian so happy, and I don't think that she would have been as happy with Temer. They
are too different, and she rejected his advances the one time he did make them. I saw the
way she danced with you, the way that she looked at you when she bested Temer. You
have shared the most important parts of her life already, which is more than Temer ever
did. I'm glad you're here." He then collapsed in the grass as if that long speech had
exhausted him.
Olumer inclined his head. "Thank you, Urumer. I take that as an honor." He
turned and looked at Renner. "And what about you?"
"What about me?" Renner lifted his head, eyes gleaming. There was the spark of
spirit Olumer had been looking for. Olumer smiled, and Renner actually dared to bare his
teeth in a snarl, which delighted Olumer. "You have made it clear that you don't really
care about what the three of us think."
"Why would I ask for your thoughts if I didn't want them?" Olumer countered.
"To change them." Renner rose to his feet and shook himself as if shaking snow
off, then began to stalk in a circle. Olumer mimicked him. Ordinarily, two silvereyes a
rank apart in the pack would not fight, but Olumer sensed that Renner needed this, if only
to prove to himself that Olumer really was a better fighter than he was. "You want to
convince us that you'll be good for Helian and for the future of the pack, even though I
know you won't."
"Why do you know I won't?" Olumer asked.
"I know," said Renner, and sprang.
Olumer went with him, understanding now why this silvereyes held the
subordinate position. He would have been used to settling things through physical
violence, which Temer at least wasn't, and he could never have taken a higher position in
the pack.
Olumer caught a nasty swipe that might have disemboweled him, turned back

Renner's teeth as they came at his throat, and then wound up rolling the other man
beneath him and snarling into his face. Renner went very still, panting, his eyes as wide
as though he were surprised Olumer had beaten him.
"You won," he said.
Maybe it is real surprise, then. "Yes," said Olumer. "Of course. I am Helian's
mate, and I am a good fighter as well as a good hunter, and clever. Did you think she
would choose someone who wasn't?"
"Temer is, too," said Renner.
"It doesn't matter," said Olumer. "She chose me, and not him. Do you have
anything further to say about it?"
Renner snarled at him again. "You'll only dispute it."
"Most likely," Olumer agreed.
Renner sighed and laid his head back down. "I think that Temer should have been
her choice," he said. "He would match her in other ways. He would let her blaze forth the
way she's always wanted to. She always wanted to be pack leader, and to be dominant
over all of us. Since none of us can challenge her, she should. But she could shine even
more with Temer at her side. He would worship her, and obey her, and I know that you
won't."
"I tell her when she's wrong, if that's what you mean," Olumer said.
Renner snarled in frustration. "You shouldn't! You should agree with her in the
open, and do what's needed behind her back. Both of you would know what's happening,
but it lets her save face."
Olumer sighed softly. "You don't understand Helian at all, do you? She wants an
equal mate, and she doesn't care if he spent his time among humans or silvereyes for the
last hundred years, if he is the same as her or different, if he is known to her or not. She
chose me because I am her equal."
"Then you could take pack leadership."
"No, because I am not her equal in desire for that," said Olumer. "Just in all the
ways that matter. I am clever, too, and a good hunter, and committed to protecting the
pack and raising our children. She is so often angry with me because she fears that I
might leave her if I thought her wrong enough, the way that she would leave me if I was
being wrong enough."
Renner snarled in confusion. "It is hard to understand," he said.
"It is," Olumer agreed, and jumped off him lightly, looking around at the others.
"Hear me. I have given up life among the humans, and returned to the silvereyes way of
life. I will not let anything interfere with protecting Helian and raising our children. I
promise you that."
"Olumer."
Olumer turned, saw Helian behind him with a gray face, and immediately
guessed that something had happened to interfere with his declaration.
Nor was he wrong. Helian said, in a dead voice, "The filifernai are here, and they
have brought Cadona with them."

Chapter 41
What Will I Not Dare
"What will I not dare? Not much."
-Attributed to King Pheron of Orlath.
Kymenos chuckled and patted the wall as the Crop reformed the stone. That had
worked better than he had suspected, and once the Crownkillers were alerted, it would
work better still. He had to laugh at the thought of their expressions in the morning, both
Crownkillers and members of the Star Circle.
"Who's there?"
Kymenos wove Reflection magic around him as someone came around the corner
and peered into the darkness. She wore the pale robe of a student, though, or a Gust
mage, and either way couldn't see him. She stared for a while longer, and then turned and
ran towards her door again. Kymenos waited, wondering if she would go to the Lady of
the Star Circle and talk about strange noises in the night, which she would take more
seriously than the student would, but he heard nothing. Perhaps the woman had locked
herself in her room.
Of course, some of the rooms had secret passages connecting them one to the
other. Kymenos knew that he would have to work quickly. Luckily, he was almost done
anyway.
He looked back at the stone one more time, and smiled. He couldn't laugh out
loud when he brought the Crownkillers to the tower, of course. But he would have to
remember to laugh behind the sternness. It was probably the only thing that would let him
get through this without revealing the joke.
*****
"A strange report, my Lord Dalesst." The commander of the Crownkillers looked
grave. "You are sure that you believe it."
"Oh, yes," said Kymenos assuming that grim mask that he would have to wear so
carefully today. "I know that I believe it. I have seen too many signs around the Star
Circle tower of something strange happening there, and I am sure that I saw a light
flashing from the battlements a time or two."
"That always happens," said the commander. "We assume that the Lady is sitting
in her chamber with a lamp, and looking out over the city that used to be hers." A faint
trace of satisfaction in his voice was all the sign he gave that he liked the image of
helplessness.
Kymenos gazed at him gravely, and did it until the smile vanished, and the
commander narrowed his eyes. "You are saying that that's not all she does?" he asked.
Kymenos shook his head. "My lord, I am sorry to say- that is-"
"Yes?"
"I was trained by the Star Circle once," said Kymenos. "Perhaps you know that,
as the Lady Lonaya's soldiers told you."
The man nodded, once.
"And perhaps you know that I would recognize the signals that the Star Circle
sends out?"
"That is a signal?" The commander stood up, one hand on the hilt of the sword
that hung at his side.

"Oh, yes, my lord-"
"Call me Meranth for this," said the man, his eyes narrowed in thought. "And
who is it a signal to? Rebels outside the city?"
Kymenos shrugged. "By this point, they're probably glad for anyone who can
help them. That is a signal that I was taught the Star Circle sent forth in times of distress,
when they wanted help from outside the tower. But I don't know if they really expect that
anyone will answer, or only hope that someone will."
"In times of distress?" Meranth asked. "But we have only tried to bargain with
them. They have a liaison with us." His voice trailed off into wonder near the end. "Did
the Lady Onezha say something to make you suspect this?" he asked.
"She acted very strangely," said Kymenos, which was true even if he hadn't been
betraying the Star Circle in a controlled way. "But I remembered and noticed the signal
on my own."
"Under our noses, all this time…" Meranth murmured, anger visible in his blue
eyes though not in his voice or features. "And why would they think that we're
threatening their existence?"
"You want them to work with you, don't you, my lord?"
The man nodded. "But that is only the same thing the Crownkillers have always
wanted," he said. "Of course it is. We have always hoped that the Star Circle would think
of themselves as free-born Dalznans first and mages second."
"Have they ever done so?"
"No," said Meranth. "This time, though, we aren't threatening them with
dissolution or ceasing to exist. We just want to make them an offer, a compromise. They
work with us, and we let them have the students they've always been accustomed to. We
just want them to be more careful, more allied to the goals of the Crownkillers." His eyes
narrowed. "Especially now that we know the Heir was trained in their halls. We should
have watched the children that flowed into the Circle from the beginning, but we were far
too busy searching peasant houses. That was careless of us, considering what has
followed."
"Perhaps why Destiny chose to shelter the Heir in their halls," Kymenos agreed,
nodding. "But I think there is another solution to your dilemma, Lord Meranth. The Star
Circle cannot continue to exist without obeying the laws of the Cycle, and disobeying
those would mean their powers were stripped from them."
"We know that. What we ask them to do would not strip them of their powers in
any way."
"Any political cause does."
Meranth blinked once and sat back down. "That would explain the signal," he
murmured.
Kymenos smiled. He wanted to encourage sympathy for the Star Circle even as
he moved Meranth into suspecting them. This was working well. "And I think they may
be stepping near the line in another way," he said. "Perhaps not everyone supports the
royal Heir, but only some. They are jeopardizing their brothers and sisters who really do
want to stay neutral and serve the Cycle."
"Which would mean-"
"That all of them might be stripped of their power, in the end, if they do nothing
to stop it, and the traitors manage to promise the support of the entire Circle to the Heir's

cause." Kymenos nodded. "I don't know if that would happen, but of course, it would be
hard for them to stop it if they don't know it's happening. I think we should go and tell
them as soon as possible."
Meranth held up a hand. "I want to see these signs first. You said you had proof
undeniable. Let us see it."
Kymenos stood and bowed. "Of course, my lord. Come with me, and I will show
you these signs."
"Are they within the tower?"
Kymenos nodded. "I had the- honor, you could say, to be invited to the tower,
under their pretext of asking more about my brother Kymenos, who was escorting the
Heir Talazh in the mountains. And there they were. Of course, they had made some
attempt to conceal them, but I don't think they ever really thought someone would look. I
had the caution necessary when one's brother has been suspected of a crime, and one may
be implicated oneself."
"Show me."
Kymenos bowed, and then waited while Meranth called up his soldiers. He
probably thought that he would have to storm his way into the tower, which the Star
Circle hadn't yet willingly opened.
Kymenos knew better. So long as he could speak to the Lady of the Star Circle
herself, and not some simpler substitute like Onezha, then the gates would be opened for
them.
******
"Greetings, Lord Meranth. The answer is the same as it has been all the other
times. There are secrets in the hallowed halls of the Star Circle that should be seen only
by one with our training, and-"
The Lady stopped speaking, and stared down. Kymenos smiled back, knowing
she had caught sight of him standing at the Crownkiller's side and was wondering what
was going on.
"My Lady," said Meranth. "This time, there may be a problem with some of those
secrets. We have reason to believe that some of the Star Circle members are secretly
supporting the royal Heir of Dalzna. You will allow us to come in and look around, or we
will be forced to report you for treason, and then your secrets will be brought forward in
open trial."
The Lady's eyes flickered to Kymenos. He smiled at her. She knew at once what
was happening, knew that he had betrayed her, and knew this was a warning. She would
know there was no secret activity going on in support of the royal Heir, but also that she
couldn't refuse to let them check, just in case Kymenos did something else drastic and
didn't tell her about it.
"I am shocked," she said. "Of course you must come in and look around, if you
suspect that."
She swirled away from the window, and then the gates opened. Kymenos grinned
and strutted across the courtyard. This was dangerous, of course, because there were still
some people in the Star Circle who knew him and might call out his real name by
mistake. But the danger just made it fun.
"You may be right," said Meranth softly to him as he walked. "But would she be
so open as this if she thought there was anything to fear?"

"I did tell you, my lord, that that signal might not have anything to do with the
Heir. Possibly she doesn't know. And in that case, better to get in there as fast as we can,
and separate the innocent from the guilty."
Meranth nodded, his grimness restored. He walked in front of Kymenos, and
looked around the hallowed halls of the Star Circle gripping his sword. Kymenos was
content with that. After all, they had come here to do this, and the sight of a grim
Crownkiller should warn the Star Circle of his anger as few other things could do.
Kymenos stepped in front of Meranth as they neared the turning where he had
been last night. "Here, my lord. The first of them is just around here."
Meranth nodded, and let him go in front. Kymenos was glad that he had, when he
rounded the corner. The crowns that he had carved into the wall using his skill in the
Crop were gone.
Someone had removed them, of course, perhaps the Lady, perhaps even the
student who had heard him laugh. But that was easily fixed. Kymenos called on the Crop
again, and carved two crowns precisely in the center of the wall.
He stepped away, shaking his head and sighing, as Meranth joined him. "You see
them, my lord?" he asked.
"Yes," said Meranth, his eyes fixed on the crowns, "I do. And there are two of
them. I wonder if that means there are two surviving royal Heirs? Is this one taunting us?
If we kill him, then we would still have someone to find and kill?"
Kymenos hadn't thought of that interpretation, but then, in some ways, the
Crownkiller mind was a mystery to him. He lost no time in encouraging the impression.
"It might mean that, my lord."
"It does," said Meranth, his voice firming. "There is something that we must do
before all is done, and it is not just capture and torture this Heir to death. We must be sure
to find the other."
Kymenos nodded fervently. "The next one was just around the corner, my lord,"
he said. "Shall I go and see how they've tried to cover it?"
"Yes," said Meranth grimly, his eyes still on the two crowns.
Kymenos went and checked. Yes, that crown was gone as well. Another carving
was easy, though.
Hardly had he finished when the crown vanished again. Kymenos looked up, and
straight into the eyes of the Lady of the Star Circle, who stood at the other side of the
hall.
"You will not desecrate our halls, or endanger our people," she whispered. "I will
make sure of that."
Kymenos smiled, and carved another crown. "Do not betray me again, then," he
answered. "Onezha nearly killed me yesterday."
"Onezha is young, and does not understand all the complexities of alliances, nor
why you are exempt from the laws we must obey."
The crown vanished. Kymenos carved one more, and then said, "She is young
and stupid, that's what she is. Did she tell you about Drawing the Tide, which I performed
once already?"
There was a long pause. And then the Lady of the Star Circle said, "Kezzick."
Kymenos chuckled. The Lady fell back a pace from him, staring at him all the
while. "How can you be that powerful?" she asked. "How can you be so powerful without

training? You should have yielded long since, and become part of us, or else died from
that strength."
"The Azure likes me," said Kymenos. "And I think that you have other problems
right now."
He stepped out of the way as Meranth came around the corner. The Lady of the
Star Circle had no time to make the crown vanish, and it would only have implicated her
if it had disappeared in front of Meranth's eyes, anyway. He looked at it in silence, and
then he turned and glared at the Lady.
"You said," he said, "that you knew nothing of this. You said how shocking it
was."
The Lady closed her eyes. Kymenos wondered if that was acknowledging her
caught position, or because she couldn't bear to see the smirk that he was giving her over
Meranth's shoulder.
"It appears," Meranth went on, his voice shaking, "that we have misjudged the
Star Circle. It appears that we cannot trust you. Perhaps we should destroy you as
harborers of the royal line, and traitors, since you also trained those who would aid the
royals."
Kymenos thought they were dangerously close to mention of his real name, so he
intervened. Besides, destruction of the Star Circle was not his objective. "That's a little
harsh, Meranth," he said. "Surely you want to spare the innocent ones, and surely you
want to use their power to your advantage?"
Slowly, Meranth nodded.
"Then give them a chance," Kymenos urged. "Leave, and let them send out the
guilty to you."
"They would not do that."
"Yes, they would," Kymenos said. "Their very laws compel them to do so." For a
moment, his gaze lingered on the Lady of the Star Circle, who had opened her eyes and
was staring at him with a look of poisonous hatred. "Those who have tried to tinker with
politics would be stripped of their powers in any case, by the Cycle or by their fellows.
So let them send the guilty out, and, if necessary, choose new members to replace them.
At least that will rid you of traitors at your back, and not make them strike out against
you desperately."
Meranth nodded. "Yes, that is true. The Cycle would allow them to use their
powers in self-defense?"
"Yes, my lord."
Meranth nodded again, and turned to the Lady. "We will give you a chance to
prove your good faith," he said. "Send out the guilty without prompting, within three
days, and strip them of powers." His voice lowered. "Including you, my lady, since you
knew about the crowns."
Kymenos held the Lady's gaze for a moment. She stared at him. Then she did the
only thing she could do, and sacrificed herself so that her tower and the Circle could
continue.
She bowed her head, and choked out, "It shall be as you say, my lord."
Kymenos smiled. Damned by my hand, saved by my hand, and someone who
hated me out of power. In every way that matters, I rule Serian.

Chapter 42
Put Behind Him
"Have you ever turned away from one path forever, and then had it reappear in
front of you? Some people call that Destiny. I call it a damned nuisance."
-Lyissa of the Four Wonders, on being called back to the Star Circle.
"You're sure?" Olumer asked for the third time.
"Yes," snapped Helian, sounding as though she would like to smack him. "As
sure as you were about the filifernai coming in the first place. That is Cadona they have
with them. They could not fool me with someone who only looked like her." She kicked a
rock viciously. "Of course this would happen," she muttered. "Of course we would start a
family, and then you would be pulled back to your human responsibilities."
Olumer winced, but did not contradict her. He supposed she would be rather
annoyed at him for snapping at her when she had done the exact same thing and he had
gotten upset.
They mounted the far side of the valley, and Olumer's nostrils flared. Helian
apparently hadn't stood close enough to Cadona to get any of the girl's scent on her, but
he knew immediately that she was there. He started as she raised her head and stared at
him with emotionless silver eyes.
"This is the person we want you to bind," said the filiferna who held her, by the
sound of it the same one who had talked to him last time. Olumer couldn't be sure,
though. Their voices were all crackling and rasping and croaking. "We want you to make
sure that she remembers nothing but being part of the Dark, and the Heir of the throne of
Rivendon. We will seat her there."
"Estora-"
"Queen Estora is dead," said the filiferna, not even bothering to conceal the
satisfaction in its voice. "Sometimes traitors can have good ideas. And now the way is
clear to put Cadona on the throne."
"She doesn't want that," said Olumer with utter certainty, looking back at the
Princess. She gazed back at him with those eyes that did unnerve him, but were still the
eyes of the young woman he had known, the one who had started to fight her way free of
Destiny. "She doesn't want anything except to go free, and forget that this ever
happened."
"She can have one of those, if you will only bind the shining net in place as we
ask you to do," said the dark fey. "Do not do it, and, well-"
"I know," said Olumer.
"Olumer," said Helian. "Do it."
Olumer glanced miserably at her. They had changed positions now, indeed. He
had thought that he would be willing to bind anyone's memories away, that it didn't
matter who it was, that they could have brought Idona before him and he would have
done it willingly and cheerfully.
But this…
"Cadona?" he whispered, in Rivendonian, which the filifernai might not know.
"Is there any way that you can break free of them and run away when I start the binding?"
Cadona smiled at him, and then glanced up at the filiferna who held her. "You
need not have dragged me as you did," she said calmly. "I was quite capable of following

you on my own."
"You didn't want to come," said the filiferna. "We had to bind you and drag you
the way we did."
"You didn't give me the chance to say anything," said Cadona. "And I thought
you were trying to kill me at first, too." She looked back at Olumer again. "I've made my
decision, Olumer. I want you to bind my memories away. It's the only thing that makes
sense."
"Why?" Olumer asked bluntly, studying the air around Cadona. He could see no
sign of the golden aura of Destiny that should have been there, but that didn't mean
Destiny had given up. It couldn't have.
"Because I am not a Princess anymore, unless the Dark takes me up," said
Cadona. "The Light has fled the field." She smiled, a little strangely. "Besides, I have
seen what someone who does not care about the Light can do, and it is impressive."
Olumer just stared at her, and tried to think of something to say, and found that
nothing would come. He shook his head.
Cadona tossed her silver hair over her shoulder. "You never believed what I said
when I was a Princess, either," she protested. "I was under the control of Destiny then, it's
true, but I am not now." She stood so straight that Olumer could almost believe it. "I want
you to believe that," she continued. "I want you to look at me and see if you notice any
trace of Destiny."
"No," Olumer admitted.
"It has given me up," said Cadona. "I don't know if it decided to let me go or if
really just got too weak to hold on, though I suspect the latter. I am free now, and free to
decide what I want to do." Her eyes narrowed, reminding Olumer of what Helian looked
like before she charged. He kept that to himself, though, thinking neither human nor
silvereyes would thank him for the comparison. "I don't want to associate with the Light
any more. I want the Dark."
"You would be miserable, wouldn't you?" Olumer asked, trying to remember
what he had learned of Light and those royals who were Destined for it. It seemed so long
ago that the blurring in his mind obscured most of the finer details. He came up with
something that sounded reasonable. "You were Destined towards the Light in the deepest
part of your being, and if you don't stay with it, then you'll be miserable. Or at least
lacking in something."
Cadona laughed in what sounded like genuine amusement. "Trust you to
remember that bit of it, Olumer. The other bit was that Light would win, Destiny would
win, and the Dark would be sent fleeing." She ignored the restless stirring among the
filifernai when she said that, instead looking intently at her former guardian. "I don't
really care if you think that I want this or not. What matters is that you do it."
"I thought you were just a girl who was forced into this," said Olumer. "And who
didn't want a throne."
"I wanted victory," said Cadona. "I won't have that if you don't bind my
memories. Either I'll be a pawn of the Dark, or I'll be a pawn of the Orlathian royal line. I
don't want that. Rivendon is my home. I will rule it. And the Dark and I are fully in
agreement about the necessity for someone of the royal line to rule in Rivendon. All of
the other Heirs are dead. It's me or no one."
Olumer bowed his head. It had been impossible to predict what was inside the

shell of the Princess he had known all her life, of course. He had simply never thought
that this would emerge.
"There is one thing that I want to do first," he said softly. "Would you walk apart
with me?"
Cadona considered him with her head on one side. "Are you going to try to
convince me to change my mind? It won't work."
Olumer shook his head. "There was something else I wanted to tell you about."
Cadona nodded.
"You're not going to try to convince my mate to come back to the human side, are
you?" Helian asked anxiously.
Cadona gave her a befuddled glance. "Of course not. He was the one who asked
to talk to me, not the other way around, remember?"
"Cadona," Olumer warned, adopting the tone of her guardian without even
thinking about it.
Cadona tossed her hair again, glared at Helian, and then turned and followed him
slightly away from the others. Olumer bristled when he noticed the filifernai drifting after
them, but he supposed they really couldn't trust that he wouldn't pick up Cadona and run.
At least they wouldn't care about what they heard.
"I was your father for twelve years," he said. "I think that deserves from
acknowledgment."
"You want me to obey your wishes?" Cadona asked mockingly.
"No." Olumer turned and looked into her eyes. "I want you to know that I'm sorry
for what happened. I think I could have raised you better, and then you might not have
spent as long as you did in the slavery of Destiny. I'm sorry that I couldn't prevent that."
Cadona blinked at him. Then she reached out and clasped his hand, and for a
moment, Olumer saw the girl he had thought would emerge from her shell, when it was
finally shattered.
"I know, Olumer," she said quietly. "But I don't think that anything could have
stopped it. Light created me and the other Heirs for its own purposes. We were its
creatures, its children, even more than we were the children of our royal parents. I think
there was nothing you could have done."
"But if I had thought-"
"Why would you?" Cadona asked gently. "You were in the grip of a shining net,
too, and thought you were only half-fey. You couldn't be expected to know that I didn't
feel royal underneath it all."
"And now you are going back to that," said Olumer. "To be someone you were
not born to be."
Cadona smiled. "I choose this shining net. And I will not struggle against it the
way you did, nor choose something that has nothing to do with what I want. This is the
only life that I can have now. I cannot be the Princess I was. I refuse to be the Orlathian
royal Heir, the way Nightstone wanted me to be."
"Nightstone!" Olumer blinked. He had heard the name, he knew he had heard it,
but he couldn't immediately recall the context. A name of great evil in the legends of the
Dark, at least.
"Yes," said Cadona calmly. "She was the one who inspired me, even as I broke
free of her. I saw what could be done when one didn't have this cumbersome allegiance to

the Light, and by someone who did not let her royalty rest as a chain around her neck. I
want that."
"But not in Orlath."
"No."
Olumer closed his eyes. "And you are going to give up everything that is good
about your life to-"
"What is good about it?"
Olumer stared at her then. There was a bitterness in her voice that he hadn't
thought someone Cadona's age capable of feeling.
"I know," Cadona said, holding up her hand, "I've been spoiled. I had enough to
eat and clothes on my back. Those are the blessings that the Light preaches as being
enough- well, that and service to Elle and the Light." There was a note of sarcasm in her
voice that made Olumer uneasy. He had never, ever, heard Cadona speak that way before.
Her mockery was more open and less sharp. "I've been a Princess, and that is enough for
anyone. But the Light's gone, Olumer, and I don't think it will come back in this
generation. And I've had enough with people tugging me around, trying to convince me
to do this thing and the next, telling me that I'm not good enough or that I'm too good.
Nightstone would do the same thing to me if she could, though in the name of Orlath
rather than Rivendon. The only difference is that she would be more honest about it, and
not pretend she was doing it in the name of some greater power, or any reason but not
having to take the throne herself." Cadona smirked abruptly. "I think I have pulled one
over rather neatly on my aunt. She'll have to do it herself now.
"I want to be the one doing the pushing for once. And it's easier to do that as part
of the Dark than part of the Light. The Light has its morals, and it spends at least as much
time admiring itself in its moral mirror as it does trying to win the wars with the Dark. I
know which side I prefer."
"It is very adult and cynical of you to say that," said Olumer, as politely as he
could.
"Of course it is," said Cadona. "And I am almost an adult already. It takes most
people their whole lives to figure out that they're pushed around and bullied and made
into things they don't need to be, just to satisfy someone else's whim." She smiled more
widely. "At least, this way, I know that I'm pushing around those who don't deserve it, not
being as intelligent as I am."
"And I will have no connection with you," Olumer said.
Cadona nodded to him. "Yes. The filifernai and the Dark both think it will be a
good idea, given that they don't really understand you, and are wary of your power."
Olumer blinked. "How did you know that?"
"I've been listening to the way they talk among themselves," said Cadona. "It
took all their courage to grab me and bring me here, and only a direct command from the
Dark could have made them do it. They fear you."
Olumer smiled in spite of himself. That would be useful for protecting Helian
and the valley, if nothing else.
"I will take the throne of Rivendon," said Cadona, "and you may live in peace in
the mountains. I will not ask you for anything else again."
"I hope not," said Olumer. "I have parted from humans for the rest of my life, or
so I thought until you appeared. Now I will have to soothe the fears of my mate and the

rest of the pack."
Cadona smiled arrogantly. Olumer had seen that look before, of course, but she
didn't immediately follow it with some patronizing moral statement, instead saying,
"Weave the web."
Olumer nodded and began. It was surprisingly easy, perhaps because he knew
Cadona's mind better than Lyli's. He pulled memories in and stuck them in the web,
especially the kinds of things that he had heard Idona say during the years he had spent as
her husband. The more arrogant it was- of course, with the self-mocking that the Dark
used to defeat the kinds of things said of the Light- the better it fit, and Olumer soon
found the web was almost spinning itself.
As if it knew what to do.
As if someone was helping himThen a great mind moved past him like a dragon shifting in the snow, and Olumer
felt the touch of a mind on his own. You have given me the Heir I need, and proven that I
will not lose control in one Kingdom at least. Thank you. For this, I suppose I can forgive
the slaughter of my filifernai.
Olumer swallowed, and said nothing. This was the mind of the Dark itself, as full
and seething with strange thoughts as he had always thought it would be.
Have a blessed life, if that is possible for someone who had the chance to serve
me and chose to refuse it. The voice snorted, and then vanished from his mind.
Olumer opened his eyes and saw Cadona before him, swaying slightly, her eyes
blinking as though in strong sunlight. Olumer seized her shoulders and turned her away
before she saw him, to face the dark fey.
"Go," he whispered. "They are your parents now." He gave her a little shove, and
Cadona nearly stumbled, but then regained her balance and ran swiftly forward.
"Let's go home!" she shouted. "We have a castle to take!"
The filifernai formed themselves around her and marched off. Olumer shook his
head to see the way they melted into the shadows. They could go much faster than he had
thought.
He turned and saw Helian staring at him uncertainly. She raised a hand and
touched his hair then, as if she feared that he would slap her away if she had tried it
before.
"And now it is put behind you forever?" she asked.
Olumer took her into his arms and kissed her. "It is," he said, smiling as he felt
the kick of a child against his own belly. Or maybe that was just the last meal he had
eaten finally settling back into place.
At last. I owe no allegiance to the past now.

Chapter 43
Peasant Morals
"The Orlathian peasants think one way, and their lords think another. The lords
are well-aware that sometimes things are done in the name of the Light that are not of the
Light, and well-practiced in accepting that. The peasants still think of history-tales as the
truth. I have known no other land with such a large disjunction between reality for the
farmers and reality for their rulers."
-"Time and the Nature of Orlath," anonymous treatise banned several times in
Orlath, but always appearing again in the markets of Ozue and Corlinth.
"My lady?"
Nightstone blinked and looked up. The peasants had used the title to address both
her and Ilarsa, since they arrived, and she didn't know if they meant her or Ilarsa now. But
the woman looking at her with wide eyes probably meant her, and had probably come to
ask Nightstone for something specific. Nightstone stood wearily, wondering if she had
missed burning a body.
"Yes?" she asked.
"Can you come with me?"
Yes, it must be a body, Nightstone thought as she followed the woman. There was
nothing else she needed to be led to. The woman could have confessed a problem or
asked a question right there, or given Nightstone a hot meal if she was going to do that.
Nightstone would have no objection to one by now, but of course soothing the terror of
the peasants who had seen the filifernai at close range had to come first.
But the woman led her to something that was not a body, unless they were made
of wood now. Nightstone blinked at what looked like the shattered remains of a statue,
not understanding.
Then she saw the inscription near the bottom, and remembered. This was the
statue that they had made of her, or trundled out for her, before they began their
ceremony to welcome her home. She smiled a little sadly, wondering what the woman
had brought her here for.
"Do you see this?" the woman asked, with touching faith in her voice.
"Yes," said Nightstone, in the mumble that was all she was capable of when tired.
"It is the remains of the statue that represents the Queen of Orlath." The woman
turned and looked at her, just as intently as she had when she summoned Nightstone
away from staring at her hands. "And you know what that meant to us, when you came to
use beyond need, beyond hope."
Nightstone blinked. "Of course." She was sure that she would remember in a
moment what it meant, beyond the usual things peasants were apt to think it meant.
"You should be Queen of Orlath," said the peasant woman, and knelt before her.
"You came to us beyond need, beyond hope. You have soothed our fears. You have
burned our dead, which was the best course but which we could never have brought
ourselves to do. You want what is best for everyone. You are the best choice for the
throne."
Nightstone blinked a few more times before the full sense of what the woman
was saying hit her. The Scarlet magic and the constantly repeated phrases had taken their

toll on her.
Then she took a step back and shook her head. "No," she said. "I am not the only
Heir. Cadona will be found-"
"And what if she's not?" The woman looked up at her with bright blue eyes. "You
are here, and not taken by the filifernai. And what little I saw of Cadona I- did not like."
The woman flushed. "I know she is your niece, and a Princess of Orlath, and it is not
done to say such things. But she was smiling at people in such peculiar ways before they
took her, and she sometimes said things about the Light that made me very uneasy."
Nightstone sighed. "I can only say that I think she would make a good Queen.
She has had the Destiny and the Light telling her what to do all her life, but she only
needs other guidance."
"Perhaps, my lady," said the woman, in a tone that spoke respectful disagreement.
"But we should not seek elsewhere for a Queen. We have you, and that is enough. I think
it will be enough even if you find out Heirs. You are the only Queen we want, not
someone who might be better. We have seen what you can do, and that is good enough for
us."
Nightstone wondered if they had all been eating zhoma, the mushroom that grew
in Dalzna and could take someone's latest memories away with one bite. But then she
remembered zhoma didn't grow south of Dalzna, or at least south of the lowest reaches of
the Dalorths. And where would they get hold of zhoma?
And why am I thinking about fungi?
"I ruled Orlath for twelve years," she said, carefully enunciating. "I was of the
Dark. You know that. If you were disturbed that Cadona sounded like she might be of the
Dark, then you should worry even more about me, whom you know was of the Dark."
The woman smiled at her. "Oh, my lady, there is such a simple explanation for
that!"
"There is?" Nightstone asked doubtfully.
"Yes," said a voice, and a man stepped around the woman, stopping at her side.
She rose to her feet at once and smiled at him in a way that told Nightstone he was
probably her husband. "You see," he continued, "we know that you were of the Light all
along. You were just of the Light underneath, where the Dark could not see it, because of
course it would have destroyed you at once if you showed your true self. And you are
now free to show it."
Nightstone snorted before she could stop herself. "I was of the Dark," she said.
"There was no true Light self. What you saw all those years was my true self. I had no
reason to conceal it."
"And what we saw during those years was not so terrible," the woman said, as if
encouraging a small child.
"I killed most of your nobles," said Nightstone.
"Yes, you did," said the man. "But that doesn't mean that you hurt us terribly."
Nightstone blinked. Then she said, "I thought that the peasants cared about the
nobles, and considered them the ones appointed by Elle to rule over them."
"We do," said the woman. "But they rose in rebellion, and they knew what would
happen if they attacked you. You were acting as a ruler of Orlath in punishing them. You
were upholding the role you had taken, while they were acting against the loyalty that all
nobles owe to the King or Queen."

"But I wasn't the rightful Queen," said Nightstone, trying to control her urge to
scream at them. If that started, it would never stop, and she would burn them to ashes on
the spot.
She had to control the temptation to start screaming, after that. It would certainly
make the other peasants stop believing she was good if they saw her lash out with flame
and burn several of them for no crime.
"But you were in spirit," said the woman. "It does not matter if you ever claimed
the throne or the crown. You were Queen in spirit, and we thought of you as Queen. And
how much more must we think of you that way now, when you have come to us and
healed our terror, filled us with wonder and transport and joy?"
"I am not of the Light," said Nightstone.
"Not that you have acknowledged," said the man, smiling companionably. "But it
will happen. You will lift your eyes to the sunrise one day, and think how much more
beautiful it is than the night, and you will know."
Nightstone stared at him for a moment, wondered what Orlathians had instead of
zhoma, and then decided not to worry about it. Something else was more important.
"I am not taking the throne," she said.
"Why not?" the woman asked.
"I have to find my niece, and bring her back," said Nightstone. "Even if you think
that she does not deserve to be Queen, she is still captive in the hands of the Dark, and
they will mistreat her." She was proud of herself for thinking of that. It wasn't something
it would ever have occurred to her to say when she was part of the Dark, after all. She
would have been more likely to think Cadona better off in the Dark than the Light,
instead. "And I am the only one who can rescue her, as her aunt."
That didn't really make sense to her, but she knew it appeared in several historytales; it was always the royal family who had to take care of the royal family. The peasant
woman and man looked at her, disappointed, but the woman inclined her head after a
moment.
"You're right," she said. "We should have thought of that. You're right. Of course
the poor Princess Cadona cannot stay there." But her voice was heavy with
disappointment, and she looked up at Nightstone with sorrow in her eyes.
Nightstone turned sharply away. She was getting stupid impulses to comfort her,
and that couldn't happen. She was going to leave and hunt for Cadona.
"There's no catching them."
Nightstone snarled. The person she didn't want to see right now was standing in
front of her and smirking for all she was worth. Ilarsa looked as if she didn't understand
why Nightstone was angry, even broadening her smile when Nightstone said, "You
encouraged them to think this, didn't you?"
"I'm not talking about your becoming Queen right now," said Ilarsa, and put on a
false concerned expression. "I'm talking about the filifernai. They move too fast. They
came south to take Cadona, and who knows what direction they might have moved
through Rivendon, or ruined Arvenna? Very fast. They will take her back in the same
manner, and we have no idea where they were going."
"I will find her," said Nightstone, and plucked another useful idea from the
history-tales. "Royal blood calls to royal blood. We will find her. And you are coming
with me, Ilarsa."

Ilarsa stared at her for a moment, then bowed her head. "Of course, my lady. I
expected nothing else." Her voice softened. "You look as if you would die from
exhaustion. Sleep, and get something to eat."
"Of course!" the peasant woman exclaimed. "I will cook something to eat with
my sister, and you shall the choicest bits, Your Majesty."
Nightstone gave up. They could refer to her by that title as long as she got some
sleep and food out of it.
*****
She woke to murmuring, once, but went back to sleep. Once, she thought she felt
wings pass overhead, and that woke her as well, but someone patted her on the shoulder,
and she fell asleep again.
When she finally woke, the sun was just setting. Nightstone blinked at it stupidly.
She couldn't have slept just an hour, could she? The sun had been close to setting when
she went to sleep.
The answer came to her quickly, of course, because she was by now used to her
own unfortunate situations..
A day. I've lost a day.
She sprang to her feet, and then sat down again as her stiff muscles protested.
Nightstone rubbed frantically at them, all the while cursing under her breath. She was
hungry, too, but she could turn into a pegasus and graze before she flew away. She was
determined not to waste any more time. What Ilarsa said about them being too late to
track Cadona could already be true.
"My lady."
Nightstone started badly, nearly losing her balance as she started to stand again,
and looked into the peasant woman's eyes. The woman bowed and held out a tray. "For
you, my lady. I would have served you indoors at a proper table, but since you slept
outdoors, the Lady Ilarsa said you might enjoy eating in the open as well."
Nightstone raised her eyebrows and snatched eagerly at the bread and birds' eggs
on the plate. Perhaps Ilarsa had more sense than Nightstone had given her credit for, or at
least knew that she wouldn't stop Nightstone from going to look for Cadona. With her
mouth full of yolk, she asked, "And when is the Lady Ilarsa going to come and tell me
this herself?"
"Oh." The woman abruptly appeared embarrassed. "She flew back towards the
castle."
Nightstone shut her eyes. "What?"
"Yes." The woman edged away. "She said that you wouldn't mind, and that you
needed to rest a little longer and eat something more anyway." She held out the plate with
the food as though reminding Nightstone that she had brought it, and that was enough
reason not to kill her.
Nightstone snatched it and ate, glaring all the while. At least now the woman was
trembling properly and looked like someone afraid of a Lady of the Dark, which
Nightstone was. "What is your name?"
"Lenira, my lady."
"Then you should know that I intend to go after Cadona on my own," said
Nightstone. "And you, Lenira, are in charge of telling Ilarsa that she is not to follow me.
If she follows me after all, then I shall lay the blame on your shoulders, and you can bear

it."
Lenira gulped. Nightstone smiled. Good. Let them remember what I was really
like, not what they will make me into.
"My lady! Look!" Lenira said just a moment later, much sooner than Nightstone
had thought she would dare to speak.
Nightstone looked up, by now prepared to see everything from more filifernai to
more peasants coming to burn her at the stake. But it was Ilarsa instead, slanting down
from the east with her wings beating hard. She was holding something in her webbed
feet, but Nightstone didn't make out what it was until Ilarsa landed awkwardly,
transforming as she went and coming up with the object in her arms.
It was the Crown of Orlath, rich ornaments and all.
"No," said Nightstone.
"My lady," said Ilarsa, bowing her head, "I am sorry, but Erlande spoke to me
while you slept. He does not feel that Orlath should go so long without a monarch. And
you are not to leave the country without being crowned."
Nightstone scowled.
"He said that," said Ilarsa, not at all affected.
Nightstone stamped her foot.
"That won't make me change my mind," said Ilarsa.
Nightstone hissed. "Fine. Let's get this over with." She turned towards the statue,
thinking it only appropriate that she should be crowned in front of a broken monument.
She didn't intend to wear the crown much longer than the statue had endured without
shattering.
I will find other Heirs. I promise it. I am not of the Light, and I am not Destined
to be Queen, and I am not going to gratify my family.

Chapter 44
Battle Rising
"If you've never seen a battle rising, then I suggest you see one before you speak
to me again."
-Queen Dorianna of Orlath.
Elary opened her eyes, and lay absolutely still for a moment. Then she sighed and
sat up, looking at Silar. Silar was already awake, and met her gaze with a solemnity that
suggested she couldn't think of anything to say, either.
They found something, though by that time the distant shouts of battle were
already growling louder and almost overwhelming their words. Silar raised a hand and
stroked Elary's hair, her eyes intense.
"Stay as safe as you can," she said.
Elary nodded. "And you," she added, looking at the bound wing. "Don't try to fly
too far before you're ready."
"I won't," said Silar, with a gentle smile.
Elary felt they should have found more personal things to say, but just then the
bell that summoned soldiers to the battlements began to ring, and there was no more time.
Silar did kiss Elary, once, before she stood, stretched her wings as wide as they would go,
and ran lightly down the hall.
Elary sat with her eyes closed for just one moment, trying to imagine the gentle
touch of Silar's lips was still lingering.
"Elary!"
She jumped and opened her eyes. Kirien stood in the door, glaring at her. "They
need you on the battlements again," he said. "Something about showing the others how to
cast disease, one more time."
Elary frowned as she rose to her feet. Why would they need her? She had thought
they knew how to cast disease by now, and that the alnessi had stopped attacking the
ilzánai on the walls anyway.
She soon found out at least one of the answers to her questions.
*****
"We'll have to use disease, rocks, any weapons we can get. I have never seen so
many."
Elary just nodded, not trusting herself to speak. She had never seen so many,
either. Shara's troops spread from horizon to horizon, hard to see in the just barely lifting
darkness, but there. Elary caught flash after flash from metal, and sometimes from things
that didn't look like metal, but did look threatening. And the sky was filled with birds,
too, and less wholesome things. Elary supposed that Silar would have a hard time of it.
She tried to keep her eyes from the sky, since it would only depress her, and glanced at
Lorien, who stood solemnly beside her.
"Have they made any demands?"
"Not yet. I think they're waiting-"
Lorien hushed abruptly as a dark figure lifted from the castle walls and flew
towards the army. Elary squinted, but even though her sight was better in the dark than a
human's, she still found it difficult to see what was going on. Once she caught a flash of
gold, and thought it was Destiny, but then the figure came to a hovering halt and spoke in

a voice that she recognized as Rior's.
"I would speak with your lady, or whoever she has appointed to speak in her
place. This battle has gone on long enough."
A bit of the darkness detached itself and drifted up to confront him. Elary blinked
and shook her head, her eyes watering. She had the feeling that she could see this figure
not because it was lighter than the night, but because it was blacker, and tiny sparks of
colored light were dancing frantically in front of her eyes to try to make up for the lack of
illumination.
"Does this mean that you surrender to me?" Shara's voice asked. Elary hadn't
heard it often, but she recognized it when she did. The voices of all the gods and great
powers were like that, she thought. She could have heard it a century hence, and she
would still have recognized it.
Assuming that Shara speaks to me in a century, or that I live past this night.
"No," said Rior. "But I think it is possible that we could make peace. I want
nothing you want. You have never been strong in Ilantra, or tried to spread your worship
here. In addition, I want nothing more than for my servants to pass free and unmolested
through your lands. Why should we fight?"
"For the sake of pride," said Shara.
"Yes, my mate bit you." Rior sounded frustrated, and Elary thought he would
probably have been running his hand through his hair if he was still human. "Is that a
reason to start a war that will cost our people hundreds of lives, at least? Possibly
thousands? And to rip and destroy the land of Ilantra?"
"Of course," said Shara, and laughter touched her voice. "Why shouldn't I? You
have done nothing for me but break our bargain, and your mate bit me. I don't think she's
sorry for it, either."
"No," said Rior unhappily.
"Well, then." The darkness circled once. "You know that you cannot resist me
when I come on with my full strength, Rior. Surrender now, and you will have something
else of me than complete annihilation, however."
Rior was silent a long moment. Then he said, with reluctance in his voice Elary
could taste, "What are your terms?"
Someone shouted from the wall, "No, my lord! You don't have to do this!" Elary
realized with some dim surprise a moment later that the voice was her own. She was too
horrified that Rior was considering Shara's offer to care, though.
"Not much," said Shara, ignoring her. "Just for you to surrender your existence,
Garden to apologize, and a debt of blood to be paid from the survivors for my soldiers
that fell."
"No," said Rior flatly.
"Some of your people are going to die, no matter what happens," Shara said
serenely. "Why shouldn't they die to repay a blood debt, instead of in war? I promise to
make it swift."
"I will not sacrifice them for this," said Rior.
"And to think that my original demand was only for an apology from Garden,"
said Shara, with a sigh. "She is being bitter and petty about this, you know, to start a war
so that she can avoid saying a few little words."
"And you are no better, my lady, in starting a war over a snap of teeth," Rior

snarled.
There was a long silence. Elary shivered, thinking she felt the darkness grow
colder. A wind picked up, sweeping past her and then rising to something like a howl.
"That," Shara whispered, "was perhaps not the wisest thing that you could have
said, my lord.
"No," said Rior, "but it is the truth. You will let one petty moment destroy an
entire pact that we worked to build, won't you?" His voice was no longer angry, but full
of such weariness that Elary feared for the wards on the castle, and had to remind herself
that great powers didn't get tired in that way.
"You cannot speak of me that way," Shara repeated. "What I did was legitimate, a
response to an insult, a threat. You cannot speak to me that way and expect to escape
without punishment." Elary saw something like a great hand rise from the floating
darkness and stretch towards the shadowy figure.
Rior snarled, and the hand not only halted, but went flying back towards the dark
one. Elary heard a sharp screech of pain.
Then Shara whispered, "Do you know what you have done?"
"Used my strength as a great power for the first time, I think," said Rior. He
sounded mildly surprised.
"You have doomed yourself and your people to yet more pain than I planned to
inflict," said Shara, voice quiet and deadly. Or, Elary thought, it might have been quiet
and deadly if it wasn't shaking so hard. "My people shall overcome yours, and when next
you see your servants, they shall be strung dead and bleeding on the walls." The floating
darkness started to turn away.
"Shara?" Rior called after her.
Elary took a step back behind the merlon. There was something in Rior's voice
when he spoke the goddess's name that made her flinch. It sounded too triumphantly
happy, for one thing, when Rior should have been appropriately downcast.
"Yes?" Shara turned back, no doubt thinking to the end, since she had apparently
blinded herself to nuances, that he meant to surrender.
Elary didn't quite understand the words that Rior spoke then. Perhaps they were
in some obscure dialect of Ilantran, perhaps in the tongue of the gods. She caught the
general sense of them, though, and stared at the floating shadowy form with wide eyes.
Rior said that? Rior?
They made Shara shriek and fly at him, and Rior, laughing, turned her aside with
ease. Then Shara gestured and shouted something, and her half-unseen troops began to
march forward.
They had wasted so much time, though, that Elary could actually make out the
sun rising. She turned, wondering if they were going to suffer attack by Rennon at the
same time as Shara.
The sun's light gleamed in her eyes like the flashes of metal or something more
dangerous than metal from Shara's soldiers, and thenShadows boiled.
Elary found herself smiling fiercely as gray shapes appeared to peel away from
the ground and rise into the air. Of course. Dawn was Rior's time, as was dusk, and he
could use the shadows that the rising sun cast to his advantage. Shara should really have
attacked some other time. Perhaps she had meant the sunrise to signal the death of hope

instead of its birth, or something equally stupid.
She isn't the smartest goddess around, is she?
Then dark birds started diving at them, and Elary was kept busy binding disease
around bits of stone, leaves, twigs, and anything else that lay nearby, to keep the birds
back. They withered the moment the diseases touched them, as if they weren't strong
enough to bear them, but still shrieked and clawed at Elary with iron talons, and were in
general unpleasant. She was glad when the last of them fell heavily to the battlement and
stopped moving.
Panting, she looked around for Lorien, and found him backed against a merlon
and fighting for his life. He kept trying to touch the bird with the leaf he held, but it
darted around him and gashed open his arm.
Elary shouted, turning its attention. It flew at her, harsh screech ringing in her
ears.
Elary had just lifted her hands when a sword knocked the bird aside, and Silar
landed in front of her and beamed, ostentatiously working her wing so that Elary could
see how well she had healed.
Elary smiled in spite of herself, then shouted, "Down!" as something much bigger
than a dark bird came from overhead.
Silar turned, chopped lazily at it, and was sent flying backwards. Elary hissed as
she crouched over her. "I told you, down," she snapped, as the creature turned in midair
and came back for another run. Elary could just see a long, serpent-like body, a trailing
tail, and a covering of what might have been skin or scales, agleam with reflected light
like stars.
"I didn't believe you," Silar hissed, and struggled to rise back to her feet. Elary
kept her eyes on the creature, though. She believed she knew what it was, and if she was
right, she wouldn't be the one to handle this.
Sure enough, Kirien's voice broke from behind her. "Stand away from them,
starry one."
The creature turned, hissing and flinching. There was a gleam in large, flaring
white eyes, and flashing teeth, too. Elary crouched more protectively over Silar and
watched.
Kirien paced forward to stand facing the thing, his face stern but his eyes
emotionless. Elary found the combination odd, and was so busy studying it that she
almost didn't pay attention to what he said to the serpent-creature.
"We have served your kind long enough," said Kirien. "Long since, you made us
flee Ilantra, and then Faean, and then beyond that, ever searching for a place where you
would not come."
The teeth snapped and flashed. Elary looked from the creature and what the softly
reflected light revealed about the color of its skin, to Kirien's skin, and nodded.
"We have returned," Kirien continued, "no longer to be severed from our kin and
our homeland. You will not control our lives any longer." His voice shook, and then
steadied. "You cannot feed on the ilzánai and the other fey with impunity. We have
returned. And I am not afraid of you."
The creature screamed and rose high above them. Elary could see it clearly then,
the mess of talons and beating, bat-webbed wings and snake-like body. She shuddered,
because she had last seen it in books and didn't really believe it existed, but didn't try to

move. Kirien was defeating it.
"Go," said Kirien, and the creature turned and shot away from the walls like a
mislaunched arrow, screaming all the while.
The ilantie stood trembling for a moment more, his head bowed and his body
shuddering. Then he turned and looked at Elary, and somehow, though Elary knew a
moment of fear would have destroyed both him and them, managed a smile.
"You know now what was making you think so badly of ilantien," he said. "Was
it worth it?"
Elary nodded in silence.
"Good." Kirien closed his eyes. "They really did drive us forth from the world,
long ago," he murmured. "And then settled into the minds of the other fey, notably our
cousins, and made them recoil from the thought of us." He opened his eyes and gazed at
Elary. "Do you still find it disgusting that we heal through pain?"
"Uncomfortable," said Elary. "Not disgusting. I-" She hesitated. "I do find it hard
to remember what I felt when you first arrived, and just why my antipathy to you was so
great."
Kirien nodded. "Garden could see the truth. Wolves are not fey, and not fooled by
such things, and of course she has- other advantages." He smiled briefly. "But I did not
know that Shara would actually send them against us, in an attempt to cloud the minds of
our kin again."
"Should you-" Elary began, the alarming thought of more of those creatures
coming to her for the first time.
"I probably should see if there are any more," said Kirien, looking properly
alarmed at the thought of the rest of the fey in the castle beginning to hate the ilantien
more than they already did, and he rushed off.
Elary sighed, and turned back to the battlement. Silar was dragging herself up,
and giving Elary dirty looks all the while.
"I could have handled him," she protested. "He was magical, yes, but I have my
own kind of magic."
"I don't think Illusions would have confused this thing," Elary said. "It sounds as
if it were some kind of Illusion itself."
Silar opened her mouth to retort, and then stopped as trumpets interrupted her,
looking a little put out.
Elary looked around curiously. Trumpets? Were they signaling the retreat of
Shara's forces? She had actually been hoping for that since Rior revealed he was holding
back, but she hadn't thought it would happen so soon. The goddess had struck her as more
stubborn than that.
Then she realized the trumpets appeared to be coming from the rays of the rising
sun, sounding especially loudly as those rays struck the sides of the castle. Elary
squinted, and thought she could make out a figure within the sunlight, a woman with
bowed head and clasped hands.
The woman looked up and smiled at her, and apparently at everyone else who
was looking in the same direction.
Someone screamed, and then Shara's voice boomed across the battlefield,
sounding both surprised and upset. "Elle!"
The howls of wolves filled the air at the same time. Apparently the alpha of

alphas had decided to go forth to battle.
The trumpets sounded again.
Elary began to laugh.

Chapter 45
Her Real Enemies
"Of course every King and Queen has real enemies. But finding them in the midst
of the intrigues they lay out and the pawns they control is the true challenge of the wise
monarch."
-Attributed to Queen Jewelbright of Doralissa.
"On your guard."
Ternora smiled. This fight was well-attended, at least, even if she thought it was
out of curiosity at the drama or loyalty to Pyeros rather than her. The idea that Siteran
could be a traitor to the Queen had ripped through the rebels, and most of them were still
protesting. But they trusted Pyeros's judgment on the matter, and he was probably the
only one who could have fought Siteran to the death in front of them and made them
accept it.
That was beginning now.
Ternora directed her gaze to the front of the crowd. She sat cradled in the
branches of a massive baobob, well above most of the heads in front of her. It was the
most throne-like place she could choose on short notice, and it had worked- making the
few people who glanced towards her blink and bow their heads with respect. It hadn't
compelled their attention away from the contest between Siteran and Pyeros, though, and
in many ways, Ternora thought that was fitting.
She couldn't tell anyone why she thought it was, except Aranthran, who didn't
care, and that thought simultaneously depressed her and made her giggle. She would tell
them all soon enough, she reassured herself. Surely their getting to the palace and her
ascending the throne couldn't be that far away.
In the meanwhile, she would have to entertain herself with the distinctly terrified
expression on Siteran's face as he stalked in a circle around Pyeros. Pyeros looked as cool
as an early spring day. Ternora smiled. Siteran must have thought there was no chance
Pyeros would prove loyal, or he would never have approached him about betraying
Ternora and risked this happening.
Which only proved he was a fool who fully deserved this death, of course, or one
even messier. Loyalty was the heart and core of Pyeros. He would never have betrayed
Ternora as long as he thought there was something good in her, and then he would have
thrown his sword down and walked away openly like Blierrina.
There is something to be said for Doralissan ethics, after all, Ternora mused.
And for what I am going to do with them.
The first clash of steel interrupted her thoughts, and she looked up to see Pyeros
and Siteran circling each other, their eyes narrowed, their faces flushed. No, that was just
Siteran, she concluded after a brief study. Pyeros still looked as cool as ever, as though
the motion of his wrist to block Siteran's sword had just been a little exercise or
demonstration drill.
Siteran stepped back and apparently decided that now was the appropriate time to
try to distract Pyeros.
"You are still here," he said. "Serving a false Queen, a Queen you know is false.
And yet your wife has the courage to leave. Why do you not go into the jungle and join
her?"

"I disagreed with her," said Pyeros calmly. If he was tense at all, Ternora couldn't
see it. "I don't think that Her Majesty Ternora is a false Queen. She may still be a good
one, when she comes to the throne."
There was a stir and murmur from the crowd watching them. Ternora supposed
that they agreed with Pyeros, or hadn't thought about it until then, but still agreed with
him. That was the kind of effect Pyeros had on people. Ternora grinned, and continued
watching.
"But she is not of the royal bloodline," said Siteran, "and was not brought up
within the palace."
Pyeros looked at him earnestly. "Neither was Prince Warcourage, the only other
possible source. I don't know if you remember- it was a minor circumstance, and so you
may not remember it-"
Siteran tossed his head. "Try me."
"There was an attack on the palace twelve years ago," said Pyeros. "Just a small
one, but it did manage to kill most of the royal family and send the Light-Destined Heir
into the arms of the Light elves. Minor, of course, but I think it stuck in most people's
minds at the time."
Laughter rustled through the crowd, and Siteran's face flushed brightly. Ternora
leaned forward in interest. It was though he found the thought of his own death less
troublesome than being embarrassed in front of his former comrades.
"You can't do this to me," he whispered, the words low, but still coming to
Ternora's ears thanks to her superior half-elven hearing and her foreknowledge of what
someone like Siteran would say in this situation. "You can laugh at me, you can taunt me,
you can kill me, but you cannot embarrass me in this way."
"You mean," Pyeros asked, "find taunts that actually work on you?"
Laughter again, and then Siteran howled and sprang at Pyeros.
Ternora had to admit he was good. Siteran's sword sprang from several different
directions, whirling and moving with the speed and grace that had made him an asset
when the disgruntled shapeshifters attacked. He struck so hard several times that Pyeros's
sword burned with sparks.
Pyeros's sword was always there, though, anticipating every graceful counter,
every stunning move. And Pyeros, though his face showed a little animation when Siteran
screamed another insult at him, wasn't moving frantically or striking as though his life
depended upon it. He was cool, serene, and he beat down his enemy's sword with an air
that said this was just what he was doing right now. There was nothing in it that mattered
to him, except the insult to his Queen.
Siteran finally grew absolutely desperate, and attacked with a blow that might
have opened Pyeros's belly if he had actually done it in the right way. Of course, it left
him so open that even Ternora could see what would happen before it happened. She
winced, but didn't stop looking. Someone would notice if the Queen looked away from
the battle being fought for her.
Of course, she also wanted to see someone who had insulted and tried to betray
her die in a bloody mess.
Pyeros's sword hit Siteran's blade, sending it wild and making him extend himself
so far he was in an even worse position. Then Pyeros made his first offensive move of the

fight, and struck home.
Siteran's eyes opened wide. He staggered for a moment, while Pyeros held the
sword inside his body and looked at him down it. Ternora couldn't quite make out what
the expression on his face was supposed to mean. Perhaps he was saying farewell to
someone who would have fought beside him and been much like him, once.
Then Pyeros ripped the sword free, in a flying spray of blood that made Ternora
stand up on her branch and cheer. Of course, that wasn't very decorous, and a true
Doralissan Queen would probably just have inclined her head, but it didn't matter, since
her shouting was swallowed up by the shouting of the crowd. Siteran staggered, then
dropped dead, and the shouting increased even more.
In the middle of it, Pyeros stood, his head up, his eyes fixed on Ternora. He
waited until she was looking at him, and then held his bloody sword aloft and bowed his
head.
More shouting, more cheering, and Ternora vaulted from the baobob and walked
towards him, accepting the bloody sword. When she turned to face the crowd, they fell
silent, anticipating her speech.
"Lord Pyeros fought well for me," said Ternora into the quiet. "He had the chance
to give up his loyalty to me, and if he had, I might never have found out. But he resisted
the temptations of the evil Siteran, and then dueled him to death. He has earned the place
I mean to bestow upon him now."
She turned to face Pyeros. His eyes fixed on her, and she knew that he expected
to be named Guardian.
"Captain of the royal guard," she finished.
Pyeros's eyes closed, and he bowed his head. It was the only sign of the intense
emotion that Ternora knew was consuming him.
She had asked, though, before the duel came up. Many people had been happy to
tell her that the Guardians of Doralissa had to have unquestioned loyalty to the monarchs
they served, and be willing to die for them in any number of messy ways.
Ternora would not take his honor from Pyeros. He could not give her the
unquestioned loyalty the position demanded, and so she would not make him Guardian.
But she would give him the post he was suited for.
For now.
As she formally cleaned the sword and handed it back, a flash of movement
caught her eye. Then someone stepped towards her and loudly cried, "But, my lady, you
promised the position to me!"
Ternora looked up into Dolyada's face, feeling only a faint regret. She had hoped
to avoid this, and when her plans were played out, she was sure that she could have found
a place for both Blierrina and Dolyada. But it wasn't to be, now, and she knew it. Pyeros
had already stiffened at her side.
"Do you challenge me?" Ternora asked.
"Yes!" said Dolyada fiercely.
"Then you must deal with my Captain." Ternora nodded to Pyeros and stepped
aside.
Dolyada froze for a moment, and then gazed into the Captain's eyes and nodded.
Pyeros nodded back and gripped his sword, for a moment looking as though he vaguely
regretted what would happen.

Then Dolyada set her feet, and Pyeros moved forward and engaged her.
Ternora jumped back to join the crowd, and watched in silence as they dueled.
Pyeros actually made offensive moves this time, and Ternora wondered if that was
because he was more worried about Dolyada. But Dolyada didn't seem to be a much
better fighter than Siteran, and she had a tendency to lose her temper when it looked as if
she was losing the fight. She struck out desperately soon enough, just as Siteran had
done, and Pyeros struck without slowing.
Ternora caught a look at his face as he pulled his sword back this time, and
closed her eyes. He had been fighting quickly so that it was over quickly, she realized. He
hadn't wanted to fight Dolyada.
She said to him, when he held the bloody sword out to her and gazed into her
eyes, "I'm sorry, Pyeros. I should have thought-"
"No, Your Majesty." Pyeros shook his head and leaned in close, lowering his
voice so that it was even less likely that someone would hear them over the noise of the
crowed. "I don't think that you made me do something unfair or unjust, except in the
sense that someone facing a better fighter will usually lose. Siteran should have known
what would happen when he tried to convince me to join his side."
"And Dolyada?" Ternora asked.
Pyeros looked at her body for a moment. Then he said, "Everything good in her
died long ago. I was only killing a living corpse filled with hatred and malice, the kind
that we tell stories about in the deep jungles. You did not force me to it. She did. That is
the only thing wrong. I remember what she could have been, and mourn that I was killing
the body that once held that. Not this- thing that I killed. I would never weep for her."
Ternora tried to keep from her face how much that disturbed her as she nodded.
Yes, Doralissan ethics were very convenient to her plans, but they were still as cold as the
steel blade they resembled. "I understand. Is there- is there anything that I can say to
make this better, anything that I can do?"
"No." Pyeros bowed to her. "When you appoint another Guardian, then I will not
be doing this kind of thing anyway."
"Pyeros, I'm sorry."
He only turned away, and Ternora had to turn and accept the congratulations and
protestations of loyalty from the rebels, which for some reason made her feel worse. For
the first time that she could remember, she looked forward to the ending of her plans for
another reason than just the reward she expected to gain.
I hope that I might bring peace to Pyeros, as well as the Kingdom. He won't be
pleased with everything I do, but he should be more pleased than he is at the moment,
when he is the one who has some say in his fate.
******
"You should not have done that."
"This is annoying," Ternora murmured. She wasn't properly awake yet, just
awake enough to know that someone had woken her up in the middle of the night and she
was angry about it. Then she recognized the voice, and blinked for a moment before
turning towards it. This time, she could see someone in the darkness, though he remained
beyond the light of the fire.
Aranthran hadn't come to her tonight. That meant she would have to deal with
this threat alone. But she thought she could deal with this one.

"I thought," the voice continued, "that you would be amenable to reason after all,
open to persuasion. And instead, I find that you have destroyed the one hope I had that
you would be the way, the one cause of my not killing you immediately. If you were the
kind of Queen who would appoint someone like Dolyada to a high position, then I
thought you were the kind of Queen I could have fun with before she died. I was sure of
it. And somehow it didn't work."
"I know you," said Ternora quietly.
The voice paused. Then the figure said, "You can't."
"I know you, Menarath," Ternora repeated. "But you told me the history of the
royal line, and lent me a comforting ear when I needed it, and you found me a storyteller
when I needed one as well. I do not know why you would be turning against me now."
Menarath moved forward into the light of the fire. His eyes were bright with
something that Ternora did not think was guilt, and he shifted and bounced lightly on the
balls of his feet as if something wonderful were happening. "That is not my name. Why I
wanted to kill you has to do with my true name."
Ternora narrowed her eyes a little further. "What is your true name?"
"Name, and nature, and form all in one," said Menarath. "I will kill you now, and
I will do it because you killed the cause I would have fought for, the cause the ones I
loved fought for."
"I knew that." Ternora pushed hair and sleep from her eyes and studied him more
closely. "But you seemed willing to listen to me. I thought you were like Pyeros."
"And I thought you were like Dolyada," Menarath replied. He shook his head.
"Ah, well. What matters it now? I will show you what I am."
He vanished abruptly. Ternora blinked until a sharp whistle pulled her eyes into
the air. There floated a sword, made of fine steel.
"My true name is Luden," said the sword. "I loved Savior, or whom you called
Savior, who taught Warcourage. And you were involved in the deaths of them both." He
flashed and began to glow. "Now I will teach you the meaning of the pain I felt that day.
Both of you," he added.
Ternora whirled. Aranthran had stepped out of the jungle and was watching the
sword casually.
"A talking sword," said Aranthran. "So it was you I sensed."
"And you who mocked me," Luden replied, and moved forward, glowing with
angry silver-white radiance.

Chapter 46
The Crowning
"The crowning of a Queen of Orlath can never take place without her explicit
permission. Of course, neither can the crowning of a King of Orlath, or a monarch of any
of the other Kingdoms. But it is only in the case of a Queen of Orlath that lack of such
permission ever made trouble…"
-Introduction to Some Orlathian History-Tales.
"Kneel down."
Nightstone glared at Ilarsa. "Why?"
"Because," said Ilarsa patiently, "I can't reach your head if you're standing there
like that. This damn crown is heavy," she added plaintively, staggering around as if she
thought that Nightstone would have more sympathy for her that way, even though she'd
been holding the crown without trouble up until now.
Nightstone sighed and knelt, though she kept her head up. There were only so
many things that she would do for Ilarsa.
"We have our witnesses," said the fey woman, who indeed had forgotten about
how heavy the crown was the moment Nightstone complied. Ilarsa turned her head to
look at the peasants who stood not far from them, with Lenira in front of them, her hands
clasped and her eyes bright. Nightstone rolled her eyes and kept looking at Ilarsa. "And
we have you, our Queen, and the crown. Of course, it is a shame that we could not have
the seagulls that would have made this a proper crowning, nor yet the crowd that
witnesses most coronations, but one cannot have everything."
"No," said Nightstone, "and you will have considerably less than that if you don't
put the crown on my head."
Ilarsa clucked her tongue, but said, "Well, you're eager to take the throne, at least.
That's good."
Before Nightstone could protest, the fey woman carefully lowered the heavy
crown onto her head.
Nightstone let out a soft ooof sound. The crown was indeed heavy, laden as it was
with jewels of many colors meant to represent the elements, and she hadn't realized how
hard it would press down on her brows. But she had borne weightier burdens in her time,
including the realization that her family hated her, and so she was able to kneel there and
wait patiently for Ilarsa to be done.
Ilarsa didn't say anything, though, and Nightstone darted a look at her. The fey
woman had been the one who was so eager to have the coronation over. Surely she would
be the one to move the ceremony ahead now.
But Ilarsa was looking at her with tears trembling in her eyes, and Nightstone
growled in exasperation. "What is it now?" she asked. "Do I look too bored to be a
Queen, or some such nonsense?"
"No," Ilarsa choked, bowing her head. "Not at all. You look- my lady, Your
Majesty, you look like a Queen of Orlath."
"Get it over with," said Nightstone shortly, resisting the urge, though just barely,
to lean forward and shake the woman.
Ilarsa nodded, clearing her throat, and then turned to the peasants. "You have
seen the crowning of a Queen of Orlath," she said. "Now you shall see her binding to the

land."
"I don't remember that part from the other coronations I attended," said
Nightstone, out of the side of her mouth.
"Erlande told me the few details I needed," Ilarsa snapped, turning back. "Do you
want to go to the castle and have the full ceremony at the seaside, flying gulls and all, or
will you tolerate this?"
"I'll put up with this," Nightstone said hastily, remembering one such coronation
that had lasted for five hours. And that wasn't even counting the time that it would take to
get to the castle and then back.
Ilarsa nodded shortly, then raised her voice until the peasants could hear her
again. "Good. Now you will see the Queen bind herself to the land, by calling on the
element that makes her a mage." She turned and looked at Nightstone with a raised
eyebrow.
Nightstone sighed and called the Scarlet. It danced all around her like a playful
unicorn, and Nightstone softened a little as she watched it gambol. It wasn't its fault that
she was kneeling like a child in a game of hide-the-eyes, nor simply waiting for this to be
over instead of enjoying herself. The flames caressed her skin with a delicate wash of
heat, and Nightstone closed her eyes, smiling.
"Send it across the Plains, my lady," Ilarsa said.
Nightstone ignored the temptation to burn up the grass, which she was irritated
enough to do at the moment, and merely sent the flames rolling. They skipped smoothly
away from her, then came back and swept around her as though not wanting to get too far
from her side. Nightstone snorted and sent them forth again. This time, there was a
shudder in the earth, and an echo from the coiling flames.
"She is bound to the land," said Ilarsa, in the grand tones of a judge. "Now
someone may come forward and ask Her Majesty one boon."
Nightstone wasn't at all surprised when Lenira was the one to do it, kneeling
before her and taking her hand. She was slightly shorter than Nightstone, and so could
kneel with her head bowed below Nightstone's level, but Nightstone thought it must still
look ridiculous, as if they were two playing children.
"Yes?" she asked, and saw Lenira flinch. She sighed and tried to modify her tone.
She was always having to remember that these peasants were delicate, soft, not the harder
northerners or the fey she was more used to dealing with. "What do you ask of me as a
boon?"
"That you come back, Your Majesty," Lenira whispered.
That gave Nightstone pause. "You don't think that I will ever visit your village
again?" she asked, and this time she didn't have to work to make her tone soft. She was
touched by the thought that they might actually miss her, although at the same time
convinced they must be soft-witted.
"No," said Lenira, and looked up into her eyes. "I don't think that you will come
back to Orlath, if you leave the country in search of the Princess Cadona." She flinched
and cast down her eyes when Nightstone stared at her. "Please, Your Majesty," she added,
"I don't mean any harm. But I know the whole village is thinking it, and I thought that
perhaps no one would get up the courage to ask you, if I didn't."
Nightstone looked at the peasants who had gathered behind Lenira. "Is this true?"
she asked. "Do all of you think that I'll abandon you?"

Nods, though a few shook their heads, and almost all of them avoided her eyes.
"Why?" Nightstone asked, beginning to get upset. She felt the flames flare, and
controlled them sharply. That was all she needed, to destroy their homes after she had
worked to save them. She could just imagine what Erlande would say, too, if she did that.
Probably something about how destructive and stupid Scarlet mages were, and
Nightstone didn't think she could bear that. "I have left other times, and come back each
time."
"But it was always because of the Princess Cadona, my lady," said Lenira. "You
left to chase her once, and then you only came back because this was where you had left
her. I am afraid- we are afraid that if you do manage to locate her and send her back, then
you might avoid returning to Orlath altogether."
Nightstone frowned harder. I was thinking of that. How did they know that I was
thinking of doing that?
"I'm sorry," she said. "I never meant to give you the impression that I would be a
faithless Queen. I didn't know that I was giving you that impression," she did feel
compelled to add.
Lenira looked at her earnestly, that eagerness seeming to give her protection
against her fear of meeting Nightstone's gaze. "You weren't really faithless, Your Majesty.
But you did seem as if you had more important things to do, as if you considered us
annoyances."
Nightstone winced. She had forgotten that peasants could be perceptive, too. She
had dealt with too many of them in the north who had thought they could rebel against
the Dark and survive, but here, they might have more sense, especially given the way she
had destroyed most of their rebels.
"I will come back," she said.
"Really?" Lenira studied her face.
Nightstone restrained her impatience. The woman had a right to fear her, given
what had happened. "Yes, I will. I give you my word on that. I can't promise that I will
stay forever, or without resentment, but I can promise you that I will come back. You
have it from me."
Lenira bowed her head, and her tears spilled over Nightstone's hand. "Thank
you," she whispered. "Thank you, Your Majesty."
Nightstone, uncomfortable with the devotion those tears implied, looked away as
soon as she could. She glanced at Ilarsa. "I forget what comes next. Did Erlande tell
you?"
"Releasing seagulls," said Ilarsa, and shrugged. "We don't have any, and we aren't
near the sea, so I suppose I shall have to do instead." She changed herself into a swan and
rose into the air in a long arc, as if she were going to fly away. The peasants clapped and
cheered.
Nightstone shook her head. A mockery of a coronation, and yet they are content.
I suppose there is a limit to their perception.
Ilarsa zoomed overhead, and then came back and hovered over Nightstone. Her
mental voice was a little guilty. You are ready to leave and search for Cadona, my lady,
aren't you?
I was ready a long time ago. Nightstone smiled at Lenira and the other peasants.
It was a struggle, but she thought the smile looked real. "Thank you for giving me the

place of a Queen in your hearts," she said sincerely. "I do hope that you find me worthy
of having and retaining it."
Lenira's tears fell on her hands again.
Nightstone disengaged herself as soon as possible, and after a few more grand
words and boon-beggings that essentially amounted to her coming back when she had
found Cadona, she was permitted to leave. She changed into a pegasus, and shook out her
wings, feeling a shivering ache travel through her. She thought that was less tiredness or
overwork, though, and more restlessness.
I want to be away.
She sprang into the sky, and only then realized she still had the crown on her
head. Somehow, she had become used to the weight, though the moment she concentrated
on it again it nearly crushed her brows. Of course, it was more awkward as a winged
horse than as a human.
She tossed her head, and the crown crashed to the ground. Lenira scooped it up
and held it close, looking up at Nightstone with a promise in her eyes that she would keep
the crown safe. Nightstone snorted and turned, speeding towards the horizon, while
behind her the peasants cheered.
Ilarsa flew heavily beside her for a little while, and then said, That wasn't so
hard, was it?
No, but I still wish that I didn't have to go through it. Nightstone flicked her tail.
You got used to it. I could see you getting used to it. You wore the crown right
into the air, and you wouldn't have done that if you had found something truly
objectionable in the weight.
Nightstone snorted again.
You can become a good QueenShut up about it for the moment, Ilarsa, or I'll kick you in the chest.
The fey woman fell silent, and they flew more reasonably towards the mountains.
*****
Nightstone cropped lazily at a bush, now and then flicking her tail in pleasure.
This was more like it. Spring had come at last to the foothills of the Rashars, and she
could easily graze when and where she wanted.
Ilarsa, swimming nearby in unfrozen water, was the first to say, I wonder what
that is?
Nightstone looked up, and immediately backed away from the bush, lowering her
head and baring her teeth. She knew well what the figure standing on the slope above her
was. She had helped them ravage enough villages in the north that she should know.
The fey moved slowly towards her. With each step it made, Nightstone shivered.
It wasn't very big, and its head was almost that of a dog, with the kind of short, fluffy fur
on it that children would delight in petting. But its teeth were very sharp, and the eyes
that fastened on her, golden and glowing, would speak the truth of its power to anyone
who cared to look.
It was a sinnsa, the last remnant of the obrynn, the fey who had forged the talking
swords, and supposedly it still had most of their power. Nightstone sank to her knees,
wondering if the Dark had sent the sinnsa to kill her.
But the fey halted in front of her, and one taloned hand reached down and
caressed her face. Nightstone shivered again, wondering what it wanted of her. She had

never heard of a sinnsa showing kindness to someone it was about to kill, but they were
perverse, and it was long since she had run with them. Who knew how the Dark wanted
them to kill their victims now?
Have no fear.
Nightstone shivered again. Yes, the voice was mental, and even trying to sound
gentle, but it was still just a mask over the fury that this particular kind of fey was
capable of unleashing.
The sinnsa actually made a sound that could have been a sigh. You need have no
fear. I have not come to kill you. The Dark forgave you for you betrayal long since, as
you would have known if you listened to it.
I don't know what you mean, Nightstone said, finally recovering enough of her
courage to speak.
The Dark knows the reasons that you turned to Shadow and against it, and it
concedes that that you could have done little else, in the circumstances- especially when
you were given the false impression that it favored Artaen over you.
It didn't?
Of course not. But you had the impression, and so of course you wheeled away
from a great power you thought of as faithless. But we are giving you the chance to come
back. It would be an advantage to us, to have two Queens on the thrones of two
Kingdoms.
Two Queens- But Nightstone understood almost at once. Really, she scolded
herself, she should have known it before. If the Dark was going to kill Cadona, it would
simply have killed her on the spot, not hesitating or pussyfooting around. Of course it
wanted her because she was the Rivendonian Heir, and it would put her on the throne
after all.
But Cadona is part of the Light.
Not anymore, said the sinnsa.
Nightstone felt a little sorry for her niece. The ways the Dark had of changing
people's minds were mostly unpleasant, and even the ones who survived them often had
their brains permanently damaged.
You want me to rule Orlath in the name of the Dark, she asked, and she would
rule Rivendon in its name?
Even so. The Dark will receive you back again, Nightstone, as you came to it.
You have never really forsaken it in your heart, and you have been long and strongly in
its service. You have a day to decide, the sinnsa added, and then it turned and flowed back
over the hill.
Nightstone remained on her knees, her head bowed, her mind racing as she
contemplated it.
You can't be thinking of it, said Ilarsa sharply. To turn against Shadow, who has
done so much for you?
There's always the excuse that Shara used, Nightstone pointed out. I served
Shadow, and not Rior. Shadow is dead.
Ilarsa turned her back.
Nightstone went back to grazing, but watched the western sky, and thought about
it for a long, long time.

Chapter 47
Laughter and More Laughter
"If you have laughed too much, then sometimes it is a blessing of tears that will
prove worthiest. If you have wept too much, then that is the only wonted effect of living in
so harsh and cold a world."
"Nonsense."
-Commentary and response to it written in a book of morality in the Star Circle's
possession.
"I don't think they'll actually keep their promise," Meranth murmured, peering
mournfully into his glass. "After all, it's been two days, and nothing's happened yet."
"Something will," said Kymenos, smiling into his own glass. It was full of
corvarin wine, from the hardy vineyards of southern Dalzna, and that alone put him in a
good mood. Waiting in a pavilion outside the Star Circle's tower for the Star Circle to
send their guilty members out, and knowing they didn't have much choice in doing so,
just made it even better. "You can depend on that. They might decide to try and resist the
Crownkillers, but they still won't just sit there. They don't want the Crownkillers storming
in to see their precious secrets."
"They're not that intelligent, are they?" asked Meranth, after a small pause. "After
all, they knew the crowns were there. They must have known that we would see them."
Kymenos laughed. "Since when have the supporters of the royal Heirs ever been
that intelligent, my lord?"
Meranth laughed in turn, though he seemed to have been startled into it. He
shifted in his chair and looked up at the tower when he had finished, as if the sound had
just reminded him he had more moods besides melancholy. "It's Meranth until this is
finished, my Lord Dalesst." He glanced at Kymenos. "You have been very helpful to us.
Would you consider becoming a Crownkiller?"
Kymenos howled with laughter inside himself, but kept his face smooth and calm
as he shook his head. "I'm afraid that I must regretfully decline the offer, Meranth, though
I know full well how generous it is."
"Why?" Meranth asked. "Is it just because of your brother? You should know that
we won't hold that against you. Sometimes we have to leave our families behind when we
become Crownkillers, and no one would blame you for leaving someone like that
behind." His face clouded for a moment, as if he were thinking of family that he himself
had had to abandon.
"Not that," said Kymenos. "But I am a healer, and I have objections to the torture
that is planned for the royal Heirs."
"Yet you will still help us catch them."
Kymenos nodded. "But not torture them."
Meranth studied him, while sipping his own corvarin wine. At least he looked
less obsessed with when the Star Circle would send its guilty members out now, which
Kymenos supposed was an improvement. "Does it really matter that much, which of them
we do?"
"Yes."
Meranth waited, but Kymenos remained silent, and at last he seemed to sense that
an explanation was not forthcoming. He shrugged, and turned his attention to the tower

again. "Where are they?" he whispered.
Kymenos opened his mouth, and then the gate opened. He closed it again, and
leaned back in his chair. He suspected this was going to be good.
It was.
The Lady of the Star Circle stepped out first, her head bowed and her robes
trailing behind her. She led the way, of course, as she led the way in everything. Kymenos
supposed he had to admire her for that.
Behind her came a few other members of the Star Circle he didn't know well, but
from the way Meranth tensed beside him and muttered threats, he supposed they were
familiar to the Crownkiller. The Star Circle must have assumed they were too
compromised to keep among the "innocent," at least.
The members of the Star Circle continued walking forward until they stopped in
front of the pavilion, where they stood with their heads still lowered and their wrists
clasped in front of them as though they were manacled. Curiously, Kymenos reached out
to the Gust, to see if they were in bonds of air, but could sense nothing of wind around
their wrists. It made him suspicious of their submission, and he sat up a little more, tilting
his head.
"We have done as you asked," said the Lady- or former Lady- to Meranth. "We
are no longer members of the Star Circle. There is a new Lady, and she has denounced us,
and separated the Star Circle from us very thoroughly."
Kymenos's mind was racing. The words sounded almost like a ritual. Of course,
the Lady was right. The Star Circle couldn't be held responsible for anything the exileslike him- did.
But something still bothered him.
"Who is the new Lord or Lady?" he asked, hoping that would bring it into focus.
Her decision would be valuable to know, at least.
The Lady's eyes went briefly to him. "The Lady Onezha," she answered. "We can
be sure that she will favor the Crownkillers, and that she hates the royal Heirs. I hope that
should satisfy the Lord Meranth."
Meranth nodded. "It does. We know her. I know what she is like, what she is
capable of." Not much, said his voice. "She is a fine choice."
Kymenos shook his head. He was sure of it now. The flash in the Lady's eyes had
confirmed it for him. Onezha was a weapon left behind, a way to get at him.
But the Lady would also want to get back at the Crownkillers, and appointing
Onezha Lady wasn't the way to do that. Kymenos thought she really did hate the royal
Heirs and have the same goals as the Crownkillers.
And the Lady and the few Star Circle members who followed her hadn't been
stripped of their powers.
Kymenos reached out and grabbed the Azure, drawing on it without thought for
what would follow. He could feel the distant sea surging towards him, and he suspected
he would need it soon.
The power of their magic blazed around the Star Circle members at the same
time, and began to rise.
Kymenos forgot about fighting back against them for right now. If they were
quick enough and good enough to blast him and Meranth without more preparation, then
he would lose anyway. He reached out and threw himself into the sea instead, pulling

furiously at the water.
The tide wasn't rising at the moment, worse luck, but Kymenos could still feel the
pulse of the waves traveling back and forth, and he thought that might be enough. The
pulse invaded his veins, and he let it, even though that led to a greater danger that he
himself would die in the Drawing of the Tide. He needed some sort of anchor since the
actual tide was absent, and his own blood was a good one.
He was certainly drawing the attention of the Star Circle. One of the men who
stood behind the former Lady had given up all pretense of gathering in his own magic,
and was staring at him with an open mouth. Kymenos smiled at him, and sent the pulse at
him. The man let it in, or rather, tuned the natural flow of his own blood to the water,
without knowing what was happening.
Kymenos felt the pulse begin to flow on, and braced himself. It was something,
to struggle against the whole force of the ocean. But he was miles from the shore, and
standing on solid ground without even many streams nearby. The nearest large body of
water, the Lake of the Northern Winds, danced to a different drumbeat.
He just had to make sure that his own blood didn't go flooding out of his veins.
He managed it.
The man of the Star Circle wasn't so lucky.
He coughed, first, his face turning an odd color as he felt the blood moving in the
wrong direction in his veins and arteries. Then he fell to his knees, and blood came
pouring out of his mouth and eyes, seeking some escape.
That distracted the others. Kymenos coolly enfolded the other two members of
the Star Circle in the pulse, and then turned and caught the Lady's eye.
She looked enraged, the utter calm that Masters of Time were supposed to have
gone from her eyes on the first occasion that Kymenos had ever seen. She reached out
and gestured at him, a sharp movement that could mean anything.
What it really meant, though, was the air turning dark and sharp and coming
straight at him. Kymenos had seen that before. It was a sphere of Time. It would age him,
or perhaps make him go back in time and wake up in some place before Dalzna was
Dalzna.
He didn't intend to let either happen.
He closed his eyes and fell into the Azure, the timeless motion of the sea. The
waves had been lapping and surging in the same way since long before the continent of
Jetadi had risen from them. The pulse that he felt in his veins was older than all the
human mastery of Time.
And that was the important part of it, he thought, not Time itself. Time was an
element, but it was also existent outside human use, just as every other element was. He
could resist a human's use of it, by turning to the wild portion of water.
The sea embraced him, enfolded him, and enveloped him in the rocking roar and
hiss. Kymenos could feel the waves singing in his blood, and smell the spray flying
around him, salt as tears. Gulls whooped and called in his ears, and the motion of the
wind echoed the motion of the water. Mightier was the sea than the earth, and it would
extinguish any fire put into it.
He was in the sea.
And the sea was in him.
The water rose and flooded out of him, and the courtyard was abruptly awash.

Kymenos tumbled off his feet, and felt the waves continue pulling at him, meaning he
had to pay more attention to his veins than his feet. He knew he was swirling around,
knew that the sea probably wouldn't spare anyone, andThen it was gone.
Kymenos picked himself up, shakily. The pounding headache he had told him
what had happened. The sea had come through him just as long as it could, using his
body as the gateway for the flood, but he had lost his grip on it. His being a gateway had
ceased because his calling to the Azure had ceased.
And now his head hurt, damn it.
He squinted around, blinking as the sunshine bounced from the water sloshing
back and forth on the cobblestones. A lot of it was already draining, though, given the
sewer openings that had been added to every street in Dalzna by the Councils about a
century ago. Seaweed lay splayed here and there in odd patterns, and a few stranded fish
flopped and danced in the last gasps of life. Kymenos would have gone and helped them,
but he was too exhausted for the moment even to ease their passing.
Kymenos? Are you well?
Kymenos smiled a little and answered Sykeen's anxious question. Yes, I am. Just
a little- stunned.
Sykeen snorted, relaxing. Good. I didn't know that you could control that much
of the Azure at once.
Neither did I.
"My Lord Dalesst."
It took Kymenos a moment to remember that was supposed to be his name, and
he stood, wincing when he saw that Meranth's clothes were plastered to his body from the
soaking he had endured. "Sorry, my lord."
Meranth stared at him, then turned and gestured towards the Star Circle tower.
Kymenos turned and looked that way, and saw the Star Circle members lying dead. The
other three were surrounded by the blood that had picked up the rhythm of the waves, and
tried to surge out of their bodies towards some distant shore.
The Lady of the Star Circle…
She was drowned. Kymenos swallowed a little. He had never actually drowned
anyone before, and somehow the sight of the body, so different from the people he had
killed with Falto's Pattern, affected him more than he had thought it would. He turned and
looked at Meranth.
"I didn't know that was going to happen," he offered.
Meranth clapped him on the shoulder. "You are going to be an honorary
Crownkiller, whether you like it or not," he said. "You saved my life, and you have killed
traitors to us."
Kymenos blinked. "You mean- that you don't mind you won't get to try and
torture them?"
Meranth laughed. "As much of a danger as they were, I think we should be
grateful to you for handling them." His smile faded, and he studied Kymenos with a
much more shrewd gaze. "Not that I knew you could."
Kymenos shrugged. "I am a powerful Azure mage, but even I didn't know I could
do that." He smiled and moved to counter some suspicions that must be springing up in
Meranth's mind, if he had heard the reports of Nafair. "Both my brother Kymenos and I

are powerful in Azure. Of course, he was always the stronger. Now, if he comes looking
for me, I just may be able to defeat him."
Meranth relaxed. "And how did you know that the members of the Star Circle
were about to do that?" he asked curiously. "I thought I was good at sensing the
movements of enemies, but you- you seem to be almost magical at it."
Kymenos smiled lazily. "No magic but that of intelligence and knowing your
enemy, my lord. I saw that they hadn't been stripped of their powers, and I knew they
would be angry at the Crownkillers and want to strike back at them. Their being cast off
from the Star Circle completely confirmed it. That way, they could use their powers
without being restrained by the Cycle, until the Cycle decided they were in violation of
the laws anyway and took it away."
Meranth smiled. "I think that we shall find a very high position for you in the
Crownkillers. Your guesses so far, whether the enemies are Star Circle members or royal
Heirs, have been accurate."
Kymenos smiled modestly, while inwardly howling with laughter again. And the
fact that I am creating so many movements of those enemies just makes it easier, of
course. Not that I need to tell him that.

Chapter 48
The Passing of Old Things
"The world as it is has begun to pass, and it shall never be the same again."
-Written at least once in every generation of the record books of the priestesses of
Elle.
"I will make you burn," said Luden. "I will make you boil. I will make sure that
you never have the chance to do anything again, but lie there with your skin off, and
moan. And you will do that for a long time before I kill you."
Ternora shuddered and backed away from the sword. "He has some nasty ideas,"
she said out of the corner of her mouth to Aranthran.
"Some are worth imitating," said the assassin, who looked interested. "Would you
care to make a bargain, sword?"
Luden halted, floating in mid-air as though the radiance held him up like a
wielder. "What kind of bargain? Will you lie still and not fight? I suppose that I would be
compelled to make your deaths easier, in that case." There was a resentful tone in his
voice that made Ternora want to laugh, oddly enough.
"No," said Aranthran. "Why would I ask for a bargain like that? It would be
counterproductive."
"Then tell me what kind of bargain you were referring to," said Luden. "It should
be a good one, for me to agree to it, and it should benefit me as well as you." He added
hastily, "Or benefit me more than you. I have heard tales about the kinds of bargains that
half-elves have made in the past."
"Would I try to trick you?" Aranthran looked as if he was pouting. Ternora still
had to stifle the urge to giggle, even if it was nervously. If she had ever been afraid of
Luden, the fear had melted. The tenor of this battle so far was simply too ridiculous.
"Yes," said Luden.
Aranthran sighed. "Very well. Then I think you should let us go and try your
torture ideas on someone else. They sound innovative, and I would like to see them
practiced. But if you practiced them on Ternora and me, then we would be too distracted
to tell you what we thought of them."
There was a long moment of silence. Then Luden said, "Do you really think that I
am interested in torturing innocents?"
"You would have to search for a long time to find innocents in the Doralissan
jungle," said Aranthran, sounding puzzled. "And don't you want to exercise your talent
for pain? And find someone to help you?"
"You do not understand me," said Luden. "I care nothing for the rest of the rebels.
They can go into the darkness between the Dark and the Light and float there for the rest
of existence for all I care. It is you I want, and you I intend to use as subjects."
"Why?"
"Because Ternora was there at the killing of the woman I loved," said Luden.
"And I know that you- or the both of you together- plotted to kill Warcourage, the Prince
of Doralissa she trained. I know it." His voice soared slightly towards hysteria. "Her
legacy is dead, the only way she might have lived on. I will make sure that you will pay
for that! Both of you!"
"That seems a little much," said Aranthran. "Why would you waste such

techniques, and the two people who are best able to appreciate them, in such smallminded and petty vengeance?"
"Petty? I have told you what I would do."
"Yes, but the motive is stupid," said Aranthran, crossing his arms. "You loved a
woman. How can a sword love a woman, even if you can take human form? You're just a
lump of bone and steel that happens to have a voice."
"I have more than that! I have emotions and wonder and joy and passion-"
Aranthran started to respond, but Ternora laid a hand on his arm and shook her
head. The half-elf gave up with a shrug, but still studied the talking sword as though a
few moments more of looking would unlock the mystery for him.
"You're going to kill us for killing the Prince Warcourage and- well, being present
at the death of the woman you loved, since it was really Shadow who took her life from
her," Ternora said to him. "And you have several innovative new techniques that you
might use on us for revenge-"
"Wasting them-" said Aranthran in a mutter.
Ternora elbowed him and continued. "-and to make sure that we feel something
of the pain you feel. Is that right?"
"I didn't say that last," said Luden, a tone of curiosity touching his voice for the
moment. "How did you know I was thinking it?"
"Because most people are thinking something like it when they plot revenge,"
said Ternora patiently. "Now. Have I missed anything, or were you really thinking all of
that? Is that your plan?"
"Well- yes."
Ternora nodded. "And you must know that we won't tamely lie down,
overwhelmed with our great crime, and let you do whatever you want to us. So you plan
to overcome us, fight us if necessary, and then practice the tortures on our bodies as we
lie helpless beneath you."
"Yes," said Luden happily. "Though you are evil, you are not stupid. That is
good. I hate fighting stupid opponents."
"I would hate to see you fight yourself, then," said Aranthran. "You are mistaken
if you think we would just give up." He lifted a hand, and a bright silver globe that
looked like the one he had used to kill Prince Warcourage appeared on his fingertips. "We
have our own magic, and our own reasons for living, and we think that your reasons are
stupid."
"Aranthran!" Ternora scolded him.
The half-Faerie elf glanced at her, his face that picture of uncomprehending
innocence that elves did so well. "Well, don't we?"
"Yes, but it's not polite to say it aloud," Ternora hissed.
"Oh." Aranthran considered that for a moment, then turned back and looked at
Luden. "Sorry for that. We think that your reasons are noble, of course, and have their
place in the scheme of things. Just forget that part about thinking they're stupid. That was
never meant to slip out." He leaned in close to Ternora. "It would have helped if you'd
told me that before I mentioned it, though."
"I didn't know that you were going to mention it, did I?"
"Pardon me," Luden interrupted, with an incredulity that Ternora was sure he
meant to be polite in his voice. It just ended up sounding ridiculous, though, as did most

of the things that Luden had said. "Do you mean to say that you aren't afraid of me or
what I may do to you at all?"
Aranthran laughed. "Ternora has been threatened from the moment she took up
the sword and proclaimed herself Queen, by traitors and people who think she doesn't do
a good job and sheer stupidity. I have been threatened again and again by people angry
that I killed the ones they loved. Of course, your innovations are lovely, but they only
interest me. If you wanted to scare me, you should have come and made your threats a
few centuries ago."
Ternora shrugged and smiled when the sword turned to point at her, and she
guessed that whatever Luden used for eyes were now looking her way. "Sorry. The same
thing goes for me, I suppose. I've been mostly irritated and not scared ever since I was
assigned to be Warcourage's guardian, and that goes for now."
"But you have never come this close to destruction before," said Luden. "Perhaps
the others could offer you less ultimate death, but as a talking sword, I have great power.
I could kill you."
"Why?" asked Aranthran. Ternora noticed that he had moved his hand with the
silver bubble of light on it close to his own chest, and wondered why. Surely he could
fling it whether his hand was in the air or not, and it seemed as if it might actually be
easier when his hand was high enough to be perceived as a threat.
"I was forged by the obrynn," said Luden. "They were the most powerful fey the
world has ever seen."
"Not more powerful than the elves," said Ternora proudly.
"No, Ternora," said Aranthran, who was now smiling in a very peculiar way. "No,
he's right. The obrynn were very powerful. They could create swords who could see and
hear and talk in just a day or so. It would take me at least a year."
Luden, who had been bobbing as if in agreement, stopped bobbing. "What are
you saying?" he asked in a hiss.
"Just that I agree with you," said Aranthran, "and I think you'll find my own
threats a little harder to deal with than you thought." He gestured, and the silver bubble
flew from his fingers and popped on his own chest.
Ternora opened her mouth to protest that he had wasted a prime chance to take
Luden by surprise, and then shut her mouth abruptly. Aranthran's body was rippling and
changing, his eyes turning absolutely golden and his head sprouting fur. In seconds, he
was a sinnsa, a fey that Ternora had seen a few times. She backed away, her mind darting
frantically about. The sinnsa was a last remnant of the obrynnShe halted, and started grinning.
"How can you do that?" Luden asked, as he floated back and away from the
transformed half-elf. "You can't just change yourself into whatever you like. You should
have just fur, and not the power-" His voice faltered, and he sounded as weak and human
as he had been when he was Menarath.
Aranthran's mental voice spoke and Ternora found that she could hear him as
easily as Luden. You are right. The obrynn were the most powerful of the fey. But they left
the world long ago, and they took their protection of their children with them. I am part
of the same creation, now, and I can destroy you.
Luden let out a sound that was more like a wail than any of the grand
denunciations he had been pouring forth so far, and Ternora realized, with a little start,

that she was feeling intensely sorry for him. "Aranthran," she said aloud.
Aranthran, who had begun moving towards Luden while waving his taloned paws
around in evident enjoyment, paused and looked at her.
"Do you have to destroy him?" Ternora asked him. "You're a sinnsa. You should
have the power to do anything. Can you change him into something that wouldn't cause
as much harm or havoc?"
Aranthran paused, and then said, I do believe that you have caught me by that
idea, Ternora. I am a half-elf in reality, and we have the power to change the things
around us, even as I changed Warcourage into a beetle. In fact, he went on, looking
towards Luden again, that worked so well that it would be a shame not to use the
technique again.
Luden floated backwards, blustering all the way. "You dare not touch me- you
couldn't touch me- that form doesn't really convey the power of a sinnsa on you-"
Aranthran reached out and calmly called a bubble of silver magic into being.
Luden hovered as if challenging it, and then abruptly turned and fled towards the deeper
trees. Ternora, watching him go, nodded wisely. At least she knew now why he hadn't
made any noise of crashing branches when he moved through the jungle before. There
were no feet to make noise, as long as he wasn't in his human form.
Aranthran's bubble of silver light caught him halfway there. Luden shuddered for
a long moment, and then dropped to the ground. Ternora trotted forward, the sinnsa
walking beside her, and looked down at him.
The sword shuddered and jerked and twisted, his hilt bursting with what looked
like pustules or buboes. Ternora caught her breath as they swelled into hard shapes, and
changed colors into deep reds and blues. Luden was now covered with rubies and
sapphires. Ternora's fingers itched, and she had to keep them at her side and her face as
still as possible. She didn't know what punishment Aranthran had inflicted on Luden, but
she had the feeling that it wouldn't do to interrupt his grand pronouncement.
You shall be a sword, as you always were, said Aranthran calmly, but without the
ability to change form or speak. You shall serve the hands that wield you, as most swords
do, and no one shall recognize your true form. You may be sold for your jewels, or left
behind in the body of an enemy, and so pass from owner to owner. So shall it be for a
century. By that time, you should have learned humility, and your true powers will be
restored to you.
Luden screamed in their minds. Aranthran shook his head and made a clucking
sound that sounded horribly threatening, coming from the mouth of a sinnsa. You shall
not be able to do that any more. Luden's scream abruptly died. I do hope that you learn
humility, Aranthran went on serenely, and if you do and we are still alive in a hundred
years, come and tell us how well it worked. I think sometimes I could stand to learn a
little humility myself.
Ternora laughed. Aranthran grinned at her, and then changed back into a half-elf,
and picked Luden up.
"Who do you think we should give him to, this shiny, gaudy blade?" he asked,
turning it over and over in his hands. "I favor Pyeros, but I don't think that he would
accept such a gift."
"No, he wouldn't," said Ternora, with utter certainty. "I would have suggested
Dolyada or Siteran, but they are both dead, now." She took up the sword and patted the

hilt for a moment, the smoothness of the jewels beneath her palms tempting her. Then she
said, "I know! Let's carry him for a while, until we find someone to sell him to. We
should make money from him."
She was sure the sword was screaming about that, though they could no longer
hear him.
"That would be best, I think," said Aranthran, and nodded to her. "You are indeed
wise for someone who is only half Light elf, without a drop of Faerie elf blood to redeem
her."
Ternora stuck her tongue out at him.
******
"There she is! The Queen."
Ternora nodded and waved and smiled, even when those words touched her ear.
It wouldn't be long until they knew the truth about her ascension to the throne, and then
they would speak of her in rather different words. There might be some who would refuse
to speak of her at all, but others, Ternora hoped, would be kinder, and might even inflect
her name with more of awe and reverence than they already did.
They were riding through the country of the donasae, the villages gathered about
the bright elfwells that were the source of pure water and wisdom. Paved roads guided
them between the villages, and on either side of them the country of Culunata was rich
and green. And the sunshine! Ternora had never seen so much sunshine. It was as though
Doralissa was gathering its strength and hurtling towards summer. The spring was just a
prelude to the warmer season.
"My lady."
Ternora winced, and pulled up her horse just in time to avoid trampling the little
girl who had run into the middle of the road and knelt before her. The child stared up with
absolute trust, ignoring the presence of hooves so near her face and the mother running
behind her. She had eyes only for Ternora.
"Your Majesty," she gasped, "can you tell me? Are you really a Queen of the old
line, like Mama says you must be?"
Her mother, looking horribly embarrassed, snatched her up and held her in the
air, but Ternora smiled gently and replied.
"I am not of the old line," she said. "Unless you can count monarchs who have
their country's good at heart as being of the old line. But I hope that the royal line will
rule in Doralissa."
The little girl beamed at her. Ternora reached out and clasped her hand, and the
fingers curled trustingly around hers for a moment before the woman swept a low bow
and turned away.
Ternora went on riding, but she was aware of Pyeros's silence, and his growing
doubt, at her side.
He doesn't think I can pull this off. But I can, too, and he will see what I mean to
do when we come to the palace. Ternora sniffed. Until then, he will just have to be
patient, like everybody else.

Chapter 49
Trumpets In the Morning
"Tell me that the howls of wolves don't sound like trumpets. Go ahead- just say it."
-Supposed words of the werewolf, Starless, born and raised in the Ilantran forests.
"Go!"
Elary heard the word cried from several hundred throats at the same time, and it
didn't seem to matter whether the person saying it could actually charge or not. Silar was
screaming it, hopping up and down beside her, and the howls of wolves were speaking of
it. Elary laughed again and again, nearly lifted off her feet and over the battlement by the
excess of exultation.
The battle has turned. The tide has turned. I always read of such things in the
histories, but I never thought that I would be in the midst of one and able to see it
happen.
She watched as the shape of Elle broke free of the sunrise and walked across the
Plains, carefully avoiding the shadows that held much of Rior's power. By that alone,
Elary would have known her for an ally, but she still thought the best mark of that was
Shara's shocked cry. She watched, and grinned, and saw Shara's creations recoil back on
themselves, and then turned and run into the fleeing darkness.
Shara shouted at them, mostly incoherent words, trying to urge them forward
again, but she should have attacked earlier in the night if she wanted them to respond.
Elary laughed again to see them melt and flee, ignoring the goddess of the stars as easily
as if she had never spoken.
Elle touched the outer edges of them, and for a moment, they were limned in
light, and quite pretty in it. Then they burned into withering shadows, into fading leaves,
into embers, and vanished. Elary shouted, and Silar was jumping up and down at her side,
shrieking loudly, "Death to them all! Death!"
Elary didn't think there was a reason to express quite that violent a sentiment, but
before she could turn to Silar and remonstrate with her about that, the castle gate lifted
completely, and the howling wolves charged out.
Elary fell silent. She didn't think that anything but silence could do justice to the
run of the wolves. Besides, they were making enough noise of their own, their voices
blending into a rising and falling song of victory and anger.
At their head ran the alpha of alphas, his form uncertain. Elary knew he was large
and black, but more than that, she had the impression of grace and speed and wildness,
the heart of the deep places in the Ilantran forests where no human or fey foot had ever
touched unless it belonged to a shapeshifter. Where his paws touched the ground, it
changed from churned mud back into grass. He passed the first body, and a green mist
swept over it. In seconds, it was no longer a body but a tree, lifting living branches to the
rising sun. Elary began to weep, and did not care who saw, or even that Silar went right
on shouting for Shara's soldiers to die.
Close at the side of the alpha of alphas ran Garden, her voice nearly loud enough
to shatter eardrums, and certainly sweet enough to shatter hearts. Shadows boiled close
beside her, and then Rior took form as the wolf that had been Shadow's favorite body.
Elary was glad to see that he had a coat of deeper gray, though, and that he wasn't quite as
large. Some differences should remain.

They slammed into the remnants of Shara's army. Jaws closed and clamped and
tore, and flying blood filled the air. And still, still, Elary had the odd feeling that it was
done without malice. Yes, the wolves were killing, but only because they had to, because
their home had been threatened. They didn't hate their enemies in the way that some of
the human and fey soldiers might.
The alpha of alphas howled at last, and on the heels of his note, the sun came
fully into the sky.
Light flooded everything. Elary knew the light was brighter, intenser, than was
natural, and didn't feel bad in lifting a hand to cover her eyes. Her main concern was that
she would miss some of the battle because of it.
The alpha of alphas cried out again, and the air filled with shadows, the deep soft
shades of dusk and dawn, the quiet cool time when the deer and the rabbits came out of
hiding to feed.
A third howl, and then there was darkness, holy darkness, without the terror that
Shara's power could make it into.
Elary understood then, and new tears tumbled out of her eyes. The alpha of
alphas was restoring the lost balance to Ilantra. Sun god and shadow power and darkness
goddess had knocked it out of whack. But all three were here again, and as the darkness
faded, so did the brightness. Now the battlefield was in ordinary dawn again, save where
Elle walked.
The wolves tore into the enemy.
The enemy ran.
Silar cheered.
Elary held her as best as she could with the kiness woman bouncing up and down
like a mad rabbit, and smiled.
******
"And that will be the end of them- if not now, then soon."
Elary hesitated shyly outside Rior's room when she heard the voice speaking
inside, but Silar rolled her eyes, dragged Elary forward, and knocked, not waiting for an
acknowledgment before she opened the door.
The occupants turned and smiled at them. Elary's eyes went first, anxiously, to
Rior, who sat in the chair nearest the window. For the first time since Shadow's fall, he
looked normal, even happy. He was smiling, and at his side sat Garden, still in wolf form
for some reason, her jaw on his lap. Her eyes were closed, and she looked blissful as her
mate scratched her behind the ear.
Across from Rior sat a woman who had to be Elle in human form. She was
wearing a gray robe, which should have reminded Elary of rainy skies, but somehow
managed to convey the idea of newness and refreshing rain instead, of parting clouds.
Her eyes were too deep to be human, but her face wasn't too beautiful to bear, for which
Elary was duly grateful.
In the chair between them sat Change in his human form, looking thoroughly
content. Elary snorted. He would have intervened if he had to, of course- she knew that
much about him- but he was just as happy that he hadn't had to change anything
specifically.
Elary hesitated when she saw there were no other mortals in the room, but Silar
hauled her along until they stood facing Rior. The great power grinned at them, and

though it was more reserved than Shadow's expression even now, Elary could see true joy
and peace behind it. She smiled back, feeling less intimidated than she had.
"Yes?" Rior asked. "You wanted something?"
"Yes," said Silar firmly. "I know that you haven't paid much attention to it, but we
did make a deal with Destiny. It seems concerned about its own existence, now that so
many of its plans have failed and the guardians it appointed for the royals have
abandoned it. But it did save my life during the battle, and it insists that I take the throne.
Do you agree to that?"
"Of course," said Rior.
Silar blinked. Elary blinked. Everyone else in the room watched them, as if
wondering what the problem had been.
"Of course," Rior said again, after a pause, "if you were planning on ruling as the
kind of tyrannical Queen that sometimes distinguished Ilantra in the past, then I'm afraid
that I would have to say no. But you're planning on ruling as a Queen who is part of
many other people's responsibility, as far as I can tell."
"Yes," said Silar firmly, and gripped Elary's shoulder, as if to make sure that she
couldn't run away. "And my Court healer is going to be an important part of that- both as
adviser and as the woman I love." Her face softened as she looked at Elary.
"I see," said Rior, his voice softer itself for a moment. "Joy to you both." Then
the grin returned. "Then I have no objections. Of course I shall want some say, since
Ilantra is the country of shadows-"
"Your country," Change corrected, gently but firmly. "You have got to get used to
saying that, my lord."
Rior lowered his head for a moment, but to Elary's relief, it wasn't a long pause.
He looked up and nodded after that, and said, "Ilantra is my country, and there are
shapeshifters and fey who look to me for guidance. I shall be their voice. And there are
the wolves, too, and I suspect that Elle might have something to say about her
worshippers who live here." He looked over at the goddess.
Elary turned to see her regarding them all with a touch of some strange emotion
on her face. She banished it after a moment, and shook her head.
"I do not expect much of a voice," she said. "The voice of the Light in Ilantra has
always been small."
"But that can change," said Rior. "It should change. I know that many of the
nobles loved Light, and some will still go on loving it, whatever the power of Shadow. It
should have a voice in this Council that we plan to put together."
Elle watched him for a long moment. "Some would say that you are strange, my
lord, in nurturing someone who may have a very different way of seeing so close to your
heart."
Rior shrugged. "I intend to be as mortal about this as I can, as far as I can. I was
willing to let Shara give up her grudge against Ilantra, as long as I thought it was still
possible." An undercurrent of sadness touched his voice, and then faded. "If you don't try
to hurt Ilantra, then I will accept you as part of the Council. Hurt my country or my
people, and I will have no reason to believe that you will keep your word in anything
else."
Elle nodded. "It shall be so, then. I will find one of my Ilantran-born priestesses
who has some skill in politics and ask her to take the place." She looked from one of

them to the other. "It is definitely to be a Council, then? And the Queen is to be a
figurehead?"
"Of course not," said Silar. "I reserve the right to throw tantrums if you make a
decision without consulting me, or one that I think is wrong. And you'll need someone to
make announcements and look suitably grave on occasions of war. I think I can do that
well enough." She looked at Elary. "If I get too far into the role, I'm sure my love will be
there to correct me."
Elary blushed. "I will try, Silar," she said, "but I can't promise that I'll always be
right, either."
"At least you will have as much chance to be wrong," said Rior cheerfully, "since
you are going to sit on this Council, as well."
Elary could feel herself blanch. "What?" she managed to ask, but her voice was
very weak.
"Of course," said Silar, leaning around to peer into her face. "You didn't think that
you were going to escape, did you?" She shook her head in wonder on seeing Elary's
expression. "You did! How strange. Well, you will need to be close to me, to advise me
on Ilantran ways and ilzán ways, and you have agreed to take up the cause of the ilantien.
All those things favor your staying close to the throne, to me. I don't know about anyone
else," she added, looking around the room, "but I'm afraid I should have to refuse to take
the throne if Elary was denied a place on the Council."
No one was inclined to disagree, Elary saw, after one quick look around the
room. Her vague sense of distress grew. How in the world could she do this? Diplomacy
wasn't so different from healing, as long as she was trying to comfort one upset god or
talking sword. But this was going to be very different. She would have to think about
politics all the time.
She must have muttered something like that aloud, because Silar leaned over and
whispered, "So will I. Now at least I will have some company in my misery."
"I don't think it should be a misery, in truth," said Rior cheerfully. "We might all
find it rather more worthy than we suppose, as long as we try to share and make sure we
know when the others are making mistakes."
"There will be many disagreements," said Elle, leaning forward as though she
could see into the future.
"That is true," Rior said. "But I think that may be good for the country. It will
prevent someone from going ahead and just doing as she wants all the time. Even the
Queen," he added, looking at Silar.
The others went back to discussing the Council, while Elary sat heavily in a chair
and blinked at the walls.
I am an adviser to royalty after all. How strange. I wonder if Destiny knows how
well it chose me?
Of course I know.
Before Elary could reach out towards the voice, though, it vanished, and Silar
leaned close to her and squeezed her hand.
"Don't look so glum," she whispered. "I'm sure there will be many, many people
much more upset about this than you are."

Chapter 50
News From the South
"Never think that you've heard the worst news until no more messengers come."
-Proverb of Rivendon.
"Silvereyes."
Olumer tensed, snarling. He had ventured outside the valley to hunt, since Helian
had developed an inexplicable craving for ptarmigan, none of which lived in the valley.
But was that any kind of reason for him to be punished like this? He had thought the past
was gone.
He turned swiftly, and sprang at the filiferna that stood there.
The dark fey danced back before him, not trying to kill him. That change made
Olumer sit down in the snow and ponder it, wondering if after all it had only come to
speak to him.
Not that that made it any more welcome.
"What do you want?" he asked, snapping off the words. "Has the net held? Is
something wrong with Cadona's new memories?" Though he told himself he was an idiot
for behaving like this, a note of anxiety crept into his voice as he thought about Cadona
faltering and slipping back into the Princess she had been.
"No," said the filiferna. "The net held, and yesterday we placed Cadona on the
throne as Queen of Rivendon."
Olumer let out a hissing breath. He would have still told the filiferna to go away,
but the dark fey were perceptive enough to know when silvereyes were lying. He waited
a moment, then inclined his head sharply. "Thank you for telling me. I trust that the Dark
will have a long and happy rule in southern Rivendon, and not trouble the silvereyes
packs in this our territory. Now, if you will excuse me, I am hunting for my family." He
turned away and picked up the dead ptarmigan again.
"Silvereyes."
"What?" asked Olumer, turning. "You can have nothing else to say to me."
"You took the memories of your assistance from the Queen as well," said the
filiferna, faceted eyes turning and shifting. "Yet we have told her that you helped her."
"Why did you tell her that?"
"Because you did," said the dark fey, for the first time something like silvereyes
emotion entering its voice. "And because we think that you should have a reward of some
kind for it."
"I had my reward. You promised not to hurt my family. If you have come to
reverse that promise-" Olumer could already feel himself tensing, the desire to hurt
anyone who would hurt his mate building up into a protective rage.
"No," said the filiferna. "You had that, but it is not enough. The Queen wants to
give you some sort of reward, and the Dark."
"You have nothing that I want."
The filiferna studied him again. Then it said, "It may be that we do. I will come
to you again, and we will discuss this further." It turned and glided away across the snow.
Olumer opened his mouth to make a furious objection, then closed it when he
realized that the filiferna was already gone and he would look ridiculous talking to
himself. He sighed and turned away, walking back into the valley with a heavy heart.

Even a few days in the advance of her pregnancy had made changes in Helian, and his
relationship with the pack. She was not going to like this.
******
"There you are."
Olumer jumped out of the way as Helian pounced on the bird and began to feast.
She tore it apart with her claws first, shredding it into smaller chunks of meat as though
she liked the sound of the flesh ripping. She laughed when it ripped, at least, her eyes as
bright as the eyes of a child.
Just think of that, Olumer told himself grimly. She is as wild as she is because
she must be that way to defend your children, if you fall in the last extremity. And then not
even her belly will get in her way.
Helian was starting her usual string of curses at the moment about how much her
belly was indeed getting in her way. Her children were growing larger rapidly, packing as
much growth as they could into the time before they were born. This was the best thing
for the children, of course, but it made life inconvenient for the mother, and Helian was
making sure that everyone understood all about it.
Olumer waited for that to subside. He was going to tell her about the filiferna
himself, or he would have, but Temer came trotting up and greeted him, not paying any
attention at all to Helian's mood.
"Who was that filiferna I saw you with on the hill when we were hunting?" the
third-in-command asked brightly.
Helian looked up alertly.
Olumer immediately turned his shoulder to face her claws. He would be foolish
to attack her now, and not just because every instinct argued against it. Helian was quite
angry enough in general to summon the fury and the strength to overpower him. "Not one
I met," he said. "One who came seeking me, and said that Cadona has been established on
the throne in the south-"
Helian sprang.
Olumer went calmly down under her, only adjusting his fall so that he didn't
smack his head into the stone it might have struck otherwise. Helian leaned over him and
snarled into his face, and shook her head when Olumer opened his mouth to speak and
placate her.
"Nothing you can say will make this any better," she said. "You went seeking
news from the south?"
"Not went seeking it," said Olumer. "The filiferna found me, and wouldn't go
away when I asked it to. It wanted to give me some sort of reward for service to Cadona
and the Dark." He looked up into Helian's eyes, as calmly as he could under the
circumstances, and added, "You must know that I love you, Helian, and I would never
leave you."
"It's not that I'm worried about," Helian growled. "It's that these outsiders are still
taking an interest in our valley, and our pack."
Olumer relaxed. "The filiferna said it would come back and talk to me again," he
said. "I tried to dissuade it, but I don't think I did that good a job. We may need to be
prepared for visitors."
Helian sprang off him and began to pace back and forth, now and then stumbling
since she had forgotten to adjust for the weight of her belly. "Do you think they'll be dark

fey or human?" she asked.
"Dark fey," said Olumer after a pause. He hadn't really thought about it, but he
guessed Cadona was too busy in the south to come north and attend to business she had
only been told about and didn't remember.
"That's better than humans, at least," Helian murmured, and then brightened.
"Perhaps we can use them to teach our children about the dangers of filifernai," she said,
her hand resting on her belly for a moment.
Olumer concealed his amusement as best he could. Helian had been making a
long, long list of things that she wanted to teach their children about. At the rate it was
growing, their children would be lucky to have time to learn how to hunt and fight and all
the other normal business of a silvereyes's life.
"Very well," said Helian after a moment's pondering. "They may come. But you
are responsible for taking care of them, Olumer, and escorting them so that they don't
learn any of the secrets of the valley." She pounced on the remains of the ptarmigan and
turned towards the den that the pack members had dug for her into the tree-covered bank.
"But I don't know any of the secrets of the valley yet," Olumer protested. "You
keep saying that you'll show them to me, but you never tell me what they are."
"All the better, then," Helian said airily, and vanished.
"Should I not have said that?" Temer asked, with a note of innocence in his voice
that was, alas, probably not feigned.
Olumer was glad to be able to pounce on the idiot and take out some of his
frustration on him. At least that meant he wouldn't be suicidally tempted to go and
explain things to Helian.
******
"There you are."
Olumer started and spun. The filiferna was behind him again, but standing on the
rim of the valley as if it actually wanted an invitation to enter. Olumer shook his head.
The Dark fey seemed to be stranger every time he looked.
"I have come for my visit," said the filiferna, "and to talk about what the Dark
intends as your reward."
Olumer sighed. "Very well. Come with me. And if you try to spy out the secrets
of the valley, then my mate will kill you," he added, just in case the filiferna really had
come on a spying mission.
"How threatening."
Olumer turned and stared. Had that been a joke? The filiferna only looked back at
him with faceted eyes and didn't respond, though, so Olumer turned away with a shake of
his head. For all he knew, it had been another trick, and the dark fey was just waiting for
him to say something about it so it could tease him for having fallen for it. Of course the
filifernai didn't tell jokes. They weren't like that.
He led the filiferna into a place he had already picked out, a deep hollow under
the trees that was so shady and filled with such large rocks that the silvereyes of Helian's
pack, who preferred to sleep in sunlight or at least soft snow, didn't often go there. There
was less chance that anyone would stumble on them and start a fight before the filiferna
had talked its fill. Olumer sat down on one of the roots and looked at the dark fey, who
had perched without flinching on the rocks. "So. Talk."
"The Dark does want to reward you," said the filiferna, who was staring around it

as if to scout out the valley for later. Olumer restrained his fear as ruthlessly as he could.
He was probably- probably- worrying over nothing. "That part was not a lie or a trick."
"Very well," said Olumer. "Let's say it wasn't. And let's say that you do fear my
power and want to hold it at bay."
"Exactly."
Olumer blinked. "And now things seem more rational," he said. "You are afraid
that I might interfere in the events taking place in the south?"
The filiferna made an odd motion with its arm. Olumer supposed it was meant as
a nod, or something like it. The dark fey seemed almost relaxed, enough to use its own
gestures. "The Dark knows the Kingdom is fragile. Rivendon has seen too much change
in the past few months, heard too many Queens and Kings proclaimed. Queen Cadona is
firming her grip, but it will take some time. We want you to stay in the north, and not
crush entire armies of filifernai this time."
Olumer thought of telling them that had been Pannerel and his earth dragon, but
decided it wasn't worth sacrificing the imaginary advantage he had over them. "This is a
bribe?"
"A gift, the Dark prefers to say."
Olumer shrugged, the amusement in him growing. Helian would love this, when
he calmed her down enough to listen to him. "That still doesn't tell me what the gift is, or
how you will give it to me."
"This will be its sign."
The filiferna pulled the chain from its arm. Olumer almost hadn't noticed it there,
coiled like a tame but deadly snake. He moved backward at once, snarling and tensing.
"This will not rip out your throat," said the dark fey, weighing the chain in its
hand for a moment. Olumer thought the inflexible face might have expressed regret, if it
could, in the moment before the filiferna tossed the chain at his feet. "So long as you have
it, no filifernai will attack you or yours."
Olumer made no move to take up the chain yet, thinking it would probably seal
the bargain. And he wanted to be sure that he understood just what the bargain meant
first. "You will not attack the valley where I live?"
"Or your mate, or your children, or your pack," said the filiferna, speaking as if
these words cost it a personal effort. "When you touch the chain, it will spread its
protection over you, and after everyone that you touch within a few months thereafter. In
time, the immediate power will fade, but it will make sure that you are held safe from any
filiferna attack for the rest of your lives."
Olumer shook his head. "I don't understand. How does this work?"
"The chains are what keep us from attacking each other," said the filiferna. "We
can recognize each other, and know each other as inappropriate prey. This will mark you
as inappropriate prey, too, by the word and the will of the Dark."
"Do your people love the Dark that much?"
"We are part of it," said the filiferna. "Of course we obey its will."
Olumer stared at the dark fey for a long moment. Probably he was never going to
understand the exact nature of the bargain between the filifernai and the Dark, but then,
he wasn't one of the fey who had given up everything he had for the Dark's esteem and
protection.
Slowly, he leaned forward and picked the chain up.

There came a flash of black-blue light, the color of a filiferna's skin, threaded
through with silver. Olumer looked for the chain, and caught a glimpse of it slipping
around his arm before it blended in with his skin. For a moment, he saw the pattern of the
chain there as a human tattoo might be. Then it was gone altogether.
"And, of course, you are bound from attacking any filifernai who do not attack
you," the dark fey finished.
Olumer glared at it, but he had accepted the chain, and however it had crawled
inside him, he did not think it would come out again. He shook his head. "Bargains. The
Dark makes many bargains. Was the one that your people made worth it?" He didn't
know why he asked that, except that this was the only filiferna he might ever get the
chance to ask. Having a pact like this one didn't mean that he would be friends with the
damn creatures.
"To become part of the Dark, and give up some of what made us fey for the song
and the dance?" asked the filiferna. Olumer noticed more modulations in its tone, now,
notes that he had never noticed before. Their voices were always just a tone or two away
from song, he realized. "That is the way your people think of it."
"Yes, that one," said Olumer.
The filiferna shut its eyes, and then smiled. Olumer stared. He had thought
filifernai could not manage such expressions, except perhaps when their mouths were
open anyway to swallow the flesh of their helpless victims. But this one was smiling. He
would have known that even if not for the chain, he thought, though perhaps the
influence of the chain was making it easier for him to see it.
"It has fulfilled us in ways that you can never imagine," said the dark fey. "It has
made us creatures of the Dark, and that is not like the Light, despite many similarities,
nor is it like Shadow."
"I know," said Olumer, mildly insulted. "I served the Dark for many years, under
the Rivendonian monarchs."
The filiferna uttered its cackling, rasping laughter. Even that didn't sound as
wrong and evil as Olumer knew it would have just a little while ago. "They served the
Dark. They were not part of it. We know its rhythms and its moods, and we know every
secret of the night. We gained far more than the dance and the song, and what we gave
up, while great, was not as beautiful. Yes, it was worth it."
"It is not something that I could have done," said Olumer, shaking his head.
The filiferna opened its eyes and gave him a mildly derisive glance. "That is
because you are silvereyes. But you may become more tolerable now that you are bound
to us and understand a little more. I may visit again."
"What is your name, then?"
"Why do you have those?" the filiferna asked. "Why do they matter?"
Olumer gave up. "I could actually talk to you," he said, rising to his feet. Despite
everything, he wasn't about to let the filiferna just run about the valley; he would escort it
over the rim of the ridge. "Why was that?"
"I had just fed," said the filiferna. "We are easier to talk to when we are not
hungry and dreaming of silvereyes flesh."
Olumer's stomach roiled a little, to think that perhaps it had feasted on one of the
neighboring packs, but he managed to nod and even watch it out of sight without much
disgust. His pack would be safe soon, and that was the most important thing.

And then…
Olumer began to run. He could use the limits of his time in ways that the filiferna
had not mentioned, and if he worked swiftly, his was not the only pack that would
become protected from attack by the dark fey.

Chapter 51
Nightstone's Decision
"Make a decision because you want to, not because the gods or a great power are
pressing you, or your family. Of course, actually being able to make a decision like that
is not as likely for a royal as it should be, so go with what hurts least and will get you in
least trouble."
-Princess Alordia of Doralissa.
"Have you come to a decision yet?"
"I'm still thinking."
Ilarsa turned away.
Nightstone shrugged and stretched full-out on the small patch of grass she had
found after she had filled her belly enough as a pegasus. The pool Ilarsa had landed on
lapped not far away, and the air was rich with the scents of opening flowers and melting
snow.
She had less than a day to make the decision, now, but she no longer thought that
mattered as much as it should have.
Of course she served Shadow, and she had sworn that vow and meant to keep it,
even if she had been forced into it hastily and against her will. She had kept it, so far. But
now she was being offered the choice, freely, to do what she had always wanted and
return to the Dark.
How much of my deciding that I was going to keep my vow came from wanting to
keep it, or even Shadow's pleasantries, and how much from knowing that the Dark
wouldn't take me back even if I begged?
And now they would take her back. She didn't even have to beg.
Nightstone rolled over and threw a stone into the water. It leaped up briefly,
showering her with small drops. Nightstone grimaced, now wishing she hadn't done that.
The water was still piercingly cold. She rubbed at the damp patch on her tunic and closed
her eyes.
She knew what she really wanted to do. The Dark had always been her home.
She wanted to go back, the same way that she had wanted to recall Orlath from the fey
country. It wasn't just that she felt she belonged there, but it was the scene of her best
memories. She had learned the art of war there, and exactly how to enjoy her immortality,
as she never would have if she remained in the Light. Centuries in the Light's service
would have been mind-numbingly boring, and probably turned her to the Dark in the end
out of that sheer boredom.
But centuries in Shadow's service?
She didn't know. The temptation to return to the safe, the loved, the familiar, was
very strong.
Would she be running away from the complexities of Shadow if she turned to the
Dark? She didn't think so, and more than that, while Nightstone didn't like being called a
coward, she wouldn't sacrifice her freedom just to prove a point. The Dark would at least
let her kill and lead troops in battle in return for obeying whatever rules it made her
follow. It had proved that in the past. What would Shadow give her if she obeyed like a
good girl?
"Nightstone?"

Nightstone opened her eyes wearily, wondering if Ilarsa realized that she was
only hurting her cause. Every time she appeared and made some comment about
Nightstone's decision, then Nightstone considered going to the Dark just to get away
from her. "Yes? What is it?"
"Someone's here to see you."
Nightstone sat up, frowning. The sinnsa should not have returned before a full
day had passed. That was the usual literal agreement the Dark had made.
But the person walking towards her was human, at least in form, and no sinnsa.
When she tilted her head back and smiled, Nightstone realized that she even knew her, or
at least knew that beautiful face and those deep eyes.
"Elle," she said, blinking.
Elle bowed her head, looking amused about something. Nightstone wondered if it
was her own surprise, or just the fact that she had spoken to the goddess without using a
title. "Yes, it is me. I have news for you to hear that could be important, and I have thanks
to give you."
"Thanks." Nightstone said the word flatly; she couldn't help it. Elle was Elle, of
course, but she was also the goddess whose priestesses had bound and tortured
Nightstone, and tortured everyone else of the Dark they could get a hold of. Nightstone
simply couldn't accept that she had changed so much and so fast, and especially for
reasons that Nightstone knew she really didn't understand. "You're not going to try and
influence my decision, are you?"
Elle laughed. "I have seen what happens when I try that. I tried to speak to you
through my priestesses when you were a Princess, and you only ran farther away.
Besides, you are Erlande's concern now." She hesitated. "I would like to maintain my
bond to the Orlathian royal family, but I know it cannot be the same as it once was, where
I was the source of their power and much of their lives. I will be content to accept a lesser
place in your life, if you only grant it to me."
A little overwhelmed, Nightstone nodded. Of course, whispered the suspicious
Dark part of her, this could only be another trick to gain her trust and then overwhelm
her. But it didn't have the feel of that, and Nightstone also trusted her own perceptions.
She would hear Elle out.
Elle took a seat on the grass and spread her gray robe around her. Nightstone
eyed the robe in bemusement. It never looked good on anyone else, and she was at a loss
as to how the goddess managed to make it look good on her.
"Where to start?" Elle sighed. "Well, first, I went and helped Rior the way you
asked me to. The castle is free, the siege lifted, and I think that Shara's power is broken in
Ilantra."
"She won't come back?" Nightstone asked, remembering the ferocity of the
Faerie elf attack that Shadow had defended her from on her way out of Ilantra.
"Oh, she might try, but Rior is grown fully into his power now," said Elle
comfortably. "He is linked to Ilantra, earth and soil and water, and to the hearts of its
people. Even Light was never very strong there, and Dark weakest of all. And now that
Shara has broken free of association with a great power- much as I have- she will find it
even harder to link herself to Ilantra's future. Rior should be able to fend her off, and
many of her soldiers were slaughtered. She will be more concerned with protecting her
own worshippers, I should think.

"The siege is broken, and for breaking it, I will have some say in the future of
Ilantra after all, despite the traditional absence of Light." Elle smiled into her eyes. "So I
have you to thank for that."
Nightstone fought the urge to shrink backwards. It was just normal for some of
the great powers to act human, like Shadow and Change, but she had never seen it from a
god. It was highly disconcerting. "And do you think that Rior will be threatened by
anyone else?"
"No," said Elle. "The alpha of alphas also came forth to battle against him, and
the wolves will be more involved in the future of Ilantra now. I don't think that anyone is
sure how many allies Rior has, or how many would stir themselves in support of anyone
who stood against him. Dark seems to have found its own compromises, Light has
withdrawn, Destiny is accommodating itself to the world, and Change has shone a
tendency to favor Shadow and Rior when he shows a tendency to favor anyone at all.
And there's me." She laughed. "I do think that Ilantra will be the best-protected and safest
of the Kingdoms for some time to come."
"Do you think I should go back to Ilantra and serve him?" Nightstone asked.
"Not unless you want to start a war between him and Erlande," said Elle.
"Erlande considers you his now."
Nightstone bristled.
"Not in the way that I did," said Elle soothingly. "Only that you rule a country
that he intends to hang onto, and that you are part of its royal family. I don't think he
would like you to claim that you're staying with Rior, or going back to Ilantra just to
serve him." She smiled. "I felt you crowned. You belong in Orlath."
"I don't want to stay on the throne," said Nightstone. "But Cadona is beyond my
reach. I will need to know of other Heirs."
Elle gazed at her thoughtfully. "You feel that way even now?"
"Yes," said Nightstone flatly, remembering how Lenira and the rest had wept as
they watched the crowning. She didn't want to serve people as cow-like as that for the
rest of her life. She had to find some Heir, raise him or her up properly if it was still a
child, and then make her escape.
"Then I will give you access to the records of my priestesses," said Elle. "They
kept a close watch on the royal family, and recorded rumors of any who might have had
bastard children or been seen again after they ran away. There is even speculation on you
in those records. I think you will find them entertaining." She stood. "I do hope that you
reconsider, and don't make your decision hastily, but of course it is your decision."
She bowed her head to Nightstone, and then faded into the sunlight that raced
across the mountains.
Nightstone watched the sky, and then lay down on the bank of the pool and
closed her eyes again, pretending to be asleep when Ilarsa came and pestered her. When
the fey woman didn't stop, Nightstone launched a blast of fire, just close enough to scare
her. That caused Ilarsa to go off and sulk, which was really no better, but at least meant
that Nightstone didn't have to hear her while she did it.
*******
You have decided?
Nightstone inclined her head, shivering. The sinnsa carried a palpable sense of
power around it, as threatening as a drawn sword. She didn't actually think it meant to be

that impressive, but it still was. "I have."
The sinnsa bared its teeth in its equivalent of a pleased grin. Then we will travel
north, and tell the Dark of the return of one of its best lieutenants.
Nightstone shook her hair back. "I am afraid that I cannot go with you," she said
quietly.
The sinnsa paused, staring at her. Then it said, But you have not decided for
Shadow. I would have known that at once. I sense- a strange uncertainty in you.
Something that is new.
Nightstone sighed. "Yes. As much as I hate to consider it, I am a Queen now, and
of a Kingdom that has a great many Light-worshippers, is connected to the sea-god, and
was under the rule of the Dark until very recently. There are too many loyalties in the
country. In a way, it is a reflection of me," she added, wrinkling her nose. That was
incredibly stupid, but it was the kind of thing that would fit right into the sinnsa's
thinking. "I don't think that I could commit myself to one great power and demand that
everyone follow along. It would throw off the balance I depend upon. Until I find another
Heir, then I am the Queen, and I must consider how my actions appear as the actions of a
monarch, not just a lieutenant."
Whose name will you rule in, if not the name of the Dark?
"In my own," said Nightstone, and then, realizing how possessive that sounded,
she added quickly, "And in the name of the Heir who comes after me, and who is to be
the true future of the country, and the true hope of the Orlathian royal line. It is the only
thing I can do. I am a thrown and crown until such times as I can find a way to shed
them. Then…"
The sinnsa grinned. Of course. Then. Time does not mean as much for the
immortal. Then, the Dark will be waiting, Burning Stone.
It bowed to her, a gesture of deep respect, and turned and floated away across the
grass. Nightstone watched it go. It went quite slowly, to give her plenty of time to catch it
up and change her mind.
But Nightstone remained where she was, and at last the sinnsa reached the top of
the ridge and vanished. Nightstone shrugged, and turned around to find Ilarsa still staring
at her.
"You picked no one?" she asked.
"I picked Orlath, if you want to think about it like that," Nightstone snapped. She
didn't like thinking of it. She wanted to get back to the Kingdom and start looking
through birth records as soon as possible. "I picked the only thing that wouldn't get me in
trouble with someone. I will treat with both Rior and Dark, but as allies, not as masters."
Ilarsa began to grin.
"What?" Nightstone said.
"I kept telling you you would be a good Queen," said Ilarsa happily. "You chose a
strange time to listen to me, but I am glad you did."
She had to leap quickly into the air to dodge another blast of fire, and transformed
into a swan as she went. Calling mockingly, she flew back towards Orlath.
Nightstone sighed and gave the mountains one last glance before she, too,
transformed and pursued a course southeast.
Her thoughts were wheeling north, towards the great fortress of ice where the
Dark lay.

There will always be the future.

Chapter 52
Not Everyone Agrees
"If you waited for someone to nod enthusiastically to everything you proposed, you
would still be waiting for someone to agree when the world ended."
-Queen Amorsa of Amorier to Princess Tella of Dalzna.
"Elary?"
Elary stirred once, then let out a little groan and cuddled back into the pillow. She could
tell with her finely trained healer's senses that it was only dawn, and she thought she
should have been able to sleep a little longer. She had been up for hours the night before,
talking with Silar and making grand plans for the future of Ilantra.
"Elary, get up. It's almost noon, and the others are tired of waiting to start the Council
meeting because you felt like being a slugabed today."
Elary sat up straight up and stared at the sunlight filling her room. "Noon?" she croaked,
and winced as she heard her own voice. It sounded as if she had been screaming and
shouting and laughing too hard the night before, which in fact was exactly what had
happened.
"Yes, noon." Silar sat down on the edge of the bed, wings fluttering as she looked keenly
at Elary. "Are you all right? You've been dragged through the mud and stamped on, by the
looks of you."
"Noon," Elary repeated helplessly. She shook her head. "I was so sure it was earlier than
that. I thought I had lots of time to sleep."
"Well, you don't." Silar spoke in a painfully neutral tone, eyes averted. "Now. Are you
going to wake up fully and join the Council meeting? I don't think that the ilantien would
like it if you missed something so vitally important to the future of Ilantra, and to them.
And I told the others that we couldn't start the meeting until you arrived, that it would be
wrong."
Elary started to reply, then narrowed her eyes. Silar's wings were twitching- not hard, in
the way that would have meant she was angry, but in short jerky motions. That usually
only meant one thing.
"Are you laughing at me?" she demanded suspiciously.
Silar coughed. "Not in the slightest," she said, still in that painfully neutral tone that
Elary could hear choking in if she listened closely. "Not at all. Not me."

"You are!"
"The Council meeting is in the throne room," said Silar, backing away with face averted.
Elary didn't think this was to spare her dignity; more likely, it was because Silar knew
that if she looked at Elary, she would burst out laughing. "I wanted to make sure you
knew how to get there, but you've been in the Ilantran palace before, right?"
"Yes." Elary made it as close to a growl as she could, but her voice was so sore and
pathetic it came out more as a mumble.
"Fine," said Silar, and fled.
Elary got out of bed, slowly and painfully, wondering why the kiness woman thought it
was so funny. After all, she had had just as much to drink, indulged in just as much
sloppy kissing, and laughed just as hard at the stupid jokes last night.
Then Elary looked down into the bowl of water ready for her to wash her hands, and
understood the problem. The face that stared back at her did not look like the face of a
healer, or even a sober woman for that matter. Her skin was a pasty copper color, her eyes
were dull and glazed and seemed to stare through even herself, and her white hair was
matted to her head in some places and sticking straight up in others.
Horrified, Elary scrubbed some water into her hair and patted it until it lay flat. That
would have to do, since she didn't actually have time to bathe, and there was nothing she
could do about her skin or eye color.
Or the pounding headache of the hangover that now filled her head. Elary winced and
left her room, walking slowly and holding her head against loud noises.
"My lady!"
Like that one.
Elary winced, sighed, and glanced towards the source of the noise. It was Kirien,
hurrying towards her, and of course he looked as though he had spent the night sleeping,
or perhaps just helping people not very strenuously. He eyed her in concern as he came
near.
"My lady, what is it?" he asked. "Are you sick with some disease that you haven't
learned to heal yet?"
"No," said Elary. "A little too much celebrating last night."
Kirien blinked at her for a moment. Then he shrugged, and said, "I understand the first
Council meeting is to be held in the throne room. Shall we go there? I would make sure
that the voice speaking for the ilantien can be heard, and is not trampled down by any

ilzán voices intent on denying us a place."
Elary winced again. He was really going to make sure she showed up, it seemed, and
said what they wanted her to say about the ilantien. "Yes, Kirien, I was just going to the
meeting, but please try not to shout."
"I'm sorry for your pain," said Kirien. "I would feed on it, but my belly is full-"
"I understand. Thank you for the offer."
"-and I think that any pain that someone inflicts on herself, unless it was done
specifically to feed an ilantie, should be left to heal on its own," Kirien continued blithely.
"Otherwise, of course, I would be happy to heal you, if someone had poured the wine
down your throat and forced you to drink. But this was your choice, and so I think that
you should suffer for it."
Elary gaped at him for a moment. Then she said, "I knew there was a reason I was
reluctant to take up the cause of the ilantien."
Kirien winked at her. "Let's get to the Council meeting. If you speak well enough, then I
will never need to go with you again. If you do not-" He shrugged. "The ilantien will find
a new champion."
Elary walked down the hall, fuming quietly. It wasn't until they were almost at the throne
room that she realized concentrating on her anger had taken her concentration off her
headache.
She frowned suspiciously at Kirien, who smiled blandly at her and slipped into the room.
Elary sighed and followed after.
******
"And I think that we should therefore, of course, take the feelings of the wolves and the
fey into consideration when we-"
"You can't do that!"
Rior turned towards the voice. Elary thought she could see him grinding his teeth, or she
guessed that he was from the flex of the muscles in his jaw, but his voice remained calm
and pleasant. "Rosorien, this is the third time that you have interrupted the meeting of the
Council. Please don't do so again."
"But the wolves didn't join into battle until the very end," said the mizan stubbornly,
folding his arms across his chest. His eyes were turning smoky, the dangerous color.
"And lives were spent to protect them- fey lives. I think that they should have less say
than you apparently think they should."

"That may be true," said Rior coolly. "But you will have to explain politely and
rationally why you think it is wrong, instead of simply screaming about it." He turned
towards the others who sat at the table- Silar, Elary, Elle's priestess Adorien, and Garden
in human form- with his jaw flexing again.
"Very well, then," said Rosorien, who seemed damn and determined not to be
intimidated. "I have a calm and rational objection."
Rior whipped around. "Yes?"
"Why should the Council be so small?" Rosorien asked. "Why should there not be
more mizanai on it, more shapeshifters, more fey of all kinds?" He glared at Elary. "She
may stand high in your councils, but she has done no valiant deeds on the battlefield."
Rior shut his eyes and breathed through his nose. Elary raised her eyebrows. She
supposed those were signs of anger for him, and she had never seen them before because
she had never seen Rior truly angry before.
"Because," he said in a fragile voice, "we have chosen the people we think most
adept at ruling Ilantra. Not just having a voice because they managed to stick a sword
through the right person."
"That's the only reason Silar's on the Council, isn't she?" Rosorien countered
stubbornly. "Admittedly, I don't know who the person was she stuck a sword through, but
that's still the only reason she's up there."
Silar stood up. "I am going to be the Queen, you fool."
Rosorien blinked. Then he blinked again. Then he said, "But you're not of the
royal line."
"That's because the royals were terrible rulers," said Silar, ignoring the glance
from Rior. Of course, he had been of the Ilantran royal line when he was human, but
Elary didn't think he disagreed with her that much. "I will be a good one. And I will
decide things with the help of the Council, and one of their functions is to restrain my hot
head. I don't need another hothead on the Council, one who whines and complains and
can't help me come to rational decisions because he's too busy thinking that the drops of
blood he spills equal the number of thoughts in his brain! Is that clear?"
Rosorien stared at her. Rior stared at her. Elary was staring at her too. She had
never known Silar to get so upset.
Or, she had to admit, have so clear a view of her own limitations. Despite the fact
that the shouting had made her head start ringing, Elary found that she was smiling, even
starting to relax. The Council was not going to be the boring discussion of trading rights
and roads and other murmurous things she had thought it would be.
"I have one question."
Elary's happiness faded back into apprehension as she looked at Kirien. Of
course, if someone could turn the Council back into a shouting match just when they had
gotten Rosorien calmed down, it would be him.
"Yes?" Rior asked, more cheerfully this time. Elary thought he was heartened to
see Silar jumping to her own defense. They had all been speaking more than she had so
far, particularly Rior himself.
"What about the ilantien?" Kirien asked bluntly. "There are many, even the
warriors we saved, who would be happy to see us out of Ilantra. What are you going to do

with us? Will we have a voice on the Council?"
He turned and looked at Elary then. It wasn't even subtle, Elary thought, but she
had agreed to this and that meant putting up with stupid things from the ilantien if
necessary. She sighed and rose to her feet, trying to ignore the pounding in her head.
"I will be your voice on the Council," she said, "unless you have changed your
mind and want to pick someone who is pure ilantie." She looked at Kirien.
He shook his head. He was smirking, and Elary realized he thought he had won
some sort of victory by making her stand up and speak. She shrugged. If that was a
victory, then he was going to have an awful lot of them. She was planning to stand up and
speak, as long as the ilantien's demands didn't get out of hand. And just wanting to be
acknowledged and nodded to didn't seem like a hideous demand to her.
"Then I will speak for the ilantien," said Elary, looking out over the sea of faces
that confronted them, fey and human and shapeshifter and other than that; there were a
few wolves standing among the crowd as well, and watching Garden. Elary wondered if
they all understood Ilantran, or if they simply learned what had happened from Garden in
the tongue of the wolves later. "And as long as no one objects to my doing that, then you
should know that creatures sent by Shara, the same creatures who drove the ilantien from
the world long ago, were clouding our minds and making us hate them. In reality, we did
not feel the intense disgust we thought we did about them healing by feeding on pain.
That was, at least in part, the result of a goddess's deception."
"Perhaps for you," said one of the ilzán healers in the crowd, wrinkling her nose
and baring her teeth. "I know that I have hated the ilantien since the moment I first saw
them, and not just because they healed through pain."
Elary sighed and set herself. This was the first argument of its kind she would
have, and it was no less important for its being a stupid argument. She had to prove that
she could face down the enemies of the ilantien, or at least try to make them base their
enmity on more rational grounds. "Yes, and you hated them because of the clouding of
your mind that the creatures did," she said.
"What creatures?"
"Did you see them during the battle with Shara? They would have resembled dark
snakes, serpents with the light of stars reflected in their scales."
The healer considered, her head on one side. Then she said, "I did not see them,
but I may have seen something like them."
"They are our ancient enemies," said Kirien. "They hounded us from world to
world, until at least we found a place that would hide us from them, and they have tried to
make us even more unwelcome in our home world, Faean, than we already are." He
looked fiercely from face to face. "We have committed no grand crime, no matter what
the history-tales may have told you. We have only tried to struggle and to live."
"Have you?" the ilzán healer asked, in a voice that invited people to disagree.
"Yes," said Kirien with the same ferocity in his voice as in his gaze. "And if you
doubt that, then you do all of us a disservice, and spread the same kind of strife that Shara
was laboring to spread in her war."
"Enough," said Elary sharply, as the ilzán and the ilantie alike appeared as if they
could go on arguing for generations- as indeed they already had, in some ways, she
thought. "Kirien, you agreed that I was to be the official speaker for the ilantien. Will you
still hold to that? Or do you prefer to take over the post yourself?"

Kirien glared at her sullenly. Then he lowered his head and almost spat out words
that Elary had intense difficulty in hearing.
"What was that? I didn't quite catch it."
"I said that you are our official speaker," said Kirien. "We asked you to be, and we
would not take back such an honor lightly after having extended it to one of alien race,
unless you did something to deprive yourself of it."
Elary ignored the implied threat. "Thank you. Then I will thank you, too, to sit
down and be quiet, and let me speak, as official speaker."
Kirien muttered and sank into his seat. Elary didn't miss the glance of triumph the
ilzán healer sent him, and she tightened her lips. The silly woman probably thought Elary
agreed with her because of their shared blood.
"Kinswoman," said Elary, to make her point clearer.
The healer looked at her placidly. "Sister?"
"Sit down," said Elary, "and kindly say no more about the ilantien, unless you
have some objection more practical to make than a child's whine."
The healer flushed and sank into her seat. Elary nodded, and let her eyes run
around the room, collecting all the gazes that lifted to her. Some of them were patient or
understanding, and some were not. Elary found that she didn't really care which was
which. What mattered was that she would take up her position and speak on it, and unless
they could at least match her, she didn't have to listen to them.
"I will speak again on the subject of the ilantien," she said. "And this time, I do
expect you to listen." She used the voice that had been effective at getting Silar to stay in
bed, and was satisfied to see a few of them flinch.
Her eyes alighted at last on Rior, who grinned at her and winked.
Elary had no trouble controlling the urge to wink back. She felt serious, stern,
almost grim.
If they will not see, then I will make them see. This is only idiocy.

Chapter 53
The Palace
"The palace of Doralissa is the most fey of all the royal palaces- perhaps not the
most beautiful, but the most delicate and wild."
-Attributed to the Stranger from the Isles.
"There it is."
Ternora sighed and breathed in, then closed her eyes to savor the smell of the
flowers that bloomed in the royal gardens. Of course it was wonderful, the trek through
the jungles with blooms blowing their scent in her face, but this was different, somehow,
sweeter and wilder.
Of course, it was sweet and wild partially because this was ground that the
presence of the royal family had blessed and hallowed.
Ternora stopped her horse. There was a moment of intense confusion in which
her cavalcade tried to find its place behind her, and then Ternora turned and extended a
hand commandingly at Pyeros.
"Help me down," she said.
With wonder and obvious doubt in his eyes- he had either become less adept at
hiding the doubt, or he simply no longer cared- Pyeros helped her carefully down from
the horse. Ternora looked up into the sky and whistled shrilly, then waited.
Kitten appeared a moment later, the great ferret's wings blurring about her. She
settled to the ground beside Ternora, and hissed at Pyeros, who backed cautiously away.
She not only endured the touch of Ternora's hand, though, but closed her eyes and looked
like a great cat basking in the touch.
"I think," said Ternora, "that it would help if I rode in on a winged ferret, and let
them see that I am truly half-elven, and fey. A human monarch could not tame one of
these beasts. I want them to know what I am."
"My lady…"
Ternora turned towards Pyeros and looked at him in interest. She had rarely heard
him sound so uncertain.
"That will show them that you are a half-elf, of course," said Pyeros carefully,
"but it is dangerous, or could be. Certainly to your future political career, if not actually to
your life at the moment."
"Why?" Ternora asked, pretending ignorance. Of course she knew why, but she
wanted to make sure that they thought alike on the reasons. If Pyeros's thoughts were too
different from her own, then she might have to change her mind and look for another
candidate after all.
"Because you will be telling your subjects that you consider your non-human
blood more important than making them comfortable," Pyeros answered quietly. "These
are humans for the most part, and humans with only a touch of elven blood. They regard
elves with awe, but everyone else with slight suspicion, and they will have no idea that
you insist on treating half-elves as a separate race for the first time in Doralissan history.
They will remember only the terror of your rising, and not the splendid grace or beauty of
it."
"You think it might have a certain splendid grace and beauty?" asked Ternora,
touched.

"It might," Pyeros acknowledged, and for a moment his eyes went to Kitten, with
the first trace of envy in them that Ternora had ever seen from him. It was gone, though,
by the time he looked back at her. "You should not do this, Your Majesty. You will only
remind your subjects of what is different about you, when you should be emphasizing
continuity and not a break with the traditional royal line."
Ternora smiled. Those were almost the same as the words that the Pyeros in her
mind had spoken. Yes, he would do well.
"That is the exact reason I should do it," she said, climbing onto Kitten's back. "I
am not one of those monarchs, and it would be a mistake to suggest that I was. I think I
should ride in just like this."
Pyeros sighed and bowed his head. "I am only your Captain of the royal guard,
Your Majesty, and not your Guardian. I can suggest, murmur, and question, but I cannot
request that you obey."
Ternora nodded regally. "And don't you forget it."
"Your Majesty."
Ternora turned with substantially more disdain to regard Jinlian. The elf bowed to
her, but his eyes were narrowed in the way that showed he was going to try and act
shrewd. Ternora restrained a sigh. It was never a performance she enjoyed, since the elf
wasn't very good at it.
"I don't think that you should go riding in on a ferret," said Jinlian. "Some mount
to remind them that you are fey and not human, of course- fey blood should always be
emphasized- but a ferret speaks of the lower-bred and wilder fey to those with the ears to
listen to the language of status. I think that you should ride this, instead." He snapped his
fingers and whistled once.
Ternora caught her breath as another Light elf, whom she hadn't even known was
accompanying Jinlian, led up a demicorn, the child of a unicorn and a horse. Like a
unicorn, it had a long and slender horn, but it would bear people other than virgins, and
the delicate grace could turn to deadly ferocity in a moment. It whinnied at her, and
snapped the sharp teeth that seemed to come from the mixing of unicorn and horse blood,
rather than from the unicorn or horse blood itself.
Ternora had always dreamed of riding a demicorn, and had been told it was
impossible, that only a true elf could ride one. Now the moment had come that the elves
considered her fit to ride one, and it was the fulfillment of several of her childhood
dreams.
Only because they thought she would take the throne and rule as they told her to,
of course.
That would have been enough to throw off the thought, even if Ternora wasn't
already intent on riding Kitten above the city. She tossed her head proudly, mimicking the
demicorn for her own reasons, and said, "While I thank you for the offer, I am not
ashamed of being low-bred or wilder fey. After all, it is what the elves always said that I
was, when I lived among them." She had the satisfaction of seeing Jinlian lower his eyes,
and his companion who led the demicorn look away.
The demicorn whinnied and stretched its neck towards her, but Kitten was
already rising from the ground, wings working with that incredible grace, and then
arching away towards the city. Ternora laughed, to feel herself flowing above the world
like the wind through her hair. It would have been perfect if Aranthran was here to share

it with her, but as it was, she thought she would save up the moments and tell him about it
later.
The palace grew brighter and brighter as it sped towards her, until Ternora could
make out the graceful, delicate minarets and the walls of golden and white stone. Then
Kitten, responsive to the slightest motion of Ternora's hand on her neck, turned and dived
straight for the palace.
Shadows flickered about her as she plummeted, and Ternora thought it was
probably the last of Shadow's servants leaving the building they had occupied for twelve
years. She wasn't sorry for it. She would have enough to arrange and do in a little while
without being occupied with chasing Shadow out, too.
Kitten leveled out just above a garden filled with roses, so thick and sweet that
Ternora panted with their scent filling her face. The ferret winged past another garden,
and then over a wall on which startled courtiers peered at them. Ternora laughed and
waved, and then Kitten had borne her past them, too, in a tight corkscrew turn around one
of the towers.
Ternora caught a glimpse of brilliant rooms, made so by sunlight and by the color
of the stones or tiles that made them up, through the windows of the tower. Here
aquamarine like the ocean, here the cloudy silver of a spring day, here the gold of the
sunshine and most of the palace's stone. Ternora nodded approvingly. She could have
made a home here, if Destiny had been a little less unreasonable about who it wanted her
to make the home with. Even such beauty such as this would have come at too high a
price, had she dwelt in the middle of it with Prince Warcourage.
Kitten coasted lower to the ground as Ternora directed her, finally almost leaping
rather than flying over a broad wall and landing in front of the main doors. Ternora
hugged her neck, then leaped off and strode up to the doors. They were made of the
golden and white stone, too, but they were wrought and balanced so delicately that they
would turn at a touch.
Ternora knocked.
At once one of the doors opened, and a trembling guard looked out with a spear
gripped in his hand. Kitten hissed at the sight of the blade so near her rider, and the guard
fell back again, but still did not clear the door completely.
Ternora sighed. "I'm your new Queen. Would you mind putting up the weapon? I
think I'm going to go for something more modern, anyway. Swords are less clumsy than
spears, and less likely to get in your way when you're actually trying to stab someone. I
can tell by the motions you make that you aren't trying. And get out of the way so that I
can see the main hall of my new home," she added, shoving the spearpoint easily aside;
the guard's hand was nearly nerveless. "I want to see what Shadow did since I was here
last."
She moved forward, glancing from wall to wall and nodding a little. The
emblems of the royal family had been removed completely now; they had been faint
tracings when Ternora first visited. Now the grand hall, like the other rooms, was done in
stones that reflected the sunlight back in dazzling colors. Mirrors placed at strategic
points played back the radiance even more effectively, and let Ternora feel as though she
was standing in the middle of a storm of light. She closed her eyes and tilted her head
back, savoring the sensation.
"I'll- I'll tell the Captain of the royal guards about you!"

Ternora turned and saw the shaking guard still leveling his spear at her. She
shook her head. "I think that you'll find you have to go a distance into Culunata still to
complain to him. Lord Pyeros will take his time coming."
The guard stared at her. Then he croaked, "Pyeros?" and Ternora smiled as she
saw that he knew the name. He looked near to pissing himself with terror, so it was likely
that he knew it as the name of a merciless rebel lord instead of an older Captain of the
royal guard, but Ternora supposed it could be either.
"Yes, Lord Pyeros," she said. "You should address him by the title. I don't believe
that he likes it the other way." She lowered her voice so that she apparently spoke in a
tone of some confidence. "He only lets me get away with it just because I really am going
to be the Queen. Queen Ternora the First."
The man shook his head, backing frantically away from her. "You can't be right!
Shadow would never let you take over!"
Ternora laughed. "You are babbling. Shadow surrendered all claim to the country.
Surely he told you as much." She could not see Shadow coming to his enemies and not
his own people, particularly when he had wanted to protect his own people above all else.
"Doralissa belongs to the Light, now."
The guard babbled for a moment longer, and then turned and rushed out of the
room, as if he thought that would help.
Ternora shrugged and looked regretfully around the room again, particularly at
the mirrors. She thought she could get used to the light, even the Light, and therefore it
was a shame that she wouldn't have the chance.
"Ternora."
Ternora turned quickly. Aranthran was sitting on a windowsill and grinning at
her. He had his long, pale hair tucked behind his pointed ears, and braided with roses. He
tossed a rose to her, and Ternora caught and clasped it, drawing in its scent, rejoicing
even as thorns pricked her fingers. That was what it was like to be alive, to risk
everything for a throne she didn't even want- pain and pleasure both at once, intolerably
sweet no matter which.
"I had to hurry to get here before you," said Aranthran, leaping down from the
sill. "I never knew that Kitten could fly that fast." He grinned. "And Jinlian was right, you
know. It is the lower-bred and wilder fey who ride ferrets like Kitten."
"It's a good thing that it won't matter at all to my image, then, isn't it?" Ternora
asked, tilting her head back for a kiss. Aranthran wound his hands in her golden hair,
pulling her close. Ternora gasped and reached up to unbutton her tunic.
"There she is- ack!"
Ternora pulled herself from the kiss and glanced over. The guard had returned,
with an older man behind him who looked so scandalized that Ternora began to laugh.
The older man pointed a shaking finger at her.
"This is no way for a Queen to act!" he bellowed.
"It is," said Ternora, "because I am Queen, and I am acting like this now." She
turned and kissed Aranthran again, making sure to make it drawn-out and noisy.
The old man fainted. The younger man rushed out of the room again.
Ternora laughed exultantly against Aranthran's lips, feeling her blood rise and
pour through her veins, and not just from lust.
We have won. A few more bits of ceremony, and we will have what we came for.

Chapter 54
Spreading the Touch
"Never trust the gifts of the Dark, unless you are of the Dark. Of course, you
shouldn't trust the gifts of the Light unless you are of the Light, either."
-The Dark-Eyed Warder of the North.
"Helian!"
His mate poked her head out from the den, ptarmigan feathers she was too lazy to
get rid of yet still sticking between her teeth. "Olumer? What's the matter with you? Did
someone light your face on fire?" She gave a laugh at her own weak wit, and Olumer
laughed along with her. From what he remembered of his mother's temperamental
pregnancy, it was best. Besides, he really did feel extraordinarily light of heart.
"No," he said. "The filiferna came to visit, and my reward is beyond anything I
ever expected." He reached out and closed her in a tight embrace.
Helian struggled and kicked and fought free the next moment, but Olumer knew
it was done. She was sealed safe from any harm by the dark fey for the rest of her life.
Sweet relief washed through him.
Helian opened her mouth to scold him, then paused. "You're grinning," she said.
"And?" Olumer asked, widening his grin.
"It's no fun to tease and taunt you if you're grinning," complained Helian. "You'll
probably just laugh and agree with everything I say anyway."
"Probably," said Olumer. "They gave me a chain, Helian, a chain that will make
sure I am safe from filiferna attack for the rest of my life, and so is everyone I touch in
the next few months." He smiled at her. "Including you, and the children, and the rest of
our pack-"
"Olumer, that's wonderful-" Helian breathed, face truly softening for the first time
since this phase of her pregnancy had begun.
"-and all the other packs I intend to touch." Olumer tugged at her hand. "Come
on! I want to seek out Frenner's pack, Alosander's pack, and the remnants of Kestian's,
and there was this young pack leader who escorted me to the border of Kestian's territory
when I first reached the mountains-"
"Why should we share this gift with them?" Helian demanded, pulling her hand
from his roughly and glaring at him. "After all, we have a valuable advantage as long as
we are the only ones safe. We might be able to bargain with them and win some higher
price. Perhaps they will promise not to violate our borders again."
Olumer rolled his eyes. "Helian, Alosander already promised that, and I think that
the others deserve to have the gift shared among them more than they deserve to be
slaughtered by the filifernai."
"But what have they done for us?"
"Been kind," said Olumer, "and silvereyes. And they did for us, sometimes, what
they would not have done for their own packs, and actually listened when we told them
how to fight the filifernai. That deserves some kind of acknowledgment."
"I don't want to give it up," said Helian, who looked as if she were pouting.
Olumer laughed and embraced her, gently licking her face. "Helian? You're
yourself, still, even when obscured by doubts and pregnancy."

His mate looked pleased, but only moved away from him with an arrogant toss of
her head. "Of course I am. You should know that, and don't think to fool me when my
back is turned." She looked down. "Or my belly swollen."
"I won't," Olumer promised faithfully.
*******
Of course, it turned out that Helian's definition of "fooling" her and Olumer's
definition were very different.
"Of course I'm coming with you," said Helian, in a flat voice that could rise at
any moment into a scream or dive into a hiss. "Why would you think that I would stay
behind? This is important. This is the carrying of a gift to the other packs that will protect
them against our worst enemies, and of course will oblige them to us indefinitely. I want
to at least see Alosander's face when he's made to accept it."
"But," said Temer, who had taken up the burden of facing Helian, "of course you
must stay in the valley. You carry the future of the pack in your belly." He gestured, as if
Helian had forgotten the pregnancy that had come to interfere with her movements lately.
"And you cannot defend yourself as well when they are still within your womb."
Helian smiled tenderly. "Temer," she said, "come here."
Olumer shied away, but Temer trotted tamely up to her. This was why he had
taken up the burden of facing Helian when she insisted on something the pack didn't
think she should do: he either had absolute confidence that she would not hurt him, or
absolute stupidity in the idea that he could win any fight.
Helian seized Temer's ear the moment he was in range and dragged him close to
her. While he panted and shouted, she yelled into his face, "If you think to confine me to
the valley until my pregnancy is done, think again! It's bad enough that I can't go hunting,
and that is something that will return to me when my children are born. I will never get
another chance to see the packs so obliged to us." She looked at Olumer. "Unless you
think this gift the Dark gave you will last some months?"
Olumer shrugged helplessly, even as he relaxed. Helian was angry, but her anger
had another target, and he was selfishly glad it wasn't him. "The filiferna said a few
months. I can't be sure how long that will be."
Helian nodded and looked sternly at Temer. "I want to see this happen," she said.
"And it may fade if I wait. Do you understand?"
Temer fell down in the grass, baring his belly, the moment Helian let him go.
"Yes, yes, I understand now," he said, making sure to keep his own eyes averted from
Helian's furious gaze.
Helian panted, bobbed her head up and down a few times, and then said abruptly
to Olumer, "Let's go," and sprang towards the far side of the valley. "Temer, you are to
lead while I am gone, as per usual."
Olumer hesitated before following her, long enough to incline his head to Temer.
"I'm sorry that had to happen," he said. "And thank you."
Temer stood up, meeting his eyes coolly for a moment, looking like a challenger
of equal rank and not a subordinate. Olumer tensed, but the moment passed, and Temer
only gave him a smile with a slight touch of bitterness. "That's what I'm for, isn't it?" he
murmured, as he turned back into the valley. "You couldn't have the pack leader and her
mate fighting, and perhaps trying to kill each other. But if I jump between, it's attributed
to my idiocy, and I take her anger onto myself."

Olumer stared for a long moment, wondering if he had misjudged Temer after all.
Temer stared blandly back.
"Olumer!" his mate called.
"Coming!" Olumer answered, and sprang after her. But he glanced back a time or
two, at Temer determinedly striding into the trees.
Perhaps I was not wrong about how stupid he is sometimes. He really does seem
to believe that he would make the best leader. But he is also devoted to the survival of the
pack as it is, even if he can't lead. It is no wonder that Helian trusts him.
Feeling a tension he had hardly known he was carrying ease, Olumer began to
climb over the ridge.
******
"There."
Olumer nodded, bending down to fill his nostrils with the scent of the silvereyes
footprint. It was a young female of Alosander's pack, he thought, and the trail led towards
the far side of the chasm where he had created the avalanche. "We're not too far behind
them. We should catch them up in-"
"Olumer."
Olumer glanced up with a snarl, but not because she had interrupted him. He had
caught it at the same time she had, a wall of foul scent blowing from the north. It was the
scent of hungry filifernai, and they were almost certainly stalking Alosander's pack.
"Run," said Helian quietly. "I'll stand against them."
Olumer looked down at her belly. "But you-"
"They'll ignore me, remember?" asked Helian. "I have this protection that you
said they gave you."
"It doesn't hold if you attack them first," Olumer pointed out.
Helian looked disgruntled for a moment, as if suspecting all the world were
engaging in a conspiracy to keep her from drawing blood until she had borne her
children. Then she sighed. "I'll stand in their way. But you're the only one who can spread
this gift by touching Alosander's pack, so run."
Olumer accepted the command this time, turning and hurtling downhill. The foul
scent was getting stronger and stronger, and he thought he could hear rasping laughter
and the crack of chains. There were still tones in those voices he had never heard before,
but Olumer found them less beautiful when he thought about them laughing over the
bodies of silvereyes victims.
He skidded around a boulder in a spray of snow, and found Alosander's pack
lying at their ease around the bloody remains of a mountain goat. Alosander rose to his
feet at once when he saw Olumer, startling and bristling, but Olumer shoulder-charged
him and sent him into a sprawl. Seeing a brief flicker of silver light, Olumer smiled
grimly. That had to be the protection going from him to Alosander.
The man recovered his balance with the speed and grace he would need to
survive pack leader challenges, and demanded, "What are you doing?"
"The filifernai are coming this way," said Olumer, lunging at a young low-ranker.
She tried to jump out of the way, but he had already seen the protection pass when his
hand grazed her wrist. Apparently it didn't have to be a very firm touch. He relaxed and
turned to meet Alosander's gaze. "They gave me a gift, though, a bribe to stop me from
interfering in their plans for the Rivendonian humans. They will not attack me or any

silvereyes I touch in the next few months. I am spreading this protection to as many of
you as I can." Another lunge caught another low-ranker, who blinked at the silver light
and then glanced at Olumer with wonder in his eyes.
"Even the silvereyes who aren't pack leaders?" he asked.
"Even them," Olumer confirmed.
Alosander cuffed the low-ranker for speaking out of turn, but his heart wasn't in
it. He was looking at something over Olumer's shoulder. "And Helian?" he asked.
Olumer turned.
The filifernai were coming down the slope like a dark avalanche, and Helian
stood in front of them like a lonely hero out of the history-tales. Her stance was
unwavering, but she would be crushed. She could not help but be crushed.
And then the filifernai parted around her like a blue river around a stone, racing
towards Alosander's pack.
Olumer shook himself free of his trance, and touched, as quickly as he could, two
other low-rankers and Alosander's second-in-command. Then he glanced around. "I
thought there was one other in your pack, Alosander-"
A cry from the south whipped Olumer's head around. Running before the
filifernai was a young male silvereyes, occasionally looking over his shoulder in sheer
horror.
The filifernai began to run faster as Olumer watched them, almost seeming to slip
between the snow and the stones, laughing as they came. Olumer would have closed his
eyes and stood shivering before that laughter a short time ago, but now it only made him
spring up and shout out.
He didn't think he shouted anything coherent, but it was enough to make two of
the dark fey turn towards him. Lips wrinkled at once, faceted eyes flared with something
that Olumer knew was anger, and they turned determinedly away from him.
"Crowd them," Olumer snapped at Alosander. "They won't hurt you if you don't
hurt them, but strike and they can kill you. Herd them away from-" He faltered, suddenly
uncertain of the young male's name.
"Laer," said Alosander tensely, not taking his eyes from the youngling. He had
leaped over a stone and was trying to circle back towards his pack, but the filifernai were
getting in his way, playing with him, their laughter high and cheerful, for them.
"Herd them away from Laer," said Olumer. "I'll try to reach and touch him."
He sprang forward without waiting for the kinds of stupid arguments that he
thought Alosander would make if he gave him the chance, arguments about leadership
and authority and other such things. His eyes were on Laer now, and only on Laer. The
filifernai revolved away from him with sharp snaps of their teeth, anyway. He didn't think
that they would try to get in his way.
Then one appeared next to his hand, and Olumer realized it was angling for a
scratch from his claws. Apparently, that would break the charm the protection had laid
over him, and they would be free to attack him.
Olumer sheathed his claws and stooped, gathering a handful of wet snow from a
boulder as he passed. He shaped and patted it into a snowball. He could feel the filifernai
pulling up, hissing and crackling and snapping their chains among themselves. They
didn't know what he was doing.
Olumer turned, smiled, and held the snowball high. Then he tossed it downslope.

The heads of the filifernai all turned to watch it, as though they thought it contained some
important secret.
Alosander's pack hit them from below, herding the filifernai around in a circle.
The dark fey started spitting and snarling like balked cats. Olumer turned, looking for
Laer.
He was not far away, shrinking from two filifernai who seemed to have decided
they wouldn't bother singing and dancing him into submission, but just eat him. The
sound of their laughter and chains was particularly loud.
Olumer vaulted across the snow, making sure that he only ducked under the arms
of the filifernai and did not hit them. His spinning hand hit Laer, and the young male
squeaked and went down.
But not before a flash of silver light had leaped from Olumer to him, and Olumer
knew he was safe.
The dark fey knew it too. They hissed and spat at him, and there were some
sounds mingled there that might have been words in the filiferna language- almost
certainly abusive ones. Olumer rolled his eyes and spat curses back, in Orlathian and
Rivendonian and the silvereyes tongue.
One of the filifernai padded forward. Its eyes flashed and spun much more
violently than they had, but Olumer still recognized the dark fey who had visited him
yesterday. He smiled and bowed mockingly.
"We did not give you this gift so you might use it in this way," hissed the
filiferna.
"And I did not accept the gift so that I might sit back and let others come to an
unhappy end," said Olumer.
The filiferna hissed at him, leaped, spun, and ran back up the hill towards its
group. Olumer smiled only until he realized that it would probably lead the others in
search of another pack to feed their balked hunger.
He probably couldn't make every pack safe, but he could make all the ones he
knew of safe.
He turned to find Helian at his elbow, panting and looking game to run on. One
glance from him made her lower her head. "I can't really keep up," she admitted. "Yes,
without trouble, if I weren't pregnant. But I have to stay here for right now and rest." She
glanced up once, eyes glinting. "I will remember this, and we will fight when the children
are starting to need such instruction."
Olumer gently touched her face. "I understand, Helian, and thank you."
He sprang away towards the border that Alosander's pack shared with Frenner's,
waving farewell as he went. He knew that Helian would be safe in Alosander's protection,
and not only because of the gift that Olumer had just given him and his pack. Alosander
would smell her scent, and know it was extremely stupid to be antagonistic towards her
now.

Chapter 55
The Royal Heirs of Dalzna
"Sometimes, if you make up a story, you end up having to keep following it
whether you want to or not."
-The Mistaken Mage.
"To your knees."
Kymenos knelt willingly enough, since it wasn't as if he was about to get his head
cut off. The Crownkillers had accepted Meranth's proposal of making him an honorary
Crownkiller without a qualm. So far they had given him some very nice gifts- handwoven
blankets that would have taken months to make, pouches of gold and silver, embossed
tack for Sykeen- and this was just the last snowfall on the mountain.
Kymenos bowed his head and let Meranth's hand descend to clasp the necklace
lightly around his throat.
"You have shown great dedication to the ideals that a Dalznan should stand on,"
Meranth declared loudly. "You have fought to defend the lives of the freeborn, stood
against the royals who would claim their vacant thrones, and killed traitors in our
defense. There are some living Crownkillers who have not done so much." There was
murmuring behind him, but it ceased soon enough; probably all the Crownkillers
standing there decided he couldn't possibly be talking about them, Kymenos thought in
amusement. "Dedication is pleasant, but without action, it can do nothing. Rise, true
servant of Dalzna!"
Much better than "true King of Dalzna," thought Kymenos as he stood, and
acknowledged their cheers and applause. At his throat hung a silver chain with a broken
silver crown at the end of it. It was a very good replica of the Crown of Dalzna he and
Talazh had taken from the Lake of the Northern Winds, Kymenos had to admit. He traced
it with a finger, and then looked up into the expectant faces.
"I never knew," he said sincerely, "that when I first saw the flash of a signal-light
from the Star Circle's tower, it would lead me to get involved in the intimate affairs of the
Crownkillers."
There were a few scattered cheers, though Kymenos wasn't sure why. Meranth,
facing him, narrowed his eyes in amusement. He was probably the only one there who
had some idea what Kymenos was going to say.
"I would have volunteered eagerly had I known, though," Kymenos continued,
looking around. "After all, you have given me so many nice gifts."
Meranth chuckled, and some of the others relaxed and followed his lead, as if
they hadn't been sure they were allowed to find that funny. Kymenos smiled around at all
of them. When they aren't being fanatics and trying to torture me or my cousin to death,
they are quite charming.
"And I am glad that Dalzna will remain free of a monarch," he continued, when
the laughter had died down. "I am committed to seeing the throne remain empty- perhaps
not in the same way that you are, of course." Indeed, there is no one else here who could
prevent the royal line from continuing just by not having children. "I am committed to
seeing those who claim to be aiding the royals die. And, above all, I love the freedom and
the future of Dalzna, and I am committed to those."
There came much louder and more sincere cheering at that. Kymenos smiled at

all of them, brightly, while his mind danced up and down and laughed at them. You have
another royal Heir in your ranks, and you do not even know it!
"I hope," he continued, when that cheering died of its own accord, "that you will
stand with me, and not aid any royal Heirs that you may find."
They chuckled at that, and Kymenos smiled and let them. This will be delicate,
difficult, dangerous, and I do not need anyone trying to aid me.
"There is something I learned from the Star Circle," he continued, "long and long
ago. I never thought it would apply, since I never thought that they would be so stupid as
to get involved in politics- or that I would be intimately involved in stopping the royal
Heirs. It was to be theory only. But I will try to seek out the royal Heirs through the pulse
and the tide of the blood that runs in their veins. You have all seen how powerful I am
with the Azure, I know."
There were many silent, impressed nods at that. They had seen the bodies that
were carried out of the courtyard in front of the Star Circle's tower.
"The royal Heirs share similar blood," Kymenos went on. "Of course, that is a
metaphor, but it is also truth; there are certain similarities in the blood of all who descend
from Queen Bel. I have been close to one of the royal Heirs, the one who killed the Lady
Lonaya, and I believe that I could recognize his blood again. Let me alone for a single
night, and I will seek out that feeling. Then I will try to trace that one to others, so that I
may find all who bear blood like that. And then," he went on, his smile widening, "I will
tell you where those who bear that blood are."
Massive cheers. Meranth clasped his shoulders, tears in his eyes.
"If you can do this, Dalesst," he said softly, "then your name will be renowned
among the Crownkillers."
Kymenos bowed his head to hide his smile. Oh, Meranth, you have no idea.
******
"You are sure that you need nothing else?"
Kymenos looked up earnestly at Meranth and shook his head. It hadn't been hard
thinking up the preparations for this imaginary ritual- all he had asked for was water and
nothing else- but it was difficult getting rid of the Crownkiller commander. He seemed
inclined to hover in the doorway and ask Kymenos if he was sure that he was all right
until the night had passed. "Nothing, but privacy."
Meranth flushed. "Of course. Forgive me, my Lord Dalesst. I'm sorry. I will leave
you alone now, that you may look out for our common enemy." He bowed, then shut the
door.
Kymenos waited until he was sure he was alone, then glanced around the room
with satisfaction. He had demanded a small, bare room in the Queen's Rack, and of
course they had given him one of the best rooms in the Gamer's Chance, itself one of the
best inns in the city. A comfortable bed stood behind him, and the walls were bright
wood, polished and decorated here and there with light weavings showing fanciful
scenes. Kymenos touched the cloth of one and let a small, smug smile creep over his lips.
Never underestimate just how much you can get by pretending to be humble.
He drew out a pouch of dried meat he had hidden in the bed earlier- they had
thought he was fasting to purge his body of nothing but water, but since the ritual he had
come up with didn't actually exist, Kymenos had just been careful to conceal his foodand moved to the window. He could see the palace from here, if just the outer edges of it,

and he ate thoughtfully, while waiting.
When the one he was waiting for showed up, it shook the water in its bowls and
rattled all the mirrors they had insisted on giving him as well. Kymenos turned around,
knowing his eyes were bright as he smiled. "Death. I have been waiting for you."
"Have you?" The great black hound padded a step forward, those unnatural silver
eyes unnaturally bright. "Then you will know I have come to kill you, for wasting both
my time and my money."
Kymenos snorted. "You know that I won't change my mind no matter what you
do. You won't make me have children, and you won't make me rule Dalzna."
Death snarled at him, drool flying from his jaws. "You are impertinent beyond
what I might have expected," he said. "Will you stand against me and challenge me when
my jaws are ripping into you?"
"Probably not," Kymenos agreed cheerfully. "But I have another idea, one that
won't give you what you wanted in the first place, but might give you a chance to find it
instead of cutting it off forever."
Death waited for a moment, head tilted and ears perked. Then he said, "Go on,"
and sat down, eyes still intent on Kymenos.
Kymenos smiled serenely back. That gaze said he could die any minute, but that
had been the case since he came to Serian. In a way, it was nice to know for a change
what would kill him, instead of thinking that he had to watch every word and every
gesture. The Crownkillers could learn from a variety of sources that he was the royal
Heir. Death just wanted to kill him for things he knew about.
Very nice.
"You must know that the Crownkillers will never give up seeking the royal
Heirs," he said. "And they will never give up trying to torture and kill them."
Death snarled.
"You know that what I say is true," Kymenos pressed with some confidence.
"You have seen the truth in the hearts of the people of Serian, if you have bothered to
look into their faces. Either there is spitting hatred for the royals, the kind that would not
allow them to come back into prominence without violence, and that would never die. Or
there is simple ignoring of the palace. They don't care about the royals. There are few
passionate dedicants to your cause, no devotees that you can rely on."
"Save those who worship me," said Death, "and those you could stir if you
revealed your presence."
Kymenos laughed. "If I revealed myself now, then the Crownkillers would take
and kill me all the faster for having fooled them for a little while. I am not about to do
that, unless I decide that I am tired of life."
"Then you will live out a lifetime in deception?"
"Quite cheerfully."
Death snarled again. "I do not understand you. The other royals, when they
learned their heritage, had to either pursue it or reject it with much weeping. You do not
seem able to do either."
Kymenos shrugged. "Perhaps because I sense the uselessness of both. The
passionate pursuit of my heritage would doom me, and the weeping over it would bore
me. I would consider both of those fates equally bad."
Death snapped his jaws, sending foam flying over Kymenos's face. "None of this

gives me a reason to leave you alive."
"They will never stop seeking and trying to kill the royal Heirs of Dalzna," said
Kymenos, "unless I can convince them that the royal Heirs of Dalzna are all dead. Then
they will have no reason to seek further."
Death stopped moving- stopped panting, stopped breathing, stopped shifting his
eyes to follow Kymenos. He looked as if he had become a statue. Kymenos ate dried
meat and admired the effect until Death stirred and glanced at him again.
"And you know how you are to do this?" he asked.
Kymenos nodded. "They are convinced that multiple royal Heirs exist, now, after
those two crowns in the Star Circle's corridors. Provide them with evidence of two
deaths, and they would stop looking."
"And what advantage would that give me?" Death asked, who was trying and
failing to hide the greed in his eyes.
Kymenos laughed. "You mean, beyond the obvious, that any existing royal Heirs
would continue to be safe?"
"You would still be alive, and not bending to my plans when you said that you
would do so. I consider that an insult. Unless you also plan to offer yourself up as a
sacrifice, of course."
Kymenos laughed. "The times that I tried that never worked out, for one reason
and another. Sometimes elves came along and saved me, sometimes I bonded with a
horse I never meant to bond with, sometimes I just proved myself too stubborn to die
after all. I've come to accept that self-sacrifice and I don't mix, and that therefore I should
stay far away from it."
"Then what?"
"It will give you the time," said Kymenos, "to seek out those royal Heirs who do
exist and train them to take their thrones back, and to be good Kings or Queens. Talazh
and most of the other Heirs would have been disasters, and you know it. They weren't
trained by a god or a great power, though. You could watch over them, and make sure that
they were the kinds of monarchs who could actually survive more than a day on the
throne." He raised his eyebrows. "And, of course, train them to be loyal to you at the
same time."
Death panted. "Don't you care about them? Don't you care that you're sacrificing
their lives and freedom to me by doing this?"
"Why should I care about them?" Kymenos asked. "They're royal."
"So are you."
"Yes, but I am me." Kymenos sniffed. "That makes me inherently more valuable
than they are."
Death went into another silent staring trance. Kymenos rolled his eyes and waited
for him to come out of it. Then Death glanced at him and inclined his head slowly.
"I accept your offer," he said. "You will give me time to find and raise these
Heirs, and in return, you will have my help in creating convincing deaths for these
shadowy Heirs that the Crownkillers believe exist."
"It will work," Kymenos predicted. "The Crownkillers have continued to exist
because they believe the royal line has continued to exist."
"They were right."
Kymenos waved his hand. "Merely coincidental. The point is, their belief has

become more important than the reality, as shown by their fanaticism. They don't just
want to protect the future of Dalzna; they want to kill the royals. Accomplish the second,
and they will believe that the first has been accomplished."
Death tilted his head. "And you think that in a few generations, there could be
Death-worshipping monarchs again."
"There might be," Kymenos agreed. "But none of them will be my children."
"And you don't care about the country, either?"
Kymenos laughed. "It will be a different Dalzna. Less fanatical, above all, and I
think that is the best change."
Death held out a paw. Kymenos clasped and shook it, trying to ignore the feeling
that the fur was only a thin cover over ice.
"When did you want to begin this deception?" Death asked.
Kymenos grinned. "Since they're expecting results from me tonight, immediately
might be a good start."

Chapter 56
The Announcement
"Only in some Kingdoms do the old history-tales hold true, but surely the most
prominent of the ones where they do is Doralissa."
-Elzekia, Priestess of Elle.
"Ternora."
Ternora turned with a slight smirk. It was a mark of how much she had
scandalized Pyeros that he was calling her by her first name, instead of a title. "Lord
Pyeros," she said. "What is the matter?"
"You must know that this could turn into your crowning, my lady," said Pyeros,
working himself back to a medium level of calm, but not enough to call her "Your
Majesty." He eyed the torn trousers and tunic she wore. "You will need formal dressperhaps not a gown, since some Queens in the past have not worn them even to their
coronations, but something better than the clothes you walked through the jungle with."
"I don't see why," Ternora murmured. "You keep telling me that everyone sees a
message in the clothes I choose or the animals I ride."
"That is true, Your Majesty." Pyeros seemed calm again, though now and then his
eyes darted in a hunted way from her garments to the door.
"Then these clothes are going to give a message, too," said Ternora, with a smile
of savage satisfaction. "And do you know what that message is going to be, my lord?"
Pyeros hesitated for a moment. Ternora could almost see him struggling between
politeness and truth. Then he said, "Your Majesty, I may make suggestions as your
Captain of the royal guard, though I may not give you orders. And if you go downstairs in
those clothes, I think the reaction of most of your people will be to think that you don't
care about the throne, that you don't care about anything at all beyond pleasing yourself."
Ternora looked at him closely, and then beckoned him forward. Pyeros walked
nervously, as though he was afraid she would spring up and slap him when he came near
her, but he came.
Ternora waited until his ear was very near her mouth, and then whispered, "Well
done, Captain."
Pyeros stepped back, eyes narrowing, and stared at her. "I don't understand," he
said at last.
"That's obvious." Ternora laughed, and then laughed again to see him stiffen.
"Come, come, my lord, you suspected all along that I was not serious about taking the
throne, or that in marching towards it I had a different goal in mind."
"Yes, but you also said that you were seeking for a monarch of the old royal line,
and you assured me that you really did care about the country," Pyeros snarled. "And I
believed you, like the fool I was." His hand was on his sword-hilt. "Sometimes being of
the Dark really is easier," he added bitterly. "You're allowed to distrust and suspect and
sometimes even hate everybody all you like, while the Light encourages forgiveness."
"Ternora is not of the Dark," said a sparkling voice, and Aranthran dropped down
from the windowsill, roses in his hair. "She would have told me if she was."
Ternora leaned against the half-Faerie elf, and smiled comfortably at Pyeros,
whose face was turning some interesting colors.
"You- you killed Prince Warcourage," said Pyeros at last.

"I stamped on a beetle," said Aranthran. "A beetle who might have caused
enormous trouble if he had lived, but still only an insect. If you think that is wrong,
Captain, then might I encourage you not to swat the innocent little flies that try to feed on
your blood? That would be as wrong as what I did."
"He was a Prince of the royal line!"
"And you know that that alone does not make it right," said Ternora. "I have been
studying history, my Lord Pyeros. The throne passed sideways several times when it
could have gone down, or down when it could have gone sideways. And why, my lord?
Because the sibling or the child was a better monarch than the child or the sibling would
have been. Doralissa has not let the harsh laws of the other Kingdoms confine it, where
the throne must go to a certain person regardless of whether that person is actually the
best ruler. In its strict adherence to the rule of the best, Doralissa has actually avoided
some of the mistakes of the other Kingdoms which apparently have more freedom."
Pyeros blinked, for just a moment. Then he said, "You have learned well. But you
still have a murderer standing at your side, and you have not fulfilled the promise of
finding a monarch who cares about the country."
Ternora narrowed her eyes. She admired Pyeros's devotion to Doralissa, but he
was going a little far. "Come with me, my lord," she says. "I have tried to be faithful to
the traditions of Doralissa. I will reveal the monarch at what they think is to be my
coronation. The true ruler often comes forward in the shadow of the false one. Is that not
so?"
Pyeros just stared at her. "That won't work," he said.
"Yes, it will," said Ternora brutally, and turned towards the stairs. Aranthran
walked close beside her, eyeing Pyeros with an eager smile, and the man was wise
enough not to tackle the half-elf. But he kept shooting her betrayed glances all the way
down the stairs.
Ternora ignored the looks serenely. They would change soon enough.
*******
"My ladies, my lords."
Ternora rolled her eyes. She could have made the announcement just as well
herself, but the herald, who, like other stupid lackeys, had been left behind when Shadow
departed, had insisted on taking the job. He seemed just as happy to be announcing for a
Queen—a real Queen!—of the Light as he ever had for Shadow. Ternora just let him go
on thinking that. It was going to end in a moment, anyway.
"May I present Queen Ternora the First, of Doralissa?" The herald's voice was
reverent, though because of the title and not her.
Ternora moved forward down the line of varied clapping, nodding her head
graciously here and there. She could see shrewd, calculating gazes that hated her, and
ones that were merely bored with her, and passionate Doralissan gazes that weighed her
against tradition and found her wanting. The last were the most numerous, and Ternora
was glad to see it. Her candidate for the monarchy would be at home among them.
She reached the dais that stood at the end of the great hall, and turned to face
them. Light from the mirrors and windows burned into her eyes, but she made no effort to
move. This was a day of the Light, and should remain so.
"I do not know how much you may have heard of me," she said. "But it is true
that I care about Doralissa, and I intend to rule wisely and well-"

Some cheers, but they were almost alone in an enormous silence and quickly died
away.
"-in the one decision I ever intend to make."
Silence. Stares. At her side, Aranthran had the giggles and was shaking back and
forth like a tree in the wind. Ternora smiled at him proudly and then turned and faced the
others, keeping her chin up.
"Monarchs of the royal line of Doralissa are not easy to come by, many have
said," she went on into the silence. She had been prepared for such silence. Despite all the
history-tales, despite all the traditions of Doralissa, most had had her pegged as an
usurper instead of the steward who would bring their traditions back to them. "Those who
say that have not looked hard into the history or tales of the country. There are royals
there, and there are offshoots of the royal line for one who knows how to look."
She ran her gaze around the room, moving from Pyeros's incredulous face to the
purple one of the herald, and ending on the cluster of tense lords and ladies not far from
the foot of her dais. She spoke to them for the moment, since trying to look too much at
the others would only make her burst out laughing. Their pompous stares were more
irritating than funny.
"There was Queen Laughterwater, who laid down her crown on her throne and
wandered away into the wilderness. And there was Queen Southgazer, who was thought
to be dead, but was also seen in the donasae. They have long memories there, and more
reason to remember a half-elven Queen than the courtiers in the castle, most of whom
were probably glad that she was dead."
Shuffles, intent stares turned away. Ternora chuckled. No doubt they had reason
to hope another half-elven Queen dead at the moment.
"And I have reason to believe that at least one of them bore another child," she
continued. "In the words of one who knows, Queen Southgazer lamented the birth of
three sons. Two would come to evil, and the third would not find such happiness as he
wished." She paused, and the crowd leaned forward, caught up in the tale despite
themselves. Ternora smiled. Of course. They are Doralissan. Old tales are life to them.
"There is one sure sign," she continued. "The son would have elven blood in him,
of course, but many people do. The son would have a half-elven mother, but many people
do. But this storyteller, Halientha, mentioned the Queen's most distinctive feature was
long pale gold hair, not the white of my consort's-" She touched Aranthran's hair. "And
not the gold of mine." She touched her own. "This was the relic of her mixed Faerie elf
and Light elf blood. Anyone who has in his possession of a lock of that pale gold hair, or
who has Faerie elf as well as Light elf blood, should step forward now."
She nodded to Aranthran, and he closed his eyes, spreading his hands. Soft barkbrown light glowed along his fingers. "This will identify anyone in the room with Faerie
elf blood," he said.
The light flowed across the room, coiling about the shoulders of only one person,
as Ternora had known it would. That person was already staring at a coil of pale gold hair
in one hand.
"But- but how did you know?" Pyeros blurted out, lifting his eyes. "What in the
world could have made you certain?"
Ternora smiled at him, and leaped from the dais to walk towards him. The nobles
fell back to form an aisle for her, all of them watching intensely. Ternora took his hands

and gazed into his eyes.
"I knew," she said, "because where some of the other rebel leaders were not
perfect- Dolyada, for example- you were loyal and noble and virtuous, and true to the
ideals of the Light." She managed to get that out without giggling, though how she never
knew. "I knew because you had clear sight about the royals, and when Warcourage was
not a decent ruler, you knew and tried to make him better. You knew the same thing about
me, when everyone else was fooled by the magic of the sword." She raised a hand to halt
the murmuring springing up behind her. "If I could finish?"
They fell silent, and let her finish.
"You are the son of a half-elf," said Ternora. "And your mother wandered away
when she had borne you."
"But, as you said, that could apply to many people," Pyeros argued, though he
went on gazing into her eyes as if she had managed to entrance him. "Why did you
choose me? Was it really just a matter of convenience? I was the best monarch you saw
around, and you decided that I should be the one to sit the throne?"
Ternora laughed, and glanced at Aranthran. "Can Faerie elf magic lie,
Aranthran?"
"No." Aranthran leaped from the dais and walked forward, and it looked as
though it took a lot for Pyeros not to either run or cut him in half. "This speaks truly. You
have Faerie elf blood as well as Light. Will you tell me it came from your father?"
Pyeros shook his head. "My father was completely human."
"Then it must have come through your mother," said Ternora. "And yet she
cannot have been pure Faerie elf; you have golden skin. And yet she cannot have been
pure Light elf; you have golden eyes, when the children of Light elves even down to four
generations away have green eyes. Look at Warcourage, who did. I think that you are the
descendant of both Faerie elves and Light elves, Pyeros, and your mother bore a third
son, one who did not come to evil in the way of his brothers, and yet has not been as
happy as he could have wished." She met his eyes. "Will you deny this?"
"How can I have a legitimate claim to the throne, even if what you say is true?"
Pyeros asked, his voice breaking. He bowed his head, and Ternora felt the stares of the
lords and ladies around them become more intense. "I was not the legitimate son of
Queen Southgazer and her King. I am the son of the Queen and a human."
"Royal blood, and merit," said Ternora. "You have both. And I don't think there is
anyone else who qualifies better than you do, is there? Your half-brothers are dead. Your
nephew is dead. The royal family down to the last cousin was slaughtered in Shadow's
attack. You alone escaped, and you alone are the sole royal Heir whom Destiny depends
on and who will raise the royalty from the ashes like a rebirthing phoenix." She knelt to
him, still clasping his hands. "And you are the one who carried a coil of his mother's hair
in his possession, never dreaming how important it would prove."
"I still don't-" Pyeros shook his head. "This is such a large coincidence. How can
we trust it?"
Ternora smiled up at him. "I would not trust it, in any other Kingdom," she
answered. "An Orlathian Heir emerging like this? Laughable. Rivendon and IlantraArvenna? Even more far-fetched. But this is Doralissa, and such things happen."
Pyeros bowed his head again. "I distrusted gossip and peasants' stories about the
royal line," he whispered. "Yet it seems it is because of those stories that I will claim my

inheritance. I am justly punished for my foolish pride."
Ternora nodded patiently, compelled to accept the silly things he said now. She
had just one more move to make. "Of course I will yield the royal privileges and the
throne to you, Prince Pyeros. Is there anything that I can do to make the transition more
painless? I know this has come as a shock."
"Take the symbols of the Captain's trust that I assumed since I entered here,"
Pyeros murmured, handing her his sword and the bunch of keys that had hung at his belt.
"They are no longer mine. I will need some time to think."
He bowed his head and walked out of the room, leaving the courtiers to babble to
each other. Ternora turned and scowled, drawing all eyes to her- or maybe, she added in
her thoughts to be fair, that was the brown flare of Aranthran's magic. What mattered was
that they shut up and turned to her.
"Will you accept him?" she asked. "Or must my consort stay and defend his
honor and his claim to the position?"
"Anyone who tries to dethrone him must contend with me."
Ternora smiled as she watched Blierrina walk through the crowd, glaring at
everyone around her. Ternora nodded to her. "You will become his Guardian, of course?
There isn't any rule against that."
Blierrina glared at her. "No. And you were intending me for the post of Guardian
all along, weren't you?'
"I knew that Pyeros would need you beside him. I am glad to see that you did not
give up on us completely, and returned."
"Only because you proved unexpectedly true to the best traditions of Doralissa,"
said Blierrina, still glaring at her.
"Of course," said Ternora patiently, and turned away with a wink to Aranthran.
He grinned and fell in eagerly beside her, no one noticing them as they passed out of the
room. All of them were still gazing at Blierrina, who had begun to order things to her
satisfaction, and at the door through which Pyeros had passed.
And now it is time to prove true to the best traditions of the half-elves.

Chapter 57
Birth Records
"If you are reduced to searching through birth records for your royal Heirs, then
something has gone badly wrong with the succession."
-First line of the assembled records of the priestesses of Elle.
Nightstone scowled at the snippy line that began the records, then shifted them
and blew dust away from the pages. She had to do this, and she could do this. She refused
to go back to the castle by the sea, from which she might never escape again, until she
had done this.
The sounds of celebration filtered through the Temple's walls. Nightstone ignored
them. The peasants had been truly surprised that she returned, and they had begun the
spontaneous singing and dancing, led by Lenira. Nightstone wasn't going to stop them.
They could wail and pound their feet and make noise all they liked.
It didn't mean that she was going to join them either, though.
And now the records of the local Temple were spread around her, all the
speculation and notes and rumors relating to the various Queens and Kings, Princes and
Princesses, and probable bastards of the royal line. Nightstone could see the tight scroll in
the middle, the updated version of the Chronicle of the Monarchs, and suspected that
would be her best bet. It would give her the most concise history, together with rumors,
and tell her where to begin her own search.
But first she gave in to her curiosity, and reached for the bundle of papers that
bore her own name.
The Princess known only as Nightstone turned to the Dark in the early years of
the Kingdom. There was probably nothing anyone could have done to stop her. Her
brother, King Kyern, confessed that he had gone down into archives of the Temple of
ElleNightstone rolled her eyes. "It was a damn dungeon," she said aloud, though
there was no one to hear her. "And the priestesses should have the courage to admit it in
documents they never expected anyone to read. Cowards."
Reinforced in her belief that Elle's priestesses had been cowardly bitches, no
matter how reformed their goddess might be, she started reading again.
-to try to convince her to join the Light once more. He had no luck. And if he
should not have the power to convince her, who was her brother and one of the most
renowned Kings of the Light, who should have the power?
"Almost anyone else," Nightstone whispered, closing her eyes. Once again, the
dungeons were around her, the dark places where the priestesses of Elle hid those things
they didn't want the eye of the sun to feast on. And her brother's face swam in front of her
as she lay bound on the slab, spitting and hissing at her.
Just yield to the Light, he told me, Nightstone remembered bitterly. He meant,
yield to him, and live out my life as he told me to, a tame Princess in the Temple or
somewhere in the background. He would have made me marry, but he would never have
accepted any children I bore as legitimate Heirs to the throne, trouble though he had
siring. And he didn't understand- about the Dark, about the unicorns, about the trouble I
would have had yielding to someone who spat when he said difficult words, about any of
it.

She opened her eyes, and found she had lost the desire to continue reading her
scroll. The memories she roused by the sight of her family's names would be evil enough.
She shoved that bundle of paper away and opened the Chronicle of the Monarchs.
Her eyes skipped quickly down the paragraphs, stopping at the likely ones.
Princess Resant, a Metal mage who is considered insane and not talked about.
And then, a few lines later:
Princess Resant is said to have died, but in reality she has escaped from her
tower. No one ever finds out where she has gone.
Nightstone grimaced. She had met many Metal mages in her years with the Dark;
they often fled to Dalzna to gain some help from the Star Circle with their magic, which
would otherwise overwhelm them in the usual madness of those born to Metal, and then
stayed and served the power most worshipped there. A Metal-gifted Heir was not one she
would have chosen, but it was possible the Princess Resant had fled to the embrace of the
Dark. She might have children. She might be alive still herself. Nightstone would find
out.
She went back to the scroll.
Princess Silla becomes Queen, having borne a son to an elf whose name is not
recorded. This child is Prince Belanth, an Azure mage, and he does much to make
bastard children accepted in Orlath…King Belanth takes the throne, reigns for one year,
and hands it on to his cousin Princess Haneth before vanishing into the Dark. It is
unknown if he ever has children.
Nightstone made a face. And, of course, a half-elf who would be on the brink of
his insanity by now is just what the Kingdom needs.
But, still, she made a note of him. Possibly his children would be more stable,
and it would provide a good excuse for the first diplomatic overtures to the Dark she fully
intended to make.
And there was the Prince Opollonth, who had walked into the north and vanished,
and a woman who had come south two generations claiming to be his daughter had
become Queen of Orlath. Nightstone smirked. She was well-aware of the end of that
road, and of what she would have to look among if she decided to seek Opollonth's
descendants. Still, she wrote it down. At the very least, if she traced that bloodline and
proposed the child at the end of it for ascension to the throne, she would like to see the
nobles' faces.
Princess Ria weds a commoner and elopes with him, as per her Destiny; no one
is ever quite sure what becomes of her.
Nightstone relaxed. Those children might even be in Orlath, and they would have
left traces and rumors of their passage behind them, the seeds Destiny sowed so that no
one with royal blood would ever be entirely forgotten. She could look easily among the
peasants of Orlath.
And there were rumors of a Princess a few generations ago who had sailed to the
Green Isles. Nightstone could look among her descendants there, too.
Nightstone sighed and sat back. There is a good chance that I will not have to
rule, then, with all these possible Heirs.
I just hope that some of them are good.
Her eyes went back to the bundle of papers that contained the priestesses'
speculations about her, but in the end she left the temple without reading them. She

would open enough old wounds, poking and prodding after Heirs as she was. She would
at least make sure her own did not bleed.
******
"My lady!" Lenira came to meet her, tears streaming from her eyes. "None of us
were sure that you were coming back, and we should have been sure! Of course we
should have been!" The peasant kissed her noisily on the cheek. "You would not abandon
your people and your land to such horrors as must come upon us if we have no Queen.
You are truly a wonder and a miracle!"
Nightstone restrained herself with great effort. The Dark would have let her blast
Lenira apart with fire, or give her to the most skilled torturers. It considered babbling
stupidity worse even than treachery. "Yes, I returned," she said, smiling blandly into the
woman's eyes. "And now I must return to the castle, and bring my people there who are
without hope some of this- wonder and miracles."
Lenira nodded and bowed to her. "Of course, Your Majesty, I understand. But you
won't take anything from us to celebrate your return? No gift of food or flowers or wine?
Nothing that might be useful in your new life?"
Nightstone hesitated, then decided that she might as well begin her new Quest
right here. "I would welcome any stories that you know of the royal line," she said. "Any
gossip, no matter how trivial it might seem, is interesting to me. I have never truly known
my family, and spent much of my life resenting them for crimes it seems they may not
have committed." The lie rolled smoothly off her tongue, since it was what Lightworkers
who met her had been telling her for centuries. "Any storytellers will find a warm
welcome from me in the castle, and any priestess who can write should record your own
tales and pass them on."
"I can tell you one right now, my lady," said Lenira, her face glowing with pride.
Nightstone paused. "Oh?"
"Yes." Lenira smiled at her. "Or, rather, I can tell you of one that will be. The tale
of Nightstone, heroine and Queen, who came back despite misgivings and despite
mistreatment by the Light, to rule her country when there was no one else. And she will
be a better ruler than anyone who is turned to the Dark, as her niece is, or more
committed to Rivendon than Orlath, the way the Princess Cadona also is."
Nightstone managed to make a civilized reply, but it taxed her nerves. She was
very glad to find herself aloft and heading back to the castle not long before sunset, with
Ilarsa in swan form beside her.
******
"There it is."
Nightstone said nothing. She and Ilarsa had stopped to watch the sun rise over the
sea and the castle on a small headland, and changed back to human form when
Nightstone mentioned she could feel her wings aching. It was Ilarsa who seemed to feel
the grandeur of the moment, or what should be the grandeur of the moment, and who was
making such dramatic comments while Nightstone remained stubbornly silent.
"One of the greatest castles in the world," Ilarsa went on, seemingly oblivious of
the way her words were falling into a deeper and deeper pool of resentment as she
pursued this. "One of the greatest Kingdoms in the world."
"Hmmm," said Nightstone, the most response Ilarsa could draw from her. She
knew it drove the woman mad. A quick glance to the right showed Ilarsa twitching her

arms like wings, and made Nightstone smile.
"Are you not happy to be ruling one of the greatest Kingdoms in the world?"
Ilarsa asked, a question that demanded a direct reply.
Nightstone shrugged, though, and the silence continued. At last she decided she
had seen enough of the sunrise, and transformed and sprang into the air. Ilarsa followed at
once, doubtless thinking she would be more communicative nearer the castle.
Nightstone flew without such feelings in her heart, though. The sunlight as it
sparkled on the water was beautiful, and the way that it touched the stones of the castle
perhaps more beautiful still, at least to a Scarlet mage.
But this was not going to be a history-tale.
This was not going to be a song of songs, or even a minor song about a heroine
Queen in Orlath's history. This was going to be a song about a Queen who remained
Regent until she found someone to follow her. Nightstone was determined.
It didn't have that much to do with not believing herself a good Queen,
Nightstone thought as she winged over a tower and dodged several arrows from startled
archers who apparently believed the Dark still had its mind on war. She had ruled the
country for twelve years, and done it better than the simpering Princess Desidera. Queen
Leilante had been the last Orlathian monarch worthy of the name, really.
It didn't even have much to do with the memory of her family and what they had
done to her and expected from her. Nightstone knew that the Temple of Elle was gone,
pulled down, and would not rise again, especially not now that Erlande had taken the
country in hand. She would never have to see gray-clad priestesses again if she didn't
wish it. She had learned to master her memory while she lived for centuries. She could
master these memories, startled into flight though they were by close proximity to the
castle.
It was about her own heart, and what she knew of it compared to the hearts of the
Orlathian peasants. They loved Light, and innocent tales of drama and grandeur- though
if they had lived in the middle of one of the wars of Dark and Light, Nightstone did not
know that they would have been so eager- and the royal line for being the royal line.
They didn't show much intelligence or much perception, because they didn't have need of
it. Their world required nothing more of them than what they had.
But Nightstone's heart was of the Dark, and she had always been that way. She
had known herself that way the first time she really lifted her head and looked on the
stars, and realized the darkness was holy. She had run and laughed and played at the edge
of the lamplight, not listening to the furious scoldings of her older siblings, and held fast
to faith in the Dark through torture and time and even what she thought was betrayal. She
wanted to return to the Dark as soon as she had found a suitable Heir.
She turned and came down neatly in the middle of the courtyard, looking around
at the stables and the towers that had housed generations of the royal line, and a wave of
homesickness struck her so hard she staggered.
I want to go home.
Home was the north, and the Dark. Home was where she couldn't go until this
wearisome task was completed.
Nightstone sighed, and flicked her tail, and told herself to think of it as just a
minor rebellion she had finally put down, an interruption in her years of rule. She would
finish them at last, the way she would have if the Dark had continued ruling and finally

been satisfied about the death of Princess Alliana, and then she would go home.
Erlande reared from the trough and called her name, and her people came
streaming down to welcome her. Ilarsa landed beside her, transformed, and beamed.
Nightstone changed into a human, and smiled out over them with what they
would think of as tenderness, but what she knew was the wild superiority of the Dark.
I will rule them. I will show them how much better even a disgraced lieutenant of
the Dark can do than their puling rulers. And when I take to the north again, they shall
lament my going and be glad of it without knowing why.
The nobles came pouring into the courtyard then, and Nightstone reduced her
complex emotions to the ones that the little Lightworkers could understand.

Chapter 58
False Death
"It's not easy to fake a death, but it's even harder to fake Death."
-Dalznan Proverb.
"Ah. There."
Someone knocked on the door just then, and Kymenos groaned and went into the
first phase of his plan. "Couldn't you have warned me?" he asked, squinting out the
window at the eastern sky. "It's not dawn yet, and I was deep in concentration, finding
those royal Heirs."
In reality, he had slept most of the night, warned by a distant bark in his dreams
when the Crownkillers began to grow impatient and look for some sign of his emergence.
But he did a creditable impression of moaning and groaning and looking towards the door
as it burst open now, though his grin faltered when he saw the grimace on Meranth's face.
"What is it?" he asked. "I just found one of the royal Heirs. I'm sure that it must
be her." He gestured to the water, though of course there was no sign there. He could
always just claim that it wouldn't reveal itself to someone who wasn't an Azure mage,
though. "And we can go and find her the moment that you get some control of yourself,"
he added, as Meranth caught his arm and hauled him off his stool. "What is it?"
"The Lady Onezha told us," said Meranth, poising his sword at Kymenos's throat.
Kymenos blinked, but his mind was already working very, very quickly. "Told
you what?" he asked.
"That you're a royal Heir." Meranth's eyes flashed with some intense emotion,
there and gone too quickly for Kymenos to make out, but he thought it was likely to be
anger. "Of course you are. How else could you have known all the things you knew?
How else could you have stood a chance of finding your kin? You're not finding them by
the blood-link; you're calling to them to come and join you. And then you'll rise up and
take over Serian. That's the way of things, isn't it?" He was shaking, tears of rage in his
eyes. "You were plotting to make us look the other way so that you could pursue your
plans in peace."
"Of course," Kymenos agreed, letting the sarcasm ooze through his voice just so
that Meranth wouldn't think he was admitting to anything. "And that would be why I
defended the lives of Crownkillers against those who would have helped me."
Meranth hesitated. Then he shook his head. "She said that you enchanted us with
the power of your voice."
Kymenos laughed. "And it seems that she has enchanted you with the power of
hers!" He moved so that the broken crown necklace about his throat swung into view.
"You made me an honorary Crownkiller. Would you have really done that if you were
going to turn around and take it back a day later? Are the oaths of those who stand against
the royalty of Dalzna really worth so little?"
Meranth wavered. Kymenos watched him with lowered eyes, thinking that he
might have won.
But then Meranth's face firmed, and he barked, "No! This is something she
warned us about, too. She said that your real name is Kymenos, and she said that you
would lie and coax and trick us out of our own right minds with your words, if we weren't
careful." His sword pressed more firmly on Kymenos's throat. "I know that you can. You

managed to guide your cousin Talazh through the mountains to Nafair, and then you
slaughtered our people with your tide magic, and then you actually dared to come into
Serian, into the heart of our power. I don't say that you lack for courage," he added
grudgingly. "But that doesn't mean that you can continue to live, when we know that
you're royal."
"Killing me won't destroy the royal line, you know," said Kymenos, deciding to
drop the pretense. It would have been silly to keep it up, now that Meranth knew the
truth. "There is my cousin, safe in the Green Isles, and I would very much like to see you
try to get him back from Erlande. And there are other royal Heirs, including the ones that
I found when I went looking last night." He nodded towards the bowl of water.
Meranth's gaze drifted towards it.
Kymenos lunged, kicking over the bowl and letting the water spread across the
floorboards. Meranth roared and pressed his sword home firmly enough to let a drop of
blood spill down his neck. Kymenos grinned at him. "Yes, kill me. It would be a cleaner
death than what you intend to give any of my blood."
Meranth shook, but he forced his hand back and to his side. "No," he whispered,
when the questioning gazes of the Crownkillers in the room touched his. "No, I will not
allow this traitor to trick us into something that I will regret, something that would betray
the greatest ideals of the Crownkillers. Bring him."
Kymenos closed his eyes as arms hauled him up, and prayed. Death, can you
hear me?
I hear you. A waiting silence.
Change of plans, Kymenos said. You know that I will not change my mind and
give you children, even if I am dying on the rack, but I can still make them think the royal
line is beyond bothering if you help me.
Yes.
The Crownkillers suddenly stopped dragging him, and one of them screamed
with fear. Kymenos opened his eyes, and smiled grimly when he saw the enormous black
hound who stood in the doorway of the room, jaws parted and foam coating the floor
below. The dog padded forward, growling as he came, fear and the stench of carrion
rising off him with every step he took.
"This is only an Illusion!" Meranth snarled, gripping his sword. "Remember that
Dalesst- Kymenos- was trained by the Star Circle. He could have-"
The hound sprang, hitting Meranth high. The man screamed once, and then went
down, his skin cracking and splitting as he fell. Maggots squirmed in the cracks, then
matured suddenly into flies that flew up and bedazzled the other Crownkillers in buzzing
clouds. Kymenos fought free of them as they tried to swat at the flies and keep a grip on
him at the same time, and didn't do a very good job of either.
The black hound that had first showed up was savaging the Crownkillers, but
another had appeared in the door, and Kymenos flung himself after it. The hound paused
as doors opened along the inn's corridor, and tilted back its head.
The bay that shook the walls was very convincing. Doors slammed, and
Kymenos heard the sound of bolts going home. He chuckled weakly and continued
running at the hound's side, wiping at the blood on his throat.
His anger was growing.
I will have to see to it that the Crownkillers are fooled, of course, but the Star

Circle shall pay as well. I did warn Onezha.
They came out on the ground floor of the inn, and bounded straight into the arms
of more Crownkillers. For a moment, Kymenos thought they were just another struggling
man and hound, and the Crownkillers would take him and bind him to the rack after all.
Then Death came.
Kymenos knew the difference at once. Before, the hound had felt cold, but still
something he could comfortably run beside. Then there was an intense and growing
coldness that bit into his bones, and he could almost feel oblivion looking over his
shoulder. The compulsion to turn and meet the eyes of Death was strong, even though he
didn't want to. He began to struggle against the guards holding him, wanting to turn and
meet the hound's gaze.
Then the guards screamed and fell dead, and Death snarled in his head, Be ready.
Run to the palace. The strength that lies beneath it, amenable only to the touch of one of
royal blood, is your only chance now.
Kymenos had his own thoughts on that, but Death was bounding away before
him, the dark hound baying once more. Kymenos supposed he was meant to take
advantage of the cleared path, and so he did, though he wrinkled his nose as the stench of
the Crownkillers' rotting bodies came to him. Some had died there among the fanatics
who would have been of value to him, he was sure, people who would have seen the
wisdom of stopping their hunt for the royal Heirs when presented with indisputable
evidence that the line was no more.
But I can't waste my time trying to scoop spilled water back into the bowl. I just
have to go on and do the best I can with what's left behind.
The hound paused near the crossroads between the palace and the Crownkillers'
headquarters, and tilted his head back. Again, the bay shook the streets, and opening
doors and windows slammed.
With one exception, of course. More Crownkillers were pouring towards them.
Kymenos grimaced. They would be expecting him to run to the royal palace, and they
were already lining up to block his way.
I could kill them, Death offered.
No, said Kymenos. In this, at least, I must teach them to fear me, and not a great
power, and not my royal blood.
He lifted his hands and sent his mind spiraling out to the north and east. The sea
came to him at once, as he had thought it would.
And the tide was going out.
Kymenos half-closed his eyes, found the pulse of the blood of the woman
directly in front of him, and hooked the tide to that. Out flowed the waters, and down she
collapsed, her body little more than a withered husk. The nearest Crownkillers trembled
and backed away, unable to figure out how Kymenos had done that, but then held firm as
though reminding themselves he was only one man.
This time, Kymenos killed two of them, the two nearest to the woman's body.
Then four, two on either side. Then eight, four on either side.
By then, the Crownkillers were running, and none of their commanders' shouting
could keep them in line. Kymenos smiled grimly and began furiously to run himself.
Death led him around a corner and then into a back way in the royal palace that
Kymenos hadn't suspected existed, through a crack in the crumbling wall. He ducked past

a chunk of old masonry, and then cried out and flinched as a stone flew past him.
Only the spirits of the Queens, guarding this part of the palace from intruders.
Death circled back to him, eyes bright as molten silver. Just smear some of your blood on
the stone, and they will know you and let you pass.
Kymenos gathered the blood still flowing from the cut left by Meranth's sword,
and dripped it on the nearest stone. At once, a rising chunk settled back with a thump, and
then a misty figure formed out of the air and bowed to him. She was female, and had a
crown on her head and a hound at her heel, though Kymenos couldn't make out her
features to say which one of the Queens' statues she looked like.
He bowed nervously back, and then the mist dissipated into flowing sparks and
Death was trotting ahead of him, through the remains of what had once been ballrooms
and stables.
The power is beneath the palace. Death halted, glancing at him, heavy tail
swinging back and forth. And you are the only one who can command it. Raise it up, and
use it against the Crownkillers, and then we can restore the royal line.
I told youNot with you, said Death impatiently. But I will find another Heir, and she or he
can come back to the city and take her or his rightful place.
Kymenos snorted and dropped into the hole beside which Death stood, landing
on the remains of a broken staircase. He glanced back up when he saw the hound
standing on the lip of the hole still. You aren't coming?
Death shook its immense head. No. This is a place of Destiny, and Dalznan
royalty, which is older than its bargain with me. I will await you at the head of the stairs.
Be assured that I will know in seconds if you do not choose to use this power, he added,
probably thinking that would threaten Kymenos into returning.
Kymenos turned and trotted into the darkness without answering. If Death was
going to be left behind, then that changed things. He would certainly make use of the
chance, and his mind was busily whirling through ways to do that as he descended the
staircase and then walked through the halls below. He barely took notice of the chambers
around him.
They had once been extensive, perhaps guest rooms, and there were faded
symbols of hounds and a great bird, perhaps an eagle, repeated over and over on the
walls. Now and then, Kymenos shoved through rotting cloth, grimacing at the clammy
touch that it left on his skin as it brushed over it.
But his mind was busy, and when he finally stumbled on the power, he almost
didn't recognize it.
A low humming filled his ears, and then he blinked as it seemed to invade his
bones. He looked up and found himself not far from a glow of pure white light. It
gathered brightness to itself as he watched, and then flowed over a large carving of an
eagle, perched on a hound's head as though ready to leap into flight. The hound itself was
crouched as though to dash forward. Both were carved of black stone, but the glowing
light revealed shades of purple and blue in the dark material that made Kymenos smile.
Kymenos?
Kymenos listened hard, but this didn't sound like Death's voice, though it rang in
his head the way Death's voice had. He watched quietly as the white light turned golden,
and then formed itself into a complex spiral. Of course, it had to be Destiny, but it was so

different from the Destiny he had known that he wondered at it.
What are you doing here?
"Looking for help," said Kymenos. "I found out that I'm a member of the royal
line, and everyone wants to kill me or use me because of that. I wanted to use Death to
convince the Crownkillers that the royal line is dead, but they found out about me before
I could do that. I don't suppose you can help me?"
Death won't?
"He wants me to take my place on the throne, or make it easier for someone else
of my line to do so."
Destiny coiled for a moment back on itself, in glowing golden pattern after
glowing golden pattern. Then it said, And what makes you think that I want something
different?
"Because," said Kymenos, "you chose me to be Princess Alliana's guardian. You
didn't choose me to try and reclaim the throne of Dalzna."
Destiny coiled, coiled, and was silent. Then it said, And why should I have?
Talazh was there. I would have chosen him if I would have chosen anyone at all.
Kymenos snorted. "And the first time I found him, he was nearly dead, without
protection from anyone that I could see. Are you going to tell me that you didn't know
about my royal blood, or his?"
I knew. The difference between me, and Ishella or Death, is that I have accepted
the royalty of Dalzna cannot be restored, while they still hold to it as to a sort of odd
dream.
Kymenos let out his breath. "So you will help me?"
Why should I? It might not go against my goals, but it does nothing for them,
either.
"I don't want to destroy the other royal Heirs. I only want to put them beyond
reach of the Crownkillers. Who knows? They might actually come back and seize the
throne someday, and be competent rulers."
Destiny was silent for a long moment. Then it said almost accusingly, Who do
you serve?
"Myself."
Destiny sighed. If I had known that when I tried to snare you for Princess
Alliana's guardian, then things would have gone much more smoothly.
"Yes," said Kymenos. "You should have tried to make it worth my while to guard
her, instead of linking me to a whining royal Heir."
Do not speak ill of the dead, said Destiny, but absently. You really believe the
royal line could come back to rule someday?
"I do."
Destiny nodded, and then turned, coiling golden around the statues of eagle and
hound. Let us begin.

Chapter 59
The Might of the Dark
"I have heard some say that the Light is more powerful than the Dark. I think that
is true only in the south. In the north, the Dark reigns supreme."
-Serais, Dark's Lord.
"Olumer! We are glad to see you, of course. But what-"
Olumer clapped Frenner's shoulder, nearly knocking him to the ground. "No
time," he panted, scrambling away from the pack leader's instinctive attempt to clasp him
and hold him in the snow. "I have to know where the rest of your pack is, and then I have
to touch them. I carry a protection in my hands from the filifernai, but they know it and
they are heading this way."
"A protection?" Frenner asked, scrambling back up himself and shaking the snow
from his eyes. "I don't understand." But he turned to lead Olumer towards the rest of his
pack anyway.
Olumer explained as they ran. Frenner nodded and made encouraging noises, and
encouraged the others to submit when Olumer found them and brushed their shoulders.
He made sure to get the children and Frenner's second-in-command first, but the rest
came not long after, and then Olumer lay back, panting, thinking he might actually have
managed to pull a fast one on the dark fey for once.
"What's wrong with the sun?" Frenner asked a short time later.
Olumer blinked and glanced up. The sun did seem to be dimming, in an odd way,
as if a film were being laid across it. "I don't know. Probably just a cloud. Probably pass
in a minute," he added.
Frenner opened his mouth to answer, and then did something Olumer had never
seen a silvereyes do in snow. He shivered, and bowed his head as though to escape the
chill wind blowing from the north. "Do you feel that?" he whispered. "The wind has ice
in its teeth. Unusual for this time of year. I had hoped we were past it."
Olumer blinked and turned his head to the north, and saw the darkness coming.
It flowed down the peaks like a great serpent, and then reared like a serpent
spreading its shadow before it. It arched across the clean snow, and where it went there
came a blackness like night without stars, and a chill that would prove deadly even to a
silvereyes who felt it for long enough, Olumer thought.
He shivered, and glanced down to see the shine of frostbite already glowing on
his fingers. "I think the filifernai are angry," he managed.
"What should we do?" Frenner was backing up, his eyes on the darkness, which
wasn't moving faster as it neared them but more slowly, as though to let them appreciate
the full scope of such a majestic threat.
"Run," said Olumer, even though he himself remained still. If the filifernai were
going to take their protection back, or if they were doing this because they were angry
with him, then it was only fit that he remained and bore the punishment.
Frenner, the cold bless him, never even glanced back to see if Olumer would
follow his own advice. He began to run, and gathered up the children and the rest of the
pack with the sheer power of his voice. They swept around him and clung close, and for a
moment, Olumer glimpsed what a pack leader in a time of crisis might be.
He regretted, as he turned back to the darkness, that he would not get a chance to

see Helian like that. And that led to regrets that he would not see his children being born,
and would not see them playing or hunting or being named, and that led to thoughts that
the darkness had not crushed him but was still looming there.
Olumer looked up into it as he would have into the face of a looming serpent, or
the earth dragon, and asked, "Well? What do you want?"
The darkness hissed, and then spoke with a single voice, though Olumer thought
he could hear many twining in and out of it. "We want to know what you serve, what you
will do if we strike past you and at the silvereyes."
"Die, I suppose," said Olumer, staring into the dark and wondering what else he
was supposed to say.
The thing coughed impatiently. "Assuming you did not die?"
Olumer shrugged, and then shivered. The air really was that deathly cold. "Then I
would try to protect the silvereyes from you, and try to make sure that the filifernai did
not kill them. What else could I do? I am loyal to the survival of the packs, and my own
mate and children."
The head of the immense serpent lowered towards him, and Olumer flinched and
then reminded himself not to run, not to stir. It would be better if he did not stir.
"We thought that you were opposing us," said the voice. "We thought that you
were taking the gift we had given you to protect your own family alone, and would
spread it far and wide."
"Among the packs I know, I did intend to spread it far and wide," said Olumer,
suspecting that this was not the best answer he could have made, but also suspecting the
Dark would know if he lied.
"But you didn't think about going down into the south, and disrupting the rule of
the Queen we have set up there?"
"Why are you still thinking that?" Olumer asked, narrowing his eyes. "Of course
I don't intend that. I said it, and I meant it, both when I spoke to my mate, and when I
spoke to you. Why would I change your mind just because you gave me a bribe- that is, a
gift?" he added, as he saw the shadow sway threateningly on the snow.
"Our rule is not very strong there," said the Dark. "And of course you are one of
the few opponents who could move against us from a knowledge of the truth. And you
have proven that you can survive the filifernai, the weapon that we would usually use to
control the silvereyes. That will not work."
Olumer narrowed his eyes and tilted his head. The Dark might be a great power,
but in a mortal form, it was mortal in some respects, and Olumer had learned to read this
kind of hesitancy. The Dark was still hiding something. "And what else?" he asked.
"There must be something else, or you would not worry about me more than Helian. She
is as formidable as me, you know."
"You could unweave the shining net from Cadona's memories," said the Dark.
"And then all our work would be for nothing."
Olumer snorted. "You don't know that much about shining nets, do you?"
"Well, of course not." The Dark's voice was full of stung pride. "Not many
silvereyes are in our service."
"I could not unbraid it without putting another one in its place, or restoring her
original memories to her," said Olumer. "I cannot think of another lie that I would
willingly put in place, given that she asked me for this one herself. And I would not

return the original memories to her. She is better off without them. I have thought on that
and thought on that since she asked me for the unusual gift of a shining net, and she is
right. She stands a chance of leading a normal life as a Darkworker Queen with the net.
Without it, she would be thrown back into the memories of the girl she was, and those are
not good ones. I will not take it from her. I am merely doing it for Cadona's good, and not
yours."
The shadow swayed back and forth for a moment. Then the Dark said, "We
would kill you, but we are afraid of the power you might raise, and afraid of what Cadona
might do when she found out."
Olumer chuckled in spite of himself. "Do you have a reason to be as afraid of
mortals as you are?"
"Be careful, little silvereyes," said the voice, now descending towards the
hypnotic croon of a snake. "We might need to placate you, but we don't like you, and we
may need only a few years, until Cadona bears a child who is more easily controlled than
she is."
"And then what would you do?" Olumer countered. "You saw how easy it was
for Destiny to compel the birth of Light-Destined children, even to those families who
had been Dark for generations. Would you take a chance on Cadona's son or daughter
turning out the same way? Destiny does love to repeat its tricks."
The Dark hissed again. "We will do as we see fit," it said, but Olumer could hear
the disquiet in its voice.
"Yes, but you could take less risks, and serve yourself, if you just listened to me,"
he argued, rising to his feet. The shadow swayed, but did not strike, and Olumer guessed
that they had decided to listen to him. "You think that I'm going to come south and
interfere, but only one thing would tempt me to that: if you kept attacking my pack and
the other silvereyes, and I decided there was no other choice."
The Dark hissed, and the darkness and cold flowed around him. Olumer shivered,
but laughed, and some of the light came back.
"You know that I would do that," he said. "You wouldn't have to worry about it
with any other silvereyes, but I have lived among the humans, and I have been among
their Courts. I could do it, perhaps even passing myself off as a half-fey. I managed it for
generations before, after all. And then you would lose track of me and never know where
the next terrible strike would come from."
"You dare to threaten a great power," said the Dark. "The only ones who have
done that before are dead."
"I don't doubt it," said Olumer calmly. "But I dare to do it because there is a
simple solution to all of this that doesn't involve killing me or bribing me, and you don't
seem to have thought of it. Just promise that you won't attack my pack or the packs
around me, and I will have no reason to come south."
The great head tilted as if considering it. Olumer forced himself to stand upright
and wait, as coolly as if this didn't matter to him at all.
"But the filifernai will attack other silvereyes," said the Dark. "They will want to
feed, and to shed blood in the ancient war between you."
"Don't do it to anyone I know."
"How should we know that?"
"I am sure you can read hearts enough to pull the knowledge out of me." Olumer

closed his eyes. "Read mine, if you wish, and pull out the names and territories of the
pack leaders. Leave those alone, and we should be fine. I know that silvereyes will die,
but they have always died. I have killed some myself, when they threatened the ones I
love. Keep it to that-"
He trailed off with a gasp. The cold seemed to be biting into his muscles now,
something that never happened to a silvereyes, and suddenly Olumer saw why the
humans wore warm clothes in winter. The terrible chill lessened after a time, though, and
then pulled back so that the Dark could speak to him.
"We see that you are telling the truth," it said, in what sounded like a subdued
tone. "We did not know that. We thought it was some sort of trick. But you have laid the
past to rest, and you will not come south and threaten Cadona any longer."
"No," said Olumer, his teeth chattering. That trick hurt. Still, he wished there was
a way of teaching it to Helian. At least if she could look into his mind and read the truth
for herself, she might really believe that he never wanted to go back.
"Then we will depart," said the Dark. "And you have the word and the blessing of
all of us that we shall not attack the silvereyes packs you know, while you live." There
was an undercurrent of unmistakable pleasure there, as though the Dark wanted him to
know that would be the first order of business when Olumer died.
Olumer shrugged. I will just have to live, then, just as I am learning to live for
my children and Helian. Not such a stretch.
The great shadow turned and flowed away, once more, to the north. Olumer let
out his breath. The sounds of hissing snakes and chattering voices, none of them quite in
harmony, moved with it. He supposed that he was lucky he had gotten away with
listening to just one voice and speaking the way he had.
"You are well?"
Olumer turned his head. Frenner had trotted up behind him, shivering and
shaking his head now and then as if to shed the last of the frost crystals that clung
stubbornly to his face. "Yes. Still, I am glad you ran. It could have gone wrong in several
ways, and I think I touched on all of them."
"And now- we have safety for our pack? I thought I heard the Dark proclaim that.
No fighting of the filifernai?"
"For my lifespan."
Frenner glanced at him from the corner of an eye. "And how old are you?"
Olumer grinned. "A few centuries. We may have seven hundred years yet." He
stared to the north, but the Dark had vanished completely into shadows on the snow.
"And by then, we may have found another way to protect ourselves from the filifernai.
Who knows?"
"You are going on to Kestian's old territory, though, aren't you?" Frenner asked,
as if recognizing the look in his eyes.
Olumer smiled a little. "Better to start the hunt and find out we don't need the
game than laze on the snow with empty bellies."

Chapter 60
Advocates
"If you think you did a poor job in politics, there will be at least two people who
agree with you, at least ten people who don't, and at least twenty who might but aren't
going to say anything for fear of it changing your mind."
-Queen Jewelbright of Doralissa, to Serais, Dark's Lord.
"You were magnificent, Elary."
Elary tossed her hair and snorted, but she did go still in a way that she hoped
wouldn't betray her that much, waiting to hear what else Silar would say.
The kiness woman obliged her, flopping back on their shared bed and grinning at
the ceiling. "You were. Look at the way the ilantien just nodded to everything you said,
and even Kirien didn't insist on interrupting again! Look at the way the others glanced at
you if as they never knew you at all! I thought that Adorien might be trouble, but even
she was nodding and blinking as you made each new point! What you spoke-"
"It was sheerest good sense, that's all," said Elary, though she was pleased to hear
the words. If she had managed to keep herself from feeling her terror for a little while,
then she had apparently managed to keep the others from seeing it. She sat down on the
bed beside Silar. "If we don't write things down, then we're going to get confused about
who said what, and end up arguing about the credit, instead of worrying about the
practical effects of the reforms."
Silar smiled. "But the way that you suggested Destiny do it! None of them would
have had any idea about that."
Elary thought she could claim that portion of the credit fairly, so she grinned
back. "And the ilantien's faces when I said that! I'm sure they thought that Destiny would
have no part in the new government, beyond the crowning of you."
Silar traced a hand across the coverlet. "And now I wish that someone else had
been chosen as Queen," she sighed.
Elary watched her closely. "Regrets about giving up your freedom again?" she
asked gently.
Silar blinked at her. "Of course not. I'm sorry that I'll have to take an impartial
face on the Council, and not be able to cheer for you the way that I did today. I think I
disgruntled some of the ilzánai when I did that," she added happily.
Elary laughed. "Yes, you did. And I think it'll be good for you to have to practice
some outer impartiality. You should learn more of the Kingdom you'll be ruling, and to
love all the people in it, not just the ones you know best."
Silar watched her for a long moment, face fading into unreadability. Elary stared
back, wondering if she had said something wrong.
Then Silar stood and held out her hand. "Come with me?" she asked. "My wing is
healed now, certainly strong enough to support two, and I think it's time that I had a
proper tour of Ilantra."
Elary blinked. "You can't be thinking of leaving the castle in the middle of the
night and flying into the forests," she reasoned.
"Why not?"
"Queens don't do that."
"I am not yet crowned," said Silar. "And I think I will be far less vital to the

future of Ilantra than any Queen before me. I could go flying on my own, but then I
would have no one to tell me what I'm seeing or when I should return to the castle. Come
with me," she repeated, and waved her hand at Elary.
Elary took it reluctantly. "I shouldn't be doing this at all," she warned Silar. "Rior
will think we're both mad, but his anger will descend on me. I'm the one he'll think
should know about the dangers of this."
"If he wants to descend on you, he'll have to descend on me first," said Silar.
"And I think I can move faster than he could."
Elary shook her head, trying to fight a smile. She really did have to be stern. She
was the advocate for the ilantien now, and if Silar was right, then she had started
something in the Council today that would have important long-range implications. She
had to be an adult about this, had to act like a healer.
But Silar smiled at her, and all the plans of adulthood flew out the window. Elary
exuberantly gripped her hand back.
"Let's go."
******
"And what's that?" Silar asked, actually releasing Elary's left shoulder for a
moment to gesture to the glittering line of the River winding by the castle.
She grabbed Elary again even before the other woman could draw her breath to
protest, but Elary complained anyway. "Don't ever do that again. Find some other way to
point. And you know perfectly well that that's the Isiluin River. How many days have we
fought on its banks, and you flown above it?"
"I don't think that anyone ever bothered to tell me what the River was called,"
said Silar, "and they should have. A Queen should know these things."
"I heard you use the name," Elary disagreed. "And when will you learn that just
because someone doesn't tell you things directly doesn't mean you can't learn them?"
"Going lower," said Silar, and stooped.
Elary caught her breath as the darkness turned into a mass of flashing shapes, and
then let it out shakily again as they wheeled above the River into the starry sky. "Did you
see what you wanted to see?" she asked sarcastically.
"Yes," said Silar, who didn't look as if she would apologize any time soon. "The
black swans of Shadow sleep along the River. I suppose they're meant to guard it from
intruders. I wonder if there are real swans among them, though. Roasted swan was a
delicacy I always heard about among human royals, but never got to try."
"I would advise you to be very careful if you want to go hunting," said Elary
dryly, her mind providing her with an all-too-accurate picture of what would probably
happen: the swan staggering sideways, pierced wing turning into a pierced arm, and Silar
saying in mild exasperation that any shapeshifter worth anything would have gotten out
of the way.
"I know that," said Silar. "But they really should try to move out of the way when
I shoot. I don't shoot that well, and the arrows are always going a little wild."
Elary coughed. She was a stern advocate for the ilantien. She was not going to
laugh.
She really didn't feel like laughing when Silar dropped into another stoop that
brought the River much closer to them for an instant, and then the tops of Elary's feet
scraping the grass. She shrieked and tried to claw her way up Silar's arms. Silar shrieked

back and shook her head when Elary begged her to stop and land.
"What's the matter?" she taunted. "Lost your nerve?" They were already
swooping up again, and Elary had to calm her stomach and make sure that she really
wouldn't vomit before she answered.
"No. But when I can feel my feet touching the grass, then I start to lose
confidence in your flying ability."
"I did not swoop low enough for that," said Silar at once, indignantly. "You know
I didn't swoop low enough for that. You take that back."
"I could feel the grass, Silar!" Elary yelled, realizing from the stir of wings below
that they were probably waking some shapeshifters up, and not caring in the least. "If you
plan to do that again, at least let me know, so I can jump and save my own life from your
madness."
"Would you really abandon me?"
Elary frowned. Silar was using that tone that could mean either seriousness or a
very good mask over her true emotions. If Elary gave the wrong answer, then she would
probably be hurt, if she were serious, but she would have a good laugh at Elary's expense
and tell her that she should have known if she had only been joking.
Elary sighed. The thought of causing pain herself was worse than the thought of
someone laughing at her.
"No, Silar," she said, moodily watching the rolling hills of Ilantra start below
them, thick with small streams and sometimes tossing flowers that caught the moonlight.
"I would never abandon you, even if you started to dive at the earth and toss me into a
ditch."
"Thank you."
Elary blinked. The kiness woman had been serious after all. Elary shook her
head, her irritation returning. Who asked a serious question like that, apparently about the
whole of their bond in the future, while hurtling through the air and playing jokes on her
companion all the way?
Silar, of course. Elary sighed and closed her eyes.
"Let's test that, shall we?"
Elary opened her eyes wide as Silar began another dive, this one serious. Elary
felt her hair rip painfully into a flowing banner behind her, and knew it must be stinging
Silar's face, but the other woman said nothing. She only increased the pace of her dive
when Elary tried to yell for her to stop, and Elary, tears flowing freely from eyes stung by
the wind, saw a ditch open up in the hills below them. Anakora alone knew how Silar had
seen it from that height.
Elary closed her eyes, but did not grip Silar's arms. At least, if Silar really did
mean to toss her like this, she would be safe. Pulling the kiness woman into the ditch after
her, Elary knew, might break her wings.
They leveled out, this time with Elary's heels scraping undeniable furrows in the
dirt, and then snapped back into the air, wheeling swiftly to the north. Silar was laughing,
the sound high and clear and seemingly uncaring as a hawk's call. Elary thought only she
would have recognized the sheer merriment behind it.
"Thank you for that," said Silar. "You did not grab my arms, or shriek out my
name, or spit about how you're never going to trust me again. You do trust me."
"Yes," said Elary weakly, while her stomach spun and she thought longingly of

being back on the blessed ground.
Silar went on flying north, of course, not yielding even when the bulk of the
northern forests appeared before them.
"I always wanted to see these," she said, with a smile in her voice, and lowered
so that Elary's feet were a short way above the blanket of shimmering leaves. On they
flew, the moonlight skipping around them.
"It's so quiet," said Silar, her voice disappointed. "Somehow I thought the forests
would be alive with the songs of wolves and the calls of owls. That was what I heard, at
least. I suppose I could have been wrong," she added.
"Perhaps they would be," said Elary, fighting to keep laughter and irony both out
of her voice, "if a very big predator were not flying along above the treetops at the
moment and making a lot of noise."
"My wings don't make a lot of noise," said Silar, and Elary knew from the twist
of her body that she had turned to look back at them. "Do they?"
"Compared to an owl's? Yes."
Silar snorted, and flew on in silence until an opening in the trees loomed up
before them, at which she settled towards the ground with a fluttering and folding motion
that reassured Elary there would be no sudden dive and tumble. She managed the actual
landing with a flourish, let Elary go, and spun her to face her. "All right. Now show me
the wonders of the forests that everyone goes on about."
"We have to sit still," said Elary, sinking into the grass and stroking it between
her fingers. It was only dark now, of course, but she knew in the sunlight it would be
deep green, the color Elary had always associated with life. She lay on her back and
watched the rising moon, content to be here.
Silar shifted and fidgeted, though, and so of course the birds stayed silent and the
animals far away. At last she burst out with, "Are we really the only ones who are alive in
this wretched forest?"
Elary glared at her out of the corner of one eye; the moon was too lovely to be
left alone that long. "No. But the animals are wary of us, thinking that you're a hunter, or
at least a threat. Only threats thrash around the forest making this much noise, because
they don't have to worry about others hurting them. Keep quiet for a while, and see what
happens. I think you'll like it better."
Silar sighed. "It is unnatural for me to stay still so long," she said. "I should be on
the move, hunting or sticking a sword into someone."
"Are you going to insist on that?" Elary asked, keeping her voice low in the
hopes that Silar would take the hint. "If you are, then you probably won't see much of
anything in the forest except trees, which can't run away and don't mind your voice."
Silar shifted, and fluttered, and finally managed to settle down. Elary had just
lain in the grass beside her again when a wolf abruptly emerged from the trees, moving
towards them so silently that for a moment Elary was inclined to dismiss it as just a
ghost, or a vision.
It halted a short distance from them, head lifted, and Elary saw the gleam of
moonlight catch in amber-gold-green eyes, the color shifting each time the wolf moved
its head. Its coat appeared to be dark gray, though Elary's eyes were faltering the more
she squinted and she couldn't be sure. It was large, at least, as large as Rior in his normal
wolf form. It stood staring at them until Silar turned over and noticed it.

"What is that doing here?" she exclaimed. "And how did it get so close without
us noticing?"
Elary flinched, thinking the wolf would certainly turn and bolt back into the
forest at the noise. It didn't have the intelligence in its gaze of a shapeshifter, who would
understand the source of the sound and have the ability to change back into human or fey
if it wanted.
But the wolf only went on staring at them. Elary blinked, uneasy now. There was
no reason for a natural creature to stay so near them when they were not shapeshifters
themselves. And the wolf was circling around her now, apparently wanting to gaze into
Silar's eyes the same way it had looked into Elary's.
"It's a shapeshifter, isn't it?" Silar asked, in a lower voice but still not as low as
Elary could have asked for. "It's come to spy on us and drag reports of us back to Rior,
probably." She frowned at the wolf.
"No," said Elary. "It's an ordinary forest wolf. But it's not acting like an ordinary
forest wolf," she added.
She had to concede that even more a moment later, when the wolf bounded
forward and took Silar's hand delicately in its jaws. Silar braced herself as if to struggle,
but the wolf only held her hand lightly, taking deep sniffs of her all the while, as if it
would memorize her scent. Silar held still, staring into the wolf's eyes and saying nothing.
The wolf pulled back and tilted its head until its nose pointed at the moon. Then
it loosed one howl, one soft song that rose and rose and rose until it was gathered by the
voices of other wolves, and echoed across the woods in a chorus of celebration. Elary
shivered, wondering how the noise could seem so comforting, and seem to convey so
much of approval and admiration.
The howling died away suddenly, and the wolf who had begun it bowed to Silar,
extending its forelegs before it and lowering its head over them. Then it turned and
bounded into the woods.
"What was that?" Silar asked, in the trembling silence left behind.
"I think that," said Elary, when she recovered her breath, "was a sign that Ilantra
has begun to welcome you." She smiled and glanced over at Silar. "And perhaps that the
wolves concede you will not make such a bad Queen."
For once, Silar had nothing to say.

Chapter 61
Beginning the Search
"Life in the Orlathian royal court is complicated. No matter what the monarch
does, he or she has to check with somebody. In the old days, this was the priestesses of
Elle, making sure the monarch did not fall too far into immorality of any kind. Now it is
far more likely to be any busybody who feels she can take advantage of the opportunity."
-Diary of an Orlathian noble.
"My lady-"
"Your Majesty-"
"Slow down, Queen Nightstone-"
Nightstone took great pleasure in not slowing down, of course, which only
caused the voices behind her to become more pleading. She swept along the corridor,
then down the stairs towards the throne room. The people who had spontaneously
appointed themselves to show the way trailed behind her like bleating sheep trying
unsuccessfully to guide the shepherd.
I know the way, of course, Nightstone thought in disdain as she glanced back at
her useless "helpers." I've known it for longer than any of them have been alive.
She tossed her hair one more time, for good measure, and opened the door to find
the throne room already crowded. The surviving nobles looked at her nervously, the
peasants who had come for a boon with hopeful expressions, and the servants of the
castle with a mixture of both. Nightstone hadn't treated them badly when she lived here,
but that was at least partially because she had her Darkworkers behind her to keep order.
Any servant who did rebel could expect a painful death.
Nightstone glanced around, trying to count heads, and gave up at a hundred.
Apparently everyone in the castle had decided to attend her first formal audience. She
sighed and made her way up the steps to the throne, sitting down with a grimace of
distaste. The throne was cold, and unpadded with cushions, since the Orlathian monarchs
traditionally thought that would make them inclined to softness. Nightstone had avoided
it during the years she ruled here for more reasons than just not giving everyone the
unfortunate idea that she was Queen.
Well, she was Queen now, and either she would get cushions or a more
comfortable throne.
She glanced over her shoulder at the death banner of Queen Aneron which hung
on the wall behind the throne, and nodded decisively. And that, too, is going. Ugly thing.
She turned back to the throne room, and sighed when the people around the foot
of the throne immediately began to press forward. There was no order to them, and they
were all shouting as though their petitions were equally important. Nightstone shook her
head and held up one hand. Of course, that did absolutely nothing about the shouting.
She called a curl of flame and sent it rolling through the hall from the death
banner to the front, smiling as the banner "accidentally" caught fire. The smell of burning
cloth and the flare of flame would have attracted attention even if the sheer magic of it
hadn't. Everyone fell silent and gaped at her.
Nightstone smiled and stood up in front of the burning banner, having to fight the
temptation to turn and watch as her grandmother's face was consumed. "Now," she said,
"there is an order I would like to establish. Everyone who has a claim concerning a life

and death matter, line up in the front. Those who have less important claims, behind
them. Those who merely wish to pay their respects or engage in formalities, behind
them."
There was some shuffling, and someone called out, "What if you have an
important claim, but not one that warrants life or death?"
"Stand in the second row," said Nightstone. "If you stand in the first and I decide
that your claim wasn't worth my time…" She tossed the ball of fire that had showed up in
her hand into the air, then let it descend until it flickered and roared on her fingers. "I am
not called the Burning Stone for nothing."
They lined up remarkably quickly after that, and the day's business began,
actually flowing smoothly from one concern to another. Of course, the most
entertainment that Nightstone got was holding up the fire when she felt someone was
beginning to ramble too much. Then the person was likely to move on very quickly and
watch her with no expression of resentment while she pondered the answer to the
problem.
Given that that was the most fun she had, Nightstone was glad when the audience
ended, and she could make her last announcement.
"Anyone who has heard old tales or has verifiable stories of the royal line," she
said, "including old tales of bastard children or those royals who went to the Dark, will be
well-rewarded if you bring them to me."
That brightened faces all along the room. Nightstone smiled grimly, and glanced
up at the crisped death banner. Only blackened strands hung there now.
You will not oversee your granddaughter's ruling, Grandmother. Some other
descendant of your line will sit this throne, yes, but I will be free and laughing in the
north at the poor fool's mistake long before he or she ascends.
******
"I was sure that I heard of the Princess Resant at some point in my childhood
when my mother was singing to me and I can't really remember but I'm sure it was then,"
Nightstone muttered, throwing the last scroll of parchment that someone had handed her
aside. "They're all like that. Ridiculous."
Nightstone turned her back on the table piled with scrolls and looked around the
room. It was not the one where she had slept for twelve years, since that one had enough
secret passages in it to resemble a honeycomb. Nightstone had taken a room on a lower
level, near the dungeons, where she would probably hear anyone screaming for help or
calling on her name.
Come to think of it, there was some rather irritating sobbing going on down
there. Nightstone narrowed her eyes and opened her door, glad to have something to do
besides sort through half-remembered tales and gossip.
The sobbing grew louder, and she could hear a voice thick with the Orlathian
peasant accent murmuring, "Hush, Dardan. She could have forgotten all about us. And
I'm sure that she has more important things to think on."
"But she'll come and kill us!" the voice of a little boy cried.
"I don't think so," said the adult man's voice- the voice of a father trying to be
brave to comfort his children, Nightstone thought, and not succeeding. "I think she has
more important things on her mind, like I said, and we could remain down here just
eating and sleeping and waiting without her remembering us at all."

"But I want to see the sun again!" whined a little girl's voice. "I thought I could
see the sun again, and instead I'm caught here!"
Shaking her head, Nightstone made her way down the corridor and towards the
sounds. It was probably a family shoved in the cells, but if she had ever done that, she
really had forgotten about it. Maybe they had committed no real crime, and she could let
them go.
And perhaps the sun will rise in the west tomorrow.
Nightstone stepped around the corner into the hall holding the cell, and the voices
fell silent at once, even the voices of the youngest children. It sounded as though the
family had had a lot of practice in being quiet.
Nightstone knew which cell the sounds had come from, though, and it did feel
familiar. Curiously, she went to the bars and peered inside.
The peasant family who sat there stared back at her fearfully. There were two
little girls crouching on the dirty straw, not far from the feet of their parents, and the older
boy who must be Dardan stood terrified against the wall. Two smaller boys shivered with
their arms clasped around each other, and the woman was trying to soothe a child who
wanted to turn its face from her breast and cry again.
They trembled at the sight of her. Nightstone stared back, but could not
remember them.
"And who are you?" she asked at last.
The man shook. The woman shook. It was the boy Dardan who stepped towards
her with his fists clenched and said, in a voice that surprisingly managed to sound like a
growl, "You don't remember us?"
Nightstone put on a pleasant smile and shook her head, but had to fight a wave of
boredom, thinking this would be just another repetition of many scenes in the throne
room above, where all the nobles and peasants had somehow assumed she would know
who they were already. "No. Of course, if I put you away down here, you were probably
traitors to the Dark. As I no longer rule Orlath in the name of the Dark, you are free to
go."
The parents stared at each other. The younger children went on shivering in fear.
Dardan cocked his head to one side.
"You would just let us flee?" he repeated in wonder. "Despite all the trouble you
went through to take Lyli and- and Alliana from us?"
Nightstone blinked, then snapped her fingers. "Of course! The family who
adopted the Princess of Orlath. I should have known."
Dardan folded his arms across his chest. "I suppose now you'll keep us here and
torture us some more," he said, as if he actually looked forward to that prospect.
Nightstone's puzzlement was answered when he dropped to one knee and gazed at her
with eyes that shone with defiance. "I will not yield! To Light and Elle's embrace I
promised myself I would rise in the end, and I meant to die a death that merits that."
Nightstone rolled her eyes. "Of course you can die a death that merits that, if you
want," she said, and glanced at the lock. Fire glowed around it and melted it, causing
most of the family to cringe away. Of course, they were used to cringing by now,
Nightstone thought, and most of them were Azure mages. She smiled as the door swung
open and looked at Dardan. "You're free to go now, and find that death. I'm not going to
give it to you."

Dardan stared at her. This time, the mother took the lead, and said, "How do we
know this isn't a trick of the Dark?"
"You don't," said Nightstone, who was finding her pleasant smile harder and
harder to force. It was no wonder the Light had chosen this family to adopt the Princess.
They were perfect: distrustful of the Dark, stubborn, and stupid. "But you can stay here
and have someone come along and shut the door again, or run and try to get back home.
Your choice."
They all stood still for a moment. Then Dardan bolted forward and out the door,
followed by the two girls. The father scooped up the boys and ran after them, while the
woman came last of all, shying from Nightstone and clutching the babe at her breast.
Nightstone rolled her eyes. "I have no desire to keep you or your children here
any longer," she said. "It was a mistake. Go away."
The woman stared at her one more time with big eyes, then rushed off.
Nightstone went back to her room.
That had provided a minor distraction, but already her boredom was growing
again, and her dislike of most of the people around her. Lightworkers. If it weren't for
their great power protecting them, they would have died the moment they confronted the
world with such wide-eyed innocence. Idiots.
Nightstone looked again at the collection of scrolls on her table and shook her
head. No, she couldn't squint through the handwriting of the scribes who had fawningly
obliged her by taking the dictation right now. She needed something else to do, some new
diversion that would keep her occupied during the hours when the rest of the castle slept
and she had promised herself not to think about the Dark.
Something new…
Or old.
Nightstone smiled. You have changed, but not that much. You can still wonder
about the changes in yourself, and reach out to old obsessions.
So she did, opening the night-link in her mind that bound her to Kymenos, and by
which they could silently taunt each other. She hadn't thought of him in a long time, and
for good reason; she'd had other things to do. Before that, vengeance on him had become
a matter of making him pay for the taunts he'd already given her. Nightstone thought she
should have a better reason for revenge now, such as newer taunts.
And now she had the time to devote to him. He should feel gratified by the
attention.
Oddly, for a moment Nightstone wasn't quite sure she had the right mind. The
thoughts that shifted and swirled around her had a distinctly different emphasis and cast
than the ones Kymenos's mind had always given them. They were dark as ever, of course,
but more edged, and less occupied with the small comforts of eating and staying alive,
which Nightstone had thought was all he considered. Instead, he seemed to be thinking
about staying alive on some grand scale. And what did the hounds of Death have to do
with it?
Kymenos?
Her presence in his mind came as a shock to him, Nightstone felt, and for a
moment she was sorely disappointed. He obviously hadn't thought much more about her
than she had thought about him, when, really, the disappointment should have flowed his
way.

What do you want, Nightstone? I'm a little busy right now.
Doing what? Nightstone was confused. This had to be Kymenos, and yet he was
not taking the time to taunt her. Most unnatural.
Saving my life, and making the Star Circle and the Crownkillers pay for what
they've done to me, while not taking the throne of Dalzna.
That sounds interestingIf you intend to help me, help! Kymenos's voice was commanding in a way she
had never heard it before. If you don't intend to help me, then get out of my head! Destiny
would drive you away for me if I asked nicely.
Nightstone smiled in fascination. She didn't know what was going on, but it had
to be better than watching the stars and dreaming of ice strongholds.
Tell me what you need.

Chapter 62
In the Wake of the Court
"Sometimes, we refuse to accept the obvious not because it is hidden from us, but
because accepting the obvious later means that we were not the first to spot it."
-The Dark-Eyed Warder of the North.
"Olumer?"
Olumer smiled at the way Femer spoke his name, as if he couldn't understand the
sight before his eyes. "The same. I am glad to see that you survived Kestian's fall and the
vengeance of her followers." He held out his hands, and found that the other silvereyes
was still holding back. "Is something wrong?"
Femer shook his head, his eyes wide. "It was you who killed Kestian, wasn't it? I
did tell the others, but somehow, I don't think that any of them wanted to listen to me.
They tried to go on in their lives as if nothing had happened. But the fall of such a leader
cannot leave us unaffected."
Olumer inched closer, intent on touching Femer so that he would at least be safe
from attack by the filifernai. He had showed some sense and some resentment of
Kestian's rule, even if the others hadn't. "What is the matter? Why should the way that
people think about Kestian's death affect the way they live after it?"
Femer paused, staring at him, and then nodded. "You don't understand how deep
her influence ran, do you?" he asked.
Olumer shook his head, and forced himself to stop moving. Femer probably
wouldn't come nearer as long as he thought that Olumer might lunge forward and touch
him, strange as that was. "No. I thought that her Court manners were the only things she
had added to the normal silvereyes way of life, and that those would fade when she died.
Was there something else?"
"Yes," said Femer. "She was the one who bound us together, Olumer. When she
was gone, then we had no reason to stay in the same pack. We split apart, and there is still
fighting going on over the boundaries of the territories."
Olumer sighed. Somehow, he hadn't anticipated that would happen, though of
course it was a natural consequence. Silvereyes were not meant to live packed as tightly
as Kestian would have had them, and those who had the personalities of pack leaders
would have claimed what land and followers they could. And if their claims overlapped,
as they were bound to…
"I am sorry," he said quietly.
"You couldn't have known," said Femer. "I myself didn't realize how vicious it
would be. But it does mean that more people blame you for the violence that has erupted
since, instead of honoring you as the bringer of freedom. There are more low-rankers
than pack leaders, after all."
"And do you think-"
"What is he doing here?"
The silvereyes who spoke was an older female, one who moved so silently even
in the snow that Olumer hadn't heard her coming. He jumped a little, and then turned his
back on Femer, trusting the male would not attack him. He didn't recognize the woman
from Kestian's table, but of course many of her people had stayed in the background to
avoid the dangerous pack leader's notice. There could be no doubt this woman was a pack

leader now, and no doubt, from the prideful way that she approached Olumer, that she
intended to make sure he knew it in battle.
Femer looked away from her, but not before he had stiffened his head and moved
in a way that told Olumer he was less than pleased at the interruption. "He is only a
traveler, my lady. Only someone-"
"No, I know that scent." The woman's voice grew sharper, and she came a little
closer. "He was here before. Olumer, the one who killed Kestian. That is who it is."
"As you say, my lady," Femer muttered. He flashed Olumer a glance that told
him how irritated he was at having to use a title, and being contradicted in front of a
visitor by his leader.
The woman smiled and held out a hand. "Then perhaps you can be welcome here,
after all," she said, keeping her hand poised in the air until Olumer reluctantly clasped it.
Then she turned it over, and Olumer found himself holding her hand in a fashion that
Rivendonian nobles would have approved. He bowed his head stiffly, hoping that his
disgust wouldn't show that clearly. He might not live to leave the territory if it was too
open.
"Kestian taught us some useful things," said the woman, eyes narrowed as she
watched him. Olumer wondered if she was thinking that he might kill her in the same
way. "Don't you agree, my lord?"
"No," said Olumer bluntly, and dropped her hand, thinking he recognized a gasp
of delight from Femer. "I think that the Court ways have poisoned the normal relations
between silvereyes, and that we should forsake them and live in the way that Shadow
meant for us to live."
The woman gaped at him for a long moment, and then shook her head. "You
probably say that all the time," she said. "But you have Court manners. You knew the best
way to advise our Lady Kestian on them. You really don't feel that way. You're just saying
it to please your audience." She cast a glance at Femer that made him cower. "I assure
you, in this place you may speak freely. How is your Lady Helian? Is she your mate
now?"
Olumer shook his head. He wouldn't give any information to this woman, just in
case she tried to use it in a game of intrigue in the way that a Rivendonian noble would.
"I regret to say that I cannot answer those questions."
"And why not?" A smile of pleasure grew on the woman's feature, probably at the
way he had phrased his refusal. "Surely you can tell me, my lord. My pack might be
allies of yours. Tell me the truth."
"No," said Olumer, and heard Femer gasp. The woman was putting her back up
already. She didn't seem to like such a blunt refusal. He shrugged. "I think that the Court
manners Kestian brought are a corruption, and that silvereyes should not use them. There
is to be no use of them in my pack's lands, and I don't think that you should use them in
your pack's lands either."
"But we have sent emissaries south," the woman argued. "We have told the
Queen of Rivendon that we might serve as guardians on the northern passes, in return for
some concessions from her."
Olumer swallowed, feeling sick to his stomach. At least Kestian had never gone
that far. "Why did you do that?"
"We need the things they can give us, of course," said the woman, blinking at him

as if he were stupid. "We have tried to make our own glass and crystal and silver, but it
doesn't work, and we don't know how to mine. We have to have those fine things from
the south. Surely you agree?"
Olumer shook his head, wondering now if this was one of the things that had
agitated the Dark. A fragile rule, the need to strengthen a Queen, and the silvereyes
sending south at just the wrong moment. Of course the Dark would probably think that
he, as the only silvereyes it was aware of with ties to the human world, was behind it.
Olumer wished he had known this earlier. "No, I don't agree. I think that silvereyes
should eat raw meat and sleep in the snow and live without the need for calling each
other by titles."
The woman's eyes narrowed. "Is that the reason that you have refused to address
me by title?"
Olumer stared back at her. "One of the many reasons, yes," he said as evenly as
he could. He was afraid that he would show how much he despised her if he tried to
speak the emotions in words.
He might have shown it anyway, from the way that her shoulders stiffened and
she began to stalk towards him. "You will obey me," she whispered. "You will agree with
me that it is best to send to the south for these things, and that Kestian was right to bring
us into the human world."
"Why?"
"Because otherwise I shall consider it a challenge." She halted not far from him, a
growl rumbling in her throat. "Is that true? Do you call down doom on my judgment and
name me a liar?"
Olumer looked away from her, towards Femer, and found the other silvereyes
standing back, seemingly frozen by the contradictions. He had the right to attack Olumer,
sine this wasn't a challenge between two silvereyes of equal rank, but he hated this
woman's goals. Olumer could expect no help there, but it seemed that he needn't worry
about Femer helping his leader, either.
His thoughts were interrupted as he went down into the snow under the woman's
weight. He promptly snarled and twisted so hard that she lost the grip she was trying to
get on him and slid away on a patch of ice. Olumer sprang to his feet, shaking with rage
and uncertainty.
"You did not give me the time to prepare myself, and decide whether I wished to
surrender or not!" he yelled to the woman as she, too, stood.
She laughed at him. "Why should I? It would be stupid to wait. And you have
proven that you do not care about pack law, or you would not have killed Kestian."
"I knew from the beginning that that was no ordinary combat," said Olumer,
falling into the stalking, circling pattern. The woman looked very faintly disappointed, as
though she had hoped that she would have another chance to spring on and kill him. That
made Olumer angry all over again. "But in this, we have not even set the terms of what
might happen when one of us loses."
"It can end only one way," said the woman calmly. "You don't agree with me, and
I don't agree with you. I think that you could endanger all the silvereyes with your ways,
and you must feel the same way about me. Therefore, it will be to the death."
"But you still sprang on me without telling me that, or even giving me a
warning," Olumer argued.

The woman laughed lightly. "It seems more practical this way. Kestian taught me
well in the ways of the Court, and I know that one of those ways is to eschew all this
posturing. Just go ahead and spring, and then you're done with it before your opponent
knows what went wrong."
She leaped again while she spoke, but this time, with his mind returning to
memories of the humans and the Court, Olumer was almost expecting it. He turned his
body aside from the raking punishment of her claws, and while he still went down
beneath her, he did not lose his breath. Olumer twisted around the moment he could and
bit down hard on the first target he found.
It was the side of her face, and she screamed as his fangs tore it open. Olumer
glimpsed her tongue moving, and then she turned on him and he was fighting desperately.
It made it worse that he kept trying to think of compromises, either in the human
way or the silvereyes way, and couldn't think of any. He would have to kill her, and he
didn't want to. This was letting the ways of the Court win. She had attacked him like a
Court noble turning on a friend, and Olumer would kill her like a friend putting poison in
her wine.
He remembered, as they rolled over and over with her trying to inflict damage on
him the way that he had bitten her, that she had sprung at him without warning and
without mercy. There was a lesson there.
She is poisoned already, like a trapped animal held too long by its leg. I will be
doing her a favor by killing her, draining her of the venom and the madness.
Of course, the woman had a different idea about that, and she managed to pin his
shoulders to the snow at one point and show him what she thought. Olumer bellowed as
her claws and teeth savaged his shoulder, turning it into little more than ragged strips of
flesh clinging to the bone. He would be hurt from this, and would leave blood on the
snow when he tried to run.
But the pain drove him on, and forced him to think about this even more as a
battle between two human Court nobles and not two silvereyes. He had once witnessed a
duel between two nobles, which was supposed to be fought in honorable combat. But one
of the nobles had fallen before the other, and begged for his life.
He locked his teeth in the woman's throat and poised his feet to disembowel.
"Enough!" she said, breath as powerful as it could get when she was forcing it
between the tight grip of his teeth. "I yield. Let me go."
Olumer looked down into her eyes. He was lying more than half on top of her,
and she looked at him as though he had committed some grave offense. Olumer slowly
released her throat, watching her all the while.
She gave him the look that the fallen noble had given his challenger, then closed
her eyes and turned her head away.
Olumer rose and backed away, watching. Then he started to turn his back on her,
looking for Femer.
As he had known she would, she rose off the ground and came for him, striking
at his back, breaking all the codes of silvereyes honor after yielding that Olumer had ever
known, desperate to kill him. The fallen noble had done the same thing, attacking the one
who had spared his life.
And as the wise and wary conqueror noble had done, Olumer spun and plunged
his blade through her belly. In this case, his blade was his claws and not a sword, but the

gut wound would kill her just as easily as it had killed the traitorous noble. Down she fell,
coughing blood.
But she still managed to smile at him triumphantly.
"You- were ready for that," she said. "So you expected treachery, and did not trust
your own kind. You are just as corrupted as me. I won."
The life went out of her eyes before Olumer could tell her the truth, but he
repeated it anyway, to her lifeless corpse. "I am alive, and you are dead. That is enough of
a victory for me."
"Well done."
Olumer turned around. Femer stood behind him, looking as tall and strong and
resentful again as he had done when Kestian still ruled. He bowed to Olumer, and took a
moment to look on the woman's body, expressionlessly, before he smiled.
"We are free," he said. "I know that there are others who believe as she did, that
the south is our destiny and that we should truly become part of the country of Rivendon,
but more believe like me- that only our own lands and homes can satisfy us. I will take
the leadership of the pack now, and make sure that the ones who believe as I do are
honored, while the ones who believe as she did are cast out and despised."
"You will not turn to what she did?" Olumer asked. "Or what I did? Forsaking
silvereyes honor for the sake of a momentary advantage?"
Femer snorted. "There is no comparison between what you did and what she did.
She had sacrificed herself long since, as you rightly guessed. But you sacrificed a bit of
your honor in order to win the combat and make sure that she could not go on poisoning
our people, and that is all to the good."
Olumer shivered, unsure, and then remembered to touch Femer and explain to
him about the filifernai. His voice sounded strange and unconvincing after that display,
though.
What evil that the filifernai can muster is equivalent to what we can muster? We
can poison ourselves and hurt the packs quite well enough on our own, without the help
of the Dark I once thought was necessary. And who knows how long it will be until the
threat is cut free completely?

Chapter 63
The Keys
"There is great wonder in the Kingdom of Doralissa. There are rooms in the
palace decorated in a thousand different kinds of shells, and mosaics of gems, and
gardens where flowers that bloom only once in a hundred years grow."
-From the anonymous Book of the Traveler.
"Come on."
"Don't giggle so loudly."
Aranthran glanced at her over his shoulder and raised an eyebrow. "Then I should
tell you the same thing, and with more reason. Your giggling earlier was enough to wake
Prince Warcourage from his grave on the bottom of my boot."
Ternora covered her mouth with one hand and smiled at him repentantly. "You're
right. We need to be more careful."
"For a little while, at least," said Aranthran, peering around the corner and then
settling back against it. "My distraction will take effect about midnight. Then we should
have a clear field for all we want to do."
Ternora leaned against the wall, not in his arms but not far from him. It would be
silly to abandon him now, the full partner of her endeavors, the only one who had known
all along what she was doing and actually approved of it. On the other hand, it would be
silly to start bedding him now, with midnight so close. "And you're sure the
transformation will only be temporary?"
"I'm sure," said Aranthran. "The Lady Blierrina will stop being a snake when the
first light of dawn touches the palace."
Ternora smothered another giggle. "Poor Blierrina. They'll be taunting her for
years. A snake is considered a symbol of evil among the Doralissans." She shrugged.
"Ah, well. She deserves it for humiliating me."
Aranthran smiled. "That was what I thought."
Ternora rolled her eyes. He had thought no such thing. He had just thought it
would be fun to humiliate Blierrina, and he was probably well-aware of how Doralissans,
and most Lightworkers, thought about snakes. Of course, it would also amuse him to
excuse it under some pretense of pleasing her, so Ternora thought it best to let it go.
She was not sure, as they sat there in the darkness waiting for the guards to move,
whether she would stay with Aranthran. Yes, he made her laugh, and he was relatively
good in bed, but there were other reasons that half-elves would stay together, and he
didn't fulfill them. Of course, he had done nothing really objectionable, either, so it
wouldn't make sense to abandon him.
Ternora shrugged. She would see what happened in the future, and perhaps he
would improve and perhaps he wouldn't.
A flare of silver light came from the far side of the castle. Ternora looked at
Aranthran, and saw him nod slightly.
A shriek rang through the castle a moment later. "The Lady Blierrina! What- what
has happened to her?"
The guards pelted off without hesitating. They were loyal to Pyeros and Blierrina,
or perhaps to the royal line. They must also be thinking that the palace was full of allies
of the Light, and that surely no ally of the Light would be so heinous as to approach their

charge.
Ternora smiled and stood, moving into the main room with Aranthran trailing
behind her. As she went, she swung the keys that Pyeros had given her until he felt better
able to take up the duties of King. These were the keys that had been the center of her
plan, the most uncertain part until they were actually in her hands, and the little helpers
that would now deliver everything she had been aiming at all along.
She fitted the first key in the lock, and smiled again as the door swung smoothly
open. No, the monarchs of Doralissa hadn't seriously thought that anyone would break
into their treasury. Everyone in Doralissa was supposed to be pure of heart and of the
Light, and why would someone who was pure of heart and of the Light ever do such a
thing?
Beyond the door, Ternora could smell the faint tang of metal, but see no light.
Aranthran called one of his silver bubbles then, filling the treasury with radiance, and
Ternora gasped in delight.
Jewels and coins, as far as her eyes could see, lay around in scattered piles. The
Doralissan monarchs were true monarchs, never bothering to count or arrange their
wealth; after all, that would imply that they wanted to know how much they had, and they
would be greedy then. Their wealth was to be used for things like helping the poor and
relieving the country after disasters. They would just grab what they wanted and then
lock the treasury up again.
Such a waste, Ternora thought, admiring an emerald statue of a dragon for a
moment before she picked it up and slipped it into one of the empty sacks she carried.
She would have to limit her haul to what Kitten and she could heave about, but she
thought she could find extra strength in the service of so great a cause. And even a small
haul would keep her living comfortably for the rest of her life, while the madness slowly
overtook her.
"I claim this as mine."
Ternora looked up to see Aranthran holding and admiring a long, fine, slim blade
with an ivory hilt. She shrugged. "Fine." He could have the useless things, and she would
take the jeweled things.
Her hands gathered and plucked, plucked and gathered, and still Ternora thought
there would never be an end of them. Golden sculptures of temples and strings of pearls,
silver eagles and obsidian hounds ornamented with silver eyes like the stalking hounds of
Death, heavy necklaces that it seemed no one would be able to wear for the sheer weight
of gems… they were everywhere, and Ternora paused to admire every one of them before
tucking it in a sack. There were some she thought she might keep, just to gaze on their
bright clarity.
I will give you a better life, she found herself thinking, as if the treasures could
hear her. I will show you to the light of the world, and then you will see it as you are
being melted down for your metal or taken apart for your jewels. You will not be left to
smolder here in a lonely treasury, where your light must forever go unseen except by
those who will not appreciate it.
She looked up at last, when she had two sacks for Kitten and one for herself and
was barely able to drag them all, to find that Aranthran was looking at something in the
doorway. Ternora came up beside him, wondering if he had found another sword, and
willing to listen to whatever silly story he wanted to make up about it.

Instead, she found him looking at Pyeros, who stood silent in the doorway, and
smiling as if contented about something.
Pyeros turned his gaze to her, and Ternora met it calmly. She had imagined this
moment- somehow, it seemed fitting that the proper King of Doralissa would catch her
raiding his treasury- and each time, she had imagined that she would feel shame. But she
felt none, only curiosity as to what he was doing here and impatience to be gone.
"It was all for this, wasn't it?" Pyeros asked in a curiously flat voice. His tone did
not have the traditional elven music, but it usually had a liveliness that Ternora found
lacking now when she listened for it. "It was all for this that you fought and accompanied
me, that you plotted to find someone of the royal line who could take your place, that you
wanted Warcourage dead. It was all for gold."
Ternora blinked. "Of course not," she said indignantly.
Pyeros turned towards her, and she glimpsed the desperate hope in his eyes.
"Really?" he asked.
"Of course not. For me, it was mostly about jewels. I have always loved them and
their colors, and I know the best places to take them in Kesista to dispose of them."
Ternora cocked her head at Aranthran. "I would imagine that he has different motives,
and you'd have to ask him about them. He seems rather enchanted with a sword he found,
for instance. Perhaps he intends to fight."
"No," said Aranthran. "I just think that it is delicate and pretty, and has a hidden
strength." He glanced at Ternora and smiled. "Rather like you, my lady."
Ternora considered him with her head on one side. He might be worth keeping
around, after all.
"But it cannot have been for this," said Pyeros, with that desperation still in his
voice, as though saying it could make the truth untrue. "You were loyal, and noble, and
good. You kept your promise to put a royal monarch on the throne of Doralissa. You
didn't take the position yourself, though you could have. You acted- Light elven. Are you
to tell me that was all a lie?"
Ternora laughed. "I never lied. I told you to trust me, and it worked, didn't it? You
have everything that you truly wanted, and you rule Doralissa in the bargain. I don't think
those are such bad consequences."
"But it is such a base and mercenary motive," said Pyeros, staring at her loaded
sacks. "All this, for money."
"And jewels," Ternora corrected him. "And vengeance; that was why I killed
Warcourage in the first place, you know. And the desire to be taken care of while I slip
into the madness that seizes all half-elves in time." She paused and thought about it.
"Perhaps the madness has already taken me, and I have not noticed. It may leave me able
to still think clearly. But I would not take the chance, and so I will make sure that I have
someone on hand to wait on me adoringly if it turns out not to be so."
"But you could have had all that here," said Pyeros, obviously still not
understanding. "We would have taken care of someone who brought me to the throne and
was such a valued adviser to the Court-"
"Yes, that's it," said Ternora. "You would have wanted me to be an adviser to the
Court, and I didn't want to be. It might have been tolerable if I would just be honored and
bowed to and compelled to wave every once in a while. But you would have wanted me
to work." She shook her head. "Admit it. You would have wanted me to work, wouldn't

you? You couldn't conceive of someone just being able to live in the Court and drip with
jewels for all her hard work."
Pyeros stared at her. "Of course. I could not have- I would not have Court
favorites, those who just wave, as you said, and drown in jewels for doing nothing. You
would have given me advice, and I would have decided if it was good or bad. The way
you plotted and planned and had it turn out well would have won you some trust, but I
wouldn't have trusted you completely."
Ternora sighed. "It's such a mistrustful world. Easier to take advantage of in
Doralissa than almost anywhere else, though."
"You cannot take advantage of it," said Pyeros, his mouth firming and his hand
falling to the sword at his side. "I won't let you."
Aranthran snorted. "That is not true, my lord. If you block our passage, then your
lady will remain a snake. Right now, I have her set to turn back when the dawn's light
touches the palace, but I could reverse that." He held up a hand sparkling with silver
light.
Pyeros looked to Ternora as if Aranthran had said nothing. "I don't mind about
the jewels and the money," he said. "I would let you have all you wanted, though I think
such ambitions base."
"That's because you've never been poor or hanging under the cloud of impending
madness," Ternora muttered, but she was intrigued. He wanted her to serve as adviser
even now, when he admitted that he wouldn't have just accepted everything she said?
"And what would you want in return?"
"You must turn your back on the things that made you seek the jewels and the
money in the first place," said Pyeros urgently. "Give yourself to the Light. See your soul
as a finely made and polished plate, brightening as the sun strikes it, and glowing to show
others the way-"
Ternora started laughing helplessly. Pyeros scowled at her in what Ternora
thought was probably true bewilderment. Poor Pyeros, she thought, struggling to recover
from her hilarity. He is just too much of the Light to see that sometimes the metaphors get
ridiculous.
"I was never of the Light," she said. "I don't serve the Dark, but I don't serve the
Light either, and I have no interest in acting like a shining example."
"You serve Shadow, then?" Pyeros asked.
"I serve myself," said Ternora firmly. "I am going to go away and spend my
jewels and the money I get from my jewels, and not think about royalty in Doralissa at all
anymore."
"I could find you," said Pyeros. "I am King. I will have many resources at my
disposal."
Ternora laughed at him. "I could disappear easily," she said. "Besides, my lord,
you won't bother. In a few months, you won't think of me as anything but a mercenary
bitch, as the cares of arranging things in Doralissa overwhelm you."
Pyeros stared at her hard. Then he stepped out of the way and bowed. "I shall
never think of you as anything less than a half-elf," he said. "And I shall not stand in your
way, nor cease regretting that you could have been better."
Ternora shrugged. If that was a last-minute plan to get her to repent, it wasn't
going to work. "All right. Come on, Aranthran."

They walked out of the palace, found Kitten waiting for them, and mounted up,
flying south and east towards the dawn.

Chapter 64
Silar's Crowning
"If there is one coronation in a year, then there are sure to be three following
close behind. Kingdoms seem to like to do this kind of thing all at once."
-Queen Alaroia of Arvenna.
"I don't think that I can wear the official robe."
"Why not?" Elary glanced from the official robe, which was less fancy than most
of the things that the Ilantran Queens had worn in the past, back to Silar.
"It'll get in the way of my wings."
Elary blinked and examined it for a moment, then shrugged. "So it will. Just a
moment." She went to her bedside table, where she kept a knife that she sometimes used
to slice open the sides of her patients, and carefully cut two large holes in the robe, then
held it up to the astonished Silar.
"Try this," she suggested.
Silar gingerly let her wings slip through the holes, and then smiled and flapped
them harder, so that the robe billowed around her. "Thank you, Elary. I think that will
work well enough."
"Good." Elary glanced at the candle burning on the bedside table. "We should
leave as soon as possible. It's almost time for the ceremony to begin, and you know that
they wouldn't like you to be late. It's probably a bad omen."
"One moment."
Elary looked up curiously, then gasped as Silar pulled her forward and kissed her
quickly. The kiness woman's lips were soft and warm, though her hands shook slightly
from the force of her terror, and she pulled back and smiled at Elary with a slightly dazed
look in her eyes, as though they had just done something much more daring than a kiss.
"Thank you," said Silar. "And of course that was just for luck." Still, one of her
hands was toying with Elary's hair, and her eyes strayed towards the bed.
Elary grabbed her hand and tugged her firmly towards the door. "I want to, yes,"
she said to Silar's disappointed glance, "but they already had to move the ceremony once
for us. I don't think that Rior, or the Ilantrans- your people now, remember- would take
too kindly to a second interruption."
Silar sighed, then grinned. "It was funny, seeing his expression, though."
"Yes," Elary managed to agree, though she flinched at the memory of how Rior
had shouted. That was just a day ago, and the preparations for the coronation had started
again immediately, so the memory was still too fresh for her liking. "Now be quiet, here
he comes, and I don't think he wants to listen to us talk about missing the ceremony."
Rior nodded to them. He was in human form, fully human, with gold-flecked
eyes and the shaggy hair that seemed to be a part of him no matter what form he wore;
Elary remembered that even his ruff as a wolf had seemed flustered and messed-up.
Beside him was Garden in wolf form, her amber eyes bright as she glanced from Elary to
Silar.
"You're most definitely attending the coronation this time, I hope, Your Majesty,"
said Rior to Silar, in a tone that was only polite if you weren't listening to the flashing
teeth just behind it.
"Yes, I am planning on it," said Silar, and gave back a smile and a flashing-teeth

tone of her own.
Garden growled. Elary rolled her eyes. She hoped this wouldn't turn into a
contest of threats. They were already late as it was, given the noise that rolled out of the
throne room.
She took Silar's arm to steady her, and led her down the corridor and towards the
sounds of cheering. Silar was shaking and shivering and rubbing her arms as though she
were cold, and behind her her wings had gone stiff. Elary eyed them in concern. She had
never seen that particular reaction before.
"What's the matter?" she whispered.
Silar stared at her. "I'm about to be crowned Queen of a country I still don't fully
understand, endorsement of wolves or not," she whispered back. "And you think that
something shouldn't be the matter?"
Elary sighed. Silar sounded exactly like some patients who had agreed they had
to lose a limb to live and then still squirmed under the knife. "You'll do better than you
think, with us to guide you and with the wolves approving of you," she said, and then
guided Silar ahead of her to the door into the throne room, just to make sure the other
woman couldn't bolt. Silar sometimes twitched her wings as if she would take flight, but
a tight grip on one wing took care of that. Silar gave Elary a dirty look and then stood up
straight as the eyes of everyone in the throne room turned to her.
Elary blinked. For a moment, it really did resemble the scene from the dream
she'd had while still taking care of Mitherill: the throne room crowded, Silar getting ready
to advance up the center of it, and no Mitherill to take the throne. Of course, then Silar
had had no wings, and Mitherill had been alive.
Elary wondered for a moment if that meant her dream hadn't really come true.
Then she shrugged. Destiny had admitted that the reweaving of patterns changed
everything, so perhaps it was only a coincidence that Silar was taking the throne of
Ilantra after all.
Where is Destiny, I wonder? she thought as she took her place among the
spectators, close to Silar. I thought it would want to be here to see its Queen crowned, but
it seems to have run off somewhere.
She shrugged it away, then looked up as Silar began her slow parade down the
center of the room.
Everyone knelt as she passed, in a graceful wave that Elary was sure Rior had
made them practice. Silar nodded and smiled at everyone, and Elary thought in
amusement that someone would have to know the kiness woman as well as she did to see
the trembling tension in Silar's wings, or how hard it was for her just to keep walking.
She knew how to deal with large numbers of people in battle or if they were acting
stupid. A large mass of people intent on honoring her was something new.
Silar reached the throne at last, and turned around to face the mass of Ilantrans.
For a moment, seeing her wings twitch again, Elary thought she would deliberately
interrupt the ceremony, perhaps by sitting down. But she smiled and stood on her feet,
and began the words that Rior had told her to speak.
"The sun, as it rises over Ilantra, warms the earth, and extends strength and life to
the trees," she said.
"So it does, my lady," came back the response from the crowd.
Silar looked disconcerted for a moment. Elary thought she knew why. It was one

thing to imagine so many voices raised in unison, and another to hear them.
But she only widened her smile. "The moon, as it rises over Ilantra, illuminates
the beautiful country we have chosen, and sends light into the farthest corners of the
darkness."
"So it does, my lady."
"And the darkness, as it falls, makes the night holy, and provides the dwelling
place for the shadows that we love."
"So it does, my lady."
Silar slowly scanned the faces of all who knelt facing her. "So. Human, ilantie,
ilzán, shapeshifter, fey-"
Garden howled from the back of the hall.
"-and wolf, and anyone else I missed," Silar finished, almost smoothly, "have
joined together to make Ilantra, to accept the light of the sun and the moon and the stars,
the darkness and the shadows. We know that we are those things and not just one of them,
in the way that the world is all those things and not just one of them. The forests could
not exist without shade and shine, and neither could we. We may not want to admit it, but
they are just as much a part of us as the brighter light that the Lightworkers love." She
bowed her head. "I will admit that there are some I can't get along with- including the
alnessi- but, if possible, I should seek to welcome and make peace with them, and not
destroy them."
Elary, turning her head because she couldn't prevent herself, saw Rior smiling.
Those were an addition to the words of the ceremony, but of course ones that the new
great power could not help but approve.
"I truly believe that Ilantra can become the kind of country that makes other
Kingdoms look at us in envy," Silar was saying, only stumbling slightly and sometimes
choking on the sweet words, "not because we are grand or rich or powerful in war, but
because we are united and strong in ourselves. And if the gods are good to us, and the
great powers, then we will never have another war."
Cheering. Silar looked slightly ill. Elary knew it had taken her some strength to
say those words, especially because she didn't see anything particularly wrong with
fighting her enemies.
At last the cheering stopped, and Silar sat down on the throne, then turned to
accept the crown from the hovering shapeshifter beside her. Elary had wanted to crown
Silar, and Silar had likewise wanted to accept it from her, but the tradition in Ilantra was
that the first person who spoke for the duty got to have it. This shapeshifter girl, who was
hovering in falcon form, had spoken for it long since. She changed back into her human
form and gazed rapturously at Silar as the kiness woman carefully lowered the crown
onto her head.
Elary didn't expect the golden light that burst into being and ran around the room,
then curled back on itself and became a glowing figure that bowed to Silar. Silar, not sure
what to expect either, sat motionless, though Elary saw her hand twitching as if she
missed her sword.
"My lady," said an echoing voice, "many happy returns of this day, and I hope
that you may never regret the choice that you have made to take up the responsibility and
guardianship of Ilantra."
"I never will," said Silar stiffly. "But it would help if I had some idea who you

were."
"Destiny," said the voice, full and confident and not like any voice that Elary had
ever heard from the great power before, "restored to my proper position by the coming of
Heirs to their thrones."
"I am not of the royal line," said Silar.
"I know that," said Destiny. "But there are three monarchs who are, and that will
be enough to stake my strength on. There is at least an equal chance that their children
will be born to my service, and not just Change's." The figure bowed again. "I can bid
farewell to the thrones that were lost without regret, and wish that you may rule Ilantra
and restore Arvenna as quickly as possible."
"That is imperative, of course," said Rior quietly from the doorway. "Arvenna
was unfairly destroyed by someone on a Destiny-Quest, though, so I hope that we can
count on your help as well."
Destiny turned towards the door. For a moment, Elary was afraid that a battle
would begin. It would be the usual follow-up to a conversation between Rior and Destiny,
after all.
But Destiny's shining figure only smiled, and then said, "You shall have my help,
though it will be more in the nature of strengthening the people and filling them with
hope than money."
"That is acceptable," said Rior, smiling as well.
"Though I hope that you will not hesitate to contribute money to the royal
coffers," Silar cut in quickly, "if anyone ever convinces you that you could do so without
a loss of pride."
Destiny looked at her, and Elary had the impression it had said something she
could not hear, for Silar actually blinked and paled and leaned back against the throne.
Elary, eyeing her in concern, would have gone to her, but Destiny laughed merrily and
then vanished, and the crowning went on, with the courtiers coming forward to swear
loyalty to the new Queen.
Elary looked up into Silar's face when it was her turn to kneel before the Queen,
and Silar looked at her intently, seeming to ignore the way that her own hands shook
where they were gripping in Elary's.
"Come and speak with me when this is done?" she asked in a murmur, barely
moving her lips. Queens weren't supposed to speak to their subjects, just nod and accept
the oath regally.
"Of course," Elary said back, barely moving her own lips. What could have upset
her so much? I thought her equal to anything Destiny could do.
******
"I can't believe that it said that, that it implied that- I must be mad to think I could
do this!"
Elary ducked as the crown flew over her head and slammed into the wall,
wincing as she sat down on the bed. I know I should have insisted on taking the crown
from her when she left the hall with it. I thought she had forgotten it, but she was
probably saving it just for this.
"What did Destiny say?" she asked, watching Silar pace with a speed that both
billowed out her robe and ruffled the smaller feathers on her wings.
Silar swung to face her. "That I would rule with its blessing!" she shouted. "I

wasn't the royal Heir, of course, but it would still bless me, and it thought me a worthy
monarch! If my words in this language cannot convey how much I despise a blessing
from Destiny, perhaps words in my own language will."
Elary spoke quickly. She had no desire for the first words she learned in the
kiness tongue to be curses. "I think its blessing is different from saying you're like a royal
Heir."
"How can it be?" Silar asked miserably, pulling off the cut robe and wadding it
up before throwing it at the wall. It didn't make as satisfying a thump as the crown, of
course, and so Silar picked up her sword and began to cut at invisible enemies. Elary
watched in bemusement. "Destiny loves royal Heirs, perfect and obedient and noble and
condescending. There is no other kind of monarch it would bless on the throne. I must
have the potential to become that way, or it would never have felt compelled to say
something like that."
"Silar-"
"I won't be that kind of monarch. I won't. I'll spread my wings and flee into the
night before I become something like that, and then we'll see how sorry Destiny is for
saying something stupid like that."
"Silar-"
"Of course, it will be too late for Destiny to repair the mistake then, but at least I
can make it regret saying it-"
"Silar."
Her lover finally glanced at her sullenly. "What?"
"Destiny has changed a great deal," said Elary as patiently as she could. "I think
it really did only mean to wish you well, and not to imply that you had become anything
like a royal Heir." Indeed, at the moment she could conceive of no one less like a royal
Heir than Silar, her body trembling with indignation and her wings fluttering with it.
Silar cocked her head. "Really?"
Elary nodded.
Silar sighed and sat on the floor for a moment. "Then I suppose it was just a
blessing and I was silly to become so upset over it," she muttered.
"Probably," Elary agreed. "Now, if you want to talk any more about it, come to
bed."
Silar stood up, looking at the crown and robe. "Do you think we should take them
back to Rior first-"
"No."
Silar smiled at her for a moment, swept her hair behind her, and then proceeded
to be reasonable about things, much to Elary's relief.

Chapter 65
High Tide
"Royals can surprise you, sometimes, if you let them."
-Proverb of Dalznan Crownkillers.
You can't do anything you want, Destiny's voice was saying in his head. It simply
feels that way.
"I know that," Kymenos muttered, even as he fought to keep from being swept
away on the waves of power thundering through him. He could feel the magic still rising,
still pouring and pulsing and shining, but he knew he couldn't use it. Destiny had told him
the way to get rid of this magic, and he would have to do it in just that way to be free of
Death and all the others who wanted him to risk his life.
But it would have been so satisfying to lash out and destroy the Star Circle and
the Crownkillers. He would have liked to command the Gust to bear his laughter to them
as they died, and watch them struggling and kicking and thrashing feebly as the power
lapped over them.
This is the reason that Dalznan royals went mad in the past, said Destiny sharply
in his head. They grew drunk with power, and the conviction that no magic would ever be
enough for them to murder all their enemies. You are very like Queen Bel in your desire
to kill everyone who has wronged you.
"I am not," said Kymenos, momentarily distracted from his visions of Onezha's
heart stopping its obnoxious beating. "You take that back."
Destiny ignored him, and the power went on rising. Kymenos went on gathering
it, and riding the waves that tugged at him. He blessed the long practice he had done
when he was learning to Draw the Tide. He could never have managed the magic if not
for that; it set up an insistent rhythm that counteracted the natural pull and flow of his
body, and he had to simply let it do so rather than contesting it. Riding the ocean had
taught him to tame that instinctive panic that would otherwise come along with it.
There you are.
Kymenos started to make the natural drawing motions that would have followed
him calling on as much Azure as this, and was stopped by Destiny's snap. No! You cannot
do such a thing. It would set all our purposes at naught. Do not use this to destroy your
enemies. Move it as I showed you.
Kymenos started to answer, and then felt the first attack of the Star Circle. They
had sensed something of what he was doing, and they didn't like it. The ruins above him
shook, and then the stone around him began to mold itself in new patterns. They had
Crop mages on the attack, Crop mages who could do more with the earth than Kymenos
had ever been able to.
At the same moment, Death howled sharply from above. Kymenos didn't know if
it was meant as a warning to him or a rebuke, and the rising of color power that followed
could have meant either.
And those shouts and pounding feet were surely the shouts and pounding feet of
the Crownkillers. Kymenos grimaced. He could use the magic he was wielding against
them if he wished, but that would make him into little more than a mindless royal, the
kind of toy that Destiny played with so often.
Of course, it was in the midst of all this that he heard Nightstone's voice in his

head, repeating his name.
What do you want, Nightstone? he snapped, dodging a reaching tendril of rock.
I'm a little busy right now.
Doing what? She sounded confused, but that wasn't anything new. He had always
puzzled her. Kymenos felt a moment's sour pride that he could go on doing it in the
middle of fighting for his life..
Saving my life, and making the Star Circle and the Crownkillers pay for what
they've done to me, while not taking the throne of Dalzna.
That sounds interestingIf you intend to help me, help! Kymenos didn't mean to shriek it, but he was sure
he could hear Crownkillers on the steps, and if he didn't get rid of the power he was
drawing in soon, then he was going to use it, willingly or not. If you don't intend to help
me, then get out of my head! Destiny would drive you away for me if I asked nicely.
There came a momentary flash of interest, and then Kymenos expected her to
leave. He had amused her for a little while, but she must see that this wouldn't amuse her
so much as it would bind her up and drain her power if she remained around.
Tell me what you need.
Kymenos snorted in spite of himself. You're sure that you want to do this? The
magic went on rising, rising, and there seemed to be no end to it. Now the air in the
chamber was growing thick, and he thought the Masters of the Gust were on the move,
trying to suffocate or choke him. It would mean saving my life, in case you didn't hear
that part the first time.
I know. I think you're interesting, and I have claimed the right of killing you
myself. Crownkillers shouldn't be interfering.
Kymenos hoped that he was masking his relief well enough. It was hard to tell,
from the chuckle that Nightstone gave a moment later. Then create a wall of Scarlet in
front of me. That should give the Crownkillers something to think about.
I'm not sure that I can reach so far, said Nightstone doubtfully. I think that the
Cycle changed so thatThen what good are you? Kymenos snarled, and found himself taking shallow
breaths. The Crownkillers were very close now, their footsteps sometimes faltering as
they looked for him in deserted passages, but that wouldn't last long. And the power was
still rising, the power of the Dalznan royalty left untapped for hundreds of years. If you
can't save me, if you blush when I talk about sex, if you whine and whimper like a royal
Heir without being even as usefulDo not say that about me!
The air in front of him exploded in roaring flames. Kymenos stepped back,
gasping, and found the Star Circle's control on the air relaxing. They knew he didn't have
control of fire, and they were so startled that they had to pause and take stock of this
unknown enemy.
The Crownkillers had to do the same thing a moment later when they came
around the corner and confronted the wall of flame. Kymenos sagged against the wall,
eyes closed, drinking in the sea of magic.
"Is there still more?" he muttered to Destiny.
Only a little more.
"Kymenos!"

Kymenos opened his eyes, and saw Onezha standing beyond the flame, scowling
at him as if he had been personally responsible for the mess she had made of her life.
Kymenos scowled back, and then gasped as another lapping wave of magic struck
through him. But it was almost done, he thought, almost dry.
Onezha frowned at the gasp, but then seemed to decide to let it go. "Kymenos,
you are found guilty of treason to the Star Circle and to the Kingdom of Dalzna," she
said, her eyes glowing with satisfaction. "You have caused the deaths of innocents, you
have murdered Crownkillers and the Lord Turor of the Star Circle, and you have not told
anyone about your royal blood or the presence of the other royal Heirs."
Kymenos smiled. "Of course not. I didn't want to die." Only a little more, though
he didn't know if he could hold it. The power was near flood height in him now, and it
felt as though it would spill out of him if he took one step wrong or shifted a little too
hard to the side.
"And now you shall die, even though you want so badly to live," said Onezha.
She glanced at the flames. "It is interesting, the way you set those burning, but I can stifle
them."
No, she can't.
Hush, Nightstone, said Kymenos, watching the woman closely. I don't think that
you need to do anything. She might be on the brink of dooming herself.
Nightstone promptly started complaining about being told to hush, but Kymenos
ignored her and watched Onezha. The woman stepped closer, the firelight flickering on
the white robes of the Lady of the Star Circle, her back straight.
"I will enjoy killing you," she said.
"For what purpose?" Kymenos asked. He cocked his head, wondering if he was
the only one who heard the snapping tension in the air. There was more than one great
power here, more even than two; it was neither Destiny nor Death that listened so intently
to Onezha's words. "I promised to help the Star Circle, and I extracted no higher price
from you than you did from me."
"You were disloyal to Dalzna," said Onezha. "You are a walking abomination,
one who should never have been allowed to exist, and you would destroy all of us if you
could."
Kymenos blinked at her. "But I wasn't attacking the Star Circle, only defending
myself. Would you agree with that?"
Onezha laughed. "Why does it matter? The Star Circle stands behind me, and in a
moment, their power will blaze through me, and I will destroy you."
You must not still be holding the royal magic when that happens, Destiny said
urgently. The collision of such powers would destroy Serian at the least, and perhaps
devastate a large part of Dalzna.
Kymenos nodded, in response to both of them, and said, "You really are
determined to see me dead, aren't you, Onezha?"
"Oh, yes," said Onezha quietly, and closed her eyes, her skin starting to shimmer
with the white light of gathering magic. The Crownkillers stepped back, watching them
both uneasily.
"And for political motives?" Kymenos smiled as he felt the tension in the air
grow stronger.
"Of course-"

The white light around Onezha grew to a corona, and then vanished. Onezha
staggered to her knees, screaming, her hands clawing at her face. The Crownkillers
clapped their hands to their swords and backed away.
Kymenos could feel the disturbance sweeping through the Azure and the Light,
and to a lesser extent the Crop and the Gust, as powerful mages who had dwelt there most
of their lives dropped away. Other tremors were perhaps them vanishing from the
awareness of other elements, as the Cycle struck, brutally ripping their powers from them
for violating their oaths. It wouldn't touch every member of the Star Circle, but it would
touch everyone who had stood behind Onezha and agreed to fight Kymenos because of
her twisted motives, and for Kymenos, that was enough.
Then the well of his own magic drained dry, and for a moment he was filled with
surging strength.
The Crownkillers shifted aside, and someone with fire dancing at his fingers, a
Scarlet mage, moved forward. The flames died, and someone in the back made a sound of
savage satisfaction.
Take them, Nightstone! Kymenos yelled, not sure if he had the power to say more
than that, and trusting she would understand what he meant.
Nightstone knew what he meant. In seconds, the flames sprang back to life, and
then swept across the Crownkillers. Those without protection died at once, screaming.
The Scarlet mage lifted his hands, and for a moment the fire bent back, but then it forced
its way forward once again.
Kymenos could hear Nightstone chuckling in his head. I have lived long, and
have learned finesse while this conjurer was still practicing bully tricks, she chortled.
Kymenos nodded. The motion made him feel as if his head were sloshing. He
was full of the royal magic, the magic of Destiny and Death and Light that his ancestors
would have wielded from the palace of Serian. It filled him, swirling all through him, and
he knew that he could use it. It would obey him as it would obey no one else in the world,
not even another Dalznan royal Heir. He was the one who had called to it, commanded it,
and shown himself willing to risk using it, so it only waited his will.
He could do so much using it. He could destroy the Crownkillers, and make them
pay for what they had done, both to him and to people like Talisa, the Gust mage in the
waystation. He could take vengeance on the worshippers of Ishella for Norianna's death,
on the people of Orlath for his having to live there for twelve years and study for some
way to be free of Alliana, and on the elves for chasing him and being interfering
busybodies. He could make everyone who had ever done something to him regret it,
including Nightstone.
Why is my name last? her voice complained in his head.
And then he would become another King, lost in the midst of his madness, sure
that there were enemies in every shadow. Of course there was always that danger, but
without the magic being drained off for three and a half centuries, the risk was almost
sure for him.
But it wouldn't matter to him, would it? He would have the honor he had always
wanted, and vengeance.
He clasped the power in his mind. His blood sang in his veins, and he felt noble
for the first time in his life.
And then he called on his Azure magic as he shut down the link to the royal

magic, filling himself with the sea.
Destiny had warned him there was a chance that he could destroy himself with
this. Kymenos feared it would be so for a moment, as the two powerful forces, Azure and
royalty, fought in him and surged like opposing storms meeting in midair.
And then the royal magic took the only path open to it, and flooded down the
conduit to the sea even as the ocean triumphantly entered Kymenos.
He sagged to his knees, gasping, bleeding from a wound that he could not feel
but knew was there, torn through the middle of him. The sea surged in him, reaching high
tide at last, and then all the royal magic was gone.
Gone, my chance to have what I wanted.
Don't sound so puling about it, Nightstone's voice snapped in his head. You
would have made a horrible King.
Well I know it. Kymenos looked up, blinking, and then closed off the link to the
Azure, leaving himself drained and empty. "You are sure this will work as you said?" he
asked Destiny.
Yes, said the great power comfortably. It should. The royal magic building up was
always a factor in everyone's perception of your family, first in how monarchs like Queen
Bel used it, and then when there was no one here to control it. It agitated everyone,
making them aware of the palace, and the royal line as a living threat, instead of a
legend dying into obscurity. You have stolen a large portion of the Crownkillers' fervor by
draining it all off. In another generation, it will build up again, but that is the problem of
your cousins, not yourself. You have given the royal family a chance to go on existing in
peace, and yourself a chance to be free.
Kymenos smiled, and the more when he looked up and saw the room filled with
charred bodies. Nightstone did indeed have some tricks, as she had said.
Then there came an echoing growl, and the shine of silver eyes, and Kymenos
saw the one problem he had forgotten about come crawling over the bodies. Death
snapped his jaws, and foam flew from them.
"Kezzick," he said weakly, slumping back against the wall.

Chapter 66
The Outside World
"If you think about the outside world too much, then it will eventually move in and
cover your life. The thing to do is think about it when it demands that you think about it,
and pay attention to it only as you like the rest of the time, like a noisy hound puppy."
-The Lady of the Star Circle, in the time of Syidissan of the Ten Wonders.
"Olumer?"
Olumer turned his head into Helian's shoulder and closed his eyes. He didn't
know that he could speak for those long moments that swept past while he stayed there,
and he didn't know that he should try. He had run most of the way from Femer's territory
—Kestian's former territory—back to Alosander's. He could make the excuse of having
no breath.
But of course Helian wasn't so stupid as to believe that, and her claws gently
gripped his chin and tilted it up. She stared into his eyes for a moment, and then sighed.
"You found something that upset you," she said. "Come and tell me what it is,
and why you couldn't speak to me at once, but had to sit there with that stern and selfpitying look."
Olumer glared at her, trying to look just stern but suspecting, from the way
Helian snorted and shook her head, that some self-pity was mixed in. He let her pull him
to his feet, but he muttered, "I do wish that you weren't so clear-sighted, or that you
would at least let me keep my dignity."
Helian laughed. "If you think that you have any dignity left after the way you
ripped through Alosander's pack and then grabbed onto me like a drowning child, you're
not the clever man I thought you were."
Olumer looked over his shoulder. Most of Alosander's pack was glaring at him,
or at least craning their heads to see what all the fuss was about. Olumer flushed, glad
that it was hard for even his people to see the visible sign of his embarrassment under his
dark skin, and followed Helian into a small shelter in the snow where his mate had
obviously been resting while he was gone.
"Now." Helian sank to a crouch in the snow and turned to face him. "This should
be private enough. What is the matter?"
Olumer had had time to decide what he would say on the run here. It would only
be cowardly now to hide the truth from Helian. Yes, she would get angry at him, but it
was better to have her angry at him, he thought, than trying to hide the boiling feelings
that threatened to explode out of him.
"I acted human again," he blurted.
Helian just watched him, and went on watching when Olumer paused for breath.
"And?" she asked at last, when Olumer had returned her stare.
"I killed a woman who had taken Kestian's place, and when she fought like a
human, I fought like one back," said Olumer. "I used a specific technique I had seen a
human noble use in a fight at the Rivendonian Court, when she behaved like that noble's
opponent."
"And?"
"And what?"
"Why do you think I would be angry at you for that?" Helian asked, tilting her

head. "Of course I would be angry if you had sought out human methods of dealing with
everything on your own, and if you had violated silvereyes honor without your opponent
violating silvereyes honor back. But this looks like a fairly simple case to me. Your
opponent tried to kill you, and you killed her instead. You did kill her, I hope?"
Olumer nodded.
Helian leaned forward and ran a hand down his cheek, deliberately sheathing her
claws. That brought her into view of his torn shoulder, and her mouth tightened for a
moment, but she said nothing about it. As long as the offender was dead, then she would
let it go. "Then we shall not worry about it. Yes, of course I wish that you could have
stayed with your own folk all your life and not been tricked the way you were, but I have
come to accept that there is some human in you. And now, was there anything else that
you wanted to say?"
Olumer stared at her for a moment, then burst out, "Did you really think that I
was only worried about that?"
Helian laughed. "Considering the way you pounced on me and dragged me into
this den, I assumed that you had either mating or that on your mind."
"I wasn't-" Olumer gave up. She wouldn't believe him anyway. He wasn't sure
that he believed it himself. "I also learned some very disturbing things about what other
silvereyes have been doing, such as reaching out to the south and the humans. Some of
them think that the south is our destiny."
"Eating raw meat and sleeping in the snow and living as we have always done is
our destiny," said Helian, with a snort.
"Yes, I know," said Olumer. "But if there was one pack that thought that, there
may be others. What are we to do when they are speaking to Queen Cadona, agitating the
Dark, and stirring up suspicions against and between the silvereyes?"
"Live as we have always done," said Helian serenely. "If the conflict spreads to
engulf our pack, then we will fight it. But otherwise, we shall keep the promise that you
made to the Dark, and stay out of it."
Olumer squirmed.
Helian sighed. "Yes?" she asked, in a tone that Olumer could easily imagine her
using with their children when they became tired and hungry, but refused to either go to
sleep or eat.
"I feel that I should keep my promise to the Dark," Olumer admitted. "But it also
means that I would be abandoning the humans to silvereyes interference, which I
promised would not come, and the silvereyes packs to corruptions the likes of which they
cannot even understand."
"Those aren't your packs who will be hunting among the humans, or at risk of
corruption," said Helian. "Why do you care?"
Olumer lowered his head.
"I know what this is about," said Helian. "I should have seen it before. I didn't,
since you told me that you just wanted to share the protection from the filifernai with
other packs, and always had some good excuse for your other interferences. But you're
one of those males, aren't you." There was no malice in her voice, and no question.
"What males?"
"The ones who think that protecting their mates means protecting the whole
world, so that nothing can endanger their mates ever again." Helian yawned, flashing her

fangs at the sunlight. "My father was like that, though he calmed down once my mother
started into the later stages of her pregnancy. And just as I am calm now, I hope that you
will be." Helian tilted her head. "You aren't responsible for the humans or the silvereyes
packs beyond your own, Olumer. Just calm down and stop worrying about them. They
can dash themselves to pieces without us."
"But our people-"
Helian laughed aloud and embraced him, which surprised Olumer so much that
he sat rigid in her grasp for a time. Just as with so much he had done since he came back,
Helian didn't seem to mind. "You have been gone from us into the human world," she
said, still with that tone of soft affection in her voice, "and part of you is there still. Of
course there are a Rivendonian people, and an Orlathain people, and a Doralissan people,
and so on. But there is no silvereyes people, except in the sense that we all share some
things- like hunting and the war against the filifernai. You don't have to defend every one
of your 'people,' Olumer, because you're supposed to think about your own pack instead.
Be assured that they are thinking about theirs, and not worrying about every silvereyes on
the snow."
Olumer frowned. "I don't want to save anybody," he protested. "I'm just thinking
of the consequences to our own pack."
"They should not be severe, given your bargain with the Dark," said Helian, "and
its fear of you. If it gets angry and requires you to answer for what others have done, then
you can show the Dark into those pack territories and come back to our own."
"It seems a heartless sacrifice to gods that don't stand for anything much,"
Olumer protested.
"But it protects our pack," said Helian. "That is what you want, right? It protects
it even better than the other solutions do, since they require you to go out fighting and
perhaps give up your life. Here, the only thing you would need to do is speak a few
words, and turn the Dark's anger aside. It would probably be glad to have the true victims
instead of you, anyway, given how much it fears you."
"Helian!"
"What?"
Olumer shook his head, trying to find the words to express himself without
comparing Helian to Idona, which she had told him she didn't want him to do. It wasn't
exactly the same as what Idona had done in the past, since she was acting selfishly all the
time, but it was similar.
At last he said, "I don't think that I could ever be comfortable caring only for my
own pack like that, now that I have seen what it could mean."
"And if the choice was the lives of Femer and his people, or the lives of your
children and packmates?"
Olumer lowered his eyes and was silent.
"That is the natural way for a silvereyes to feel," said Helian comfortably. "There
is no shame in it. Those who try to save too much end up straining themselves beyond
endurance and making everyone irritated with them, and those who don't think enough
end up looking selfish. Caring for your own pack, and helping those who help you, is the
perfect compromise. And you know that we have paid enough of our toll to Kestian's
pack. Having the two of us gone from the valley is enough of a toll."
"You think that no trouble will come of this?"

Helian shook her head. "I am willing to wait and deal with the trouble as it
comes, while you seem to think it will be waiting right around the corner." She stood,
holding out a hand to him. "You look as though someone's been beating you, Olumer.
Come along, and let's go back to the others. We've been gone from the valley a long time,
but one more night won't matter. You need to sleep, and then you need to eat, and do it all
beside me."
"It's strange," said Olumer, letting her pull him up. "I knew that it was Cadona's
Destiny to save Rivendon when I traveled with her, but I never thought that I would
worry so much about it when I became silvereyes."
Helian laughed. "And that is the difference between humans and silvereyes, the
difference that you will come to appreciate as you return to yourself. Humans worry
about saving the world. Silvereyes worry about living."
*****
"You weren't gone that long," said Temer earnestly. "You could have stayed gone
a little longer."
Olumer looked away as Helian cuffed the other male, trying to hide a smile. Yes,
Temer deserved that cuff for the ridiculous tone he had spoken their welcome in, but he
would be hard put to join in in administering discipline.
"You're not really glad that we came back," said Helian, stalking around her
cousin.
"I am! I am!"
Olumer climbed the hill and left them to their sport, gazing out to the south. A
breath of wind touched his face and then faded away again. Olumer watched the horizon
and thought about the kinds of threats that might come to the valley and his pack in the
next few months.
He wouldn't be able to anticipate all of them. He wouldn't be able to hold all of
them back. The best he could help Helian do was get through the last of her pregnancy
and then see what happened.
That would have to be enough, he thought.
"Olumer!"
Olumer turned and ran swiftly back down the hill. He was wanted to help cuff the
impertinent male who had dared to stand in the snow and spring back at his pack leader,
it seemed, and Helian wouldn't be pleased with the delay.
Or perhaps he was just wanted to watch the challenge, he realized a moment
later. Temer was circling around Helian, snarling and glaring her directly in the eye.
Helian snarled back. The other silvereyes appeared from the trees as if summoned and
settled back in the grass around them. Olumer hovered anxiously nearby, wondering if
Helian might actually lose this one because of her belly.
Then Temer made the mistake of saying, "Aren't you worried, Helian? Why not
decline the challenge? Everyone knows that you can't move as well because of your
belly."
Olumer winced as Helian leaped and began to bite and cuff Temer, just as glad
that he hadn't voiced the thought aloud when he had it. Helian thoroughly bit Temer and
sent him weeping away, then turned to the members of her pack and stalked back and
forth, her eyes radiating anger and her body radiating strength.
"I am the leader of this pack," she said, "through pregnancy and beyond, until

someone manages to take it from me in fair conflict." She turned and lifted her voice, as
though she wanted the fleeing Temer to hear her. "And I do hope that everyone
remembers that, and no one has the bright idea to attack me while I'm sleeping or any
other such nonsense. Olumer will be sleeping nearby in case that happens, and he is
fiercer than I am."
I am? Olumer wondered, but seeing the glare from Helian's eyes, he bowed his
head in turn. I suppose I am fiercer than she is if she says so.
Helian nodded to him and turned towards the den that the others had dug her.
"Come with me, Olumer," she said. "We should discuss the names that I will give the
children."
Olumer blinked, then shrugged at the others and followed her, ducking into the
narrow confines of the chamber. So far Helian hadn't allowed him into it except for one
brief admiring expedition, after which she had turned on him and shoved him rudely back
out into the woods. Now she turned and faced him as if commanding him to pay
attention. Olumer certainly was.
"Their names will be Naller and Senner," she said fiercely. "Do you have a
disagreement with me over that?"
"No," said Olumer, blinking.
"Good. Then get out."
Olumer very quickly made himself scarce, shaking his head all the while. It
seemed that the violent phase of Helian's pregnancy hadn't passed after all.
Perhaps that means that it's all right for me to worry about threats outside the
valley for a little while longer.
He turned his gaze to the south, and smiled. But Helian's pregnancy will pass
with the birth of our children, and my preoccupation with the south must pass, too.
Satisfied to have some time to think about it, Olumer trotted in search of Temer.
The man's wails had been piteous. Olumer wanted to comfort him and to warn him not to
do that again, since the next time he would be facing Olumer, and Olumer didn't intend to
be as kind as Helian had.

Chapter 67
Kesista Again
"If you manage to dance across the surface of the sea the first time, the sea
probably just felt like supporting you. Do it twice, and then we might consider you as a
candidate for a miracle."
-Princess Jewelbright of Doralissa to Serais, Dark's Lord.
Ternora smelled the air, and sighed. The thick spray of the sea was just what she
wanted. Well, that and the sight of Kesista's watery towers gleaming in the light of dawn
as they flew above it on Kitten.
"Do you have some ideas about where to sell the jewels?" Aranthran asked
behind her.
Ternora snorted. "Of course. I have long since known all the best jewelers in
Kesista, if only so that I could go in and gaze at their wares. There are many who will be
able to appraise the treasures that we have stolen and tell us to within a silver how much
they're worth."
"Don't say we stole them."
"Why not?"
"We reclaimed gifts that were due us for the work that we had performed," said
Aranthran. "I may be an assassin, but I refuse to be a thief."
Ternora rolled her eyes. "As you say." She looked up as Kitten ducked a small
winged shape. "And it appears that sylphs have come to welcome us," she added in
interest. "I wonder why?"
She had suspected why long before the sylphs pulled out of their dizzy circles
and faced her, of course. The first of them was obviously drunk, and waving a small,
well-wrought cup with a crown on it.
"You don't- belong here," she said, hiccuping, and then took another deep gulp of
whatever it was inside the cup. Ternora shook her head. She had once drunk the wine of
the sylphs, or the mixture of water and fruit juice they called wine, and it had had no
affect on her. Of course, a second time had left her floating face-down in the shallow
water with a peculiar ache in her shoulders, but she had come no nearer understanding the
nature of the drink.
"Why not?" Ternora asked calmly.
"Doralissa has- a King now," said another one, an even larger hiccup interrupting
her speech. "He told us to be on the watch for you, two half-elves riding a giant ferret.
That was what he said." She nodded, clashed her cup against someone else's, and drank
so deeply of it that she almost fell out of the air.
"Oh, but we aren't the two half-elves riding the giant ferret that he meant," said
Ternora.
"You're not?" The sylph peered at her suspiciously. "You look half-elven to me,
and so does he, and that looks like a giant ferret." She fluttered close to Kitten's head, and
the ferret snapped at her. The sylph pulled hastily back. "And smells like one in the breath
and fur, too."
Ternora nodded. "Oh, yes, all those things are true, but the real criminals are
somewhere in Kesista. We're chasing them."
"Why would he send someone who looked just like the people he told us to look

for?" the sylph asked, interrupted by another massive hiccup.
"Misdirection," said Ternora promptly. "The other half-elves and giant ferret will
think that King Pyeros is looking for someone else and not them, and then they'll come
out of hiding. Then we'll pounce on them, and drag them back to stand judgment before
the throne."
The sylph thought about that for a long moment.
"She's probably right, Dzani," said another one, who actually sounded a little
more alert but had a dazed look on her face nonetheless. "You know that Allellia was
already drunk from the celebrating when she arrived. She could have gotten the words
wrong. Maybe she said there were two pairs of half-elves and giant ferrets, and not one."
"That's probably- probably it," said Dzani, not even seeming to notice that she
had repeated the word twice. She peered at Ternora and wagged a finger at her. "You stay
out of trouble- hear? And let the others know that you aren't the ones we're looking for, if
they ask."
"I will," Ternora promised, fighting to keep a straight face and not just burst out
laughing. Drunken sylphs were fun to watch.
Dzani saluted her, and then the rest of them wandered away, bickering about
which wineshop to go to next. Some of them were already shouting and shoving each
other, and Ternora was glad they were well away. Drunken sylphs were indeed fun to
watch, but, when they reached this stage of drunkenness, only from a distance.
"That was close," said Aranthran, as Ternora guided Kitten down towards one of
the few solid sections of the city. "And that was a ridiculous story that you came up with
to get us out of it."
"They were acting ridiculous," said Ternora. "A more credible story would
probably only have confused them."
Aranthran sniffed. "Perhaps so, but next time, you should let me come up with
the stories. I can spin elaborate lies, stories of many colors, glories of words-"
"None of them as beautiful as jewels," said Ternora, patting Luden, who rode in
the sheath at her side. The sword rattled slightly, but the weight of his jewel-covered hilt
kept him from shifting much, and he settled back sulkily a moment later.
"True," said Aranthran, with unexpected docility, and Ternora looked back to see
him admiring the handful of emeralds he had claimed from the treasury, and which he
seemed to enjoy carrying about and looking at. Ternora doubted that he would sell them.
She shrugged. She had more than enough treasure for herself, and she doubted
that she would want for anything, in just a little while. If he wanted to keep his emeralds,
he was welcome to do so.
Kitten landed on a broad platform of stone anchored partially in mud and
partially to a series of quays, and Ternora slipped down and hauled along a sack of
jewels. "Do you want to stay here, or do you want to come with me?" she asked
Aranthran.
"Come with you," said Aranthran, landing lightly on his feet beside Kitten. "I've
never seen the inside of one of these shops. I was always paid in coin for my extremely
daring and risky missions."
Ternora snorted. "You never accepted any killing you thought might not be sure
and safe."
"Yes, but that doesn't have the same ring."

Ternora shook her head and turned to look at Kitten. "Guard the sacks," she said
sternly. "Don't let anyone come near or touch them until I get back and tell you to relax
your guard."
Kitten bared her teeth in answer, and Ternora turned and walked into the shop.
At once, the dim coolness of it overwhelmed her; it was like a cave inside,
compared to the heat and sunlight of Doralissa in springtime. The gnome who was
tending several jewels on the counter looked up at her. Ternora smiled. All the best
jewelers were gnomes. They knew jewels from having lived underground with them, and
they could sense, as if by instinct, the connection between gems and the money they
would bring, perhaps because the metal used to make coins was also mined under the
earth.
"What do you have for me?" asked the gnome in a scratching, whispery voice,
lumbering awkwardly up behind the counter. Gnomes were only really fluid in situations
where other people wouldn't be, such as walking through mud or solid stone.
Ternora tipped Luden and the sack onto the counter in answer, and had the
satisfaction of seeing the gnome's eyes widen in pleasure. He reached out and ran delicate
fingers over the statue of the small golden temple decorated with sapphires and emeralds,
then closed his eyes and smiled.
"Made long ago," he said in a croaking voice, "and for a King's pleasure. Any
gnome you sell this to will spend time just holding it and admiring the immense age and
royalty of the thing." He opened his eyes. "Seven hundred silver pieces."
Ternora nodded, and let him move on to the other pieces, giving all of them
satisfyingly high prices. When he reached Luden, though, the gnome paused and cocked
his head, looking at the sword closely.
"This was not always as it is now," he said, looking from Ternora's face to
Aranthran's. "Once, he talked and moved of his own will." One hand traveled down the
hilt. "And these jewels were not there."
"But they are now," said Aranthran. "Yes, he was a talking sword, but he was
irrational at us, and we think that he should learn a lesson."
Luden rattled a little, but then subsided. Ternora thought that even that much
motion was exhausting for him.
The gnome didn't seem to question Aranthran's story, which Ternora thought at
least as ridiculous on the face of it as her own story to the sylphs. He ran his fingers again
down Luden's blade, poking and prodding, and then nodded. "I think I have the perfect
owner for him," he said, "a young man who came into Kesista the other day and seemed
baffled that no one would help him. Destiny hanging about him, but he has no idea what
to do with it. And he likes to talk to himself. I will tell him the sword can listen, though
he cannot speak. He should find a willing ear in that."
Luden rattled again. Ternora was fairly sure he would be screaming if he still
could.
Aranthran smiled. "That would be a fair bargain, I think," he murmured. "And for
these?" He tipped the emeralds onto the counter.
"I thought you said you were going to keep them," said Ternora.
"I changed my mind," said Aranthran, with a shrug of his shoulders, and waited
as the gnome examined them.
"Very fine… very fine… six hundred silver pieces, or more."

"Not enough," said Aranthran, and scooped them up. " I suppose I shall stay with
you, Ternora, and live off the money that you earn for your stolen treasure."
Ternora rolled her eyes, but she was smiling.
******
Ternora walked away from the jewel shop, feeling light of heart, even though the
silver coin she had gotten for the gems was rather heavier than the gems themselves. For
one thing, Luden was no longer at her side, and she no longer had to stifle her suspicions
that the sword was screaming. For another, Kitten was still there with the other two sacks,
and no one had been able to steal anything from her, though a trail of blood on the ground
said that someone may have tried.
And, finally, she had the money that she would need to set up a place where she
would be taken care of.
"Come, fly with me, Aranthran," she said. "I would like to spy out the best place
for a house on the solid ground in Kesista."
Aranthran shook his head. "Not right now. I should see how matters go on in my
own business. Then I will join you," he added, when Ternora scowled at him. "For the
moment, I am still an assassin, and though of course I will be happy to live decadently off
the jewels for you, that will have to come later." He bowed to her, then walked quickly
away.
Ternora shook her head, mounted Kitten, and rose into the air. The ferret seemed
happy to be flying again, not least because some small birds were chasing insects and
Ternora was too preoccupied to warn her off chasing them.
Ternora rode in wide circles over the stone platforms and past the changing
towers, until at last she found one near the edge of the city that seemed a likely spot.
Overlooking the sea, bathed by the sun and the waves, and entirely empty at the momentprobably a sign that the undines had taken their towers elsewhere, having tired of it.
Ternora landed Kitten on the platform and looked around self-importantly.
She would have delicate minarets, because she liked them, though they would be
permanent buildings of stone and not changing ones of water. And she would have a pool
in the bottom floor that she would heat with sunlight every morning, and she would
descend and bathe in it as naked as she wished. And she would have attendants to see to
her every whim and make her forget there had been such a person as Prince Warcourage.
And…
A whisper of wind stirred her hair, and Shara's voice whispered in her ear, You
have not escaped from me entirely. Do not think that I have forgotten what you did to me.
Ternora chuckled. "Then why did you not strike earlier, my lady? Prevent me
from robbing the treasury, perhaps? That would have been the best course."
Light is strong in Doralissa, and Shadow did something to the south to insure
that his people were able to withdraw in peace. For the moment, their power protects this
place. But I will come after you, sooner or later.
Ternora cocked her head in interest, wondering if that comment about Shadow
had anything to do with a certain ship, decorated with wolves and dolphins, that she had
passed as they were coming into Kesista the last time.
Did you hear me? I said that I will come after you sooner or later, and that you
should fear my vengeance.
Ternora waved a hand. "Yes, yes, of course. I have an enemy who likes to lurk in

the shadows and make threats. That will make life interesting, though not as interesting as
it will be when you stop making threats and actually do something."
There came a hiss of indrawn breath. You want me to actually do something?
Take a vengeance so terrible you cannot imagine it?
Ternora laughed. "My lady, you don't understand what has happened, do you?"
The breeze began to blow more strongly, carrying again the scent of brine, and Ternora
gloried in it.
No. Wariness in the goddess's voice.
"I've won," said Ternora. "Survived everyone who wanted to kill me, slain Prince
Warcourage, and taken the one thing I was plotting towards all this time. Whatever you
do to me cannot take that triumph away, and before me, a mortal, you are impotent."
Shara screamed, and vanished from her mind. Ternora was still chuckling when
Aranthran trotted up, juggling his emeralds from hand to hand.
"Did you encounter some more drunken sylphs?" he asked her, giving her a
curious look.
"No," said Ternora, smiling at the sea and allowing him to curve an arm around
her shoulders. She would keep him, for now, and just part ways with him when she got
bored, whenever that was. "Just had a reminder that no one's life ever ends, especially
mine."

Chapter 68
A Charter for Ilantra
"If you really don't believe that we need a crown, what are you doing holding it?"
-The Lord of Disasters.
"Elary! Silar!"
Elary opened her eyes, checked the angle of the sunlight falling through the
window, and groaned, letting her eyes fall shut again. "We really have to stop doing that,"
she said to Silar, who was draped half over her and still snorting from the sound. "We
have to remember that we're on the Council now, and stop sleeping through the
meetings."
"I am the Queen, as well as on the Council," said Silar, her attempt at dignity
somewhat ruined by the fact that she was snuggling deeper into Elary instead of trying to
rise from the bed. "I decree that the meetings shall now start at a later time, instead of
starting at this insane hour of the morning when I am still trying to recover from
lovemaking."
Elary blushed in spite of herself and opened her eyes. "I wouldn't tell them the
reason," she said, rolling Silar off her. "And Rior doesn't sound as though he's amenable
to changes beginning right now. Why don't we stand up and go to the Council meeting to
placate him? Then we might be able to go back to bed and sleep."
"Just sleep?"
Elary blushed again. She didn't know why sometimes she had to almost drag
Silar to bed, and the rest of the time, Silar was ahead of her, making the comments that
caused Elary's face to flame.
"And other things, too, of course," said Elary, trying to control her stammering.
She was not a child. She wouldn't act like a child about this. "But right now, we should be
thinking about the Council meeting."
Silar sighed and stood, arching her wings out to full length and shaking them
several times. "I'm glad that I have you, Elary," she said. "They would toss me off the
Council the second day if I didn't. I would be screaming at everybody and telling them to
wake me up only for important decisions."
"They can't throw you off the Council," said Elary, noting the discarded robe and
crown in the corner and shaking her head. Rior wouldn't be happy about that, but then,
Rior wasn't happy about a lot of things at the moment, and she thought they might go
unnoticed at first. "You're the Queen."
"I could order them to throw me off the Council," said Silar darkly. "Then they'd
have to listen. In fact, I might do that."
Elary turned away to hide a smile. Little did Silar know one of the thoughts that
Elary had had in mind since she first suggested writings things down in the meetings. Of
course, it was a way to preserve wisdom and make sure that the proper statements got
attributed to everyone, but Elary was also thinking of it as a way to set precedent and
tradition. The sooner that was set up, the better. Elary had the feeling that once the
Ilantrans began to recover from the war and the loss of Shadow, there would be much
harsher questions about the ilantien staying in the country and Rior remaining in power
than there had been so far.
I won't let them destroy what we have worked so hard to win and preserve. I will

not.
"What am I going to wear?" Silar asked, sounding annoyed. "They still don't
have those gowns with the holes cut in the back for my wings done. And I don't think that
I want my wings confined. I might need to flee Rior's anger, after all."
Elary glanced speculatively at the wadded-up formal robe, then smiled and
picked it up. "I think I have something that might give your wings the freedom they need,
Silar," she called.
*****
"This isn't funny," Silar whispered in irritation. "And everyone's staring at me.
Some of them are snickering, I think."
"But not loudly," Elary pointed out, nodding and smiling at the people who
smiled back at them and ignoring the ones who didn't. Rosorien still wasn't really over
the snub she had given him at the first Council meeting, but she wasn't going to worry
about it. "Almost all of them have hangovers. Just raise your voice when you're speaking
to the Council, and you'll have all the revenge on them that you could ever need."
Silar brightened, and raised her voice when she saw Rior waiting for them in
irritation behind the Council table. "My lord! Sorry to have kept you waiting. Just a few
minutes that we had to attend to."
Many of the snickering people winced and clutched their heads. Silar watched
them from the corner of her eye and gave a soft, vicious chuckle.
Elary shook her head and guided her lover to a seat, still not sure that Silar
wouldn't decide to follow one triumph with another and flee from the room. Silar gave
her a martyred expression and took a seat at the table, then stretched her arms in front of
her and let her head flop over them.
Elary, walking behind her, poked her in the back.
Silar sat up quickly, shouting out and making a good portion of the crowd wince
again before she realized what must have happened. She glared at Elary. "It really is a
good thing that I need you," she said. "I don't think any of the other Queens of Ilantra
would have hesitated to order you off the Council."
"Yes, but none of the other Queens of Ilantra would have walked around without
their crowns, either," said Elary. "Or cut holes in the robe for their wings, or insisted on
not attending their own coronation feasts-"
"That wasn't all my fault, my eager lover-"
"Enough!"
Elary was grateful for Rior's interruption, since her face was flaring quite enough
as it was. She gave Silar a vicious poke, and felt Silar reciprocate in the moment before
Rior turned to glare at them and made them sit still. Silar still managed one pinch as Rior
turned to face the crowd again, but Elary robbed her of satisfaction by sitting still and
smiling, which made Silar scowl at her suspiciously.
"Now," said Rior, "many of you are aware that Ilantra has a crowned Queen."
The murmur rose and fell, causing more people to clutch their heads. Elary
smirked. I'm not sure that many of them realized last night just what they were
celebrating, but they certainly know now, with the Queen in front of them, large as life
and quite as unwashed.
"And I know that many of you have questions about what this means," Rior went
on, pacing back and forth, the click of his boots on the dais very loud. Elary noticed that

with a mild curiosity. Rior almost never took shadowy form in the way that his lord had.
She supposed that after so long without a solid human body, he wanted to use this one as
often as possible. "She is not of the royal line, and some of you will think that means she
cannot rule well."
"Who?" Silar asked unpleasantly, her hand flexing emptily at her side. One thing
Elary and Rior had agreed on at once was the necessity of preventing Silar from bringing
her sword with her to the Council meetings.
"No one important," said Rior, glaring at her again. "But their objections must be
heard, and we must decide what we are to do about them."
"Not cast me off as Queen, I hope," said Silar, baring her teeth in something that
only the still-drunken or those standing at the very back of the crowd could have
mistaken for a smile.
"Certainly not," said Rior. "But there must be a means of settling these disputes,
something fair and impartial."
"My lord, I think I have a suggestion."
Elary smiled as Rior turned to look at her in stupefaction. He wasn't used to her
speaking up like this, only in response to a challenge; that much had become usual in
their first Council meeting. But he seemed to be desperate for ideas, so he nodded
encouragement to go on in her direction.
"I think," said Elary, "that our own words and suggestions should be the means of
settling the disputes, but that they should not be allowed to change with whim, politics, or
how much someone has had to drink the night before." She saw guilty faces in the crowd,
and wondered how many things some of them had said in their cups that they regretted.
"We need a charter, a permanent record of the best suggestions, and we should use that as
the means of settling disputes when things get out of hand."
"How could a piece of paper written with suggestions change the fact that this
Silar woman has no royal blood and cannot be our true Queen?" asked Rosorien, who
was being stubborn.
Elary glared at him until he glanced away in embarrassment, then went on
smoothly. "For example, why should royal blood be the test of a true Queen? You
yourself, my lord, could have taken the throne because of your royal blood, and with your
power, no one would have challenged you. And yet you did not choose to take your
throne."
"True," Rior murmured, watching her. "I knew that I was changing already, and
that now I am more accustomed to thinking the way that a great power or a wolf would,
not the way a human does."
Elary nodded and turned to glance at the crowd again. "Why should the test of a
true monarch not be merit?" she asked. "We have all heard the tales of bad Queens, like
Queen Loriel in our own history and Queen Bel the Mad in Dalznan history. And yet
there are many who were good, even if they were distant descendants of the royal line
and not the direct ones. Shadow chose Rior to follow him based on Rior's loyalty and
strength-"
"And many things that you will never understand," Rior murmured, just low
enough to be heard.
Elary didn't look at him. She didn't think that she could bear to see what his face
looked like at the moment. "And not based on his royal blood. Why not let Silar rule until

she seriously missteps? This Council should keep her from too many mistakes-"
"Thank you ever so much," Silar murmured behind her.
"-and she will know the laws of Ilantra. If she breaks them, then why don't all the
people of Ilantra join in casting her from the throne? Don't leave the decision up to just
those who like Her Majesty Silar, or don't like her. Make sure that everyone has the
chance to say what they like or don't like."
"Do you want me off the throne?" Silar was currently asking her back, probably
with an expression of bewilderment.
Elary didn't look at her. She was horribly afraid that she would simply burst out
laughing if she did. "Consider this kind of thing, my lords, my ladies. And then tell me
what you think." She paused there, her heart beating wildly in her ears, and wondering if
they were really thinking about what they were doing. Probably not. Yet this would be the
first vote, in a way, and if they accepted this one, then they might be amenable to
accepting another one.
"Why should we?" asked Rosorien, noticing the most inconvenient things as he
always did. "In the past, the monarchs always decided this kind of thing by royal decree,
and I think-"
His voice faltered and died.
Elary snorted. "Yes, exactly. You think that Silar is not a royal Queen and
therefore cannot be a fit monarch, so you wouldn't trust any royal decree she gave on the
subject anyway. So think about it, and think about what you really want, who you would
really like to see on the throne."
"I would hate to depend on him alone," Silar muttered.
"That's why everyone's voting," Elary muttered back, hoping that would shut her
up, and turned back to the assembled Ilantrans. "And when this is over, then you will
have made a decision not just based on the recommendation of someone else, or on the
edict of a Queen most of you don't trust, but on your own consciences and initiative. Do
you see the wonder of it?"
More frowning. More hesitation. Only in Rior's eyes, and Garden's, surprisingly,
was there a hint of understanding. Elary smiled at them, and then turned and nodded to
the woman who had taken up the task of recording everything the Council said, the
shapeshifter girl who had crowned Silar. She nodded back and bent furiously over the
parchment in her lap.
At last, people began raising their hands and making their arguments. Most were
with Elary, that they should wait and see what Silar actually did before condemning her.
A few were in favor of their being a true monarch of the blood around as soon as
possible, but since they would have to go and search for traces of Ilantran royal blood
among the commoners and the ilzánai and the other royal families before they could
produce one, they agreed to accept Silar as the best compromise for now. The
shapeshifter girl dutifully noted it all down, and at last over a hundred were in favor of
the simple statement, "The monarch of Ilantra shall be the best available choice, and if
the people of Ilantra are still dissatisfied in a year, then they shall have the choice of
casting him or her out" being scribed in the charter.
Elary took a deep breath and sat down, anticipating the beam from Rior and the
scowl from Silar. Silar leaned towards her and started whispering again the moment Rior
began addressing other things, such as how many of his people would stay in the castle

and how many would go back to the forests. Elary was content to leave that entirely
personal decision up to him.
"Are you mad? Do you really want me off the throne? The vote could have gone
against me, you know."
"I know," Elary whispered back, "but they would never have stopped muttering
otherwise, Rosorien and those like him. They would think of you as simply someone
forced on them by circumstance, and they would be far more likely to rebel against the
throne or help Ilantra's enemies."
Silar cocked her head. "Do you really think so?"
Elary nodded firmly.
"Hmmm." Silar watched the crowd again for a moment, then turned back, with
something like a regal mask in place over her doubts of before. "You have our gratitude,
Lady Elary, and our thanks."
Elary thought that Silar sounded strange using the royal plural, but she managed
to pay attention enough to know when her intervention was next required, when some of
the fey again stated arguing that the ilantien should be forced out of the country. Garden
was with her on this one, and a stare from the golden-eyed woman was often enough to
make a protesting fey forget entirely what he was arguing about. The next resolution to
add to the charter, that the ilantien should not be forced from the country unless they
showed signs of evil behavior, met with little opposition at last.
Then Elary proposed that the same thing should apply to shapeshifters, ilzánai,
and humans, and amid the protests, she hoped that several people were seeing how
ridiculous it was to signal the ilantien out.
She glanced to the side and met Kirien's glance. The man looked fiercely proud
of- something. Elary thought it included her, though she couldn't really be sure about that.
"But the humans are the heart of the Kingdom!" someone protested.
Elary turned back to answer that, feeling Silar squeeze her hand and Kirien
gazing at her in pride and even Rior nodding as he read through what the scribe had
written down so far.
If this is my life, then it will not be such a bad one. A lot of arguing, but the same
thing happens with stubborn patients. Ilantra is my patient, that is all, and I am going to
make sure she heals.

Chapter 69
Thanks and Farewell
"If you can't think of anything pleasant to say to someone departing, then scream
insults. It makes them feel loved. Really. Anything is better than indifference."
-The Dark-Eyed Warder of the North.
"What will you demand from me, Death?"
Nightstone blinked. It was strange. So long had she been bound to Kymenos's
mind that she was hearing his voice as if in her ears, and seeing what was happening to
him as though it were actually happening in front of her.
"Nothing much," said the black hound, his voice thick with resentment. "But you
have destroyed any chance of the royal family reigning, and for that I will demand that
you surrender to me."
Kymenos laughed weakly. Nightstone shook her head in amazement. She could
see the courage that blazed in his mind. He was afraid, but he would have died before he
admitted it or surrendered. And this was the man she had thought to conquer with torture
and threats. She had not known him then, or had any idea, or she would have tried any
other tactic.
"I have done what I said I would, Death. The royal family will not reign in this
generation, that is true. I told you they wouldn't. I have no children, and if you find other
royal Heirs, they will not have grown up knowing their heritage or worshipping you,
which is not ideal. Find their children and teach them. Meanwhile, the Crownkillers
should not hinder you. After all, their fervor will be less now with the royal magic not
building up. So Destiny told me."
There was silence. Then Death said, "But there might still be a royal family
member in this generation. You could have no children, but your Heir might be one of
your cousins. You could still become King."
Kymenos began laughing so hard that he started coughing. Nightstone hovered in his
head and wondered if slumping back against the wall had hit his head and damaged his
brain somehow. She wouldn't sit there and laugh in front of a great power.
"Think about it, Death," Kymenos said. "You know the power I held in my hands. I
might have been able to challenge you. I could have destroyed a good part of Dalzna. I
could have wielded it against my enemies, and no one would have stopped me. And yet I
gave that power up and sent it draining into the sea. What does that tell you about my
desire to become King?"
Death snapped his jaws again, and Nightstone felt the way the foam splattered
Kymenos's face. It was an odd sensation, feeling wetness on a layer of skin not her own.
Nightstone blinked and resisted the urge to wipe at her cheek, thinking it would break the
night-bond of her link with Kymenos.
"The desire matters little," said Death. "You have caused me no end of trouble, and I
want a royal family in this generation. You will surrender."

"The desire matters most," said Kymenos, his voice flat and all laughter gone. "I will die
before I surrender to you. You cannot force me, not if power could not tempt me. There is
nothing you have that I want, and every reason to win free of you. Come ahead, Death,
and you will find me dead before you. Not willingly part of your plans."
Death was again silent. Nightstone watched through Kymenos's eyes as closely as she
could, which wasn't that closely. She didn't want to draw Death's attention to her,
especially as an ally of Kymenos- which I am not, she assured herself fiercely. Not at all.
But she did want to see what would happen.
That is because it could have an impact on Orlath, she reasoned with herself. Orlath has
ever paid too little attention to happenings in the northern Kingdoms. But I will not be
one of those ignorant monarchs. I will watch, and learn, and if I can help Kymenos
survive what happens so that I can kill him myself, to whom will it matter?
Then Death said, "You will not yield, will you?"
"Never."
Nightstone shook her head, though that caused her own room to waver into her vision.
Stubborn, Kymenos, and stupid. It would be better to yield for a while and then fight back
as needed. If you had the power to cast off the mantle of royalty, then you can cast off the
mantle of helplessness.
But Death bowed his head and growled, "I thought it would be so. I had to ask, you see. I
had no choice. You are the only royal Heir I know of in the present generation. But I
thought that you probably would not agree."
Kymenos chuckled. "And so we part on good terms? I will not serve you nor spread your
worship, but I am not your enemy either?"
"Good terms," Death agreed. "Leave me to my raising of the royal children, and I will
have no reason to oppose you."
"I care not about my cousins," said Kymenos, in a voice that Nightstone would have
been proud to command when she was speaking to her own siblings all those centuries
ago. "Raise them to respect you or rip Dalzna apart; I don't care. It will mostly happen
when I'm dead, anyway."
But not when I am, Nightstone thought. This threat from the Dalznan royals might be
one for me to watch out for.
Fine, Kymenos unexpectedly answered her. You are chaste and immortal and a heroine
of the Dark and such nonsense. But I am not a hero, and I want to live and die in a world
unfit for heroes.

Death turned and padded away across the broken stone. Nightstone could almost feel the
moment when he left Kymenos's presence, which told her how deeply she was riding the
currents of his mind. Suddenly the air seemed warmer, cleaner, free of a chill and stink of
corruption that had stayed just below sensing. Kymenos shivered, then sneezed.
"And now to decide what to do next," he muttered.
You could do worse than travel north.
Kymenos started back with an oath, one that Nightstone heard echoing in her own ears
as well as his. "Who-?"
But a golden shimmer and curl in front of him revealed Destiny, and Kymenos relaxed.
Nightstone leaned forward, though, watching with narrowed eyes. Destiny had altered its
loyalties too, then, along with gods like Elle. This place she was starting to rule in would
be a very different world. Nightstone wondered if there was a way to assign spies to learn
all the great powers' and gods' new allegiances.
You could do worse than travel north, Destiny repeated encouragingly. There are people
there who are tired of the Crownkillers ruling them, and with the dissolution of their
purpose, that rule will be starting to fall apart anyway. Show a few how to resist
Crownkiller cruelties, and their reign will shatter. They might even want to follow you
about and make you a hero.
"A comfortable life is the only good part about being a hero, and I may have that anyway
when I'm able to show them what I can do," Kymenos murmured. "And the Star Circle?"
Mostly ripped apart, as you surmised. Only those who served out of fear of their lives
and did not join in the attack on you remain. I think you have little to fear from them.
Destiny bowed and faded. Farewell. Use your freedom as you will; I will not trouble you
again.
Kymenos grinned savagely. Nightstone knew that not because she could see the grin, but
because she could feel the matching mood in his mind.
"I did win," he murmured. "I triumphed over my enemies and resisted the great powers
who wanted to use me, and I did not fulfill the supposed 'promise' of my royal blood. I
won." He nodded. "I am smarter than any other person in Serian."
But not the world, Nightstone murmured. I would be interested in seeing you best me.
Kymenos yawned. "I need not worry about you, my lady," he said. "I am going north,
and you are in Orlath and chained to a throne. It is unlikely that our lives will ever touch
again."
Nightstone felt an unexpected panic at the idea. I will never get to have my vengeance on

you? No. That is not acceptable. Aren't you the slightest bit curious why we have this
night-bond linking our minds?
That would be my doing, actually.
Nightstone winced. The voice of this great power was irritating, scraping on her nerves,
not like the gentle voice of Destiny or the soft power of Death. A red light briefly filled
the room, forming no figure, but Kymenos seemed to recognize it, and he smiled.
"Am I suddenly going to be able to fling purple and green flames again?" he asked, in a
joke that made no sense to Nightstone. Even the memory that passed through his mind
shone too briefly for her to truly share it.
No, said the voice. You prayed for my protection, and I granted it to you briefly because
doing so amused me. I started this night-bond because I thought it might also help you,
the both of you.
Nightstone shivered. She didn't know who this great power was, and not knowing was
beginning to upset her.
The thing's attention briefly turned in her direction, and the voice said, I am Chaos, if
you did not know.
Nightstone shivered again. You set this whole thing in motion? she asked. You were the
one who broke the prophecy, and started the chain of events happening in a way that
Destiny was not pleased at?
Yes, said Chaos.
"I had something to do with it," said Kymenos grimly, stretching and craning his neck as
though he could somehow examine the back of his head, which he had bumped against
the wall. "If I had not decided to resist Destiny and ask you for help in the first place,
none of this would have happened."
Yes, yes, said Chaos irritably. Now. I will break the night-bond, if that is what you both
want. It has served its purpose.
"Yes," said Kymenos.
No, said Nightstone.
"Why do you care?" Kymenos asked, beginning to work his way past the charred corpses
of the Crownkillers and back to the surface. Nightstone thought he might hesitate when
passing the bodies, but he didn't even give them a glance, except to sneer at them.
Apparently he was hardened to such things now, or perhaps he always had been.
Nightstone had to admit she didn't know that much about him.

I would like to exact my vengeance on you, said Nightstone.
"All the more reason that I should wish the bond gone," said Kymenos, working his way
carefully past a chunk of stone, "so that you cannot find me and kill me as easily."
And all the more reason I should wish it to remain in place, Nightstone said. I would not
like to try tracking you all through the northern mountains, or wherever you plan to go
when this is done.
Chaos chuckled in both their heads. I think the greater mischief will be served by its
remaining in place, it said. I like the idea. Farewell. And the voice and the scraping,
rasping presence vanished.
"You had to do that, didn't you?" Kymenos complained, even as he made his way up the
stairs and past still more bodies. Nightstone had known her destruction went this far, but
she didn't think he had known. It still didn't seem to bother him. "Now Chaos will think is
a grand joke, probably one worth trying again. I don't think that you really want this
night-bond in place."
You could always not listen to me, Nightstone suggested.
"And miss out on the fun of taunting you? Never!" Kymenos looked towards the
light coming from above him. "Now, if you'll excuse me, I should go take Sykeen from
the stables and fight my way out of Serian, if necessary."
I'll stay with you, Nightstone offered. I could help you fight your way out just as I
helped you this time.
Kymenos chuckled, and then closed his eyes, so that Nightstone couldn't see the
way he turned as he came out of the hole in the earth.
I don't think so, he said, voice soft and full of something oddly like affection.
Some day we might meet under better circumstances, my lady, but not for right now. I
have enemies, and I have to concentrate on escaping them, not courting them.
Nightstone stiffened with indignation. Did you think I was- attracted to you? Of
course not! I am chaste, remember!
And I am only a poor, misunderstood hero, Kymenos mocked her. Whatever you
want to tell yourself, tell yourself, since I will not be there to listen.
The night-bond shut down, and Nightstone opened her eyes and blinked around
the castle room that suddenly seemed much smaller than it had.
Part of her really did hunger for the north, she realized, and now not just to go
back to the ice fortress that had always been her home. She wanted to go riding with
Kymenos, and see how long it took him to taunt her into a rage, and her to kill him.
But she had to do other things instead right now, as a thundering knock on her
door proved a moment later. Sighing, certain that it couldn't interest her as much as that
last conversation with Kymenos had, Nightstone stood and went to answer it.
"My lady!" said the bard who stood there excitedly to her. "I think I have found
evidence of a descendant of Princess Resant, living in the southwest of Orlath. I met her
once before and thought it was strange that she had such a strong Destiny when she was a
farmer, but I think now that she came of royalty."

Nightstone smiled. "Tell me more," she said, waving the man into her room. Her
gaze strayed to the northern window, and then she looked firmly away.
Soon, she promised herself. Soon I can go back north. But not right now.
I wonder what Kymenos is doing?

Chapter 70
Dawn In Serian
"Don't ask me to describe the morning after a night of battle. It is something that
you cannot know unless you have been through it yourself."
-King Rinness of Arvenna.
Kymenos opened his eyes when he was sure that Nightstone was gone, and
stepped out into the brilliant light that was streaming above the palace. The battle had
taken all night, he found, and now the dawn blossomed quietly around him, as though it
were unaware what had taken place.
Kymenos shook his head. "Something entirely unexpected," he murmured.
He felt drained, almost empty. In a few minutes, he had felt most of the great
powers who had controlled in his life in the last few months, or tried to, pass before him.
But Destiny had given up a hold on him now, and Death was satisfied, and if Chaos
interfered with his life now, Kymenos didn't think it would be because of royalty.
There was Nightstone, of course, and Chaos's night-bond, but Kymenos, though a
little disappointed the bitch had survived, had no compulsion to contact her again. She
could dash herself against the silent wall of his mind for all he cared, until he was safe
and had come up with new taunts to handle her.
Now, he had to get out of Serian. The Crownkillers would be cautious, the Star
Circle shattered, but there might be someone reckless enough to come after him. And if
he was seen walking out of the palace where the Crownkillers had sent a large number of
their people to capture a lone man…
Kymenos didn't like to think about what would happen.
He would have shaped Reflection to hide himself and walk unnoticed to the
Queen's Rack that way, but he knew that the passage of mighty magic through his body
had left his ability to open a conduit chancy. He might get what he wanted, or he might
get a flood that would destroy him.
Better to rely on my wits and tongue, as I have always done. After all, they are
better than the wits or tongue of anyone else in Serian.
He stepped through the palace itself, passing the aboveground walls and studying
the carvings of hounds and eagles curiously. The hounds he understood, but what
significance had eagles had to the Dalznan royal line?"
He shrugged. Probably I'll never know, and probably no one else will ever tell
me.
Kymenos ducked out past the statue of Queen Bel, and immediately came to a
step. Nervous Crownkiller guards were walking past the statues and looking towards the
palace too often for comfort. They had probably been told to wait until the others came
back, but Kymenos had no way of knowing how long that might be.
Damn. What do I do now?
Abruptly, one of the guards screamed. Kymenos stared as all of them watched the
statue of Queen Bel and backed away, their eyes fixed on the stone as if it were horrible,
the screams rising. Then they turned and fled.
Baffled, Kymenos looked at the statue. For a moment, the black hound that
crouched by the Queen's heel turned its head and looked at him, and Kymenos caught the
flash of a silver glance. He thought one of the bright eyes closed in something like a

wink.
Then it was gone. It could have been a trick of his eyes, except that a trick of his
eyes wouldn't have frightened the Crownkillers.
Kymenos grinned. It appeared that Death was in the mood to grant one last favor
to him. Of course, it could be that the great power still hoped he would live and take the
throne one day, in which case Kymenos would have to disappoint it, but it was still a nice
trick nevertheless.
And it's the least that it can do for not stopping the Crownkillers on the stairs, he
thought sourly, his good mood dimming a little.
He stepped away from the statue and walked through the nearly empty streets of
Serian towards the Queen's Rack. Of course, he had gotten only a few steps before he
stopped. What if the Crownkillers had left guards near his possessions? It was only
reasonable to suppose he might come back for them.
Well, come to that, there was really only one thing he needed. Kymenos was
irritated at having to leave the sack of silver from Death behind, but his one needed
possession could fetch itself.
He closed his eyes, found the mind he needed, and whistled.
I was sleeping, Sykeen complained. And you've been doing Destined things
without me again. Is that the act of a hero who shares his life with his horse? I ask you.
"No," Kymenos said, "it's the act of someone who didn't have much choice, and
who needs you now."
Sykeen snorted. And I suppose that I will have to leave these warm stables and
go back into hard country where no one appreciates me and it's cold all the time.
"There may be hunting of Crownkillers, too."
So there will be people trying to shoot me with arrows and hack me apart with
swords. How overjoyed I am. How much I would like to stay in this nice, warm stable, in
this city where people are sane"Except the Star Circle and the Crownkillers." Kymenos looked casually up and
down the street, but still no one of either description appeared. He wished that Sykeen
would hurry, however.
How easy do you think it is to get out of one of these stalls? They put the bolt in
the most inconvenient place. Kymenos could feel the wood scraping against Sykeen's
neck as he leaned over the stall door to manipulate the bolt with teeth and tongue. The
bolt tasted funny, too, and Kymenos snorted in disgust at the rasp of metal against his
mouth.
It shouldn't be so hard for you, a telepathic horse and the horse of heroes.
Shut up.
Kymenos chuckled, and leaned against a building as two guards walked past,
talking in soft voices. They glanced without interest at him, and then away. If Onezha had
spread the news of his royal heritage, though, that wouldn't last long. Kymenos knew the
Crownkillers' fervor would die eventually, but that didn't mean it was ebbing at the
moment.
That has it.
Sykeen rounded the corner a few minutes after speaking the words, and came
straight to Kymenos, bowing his head and rubbing his nose against Kymenos's shoulder.
Kymenos reached up and clasped his neck for a moment, feeling the strong warmth of

shifting muscle and silky mane against his hand.
Then he vaulted onto Sykeen's back, though he winced a little when the spine
crashed against his groin. Sykeen, of course, hadn't been able to bring any tack along. No
more vaulting for a while until he managed to buy or borrow a saddle somewhere, then.
You have learned to value me, then, despite all the insulting things you think
about me, said Sykeen in satisfaction as they cantered towards the gates of Serian. You
value me even more than your healing plants that you are leaving behind.
Kymenos rolled his eyes, and replied telepathically, since they were starting to
pass more people now. What makes you think I won't just send south and get some more
plants from Dalinda when I am settled?
You would?
Of course I would. But I have come to realize that I can't just set up as a healer
in Serian, or anywhere else, and expect my life to be normal for a while. Of course my
life is not normal. I am too magnificent for that.
I don't know why I love you, Sykeen complained. You are arrogant and deceptive
and self-centered and far too convinced of your own worth.
Yes, I know. You love me because of that.
No, I don't.
Kymenos grinned and ceased the argument for the moment. He had the feeling
that it could go on for quite some time, but they were approaching the gates, and he
wanted some dramatic exit. There was something to be said for drama, after all, as long
as it wasn't being employed for the sake of comforting whiny royal Heirs.
I would say that any drama you direct is employed primarily for that effect.
Shut up, said Kymenos in turn, and studied the gates. The guards stood there and
looked around nervously. They wouldn't know exactly what was going on—they were
probably low-ranking Crownkillers, not trusted with precious secrets like the royal Heir
being in the city—but they knew something was up, and they were yelling at travelers
who wanted to enter or leave the city even more than usual.
Kymenos eyed the broken crown pendants that hung at their throats, and smiled.
He had an idea.
That's a stupid idea.
Kymenos serenely ignored Sykeen, and smiled at the guards when they came to
inspect him, moving aside his shirt so that they could see the shattered crown pendant.
The guards came to attention at once, and one of them asked anxiously, "What news, my
lord? Do you know what has happened in the palace? We know that most of our brothers
and sisters went there last night, but we don't know what happened to them."
Kymenos let his smile widen. Those had been most of the Crownkillers in the
city, then? He had done well. Or Nightstone had, not that he was ever going to let her
know that unless he got drunk or was compelled by someone holding a knife to his throat.
"I bring you news of the traitor's death," he said quietly. "And news of the death
of the royal Heir. The royal line of Dalzna is now extinct."
One of the guards made a half-strangled, religious-sounding exclamation. The
other one brightened considerably and said, "Then why is everyone so quiet? There seem
to be no Crownkillers moving about."
Kymenos let his face become sorrowful. "Alas, it cost the lives of all who entered
the palace, except me," he said. "I was there as the lords and ladies who have dedicated

their lives to this wondrous endeavor fought the royal Heir, and I was overlooked only
because I had been wounded early in the battle. I saw the royal Heir fall, but not before
he loosed a firestorm that killed the others. I am on my way to report the news to the
Lady Ravenseeker, and let her know that our quest has ended, but we have many brothers
and sisters to mourn."
The guards bowed their heads and touched their hands to their hearts. Kymenos
watched them, trying not to laugh.
You are making fun of their grief, said Sykeen disapprovingly in his head. That is
not heroic.
You could measure with a sieve the amount of my grief, said Kymenos.
Sykeen snorted, but stood still until the guards looked up with tears in their eyes
and heartfelt words of thanks on their lips. Kymenos accepted their thanks with a grave
nod and the most sorrowful expression he could think of inscribed on his face.
The guard asked, "My lord, have you heard the latest news about the Lady
Ravenseeker's position?"
"No," said Kymenos.
"She moved to the Lake of the Northern Winds a few days ago," the guard said
earnestly, no doubt pleased to help. "She wanted to see if there were any royal relics left
in the lake beyond the crown."
"And she is still there?" Kymenos asked intently. Lady Ravenseeker had been the
one who tried to kill Talazh and made the whole chase through the mountains both
necessary and far less fun than it should have been. He thought that he owed her
something.
"Yes, my lord. She would have told us if she moved." The guard faltered for a
moment. "Of course, she would have spoken to Lord Meranth or Lady Lonaya first, but
they both lost their lives fighting the royal Heir."
Kymenos nodded. "But I shall carry the news to her, and their names shall echo
from the mountains of Dalzna." If only in curses as I kill her.
"Thank you, my lord," said the other guard, the one who had been speechless
until now, and looked up with more tears running down his face. "There shall be songs
sung of this matter when the palace is dust, and you shall be honored when Dalzna has
forgotten it ever had a monarch."
Kymenos bowed his head. "I hope that may be true," he said.
You are greedy, and vain, and ambitious of attention.
Yes, I am.
Sykeen snorted again. The guards glanced at him strangely. Kymenos smiled, and
waved a hand to them as he rode through the gates.
"Keep up the watch, brothers!" he shouted. "For the sake of our brothers and
sisters dead in the battle!"
The guards saluted him, and Kymenos saluted back. Then the guards found it
necessary to salute again, and Kymenos to respond, and so they went down the road until
Kymenos at last lost sight of the guards and the gates in the dust that sprang up from the
moving travelers.
He rode Sykeen to the edge of the walls and sat there contemplating the
mountains for a moment. This reminded him very much of the time that he had first left
Serian fourteen years ago, when he had looked on the Dalorths and thought about going

into them. But he had turned south instead, to meet his Destiny supposedly as the
guardian of the Princess Alliana.
"This time, I know better," he muttered. "I'm going north, and no one can stop
me."
But it is good that you came south, Sykeen argued, as he broke into a trot without
being urged. It is good that you met me, and that you had the chance to break yourself
free of the trap of Destiny. Besides, if Destiny really was determined to reach out for you,
then you couldn't have avoided it.
Kymenos shrugged. "I didn't want to leave Dalzna, and perhaps if I had followed
my love of home instead of my pride, Destiny would have seen much earlier that there
was no use in forcing me." He posted as Sykeen trotted up towards the main path that
climbed into the mountains, since that eased the pain his groin a little.
Are you sorry you came south?
"No," said Kymenos. "Only sorry that it took me so long to prove to people how I
will not be forced."
He looked up into the mountains. The dawn was still not far advanced, and gentle
golden light stroked the rocks. Around him, the sky was just beginning to turn the soft
pale blue of the day from the brass that it normally was at this time of morning. Tufts of
green shone here and there, touched by the sun, and cottages sent up streams of smoke
from the places where the hardy folk of Dalzna lived and tired of Crownkiller rule. Snow
gleamed above them.
Kymenos smiled, and left the south behind him.

Epilogue
Some Time Later
They ducked and darted and raced each other across the sea, bright flashes of
golden light that sometimes took the shapes of dragons and sometimes of winged horses
and sometimes of stranger creatures. But only the last identity was the true one. They
were elves, and they had returned to their true forms at last, though of course they
remembered that they had once been called Pannerel and Reweren. Everything they had
been, limited and not, was part of them, embraced within their very wildness.
They flashed from the sea over the continent, and looked down into a place that
was still dear to one of them. A bright green valley lay sheltered among the rocks, hardly
visible from the air- except that everything was visible to an elf- and glowed with all the
colors of life. Beneath its trees slept four adult silvereyes, all of them motionless in the
slumber of exhaustion. Two others, the two awake, ran frantically across the grass,
chasing two children who ripped and tore and tumbled around each other with the restless
energy of youth.
The children, twin boys alike only in the fierce expressions of determination on
their faces, separated and ran in two different directions. The mother went after one, the
father after another, and at last managed to snatch them up not far from where the side of
the valley climbed. Both held the squirming children firmly, and smiled into each other's
eyes over their heads, until the boys resorted to biting and got free, promptly running
away again.
The parents sighed and ran after them. The hovering flash of light who numbered
Pannerel among his many names looked at the woman called Helian, and the man called
Olumer who had once been lost to himself, and was content.
They shot south then, and hovered over a warm country of jungles and sunlight
that had been home for centuries to the descendants of Reweren's elven body. He would
have lingered in sadness there if he could, but the other urged him on, and at last they
hung over a changing and flowing city of water near the sea. Both could feel the presence
of a talking sword in the city somewhere, but it was oddly muffled, as though tied under
cloth.
Of more interest was a stone platform near the edge of the waves, where an
empty house stood. It was magnificent, boasting long slender spires of stone, and wide
windows, and a great central chamber containing a pool of heated water on the bottom
floor. But no one had walked its halls for some time now.
The two flashes of light brushed through the house, and read the tales of the
boredom and wildness and madness of mortal mixed with immortal blood, and not only
the one who had once been Reweren felt a brief flush of sorrow.
Then they broke free, and chased each other madly along the coast of Orlath,
smaller now than it used to be, and more thronged with ships. The worship of Erlande
had grown strong and flourished, and nowhere more so in than in the castle by the sea,
once the stronghold of the Elle-worshipping royal family.
The two brilliancies were in time to see a black pegasus leap from the highest
battlement of the castle, wings wide spread, and fly steadily towards the north. A black
swan followed it a few moments later.
The flashes of light would have followed the pegasus, but they knew where she

was going, and besides, it was time to go and chase each other over the sea again, over
the Green Isles and beyond, back through the Kingdoms and back through time and other
worlds, always changing, always different.
But always the same, as well, bound to the past even as it stretched forward, a
flowering and unfolding of old stories into new.
"Of course, one hears the occasional odd story…"
-Lusirimonalata, Priestess of Elle.

